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Art. I. Prospects of China : with remarks respecting the present

state of the empire^ and the measures which the people of Chris •

tendom ought to pursue towards this country.

From time immemorial the Chinese have stood alone. They have
been, and are still, an isolated people. This, doubtless, has resulted

in part from their own choice, and in part ;from circumstances more
or less beyond their control. Differing from the rest of the world in

their language, laws, government, domestic habits, religious rites,

&-C., they have not deemed it expedient or practicable to form, with

the rest of the Mwld, those friendly relations which afford the philan-

thropist the most ready means for 'bringing the people of every land

and of every name into that state of improvement— that state of
millenial peace and prosperity— foretold by ancient seers. Though
but partially acquainted with their history, we see sufficient cause
for that exclusive policy and that isolated attitude, which they have
hitherto so signally maintained, in direct opposition to the fundamen-
tal principles of society. No nation is without its peculiarities; nor
even an individual. These, however, do not exempt either the one or

the other from those more permanent traits of character— those in-

tellectual qualities and feelings— common to the whole race of man.
A full description of all these peculiarities, in the Chinese, would afford

the philosopher many valuable hints for the direction of his inquiries,

and form a curious chapter in the general history of the world. But
omitting, for the present, to give even a sketch of these peculiarities,

we must advert to those traits of mind— the characteristic habits of

thought and action-— in which the Chinese agrees with his species in

every clime and age. To one overwhelmed with grief it matters

little whether black or white, or some other color, is the badge of

mourning. If his parents have been taken from him, and he is left

without friends or the means of comfort and support, the child must

VOL. VI. NO. I. 1
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feel his orphanage
;
and when he is famishing for food he will not

care whether it is served to him with his own native chop sticks^ or in
any other manner, provided he can allay his hunger. Probably the
Chinese have more peculiarities than can be found among any other
people; this, however, does not exempt them from feeling grief, pain
reproach, honor, hope, fear, and the like, as keenly as any other
mortals. Now it is from a thorough knowledge of these permanent
qualities, and from whatever may be effected through them, that we
are to calculate future changes among the Chinese

;
while with their

peculiarities we have little more to do than so to understand them
to prevent their hindering any direct and proper action on the former.

In short, the simple object is to meet and treat the Chinese as me&^
human beings—^/lot celestial, nor infernal.

An example or two will illustrate this sentiment. The first, ia
importance', is found in the language. Diplomatic ^correspondence,

everywhere throughout the whole civilized world, requires the most
carefhl attention. Errors, however slight, even in the style of address

or in any other similar points, seldom pass unnoticed. In order,

therefore, to secure accuracy it is always deemed requisite, that he
who' is employed to draft such documents be not only a scholar, but

one, also, who is well versed in the punctilios of diplomacy. In all

the correspondence hitherto carried on with the Chinese, where have
been the diplomatists equal to their task? What have those known
of the usages and manners of tl|e Chinese court who have undertaken

to drafi. state papers? As^or those who have been employed to trans-

late such papers, if \ye except one or two individuals, what have they

known of the style to be adopted? And in the presentation of offi-

cial documents, and in endeavoring to communicate with the sover»

eign of this country, what errors have there not been comnutted ?

Even at the present houj, were an address to be made to the throne,

or a case to be. laid before the court at Peking,’ where are the men
fitted for suUh undertakings? We know not even one thoroughly

qualified foi^ ^ ^^fficult a service, or who Would without reluctance

undertake it. On the point of etiquette, ** the ceremonies to be per-

formed,” wherein so much ill-will, strife, bad faith, and bad conduct,

have originated, no less difficulty exists. Were an envoy to be sent

from the court; of Peking to that of Paris, with instructions to con-

form to the usages of thatvcountry, does any one suppose, that, on his

arrival there, he would be expected to change his own costume, diet,

or style of bowing, for that of the French ? Each, in his way, would

be a match for the other. But what could be more absurd than a

grave Chinese undertaking to imitatp the manners of the Parisian^

court? Who could think of recommendi^ or attempting it? In

the mission to the Tourgouths, north of the Cfaspian, sent by Kangfae^

instructions were given to conform to the usages of the country through

which it passed and the court to which it went ;
but in so doing,

surely the envoy was not expected to abandon the usages of bis own
native land, much less allow himself to be made a plaything to the

dishonor of his sovereign.
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In botli thede particulars— language and etiquette-— it is requisite,

chiefly, that established usages be not outraged, while all honor is

given to whomsoever it is due. So far, therefore, as it may be ne-

cessary to secure this end, national peculiarities should be regarded,

but no further. In a visit to the Chinese court it certainly would not

be .necessary for the foreigner to shave his head, plait his hair, or

prostrate himself in the dust. The Chinese are shrew<l observers of

character
;
and the blunders and foibles which they have witnessed

will not soon be forgotten. Too many sad examples already exist ,

this however, is not the place to cite them
;
and we have adverted

to them, en passant^ merely to prevent, if we can, the idea being

any longer held, that such childish freaks deserve any otlier consi-

deration than sovereign contempt.

The question has often been asked, what ought Europeans to do,

what course ought they to pursue, with regard to the Chinese? To act

as hitherto, is to “do nothing.” Much, indeed, which has been done,

had better have been left unessayed. In order to give the question,

stated above, a fair answer it is needful to glance, for a moment, at the

present state of the country and character of the people. An empire
of great extent, containing 360,000,000 of people, with the one man
at its head, declares itself the source and centre of all earthly good,

while all the rest of the world is regarded and treated as barbarian

and hostile. Around the imperial throne are collected the most able

men in the nation, ranked and honored respectively according to the

influence which they have been able to sCcquire and exercise. To
these great ministers of state the affairs of the empire are chiefly en-

trusted, all they do or propose, however, being subject to the will of
their master—the emperor. But neither he nor his conncils are, so

far as we can see, much influenced by the voice of public opinion,

except when famine, or pestilence, or inundations, or some similar

cause, wakes them to deeds of public charity— if what stern necessity

demands can be so called. The great mass of the people, constantly

and laboriously employed in agricultural, commercial, and mechanical
pursuits, in order to acquire necessary food and raiment, know but lit-

tle, and care less, of the authority that is over them. Many are very

poor; still more are very ignorant; and being both poor and ignorant,

are vicious in the extreme. In such circumstances the people feel no
interest in international affairs, and scarcely know that any other na-

tions, beside their own, exist. This government stands, not by the

voice of public opinion, but by its own mastery : and when that mastery

is lost, and it is daily becoming weaker and weaker,, there mast come
a change of dynasty— an event we deprecate, because, judging froih

the analogy of all past times, it will be accompanied with immense
havoc and bloodshed. Moreover, such a direful issue seems unnece.s-

sary, if the powers that be at once awake to their obligations, and
promptly discharge the duties that rest upon them. In China nothing

of good can be hoped for from a more change of masters. It is not,

therefore, either a change of the dynasty, or of the forms of govern-

ment, for which the philanthropist can labor, or even hope. While,
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then, with all those who sincerely love their fellow-men, we must de-
precate these changes, and all the means that might be employed to
effect them, we hail with approbation every wise effort, however fee-

ble or indirect, made for the removal of ignorance, poverty,, crime,
and wretchedness, on the one hand; and on the other, for the in-

crease and extension of knowledge, virtue, and every good.

What can be more humiliating' to human reason— to say nothing
of its wickedness, than to see a great nation bowing in adoration to

images of wood and stone, or before man who is mortal and fallible

as ourselves? Such conduct cannot exist, we think, except where
there is either entire ignorance or forgetfulness of Him, in whom.we
live, and whom we are bound to serve. Four thousand years have
afforded full opportunity here for all the false systems of man’s device

to work freely their legitimate effects. They have done so
;
and we

now see their results. Not two centuries ago, a thicker darkness and
grosser superstitions enveloped' the British isles, than probably, up to

that period, had ever overshadowed the land of Sinim. Woden, and
Thor, and others of less renown, were then England’s acknowledged
deities ;

and the King of kings had no altars, no temples, no worship-

ers there,' until the pure word of Jehovah was promulgated. The
wisdom and prowess of ancient Rome, even in the zenith of her glory,

did little, comparatively, for the improvement of conquered nations.

Such conquests as she achieved are often hurtful, because they are

gained by the destruction of much property and life, without any

equivalent. Many times has China been overrun, conquered, subju-

gated. A foreigner now sits on her throne. Changes have succeed-

ed changes without any amelioration of the condition of the people,

without the increase of knowledge, while, in the process oftime, many
new oppressions and other evils have accumulated. It is true, (hat,

in the workings of divine Providence, good may spring from these

acknowledged wrongs. But without the intervention of those means,

ordained of God, and revealed in his word, for the world’s regenera-

tion, few and partial improvements will ever be effected. Not all the

powers on earth, without the purifying and ennobling influence of

the gospel, could ever have effected the great good which the mil-

lions of the British empire, and other millions by their instrumentality,

now enjoy.

This allusion is made to the influence of truth and the principles of

the divine government, and their effects on the destinies of nations,

because they afford, beyond all controversy, the surest data for de-

termining the future extension of those privileges which are the birth-

right of man, but which are here denied him. And what are those

pnvileges? In a word, they are all those blessings of personal freedom,

knowledge, liberty, and peace, now possessed by the most favored na-

tions. Nay more, for much remains to be done ere the conduct of ru-

lers, towards each other, and towards those under them, will be cha-

racterized by that good faith, magnanimity, and kindness, which be-i

come those who are members of one great family, living under the care

of one universal Father. No nation on earth has yet done for itself,
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much less for others, one half what it ought to do, or will do, when
both the rulers and the ruled learn to'act according to the Christian’s

code— the New Testament. Then, * to cheat the king,’ to oppress

^ people,’ *to get the better of other states,’ and so forth, no one
will desire or attempt.

We -will now enumerate some of the ^objects which, we think,

should be kept in view and sought fbr steadily and perseveringly,

until they are obtained.

1. Ministers plenipotentiary should reside in Peking, with all the

securities, immunities, and honors, which are usually secured to such
functionaries among equal and independent sovereignties. These
would adbrd a safe and direct "channel of communication between the

Chinese court and the gove^^nments of the west, arid could not fail of
being equally satisfactory to* ail. Such a measure would relieve this,

government from many fears and perplexities, and from that distrust

which is now so manifest in all its documents respecting foreigners.

It may be remarked here, that while many of the Chinese, being en*

tireiy ignorant of the extent and power of foreign countries, view those

who come irora them with indifference, others, who are better in-

formed, watch them with a jealous eye, fearing lest they may erelong

become the masters of the country. Witness the late memorial of
counselor Choo Tsun.

2. All the parts of the empire should be made accessible, as they

once, were in the reign of Kanghe, to forejgn vessels of every na-

tion, under such regulations as will guaranty to the government their

just duties and customs, and to merchants, both native and foreign,

such security as will enable them to prosecute their business in a safe

and honorable manner. This measure would be hailed with applause

by multitudes of the people, since it would not only create new de-

mands for their own commodities, but supply them with many valua-

ble articles from other countries cheaper than they can now be

procured. For some kinds of manufactures, woollens (for example),

to supply the people of the northern provinces, the demand would be
greatly increased.

3. Consuls should be appointed at several of the principal ports,

clothed with authority sudicient to protect the foreigner, and to afford

the government a guaranty that each and every person belonging to

their respective nations shall be held amenable, in open courts the

consul himself being in attendance and consenting, to answer for

his behavior.

4. Every facility should be allowed for acquiring a thorough
knowledge of the language, laws, and usages of the Chinese, and mr
the preservation of health and property, with a free use of all the

ordinary conveniences requisite for the transportation of goods, tra-

veling, &c., on perfect equality and at the same rate of charges with

the natives of the country. In short, the same rights and privileges

allowed to Chinese, in common with all other foreigner^ in England
and America, should be secured to every foreigner in this country.
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These are great and important objects,— especially when viewed
in comparison with the few and slender privileges hitherto granted to

foreigners. When secured by treaty, as all such rights and immu-
nities ought to be, a thousand minor questions about “ceremonies,”
&c., will be laid in oblivion. The grand principle hitherto acted
upon, is to restrict every one as much as possible, consistently with
the bare existence of a limited commerce. To dilate on the existing

annoyances, wrongs, and deprivations, or even to enumerate them,
forms no part of this article! We have often spoken of some of them,
and may do so again if occa^sion requires; but are prepared to en-

dure them, and somewhat patiently, when we see how much greater

are the evils to which the native is subject. This, however, shall

never prevent our protesting against these abuses, or hinder us from
pleading for the removal of whatever is evil and for the introduction

of whatever is beneficial. How long all salutary changes will be
deferjed, and present wrongs perpetuated, we cannot predict. The
state of affairs here may become much worse than it now is. Left

unprotected by their own governments as the foreigners ever have
been, they may yet find another Black Hole, in the narrow factories

they now inhabit. “ It would not be at all strange, if, in an hour of

excitement occasioned by homicide or any similar accident, some-
thing of this kind should one day occur.” So we think. And we
are not without fears that such a catastrophe may be witnessed ere

the governments of the west will take any efficient measures, either

to open friendly relations. with the Chinese, or to place those who
reside here, from their respective nations,-on the ground of common
safety. It should be remembered, moreover, that the Chinese have

no adequate ideas of that invisible Power whose scrutiny none can
evade, and who will assuredly punish the evildoer; consequently,

when once exasperated, if not held in check by some earthly rule,

the bloody tragedy which once occured at Canfu, when thousands

of foreigners were massacred, may be reacted.

It would be prudent to guard against such an issue. The exten-

sive commerce which now exists, between the Chinese oh the one

side, and the inhabitants of Christendom on the other, is an object of

no small importance both to individual and- national prosperity. By
a wise policy this commerce may be greatly increased and extended,

and its benefits multiplied and enlarged : by pursuing an opposite

course, the reverse must be experienced. To secure the former, and

to prevent the latter, something should be done. The question, then,

recurs. What measures ought the inhabitants of Christendom to-pur-

sue towards this country ? Something should be undertaken : what

is it? Efficient measures, we think, should be commenced immediate-

ly in order to obtain the best means for securing, peacefully and as

speedily as possible, the several objects specified above. Ignorance

has been a most effectual barrier to every species of improvement,

and a most fruitful source of every kind of evil. Were the requisite

knowledge possessed, we should rejoice to see envoys at once on

their way to Peking. Had England, instead of sending thither her
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two embassies, trained up a score or two of able students in this lan-

guage, and through .them secured the requisite knowledge of the

country and its inhabitants, the first and most essential means for

successful negotiation would now be at command. Able men of this

description are indispensable
;
and the training and qualifying of such

should certainly be a prime object of attention. A corps of men
devoted to this abject, will find ample employment, and a thousand

topics for interesting research will come before them
;
and as they

advance in their investigations, they will very soon be able to put

others in possession of their acquisitions, so that whatsoever they gain

may at once be made useful, not only tO: the politician, but to the

merchant and to the philanthropist. From knowledge thus acquired,

it will be easy to solve many doubtful and perplexing questions, and
to ascertain with accuracy the course which envoys or embassadors

to Peking ought to pursue.

But, it may be asked, are we to wait until a company of y ung
men have been selected and trained, and grown gray in prosecuting

preparatory measures, before any of the desired objects are to be at-

tained? Nay, will any government undertake such a project? Most
certainly not, unless some new interest is awakened. However, the

object will not be abandoned, though pursued under many disadvan-

tages, Students in this language are more numerous,.^ow than at

any previous period. Their number is increasing, and they will

persevere in what they have undertaken
;

will read the histories of the

Chinese ; examine their laws, their policy, their religion
;
and inves-

tigate their works of every kind, and all the productions of their soil.

Already useful institutions have been established, and others may
soon be undertaken. Most of these efforts, it is true, are being made
witholit the boundaries of the empire. Still they are among the

Chinese, thousands of whom are now accessible. In this way know-
ledge is continually increased and extended, and the desire for it

augmented, iut our chief hope rests not on any contingences of
this kind; were it so, and were there nt> “sure word of prophecy,”
giving assurance of better tirnes tp come, the friends of China might
turn in despair from all their efforts, either for ameliorating the condi-

tion of this people, or for establishing friendly relations with this

government.
To -the foreign residents in this country the question under con-

sideration addresses itself witk special force and interest. The little

handful of barbarians, “pestered in this pinhole here,” possess no
ordinary degree of influence— restrictions and all their impotency
notwithstanding. So far as the means for giving character to the

age, by varied action on the destinies of great multitudes, are

concerned, we would rather command the foreign commerce with
China, than have at our disposal even kingdoms— like some of tho

minor ones in modern Europe. With such means at disposal, either

for good or for evil, personal responsibility cannot but be felt. It is

felt, and more and more deeply from year to year, giving a healthful

tone and a commanding influence to public opinion. An idle worth-
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less foreigner cannot 'live in Canton. Men must labor here, else die
or leave the place. This community merits the praise, often award-
ed, of beings extremely temperate.” It is likewise charitable, its

public benefactions being both frequent and generous. One other
point we cannot forbear to particularize; it is, ^‘the better observance
of the Sabbath.” Let these, and whatsoever things are pure, honest,

and of good report, be continued, and daily become more and more
conspicuous : let merchants be princes

;
and princes, the exemplars

and patrons of virtue : let each one in his sphere, however humble,
frown on vice, seek justice, and avoid even the appearances of evil

:

let these and such like be the characteristics continually exhibited

before this people and government, and great will be the advantage

gained towards securing friendly relations with the Chinese. To do
all these things, and many more of a similar kind, will operate power-
fully to break down the barriers thrown around us. Let no unjust

or unfriendly act be committed
;
and if we be denied many of the

privileges— domestic, social, and public— enjoyed everywhere else,

let us suffer the wrongs if we must, but on every fitting occasion ex-

pose and protest against them. And if western governments choose

to keep themselves aloof, the time may yet corner—though it is hoping

against hope— when the residents here will have their accredited

agents at Peking
;
and from one acquisition to another, gain at length

for themselves, and for their respective countries, a free and friendly

intercourse with the celq;stial empire.

Art. II. Coast of China : the division of it into four portions

;

brief description of the principal places on the soUthecutem,

eastern, and northeastern portions.

In the first part of this paper, published in our number for Decem-
ber last year, we remarked on the configuration of the Chinese coast,

that it not unaptly resembles, if we make some allowance for its two or

three considerable projections and indentations, the half of an octa-

gonal figure. We drew the sides of this demi-octagon, which we
named the southern, southeastern, eastern, and northeastern lines;

and we added, that the division, thus artificially made, corresponded

with another division, arising out of the degree of our knowledge of

the coast. The first line marks a portion, much of which has been

surveyed; the second, the present station of the coast-trade in opium,

has been frequented for some years, and sketches have been taken of

several of the harbors; the third, until lately, might almost be said to

be unknown, only two or three spots having been visited
;
the fourth is
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the portion partially made known to us by the voyages of en\bassies

from England to China. With the valuable aid of Horsburgh, we
have briefly described the principal places on the first or southern

portion of the coast. We must now proceed onwards, in a great

measure without that aid, to describe the remaining portions.

The southeastern line of coast. Immediately after rounding Break-

er point, the limit of our southern and commencement of our south-

eastern line, we pass a small town named Chinghae, or rather Tsing-

hae. We need hardly remark that this is not the district town of

Chinghae, which is farther to the northward, and is a large commercial

place. A little north of Tsiiighae is the entrance of a small river,

named Haemun, or Haimoon, a naval station, and a place of some
trade, which was visited several years ago by vessels engaged in the

opium trade, but without success. The ‘ Cape of Good Hope,’ lies

to the northeastward of this, in lat. 23® 13' 45" north, Ion. 116® 56'

east. Here some trade in opium was at one time carried on. ' In the

roadstead, protection can be obtained from northerly and westerly

winds, and if close in, from easterly winds also. The character of the

land from Breaker point to this place is nrountainoiis and rocky.

The various ports to the northeastward of the Cape of Good Hope,
in Kwangtung province, have not been frequented by foreigners.

They are said by Mr. GutzlafF to be Keeyang, Chinghae, Haeyang
and Jaouping. The town of Keeyang is situated on an island, formed

between two branches of a river, at a distance of several miles from
the sea. Chinghae or Tinghae is to the southeast of it, and is the

chief town of a small district which the sea almost surrounds. Chang-
lin» ‘the forest of camphor trees,’ is represented as one of the chief

places where Chinese junks are built. It is within the jurisdiction

of Chinghae. Haeyang and Jaouping are at nearly the same dis-

tance from the sea as Keeyang, namely about 25 or 30 miles, and
are to the eastward of Changlin.

The island of Namoa, or Nanaou, lies to the northeastward of the

Cape of Good Hope, and to the southward of most of the places we
have just named. It is thirteen miles in length, and three miles in

average breadth, and consists of two high mountains of unequal ex-

tent, connected by a low isthmus. The width of the channel between
Namoa and the nearest part of the mainland is about three miles.

Namoa is a naval station. The civil jurisdiction is divided, the

northern portion of the island pertaining to Kwangtung, and the
southern to Fuhkeen

;
but the whole naval force is under one officer,

whose authority extends on both sides of the island. The chief town
is Nantsze or Shinao, in a bay on the north side, near the eastern

end, and here the naval officer usually resides. The eastern point of
the island is in lat. 23® 28' north, ion. 116® 59' 30" east. Off the

eastern and southeastern sides of Namoa lie several small islets and
rocks. In our present sketch of the coast, we are unable to enter

upon the description of these. The Lamock (or Nan Pkng) islands,

and the Chelsieu or Chetsien (Tseihsing) rocks are the best known.
Being now on the Confines, between tne provinces of Kwangtung
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and Fuhkeen, we will, before returning to the coast of the mainland,
proceed to Formosa, which pertains to, the latter province, and is an-
nexed to the line of coast which we are now describing. Of the east-

ern side of this island, almost nothing is known, and our information

respecting the western side is scarcej^y >more extensive. The two
sides of the island are separated by a central range of mountains, ex-

tending from north to south, over which the Chinese have never yet

passed in any considerable body, the eastern side being still occupied
by the aboriginal inhabitants. Taewan, or Tayowan, the capital,

and formerly the head quarters of the Dutch government of the island,

is situated about one third of the whole length from the southernmost
point, nearly upon the 23d degree of north latitude, and in Ion. 3®

32^ 30'' east from Peking. The most approved authorities place the

southernmost point of the island in lat. 21® 5IT30" north, and Ion,

120® 57' east from Greenwich
;
the northernmost point in lat. 25®

33' north. Ion. 121® 28' east. The channel which separates For-

mosa from the mainland of the Chinese coast is from 75 to 120 miles

in breadth. In this channel, rather nearer to Formosa than to the

mainland, is a cluster of many small islets, with two larger islands

among them. These islands, called by the Chinese Panghoo, and by

Europeans the Pescadores, are under the jurisdiction of Formosa,
and are occupied as a naval station. Pehoo, the largest, affords a

good and safe harbor.

Taewan w'as formerly an excellent harbor, but, being in almost

every direction lined with breakers, the sands have in the course of

time so accumulated round it, as to render it inaccessible to any

vessels but such as are of very light draft
;
and these sands, often

shifting from place to place, also render the entrance very dan-

gerous even to small vessels. No European vessel, we think, has

ever attempted to enter it, since the expulsion of the Dutch in the

year 1662. The Lord Amherst, in 1832, visiting a place a little to

the northward, could not approach within several miles of the shore

;

and the largest Chinese junks were obliged to anchor outside, and to

land and receive cargoes in lighters. The same is true of nearly the

whole western coast of the island. In 1824, the Jamesina made a

cruize from one end to the other of it. She first steered for Taewan,

but, “ in consequence of sands which lie off it, could not get within

ten miles qf the shore, which is so low that only the tops of the trees

and highest houses could be seen. About sunrise, the high moun-

tains in the interior were generally seen, but during the day they

were always obscured.” Those on board were “readily supplied

here with water and provisions, at moderate prices, and many little

articles of manufacture peculiar to the island were brought off.”

Being unable to sell any of her cargo here, “ she ran to the south-

ward, as far as 22® 20' N,, without being able to find any good harbor

or roadstead.” She then returned to Taewan, procured a pilot to

proceed to the northward, visited Lokan, in lat. 24,® and then conti-

nue<l her course to Tongkan, about 40 miles further. These places

were mere roudstead.s. The Merope also visited Formosa in July of
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the same year. Being driven oflf Taewan by^ a heavy gale, she ran

to the northward, and, when the gale moderated, found herself oflf

the town of Tamsui ^Tanshiiy},. near the northernmost end of the

island. Here, being desirous to find a place where she might refit,

the natives recomme^ed her proceeding to Kelung harbor, on the

northea^ of the island, which was ** found to be a most excellent and
secure harbor, perfectly landlocked, but rather difficult of entrance,

owing to a rapid tide and- six knots sweeping past the niouth.^’

The depth of water is 20 fathoms close to the rOcks, and 60 fathoms

a mile off. A survey of this harbor was made by the commander
and officers of the Merope. The entrance is rather more than half

a mile wide. Merope’s bay is an anchorage somewhat exposed to

easterly winds, on the west side of the bay. Killon (Kelung) harto
is at the southwest end. The passage from the anchorage here to

the town of Kelung, about a mile distant, is shoal. On the east side

of the bay, under the shelter of coral banks on the north, and of the

land to the east and south, the Merope rode out a severe typhon.

Both Kelung and Tanshuy were garrisoned by the Dutch when they

had possession of the island. The position of the former is in lat. 25“

16' north. Ion. 121“ 43' east, that of the latter about lat. 25“ 12'

north, and Ion. 121“ 20' east.

In 1827, the Dhaulle visited the same ports as had been visited by
the Jamesina and Merope. She also rounded the northeastern point

of the island, and proceeded down the easterja coast, about 30 miles

to the mouth of a small river, where was a town named Caballan or

Kabatah. She visited also the southernnyost part of the island, and
remained there several days, anchored in an open roadstead. We
have to regret the want of any details respecting this cruize ; and we
are surprized that hitherto no attempt has been made to learn what
commercial facilities exist on the eastern side of Formosa, where the

Chinese government has at present no possessions.

We now return to the mainland, on the confines of Kwangtung
and Fuhkeen. Iti running along the coast from thence, we find the
islands so numerous, that we cannot undertake even to give their

names, but must restrict ourselves to an enumeration and brief des-

cription of such harbors and anchorages as have been visited by
foreigners.

Tungshaii, or, as pronounced b^ the natives of the place, Tangsoa,
about 32 miles to the northward and eastward of the northeast point
of Namoa island, is the first place to which we come. It is the head
station of a naval force. The anchorage is on the west of a long
neck of land, which forms the eastern side of a deep bay. The town
of Tungshan and the anchorage for junks is on the further side of
the ba,^. In the mouth of the bay is an island, distinguished by a
pagoda, and so situated that a vessel anchoring on the north side of
it will be landlocked, and sheltered from all winds. After rounding
the neck of'land on the east side of the bay, the next phint We reach
is Hootowshan, off which vessels have sometimes anchored, but it

affords no shelter from easterly or southerly winds.
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Passing one or two headlands to the northeastward of this place,
we reach the harbor of Amoy, as pronounced by the natives, or, as
more generally pronounced Heamun. This harbor is in the south-
western corner of a considerable bay, in which are two large and
many smaller islands. The largest and westernmost island, named
Amoy, forms the northern limit of the harbor, which is sheltered on
the east by the smaller of the two principal islands, while the main-
land shelters is on the west and south. The town of Amoy is situ-

ated at the south end of the larger island, and the anchorage for ships

is immediately in front of it. The bay and harbor are safe for any
number of ships. The river on which is situated Chaugchow foo,

the chief city of an important department, disembogues a little to the

southwest of the town of Amoy. Tungan, another city of impor-

tance, is placed at the bottom of an inlet, northwest of Amoy island.

The smaller of the two principal islands in this extensive bay, called

Q-uemoy, is situated in lat. 24® 20' 30" north, Ion. 118° 16' 30" east.

It is to the eastward of Amoy, and forms the southwestern side of

another harbor, (having the mainland to the north and northeast of it,)

which is called the bay or harbor of Kinmun, Kimmoon, or Quemoy.
The bay of Leapulo, a small bay on the eastern side of duemoy
island, affords shelter from southwest winds.

Chimmo, Yungning, of Engleng bay is separated from duemoy
by a peninsula of from four to seven miles in breadth. The ancho-

rage is at the north end, exposed to easterly and southerly winds,

but well sheltered to the northeast. Chimmo town is at the south

end of ^e bay, Yungning or Engleng at the north end. Near to

Chimmo are two small islands, one distinguished by a pagoda, and

northward of this are two rocks, which are to be avoided in entering.

Chinchew, or Tseuenchow, is a city of large extent and considera-

ble importance, situated near the mouth of a river, which disembogues

into a bay that receives from the city the name of Chinchew. This

bay affords a very safe harbor, sheltered by the mainland on three

sides, and on the east and southeast by several islands lying at the

entrance. The harbor is further covered by a point of land, hav-

ing on it a large square pagoda. The position of the anchorage is

in latitude 24° 52' north, Ion. 118° 44' east. Separated from Chin-

chew by a narrow neck of land is a deep bay, seldom as yet visited

by foreigners, at the bottom of which, tow'ards the southwest is a

river, on which is the district town of Hwuyan. The curvatures of

the land in this bay form several minor bays, the most southern of

which has been occasionally frequented, and has received the name

of Matheson’s harbor.

The Lamyet (or Nanjeih) islands are situated to the northeastward

of Chinchew bay, the nearest distant about forty miles. The main-

land, leaving its usual northeastern direction, runs out due east for

above thirty miles, and the first of the Lamyet islands lies off the east-

ernmost point of it. From hence there is an almost uninterrupted

aeries of islands and islets, up to the mputh of the Yangtsze keang.

The Lamyet islands are opposite to the entrance of a deep bay, at
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the bottom of which is the city of Hinghwa foo, the capital of the

most fertile portion of Fuhkeen. This bay, however, has not yet

been visited by foreigners. The outermost of the Lamyet islands,

named by Ross Ocksou, was found, when passed by the ships of Lord
Amherst’s embassy, to be in lat .24® 59' 15" north. Ion. 119® 34' 30"
east. About thirty miles further to the northward, we pass between an
island of peculiar form and the main. This island is named Haetan,
the altar of the sea

;
in shape it is semicircular, and of nearly equal

breadth throughout. A few miles above this island we reach the

mouth of the rivor Min.
Fuhchow foo, the capital of Fuhkeen, is situated about twenty-five

miles up.the river Min, on its northern bank. In entering the river,

and the bay into which the river disembogues, there are a few dan-
gers to be avoided, which are clearly delineated on the chart of the

entrance drawn up by captain T. Rees, of the Lord Amherst, in 1832>
and upon a Dutch chart, published many years since. As this place

has been more than once spoken of in preceding volumes of the Re-
pository, we will not now stay to describe the city. To do justice to

a description of it, it should be taken by itself. The anchorage in

the river Min is in lat. 26® 6' north, Ion. 119® 53' east.

Tinghae, or Tinghoy, harbor is a safe anchorage, at the northeast

end of the bay into which the river Min falls. Kitta, or Ketack, is a
small harbor, separated, on the south, from the bay into which the

river Min disembogues, by a narrow neck of low land. It can only

be entered by small vessels. Samsah, or SCingshan, is an anchorage,

affording shelter from south and southeast winds, a little to the north-

eastward of the last framed place. A few 'miles further north are the

Lesan, or Leshan, islands, marking the limit of the province of Fuh-
keen, and of our southeastern line of coast.

The eastern line of coast. Continuing our course along the coast

of Chekeang province, we pass by several harbors frequented by Chi-
nese junks, but which have not yet been visited by European vessels.

Among these is that of Wanchow foo, in lat. 28® north, also a large

bay a few miles northward of Wanchow foo, and two others between
the 29th and 30th parallels of latitude. After a run of about 100
miles from the Leshari islands, we reach the Heysan or Hihshan group,
and a little further, the Cluesan or Kewshan islands, giving notice of
our approach to the extensive Chusan archipelago.

Chusan, or Chowshan, is a large island, about 30- miles in length

and 15 in breadth, surrounded by numerous islands and islets of
every grade, from about one fourth the size of the principal island, to

mere barren rocks just rising above the surface of the water. No
description could afford any correct notion of the relative position

of islands so numerously scattered in all directions. The largest

number is to the south of the principal island. This island lies

nearly opposite to the river of Ningpo. On its southern side is

a considerable walled town, named Tinghae, in front of which is

the principal harbor which the islands afford, iu lat. 30® 36' north,

Ion. 12 1® 41' east, according to Horsburgh, but somewhat diffe-
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rently by others. The depth of water in the harbor is from five

to seven fathoms. It is completely landlocked and sheltered from
all winds. A long and narrow neck of land, extending from the main,
terminates in Kiltow (Ketow) point, three or four leagues to the
southward of Chusan harbor. Running along the northern shore of
this land, we shortly reach the entrance of the river of Ningpo. Kin-
tang on the east, and Pooto on the west, of Chusan, are among the
larger and more beautiful islands of this extensive group. Pooto pos-
sesses a peculiar attraction in the number of splendid temples and pic-

turesque grottoes which cover it. (See Gutzlaff’s journal, in the
second volume, and the voyage of the Huron, in the fourth volume
of the Repository.)

Ningpo is the chief city of a department, and a place of extensive
trade. It is situated on the north bank, five or six leagues up the river

TaheJl, the mouth of which is about nine leagues distant from Chusan
harbor. The channel for entering t^e river is between some small

islands and the eastern point, having on the bar from 3 to 3^ fathoms,

and at the .anchorage inside from 5 to 6 fathoms. The town of
Chinhae is situated immediately within the mouth of the river, and

' '

’e anchorage, in lat. 29^“ 54^ north, Ion. 121®

Directly to the northwestward of this river is a deep gulph, tl^

disemboguement of the river Tseentang. A few miles up this gulph

is Hangchow foo, the capital of the province Chekeang, a place cele-

brated for its silk manufactures, and the seat of an extensive maritime

as well as inland trade. Kanpoo (supposed to be the Canm of the

Mohammedan travelers in the eighth century) was formerly the port

of Hangchow, but the gradual accumulation of sands has rendered it

necessary to move further out towards the sea, to a place named Cha-
poo, situated like Kanpoo on the northern side of the gulph. From
hence is carried on the trade with Japan, consisting of twenty large

junks annually. The embankments raised against the encroachments

of the sea, and the extensive salt works, in this neighborhood, are

objects of interest.

After a run of about sixty miles from the Tahek river, we pass the

northernmost islands of the great Chusan archipelago, and having

entered the province of Keangsoo, steer northwestward, towards the

embouchure of the Yangtsze ke^g, having the low mainland on our

left, and the alluvial island- Tsungming on our right. The depth of

water here is from 3J to 5 fathoms, muddy bottom. About forty-five

miles further, we turn southward into the Woosung river, one of the

numerous streams which in this neighborhood intersect the country

in every direction. The city Shanghae, a large commercial place,

is situated on the right bank of the Woosung, aiwut twenty or twenty-

five miles up. The anchorage at the mouth of the river is in lat.

31® 25^ north. Ion. 121® V east. It has been several times

visited by foreigners since 1832, when the Lord Amherst first touch-

ed there'. This place is the limit of our eastern line, and we now
proceed to

—
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The northeastern line of coast. In rutining from Shanghae along

this part of the coastf it is necessary to stand out to sea, in order to

avoid the shoals off the mouth of the Yellow nver. A run of above

300 miles brings us to the promontory of Shantung, the termination of

the projecting land which forms the southern boundary of the gulph

of Cheihle. To the southwest of this promontory are a few ancho-

rages of no great importance ;
on the northwest are the harbors of

Weihae wei, Keshanso, and Tangchow foo. Teentsin, on the Peiho,

which disembogues at the eastern end of the gulph of Cheihle, is an

important city; Kinchow and Kaechow are in the gulph of Leaou-

tung, which runs up northeastward from that of Cheihle.

Of the anchorages to the southwestward of the promontory, we
know but little. The. Chinese name Haechow, on the frontiers of

Keangsoo ;
Lingshan, at the entrance of the bay of Keaouchow;

Aoushan, Laeyang, Tahaou, and Tsinghae. Haechow is at the bot-

tom of a bay immediately to the north of the Yellow river, iniat. 34®

32' 24" north, Ion. 2® 55' 47" east, of Peking, or 119® 10' 16" east

of Greenwich, according to Du Halde. Keaouchow is in lat. 36® 14'

20" north. Ion. 120® 18^ east, and Lingshan is about twenty miles to

the south of it. Aoushan b forty miles to the eastward and northward

of Keaouchow. Laeyang is on the east bank of a river, which flow-

ing from thence twenty , miles southward, falls into the sea near Aou-
shan. Tahaou, about twenty miles further to the eastward, b an
open roadstead, but Haeyang so, in the neighborhood, aflbrds some
shelter. Tsinghae is about forty miles from Haeyang, and b a short

distance east of the place that by the Englbli has b^n named Cape
Macartney. The two last named places were visited by the Huron in

1835, and are mentioned in vol. iv., pp. 323, 324 of thb work.

The easternmost point of the promontory of Shantung—Chingshan,
‘the extreme hill’— is in lat. 37® 23' 40" north, and Ion. 122® 45'

east. It is of moderate height. Alceste island, distinguished by several

perforations of the rock of which it is composed, is distant two or three

miles from the northeast projection of Chingshan.

Weihae wei (Oie-hai-oi^ b distant about thirty-four miles W. by
N., from the east point of .Chingshan. It is in a well-sheltered bay,

having the mainland on the north, west, and south, and shut in on the
east by the bland Lewkungtaou. On the northeast, the anchorage
is a little exposed. It may be reached either from that direction or
from the eastward, Lewkungtaou lying midway between the two
passages. A small islet lies off the western end of Lewkungtaou, the
position of which has been ascertained to be in lat. 37® 30' 30" north,

and Ion. 122° 10' 55" east. Rounding the point of land which shel-

ters Weihae wei on the north, we arrive, after a run of forty-two miles

further to the westward, at Keshan so or Kisanseu, on the eastern side

of a well-sheltered bay in lat. 37® 35' 50" north. Ion. 121® 28' 10"

east. The inner anchorage is to the north of the town, having the

mainland on the south, several islands on the east, a low sandy isth-

mus on the west, and on the north Zeuootao, originally an bland,

but now joined* by the low isthmus to the mainland. The outer
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anchorage is to the eastward of the town, under shelter of the islands
above-mentioned. The city of Ninghae chow lies at the bottom
of an inlet on the eastern side of the same bay; it is a place of
small impm'tance.

Tilngchow foo (Tenchowfoo) is about forty miles further to the
northwest, and is the northernmost point of Shantung. It is situated

in lat. 37° 48' north, bearing W.20° N. from Zeuootao, Exposed
to the eastward and westward, and but partially defended to the north-
ward, with a rocky bottom, it is a harbor of no value to vessels

of heavy draft. The Miatau (Meaoutaou) islands, which lie to the
north of it, afford a safe harbor for vessels not drawing above two or

three fathoms, and an anchorage well sheltered to the northward for

larger vessels. The gulph of Cheihle commences here. A long
neck of land stretches out from the Mantchou coast on the north,

reaching to within sixty miles of Tangchow foo, and the Meaou-
taou and other groups of islands form a belt across the entrance of
the ^ulph.

The mouth of the Peiho is distant from Tangchow foo about 170
miles. An open roadstead, w'ithiu several miles of a flat shore, is

here the only anchorage. Teentsin is above thirty milesr up the

river in a straight line, and allowing for the many curvatures of the

river the passage up must be nearly double that distance. Chinese

juuks are dragged over the shallows that lie* off the river Peiho,

taking advantage of high tides, and, thus entering the river, they

proceed up to Teentsin. The grand canal joins the Peiho opposite to

the city, which is in lat. 39° 10”N., Ion. 0° 46^ 32"' E. from Peking.

Of Kinchow at the head of th.e gulph of Leaoutung, on the western

side, and of Kaechow, a little more southerly, on the opposite side of

the gulph, we have no information but such as has been furnished by

Mr. Gutzlaff, in his journals already published in previous volumes of

the Repository. Their positions, as given by D’ Anville, are nearly as

follows : Kinchow, lat. 41° V" north, Ion. 4° 20' east, of Peking
;
Kae-

chow, lat. 40° 32" north. Ion. 6° east, of Peking. Two anchorages

further to the south than Kaechow, were visited by the H. C. S.

Discovery in 1816, after the disembarkation of Lord Amherst and the

embassy.
We have thus noticed every place of which we have any knowledge,

upon the Chinese coast, from the river Anam, on the frontiers of

Tonquin, to the neck of land, absurdly named the Prince Regent’s

Sword, which bounds on the eastward the gulphs of Cheihle and

Leaoutung. We are sensible that in describing so many places which

we have neyer personally visited, much must be very imperfect, and

not a little inaccurate. Still, we believe that we have had it in our

power to communicate some facts
;
and we trust to our maritime

friends and others who may visit the places spoken of, to correct our

errors and from time to time increase our knowledge. The charts of

the coast of China are, for the most part, very imperfect. We are

anxious to see some efforts made to gain more knowledge of this peo-

ple in all accessible quarters.
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Art. III. Efnbassies to China: objects, plans, and arrangements,

of Lord Macartney's embassy, to the court of Keenlung, from
the king of Cheat Britain; strictures on the same; and remarks
explanatory of the causes of its failure : its course traced,from
its origination, to its arrival at, the mouth of the Peiho. Paper
2d: by a Correspondent.

[This article was in hand before that on the * prospects of China * was
written; but we arc not aware that our own remarks were modified in

the slightest degree by it. On any point, Ihereforc, where the two coincide,

they may bear with greater force than either could separately. After go-
ing through with his analysis and strictures, our Correspondent will, we
hope, mve a full outline of what ought to be done. If his papers do no more
than snow the chief rsasons for Uie failure of former embassies, and draw
attention to the subject of opening a direct intercourse with the supreme
government of China, they wifi not nave been written in vain.]

It would, we apprehend, be very diflScult, if not actually impossible, to

find any Englishman, conversant with the proceedings of the two Bri-

tish embassies to China, who does not look with deep regret, not to say

disgust, at the way in which his country was needlessly disgraced by
them. That the managers of these embassies were ignorant of what
should have been notorious to them, is to say nothing—they had taken

counsel but with the East India Directors, who studied their com-
mercial interests alortfe

;
or, probably, to speak more truly, the whole

management was abandoned to them, as the least troublesome way.

The strange intermingling of the servants of the king and company
seems to give somewhat of a clue to the wishes of the managers; but,

whence has come the moral cowardice, the secret undercurrent,-

unseen but all powerful, by which all the movements of the emba»*
sies seem, in reality, to have been djjected, it is not, at present,

possible to more than guess at. That such did exist; that there were
secret instructions, of a character totally different from what, to the

casual observer, appears
;
no man, who has diligently studied the

conduct of the embassies, can for a moment doubt. The stamp of
it is on every page. We are strongly in doubt whether, in both

Macartney's and Amherst’s, there was not a carte blanche to the

envoys, committee of management', or whatever it may have been,

where the real power was invested, to perform any, and all, ceremo-
nies that were deemed advisable

;
or to submit, in fact, to anything

that seemed likely to forward the interest of the embassy
;

or, as we
may, at once, term it, the East India Company. We know that the

last remaining degradation, the performance of the humiliating cere-

mony of prostration and knocking head, was only prevented, in the

last embassy, by the representation of the ill effects that such would
have on the trade of the Company

;
and this when my lord Amherst

and Mr. Ellis had agreed on the performance.

VOL. VI. NO. I.
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We think it necessary to preface our sketch of Macartney’s embassy
with these few remarks, as the only, clue to the strange want of decent
and manly spirit by which it was distinguished. Honor, dignity, and
national character, were forgotten; and the only question, throughout,
seems to have been, is this Hkely to effect the object aimed at by the

embassy, for good or ill! Had the real character of the Chinese been
known; impartial advisers had recourse to; or high spirited men, ser-

vants of their country alone, been employed
;
this consideration would

have been as nothing; and the performance of ceremonies, that could,

in any way, be turned to a compromise of the independence, or entire

equality with China of the country which they represented, would
not for one moment have been entertained. The first experiment on
their courage or firmness Would have been repelled with contempt

;

no hint of inferiority borne with; all claims, however slight or remote,

of superiority, on the part of the Chinese envoys, emperor, or nation,

scouted as soon as heard
; no second audience been allowed to any

officer, hbwever high, who might have dared to claim or insinuate it

;

a clearly understood recognition of the rank of the embassy insisted

on, at once and throughout— had these, which, to any uncontrolled

and high minded man, would appear necessary, in the highest degree,

been kept steadily in view^ from first to last, it would not have been

possible for the Chinese to say, as now, with truth, that the first em-
bassy, from Great Britain, acknowledged the inferiority of its country;

nor have establbhed a precedent, vAich will be found all but insur-

mountable, by those whose ill-fortune it may be to come after them.

T'hat they might not have reached Peking, we think possible; but we,

who value, as somewhat beyond mere vanity, the respect which a great

and independent nation hai a right to claim and insist on from all

the world, can see but little to regret in so unfavorable an issue to the

embassy, compared with what we feel at knowing that, by voluntarily

shutting their eyes to the fact, its representatives had disgraced it, be-

yond recall. All diplomatic intercourse, with an Asiatic power, should

be conducted with the greatest care and caution : nothing should be

taken for granted, or left for after-arrangement— in no case should

inferior officers^be held parley with— all, on the side of the stranger,

should be managed in the simplest, the most straightforward way—^afl

equivocation, of whatever kind, or for whatever purpose, be studiously

avoided : truth, consistency, and firmness, he the plan in which all

should be conceived, and ewried through ;
while the same should, as

far as possible, be guarantied from the* other party, by the constant

use of.written, instead of verbal, correspondence; both sides of which,

it b known, the Chinese have no scruple to misrepresent, and falsify,

whenever it suits their purpose. Every step should be cautiously taken,

and carefully canvassed— persons, possessed of local information, be,

as far as possible, had recourse to, to prevent mistakes, that might lead

to fatal errors ;— the utmost respect, in great and small things should

alike be insisted on : but, perhaps, more than all these, important as

is each, is the personal character and conduct of the man, to whom

all is to be entrusted— weakness, indeebion, or vacillation, are at
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once fatal, and one exhibition of these is enough to sink the embassy
in the eyes of the wary and all-observing Asiatics— violence and
stubbornness even may, by chancCi carry their object; but their oppo-
sites can never, be forgotten, and most certainly i^l be worked on as

strong points, from the beginning to the end.

How have our embassadors ^en selected ? What was it thM so

much distinguished George, earl Macartney, as to cause his appoint-

ment to a task of such immeasurable difficulty ? Who knew in him
that striking and happy combination of the higherrqualities of mind,
which could alone entitle a man to look for or assume an office, of
such superlative responsibility ? Weknowjiot. Except as connected
with this mission, his name might go down to the dust, undistinguish-

ed from the general herd; and that which he did, but leaves us
surprised, indeed, at the selection. He had been, we are awarei
employed at different foreign courts

;
and promoted to the peerage, as

also to the goverpment of Madras ; .and he had, it is said, been offer-

ed the government of India. That he was a rust diplomatist, as such
things go in Europe, we incline to think possible

;
and to believe that

it was his reputation for this which was one cause of his appointment
Sir George Staunton, his friend, secretary, coadjutor, or, it may be,

even yet more, an active servant of the Company, says that ** his re-

putation was established for talent, integrity, and an aptitude for

business;” and remarks that, it behoved the British administration to

select a person of tried prudence, as well as of long experience in

distant courts and countries, to enter upon a.business of such delicacy

and difficulty ; and who would be contented with securing future

success, witlmut enjoying the splendor of instant advantage.” Whether
this last passage, written after the failure, was penned to silence or

deprecate remarks, we do not know; but must think it probable.

That he had not the splendor of instant advantage is certain that he
failed in insuring future success, we, in 1837^ know: and that he laid

the ground work for future failures, by his “ prudence,” if sir Georger

Staunton will have it so, we believe; and the embassy of 1616 expe-

rienced. Finis coronal opus

;

and we can now tell how far the

compliments in 1795 were deserved, by a view of what he did. Bet-

ter, infinitely better, far wiser, would it bave been, had some one, not

an Kahituk at courts, been sent here— plain courage and sense—
sterling qualities as they are— would have shone brighter, and worked
more happily, than the tinsel trumpery of etiquette^ for his know-
ledge of which, lord Macartney, in great degree, was, we believe, in-

debted for bis nomination.

The objects of the embassy are now to be considered. We find it

expressly stated, it was undertaken for commercial purposes, and
that, in fact, the intercourse between the two countries was can^d
on in a manner that required some change:” what that change was,

is not so clearly stated; though,* it appears to have been, ostensibly at

least, the reacquisHion of the former right to trade at other ports

than Canton, and the removal of some of the shackles, under which
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the Chinese kept the East India Company. The keeping up a

supply of tea was also not without its effect— we are told that

—

» Prudence required to guard against its iaikire in the mean time, by eu«
deavoring to form such connection with the court of Peking, as might, in its

consequences, tend to place the British trade to China upon a less precasioua,

and more advantageous footing, than hitherto it bad sto(^ : as well, also, as

to pfevent the difficulties, and allay the jealousies, which the intrigues and
misrepresentations of the respective dependents or allies of China and Great
Britain, might be likely to occasion on the side of Hindostan.’* p. 23.

The plan, on which it wt^ to act, is thus stated

—

“ But it might not be safe to trust to the effect ofexamples of ordinary rec-

titude,f without the concomitant oualffications for moving in a scene so novel,

and amidst prejudices so inveterate. An embassador once admitted, the suc-

cess ofthe general plan would, certainly, much depend on the impression he
and his attendants would make during bis journey through the country {!);

and his visit to the court.” p. 27.

“ The impression,” thus aimed at, we shall have occasion to ani-

madvert on presently. The following is also a part of the same plan.

A military guard was allowed, also, to attend the person of the embassa-
dor, as practised in eastern embassies ; seldom, indeed, for the purposes of
safety, but as adding dignitv to the mission (!). Lord Macartney’s guard was
not numerous, but consisted of picked men from the infantry^ as wdl as fh>m
the artillery, with light field pieces, the rapid exercise ofwhich, agreeably to

the recent improvements, together with the various evolutions of the men,
might in these respects, convey some idea of the European art of war, and be
an mtcresting spectacle to the emperor of China (!); who is said to pride, him-

B3lf as a conqueror of extensive territories, and of many Tartar trib^.” p.'34.

It will seem strange that, though the British connections had then
existed near a century, no Englishman could be found, conversant

whh the Chinese language
;
and that Paris, Rome, and Naples, must

be ransacked to find a man, able to act rq the capacity of interpreter.

This man, known by the name of “ Mr. Plum,” was a native of Chi-

na, who had learned Latin and Italian at the Chinese college ” at

Naples.* Forty-five years after sir George Staunton’s voyage of

discovery to find him, to the shame of England be it spoken, there

is still no public endowment, or professorship'; no inducement held

out to the study of the Chinese language— a language which it is

more our interest, than that of all other nations besides, to acquire

and keep up a correct knowledge of France has long bad professor-

ships— what is her interest in Chinese ifiatters? Germany can also

b )ast of her scholars. How is it that Britain is, of all, the last, though

s i deeply interested ? How is it that, of the few of her citizens who

.t What does all this mean 7

* Two of these Chinese, so qualified, were found and attached to the em-
bassy—one of them took his departure, when the ships arrived off the Ladrone
islands, being afraid of the risk he rap. Had *'Mr. Plum'’ done the same, and it

astonishes us that he. did not, the embassy would have found itself, in China,

without an interpreter ;
or, bad the Chinese seized him, as holding traitorous

intercourse with foreign bart)arians, " what a dilemma would they not have

been in ! “Mr Plum” was well known to be a Chinese) and it is strange that he

was not seized, and punished, if not eiecnted.
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have acquired this language, there should not be one on whom the

sun of public patronj^e should have shone ? Not one who has met
with an honorable award, such as his labors entitled him to, at the

hands of his country ? While R^musat shed honbr on the literature

of France from his professor’s chair, now filled and wortliily by Sta-

nislas Julien, why should ^e distinction have been withheld from our

Morrison ? Strange, that his name should be better known, and his

works more appreciated, in foreign countries, than in his own !

Strange, that, in our universities, some moderate sum could not be
spared to endow a professorial chair, even though it had to be taken

from some of those, more laborious than useful persons, who yearly

enlighten the public with dissertations on the particles of a dead, and,

all but in books, forgotten language

!

Presents— those dangerous things, on which all embassies from

European courts to China in which they are employed, must needs be

wrecked, were sent with lord Macartney
;
the reasons for sending

them, we shall let sir G. Staunton tell.

« It was thought that whatever tended to illustrate science, or promote the

arts, would give more solid and permanent satisfaction to a prince, whofee

time of life would, naturally, lead him^4o seek, in every object, the utility of
which it was susceptible.

« Astronomy being a science peculiarly esteemed in China, and deemed
Worthy of the attention and occupation of the govenunfiat, the latest and
most improved instruments for assisting in its ojierations, as well as the most
perfect imitation that had yet been made of the celestial movements, could

scarcely fail of being acceptable.

Specimens of the best British manufactures,^ and all the late inventions

for a<^ding to the conveniences and comforts of social life, might answer the

dpuble purpose of gratifying those to whom they were to be presented, and of

eliciting a more general demand afterwards for similar articles, in the way of
purchase,(!) from the Company or private merchants.” p. 43;

And, thus framed and selected, the first British embassy from Eng-
land to China, that was fated to reach the shores of the celestial

empire, set out; preceded by a letter, expressive of its intentions, from
the chairman of the Court of Directors, to the governor of Canton

;

thus, as was intended, “ securing the effects of first impressions, lest

otherwise the undertaking might through error or design, be made to

assume a warlike or suspicious appearance, and the embassador’s

recepjtion thereby be rendered dubious.’l This letter we subjoin.

What the emperor of China could have thought of an embassy an-

nounced in this manner, by a merchant speaking thus, off hand, of

hia sovereign’s intentions, no one, who does not know the footing

on which the Chinese place all merchants, can understand.

« In this letter sir Francis (Baring) stated that, ‘ his most gracious sove-

reign having heard that it had been expected his subjects, settled at Canton,
would have sent a deputation to the court of Peking, in order to congra|;ulate

the emperor on his entering into the 80th year of his age, but that such deputa-

tion had not been immediately dispatched, expressed great displeasure. there-

at (!); and, being desirous ofcultivatingthe friendship of the emperor of China,
and of improving the connection, intercourse, and good correspondence be-

tween the courts of London and Peking* and of increasing and extending the
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commerce between their re.^>ective subjects, had resolved to send his weU-
beloved cousin* and counsellor lord Macartney, a nobleman of great virtue,
wisdom, and ability, as his embassador extraor^ary and plenipotentiary to
the emperor of China, to represent Ms person, and to express in the stron^t
terms, the satisfaction he should feel if this mark of his attention and regard
should serve as a foundation to establish a perpetual harmony and alliance
between them ; and that the embassador, with his attendants, should, soon
set out upon the voyage ; and, having several presents for the emperor, from
his Britannic maj^y, which, from their size, and nicety of mechanism,
could not be conveys throiigh the interior of China, to so great a dis^ce
as from Canton to Peking, without the risk of damage,f he should proceed
directly, in one of his majesty’s ships, properly accompanied, to the port of
Teentsin, approaching in the first instance, as near as poMible to the resi-
dence of the emperor of China.’ ” p. 45.

The instructions to lord Macartney, from the secretary of state,

though not clear, or very important, we also give.

« It is observed, that » a greater number of his subjects, than of any other
Europeans, bad been trading for a considerable time past, in China

;
that the

commercial intercourse between several other nations and that great empire
had been preceded, accompanied, or followed, by special communications with
its sovereign. Others had the support of missionaries, who, from their emi-
nence in science, or ingenuity in the arts, bad been frequently admitted to

the familiarity of a curious and polished court, and which missionaries, in

the midst of their cares for the propagation of their faith, were not supposed
to have been unmindful of the views and interests of their country

; while
the English traders remained unaided, and as it were, unavowed, at a dis-

tance so remote as to admit of a misrepresentation of t^ nationcJ character
and importance

; and where, too, their occupation was not held in Uiat es-

teem, which might be necessary to procure them safety and respect
; that

under these circumstances, it became the digmty and ^'haracter of his majes-

ty to extend his paternal regard to these his dikmit subjects, even if the com-
merce and prosperity of the nation were not concerned in their success

;

and to claim the emperor of China’s protection for them, with that weight
which is due to the-requisition of one great sovereign from another ; that, a
free communication with a people, perhaps the most singular upon the ^obe,

among whom civilization had existed, and the arts been cultivated, through

a long series of ages, with tewk- interruptions than elsewhere, was well

worthy, also, of being sought by the British nation,, which saw with pleas-

ure and with gratitude applaudem the several voyages undertaken already,

by bis majesty’s command, and at the public expense, in the pursuit of

knowledge, and for the discovery and observation of distant countries and
manners ; but that, in seeking to improve a connection with China, no
views were entertained except ^oee of the general interests of humanity (!),

the mutual benefit of both nations (t), and the protection of commerce under

the Chinese government.’ ” p. 47.

His majesty’s letter to the Chinese emperor, as a curiosity in its

way, is worth reading; the self trumpeting was decidedly in the most

approved Chinese fashion ; and had a fair chance of being believed,

as we should one from the brother of the sun, first cousin of the Moon,

* If translated thcM, this mast have seemed strange to the Chinese; as thev

would not fail to find out the truth. Not one paltry fictioo of European di-

plomacy spared

!

(!) Falsehoods all ! and done in the mere hope of reaching the emperor.
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&*c., as some of the easterns yet style themselves. Magnify himself

as he might, he could still but be the obedient vassal of the great

emperor; his desire to extend the bounds of friendship, a tender of his

allegiancp—his presents, tribute to his liege lord. Such was the si-

tuation of the embassy, when it appeared on the shores of China.

“ It is said in his majesty’s letter to the emperor of China, that, “the na-

tural disposition of a OTeat and* benevolent sovereign, such as hLs imperial

majesty, whom Providence had seated upon the throne for the good of man-
kind,(!) was to watch over the peace and security of his dominions

; and to

take pains for disseminating happiness, virtue, and knowledge, among his sub-

jects : extending the same beneficence, with all the peaceful arts, as far as

he was able, to the whole human race. That his Britannic majesty, impress-

ed with such sentiments from the very beginning of his reign, when he found

his people engaged in war, had granted to his enemies, after obtaining victo-

ries over them in the four quarters of the world, (!) the blessing ofpeace, upon
the most equitable conditions; that, since that period, not satisfied with pro-

moting the prosperities of his own sll^jects, in every respect, and beyon^ the

example of all former times, he had taken various opportunities of fitting out

ship^ and bending, in ' them, some of the most wise and learned of his own
people, ft)r the discovery of distant ^nd unknown regions ; not for the pur-

pose of conquest, or of enlarging his dominions, which were already suffici-

ently extensive for all his wishes, nor for the purpose of acquiring wealth,

nor even favoring the commerce of his subjects ; but for the sake of increas-

ing the knowledge of the habitable globe, of finding out the various produc-

tions of the earth: and for communicating the arts and comforts of life

to those parts, where they had hitherto been little known ; and that he had
since sent vessels, with animals and vegetables most useful to man, to is-

lands and places where, it appeared, they had been wanting
; that he had

been stiU more anxious to inquire into the arts and manners of countries,

where civilization had been improved by the wise ordinances and virtuous

examples of their sovereigpis, through a long series of ages
; and felt, above

all, an ardent wish to become acquainted with those celebrated institutions of
his (Chinese) majesty’s populous and extensive empire, which had carried

its prosperity to such a height, as to be the admiration of all surrounding na-
tions 0)* That his Britannic majesty- being then at peace with all the world,
no time could be so propitious for extending the bounds of friendship and be-
nevolence. and for proposing to communicate and receive the benefits which
must result from ^ unreserved and amicable intercourse between such great
and civilized nations as China and Great Britain.” p. 49.

That there were not, even then, people wanting who regarded the

exhibition of pomp and pretension with eyes of suspicion, we find

recorded ;
but, we are told,.that they were but those who **

still held
to the exploded prejudice of the jealousy of commerce, not being
seems aware that the world was wide enough for all who chose to

embark in that kind of life, and that it flourished best by reciproca-

tion.” Some such people, sir George Staunton allows, ” failed not
to attribute to the British Administration, and East India Company, a
design of engrossing the total trade of China,” an opinion which we,
writing near half a century afterwards, are fain to acknowledge was,
in all probability^ a correct one.

Before the ambassador and his suite reached China, the effects,

whjch might have been looked for, from the admixture of which it
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was composed, had begun to show themselves—** the hoppo found a
flaw in the commission, by their not having been deput^ directly

from the king of Great Britain— but, being merely representatives of
the East India Company— he did not let slip the occasion to perplex
and oppose them, by every artifice in his power.” We presume that

this perplexing must have been in return for that which be must have
endured, in attempting to reconcile the announcement of a king's

embassy, by servants of a commercial body; a perplexity which seems
to have extended to the fooyuen and others

;
and probably, as we

think, had no small share in causing the' embassy to lose much of the

opinion which it perhaps might, if uncoupled with this ever-present

Company, have received. We must not here omit to notice the fact,

that “ the hong merchants had, on this occasion, given a bond, to

government, promising that the gentlemen, who brought the dis-

patches there, would remain for a reply from court.” We should

much like to know what reasonable hope of success could be enter-

tained for an embassy commencing its career by such anomalous, and
to the Chinese, irreconcileable, proceedings. How could the fellows

of merchants, after this plain and public avowal of inferior rank, ever

hope that their claims of equality with the emperor could be, for an

instant, listened to? From the moment that the Chinese had a right

to think that deceit was being practiced on them, and the name of

the king only borrowed to serve the purposes of the Company
;
from

that moment, chance of success there was none. Probably, the Chi-

nese were mystified with the admixture
;
and could not distinguish

between them at that time :—and from that to this, the two services,

king’s and company’s, have been so singularly blended together, that

we mfght excuse yet more acute people than the Chinese for hot dis-

tinguishing one from the other. Even now, mean as it is, the British

government condescends to receive, from the East India company, a

share of the amount of expense incurred by keeping up the commis-

sion to this country
;
and we have small hesitation in avowing our

conviction, that it was this admixture that, more than anything else,

rendered lord Napier’s mission doubted by the Chinese
;
and which

has made it, and all others for the last half century, looked on with

doubt and mistrust.

If the embassy had reason to complain of prejudices .against them,

on the part of the Chinese, it is evident that, on their side, none

such were reciprocated
;

for we find, in the account of the embassy,

published six years after it, the utmost pleasure and satisfaction at all

the novelties of country, persons, or manners, met with, in this, to

them, new world. All is seen couleur de rose—great and good quali-

ties are discovered in each mandarin that they fall in with. On a first

interview with a ‘ soldier mandarin,’ a discovery is made that, ‘though

he was no boaster in his deportment, yet there was sometimes per-

ceptible an honest consciousness of his prowess and achievements.’

This is seeing much, at a first sight, certainly
;
and, of the same sort

of puerile stuff, there is no want in any part of Staunton’s work. We
never read any of these half ludicrous generalizations of ideas from
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particnlar instawces, without being reminded strongly of the story of

the French savant\ who meeting a Chinese on his way out, in the

morning, to pay visits, at once returned home, in all l^aste, to write a

book about him.

We now approach the commencement of the farce. Many of the

mandarins were found anxious to ascertain the contents of the letter,

and the particulars as to the presents; the first was evadtd— not met

with a plain refusal— but with a subterfuge, and a falsehood; the

second seems to have been a different affair, for the silly apprehenswn
of our embassadors, who seem to have thought themselves interested

in soothing and humoring the then clever emperor of China, more as

though he were a child or a savage, than as if they thought they had
to deal with their superior, in all mental powers yet more than in

rank. In this silly and inflated vein, which, forsooth, they dub “our
oriental style,” they say that,

—

The king of Great Britain, willing to testify his high, esteem and vene-

ration for his imperial majesty of China (!), by sending an embassy to him at

such a distance, and by choosing an embassador among the most distinguished

characters of the British dominions (!), wished also that whatever presents he
should send, might be worthy of such a wise and discerning monarch (!).

Neither their quantity nor cost could be ofany consideration before the imperial

throne, abounding with wealth and treasures of every kind. Nor would it

be becoming to offer trifles of momentary curiosity, but little use. His Bri-

>ic majesty had been, therefore, careful to select only such articles as

might denote the progress of science, and of the arts in Europe, and which
might convey some kind of information to the exalted mind (!) of his imperial

majesty, or such other articles as might be practically useful. The intent

and spirit accompanying presents, not the presents themselves, are chiefly of
value between sovereigns.” p. 491.

The description which follows of the several presents appe.irs more
like the tiresome prosing of some aged pedagogue, holding forth to

boys, than language of men of business informing a superior. This
stuff, bombast, and “all, is given at great length by Staunton, as

though, in reality, a performance and manoeuvre of singular ability.

Trifling as it is, it helps to prove how widely the character of the peo-
ple with whom they had to do was misapprehended by the embassy

;

and shows what the chance of success could be, in greater things,

when in small ones such silliness was exhibited.

We have now followed the embassy to its place of action; and,
passing by the wordy and lengthy and most ridiculous orders for the

in her projected voyage, to establish relations with Japan, Ma-
nila, Magindanao, &c., “by the medium of a Malay sailor who spoke
some English, an English sailor who spoke the Malay language,
and a China servant who spoke Portuguese,”* we shall bestow a few
lines on a part where the real intent of the embassy breaks out,

undesignedly.
,

“ It had been intended by the East India Company, tliat as soon as the
Hindostan should be discharged by the embassador at Ti entsin, she should
proceed to Canton to take a cargo from thence for Europe, in the usual way

* Is it possible for absurdity to go beyond this ?

VOL. VI. NO. I. 4
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of trade. As she must in her route pass by Chusan, it was now (:) thought
desirable for her to touch there, in the probability of her procuring a ladincr

home on more advantageous terms than at Canton, if leave should happen to
be granted for the purchase, at the former port, of the teas and silks of
the neighboring provinces. On this account, captain Mackintosh was
the more readily allowed by the embassador to accompany him to Peking,
that he might have the opportunity of soliciting that permission personally
from the government (!); and might, in his way back to join his ship, have
perhaps occasion to observe the method of manufacturing the goods he ge-
nerally carried from China, relative to which the East India Company was
desirous of receiving particular information (!). pp. 502-3 .

There is a naivett in the latter part of this, quite amusing. The
master of the “ present-ship” to be “ taken to court,” that he might
have an opportunity to ask, personally,” what would not have been ask-

ed at all, had a due regard to what should have been the sole objects

of the embassy been kept in view ! Here is another instance, of that

mingling of trade with politics, which we may well excuse the Chi-

nese for not being able to understand. Captain Mackintosh may
have been a good and respectable man, in his own country

;
but, in

the eyes of the Chinese, as captain of a trading junk, he was beneath

a thought; and his person, visit, and object, alike contemptible.

We have, hitherto, gone, almost completely, on the official state-

ments of the transactions of the mission. We shall now call a witness

into court, whose evidence we may have to refer to frequently. He
is not so polished in his manner, nor are his desCrifJtions so varnished

as those of his raster, in which relation lord Macartney stood to

him. The work, small iq size, and utterly unassuming, is but a mere

journal, kept regularly, and interspersed by remarks and observa-

tions, excited by what was seen and felt. The author was a Mr. i£neas

Anderson, who filled the office of valet de chambre to the embassador,

and who from his situation, we presume, it was not considered neces-

sary to bind with the same restriction as the “ gentlemen of the

embassy,” in the matter of book writing about the proceedings. As
we can well fancy, to the amazement and horror of sir George Staun-

ton and his lordship—while all England was ringing with the wonders

which had been seen, and were to be described in the book, under-

stood to be in progress by the hand of the embassy— in steps, unex-

pected, unannounced!, ithe unheeded domestic; and, snatching the

prize from the earl and baronet,
,
dashes away with the originality,

the newness of the project, at the same time that he manages to rub

off great part of the varnish and tinsel which the elevated authors

were at so much trouble in preparing for public exhibition. The

book was, we believe, eventually purchased, by an annuity and a

commission in the army, to the author; though not before se^r a 1

editions had been called for, in rapid succession ;
one in April 1794,

a second in May
;
and a third in December. We name this, to show

that, though now little known, the work was well thought of, in its

day; and, from the plain mode in which the story is told by Mr.

Anderson, his want of embellishment and absence of all plan or style,

we incline to think that he told, what appeared to him, the truth ;
no

slight praise for a traveler to China.
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Many of the statements made by liim are not alluded to, in the

larger work; and among others, we find mention made of “the dis-

play on board the junks, which conveyed the embassy, of lamps made
of transparent paper, with characters painted on them, to notify the

rank of any passengers on board—the same service which the lam{>s

perform by night, as far as relates to notification, is performed in the

day time by silken ensigns, whose painted characters specify in the

same manner, the existing circumstances of the vessels.” We should

like much to know what these characters were; and particularly,

whether, as in the last embassy, the character tribute, was to be

found among them.* If this was introduced, and we cannot imagine

that it was not, the embassador, by submitting to it, gave up at his

first step his power to assert, at any after time, the independence and
dignity of his mission and country; and this may go far to prove how
necessary it is that a strict guard should be kept on all that is done
by the Chinese; and how infinitely preferable a knowledge of the man-
ners and dispositions of the Chinese ought to be considered in an em-
bassy, than an “ acquaintance with foieign courts,” the mere senseless

routine of European diplomacy. The peculiarities of the Asiatics in

no way correspond to ours; and, from ignorance alone, an envoy, of

the highest rank, may be content to bear what is meant as insult,

though to his inexperienced eye it passes undetected.

A striking instance of this, where the advantage was gained by
the ignorance of a man, known as too brave and high minded to ren-

der it safe to palm insult on him, save by stratagem, we subjoin as

to the point.

“ When sir Sidney Smith went to Acre, during its siege by the French, he
declared he would not land if Djezzar did not come down to the beach to

receive him
;
this is a distinction which a great Turk was hardly ever known

to pay to a Christian, but as a Turk will condescend to any degradation
when in want of service which he cannot command, Djezzar did it. On en-
tering his serae with sir Sidney, the pasha pretended to feel fatigued and
unwell, and begged sir Sidney to lend Jiiin his arm to ascend the staircasei

with which sir Sidney, not seeing the artifice, naturally complied ; this was a
piece of cunning in Djezzar to show his attendants and soldiers that he was
supported by an English admiral,— such support being never given to a
Turk but by an inferior or servant.” Turner's Tour in the Ijexanty vol. 3,

pp. 440, 441.

Many parallels to this may be found in all the missions, from Bri-

tain to Peking, or Canton
;
and yet worse, in many instances, where

the ol)ject was plainly gross and uncaled for insult, deliberately of-

fered, submission, or, at the most, lukewarm remonstrance was had
recourse to as the wisest course, often from the fear of the conse-

quences. It wanted no prophet to foresee the results to be gained
by an embassy so constituted and prepared. # #

* This we simll have to show' was actuaily the case in this embassy, and is

mentioned later in Staunton’s account; hut it is to be wished that we could dis-

tinctly know' w'helher this was practiced while the embassy had it iv its po:oer la
return to the ships. If not opposed then, it must of course he ' submitted to
throughout; and, if well opposed then, it would not have been tried afterward*.
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Art. IV. Central Asia, being a brief, description of the general
physical feature^ of Usbek Turkestan; its mountains, rivers,
productions— mineral, vegetable, dpc.

A SKETCH of China proper and ~ its dependencies, was given in the
early numbers of the first volume of the Repository. In its prepa-
ration, we were able to draw some aid from Chinese authors. Native
geographers are, .however, of little use when we pass the boundaries
of the Ta Tsing empire. They conduct us to their own frontiers,

and there leave us. For this reason it will not be expected, that we
can throw new light on the obscure statistics of Central Asia. The
object of the present article is, to place before our readers the infor-

mation for which we are indebted to Erskine, MeyendorflT, Nstzaroff,

Conolly, Burnes, &c. To survey the Chinese empire from without,

to examine its foreign relations, to estimate the forces of the external
pressure upon it, comes fully within the design of the Repository.

Perhaps it would be more in order to commence such a survey, at

one or the other of the two points where the ocean no longer bounds
this empire, and its frontier line trends into the interior. It has been
more convenient, however, to take up first the region. bordering on
Chinese Turkestan and Soungaria. These* most western of the Chi-
nese possessions, have been sketched in vol. I, No. 5, and further

observations on their present condition introddbed, in Nos. 6, 7, and

8, of the 5th volume.

Some difficulty occurs, at the outset, in tracing the Chinese boun-

daries. It appears, that the traveler, from Briti.sh India, a.scending

the valley of the Sutlej and crossing the highest passes of the Hima-
laya, is stopped by the officers of the gelpo or r^j4 of Laddk, which
forms, under the Chino-Tibetan government, the province of Ari.

The Chinese frontier appears to skirt the eastern ranges of the Hima-
laya northward, to nearly the 33d parallel of latitude, and thence to

follow an undefined line, across the plain of Balti, or Little Tibet, to

the Karakorum mountains, intersecting the Indus, about 77® east

longitude, between Ladak and Iskdrdo. This line would strike the

Karakorum range about JI6® north latitude, and thence, it follows it

to its junction with the Belur or Bolor mountains. At what point

these ranges meet, and at what angles, seems not determined. West-

ern geographers consider the Belur range, as running nearly south,

and coming down, to join the Hindu Kush, between Bolor and Ba-

dakshan dn the west, and Chitral on the east. The Chinese appear

to regard the Karakorum, or Tsungling, as the same range with the

Belur, and this view, if equally correct, must be the more acceptable

to the geogragber. Probably these views are to be reconciled, by

regarding the former as the eastern, and the latter, the western, decli-

vity, of the same elevated system, the plains of Pamer lying between
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them. The geographer will be inclined to prefer the Chinese view,

because the southern part of the JBclur range, does not stop the course

of the upper branches of the O.kus and the fpdus, while the Tsung-
ling seems to be the real dividing range, turning to the north the

waters of the Yirkand, and to the south, those of the Shyuk, the

main trunk of the Indus. The Tsungling and Belur should .be re-

cognised, it appears then, as the great unpenetrated, separating range

of Central Asia, notwithstanding the probably superior height of the

peaks of the Himalaya. They form together the noble frontier and
defense of Chinese Turkestan and Soungaria. The Belur moun-
tains maintain a lofty elevation as far as the Aktag, and perhaps

farther, but decline as they approach the Altai range, on the north-

west of Soungaria.

The region thus separated from the Chinese dominions on the east,

is bounded on the south, by the Indian Caucasus, Hindu Kush, the

Paropamisus or Ghur, and the desert thence to the Caspian. On the

north, a continuation of the Altai range separates it from the steppe

of Issim. On the west, it has no natural boundary, nearer than the

Caspian. This well-marked region, though it includes some inde-

pendent states and tribes, may be called, as it often is, “ Usbek Tur-
kestan.” After a brief survey of its general physical features, we
will describe it more in detail under its modern political divisions.

The Belur range is the grandest of the physical features of- :his

region. Its southern termination is placed, by European gfeographers,

in about 34° north latitude, the* countries southward of which are

drained by the Indus. To the eastward the Karakorum crosses the

parallels 78° east longitude and 36° north latitude, two degrees north

of Lad4k, in an east by south direction. Near the intersection, it

gives rise, on its southern declivities, to the main source of the Indus.

Between 37° and 40° north latitude, the Belur divides the waters ot

the Yirkand, Khoten, and Kashgar rivers, from those of the Oxus.
About 41° north latitude, the Belur is crossed by the Aktag, or As-
ferah range

;
and at this parallel, the best maps give it a northeasterly

course, around the vallies in which lie the upper branches of the Sir

(Syr) or Jaxartes. Its elevation lessens north of this river, and de-

clines still more as it approaches its northern termination, about 50°

north latitude in the Uluk or Sholo range, a continuation of the Altai

mountains. The streams which issue from this range, north of the

Sir, are not important, and do not reach the Aral. The lake Balkaslii

or Palcati is laid down near its eastern declivity
; this position appears

to require that the Belur again take a north-northwest direction. Along
this part of their frontier, it appears that the Chinese have not pushed
their exclusive claims quite to the mountains. Tribes of Kirghis
are said to maintain some authority around the lake Balkashi, as well

as to roam over the plains of Panier. This need not, however, be
regarded as disturbing the political division of this region. This
great range has not yet been subjected to scientific observation. Only
one modern European traveler, De Goez, is known to have crossed

it, and his travels appear to have contributed but little to previous
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imjcrfect itiformation. There are three passes by which these moun-
tains are usually approaciied, aud at these points their situation and
eievation might be examined.
The southeastern route, Irom Ladik to Yarkand, crosses the high

land of Little Tibet and strikes the Karakorum between 77“ and 78®

cast longitude. N uives who have made the journey, state the sum-
mits to be free from snow in summer. This, however, must be attri-

buted to the height of the table-land, and comparative lowness of the
peaks, as ail the evidences of great altitude are felt, in difficulty of
breathing, giddiness, &lc. It does not seem certain, whether the
communication said to exist between Iskardo and Y^irkand, is by this

route, or by passes lying farther westward. The second of the routes,

across the Belur, follows the Badakshan,or Kokash, river, and crosses
the plain of Pamer, to the upper vallies of the Yarkand river. This is

the route of Marco Polo, and De (Joez, aud in one time of the cara-
vans from Cabul, and Bokhara. The northern route is that of the
caravans, from Kokan to Kashgar. It follows the southern branch
of the Jaxartes, and crosses by the Terele, or Tizik, pass, southeast of
Ush, to the valley, in which lies the source of the Kashgar river.

It is supposed the altitude of the Belur cannot be less than 20,000
feet, and it may have peaks rivalling the loftiest of the Himalaya.
Its mineral treasures are almost as little known as its geological cha-
racter. Its ruby mines, and cliffs of lapis lazali, near Sikinam,
have been celebrated from the time of Marco Polo. The Oxus brings

down from it the washings of gold, which are found almost through-

out its upper course, and are particularly rich in the district of Dur-
waz. Probably, access to this range would be best obtained by follow-

ing the summer encampments of the Kirghis, as they pass southward
from their winter abodes near the Sir, along the elevated levels

and vallies of the Belur, to the great plain of Pamer, east of

Badakshan.
This plain seems to be an extension of the table-land of Tibet, and

16 extend with diminishing breadth to 40® north latitude. The lake

Surikul, or Karakul, is said to occupy its centre, around which the

plain stretches six days’ journey on every side. The waters of this

lake, are said to communicate with the upper branches of the Sir, the

Oxus, the Indus, and the Kashgar
;
i>ut, it seems impossible to recon-

cile this account with the direction of the mountain chains, and the

distance between these rivers. It appears from the map of Burnes

that the Kashgar river is the outlet of lake Surikul
;
and this is

confirmed by some Chinese maps. The short forage which covers

this plain in summer, is cropped by the flocks of the Kirglns, but

its season is too brief for any cultivation, and the cold is excessive in

winter. The Aktag, or Asferah mountains, which bound this plain in

the north, are an extension of the Teenshan, which separate Chinese

Turkestan from Soungaria. They divide the waters of the Sir from

those of the Oxus, and form the lofty and impassable frontier of Kokan
on the south, as far west as Uratippa. The road from Samarkand to

Khojend tiiere crosses them. Farther -west, they arc lost in the desert
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toward the Aral, the southern range turning a little to the south

of west, and making the southern boundary of the country of Khiva.

The eastern part of this range, is said to be rugged and precipitous,

and to have snow on its summits, even in summer.
The region south of the Asferah, to Saidabad, and Wakhan, and

west to 68^ east longitude, is^a system of mountains, the outlying

ranges or successively declining terraces of the BeKjr. That part of

the system which extends from the Kohik to Saidabad, has very

lofty peaks, some of which, near 38® north latitude, w^ere seen by

Burnes 150 miles distant, capped with snow, iii the midst of summer.
In Baber’s time, this range was called the Karatigin,’’ but that

name appears to be forgotten now, and its place not supplied by any

other. The valley of the Sir is bounded oh the north, by a range,

called the Alatag, or Mingbulak, which is in some parts of consider-

able elevation. It confines that river to a we.stern course, as far as

Khojend. There it bends southward, to meet the Asferah
;
and then

breaking through a barrier, which seems to attenrrpt to arrest its

course, turns abruptly northward towards the Aral. One more range

parallel to the Asferah is found in the north of the Kirghis country,

separating It from the steppe of Issim. Russian accounts make it

consist of schistus, sandstone, limestone, and some granite. Blocks

of jasper and quartz are also met with, and indications of copper,

silver, lead, &c. Its elevation^ is not remarkable, but it forms the

natural boundary of Central Asia on the north, beyond which the

the country slopes towards the Arctic ocean. This range is less im-

portant as a frontier, the Kirghis crossing it easily in summer, in quest

of pasture. The same may be said of the Belur mountains between
the Kirghis country’ and Soungaria, the same tribes finding their

way across them to the lake Balkashi, the plains of Pamer, and the

vicinity of Kashgar. ,

On the south, the Indian Caucasus, and Hindu Kiish,havc stopped

the progress of the Usbeks, and given a boundary to Usbek Turkes-
tan. Some of the passes across this range have been crossed of late

years, by British travelers. The peak of Kohi Baba, west of CdbuJ,
has been found to have an altitude of 18,000 feet. The Hindu Kush
mountain, north of that city, towers still higher. Its summit is in

sight at Cabul, and was seen by Burnes from Khulum, 150 miles

north, covered with snow in summer. Bej'ond 68® east longitude,

this range loses its eli*vatioh, and forms the broad mountainous tract

called the Ghnr, or Paropamisus. Thence its course is vvest-north-

west by Herat, and Meshed, rising again near Kuchan to the height

of 7000 feet, and thence along the south bank of the Giirgan to the

Caspian. The country north of this range, to the Oxus and the Aral,

has no eminences which merit the name of mounteins.

The rivers of Usbek Turkestan nowhere communicate with the

ocean. The smaller lose themselves in stagnant pools, or arid deserts;

the larger find their way to the Caspian or the Aral. On the north-

west, the Jaik or Ural forms the boundary, between the Kirgh s

country and Russia, as well as between Europe and Asia. Its course,
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is westerly, from longitude 60° to 51° east, where it turns south-
ward to the Caspian. Between the Aral and the 3ir, several small
rivers are laid down, under the names of the Targai, Sarasu, &c.
They rise in the mountains on the northeast of the Kirghis country,
and running south and south-westerly, lose themselves, in marshy
lakes, east and north of the Aral. The Sir, the ancient Jaxartes,

is one of the most important rivers of Usbek Turkestan, It rises in

the Belur range, between 41° and 43° north latitude, runs west to

Khojend, thence north and west to its outlet, about 46° north latitude,

in the Aral. It is a rapid river, swollen in the summer, by the melt-

ing of the snow, at which time it has a breadth of 300 yards. Near
its mouth it is said to have not more than one third this width, and
Baber says it is lost in the sands before reaching the Aral. About
200 miles above its mouth, it forms a delta widening to 60 miles, and
covered with a rank growth of water plants, reeds, &c. It§ whole
course, must be not far from 700 miles, of which boats are said to

ascend 500 miles to Kokan. The Russian mission approaching it

from the northj found several dry canals or river beds, and one or

more impetuous tributaries. In winter, it is frozen so hard as to be

crossed on the ice, by caravans. The Sir seems never to have been

used for the purpose of communication, but there is provision, iii the

abundant supply of coal along its banks, for the future steam-navi-

gation of this river, and the sea pf Aral. South of the Sir, and near-

ly in the parallel of 40° north latitude, we have the celebrated Sogdh,

or Kohik, watering the rich vale of Samarkand and Bokhara. It

rises in the Karatag, about 70° east longitude, and discharges what
waters are left it, by irrigation, in the lake Dengis, in 64° east longi-

tude, a few miles north of the Oxus. This river, though inconsider-

able, in length and volume, is still one of the most remarkable in

Central Asia. It has no mineral treasures like the Oxus, but the

epithet Zirefshdn, “ gold'sheddir^,” is given it, for the riches which

it pours over the country which it waters. It swells, like the other

rivers of this region, with the melting of the snows, but in the dry

season, it does not, for some months reach Bokhara. Sixty miles

south of the Kohik, and parallel to it, we find the Kdrshi, which

waters the beautiful oasis of Sheher Subz, and is lost in the sands, 16

miles beyond K^rshi.

The great river of Turkestan, is the Amu, or Jihon, the ancient

Oxus. The first of these names is that by which it is known to the

tribes on its bank; the second, that by which it is described in the Per-

sian and Turk! writings. It is formed by the junction of the Bolor

and Badakshan, between Huzrutiman and Kurgantippi. The form-

er of these may conjmunicate with the Sunkore, but its true source

seems rather to be in 37° north latitude and 72° east longitude. After

running northwest along the Belur mountains, it turns north and

northwest between Durwaz and Wakhan, to its junction with the Ba-

dakshan. The Badakshan rises still further east, about 36° north

lat., arid pursues a northwest course to the junction. Below Huzru-

timan, the Oxus receives the united waters of the rivers of Kunduz
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and Talighan, and is no longer fordable. It emerges from the hilly

country at Kilef, after receiving from the north the Hissar, and

Toupalak, and from the south the Khulum. On one map, the Oxus
has another northern tributary, farther to the west, called the Kisil

Daria. It appears however, that there is ip truth, no such river. At
Kilef, it has a. breadth of 550 yards. At Charjui, 200 miles lower

down, it has. 650 yards, and 20 feet depth, and runs with a rapid (3J
miles) current, over a sandy bed, northwest towards the Aral. From
Tirmez, above Kilef, to Khiva, its banks are low,.< and the narrow

interval of one to two miles, between the first and second bank, is

the limit of cultivation. Its channel is straight, free from rocks or

rapids, impeded by few sand*banks, and but for the marshes near its

mouth, navigable more than 600 miles from Kunduz to the Aral. It

is spread by art, in the district of Khiva, and forms a delta of fifty

miles before it reaches the Aral. This delta, like that of the Sir, is

composed of marshes, sand-hills, &/C., and is so overgrown by reeds,

grass, and aquatic plants, as to be uncultivable. Both tracts are

probably extending depositions of earth, constantly taking place from

the muddy waters of these rivers. The Oxus was bridged across by

Timur and Nadir. At the present time, it is crossed by 15 ferries

between Charjui and Kunduz. Below Charjui, 15Q boats of 20
tons each, are employed in transporting merchandise, between Bo-

khara and Khiva.

The river of Balkh, like the southern branch of the Oxus, is fed

by the snow of Hindu Kush, but its waters are quite expended in irri-

gation, leaving still aij arid tract of 30 miles breadth, between them
and the Oxus. Between the Oxus and Herat, we find the Murgh^ib,

issuing from the Paropamisus, and after a winding course of near 300
miles, losing itself, in the desert, west of Merve. Farther to the

south, we have another small river, the Tejend, and beyond Kuchan,
the Attruck, and the Gurgan, which carry a small tribute by mouths
of 40 and 60 yards to the waters of the Caspian. These streams
belong physically to Persian Khordsan. On our maps, their place is

unjustly taken by a river called the Tedjen or Ochus, running from
Herat and falling into the Caspian.

Usbek Turkestan is remarkable for its numerous collections of
water, with no outlets to the ocean. They receive fresh water rivers,

but have all of them, more or less of saline impregnation. The Cas-
pian, with its salt, bitter, muddy, phosphorescent waters, forms for

more than 1000 miles, the western boundary, of Turkestan. It

abounds with fish, and water-fowl. Its northern gulfs are often fro-

zen. Its eastern shores are rather cold. Domes of sand surround it

on the northwest. On the south, its marshy shore, rises into the

elevated and .fi-iiitful, but humid and unhealthy, province of Mazan-
deran. A desert of hard clay, with a partial covering of sand, sepa-

rates the Caspian from the Aral. This lake, or sea, called also the

lake of Khwdresm, has less saline impregnation than the Caspian. Its

water is said to be drinkable, and its surface not often frozen. Water-
fowl and fish are found in it, and tribes of Karakalpaks, doc., subsist

VOL. VI. NO. I. 5
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on these, and on the grain they grow along the shores, where they are

not too marshy for cultivation. North and east of the Aral, the coun*
try abounds with salt lakes and marshes, the expansion of the rivers

of that region, but none of them of considerable extent. South of the
Sir, we have only the Denjis, 25 miles long, which receives the
surplus waters of the Kohik. It is said to maintain its level through
the year, though the supply is cut off for some months in the summer.
Excellent fish are found in its salt waters.

To these notices of the physical features of this region, most be
added some remarks oii its division into cultivated and desert land.

The former is limited to the banks of the Sir, the Kohik, the Klcshi,
the Oxus, the Balkh, and the Murgh^b, atid a small part of the shores

of the Aral. A great part of the country from the Sir north to Siberia,

and from Bokhara north-westward to the Aral, and from the Oxus
west to the Caspian, is incapable of cultivation, and much of it is a

picture of sterility and desolation. Tdrkestan presents, therefore, in

close and strong contrast, the extremes of luxuriance and barrenness,

the richest oases and the most dreary deserts. The fixed population

is, of course, found in the former divisions. The pastoral and nomade
tribes occupy the latter. These distinctive races, will show them-

selves as we go over the country again, describing it under Ihe fol-

lowing heads, corresponding with its present political sections.

1st, The Kirghis country, from the Ural, or Jaik river, to the Sir

and the Aral. 2d, The kingdom of Kokan. 3d, The kingdom or

khanat of Bokhara. 4th, The region of the upper Oxus, chiefly

under the control of the amir* of Kundflz. 5th, The khanat of

Khiva. 6th, The deserts of the Turkmans, from the Sir and Bo-

khara, west to the Aral and Caspian, and south to Khorisan.

Art. V. Ophthalmic Hospital at Canton : the sixth quarterly

report, for the term ending on the 4th of May, 1837. By the

Rev. Peter Parker, m. d.

Six hundred and fifty patients have been received during the last

three mOnths, making the whole number, since the opening of the

hospital, 3350. A more extensive acquaintance with the diseases and

character of the people, may soon enable me to give a different form

and more variety to the reports. The interest in the institution con-

tinues to increase, and the eagerness to enjoy its benefits has never

been greater than at present. The crowd of patients, on the day of

receiving them, now limited to once in two weeks, has been very

great. Sometimes not less than 200 or 300, and on one occasion

about 600, including tlieir friends, have been present during a single
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day. Notwithstanding the institution is designed for the blind, great

numbers of all diseases are presented, and often their importunity is

successful in gaining admission. The importunity is frequently

seconded by those who have received some special benefit; and being

intimately acquainted in the hospital, are free in their solicitude for

friends. Regarding simply the present welfare of those afflicted with

various and aggravated maladies, none can witness these scenes and
not perceive the urgency of speedily extending these healing efforts.

It is very unpleasant to refuse aid to those who are within the reach of

remedial powers, because it is impracticable to do so, and treat those

already received. There is reason to fear that turning them away
will have an unfavorable influence. They see others afflicted with

diseases of the eye, with tumors and fractured limbs, are healed gra-

tuitously, but since they have a cough, a fever, or any other disease

that requires the physician rather than the surgeon, they cannot be

received. The experience of every month confirms the desirableness

of the Medical Missionary Society, soon to be organized, through
whose agency and that of its friends, here and in Europe, it is hoped

*

this desideratum may be secured. The most numerous classes of
diseases during the last term, have been acute and chronic ophthal-

mia, cataracts, entropia, pterygia, nebulae, lippitudo, and granulations

of the lids, as may be seen from the following table, which exibits 1st

diseases of the eyes, and 2d miscellaneou-3 diseases.

Amaurosis - 22 Closed pupil with deposition

Acute ophthalmia 49 of coagulable lymph - 5
Chronic ophthalmia 74 Procidentia iridis 6
Purulent ophthalmia 14 Glaucoma '

- - 2
Ophthalmitis 6 Choroiditis - 4
Conjunctivitis 4 ^Epiphora ... 6
Hordeolum 4 Granulation of the lids - 50
Cataract r

- - 62 Complete loss of one eye 49
Entropia . . . 78 Loss ofboth eyes - 53
Ectropia 3 Mucocele - - t • 6
Trichiasis - 10 Muscae volitantes - - 3
Pterygia 35 Tumor of the lids 2
Opacity and vascularity Imperfect cornea at birth,

of the cornea 28 the sclerotica extending
Ulceration of the cornea 10 into its .place - 1

Nebulae - - . 59 Adhesion of the conjunc--
Albugo .

- - - 4 tiva to the cornea 2
Leucoma - - - 7 Injuries of the eye 2
Staphyloma - 22 Cancer of the eye 1

Staphyloma sclerotica - 2 Disease of the’ caruncula
Onyx - - - 4 lachryinalis - ^ - j 2
Iritis - - - - 4 .

Lippitudo - - - ’ 38 2d : Otorrhoea - - 2
Night blindness - 1 Deficiency of cerumen -

,
1

Day blindness 1 Deafness - - - 3
Near sightedness I Disease of the lowerjaw 1
Synechia anterior 11 Dropsy - . - - 2
Synechia posterior 3 Ovarian dropsy 1

Myosis 5 Cauccr of the breast 1
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Goitre 4 Opium mania 2
iSarcomalous tumors 2 Scrofula - 1
Encysted tumors 4 Paralysis - 2
Heniia umbilical - 1 Hare lip - - - 1

Hydrops articuli - 1 Epilepsy - 1

Rheumatism 2 Stone ... 1

Gout . - . 1 Stricture of Urethra 2
Plithisis • - r . 2 . Enlarged spleen • 2
Aphone - - - 1 Arachnitis 1

Dyspepsia - 1 Hepetitis - 1

Deaf and dumb children 3 Enlargement of parotid gland 3
Fungus haematodes of the Fracture of radius and ulna
arm (“?) - 2 (one year) 1

Ulcers - - - 1

In diseases of the eye, and their treatment nothing special has oc-

curred that requires notice. Several cases of tumors, are subjoined.

No. 2732. Encysted tumor. Wangke, aged 12 years, of Shuntih.
This little girl is a slave, and was sold by her mother for $ 8 or 10.

She was accompanied to the hospital by her purchaser, a very res-

pectable and well bred Chinese woman, who said the child was not

her offspring, yet she felt for her the affection of a mother, and
though the blemish had been a sufficient excuse for returning hereto the

mother, she preferred not to do so
;
and having heard of the hospital

in Canton, was at the expense of time and money to bring her, with

the hope of relief. She had an encysted tumor, about 16 inches in

circumference at the base, situated upon the sacrum, and to the right

side. Its pressure had produced some absorption of the sacrum, and
caused the os coxcygis to turn outwards. It was moveable, and
hard pressure gave it no pain. There was no weakness of the

spinal column or of the lower extremities. After suitable preparation

of the patient it was removed, and found to be attached by a peduncle

of the size of a common quill, which entered one of the posterior

sacral foramina. On dividing it, one of the gentlemen who assisted

noticed a slight flow of milky substance from the point of attach-

ment. A ligature was required to prevent the escape of the fluid from

the tumor, which was distended with limpid contents resembling a

bladder of water. The wound was dressed as usual. The child was

in a subcomatose state for some hours after the operation, and slow

in answering when spoken to,— perhaps from the opiate she had

taken. In Ihe evening and the next moriiing, her pulse ranged from

130 to ^140, with considerable fever, and there was anxiety for the

result. Calomel and rhubarb were given and brought away a quan-

tity of large worms (lumbrici), and all her unpleasant symptoms sub-

sided. The child’s appetite became good, and the wound healed up

by granulations in a little more than a month. She became the pic-

ture of health, and, with cheeks plump and rosy, was' discharged at

the expiration of six weeks.

No. 2850. Hare lip. Lan Atang, aged J7 years, of Honan, was

disfigured by this congenital malformation, which extended up into
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the left nostril, and two teeth projected out at the opening. These
were removed and when the soreness subsided, the operation was

performed. The union was perfect, and the dressing removed in

about one week. Both the. appearance and voice were very much
improved.

An operation is sometimes performed by native physicians for this

deficiency. It consists of applying an escharotic between the edges

of the lip, and as this sloughs out, the lips of the wound are brought

together and healed «ap by granulations. I have seen four cases in

which the operation has been performed. In one instance the upper

lip was drawn so tight as to form a straight line, and with the underlip

projecting, his appearance was very undesirable. Whether this

was the fault of the operator or the necessity of the case did 'not ap-

pear. In another man the lip was drawn askew.

No. 2982. March 13th. Chun Fang, son of the tsotang of

Shuntih, aged 50 years, was born in Cheihle. In consequence^^of

vice his general health had been affected. He had ulcers upon his

head not affecting the cranium. Eight months previously they had

been cured, and blindness supervened. When he came he could see

light, but not sufficient to walk without being led. He was encourag-

ed to expect relief from the severe pain he experienced, and that the

progress of the disease might be arrested, and possibly his sight im-

proved. There was congestion of the blood vessels of the eye. Oiie

dozen leeches, which in this country are very large, were applied

below the eyes. Twenty grains of blue pill and 'One ounce sulph.

inag. were prescribed The leeches afforded immediate relief, and
the patient expressed his surprize that .he could see to count his

fingers. March 16th. The sight remained improved. The leeches had
produced a very great tumefaction of the lefl side and glands of the

neck. As he was costive, an ounce of castor oil was administered',

and warm fomentations applied to his face, w'ith an opiate at night.

March 29. Pulse 126. The right side of the face also affected;

the swelling of the left subsided a little. Patient vomited five times

last night. Large vesicles formed upon his ears, as if produced by a
blister. The almost entire absence of redness did not suggest the

erysipelatous nature of the disease. (Another patient who had been
operated upon for entropia, and who had been discharged, returned

about the same time similarly affected, with an erysipelas of a more
aggravated character than I have ever witnessed. Both.of these pa-

tients scarcely retained the appearance of a human face.) He was
very weak, and had great difficulty of breathing, a dry cough, pains

in the chest, tongue thickly coated and parched, and his bowels con-
stipated. A decoction of lichen islandicus, gum-arabic, and liquo-

rice, was ordered to be used freely. And a gargle of borate of soda, an
ounce of salts, and an opiate, and warm pediluvium at bed time,

were prescribed. The patient was to take congee or sago if dispos-

ed. March 30th. Decidedly better; bowels had been moved, and
the same treatment was continued. March 31st. Patient unable to

come. Difficulty of respiration, thirst, and debility, increased. His
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extremities were cold, and face smaller,—as reported by his servant, a
very inlelligent man. One ounce of castor oil and a drachm of the
oil of turpentine were taken immediately, and gave calomel xii grains,
pulv. ipecac, vi grains, and sugar

j ounce, divided into twelve parts,

one of them to be taken hourly, and 30 drops of oil of turpentine
every hour, and 'half a grain of opium every three hours— and two
grs. of sul. quin, every two hours. The head was kept wet with a
lotion of nit. potas., and the patient allowed to drink freely of the de-
coction of lichen islandicus, as usual. April Jst. The bowels were
moved the last night— the patient has a little appetite— raised consi-
derable sputa, tongue better, and his extremities not so cold. The
erysipelas better, and the same treatment continued. April 4th. Not
heard from the patient for three days. His servant reported him
to be better. The disease had evidently subsided. He still complain-
ed of debility, and had a diarrhoea. Appetite improved. Decoction
of lichen, and lotion of nit. potas. continued, together with oxymel of
scillsB. April 8th. The patient was able to be brought to the
bo.spital, but did not get out of his sedan. A course of tonic treat-,

ment was then adopted, first sulphate of quinine, and afterwards the
saturated tartrate of iron. His servant occasionally returned to say
he was convalescent.

While preparing the report the patient has returned, in his offi-

cial dress, with presents, &c. He enjoys good health. He said he
was to. set out for Peking in two days, and wished for directions res-

pecting, his health and sight, in future.

No. 2986.f .
Sarcomatous tumor. Chang Aphun^ aged 43 years,

of Canton city, had a large sarcomatous tumor upon the right side

bf his face. It commenced five or six years since. He was a stone

cutter^ and was much incommoded in his occupation by this pen-

dant tumor. On the 15th of April it was removed in 4 minutes and
56 seconds, and the' patient put to bed in 20 minutes. It was 14 in-

ches, in circumference at its base
j and still more round its centre. It

weighed 2J catties, = 3 lbs. Tlje wound healed almost entirely by

the first inteptipn. In nine days the dressings were all removed. The
incision being made so as to bring the edges of the wound perpen-

dicularly from the zigomatic process, down posterior to the external

angle of the jaw, and thence parallel with it ai) inch below, quite to

the chin, the face' was very little disfigured.

No. 3000, April 17th- Lew Akin, aged 12 years, of Tsunchun,
a village of Shuntih district, and the only child of her affectionate

parents, had a steatomatous tumor upon the right hip, of a magnitude

that required the patient to lean forward when she walked, in order

to preserve her balance. Her health appeared good, except that she

was much emaciated. In ten days she had made surprising improve-

ment under a generous diet. On the 27th of April, the usual in-

demnity being given by the parent, the tumor was removed in two

minutes and fourteen seconds. Its circumference (exceeding that of

her body) was two feet at the base, and much larger at the middle

:

jt was very slightly attached, and consisted of concentric layers of
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fatty substance, separated from each other by a surrounding cerous

membrane, till near the centre it was found of a much firmer struc*

ture, resembling cartilage. It weighed five catties, or seven pounds

avoirdupois. Upon the third, day, the dressings were changed: union

had taken place to a considerable extent. In one week the whole

was so far healed that the child was able to walk in the room without

pain to herself or injury to the wound. She is now in good health,

more fleshy than ever before. Since the first twenty-four hours after

the operation she has experienced but little pain.—The feelings of the

father were particularly noticed by the spectators at the time of the'

operation. He was in the room, but the unsightly wound that pre-

sented, as the integuments retracted ten or twelve inches apart, the in-

cision being about ten inches long, was too much for the father to wit-

ness without tears. He left the room, but the cry of his little daugh-

ter, when the needle passed through the inleguineuts in applying

sutures, soon recalled him, as swn to retreat. His vigilance in his

attention to his only child, contiriually, day and night, have strongly

exhibited the strength of natural affections, equalled only by his gra-

titude for the relief afforded his daughter.—l am indebted to Lamqua,
who has taken an admirable likeness of* the little girl, and a good
representation of the tumor. The more interesting cases that have

been presented at the hospital, he has painted with' equal success, and
uniformly says, that as there is no charge for “ cutting,” he can make
none for painting.

No. 3122. April 17th. Anomalous. Chun Ato, aged 44 years,

of Nanhae, has long been affected with apparently a nervous affection.

Six inches below the loft knee, and on the tibial nerve, a small pimple

began, painful from the first. It is now elevated about two lines above

the natural surface. For two years the pain has been intolerable:

coming on by"paroxysms, four, five, and even eight times a day. She
had one of the paroxysms at the hospital, when she grated her teeth

like a maniac. The sjx>t from being level was drawn in at the centre,

and a local |>erspiration came out for an inch around. When the

surface of the spot becomes level the pain ceases. Pulse raised to

120 during the paroxysm. Her tongue was very good, bowels free,

and she has a common appetite. Under a tonic treatment she en-

joys a slight palliation, the recurrence less frequent, the pains not w
severe. A tournequet applied above and below' the place, diminishes

the pain. The patient is desirous of having it cut out.

The relief afforded to cataract patients, of w'hich there have been
more than in any preceding term, has been much as usual. The dis-

turbance to the eye from the operation is ordinarily as slight as that

of opening a vein in the arm.

The gratitude and confidence increase rather than diminish. An
old Tartar general, who had been some time in the hospital, and who
was operated upon for cataract with which he was afected in both
eyes, as he was leaving said, “I am now eighty years old, my beard is

very long (reaching his breast); I have been an officer forty years

;

and have been in all the eighteen provinces of the empire; but never
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before have known a man that does the things that you perform,

aiid for which you receive no reward, Oh, what virtue! the great

nation’s arm
;
under heaven there is no other like you and more in

the same adulatory strain. It is a pleasure to go to the hospital at

any hour of the twenty-four, and witness the confidence and kind

feelings uniformly manifested by the inmates. Those who have re-

ceived some especial benefit often seen to want language to express

their gratitude. In some instances the blind of a distant village

have united and chartered a passage boat to come to Canton, and have
waited four or five days for the hospital to be opened to the admission

of new patients.—Justice to my own feelings, require a public and
grateful acknowledgment to the medical and surgical gentlemen,

Messrs. i/OX, Anderson, Cullen, and Jardirie, who have so frequently

and kindly afforded their counsel and assistance in important oper-

ations.

[ Since the preceding was in type, w'e have seen some extracts from the

Journal of Dr. Grant, written at Oormiah in Persia, during the early part oflast

year. The same eagerness for aid, and the same success, are witnessed there as

here. Ladies and gentlemen, chiefs and noblemen, Christians and Mohamme-
dans, came in great numbei-s, importunate for medicines. Many, and among
them a son of the governor, were anxious to learn English. A young mirza
brought with him one of Henry Martyn’s New Testaments,” given him by a

French lady. We are glad to see such laborers coming eastward, and hope they

will posh forward to Central Asia.—We ought to add here, that, according to a

statement published in the Register and Press- dated the lltli instant, $5,230 have

been subscribed for the Medical Missionary Society. The Ophthalmic Hospital

is supplied with the I'equisite pecuniary aid from this fund. ]

Art. VI. Roarks on the opium trade, being a reply to the re-

joinder of Another Reader, published in the Repository for April,

1837. By A Reader.

Mr. Editor, Before entering on the merits of ati article by ‘Another

Reader,’ in your last number, a preliminary observation or two seemg

to be called for, just to teach ‘Another Reader’ the relative situation

in which he and I stand to each other .***my view of the case is, that

we are in open arena, discussing an unadmitted point, with the pub-

lic as our judges : he seems to fancy himself on a bench of justice;

with a big wig on his head, and me pleading as a criminal. Did I

condescend to argue so situated, I would, indeed, betray the cause I

support, for when did judge and prisoner at the bar ever come off

even in argument? Therefore let ‘Another Reader take off his wig,

descend from his stilts on the bench, and step into the floor of the

court, oil }>erfect equality with me
;
or let him pass a sentence unpled

to, for which no one will care a straw. Suppose him then on a perfect
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equality in the body of the court, even there his argument is at a

disadvantage, because he and his coterie have brought an accusation

of crime against a whole class of traders, founded on the supposition

that opium is solely a destructive poison
;
unless therefore Another

Reader proves this last averment, he has brought a false accusa-

tion^ and the burden of strict proof lies on him and his party. And
supposing any difficulty is found ir^ proving such an averment, they

should have been more cautious in accusing others of crime. I deny

that he has made good his proof, and refer myself to the public!

Another Reader seems not to like my last article, because it was

only three pages in length, and applies the epithet meagre to it ; but

some people read meagre, not as applying to want of length, but in op-

position to force or strength; therefore, I leave it to the public, whether

meagre is best applied to his own letter or mine : his, at least, is long

enough ! He also is so kind as to say that “ my positions are hy no

means judiciously chosen;” so our readers will, in all cases, do me the

favor to consider, with my opponent’s consent, that my case is better

than my arguments make it out to be.

But to the merits of the letter. They are twofold,— the averments

of the men in its appendix, giving their respective opinions as to the

harm the abuse of opium does to the human frame,—next an attack

on Dr. Walsh, and on my view of opium-consumers, as supported by
figures. First for his appendix. As my position is, that it is the ex-

cess or abuse of opium that constitutes the crime, not its use, there is

hardly one authority in his whole appendix that is not a valuable evi-

dence for me : to the iK>int of over-quantity, every person in his ap-

pendix is a proof that, moderately taken, opium is perhaps the most
desirable and least hurtful excitement used by man : these evidences,

therefore, will show the consequences of excess, but they cannot
give evidence as to what never comes before them of the millions

who use it without harm, as a safe and grateful luxury. The police

reports in London notice the drunken and vicious few, who intoxi-

cate themselves and roll in the streets from abuse of strong drink

;

these reports cannot mention the millions who daily use wine and
beer with hospitality and comfort, as harmless articles of nourishment.
As to the many, these reports are entirely negative : and so the evi-

dences in the appendix are entirely negative as to the use of opium,
though quite decisive that it is ahusedj which never was denied. And
all our proofs must remain in this state until we mix more with the
Chinese, and understand them better.

Now for Another Reader’s attack on Dr. Walsh. Not one in

his list of evidences is more respectable, more listened to, or more
worthy of belief, than Dr. Walsh

; and not one on the whole list (not
even Mr. Davis^ ever had such advantages or opportunities in -travel-

ing through China, as Dr. Walsh had in Turkey, in which country,
speaking the language well, he wandered in all directions, and lived
in it for many years

;
every word he says in favor of the practica-

bility of the Msc, as in opposition to the abuses, of opium, without in-

•jury to the human frame, stands unimpeached, and unimpeachable I

VOL. VI. NO. 1. (j
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And in answer to some civil hints as to my trade, I hope Another
Reader won’t now find out that Dr. Walsh is an opium merchant.
Whilst defending Dr. Walsh’s general evidence, it may be as well
to point out, what is however pretty obvious, the extreme want of
fairness in giving a picture of the mad-house in Turkey, drawn
in Anastacius, as a correct view of the state of tliose generally usin^
opium: as well might tlie Piazzas of Covent garden, at two o’clock of
a morning with a few reeling gin-drinkers, be taken as a picture of
England: as well might a* hell in the Palais-royal be held to represent

all France: or a quadroon ball in New Orleans, be given as the general
manners of the United States.—This is not a relative fact brought
to support an argument, it is hyperbolical caricature—one in a thou-

sand of opium-eaters finds his way to the mad-house : so with Another
Reader, this one is to be taken for the other 999.

In my last letter I averred, that the emperor of China has no cause
to fear the corruption of his army by opium

;
and brought an instance

of ^nown class in India, who notoriously using opium, yet make
good soldiers; when Another Reader finds out that other sepoys,

besides this class, also fight well, 1 never doubted it; my case has to

do with those men, who using opium, still fight well, and not with

those who fight well without it.

The subject of most importance in a case like this, where proof is

so difficult to be got at, is the table of quantity of opium, as compared
with its consumers. My list, made out with the help oPthe best in-

formed here, went to prove, that about half a million of those who
abuse the opium could consume ail the sea-borne drug : and as we
see strong reason to believe that the number of smokers is vastly be-

yond this, the argument naturally arises, that a large proportion take

it in quantities so small as not to be hurtful. And in this argument,

the very large sura of money paid for it, year after year, bears us out

;

as a few hundred thousand, ruining themselves by excess, never could

continue to yield such a sum ;
whereas if opium is an article of safe

luxury to the rich and to the industi^ious millions, it would be easy

to account for the sum produced. In answer to Another Reader,

respecting the weight necessary to intoxication, I add two accounts,

furnished me by those who should know. Another Reader is

most singularly ill-informed when he withdraws the fair sex from the

number of opium-users. Whether they abuse it or not, I have no

proof; but I have the strongest reason to believe that, both those of

good and bad character do smoke opium.

I again repeat, I see no reason to depart from the view in figures,

stated in my first letter, of the number of.devoted smokers who could

use the whole sea-borne opium. As to what is grown in China, no

onelp^ form any approximation to the truth.

When on this subject, I may mention the article vii, being ^e next

in your list, namely, Sunqua’s very clever set of pictures against the

abuse of opium : they are highly moral and useful, and should be

printed and distributed by thousands, in which avocation I should wish

to see the £ 100 offered in the viii article, expended ;
and I feel con-
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fident it would do more good than getting up rival essays, which few

will read. May Sunqua prosper ! He uses the attendants of our

great moral painter in captivating a Rake, namely, idleness, music,

and women. Hogarth adds the exciter toinel Sunqua the exciter

opium! I hope Sunqua may assist in putting down the abuse of opium,

and so greatly add to its use and consumption.

Having thus given due credit to Sunqua, who attacks the abuse^

I will produce one positive piece of evidence to prove the use of opi-

um ;
and as Sunqua 4Bhows fortune, health, mind, and body, lost by

its abuse; I will show fortune increased, health kept, and mind most

actively employed, in the course of its use ; and I convey to you, Mr.

Editor, the name and residence of the party in a private letter.

In 1826, I found a Chinese comprador in possession of the con-

fidence of a mercantile house here, and taking care of one of the best

filled and mo.st used treasuries in Canton, and rendering clear and

satisfactory accounts to his employers. He smoked opium every day,

and had then done so for seven years
;
he was then about forty.

Last year he retired to his native district in perfect health, with a

large fortune. Thus, in the use of opium, reversing Sunqua’s pictures

of its abuse. This compradore succeeded to no fortune, but kept health,

and made a handsome fortune, using opium ; Sunqua’s example lost

both in abusing it. The weight of opium daily smoked by the party

here mentioned, and for the last ten years, without change, was two.

mace per day
;
and no one ever saw him intoxicated.

Men using opium, not drunkards, but attending regularly to busi-

ness, are known in our neighborhood to use 2, 3, 4, and even 5 mace
per day. I abide by my statement that a drunkard in opium will

generally use a tael. The plain matter of fact is, there has been a

great deal of mystification on this subject of opium ; and its smuggling

;

even the clear-seeing Marryatt was deceived: in England it was
considered dangerous, criminal, and connected with hourly loss of

life—their only notion of an opium merchant being a trucculent look-

ing fellow, dressed in a dread-naught coat, mounted on a fast-trotting

horse, with a couple of chests of opium behind him, having just shot

a preventive guardsman with each of his holster pistols. This non-
sense has had its day, and a reaction has commenced, when men of

thought perceive the absurdity of those conveying the most valuable

production of the richest country in the world to its great consumers
the Chinese, by any other mode than peace and good faith, and the

still greater absurdity of a whole nation turned drunkards

!

To conclude; Another Reader says, ** I am anxious to indentify

myself with the honorable E. I. Company, rum dealers,** et id genus
omne. In argument, it is always fair to speak to a majority, and I

believe in the appeal I m de; I certainly spoke to a large majority

of mankind
;
but those amongst whom I live will bear witness, that,

without respect to majority, the attainment of truth is my object
:
yet

the definition of what is truth I w'ont take either from the honorable
E. I. Company, or from Another Reader my opponent.

Canton 1st May, 1837. A Readuk.
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P. S. WeiglUs and Prices. One Canton autliority informs me that

, and , and , attending to their business, sober and
diligent, who smoke two, three, and four mace per day. Another Canton
authority carries the point of harmless use up to five mace per day. Lintift

authorities state, that a devoted (mium-smoker can easily use one tael weight
per day, the price of which is ^ 1^, ready for use. So a person using two
mace incurs a daily expense of $ which is a large sum for a Chinese, equal
to 250 cash, the only coin in China.

Art. VII. Canton General,Chamber of Commerce: its regulations^

with brief remarks respecting its origin^ objecty and labors.

In our third volume, while reporting the difficulties which followed

the arrival of lord Napier, in 1^4, we adverted to the existence of a
“ Canton Chamber of Commerce.^' The record of passing occur-

rences, which it was then our aim to give, did not require us to be-

stow on that institution any minuter notice. It was essentially and
exclusively a British Cham^r, which the want of a medium of com-
munication between the British merchants and their superintendent,

called into existence. On the retirement of lord Napier, this neces-

sarily ceased, and the functions of the Chamber were now confined to

the preparation of the usual statements of the trade. This useful service

continued to be rendered by the secretary until last autumn. The
opinion then became prevalent, that this institution might, with

advantage, be exchanged for a ‘‘ General Chamber of Commerce.”
A satisfoctory expression of this sentiment having been elicited,

a public meeting, on the subject, was called, on the 28th of No-
vember, and from this day we may date the formation of the “ Can-

ton General Chamber of Commerce.”
At that meeting, two principles were adopted as the basis of the

new Chaml)er; 1st, that the members shall comprise the most res-

pectable resident merchants of all nations; and 2d, that its objects

are purely commercial not political. These fundamental principles,

ss well as the minor propositions submitted to that meeting, were
“ carried unanimously.” A second general meeting was held on the

9th of January, and the following regulations were adopted :

—

1. The object of the Canton General Chamber of Commerce, is to protect

the^neral interests of the foreign trade with China, to collect and classify

useful information on all subjects connected with its commerce, and to esta-

blish a court of arbitration, for the purpose of adjusting all commercial differ-

ences and disputes which may be referred to it.

2. All merchants established in China, and others interested in trade, are

eligible, at its formation, to become members of the Chamber, on the payment

of the following entrance fee, and annual subscription, while resident in

China, payable in advance, which sums shall be devoted towards meeting the

requisite expense of the Chamber. Entrance fee for each firm $50 ;
an-

nual subscription $25 ;
entrance fee for each individual $30 ;

annual sub-

scription $15.
3. All candidates for admission, subsequent to the establishment of the

Chamber, shall be admitted on being proposed by one member of the General

Chamber, seconded by another.
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4. All visitors to China interested in trade may become honorary mem-
bers for three months, on being proposed by a member of the committee, and
seconded by another ; no honorary members being entitled to vote.

5. The affairs of the Chamber shall be managed by a committee of thir-

teen, to be elected by ballot from among the members at a general meeting

;

and each firm belonging to the Chamber shall have two votes, and each
individual one vote, on this and all other questions submitted to a general

meeting ;
but not more than two individuals of a firm shall be entitled to vote

on any occasion, and for the present, the committee shall consist of the fol-

lowing proportion of each nation : English 5, American 3, Parsee 2, Dutch 1,

French 1, open to any nation 1.

6. Members shall not be allowed to vote by proxy, nor if their subscrip-

tions, fees, &c., are in arrear.

7. It shall be imperative on parties elected, to serve, under penalty, in case
of refusal, of 8 100 for each year, when the party shall be again eligible, and
in the same manner liable to fine for declining service, unless in all casts, a
reason be assigned that is satisfactoiw to the committee.

8. The annual general meeting for the purpose of electing the committee
sliall be held on the first Mondav in November, and six memlwrs of the form-

er committee shall go out annuallyby lot, but be eli^ble to be reelected
;
and

in electing any new members the proportion of each nation shall be main-
tained, but it shall not be compulsory on a member to serve two years conse-

cutively on the committee if reelects.

0. No two members of the same firm shall belong to the committee.

10. The committee shall elect by ballot their chairmafti and deputy chair-

man, who shall ex-o^io preside at all general meetings of the Chamber,
but they shall never ODth be of the same nation.

11. Five members of the committee shall form a quorum, who shall meet
on the first and third Saturday of every month, for the transaction of^neraJ
business, and all questions shall be decided by the majority, the chairman for

the time being having a casting vote beside his vote as an ordinary member.
In the unavoidable ab^nce ofWh chairman and deputy, a chairman for the

occasion shall be chosen from the committee ansembled.

12. It shaU be imperative on the members of the committee in rotation to

meet in order to constitute a quorum, failing which, a fine of 85 to be paid

on each occasion of nonattendance, unless a satisfactoiy reason be assigned,

or a substitute provided.

13. The chainnan or deputy shall have the power of calling a meeting of
the committee when he shall,see occasion, and it shall be imperative on nim
to do so, on a requisition being made to him from two members of the com-
mittee

;
but it is required that nc^ce of such meeting and the purport be

particularly expressed, and that such notice shall be delivered in writing at

least three days before the meeting, unless on occasions of emergency, when
it may be dispensed with.

14. On all occasions, a minority on a division in the committee shall have a
right to state their reasons of dissenl^ in the record of the day’s proceedings,
wnen they may wish to do so ;

provided the same be done within forty eight
hours of the closing of the meeting, and a certified copy Of such dissent shall

be gmnted them if required.

15. H. B. M’s. Superintendents, all Consuls, and the honorable East
India Company’s finance Agents, shidl be considered ex-qfficio honorary mem-
bers of the Chamber.

16. In case of any vacancy in the committee, it shall be filled up pro. tern.

by the committee, until the general meeting on the first Monday of Novem-
ber, when the person so elected shall vacate his seat.
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17. With the view of facilitating and expediting the business of the Cham-
ber, the general committee may, when desirable, divide itself as follows

:

committee of correspondence, of arbitration,, and of management.
18. The committee of correspondence shall take charge of all correspon-

dence with foreign associations, the hong merchants, the Chinese government,
and any other parties with whom it may be desirable to communicate. It shall

also superintend the preparation of all statements connected with trade, &c.
19. The committee of arbitration shall be elected by ballot every two

weeks
; but their powers shall be continued so long as any business brought

before them during their period of service is undecided
; it shall appoint its

own chairman, and confine its functions to cases where its interference an^
advice are requested, and on no occasion shall it proceed on any case, unless

both the parties give an obligation that they will abide by the decision of the

committee ; and should the dispute relate to a sum of money, the whole, or

such part thereof as the committee desire, shall be paid into the hands of
such parties as they shall name, before they undertake to investigate the case.

In particular cases they shall be authorised to accept security.

20. The chairman, or deputy, ex-oflcio, shall preside over the committee
of management, which shall take cognizance of things connected with the
funds or expenses of the Chamber ; and provide a suitable place for the meet-
ing of the committee.

21. A secretary and other oflScers as requisite shall be appointed by the

general committee at fixed salaries, subject to the approval of the General
Chamber at their next meeting.

22.

^ An office shall be open daily from 12 to 3, where the secretary shall

attend ; he shall keep a journal of all proceedings, prepare statements of

trade, and be ready to communicate with any moml^rs of the Chamber who
may desire information or access to the records of the office.

2S. Communicatioas of every description shall be received and answered
through the secretary, or chairman when requisite.

24. The Chairman, or deputy, or in their absence any three members of

the committee, or six memhors of the Chamber, shall be empowered to con-

vene a gener^ meeting, the secretary stating the pu^se for which such

meeting is called, three days previous to the day of meeting.

25. Funds to provide a suitable establishment and to defray requisite

expenses, shall be raised in the following manner : 1st, by entrance fees and
subscriptions : 2d, by fees and fines on arbitrations and references, as the

committee may hereafter determine: 3d, by voluntary gifts and contributions,

either in money, maps, books, or any tiling which may be useful to the

institution: 4th, by fees for certified copies of the records and other docu-

ments in the archives ofthe Chamber.
26. All orders for payment shall be signed by the secretary and counter-

signed by a member of the committee of management, and all accounts shall

be audited annually and submitted to the inspection of the members of the

Chamber.
27. In special cases, the Chamber reserves to itself the power of expulsion

ofany of its members by a majority of four to one, ascertained by ballot at a

general meeting convened for the purpose.

28. These rules may be altered by a majority of two thirds at any general

meeting convened for the purpose, fourteen days previous notice being given

by the secretary, of the alteration intended to be proposed.

29. In the event of any question arising as to the construction or applica-

tion of the foregoing rules, the committee ^all be empowered to decide the

same, submitting the matter to the next general meeting of the Chamber for

its final . decision.
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30- The g-eneral committee shall ini^kc such regulations and by-laws as

shall ensure regularity, responsibility, and despatch.

Persons familiar with these matters will recognise, in the above, the

main features of the constitution of like bodies in Europe and Ame-
rica. To some of the members present, it appeared better to confine

the sub-committees to deliberation and report, reserving all decisions

to the general committee. To others, the admission of the official

persona resident at Canton to honorary memberships, seemed a depar-

ture from the strictly commercial character of the Chamber. The
above regulations were, however, adopted, and the Chamber organis-

ed. Under the superintendence of the secretary, the statements of

the British trade have since been regularly issued. Statements of

the American trade are also prepared, and will be printed the 30th

proximo, the usual period of the year for closing the annual state-

ments of that trade. That under other flags, will also be noticed,

and thus a more full and accurate account prepared, of the foreign

commerce of Canton, than we possess of any other commercial city.

While the secretary has been thus employed, a good deal has been
done by the general committee. Resolutions have already been passed

respecting the detention of vessels and goods at Lintin
;
the limitation

of opium-orders
;
the charges on rice-ships

;
the cumshaws at Wham-

poa
;
the settlements of duties, in cases of dispute

;
the custom of the

port as to receiving and delivering goods on the Sabbath, &c. -

The grievance felt by owners of ships in the detention of their

grand chops ; tho regulation of the postage of letters
;
and especially

the grand question of the responsibility of the hongs, their present,

condition, and the prospects of the trade as connected with them, are

yet under the consideration of the committee. The removal of the

restrictions on the export of silk, the extension and improvement of the
foreign factories, the acquisition of commodious and safe ware-houses,
the formation of a repository ofcommercial information, &c,, will, it is

expected, in due time receive attention. The committee have not yet
madepublic their resolutions, lest decisions, which still await the sanc-
tion of a general meeting, should be taken as already of final authority.

It is paying a compliment to the resident merchants to add, that
their good understanding in their mutual transactions, has made light

the labors of the committee of arbitration. We will only add, that the
Canton Chamber has put itself in “ communication” with the recent-
ly constituted Chamber of British India.

A& a purely commercial body, wielding no power but that of con-
current opinions, the Cahton Chamber of Commerce is not to be
looked to, to originate or bring about great and rapid changes. Still

we think it matter of congratulation, that by its creation, a number of
our most intelligent residents are brought into regular and frequent
sessions. From their meetings we may expect a definition of the
hitherto uncertain usages of the port, and the introduction of many
forms of practical amelioration

;
and we shall, with pleasure, notice

from time to time, the progress of the Chamber, in its course of
useful and honorable labor.
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Art. VIII. Journal of Occurrences. Traffic in opium; imperial
envoy ; manifesto respecting the merits of the emperor's ministers
at court and in the provinces.

Since tlie publication of our last number there have been but few local occur*
re nces of importance. Nothing decisive has transfiired respecting the admission
of opium through the custom'house ; the traffic, however, continues here and on
the coast. An imperial envoy is re|>i>i'ted to be on his w’ay hither from Peking.

Edict, in the im|>erial hand-writing, dated the 27lh of February, 1837. The
triennial examination of merits is intended to pr.omote and maintain the love of
knowledge. All such ministers, whether Tartar or Chinese, as exert themselves
with all their mind and strength to fulfil the duties of their several offices, should
doubtless receive marks of distinction and commendation ; while those whose
abilities are of an ordinary standard, and who are incompetent to the perfor-
mance of their official duties, can scarcely expect to be treated with indulgence.
The period for making these examinations has now arrived, and the Board of
Office has laid before us a statement resfiecting all our minbters at court and in

the provinces, which statement we have carefully perused.
The cabinet minister Changling has strenuously exerted himself during a long

lapse of years ; he Ims- reached the eightieth year of his age, yet his energies are
still in full force. His colleagues Pwan Shengfin and Muchangah, as well as the
assistant cabinet minister Wang Ting, have invariably displayed diligence and
attention, and have not faltered in yielding us assistance. Tang Kinchaou, pre-

sident of the Board of Office, has knowledge and attainments of a respectable

. and sterling ch£u*acter, and has shown himself public spirited and intelligent in

the performance of special duties assigned to him. She Cheyen, president of
the Board of Punishments, retains his usual strength and energies, and in the
jwrformance of his judicial duties has displayed^rspicacity and circumspection,

^e assistant cabinet minister and governor of Cbeihle province, Keshen, trans-

acts the affairs of his government W'ith faithfulness, and the military force under
his control Is well disciplined. Hoosungc, the governor of tShense and Kansuh
provinces, is cautious and prudent, and^performs his duties with careful exact-

ness. Elepoo, governor of Yunnan and Kweichow, is'well versed in the affairs

of his frontier government, and has fully succeeded in preserving it free from
disturbance. Linking, who is entrusted with the general char^ of the rivers in

Keangnan, has not failed in his care of the embankments, and has preserved the

surrounding districts from all disquietude. To show our favor unto all these, let

the Board of Office determine on appropriate marks of distinction for them.

Kweisan, subordinate minister ot the cabinet, is hasty, and deficient, both in

precision and capacity ; he is incapable of moving and acting for himself; let him
take an inferior station, and recejve an appointment in the second class of the

guards. Yeihtsih, vice-president of the Board. of Works for Moukden, possesses

but ordinary talents, and is incompetent to the duties of bis present office
; let

him also take an inferior station, and be appointed to a place in the first class of

guards. Narking6, the governor of Hookwang, though having under him the

whole civil and military bodies of two provinces, has yet been unable, these

many days, to seiae a few beggarly impish vagabonds: mter having in the first

instance failed in prevention, he has followed op that failure by idleness and
remissness, and has fully proved himself inefficient. Let him take the lower sta-

tion of lieiit.-governor in Hoonan, and within one year let him, by tb** 'apprehen-

sion of Lan Chingtsun, show that he is aroused to greater exertions.

Let all our other servants retain their present appointments. Among them
Taou Shoo, the governor of Keangnan and Keiingse, is bold and determined in

the transaction of affairs, but has not yet attained enlarged views in regard to the

salt department; Chung Tseang,. the governor of FuhkePn and CbCkeang. finds

his energies failing ; T«ng Tingching, the governor of Kwanglung and Kwang-
8C, possesses barely an adequate degree of talent and knowledge; and Shin Ke-

he^n, though faithful and earnest in the performance of his duties, has in common
with these others, been not very long in office.

That all ministers will act w’rth purity and devotedness of purpose, with pub-

lic spirit and diligence, b our most fervent hope. A special edict.
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Art. 1. Christian missions in China; edict published in 1836;
extracts from the Penal Code; with remarks^ respecting the dis-

position and policy of this government towards Christianity
^
by

the late Dr. Morrison,

iNQurRii^s have been made, and very frequently within the last few

months, respecting the prospects of Christianity in this country. In

former volumes we have stated what seemed to be the principal dif-

ficulties and encouragements in extending the gospel among the Chi-

nese, within the limits of their empire. The object of this article is

to lay before our readfers a few facts and statements, which may* aid

them in forming correct opinions on this subject. The Romish mis-

sionaries have often attracted the notice of government; but until

recently it was doubted, by some, whether Protestant missions would

be viewed in the same light. Several voyages were made along the

coast of China, and many books circulated among those who were
eager to receive them. These voyages, especially that of the Huron
and the expedition up the river Min, aroused the attention of the

local authorities, who sent representations of those proceedings to

Peking and likewise to officers of government in Caqton. The em-
peror immediately sent down an edict, commanding the governor to

investigate the subject secretly and rigidly, ‘and also to ascertain who
were the intruders on the coast, and the traitorous natives in Canton
who had supplied them with books. Already three or four indivi-

duals, who had professed their belief in Jesus, had been proscribed

and had fled from the country for safety
;
another one, who, we be-

lieve, made no pretensions to Christianity, suspected of having been
connected with foreigners, was seized by the Chinese authorities in

Macao, and, after examination, was sent to the governor in Canton

:

here for several months he was confined in prison, and was then

sent into banishment, but where and for what length of time we do
not know.
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In the month of May, last year, Altsingah and Wang Tsingleen
(the first the financial, and the second the judicial, commissioner, of
the province) jointly published an edict, a translation of which ap-
peared in the Canton Register of June 14th, 1836. Their excellencies
first alluded to the existing laws on the subject, and to certain fo-

reigners who in times past have clandestinely entered the country,
and who, having been apprehended, were tried, and either strangled
or expelled

;
they then spoke of the ships that had a few months before

suddenly appeared in the waters of the provinces bordering upon the
coast, distributing books *‘to persuade men Ur believe in the Lord
Jesus;” and, after stating that half a year would be allowed any
book-sellers or others, who had received such publications, to deliver
them up to the magistrates, thereby saving themselves from punish-
ment for past crimes, they concluded their edict by warning the
people to reject ‘corrupt doctrines’ and to follow the ways of the
ancient kings.—We intended to introduce here a translation of the
edi<Tt, but the copy of it which we obtained has been either mis-
laid or destroyed. On second reference to the Register, we perceive,
that the translation there given is of an edict from Lew, the chief
magistrate of Nanhae, and was published on the 21st of May 1836:
however, it seems to embody nearly the whole of that which was put
forth by the two commissioners, to whom he is subordinate.

Since the appearance of that edict, but little, so far as we know, has
been attempted in me distribution of books. Sometime last winter.

an excursion was undertaken to Jlainan from Macao. A small native

vessel was engaged for the voyage, a few books put on board, and the

gentleman embarked. But, having proceeded down the coast sixty or

eighty miles, the vessel was pursued, first by pirates, then by govern-

mental cruisers; and finally the men themselves became mutinous,

the books were thrown overboard, and the voyager, by the assistance

of a friendly party in a boat, fortunately succeeded in reaching the

place of his departure.

The following remarks, ‘ respecting the disposition and policy of

this government towards Christianity,’ were prepared by Dr. Morrison,

a short time before his death, for a second edition of Milne’s Retros-

pect of the Chinese mission
; but the publication of that work having

been abandoned, we introduce them here,.

“ The laws of China are an edifice, the foundation of which was laid

by Le Kwei, full two thousand years ago. Successive dynasties have

been building thereon ever since,—^adding, altering, pulling down,

and building up, as time and circumstances seemed to require. When
sir George T. Staunton, in 1810, published his elegant translation

of “ the fundamental laws ” of China, Christianity was not noticed

in the Penal Code. But it has since been introduced, and in the

very place where sir George thought it might have been looked for

:

see his note to section I62d, which is headed, Magicians, leaders

of sects, and teachers of false doctrines *.”- the Chinese heading is

—

kin rhe sze woo, seay shuh, ^‘wizards, witches, and all superstitious

practices, prohibited.” The translation of the Penal Code, contains
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only four leaves under the division called ** ritual laws;” and it is

only here that 4he Chinese code has any direct reference to religion.

Sir George^ therefore, fairly enough expected something here, if any

where, couceroing Christianity ; but he looked in vain, for nothing

of the kind was then in the original. However, clauses were prepar-

ing in the 19th year of the late Keaking, about 1814, and, having

been modified in 1821, were printed by his successor, the emperor

Taoukwang, in 1826.
** I confess 1 was a little astonished to find Christianity classed

with witches, wizards, and superstitious practices : but the rulers of

the earth generally give hard names to religious systems of which
they or their advisers disapprove : and some, indeed many, think that

the classification does not do much injustice to what are merely the

commandments of men. It is deeply to be regretted, that Christianity,

as it appears in the New Testament, unencumbered by human addi-

tions, had not at first been presented to the eastern world. . Even
then, however, hostility might have been expected

;
for the funda-

mental laws of China are, in some things, incompatible with Chris-

tianity. In the first place they require idolatry. The 157th section,

on the subject of court-sacrifices, makes not only the visible heaven
and the earth, with the gods of the land and of the grain, but also the

sun, moon, and stars, objects of worship. In a note to the 158th sec.,

on the crime of injuring or destroying altars, first, there are four great

altars mentioned, which are dedicated to heaven, to earth, &c.; and
then twenty-four others, which are dedicated to the sun, the moon«
the constellations, the polar star, to the gods of the great mountains,

the seas, and great rivers, the hills and little streams, &c., 5&c.; the

original runs thus, choo shin^ urh^sheih^sze tan^ heat shin sze yay,
*
for all these gods, there are twenty-four altars, on all of which sacri-

fices must be afforded.* Heifers, cows, sheep, and pigs are the victims;

and the officers of government are the officiating priests. These acts

of idolatry are performed at court, the seat e? the supreme govern-

ment, by the emperor and. his ministers, In the country, throughout
all the provinces, the governors, lieut.-governors, commissioners of
justice, with all their compeers and subordinates, are required to

sacrifice— to the s/tin, “the gods celestial ” or gods of heaven; to

the ke, “ gods terrestrial also to the sA«», chuen, fung^ ytm, /uy,

yi£, tang shin^ “gods of the hills,' rivers, winds, clouds, thunder,

rain, dtc.*’ And further, they are required to sacrifice to the manes
of deceased holy emperors, illustrious princes, faithful statesmen,

scholars, and to the tablet of Confucius. Therefore, while the pre-

sent laws remain in force, no Christian gentleman can ever engage in

the service of this government. The religion of state is incompatible

with Christian duty.
“ Further; if teen, “heaven,” means the Supreme Being, as some

argue— erroneously irr my judgment,^—then by the I61st section of
the Penal Code, private individuals are interdicted the worship of the

true God. The teen is that which imperial and royal personages

only may worship
;

it is a presumption, an assumption of rank not
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belonging to them, to worship hearen ;** their oflTerings would be an
indignity. The common people, especially women and those who have
committed crimes, must not approach the teen. How different, how
human, is all this, when compared with the declarationr of divine
revelation like the following: Jehovah heareth the groans of the pri-

soner
;
come unto me all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will

give you rest.

Another antichristian evil is, that the laws of China, unhappily,
fully recognize the right of domesHe slavery

;

and the children of
slaves are the property of their masters, leaves are punishable in a
greater degree than free persons the crime being the same : and
violence against them, even murder, especially if committed by their

masters, is punished in a less degree, than when the same act is

done against one who is free. The same is the case with wives and
concubines. The latter are little better, in the eyes of the law, than
slaves.* These circumstances, and the extreme authority of parents
sanctioned by laws, make the spirit of the Chinese code hostile to the

introduction of Christianity, even if the code passed it over in silence,

which we shall presently see is not now the case.
** Under the section to which the law against Christianity is annex-

ed, every sort of folly, knavery, superstition, and crime, is mentioned
or alluded to. The folly of alchemy, and the iniquity of Sodom, are

both exemplified in most extraordinary cases. During the reign of
' Keaking (sa yfifty years ago), a priest of the Taou sect pursuaded a

whole family of thirteen persons, that if they would retire with him to

a certain hill on the borders of a great lake, he would so extenuate

their bodies that they should ascend to heaven in broad day. They
went with him, and all perished of hunger. The priest, confessed

what he had done, and was cut to pieces by government, as the mur-

derer of a whole family. The other case, which is recorded under

this section, and which occurred during the same reign, was that of

a stripling, who, dressing as a woman, and learning to sew, &c., was
twice married to men. The fact was at length brought to the know-

ledge of the emperor, who ordered him to be put to death. However,

strange as it may seem, the commentary on the laws avows, that

superstitious and foolish rites of the people are not interdicted on their

own account, but because of their tendency to influence the minds of

the multitude and occasion insurrection and rebellion. This govern-

* The tse and tsei (wife and concubine) are not wejl translated by the phrase

“princh>al and inferior wife.” If they were all wives, then the word tss might be

applied to all. But it is not so: the tse^ are servants, or hand<maids, not poss^ing

the respectability and comfort of the wife, or mother of the family. It is their tnw

condition of which I speak ; for their degradation, in point of law, however, high

in favor with their masters, renders their condition setviU in the extreme. Since

they are not wives, they are not allowed by law to use the word huthand, but

instead of it they must say master of the house. I know this usage has antiquity

to plead in its favor, even the wisdom of our ancestors. Yes! the folly of patri-

archs, and the wisdom of druids and of savages. Further; he who has a wife, and

marries another wife (tse^, is, for bigamy, punished with ninety blows, which is

next to death. See section ciii.
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ment docs not care of what religion a man is, as an individual, or

whether he be of any religion or not. The giving of names and con-

gregating the people are particularly offensive in the eyes of the

government.*’

Thus far wrote Dr. Morrison. The law against Christianity, to

which he alludes, forms the 6th supplementary clause of the 162d

section of the Penal Code. Before introducing the translation of that

clause, we will give a translation of the section to which it is annexed.

The reader will perceive that our translation (made by the son of

Dr. Morrison) is more close and literal than the version of sir G. T.
Staunton

;
it has been prepared- with special care, in order to present

the subject as fully and impartially as possible before the public—

a

subject in which every Christian philanthropist cannot but feel a

very deep interest.

SECTIopf CLXII.

Witchcraft and all superstitious practices prohibited.

All sorcerers and witches, all who raise evil spirits, all writers of spells, and
charmers of water; all who invoke the phoenix and holy spirits; all who
take to themselves names which imply these practices; with all persons per-

taining to the associations absurdly named Melih Budha, Pelien, Shayming,
or by whatever name designated

;
all without exception whose practices and

doctrines are erroneous and heterodox, who have in their possession concealed

painting and images of worship (different from those in common use), who
assemble multitudes to burn incense, who meet together by night and separate

when day arrives, or who by any pretense of cultivating virtue inflame and
mislead the people— shall, if principals, be condemned to be strangled, after

remaining in prison the usual period, and their accessories shall severally

receive 100 blows, and be banished for life to the ^listance of 3000 le.

If any of the people, whether soldiers or citizens, dress and ornament their

idols, and tumultuouslv carry them in procession, with the accompaniments of
gongs and drums, the leaders or instigators of such meetings shall be punished
with 100 blows. If the heads of a village or ward, being privy to such un-
lawful proceedings, do not give information to government, they shall several-

ly be punished wi^ 40 blows. However, this law shall not be construed to

extend to the customary and befitting popular meetings, for invoking, in

spring, the aid of the terrestial spirits, and in autumn for returning them
thanks.

Dr. Morrison’s version of the “ substance of the new law,” which
forms the 6th clause, under the preceding section in the original, is

as follows.

People of the western ocean (Seyang jin, in Peking understood of Euro-
peans, in Canton of Portuguese) should they propagate in the country, the

religion of heaven’s Lord ^een Choo keaou, as the Romanists have desig-

nated Christianity), or clandestinely print books, or collect congregations to be
preached to (keiing hwuy, ‘talking assemblies’), and thereby deceive many
people; or should any Tartars or Chinese, in their turn, propagate the doctrines,

and clandestinely give names [as in baptism], inflaming and misleading
many— if proved, by authentic testimony, the head or leader shall be sentenc-
ed to immediate death by strangulation ;* he who propagates the religion,

* Strangulation, in Chinese keaou, ‘the silken-twist.’ In similarly delicate
phraseolu^, the rough European word beheading, or decollation, is called tsun,

‘the charriot-cut.’
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inflaming and deceiving the people,' if the number be not large, and no names
be given, shall be sentenced tp stranOTlation after a period of imprisonment.*
Those who are merely hearers and followers of the religion, if they will not

repent and recant, shall be transported to the Mohammedan cities (in Turk*
eatan) and given to be slaves of the begs, and other powerftil Mohammedans,
wlio are able to coerce them. Moreover, Tartars shall have their names
erased from the register.

In case of a wide diffusion of superstitious speeches, which may have very
imTOrtant consequences ; or in case of the people being deceived by spells

and charms, or of wives and daughters being seduced and defiled ; or in case

of the mad practice of picking out the eye-balls of dying persons being had
recourse to;f itet the crime be delibemted on at the time of occurrence, and be
punished according to its enormity.

If those who have received the religion repent and voluntarily give them-
selves up to government, and openly recant and come out of the sect, they

may all be forgiven and niay go nnpunished. But if, after they have been
seized and brought before government, they still obstinately adhere to the

delusion, and will not be awakened, then the law must take its course.

Moreover, Europeans (Seyang jin) are strictly interdicted from buying land

or having property in the country. AU civil and military officers who may
fail to detect Europeans clandestinely residing within their jurisdiction, and
propagating their religion, thereby deceiving the multitude, shall be delivered

over to the supreme Board, and be subjected to a court of inquiry.

Tins clause teas revised and extended in tiiejirst year of Taouktoang (. u. 1821).

Here, for the present, we must leave the subject. Our readers will

severally form their own conclusions. The time may be near, when
the revealed truth of God, in its perfect purity and glory, shall be

published through all the length and breadth of thia empire. Present

prospects, however, are dark. The whole land is full of idolb; strong

delusions bind the people to their superstitious rites
;
and the rulers

take counsel together against the Lord, and against his Anointed.”

Nevertheless, the promises of Jelpjyah are sure
;

tlie Savior is om-
nipotent

;
and eventually he will draw all nations unto himself. Many

primitive Christians, not fearing the wrath of kings and magistrates,

went everywhere boldly preaching the gospel of Christ; and for a

testimony of the word of God died as martyrs. The same commands,

under which they acted, are in force now; and who will dare to say,

that it may not yet again be the duty of Christians to act with equal

boldness, and lay down their lives in attestation of the truth! A
vast amount of labor, however, may now be performed without expo-

sure to the least injury. Not to include the tens of thousands of

natives in British India, and on the islands of the Indian Archipelago,

who are most miserable and wretched for the lack of knowledge,

there are probably not less than sixty or eighty thousand Chinese,

within the same limits, to whom the Christian missionary can gain

direct and free access.

• This is always supposed to be a merciful respite, but often encourages hopes

which are soon to be dissappoinled.

t This in commonly reported against the Romanists by the Chinese. Do they

thus obtain *• relics,” or is it altogether a calumny 7 I suppose the latter.
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Art. II. Topography of Bankok: situation of the city i face of
the country; river and canals; soil and productions; streets;

buildings, private ami public. By a Correspondent.

B.vnkok, the capital of Siam, is situated on both sides of the river

Meinam, ^mother of waters/ about thirty miles from its mouth, measur*
ing by the course of tlie river, but only about fifteen by a canal which
crosses the ‘ great bend,’ midway between Bankok and the gulph.

The greatest extent of the city, including all commonly denominated

Bankok, is more than six miles in the direction of the river. The
breadth of either part, as separated by the Meinam, varies from one
and a half to two miles. Bankok Proper is situated to the right hand,

as you ascend the river, on a circular plot of ground, formed by a bend
of the Meinam describing the western half of its circumference, and
by a large canal which forms the boundary of the other half. Within
these limits, a little distance from the water, stands the city wall,

which is fifteen feet high and twelve broad, and describes a circum-

ference probably of not less than six miles. The country about Ban-
kok, as far as the eye or telescope can reach, is an entire level. Not
even the least hillock can be seen to relieve the wearisome monotony.

It is difficult to find in the city, or its vicinity, the least natural sce-

nery,,on which the eye can rest with any satisfaction or delight. Al-

though there are forests of the cocoa-nut, betel-nut, palmyra, &c., not

far distant, which might afford to a lover of nature some pleasure;

yet these are almost entirely concealed from an observer in Bankok,
unless he ascend a “mast head,” or an observatory near the king’s

palace. A few bamboos, plantains, betel, and mango, trees, with a

smail variety of shrubbery, are interspersed among the dark and
dir!y buildings, which it must be confessed, seem pleasant in the

absence of all other comforts belonging to natural scenery.

The Meinam is about a hundred rods wide at Bankok, where its

course is exceedingly serpentine, as it is also both above and below the

city. On entering Bankok, its course is first southwest, then south,

then south-southeast, then east, then again southwest. It is truly a

noble river. Ships of the heaviest burden are safely anchored near

either shore. At Bankok, and to a great distance above, it is at all

times under the influence of the tides, which rise from six to seven feet,

lu consequence of the great abundance of the water, at the close of
the wet seasons, the current is very strong. But «t the close of the dry
seasons and beginning of the wet, the tide rushes up much of the time
with great power. At such seasons the water of the river becomes a

little brackish. The spring tides, in October, November, and Decem-
ber, overflow almost ail the ground on which Bankok is built; and
the ebbing tides of April, May, and June, leave a large majority of the

canals dry many hours every day, to tlie no small inconvenience of
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the inhabitants. Tlie Meinain is the broadway of Baiikok, while the
canals are the inferior streets. Of these, there are many hundreds,
intersecting each other at every angle. One, denominated the king’s
canal, flows out of the Meinam opposite to the city walls and .leads
down to the sea. Probably, however, it may be one of the natural
mouths of the river. The water both of the river and the canals is at
all times considerably turbid; but on standing a few hours it becomes
in a good degree pure, and is rendered clear as crystal in a few
minutes by adding a minute proportion of alum or sulphuric acid.
The water thus purified is used for culinary purposes, by a few of
the higher classes of the natives; but many of them, and all the
common people, do not care to have it purer than their “ mother
of waters ”

The soil of Bankok is entirely alluvial, and to a great extent argil-

laceous. A small proportion of quicksand is intimately mixed with it,

which probably occasions the turbidness of all the streams, and renders
their banks quite unstable. For richness this soil cannot be surpassed
by any other on the face of the earth. In the vicinity of Bankok
it is in a high state of cultivation, and is employed chiefly for gardens.
Go out from the river, in almost any direction, you first find yourself
in the midst of Chinese gardens, and then in extensive fields of pad-
dy. The gardens produce lettuce, parsly, cabbage, sweet potatoes,

yams, turnips, onions, peas, beans, maze, egg-fruit, oranges, limons,
pomegranites, plantains, guavas, dorians, jack-fruit, mangosteens, man-
goes, cocoanuts, betelnuts, sugar-cane, and countless other kinds,

which cannot now be named. Onions do not grow well here. The
probable cause is ignorance of the mode of cultivating them. Peas
are leather a rarity. Beans are of an inferior kind, although abun-
dant. Cabbage is also a rare article, and but recently introduced.

Maize does not arrive at the greatest perfection, though it answers
well for a substitute for that of American. All the other fruits, nam-
ed above, together with very many not named, grow to the greatest

perfection in this soil.

Excepting a few comfortable streets, within the walls of the city and
a very few outside of them, there is scarcely anything that deserves

the name of street. There are many which are so called, but they

are. little more than foot-paths, so narrow that two cannot walk
abreast. The Siamese style of walking is precisely the ‘ Indian file’

of the American aborigines. Their paths being raised a little out of

the mud, by a scanty supply of brick, are quite tolerable to themselves,

with their bare feet and bare legs, while they are scarcely passable to

one who wears shoes. That carriages or beasts of burden of any kind

can be employed in these lanes, is wholly out of the question. An
American or European residing in the city sighs after no one of the

pleasures of his own country so much as that of his former pleasant

grounds, where he may enjoy free exercise. He seeks in vain for

such enjoyment in Bankok.
The ordinary style of building is to erect two small houses in close

proximity to each other, on the same level. One of these is occupied
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by the husband and the other by his females. The posts are sunk
into the earth three or four feet. The door is raised six or eight feet

h-om the surface of the ground, and above this the elevation of the room
is ten or twelve feet. Thus the houses are all two stories high

;
but in

consequence of the dampness and the spring tides, the lower story is

seldom occupied, or even enclosed. Some of these buildings are made
of teak boards, others are constructed of bamboo wicker-work

; and
some of bamboo slats, and a species of palm leaf. Many of. the

wealthy Chinese live in brick houses, having only one story. THe
floors of these are raised a little above the common level, so as to

clear the high tides. The style is peculiar to the Chinese. Their
external appearance is rather gaudy

;
and the rooms are close and

dark. Such buildings line both sides of the street, denominated the

gr^at Chinese bazar. This bazar is about one mile in length, and
affords a market of greater extent and variety than is usually seen in

the east. The following are but a few of the many who occupy it, viz.;

tailors, blacksmiths, druggists, goldsmiths, butchers, dyers, shoe-

makers, fishmongers, and venders of fruit.

Floating houses constitute no small part of the city. They line

both sides of the Meinam, for a distance of six miles or more, and also

many of the canals. They are chiefly inhabited by Chinese, and are

principally occupied by merchants as shops. There is a remarkable
similarity in their size and construction. Their base is about twenty

byHhirty feet
;
and from the floor to the eaves is eight feet. That

their roofs may be suflicieutly steep, and at the same time low, they

are made double, as though there were two houses joined together,

side by side. These roofs are covered with a species of palm leaf

Every house has a small wing on each end, and a verandah in

front. One of their sides is made to front the river. As a whole,

they are neat and pleasant. They are buoyed up above the water

two or three feet, by means of bamboo poles. The front of each shop
can be taken out at pleasure, and thus exhibit all its contents, so that

in passing along in his boat, the purchaser has a continual display of

merchandise before him, and in ** shopping” he has only to sit in

his boat and point out the article he wishes.

Within the ramparts of the citVy is situated the palace of** his mag-
nificent majesty,” the king of Siam, towering quite above all other

dwellings. It is a rich structure, and displays not a little taste.

Around it are several wats (or temples) which, with their gilded

spires and many whitened dormitories for the priests, give that part

of the city a pleasant aspect. The buildings in this vicinity are

constructed chiefly of brick, neatly whitened, with their roofs covered
with tiles.

It remains to describe the wats. Within the city and its suburbs
are about one hundred. Upon these the Siamese concentrate all

their wealth, and taste, and hearts. As might, therefore, be ex-

pected, the temples far surpass, in richness and beauty, all their other
buildings, the king's palace even not excepted. The best locations

are chosen for them. The amount of ground occupied by a single
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Wilt ami its appurtenances is from three to five acres. A wat consists,
generally, of one, two, or more, large and lofty buildings in the centre
of the plot. They are constructed of brick. Massive pillars su|)-

port the centre and roof of their spacious verandahs. The whole is

neatly covered .with a white cenrent, which gives the brick somewhat
the appearance of marble. The doors are very large and numerous.
The windows are closed vrith double shutters, made of thick plank.
Both these and the doors are finished in the richest style. Some are
ornamented with many varieties of colored glass, cut into small pieces,
and set so as to represent various images. Some are finished with a
profusion of gilding, others are thickly set with pearls. There is

much in their external appearance to remind one of the churches in

Christian lands. Each has but a single room, which, were it not for

an immense gilded image of Budha^ seated on a throne at its farther

extremity, would give the visitor an impression that he was in the
house of the living God : with but slight alterations they would be well

adapted to public preaching. Is it too much to expect that some of
them erelong will be converted into Christian churches 1

These large buildings are surrounded by small pagodas, many
of whose spires are gilded. Their bases are set with party-colored

glass and earthen wares of the most showy character. They give a
splendid appearance at a distance, but are found to be coarse on close

inspection. Some of the pagodas display huge and frightful repre-

sentations of Budha; some display a variety of evil spirits. And some
represent, or design to represent, souls suffering the torments of hell-

fire. In the back ground are the houses of the priests. Their work-
manship is plainer than that of the buildings Already described

;
yet

they are tasty and spacious. There are generally from four to six of

these houses at each wat. Dormitories are so many and spacious

as to lodge comfortably a hundred priests, which is probably about

the average number inhabiting every wat in Bankok. There are

many other smaller structures designed chiefly to give variety and

taste to the sacred enclosures
;
such as bowers, marble platforms,

monuments, dec. The ground between the chief buildings, and in

front of them, is very pleasantly diversified by brick, marble, and

granite, pavements. Shade-trees and shrubbery are of rich variety,

with flowers of beautiful hue. Some of the older wats have become
so thick and dark with trees, and are so frequented by crows and

other Birds, that they seem somewhat like a superb castle in the

wilderness.
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Art. hi. Historical and descriptive account of China: volumes

second and third ; by Messrs. Murray, Crawfurd, Gordon,

Lynn, Wallace, and Burnett. Edinburgh : 1836.

The first volume of this work was noticed in the Repository for last

September
;
the second and third, excepting some parts of the latter,

are quite on a par with that one. Language and literature
; religion;

government, and the political state of the country
;
national industry,

and social state, manners, and arts
;

a historical account of British

intercourse
;
a geographical description of the provinces

;
view of the

trade and navigation to China; mathematics and astronomy; geology

and mineralogy; botany; and zoology— are the leading topics: and
each is treated separately, at considerable length. Our remarks and
extracts shall be brief, yet sufficient to afford the reader a just .and

adequate idea of the work. Mr. Murray has evidently no personal

acquaintance with the Chinese; and should he ever visit this country,

he will look in vain for many of the “ striking peculiarities,” describ-

ed in his book. His selection of authorities, also, is not good ; he

having often taken for his guides, works which were written when
the Chinese empire and its inhabitants were very different, in some
particulars, from what they now are. Moreover, when he has had the

best books before him, he has, not unfrequently, failed to discriminate

between what is and what is not correct. Like John Webb of But*

leigh, who wrote in 1668, Mr. Murray seems to have -^ught chiefly

for memorabilia, and to have received as verities whatsoever of this

kind he could find written in books; and, d la Chinois, the more an-

cient and extravagant the narratives, the more implicitly has he fol-

lowed them. Peculiar celebrations, peculiar buildings, peculiar names,
peculiar forms, &lc., 6lc., many of them ‘‘ very striking,” are conspi-

cuous throughout the book. His orthography of Chinese names is in

“good keeping” with the other parts of the work: it is neither

English, French, nor Portuguese; nor does it conform to the usus
loyuendi at court, or in any of the provinces.

The first chapter of the second volume is long and labored, occu-
pying a hundred and ten pages. Had the writer done nothing more
than copy out entire paragraphs from the writings of Morrison, Marsh-
man, Davis, R^musat, Premare, Klaproth, and Julien, his compilation,

if judiciously made, would have been valuable. Now it is not so;

and the reader, who has but a partial knowledge of the subject, will

find so many erroneous statements in the chapter, as to prevent his

believing any part of it, unless he knows, from better authority than
Mr. Murray, that they are true. Frequent references are made to the

writers mentioned above, and also to Montucci, Fourmont, Grosier,

De Guignes, Amiot, Gaubil, Mohl, and otliers; but often it is not evi-

dent what and how much our author intends to have received on
their testimony. Ljel the reader with u.s examine the following

paragraph :
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« The written language of China was originally framed on similar principles

with the Mexican and the Egyptian, but uuder a somewhat different form.
While the one represented objects by painting in colors, and the other by
sculpture in relief (or an imitation of it), the Chinese never employed any
mode except outlines drawn by a pencil on wood or paper. But the striking

peculiarity is, that while the tongue has been cultivated for thousands of years,

there has never been the slightest departure from the original system of ex-
pressing every object and thought by a separate character. No approach has
ever been made to a phonetic alphabet, or one like our own, expressing the
sounds of the human voice as used in speaking. Considering the various

and decided changes actually made in the written language, and the important
inventions in respect to the mechanical implements employed, this remarka-
ble fact can scarcely, we think, be imputed to mere veneration for antiquity.

It seems rather connected With peculiarities in the disposition and habits of the

Chinese. The people^f the west, and especially the Greeks, may be gene-
rally characterized as speaking nations. Oratoiy, discourse, and conversa-

tion/ were the favorite modes of communicating ideas ; and hence many of
their most valued remains are harangues and dialogues taken from the mouth
of the sage by his disciples or admirers. The Chinese, on the contrary, have
been always a writing nation. * They never,* said an Arabian traveler in the

ninth century, * answer by word of mouth to any business whatever, nor will

they give any answer at all to anything thait is not written.* The commands
ofmen in power are made known by written placards home before the offi-

cers who are charged with their execution. The counsels of ministers to

their sovereign are submitted in written documents of peculiar name and
form. There is little of what we call society, where men meet to enjoy them-
selves, or to display their {mwers in familiar intercourse. The most important
part even of their formal visits are the written cards, announcing, accepting,

and returning thanks for them. Spe^h is considered altogether a secondary
and subordinate mode of communication. The idea, therefore, of making the

written subservient to .the spoken language, seems never once to have occur-

red to the mind of a Chinese. The hieroglyphic quality, or that of formir^

actual images of the objects to be expressed, can now be very friintly traced in

the Chinese characters. De Guignes has even denied that they ever pos-

sessed it, and has advanced the extraordinary hypothesis, that they were cor-

ruptions of the Phoenician alphabet. The examples, however, of the early

symbols supplied by Amiot, and more recently by Klaproth and Morrison,*

remove every doubt that they were representations of tlie tilings intended to

be expressed.** pp. 19, 20, 2L

It is evidently true, that the Chinese language, was originally fram-

ed under a somewhat different form from the Egyptian and Mexican
;

and it is probable, but not certain, that it was framed on similar prin-

ciples with them. To us it appears plain that nothing is known,

with any degree of certainty respecting the origin of either of the lan-

guages in question. A knowledge of the Chinese as now used, if

possessed by Mr. Murray, certainly might have saved him from- en-

tertaining so many erroneous ideas of the language itself, if npt from

unfounded conjectures regarding its early history. What does he

mean by this striking peculiarity,” ‘that while the tongue h»s l>een

cultivated for thousands of years, there has never liren the slightest

* Amiot, Mfcmoiras. tome i. p 306, drc. Klaproth, Meinoire.<« relBlifs i I’Aftie

(2 voli. 8vo., Puri*. 1886). tome ii. p 10I-J31 Morrison’s Chinese Miscellany

(4to.i, London. 1685), Pletea i. 2. 3.
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departure from the original system of expressing every objecl and
thought by a separate character V Farther onward, in the same chap-

ter, he is more explicit :
‘ while with us, one word has often several

different senses; in the Chinese, on the contrary, each character

bears a single and precise meaning;’ hence, “it is said” to be more
copious than the European languages; and this circumstance, he

suspects, with rej^ard to facility of acquisition, is rather in its favor.

The case stands thus:' while with Europeans a word has various sig-

iiihcatious, each requiring a separate exercise of the memory ; in the

Chinese, on the contrary, every word has one, and only one meaning.

Therefore the facility occasioned to the learner, by always knowing,
in any particular passage, the single and precise meaning of each
character, will more than counterbalance the perplexity experienced

from a multiplication in the number of vocables. Again itris observ-

ed, that 2000 characters will enable a European to convey ideas

upon any common topic, and, that there are not a greater number
used in the Penal Code of the empire. This last statement should

be given, we suppose, on the authority' of sir G. T. Staunton
; and it

is DO doubt true : but does Mr. Murray fancy that only 2000 single

and precise ideas are to be found in the whole code? The truth

is, there ttre very few characters in this language that have but a
single meaning ;

usually they have several ; and thi» diversity in the

meanings which jwe attached to the same character is by no means
less, and is a source of no less difficulty, in Chinese than in English.

The correctness of this remark may be exemplified on almost every

page of Kanghq’s or Morrison’s dictionary. It is so evident, at first

sight, to every one wh5 has any knowledge of the language, that we
even doubt if we have rightly understood our author, notwithstanding

his repetition of his remarks.

It is not quite correct to say, that no approach has been made to a
plonetic alphabet, or one like our own, expressing the sound of the

human voice as used in speaking. There are instances, in Chinese
lexicons, of a very near approach to a phonetic system.

Mr. Murray would next fain have his readers believe, that the

Chinese are a nation of mutts. The people of the west are speak-
ing nations ; the Chinese, “ on the contrary, are a writing nation.” It

is very true that the Greeks and Jlomans were fond of oratory and
conversation : but were they not equally fond of the style ? Their
ponderous tomes leave no doubt on this point.' The modern Germans,
too, are they not a writing nation ? Look at the periodical literature,

the cabinet libraries, and cyclopiedias, annually poured forth from the

English press. In number, they far exceed the literary productions
of the Chinese; and, like many of the modern work.s of the celestial

empire, not a few of them are mere compilations. Witness the vo-

lumes before us. If Mr. Murray really believes that the Chinese never
answer by word of mouth to any business M'hatever, nor give any an-
swer at all to anything that is not written

;
or if he fancies that they

have no gift of the gab^ or fondness for conversation, chit*chat, and
harangues, he altogether mistakes “the peculiar disposition and habits
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of t!ie Chinese,” No people in the world are more lo(|uacious than
this, though “ a writing nation ” they truly are. Thousands we have
seen in the streets, listening hour after hour to noisy story-tellers, or

to the rehearsals of players on the public stage. And if the time ever

comes when popular and deliberate assemblies shall be permitted
liere, certain we are that orators will not be wanting.

As in Europe, and among all civilized nations, “ the commands of

men in power are made known” in writing often, and scarcely less

often orally, at least, not less frequently than they are so given in

Europe
;

it is very common, too, with the authorities he^, to make
known their commands by placards pasted up on the gates and walls

of the cities, in the markets, and other places of concourse
;
but never

have we seen, before heard of, placards being borne before the

officers who are oliarged with their execution. The ordinary counsels

of ministers to their sovereign, submitted in written documents, have

nothing more peculiar in “ name or form,” than belong to similar pa-

pers in the courts of Europe. It is erroneous to supjmse that men do
not meet here “ to enjoy themselves, or to display their powers in

familiar intercourse.” l^ually far is it from the truth to say, that

“ the most important part, even of their formal visits, are the written

cards, announcing, accepting, and returning thanks for them.” Nor
is there the least foundation for affirming, “that speech is considered

altogether a secondary and subordinate mode of communication.”
We should like to see a second edition of Mr. Murray’s hook, with

all that is erroneous printed in black letter, so that the relative pro-

portions might be seen at a glance, on opening the several volumes.

The paragraph which we have just had under review, would make
a black page indeed

;
but we fear it would not be a solitary one. On

many pages, one half or two thirds, and sometimes nearly every line,

would appear in black. In reading the work we marked scores of

paragraphs which should have been corrected or expunged. Besides

the palpable errors, there are many sentences so vague that it is ut-

terly impossible to determine w'hat the author would mean. He is

speaking of “ married words,” that is, compound terms, when he says:

“ Even in the very inartificial arrangement mentioned by sir G. T. Staunton,

where, moo, signifying a tree, moo-moo^ is a thicket, mno-moo-mooy a forest

;

the last two [two last] are still real compounds. Thus the-(yhinese, after all,

even in their spoken tongue, possess resources equal to those of otlier nations.

Still it is a most singular circumstance, that while in very rude dialects these

compounds have been run into each other, and their angles, as it were, round-

ed off, so as to combine into one word, no such union has taken place in

Chinese ;
and its primitive syllables continue still to be sounded completely

like separate words. This seems accountable only by the circumstance,

already mentioned, that a paramount impoilance is attached to writing, and

a very secondary place allowed to speech.

We have not sir George’s work at hand, and do not rtunember how
he has explained the subject, but we challenge any one, who is not

conversant with the Chinese writing, to tell what our author means

by his moo, moo-moo, and moo-moo-moo, .^o inarlilicially ari aiiged. If he
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knew himself, it would have been only fair to have given the explana-

tion. One of the several characters which are pronounced wuh
(not moo), according to Morrison’s Dictionary, means ‘a tree;’ the

same character (muh) being doubled, yet so as to form a new word,

becomes, not moo-moo, nor muh-muh, but lin ‘a grove;’ and when
trebled it forms a new word, which is not moo-inoo-moo, but simply

sdh, which means ‘a woody appearance.’ The three words muhy Un,

and sdn, are distinct monosyllables, whether written or spoken. The
meaning of what follows moo-moo-mod, quoted above, we will not un-

dertake to conjecture.

The second chapter is occupied with remarks on the religion of

China. The first paragraph is a good index of the whole. “ Reli-

gion in China presents an aspect extremely peculiar.” “The natiou-d

religion, namely^ that professed by the learned and the great, and
which has always labored to proscribe every other, is founded on very

simple principles, comprising scarcely anything that can be branded

with the name of idolatry.” Scarcely anything that can be branded

with the name of idolatry !

!

“The beliefof an Almighty superintend-

ing Power,” he says, “comprehends almost the entire circle of orthodox

faith and observance.” If the reader, after perusing the first article

in this number, has any doubts on these points, we beg he will turn

to the Ta Tsing Hwuy Teen, and the Ta Tsing Leuh Le, where
under the head le, “rites and ceremonies,” he will find most ample
and unequivocal testimony diametrically opposed to Mr. Murray’s
affirmations. A brief sketch of what constitutes the state religion of
the Chinese may be found in our second volume, at page 49. That
article was written by Dr. Morrison, and we know that, “ though
incomplete, it is faithful as far as it goes;” and it goes far enough to

settle the question before us.

The government and political state of China form the leading

topics of the third chapter, which contains a full complement of er-

roneous statements. The remarks respecting the literary examina-^
tions, the use of the bamboo, and the inffiction of capital punishments,
are “ peculiarly striking,” though very far from being correct.

The fourth chapter gives us a view of the national industry of the

Chinese. “ A deep veneration for agriculture is inscribed on all the

institutions of China.” “ A homage to this primary art, altogether

peculiar to the Chinese, is still seen in the annual celebration, by
which the emperor makes a show of performing its operations.” An
annual festival is also celebrated in each province, described by Mr.
Murray in the following language, not a word of which is correct.

“ The governor marches forth, crowned with flowers, and accompanied by
a numerous train, bearing flags, adorned with agricultural emblems and por-

traits of eminent husbandmen, while the streets are decorated with lanterns
and tnumphal arches. Among other figures is a porcelain cow of enormous
magnitude, carried by forty men, and attended by a boy, who represents the

genius of industry ;
at the close of the procession the animal is opened, and

found to contain numerous smaller cows of the same material, which are dis*

tributed among tho peo]>le. p. 195. >
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In this narrative, as in many others contained in our author’s
“complete account of China,” there is a “ striking resemblance ” to
what actually docs occur. Bni no such near approach to reality is

discoverable in the following :
“ The stage-barges, which convey ti e

mandarins and other high officers, are, as it were, floating palaces,
where all the splendor of an official mansion is maintained.” In the
approach to Canton by the Bocca Tigris, “ fishing boats are arranged
in long rows, leaving intervals like streets for the large ships to pass
through.”

The following are some of the “ striking peculiarities ” which we
have noticed in the fifth chapter, respecting the social state, manners,
and arts. A man who has reached, unmarried, the age of twenty, is

considered a prodigy
;
while a young lady, arrived at eighteen in

single blessedness, bemoans herself as in the most distressing and
alarming condition, p. 268. So great is the influence of the em-
press-mother over the sovereign, that, as long as she lives, he is

scarcely a free agent, p. 278. To supply the emperor and grandees
with wives and concubines is the object of a regular traffic, of which
the chief seat is the gay city of Soochow foo. The dealers go round
the country, buying up all the female children who afford any promise
of beauty, who, after a course of fashionable training, they sell for

500 or 600 guineas each. p. 280. When a man furnishes his house,

a coffin is the first and most expensive article
;
and as soon as he is

dead, one of his relations mounts the roof of the house, and three times

calls upon the soul of the deceased to come back and reenter his bo-

dy. After due preparation, the body is borne to the grave, covered

with a spacious canopy, laid upon an extensive framework, which in

some cases requires upwards of sixty bearers, p. 284. Some lan-

terns are of stupendous size, measuring twenty-seven feet in diameter

;

the more ordinary ones are about four feet high and thiee feet in dia-

meter : at the feast of lanterns, every street, and the windows of

every house, are illuminated by them, making a most brilliant show,

pp. ^9, 290. Open violations of the laws are comparatively rare

;

and in domestic life, with a few serious exceptions, the conduct of

this people seems on the whole laudable, p. 294. The result is,

that although there is no national provision for the infirm and unem-

ployed, nor any private associations for their relief, and though the

laboring-classes are generally poor, it is believed, that through the

kindness of relations they are never reduced to absolute want, nor

to the necessity of begging on the public roads, p. 295. These quo-

tations—and their number might be increased to a very great extent,

are put forth by Mr. Murray as grave matters of history “ to in-

struct a British reader.”

A historical account of British intercourse with China forms the

sixth chapter, and closes the volume. “ It can pass.”

On opening the third volume, we are first entertained with “ a

geographical description of the Chinese provinces.” It is every way

equal to the “ general view of China,” given in the first volume

;

to those who have read the chapter, comments thereon will be of no
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use; to those who have not, an extract or two will give a more “strik-

ing impression,” than any remarks of our own. We select descrip-

tions of places and things which are well known to thousands of “ our

countrymen.” They are admirable
;

ajjd we hardly know which to

admire most, their graphic beauty, or the patient research of the

author, “ who has made every exertion,” as he says, to tender his

work complete.

** The factories of the Europeans are spacious structures, situated without

the walls, and tanged along the water. The English house is particularly

large and conomodious, affordmg, according to Mr. Barrow, a more comforta-

ble residence than the most splendid palace of which the empire can boast.*

It is built in a style of mixed oriental and western architecture ; and an
elegant veranda commands grand Tiews up and down the river. The beach
is covered with vast piles oi goods which have been landed from the country-

boats, ready to be transferred into others for conveyance to the ships at

Whampoa. The crowd of clerks and porters running to and fro, and voci-

ferating to one another ; the numberless boats upon the water, crowded with

people, {Mgs, and poultry, render this, in Mr. Wathen's opinion, the most
tumultuous and noisy scene in the whole world ; the buzz is deafening and
almMt intolerable. * * The English gentlemen have liberty to make short

excursions into the country, or to the shores of the river and bay, which pre-

sent in many places agreeable and beautiful pros{>ect8. Sumptuous enter-

tainments are given to them by the hong merchants, and they even receive

visits from the hop{)o or chief officer of revenue; but they seldom or never
see the greater, mandarins, who affect to hold in contempt everything con-

nected with 'commerce,!
** In the approach to Canton by the Bocca Tigris, at the distance of twelve

or fourteen miles, is the fortified station of Whampoa, above which no Eu-
ropean vessels are permitted to ascend. Here, also, is a chop-house, as it is

called, where even boats are subjected to strict examination. Farther out, on
the western side of the entrance, the Portuguese settlement of Macao, scarce-

ly eight miles in circuit, lies on a small {>eninsu^a projecting from a territory

called an island, though se{)arated from the continent only by river-channels.

This city, though it has lost its early imjiortance, is still handsome and well

built, and accorang to Staunton contains about 12,000 inhabitants, of whom
more than half are Chinese ; but other authorities raise the number to 30,000,
and even higher.} The government interdicts strictly all communication with
the country, a wml being built across the isthmus, and closely guarded, which
the Portuguese are never allowed to pass. They are, indeed, reproached as

extremely subservient, |ind are defended by a garrison of not more than 300
black soldiers. The government having so closely hemmed them in on this

little sf)Ot, seem to have ceased to consider it as part of the celestial empire,
and allow the English and other foreign merchants to place their families

there, while they can proceed to Canton only for purjK^es of trade. The
peninsula is rocky, and the cliffs are of varied and highly picturesque forms,

p^enting from their summits magnificent views of land and sea. A chasm in

the loftiest of these formed the cave of Caraoens,. on a stone seat in which
that most illustrious of the Portuguese poets was accustomed to sit and com-
pOBG. It is still held in reverence, thou^ Mr. Ellis, with some reason, doubts

* Travels, p. 609.

t Wathen’s Voyage to Madras and China (4to., Condon, 1814,) pp. 185-J87,
192, 193. 196-198, 210, 206.

t Abeel, Joiu*nal of a Residence in China and the neighboring countries from
1830 to 1833; (12mo., London, 1835), p. 35.
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the good taste of enclosing^ it by an abutment of masoniy. On a spot of
broken ground adjoining is his ^den, stiU cultivated, and &led with beauti-
ful trees and shruos irregularly disposed.’^ On the opposite side of the Bocca
Ti^is is the island of Lmtin, already mentioned as the seat of a most exten-
sive contraband trade.** pp. 83, 34, 37,

'

The view of the trade with China, furnished in the second chap-
ter, is more accurate than any of the preceding parts of the Work

;
yet

it cannot serve as a very safe guide to those who are engaged in this

commerce, though it may afford the general reader “ a comprehensive
view” of its present extent. The writer estimates the whole. of this

trade at ninety millions of dollars, or, in round numbers, at about
twenty millions sterling. He regards it as yet in its infancy

;
and

thinks there are two ways in which “a general trade” might be car-

ried on. We may take possession of an island,” and there form a

commercial emporium
;
or an intercourse might be maintained with

additional ports by smuggling.*’ No doubt either of these methods
might be effected ; but whether it would be right to do so; and if

right, whether it would be expedient; are points on which there is

a diversity of opinion. There is, we think, a better way, and one
which deserves early and careful consideration : it is by the estab-

lishment, through the joint agency of western nations, of friendly re-

lations with this government, upon those broad principles of reciprocal

rights, which, wherever enjoyed, never fail to prove mutually beneficial

and satisfactory.

, On the subject of imports, the propriety of the measures suggested

and recommended by our author, will be questioned by some, and
denied by others. He says, “We are encouraged to suggest (the im-

portation of) colonial spirits, or that manufactured from sugar, from

perceiving that the Chinese in the Indian islands are large consumers

of Hollands or Geneva, and knowing that there is no good and can

be no cheap spirit prepared in their own country.” p. 74. Thus- the

Edinburgh Cabinet Library would eacourage the importation of alco-

holic spirits. It is quite true the Chinese have none that are goody

though they think they have, and are satisfied with the price they

have CD pay ibr such drink; so that even as a matter of gain we would

never encourage the importation of such an article.

As the question whether it is right to embark in the opium-trade

is still in the hands of able correspondents, we quote the following

paragraphs without comment : the writer, who we suppose is Mr.

Crawfurd, gives his reader the following remarks respecting its manu-
facture and traffic.

“It occurs to us, that it may b? possible to introduce among the Chinese

the sulphate^ or other natural salt, of morphia as a substitute for crude opium,

which, in its present etate, is a manufacture of about the same degree of

refinement as pitch or tar. The opiutn, before it is smoked by them, is

known to be boiled and purified: the result of which process has been ascer-

tained, by a chemical analysis, to be no other than a rude morphia. Now,
if the well-prepared article, which contains the essence of the drug in about

* Walheii, p. 170-173. Siaunton, vol. iii. p. 432-438. Kllis, vol. ii. p. 304.
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one sixteenth part of the weight of the raw material, could be introduced,

many advantages would follow :— it would be cheaply and conveniently Iran

sported to China with little risk of seizure,—the natives would be saved thou

own imperfect and wasteful operation,— and they would be supplied with a
more wholesome commodity, which might be conveyed to them at a smaller

cost than even the pr icious metals. Britain also would become the seat of a

new and extensive branch of manufacture,— for we cannot suppose that in

any other country it could be conducted so advantageously. Certainly the

participation in a rising branch of trade which, even at present, gives em-
ployment to three millions and a half of British capital, and is obviously

capable of a very great extension, is well deserving of national consi-

deration.
“ Two objections have been urged against the opium-trade

;
namely, that it

is discreditable as an evasion of the national law of China, and that the drug
is deleterious to the health of the consumers. These are easily answered.

If the Chinese government impose absurd rules— if they set themselves in

opposition to the practice of other countries—and above all, if they make
laws which they have no power to enforce, and which even their own subjects

openly set at defiance, they must take the consequence of their folly. The
fact is, that the sovereign, and especially his principal officers, do not expect
that their decrees on this head are to be obeyed, and they enforce them only
partially, and for the purposes of extortion. With respect to the deleterious

quality of the drug, we consider this opinion to be a mere prejudice ; for

opium, as it is prepared by the consumers, when taken in moderation,-—and
it is much more rarely taken in excess than ardent spirits, or malt liquor,

or wine, in European countries—seems in no respect more pernicious than
any of these intoxicating beverages. It is,' in fact, not the use but the abuse
which is hurtful. Men of all ages and countries solace their cares with some
intoxicating material or others ; and whether this be brandy or wine, as in

France, ale, as in England, whisky, as in Ireland, fermented mare’s milk, as
in Tartary, the expressed juice of hemp, as in some parts of India, or opium,
asjn China, is a matter of comparative indifference,—depending on the taste,

habits, or caprices of a people.” pp. 63, 64.

A view of the navigation to China by different routes forms the
third chapter, including 126 pages. It is a very poor essay, fitted

neither to assist the mariner, nor to “amuse or instruct a British

reader.” Nearly the whole of it is either mere compilation from Hors-
burgh’s Directory, or;, from some old observations, in manuscript we
suppose, made thirty or forty years ago. A few pages, including no-
tices of all the recently discovered dangers, with remarks respecting

the relative advantages of the several routes, the times of sailing, the
typhons, &c.,'might, for want of something better, be admissible in

a historical and descriptive account of China.

Most of the last half of the third volume is occupied with astrono-

my and natural history. The strictures on the history of astronomy,
meet our own views of the case : this science “ has always been
in the state of an edifice which is continually destroyed as often as it

rises one stage above the ground.” Professor Wallace has treated the
subject faithfully, and exhibits it to the reader just as it is.

Scarcely less satisfactory is the account of geology and mineralogy.
In truth, however, it can hardly be said that “ China is to a consid-
erable extent visited by earthqtiakes.” We quCvStion the correctness of
the story alx)ut Yushan in Szechuen

;
and doubt whether there are
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any hills in Kwangse, “ from which every third and fifth night flames
are seen to4ssue.’* Nor have we met with satisfactory evidence of
the abundance of mineral wells in China, though their existence is

not improbable.

The late professor of botany in king’s college has likewise perform-
ed his part of the work very well. He esteems too lightly the Pun-
tsaou: the extracts, however, which he has'made justify his opinion;
but those extracts do not afford a fair- sample of the character of the
Chinese original.

In the last chapter, that on zoology, we meet again with Mr. Mur-
ray, or some one else who writes exactly like him. See

** The rivers, lakes, pools, canals, and even ditches, are full of fish ; and
there are boatloads of',w&ter containing Spawn, which is carried to distant

parts, where it cannot naturally be so easily procured. The young fry, when
So small as to ^ almost impercepUble, are fed with certain lentils^ which
flourish in the marshes, or with yollte ofe^. v. 481.

“ In the province of Kiangnan, a very large mh is brought fiom the Yel-
low river and the sea, and which is taken by means Of extensive flat

meadows, covered by water, but so ingeniously contrived as to be capedile of
being suddenly left bare, as soon as a certain number of them have entered
those treacherous shallows. />. 432.

** The Chinese are known to follow the singular practice of hatching the

eggs of fishes under fowls. For this purpo^ Uiey collect the spawn from
lakes and rivers, place it in vessels, and dispose of it to the proprietors of
ponds. When what is called the hatching-season arrives, they empty a hen’s

egg of its natural contents, and substitute for it the gelatinous «pawn. The
opening is then closed up, the egg is put under its natural pamnt, and is,

after a few days, removed, reopened, and placed in a vessel of water warmed
the beat of the sun, where it is kept till the young fish are developed

and acquire sufficient strength to bear the ordinary temperature of the larger

masses of fluid.”* p. 435.

Here we close the book, to which we must refer those who may
have any doubt respecting the justness of our strictures. We did not

expect to find so much to cehsure, with so little to commend
; and

we ' shall be sorry if. in either respect, we have exceeded proper

bounds. When a new book comes before the public, and holds out

promises which are not fulfilled, there are jiist reasons for complaint

against its author. If the work is' a bad one, or contains on the

whole such an amount of errors as to overbalance its merits, and

thousands of volumes are sold and read, thus unprofitably consuming

much’ time and property, loss and injury are necessary consequences.

Some parts of Mr. Murray’s work we fully approve ; but others, we
think, had better never bi^n published.

• Bulletin UnIverwU, 1829, p. 32. [Bnttefm Umkierma!
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Aet. IV. Outline of a consular establishmentfor the United States

of America t in Eastern Asia. From a Correspondent.

[To 08 the considar establishment, proposed by our Correspondent, seems
so feasible, so desirable, and even necessaiy for the preservation ofpeace and
the security of international rights, that we sincerely hope it will soon be in

operation. If the American Congress can send out ships on voyages of dis-

covery for into the South Pacinc, they will find equal encouragementfor
maintaining an efficient consular establishmeut, with a few of their best ves-

sels, in these eastern seas. There should be no unnecessary delay in carrying

this plan into execution. Both the honor and the interests of the United
States demand something of this kind, as do also their obligation to other

nations and their own people. Great care should be used in the selection of

men, in order to secure those qualified for this servive. Hitherto there has
been so much bad management on the pa^ of the western governments,^ in

aending hither their a^nts, that the repetition of any such measures at once
excites suspicions and alarm. The proposed plan" will give no just occasion

for such feelings, and when, in successful operation it will do much to pro-

mote confidence and goodwill.]

The right of sending diplo^iatic agents, or representatives, is a na-

tural right of sovereignty. All powers competent to treat with other

powers, in their own name, may exercise this right of sending minis-

ters. This right may be, and often is, delegated,— for instance, to

the governor-ganeral of British India. The right to send, and the

obligation to receive, embassadors, are not, however, correlative. The
former is a perfect right ; the latter, an imperfect obligation. No
government is under a perfect obligation to receive the minister of
any other government, unless bound by treaty. Still l^s is it obliged

to grant him a permanent or perpetual residence. If willing to re-

ceive him, it may dictate the terms of the reception. To refuse to

receive a public minister, is no ground for breach of peace and amity.

Nevertheless, the refusal, unless for peculiar reasons, is deemed un-

friendly, and, say the books, with mock solemnity, '*it may be at-

tended with serious consequences.*’ In this maxim of the European
law of nations,—that there is no obligation to receive embassies,

much less resident ministers,— the Chinese concur entirely. As to

the unfriendliness of a refusal or dismissal, they protest they do
not mean it so, and they

,
manifest no proper sense, no becoming ap-

prehension, of the aforesaid serious consequences.

The European code is equally explicit on the admission of consuls.
Not only a reception, but the exequatur of the sppreme government
of the place of residence must be granted, before the consul can
enter on the execution of his functions.

This useful class of public servants, dates from the 12th century

The usefulness of a body of commercial agents, fimt became appmnt
on the shores of the Mediterranean, consuls were then appointed

by the wealthy and trading states of Italy With the eztenston of
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commerce, consular establishments extended also
;
and in our times,

there are few ports so remote or so unimportant, as to be beyond or
beneath their ramifications. We have not been able to find any ac-
count of the composition and powers of the early Italian consulates.
In the commercial cities of Spain, ‘ consulados* existed prior to the
discovery of America, and thence, they were transplanted to Mexico,
Lima, Manila, &c. These were, however, commercial tribunals, do-
mestic, and not international, in their character and functions. The
resemblance in name, seems to be the only reason why we find them
classed and described along with, foreign consulates. In this contact,
some portion of the judicial character of the ‘ consulados ’ seems to

have been wrongly imparted to foreign consulates.

The powers of consuls differ ih different countries, and under
the varying definitions • of political writers. Among European gov-
ernments, the French has invested the consular oflice with most
dignity and importance. The French consuls are forbidden, books
say, to engage in trade, and foreign consuh?^ France, enjoy a
portion of diplomatic inviolability. Among writers on national law,

Vattel is on the French side, and claims for this oflice the most re-

spect and deference. But the greater number of governments and au-

thorities have conspired to spoil the consular character, until not a

shred of ministerial honor or privilege is left it, in law or usage.

In British and American law and practice, the consul is merely a

commercial agent, entrusted with the care of seamen, the prosecution

of private claims, the settlement of intestate estates, the granting

of certificates, the protection of propei^ty wrecked, &c. He is also

a kind of counsellor to his countrymen abroad, a friend to travelers

and scientific men, and a special correspondent of his government, on
commercial subjects. In countries with which his government has

diplomatic relations, he is subordinate to, and corresponding with, the

minister resident. Where no such relations exist, he communicates

directly with his government. Asio his powers, it is held that the

British or American consul has no judicial authority. Even the right

of police jurisdiction over crews of his own countrymen, while on

board ship within his consulate, is not now conceded. As to privilege,

the consul has no immunity from the civil, criminal, or municipal ju-

risdiction of the place, in which he is resident. If he offend, he may
be arrested, sent home, or punished ;

that is, he is subject to all le-

gal pains and penalties, with the especial addition of banishment. An
exception, as to power and privileges, is found in the case of consuls

to the Levant and the states of Barbary. There the consuls of Chris-

tian nations have been, in fact, diplomatic agents, duly accredited,

and under the protection of treaty stipulations. The usual permission

to trade, is denied, in their case, as if to counterbalance the gift of so

extraordinary privileges. Hence it appears that there is no harm in

still calling accredited commercial agents, by the name—consuls.

The consular establishments of Great Britain and America, resting

on this basis, seem not to answer the purposes of their creation, or to

satisfy their respective governments. At least, we have met with severe,
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and apparently just strictures on the expensive and inefficient system

of the former power, and have heard like complaints of the American
consulates, in the department of state at Washington. We do not

intend in this article to touch the consular system of Great Britain,

much less that part of it which respects China. That part, we say,

because, call the British political envoy to China by whatever name,

he is, in Chinese acceptation, either a tribute bearer, or a commercial

chief, that is, a consul. The former office is in abeyance until the next

embassy. As to the latter, Chinese and British ideas very nearly

correspond, the former recognising the consul only as a controler of

turbulent seamen, and as the headman or foreman of his nation. Ju-

dicial power may be added, and liberty to trade withheld, but a recog-

nition under treaty, is still wanting, to raise the British resident from

a consular to a diplomatic rank and character. Such a recognition

is extremely desirable, but until it be drawn or wrung from the Chi-

nese government, we cannot rank the resident as an international

officers, higher than a consul, and by no means with the accredited

officer, under that name, to the Levant or Barbary. It is to the Amer-
ican branch of this subject^ that our attention has been engaged, by

meeting recently with the “Report on the consular establishment of

the United States,” made to the senate in 1833, by Edward Living-

ston, then secretary of state, but which has never since been acted on'

by Congress.

From this report, it appears, that the consular establishment of the;

United States arose out of the act of 1792, the principal object of

which was, to give effect to a convention with France, on the subject

of consuls. When this convention was afterward annulled, the

provisions, which authorise consuls— ‘to receive protests and decla-

rations, to give copies of acts under the consular seal, to settle the

intestate estates of American citizens, to secure property saved from

wrecks, to provide for the deposit of ship’s papers, and to afford relief

to destitute American seamen,’— were left standing. The act of /

1803 renew'ed these provisions, and further enacted, that ‘ the spe-

cification of certain powers, and duties to be performed by consuls and
vice-consuls, shall not be construed to the exclusion of others, result-

ing from the nature of their appointments, or any treaty or convention,

under which they may act.’ The able author of the report proceeds
to insist on a legislative definition of these ‘ powers and duties result-

ing from the nature of their appointments’ and strenuously recommends
that the American Consuls be paid by legular salaries, and forbidden

to engage in commerce.
The list of consuls and commercial agents, given at the close of the

report, amounts to one hundred and fifty-six. Their places, the

secretary proposes for the present, to dispose of, as follows.

Thirty consuls, at $2000 - $60,000
One hundred and twenty-six vice-con. and agents 126,000

together $186,000
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For this annual cost, he calculates, that the consular establishment
of the United States may be redeemed from its degradation, and * its

offices illied with men of talent, education, and respectability of cha-
racter

;
commanding the respect of the functionaries of the ports in

which they reside ; doing honor to the national character
;
and devot-

ing their whole time to the duties of their office.’ Doing honor, say
we, to their own disinterestedness, not to the character of the country
which estimates the life of the talented, educated, devoted citizen,

spent in lonely, remote and costly residences, at $1000 per annum !

!

There is reason to believe, that the United States are soon to act

a prime part in the drama of maritime influence and ascendency.
The American people are aware, that the time of their feebleness is

past, that they may now advance far on the policy of Washington,
and fearlessly throw their whole weight into the scale of universal

amelioration. The late attempts to negotiate treaties with Muscat,
Siam, and Cochinchina, attest that these distant countries have not

escaped the notice of the American executive. The appropriations

for the expedition of discovery, now fitting out for the l^uth Pacific,

attest that liberality is not wanting in the American Congress. The
same authorities will admit and grant whatever the renovation of the

consular system requires, in its general provisions, or in particular

application to the regions around us. The establishment will not be

sacrificed to a false economy. We do not suppose that this article will

command a new consular establishment for our part of the world.

Let it, however, be the means of eliciting opinions as to what kind

and amount of action, the United States can and should exert, in

eastern Apia. To this point we will return presently. First we wish,

to give our full assent to Mr. Livingston’s o{>inion, that the reorgani-

sation of the system in question is due, first to the officer, secondly

to all having official business with him.

First. It is due to the American consul to raise him above the con-

tributions and the alms of his countrymen, and above collision with

the officers of the naval service. Four dollars for the deposit of a

ship’s papers, two dollars' for an act under the consular seal, one dol-

lar for a debenture certificate, half a dollar for a certificate to the

discharge of a seaman, per cent, out of the wages paid him on dis-

charge, are the present scale of remuneration. Liberal only with the

money of the dead, government empowers the consul to charge 5 per

cent, on the settlement of the estates of persons dying intestate with-

in his consulate. On the voluntary declarations or protests of parties

^plying, he is expected, to charge the usual fees of public notaries.

This unhappy mode of collecting the consular viaticum^ seems to

have impressed Mr. Livingston very strongly. He pronoundes the

system degrading to the officer, and the misunderstandings attending

it, injurious to the reputation of the country.” But, beyond this, it

is apparent to every one, that there is a large class of services, not

specified in the above list of rewards (or punishments), for which the

United States’ consul receives no compensation whatever. For his Ictp

ters to the department, his commercial returns, his general cooperation
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with government, in short, for all his public services, he receives not

a dollar. Bonds, however, he must give fo^ their due performance.

Two alternatives are loft him, the virtue of resignation, and the right

of resignation. Under such circumstances, Mr. Livingston supposes

that the consular post is sought, “for the advantage and the influence

it will give to extend the commercial affairs of the officer.” To us

speculation on this point seems like conjecture why men become
hong merchants. But services, without pay, are not all that the

American government demands of its consuls. The following are

further requisitions. “ The consul’s business should be transacted,

if possible, in another apartment from that in which his ordinairy

affairs are carried on;” but, “ no allotoance is made for his ofice rent,

or for the expenses of his ojice.” “ Statements of fees received and
commercial returns are to be made half yearly;” “all communications
to the department must be made on foolscap paper, leaving an inch

of margin all round the page, and duly enclosed;” “ letter books and
books of record must be kept by every consul ;” but, “ no provision is

made for the consul’s stationery.-* To work for nothing and find

one’s self, is a common expression for serving a hard master. The
American government, though the only one upon earth burdened
with a surplus revenue, cannot afford to bear this character.

After these disclosures, it cannot surprise us to hear the American
consul abroad complaining of the neglect of his government, or the

department at home expressing equal dissatisfaction at the imperfec-

tion of his returns and the meagerness of his correspondence. See
the results of a better system in the following extract. “Through her
enlightened consular agents, France has drawn, from various coun-
tries, treasures of useful information. In the midst of revolution this

great object was not forgotten. At the request of the French com-
mittee of public instruction, the department of foreign affairs enjoined
the consuls to keep up a regular correspondence on subjects of sci-

ence, manufactures, and the arts. Through this medium, it was
proposed to facilitate communication between the French savans
and the learned of other countries, to disseminate new publications,

accelerate the circulation of thought and discovery, and increase the
fame and prosperity of France, by uniting the fruits of her genius, to

those of other pnilaiiihropic nations.” “ French consuls, at the re-

quest of the National Institute, and agricultural, and other societies,

have furnished interesting accounts of the countries in which they
resided. The Academy of Sciences, by addressing a series of questions
to M. de Guignes resident consul in China, obtained new and accurate
information, concerning a"country, whose productions have been
carefully concealed from the eye of strangers.” (Warden on consu-
lar establishments.) The contrasted results of the American con.sular

system are a sufficient commentary. So long as the same mean
economy shall continue to characterize it, no requisitions from the state

department will mend the matter. They will not weigh again.st the
universal conviction, that w'hat men or governments will not pay for,

they do not value. We remember a te.stimony on the point in the

VOL. VI. NO. II. 10
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circular sent to all American consuls under heaven, some years since,

by direction of J. Q-. Adams. The circular called on all these offi-

cers to send home plants, seeds, &c. &c., from their respective

residences. Why was it treated with ridicule? Because the depart-

ment added to its earnest request the following caveat, “Congress
having made no appropriation for this service, the consuls must not

call on the treasury for any money.” The consuls, with perfect cor-

rectness, dishonored these drafts on their patriotism, for the drawers
had advised that they would treat the consular- drafts on them, for

necessary expenses incurred by their order and in their behalf, with

the like dishonor.

The subject of consular remuneration, as a practical one, must be

treated in connexion with the permission or prohibition to engage in

commerce. The salary of $1000 or $2000 per annum might be a

‘consideration’ to a man, at liberty to combine the office to which it is

annexed, with private business. Mr. Livingston, however, insists that

for this sum, the consul or vice-consul shall give his time, exclusively, •

to his office. In this, we think, he shows his fear of defeating a fa-

vorite measure, by its apparent costliness. It is an engineer’s esti-

mate. The footing must not look extravagant, and some “ extras
”

may be allowed in the consulates, as in the post-office. We will not

attempt to state the marked value of “talent, education, and respec-

tability of character” west of the Cape of Good Hope. On this side,

we should rate it higher than Mr. Livingston does in his scale of

salaries. Let exclusive services be required, and for aught we know,

the consulate of Liverpool, which is said to yield at present $15,000

per annum, may find applicants at $2000. But the consulate at Can-

ton, which now yields but $600 or $li:K)0 cannot be worthily supported

for less than $5000.
An economical man, eating rice, dressing in cottons, inhabiting a

bamboo cottage, in some minor island to the southward, might lay

up a part of his $1000 per annum. But in the principal ports of

eastern Asia, a public man, without private pursuits or resources,

could not sustain himself with less than $3000 of $4000. Let govern-

ment first settle the question whether the consul’s services shall be

exclusive, considering, on the one side, the advantages of an exj>erienco

in matters of trade, of an interest in whatever affects it, a lower

salary, &c.;* and on the other, the evils to be apprehended from

divided attention and loss of dignity by connection with private pur-

suits, and from commercial rivalry. If it decide against exclusive

services, Mr. Livingston’s salaries will be little enough; if for them, it

should annex about $3,500 to the consulates of Manila, Batavia, dLC.,

and to the consulate in China, $5000.

The only remaining point, on which we plead for the American

consul is, as respects his intercourse with the naval officers of the

United States’ service. The regulations now in force on this point

require that the naval commander should send an officer to the con-

sulate, and that the consul should, on receipt of this invitation, visit

the public vessel. These regulations were evidently drawn up by
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some body, who imagined that there never could be any great dis-

tance between an anchorage and a consulate. But in China, for

instance, this distance is 70 or 80 miles, and between Lintin, Macao,

&/C., there rests some confusion on the point of arrival. Hence col-

lisions have more than once arisen here, between naval officers and

the consul, seldom as the port has been visited by public vessels.

Hence also, the consul at Canton has been represented as one of the

‘genus irritabile* of republican sticklers for the point of honor. (Vide

China and the Chinese, by J. F. Davis.)

We would prefer that the point of precedency should be settled in

favor of the consul, for these reasons. A naval commander arriving

from the home government, puts a kind of ‘ last construction’ on

the rank and character of a remote consulate, by his treatment of the

incumbent. In many caies, the consul cannot leave his office to visit

the public vessel. Many days would be lost in going through this

exchange of invitations and visits. Nor is it possible that the consul

can know the exact time of the day or night, when wind and tide

may bring the naval commander within calling distance. There-

fore, ‘ cedant anna togaa ’ on this point. Let the naval officer be

required, in all cases, to pay his respects to the consulate, on his

arrival within its limits. To the stranger, it is an immaterial conces-

sion
;

to the resident it is important.

Secondly. The revision ofthe United States’ consular system is due
to all who transact official business with the consul. On this poin.t,

we quote again from Mr. Livingston. “ All fees paid to public officers

are taxes
;
fees to consuls are taxes on commerce. Are such taxes

equal? Are they just? If it be said, that those who derive the

benefit should pay the expense, this is not a satisfactory answer. It

is not for the sole benefit of the ships, which touch at a consular port,

that the office is created. The whole country is interested. The
concerns of its general commerce, the protection of its citizens abroad,

are concerned. But the principle itself is a false one. Public offi-

cers are established for the public good, and though particular in-

dividuals may have more occasion for their services than others, yet

the former cannot, with justice, be exclusively taxed.” The judge
receives a salary, but not one tenth of the community are suitors in his

court.” This argument is not conclusive as to those voluntary decla-

rations which the consul may be requested to receive by persons not

American citizens. To these, notarial fees may be annexed, if it be
thought that it would burden the consul to bind him to comply with

every application, gratis. All such applications by American citizens

must arise out of some legal necessity, and be in fact compulsory.
As to the common sources of consular revenue, Mr. Livingston’s

reasoning is conclusive. The deposit of ships’ papers is required for

the preservation of the American flag, not for the sake of the depo-
sitor. The merchant-captain bears the trouble and the tax, but
whose is the benefit ? Whose would it be, if he were required by the

treasury to show his cargo, as well as his papers, and pay a fee to the
search officers ?
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So with respect to ad valorem and debenture certiheates. They are
fancied securities devised by the treasury, for the protection of the
customs. In these cases the merchant is the suspected party. He is

compelled to make oath in the latter, that certain goods which he took
out of bond, on leaving America, have been actually landed abroad,
•and this, the consul must fortify with his opinion, though in a multitude

of cases it is -impossible that he can know anything about the mat-
ter. Were the books of the hoppo’s office at Canton, for instance,

thrown .open to aid him in the v erification, he would not find there

one half the' goods, which, as the consignee of a vessel, he would
known to have been landed from her. In fact, there is hardly a pos-

sible case in which he can refuse his official declaration, that certain

goods have actually been landed. In the ad valorem certificate, the

merchant is made to swear that the invoice prices are the true ones,

&c., and thereto the consul certifies. On this point, the character of

the merchant is his only guaranty If it satisfy, the consul, it should

satisfy the treasury. But in fact, on the arrival of the invoice in the

United States, the oath and the seal are held alike at the custom-

house, and an appraisement supersedes them both, if the merchant
has bought his goods too cheaply.

The ad valorem certificates will cease to be required in 1842, when
appraisement becomes the basis of the calculation of duties in the

United States, instead of the invoice value. The treasury should, at

the same time, give up the requisition of all foreign certificates and

rely on the only effectual precautions—those taken in the American
waters. We believe and trust, that the consular practice makes it

unnecessary to say anything on the percentage, which the consul is

authorized to deduct, out of the wages paid to discharged American

seamen. This useful class of our fellow-citizens should be the object of

special relief and syinpathy, not of special taxation. It is altogether

unworthy of government to make the sailor pay, in the day of his

abandonment, a price for the consular protection. The consul should

in all cases, refu.se to levy it. The consul’s dustman should sweep it

into the kennel, if any proud sailor threw it down in his office. When
all these objectionable provisions shall be rescinded, leaving only the

right to inspect (not to have in deposit) ships’ papers, the American

consulates will cease to be an annoyance and aversion to all who
come in contact with them.

We agree, therefore, with Mr. Livingston, that the consuls of the

United States should be paid out of the public treasury. We have

no objection now to his claim for their exclusive services. A little

while ago we should have said, that it would be necessary, in China,

to cloak the official, under the commercial, character. Now the

reception given to the British superintendent has removed the difficul-

ty. We only contend that the salaries of the consuls must be regu-

lated by the amount of labor laid on them, and the remoteness, in-

eligibility and expensiveness of their official residences. Thanks to

nullification, public economy, and that dire necessity— a surplus reve-

ijiic—the American merchant is soon tol)c as free, under his Christian
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government, as if it were Mohammedan. We despair indeed of its ever

coming quite up to the Usbek pattern, and remitting all duties, when
the owner swears that he is a poor man and cannot afford to pay

them. Nevertheless there is one point of danger. The American
legislators are very many of them lawyers from the interior. How
many of them never saw a ship, we do not know

;
but we think our

merchants have often suffered from neglecting to nlighten these

freshwater disciples of Blackstone, touching trade and commerce.

Hence this humble presentation of our own, and desire to elicit

other’s opinions, in time to obtain a consular establishment suited to

the wants of eastern Asia. The subject cannot much longer escape

the attention of Congress. We commend the following plan tj its

adoption.

1st. Let the countries around the Chinese sea be erected into a

consulate general. Canton being the residence of the presiding officer,

who shall also be consul for China.

2d. Let the islands subject to the Spanish crown, extending from

the Bashee islands to Basilan, be made a second consulate, with resi-

dence at Manila.

3d. Let the insular region lying between the Spanish claims on
the north and the Dutch claims on the south, form a third consulate,

with residence at the Sooloo group or at Borneo city.

4th. I^t the Dutch islands be a fourth consulate, with residence

at Batavia.

5th! Let the eastern shore of Sumatra and the Malayan peninsula

form a fifth consulate, with residence at Singapore or Rhio.

6th. Let Siam be rhe sixth corisulate.

7th. Let Cochinchina be the seventh and last consulate.

To such of these governments as are independent, the consuls

should be duly accredited, and authorized to correspond directly with

them, and protected by treaty stipulations. Recognition like this

cannot, of course, be .expected from colonial authorities. Let the con-

suls be required, in addition to their usual duties, to give minute in-

formation of their respective countries, to the consul-general and to

the state department. Let it be the duty of the consul-general, to

collect and arrange this information, and to present it, in a digested

form, with his further views, to the department. Let him report

on the working of the consular system, and thus bring about its

extension and perfection. Especially let all naval movements be
inadfe only with his concurrence, and no retributive measures resolved

on, but with his express and responsible sanction.^ The annual co.st

of this establishment at $4000 or $5000 for the consul-gei eral, and
$3000 for the consuls, with some allowances for interpreter’s services,

and for commercial agents, would be about $30,000. It is not much
for so important a region, and on which nothing is expended in

dipolmatic establishments.

In explanation of this system, we remark, that. Canton as the cen-
tral scat of eastern commerce, exchanges, and intercommunication, is
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tlwi beat point for a general consular office. The intimate connection
of the regions washed by the Chinese sea with each other, their re-

moteness, and the unity of the naval and other measures of the home
government, in their behalf, require the presence of one able and
responsible officer. It will be easier to find and cheaper to maintain
one such officer than seven; and this one, if established at Canton,
can seize, the moment, come wheirifmay, in revolution or gradual
change, which sahll throw open the Chinese empire.

The second consulate has long been on the American list, the of

ficeir residing at Manila. Should the Christino party triumph in Spain,
the Philippine islands will feel the influence of a more liberal policy,

and the intercourse with them deserve more attention. If, on the other

hand, factions arise there, and the tie which binds them to the mother
country be parted, they are capable of becoming a commercial em-
pire. The disturbed state of Spain has probably led to the recent

ap}X)intment of a French consul, with extraordinary powers to these

islands.

The region lying between the Spani.^h and Dutch possessions,

has seldom been visited by American vessels. There is, however,

reason to believe, that a little attention, on the part of government,

would make it a safe and profitable re.sort, as well as save it, a poor

remaining belt of independent soil, from sinking into a colony.

If we are not misinformed, the inhabitants of the Dutch colonies in

this Archipelago, are equally far from the enjoyment of civil, com-
mercial, and religious liberty. Whether the Dutch colonial policy be

worthy of the descendents of the patriots of the United Provinces, and

consistent with the rights of maritime nations, should be discussed in

Holland, not in China. Our desire is that the American government

should immediately inform itself of the nature and extent of the

Dutch claims, how far they blockade the ports of eastern Asia, how
far they repress the native industry and stifle native improvement.

Let an efficient consulate be the instrument of placing these data in

its possession. The authority of the existing consulate at Rhio or

Singapore, may be extended, so as to meet our plan, over the ports

of the Malayan peninsula and those situated on the eastern coast of

Sumatra.
The western coasts of that island form a distinct commercial region,

and any officer appointed to reside there, should correspond directly

with the home government. We would not have these shores forgot-

ten, though they do not come within our proposed establishment.

One spot on this coast, has already been crimsoned by innocent, as

well as guilty, blood, shed by the hands of Americans. The most

solemn considerations call on the American government, to guard

against the recurrence of this sad event, to watch over the conduct of

its citizens abroad, to ascertain what' provocation has preceded out-

rage, before it inflict vengeance; remembering, that not only is it

providential, that what a man soweth that shall he reap, but that

often in this world one sows and another must reap— one must suffer

from the outbreaking of savage passions, to whose excitement others
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have ministered. Interest, iustice, and benevolence, look back to the

monmful act referred to, and forward to future intercourse with the

more eastern islands, and repeat, with united voices, this solemn

memento.
The treaty lately ratified with the king of Siam, has, we tru t, fully

prepared the way for the immediate appointment of a consul to that

country. We refer to the JRepository for April last, for an explana-

tion of the real causes why we are not able, at this moment, to say

as much in reference to Cochinchina.

This brief review of the region in question is sufficient to explain

the plan which we have, proposed, as worthy to be adopted by the

goveminent of the United States, and to be carried into effect, with

all convenient celerity.

Not to extend this article too far, we will only add a few remarks

on the character of the officers needed for the pro|>osed service, the

naval cooperation requisite, and the benefit fairly to be expected from

its competent fullfilmeni. We claim, along with Mr. Livingston, for

the American consul to eastern Asia, “ talent, education, and res-

pectability of character.” But, inasmuch a.s mercantile business

here is easy and simple, the detail falling on native assistants, w'e

would rather say ‘ devoting his whole heart,’ than ‘ his whole time,’

to the duties of the office. Let him be acquainted with the region

in which he is to reside, no stranger to commercial affiiirs, a lover of

freedom, civilization and Christianity, and after the great code of

human rights and rule of human conduct, let him study the life and
imitate the example of sir Thomas Stamford Raffles.

With the best qualifications, the American consuls in eastern Asia
will find some naval cooperation desirable. And if the naval officers,

appointed to this station, be men of the right spirit, their presence

need not startle us. Their business is to preserve peace, not to break
it

;
to prevent outrage, not to avenge it. In one direction, a piratical

spirit is to be awed into peaceful and honest industry. In another, ‘a

fearless fronj is to be opposed to the shameless visage of colonial

avarice and rapacity, lii others, surveys and investigations are to be
made, which merchant vessels, bound by their policies to their track
and their destination, cannot stop or turn aside to execute. In all,

knowledge is to be acquired, commerce to be subserved, benevolence
assisted^ and their great ends, prosperity, civilization, and Christiani-

ty, promoted. While these noble ends are secured, let the American
government be assured, that all the honor which can accrue to

it from costly expeditions of discovery, will reward these cheaper at-

tentions to the shores and waters of eastern Asia. The navy depart-

ment should remember, that these waters are still completely unknown,
a mare clausum^ to the American naval service. Without put-

ting one more vessel into commission^ without w eakening other naval
stations, it can certainly find the means of introducing its young
cltvSs to this new school of public service. We old Cantoners,
will take them under our especial monition ;

we will catch a little

of their youthful fire and buoyance; we will realize the mutual
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instruction system. But let not this service be assigned to vessels,
bound to, or returning from, the South American station. We shall
never get our pupils out of the first form, if the ‘ go-ahead’ spirit, and
the love of home be brought into so direct contradiction. Seriously,
the department mu.st know, that we want public vessels, which can
show us the way, and not humble students of the chart, followers in
the beaten track, backing their topsails to keep in the safe wake of
the merchant service. And what else can the department expect,
from hasty visits of perfect strangers, hurrying home, or to another
and distant station?

The fact that our naval commanders are strangers in eastern Asia,
makes us prefer, for the present at least, that the consul-general
should have a discretionary power over their movements. So di-
rected, one or two sloops of war (like the Vincennes,) might be made
to pass the summer on the coast from Canton northward, and the
winter on the south, in the Archipelago. Their rendezvous
should be made known privately to the American merchants, and
under this apparently casual protection, their enterprise fostered, and
their property covered. On this point— the union of commercial and
naval enterprises— we cannot expect to make ourselves fully under-
stood by the American government. Experience will, however, show
how important it is, that whatever is gained in Asia by negotia-
tion, be secure'^ by cirstom. Here, a commercial intercourse imme-
diately induced on a commercial treaty, is its true and only valid

ratification. Treaties with ea.stern powers are written in ** papyro
hihulA, qualeni amat Sinicus penicillus” and not “ in chnrta bene

preparatd quee calamum Europeum non reformidat.” Their obli-

gation is as frail as the material on which they are written, until

strengthened by concurrent and established usage. Hence we
counsel the American government to deign to couple the eastern mer-
chant with the eastern negotiator, and thus to secure its diplomatic

conquests.

We ^me finally to the local benefits to be expected, from the sys-

tem which we have developed. Much that is objectionable and op-

pressive in the eastern colonial usages, is, we believe, local regulation

and local abuse. Would British manufactures have been charged in

Java, for many years, with higher duties than express treaty stipula-

tions allowed, had there been a British officer on the spot? Would
charts be withheld from American navigators, and passports from

American philanthropists, in the same colonies, were an able agent

of the American government there present? Though unrecognised

himself, is there no public opinion in America and in Holland, and is

the American government without influence at the Hague? Our sys-

tem will, moreover, hasten the time when the yet independent por-

tions of the Archipelago will be confirmed in their freedom, and be-

come rich and grateful tributaries to the commerce of the United

States. The secondary governments of the continent, will, by the

same means, be fixed in friendly relations, and a period put to res-

triction and distrust.
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Even in this great primary of eastern Asia, some good may be ex-

pected to result. This empire is so grand a division of the political

worlds that it is worth the while of every western power to have one

intelligent correspondent resident in it. At present, political re-

lations with it seem distant, but we know not how near we may be to

a better era. We believe there is a weapon by which Chinese exclu-

sion can be vanquished. That weapon is public opinion^ the mind
and will of this intelligent and vastly numerous people among whom
we dwell. Concede to Chinese pride or patriotism (synonymes in

the west), that theirs is an ancient, extensive, rich, populous, splen-

did, empire. Concede that in all the elements of national greatness,

no western state is in all respects their rival. Let all haughty pos-

ture-making be avoided. Let all attempts to gain a free intercourse

be regulated by honor, equity, disinterestedness, and Christian prin-

ciple. Let the benefits of such intercourse be mildly, prudently,

constantly, pressed. What is Laid to the authorities, let the people

hear. And let us console ourselves, as we wait for better times, with

the recollection, that “ vox populi vox Dei” is not a doctrine of

yesterday, but was held by the ancient politicians of this empire, the

government of which has been regarded as a master-piece of despo-

tism. Perhaps the representative of American democracy is destin-

ed first to remind Chinese statesmen, that the ancient basis of their

government, as well as his own, is the will of the people. He can
press on them, with the best effect, the true interests, and the strongly

expressed wishes of their countrymen, on the' point of foreign inter-

course. He can address to them, out of the mouths of their venerated

poets and sages, exhortations and warnings like these. ‘ Nourish the

people, as a mother does her tender offspring.’ ‘ The people are of
the first importance, the prince least of all.’ ‘ How delightful is it,

when a prince is the father and mother of his people.’ ‘ He who loves

what the people love, and hates what the people hate, is the father

and mother of his people.’ ‘ He who gains the hearts of the peo-

ple, gains the throne
;
he who loses the hearts of the people, loses

the throne.^ ‘ If the prince obtains the hearts of the people, the Most
High will look on him with affectionate regard, and He will secure

his throne.’ * The appointment of princes depends on heaven, and
the mind of heaven exists in the people.’ (See Four Books, passim:

Collie’s translation.)

We do not suppose that the Chinese will, at once, come to respect

the foreign character, or to be convinced of the justness of foreign

claims. Very partial perceptions and very poor memories they must
have, to do so. But the longer the course of conviction, the sooner

should we begin. It is, moreover, an advantage possessed by the

American government, that it is new to the Chinese. It has happily

no mistakes to correct, nofaux pas to recover here. From implica-

tion in the obnoxious traffic in opium, its citizens are comparatively,

and will probably soon be entirely, free. With the wisdom of the anci-

ents and the interests of the living on his side, its agent, can stand up
in China, the natural, consistent, best-appointed advocate of freedom.
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How is it,, that the government of the United States has done and
is doing so little for the general good in eastern Asia, while pri-
vate citizens and benevolent societies are attempting so much? We
owe it to that government to acknowledge, that the American resi-
dents here have never made any proper application for its aid, nor
given it the information on which to act. This deficiency, we have
attempted in part to supply, and we call on our countrymen around
US, particularly those resident at Manila, Batavia, and Singapore, to
join us in making the application successful, and the information

"

complete.

Art. V. Central Asia: description of the country of the Kirghis,
and the kingdoms of Kokan and Bokhdra, with notices of their

respective inhabitants.

The country of the Kirghls is bounded on the north by the Ural river

and the Ulu mountains; east by Soungaria; south by the valley of
the Sir, the Aral, and the desert between the Aral, and the Caspian

;

and west by the Ural river and the Caspian. For our imperfect

acquaintance with this country, w'e are indebted to the Russians who
have traversed it, from .Orenburg and Troitskoi, to the Jaxartes.

The face of the country in the northwest is rolling; and one chain,

the Mongkodjar, 1000 feet high, is crossed on the former route,

250 miles from Orenburg. It has rocks of quartz, serpentine, por-

phyry, &c. South of this range, the country is generally level ; some
eminences, however, are met with. The dry argillaceous soil, is

crossed in many places by deep ravines, in which are seen indications

of coal, malachite, red sandstone, &c.
The hollows and dry beds of lakes and rivers are incrusted with

salt, and abound with shells, marine exuviae, and petrifactions. On
the banks of streams, and in the ravines, grow a few poplars and
willows. Prickly shrubs and saline plants, are thinly scattered over

the desert, and in the summer the vailes are clothed with a short for-

age. In some parts, wild horses, jackals, antelopes, &c., are found,

and vast flocks of aquatic birds frequent the lakes and marshes.

Tigers, wolves, wild boars, &/C., are said to harbor in the marshes,

overgrown with reeds, along the Aral.

The climate of this country is severe in winter. It is then swept

by cold north winds from Siberia, which are indeed the prevailing

winds the whole year, as far south as the Oxus. The Sir is annually

frozen, so firmly as to be crossed on the ice by caravans. The
climate is considered healthy. The barometer stands at the high

average of 30 inches.
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The Kirghis are, it is generally believed, of Turk! origin; and they

speak a dialect of Turki. They are divided into three principal

hordes. The western, from Orenburg to the Mongkodjar hills
;
the

middle, thence to the Saras river
;
and the southern, thence to the

borders of Kokan. Of these, the middle horde is the most powerful.

The total population is estimated at 1,200,000. Their Hocks and

herds afford them employment and subsistence
;
and with these, they

roam, in summer, from Badakshan to the steppe of Issim, and return

to their encampments, along the sheltered ravines and banks of the

Sir, for the winter. The broad-tailed sheep afford them excellent

mutton. They rear great numbers of horses, for use and for the

market of Bokhara. Camels of tlie two-humped or Bactrian breed,

are bred in great numbers. This camel yields a wool, which is made
into a coarse camlet. It carries a much heavier burden, than the

common or one-humped camel. Some grain is purchased by the

Kirghis, but none cultivated. Southward, on the borders of the Aral,

and toward Tashkend, the Kara Kalpaks live in more permanent
huts or bouses, and are, to a small extent, agriculturists.

The character of the Kirghis may be inferred from their name,
Sara Kaizdk “ robbers of the desert." This designation is Arabic,

and is of course as late as the Arab conquest of Turkestan. They
scarcely merit the name at present, so well as do their neighlKws, the

Khivans and Turkomans. Perhaps the influence of Russia is now
overawing them. Like most half-barbarous men, they seem capable

of, and enjoy, the extremes of activity and indolence. They are fond

of athletic exercises, horse-races, &.c. They are excellent horsemen,
and can traverse their deserts, on horseback, at the rate of 100 miles

per day. Other observers, who have seen them when the occasion

for exertion was over, have described them as a “ melancholy race,”

passing long periods of time in indolence, approaching to a stupid

abstraction. Their features are Tartar, probably from intermixture

with Mongol tribes. In dress, they follow the Tartar fashion, wear-
ing caps, wide drawers, tunics, pointed boots, 6lc. They are a frugal,

simple, hospitable, long-lived people. Fevers, colds, asthmas, dEc.,

are said to be their most fatal diseases. The smali-pox has commit-
ted great ravages among them at times, and is of all their disorders

the most dreaded.

Russia supplies them with cloths, ironware, &c., in exchange for

which they carry sheep, horses, &.C., to Troitskoi and Orenburg.
For a few firearms, which are refused them in .Russia, they take

horses and some slaves to Khiva and Bokhara.
The Kirghis live under a patriarchal government or that of elders,

each horde having a khan, whose authority is despotic, and under
him chiefs and elders. They give an escort to caravans passing
through the country, and levy on them a moderate duty. Their code
is the Koran. Oflfenders are convicted summarily, and punished with

death, the bastinado, fines of cattle, &c. The Kirghis are said to

have been converted to Islamisin as late as a. d. 1600. They seem to

be much lees bigoted Mohammedans than their southern neighbors
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The Kara Kalpaks, to the number of 100,000, aie also Mohamme-
dans. The accounts extant of this region, and of the ruins of the
cities and districts ofTashkend, Saram Otrar, &c., attest, that it is

now fallen from a comparatively high slate of civilization. Under the

0 influence of Russian vicinity, it may, at some future day, regain its

lost elevation. Russia already claims the sovereignty over the Kir-
ghis, but they, on their part, hardly yield a nominal allegiance.

The dominions of the khan of Kokan lie chiefly in the valley of the
Sir, from Uzkend pn the east, to Uratippa on the west (about 200
miles), and from the Alatag on the north, to the Asferah on the

south (about 100 to 150 miles), corresponding nearly with the anci-

ent Fergha^na. The only detailed accounts we have of Kokan date

back to the reign of Ba'ber. In his time Andejan, on the Sir, was
the capital, and hence the people of the country came to be called
‘ Andejans.’ This fortress was then second in strength only to Samar-
kand. His description of his paternal kingdom, and its chief towns,

Ush, Marghinan, Asferah, and Kojend on the south, and Aksi and
Kasan on the north of the Sir, leaves untouched many of the points

.nost interesting to modern geographers. Little or nothing is said of

the geology of the country. From Abulfeda, we learn that “ stones

that flame and burn ” were abundant, and used for fuel
;
a statement

confirmed by later authorities. This deposite of coal, so valuable in

the winters at Kokan, will, no doubt, at some future day be of the

greatest importance in opening communication with the neighboring

countries. I

The winter climate of Kokan is known to be severe, but its sum-

mers are sufficiently warm to clothe the fields and gardens with all

the fruits and flowers of temperate climates. Bdber relates that it

was a standing quarrel between the people of Ush and Kasan, which

spot was the mor«- healthful and beautiful. He praises the meadows
and gardens, the tulips, roses, and violets, the melons, grapes, apri-

cots, and pomegranates, the hills and running waters of his native

country. In the heaths and highlands which surround it, he tells us

that the pheasant, stag, white deer, and mountain goat, were abun?

dant. The Usbek invasion has since changed the state of things, but

as to the face, (or rather the capabilities,) of nature, this is still, in all

probability, a faithful picture.

The population of Kokan, the modern capital and seat of govern-

ment, is differently rated at ^,000 to 100,000. It is not probable, that

it exceeds 50,000. We have met with no estimate of the population

of the whole kingdom. Till within a few years, it included Uratippa,

within its limits, but the half of this district, lying between Khojend

and Samarkand, has been lately annexed to Bokhara. The people of

Kokan are made up of Ta'jiks, Turki, &c., under Usbek masters. The
Tadjiks (if not aborigines?) are of Persian origin, and their extensive

dispersion over Turkestan probably took place before, or not long

after, the age of Alexander. They form, everywhere, the fixed, indus-

trious, agricultural, and urban population. The Tfirki and Mongol

races, on the contrary, are distinguished by their love of a nomade
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life, and aversion to civilized confinement. They dislike labor and
prefer of all things, opportunity to plunder. The Mohammedanism
has been, for some centuries, the religion of the people of Kokan. Of
course their law and equity are both drawn from the Koran.

The government has been in the hands of Usbek chiefs, since their

progenitors drove Ba'ber from the throne of Fergha'na. Omar, the pre-

sent khan, is said to be a bigoted follower of Mohammed. He claims

descent from Baber, and styles himself, “ the commander of the Mus-
sulmans.” It will be seen from numbers 6, 7, and 8, of our fifth vol-

ume, that Jehangir was bred at the court of Kokan, and aided by

the troops of the khan in his irruption in 1826 into Chinese Turkes-
tan. The khan of Kokan commands the passes of Sir, leading to

Kashgar. He is said to have been, on that occasion, at the head of

50,000 horse
;
but so large a force could hardly have been collected

for anything more than a plundering inroad, for Baber tells us, that in

his time, its revenues were only sufiicient for the maintainanceofBOOO
to 4000 troops, and the power of Kokan is said to have since declined.

The result of the invasion of Jehangir will be found in the last of the

numbers above cited. It appears from the Chinese account, that af-

ter the death of that invader, peace was made between the Chinese

officers, and the khan of Kokan. Trade was however interdicted be-

ween the two countries, until a second irruption of the Kokanese, or

Kirghis, or both, admonished the Chinese to relax their restrictions.

The cause of dissatisfaction was thus removed, and an arrangement
entered intb, but we are told that all this has not put an end to the

unfriendly feeling before existing between the rulers of Kokan and
Kashgar.

It is not clear how far the passes of Sir are now open to mercantile

communication. The commerce of Kokan is not important. It ex-

changes fruits, silk, &/C., with the Russians, Bokharans, and Chinese,

for hardware* manufactures, tea, &c. The prospects of this country

are gloomy. It is oppressed by Usbek tyranny, and Mohammedan
bigotry. Some powerful agent must<act on this insoluble compound,
before the elements of the state can form new and happy combina-
tions. Perhaps such an agent is preparing in the growing power of

Russia.

The kingdom of Bokhara is now the most important of the divi-

sions of Usbek Turkestan. It is, too, the section which has received

most aUention from late travelers, and of which we have the fullest

information. It lies between 35® and 45° north latitude, and 61° and
67° east longitude. Uratippa and the desert of Kwaresm, bound it on
the north; on the east, the Karatag mountains; on the south, the

Oxus; and on the west, the desert of Kwaresm separates it from
Khiva. The district of Uratippa, as far as the river Aksi, belongs more
properly to Bokhara, but has been for a long time in possession of the

khan of Kokan. Within a few years, however^ the western half has

been reannexed to Bokhara. The Oxus is the natural boundary of

Bokhara on the south, but the khan at present holds Balkh, Andkho,
and Maimuna, on the south of that river. The distance from Balkh
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to Bokh^rn, is about *260 miles, and from Eljik on the Oxus, to Dizzik
(or Juzzak) about 240. These ate the length and breadth of Bok-
hara. The subdivisions are, six districts in the vale of the Kohik,
the district of Ka'rshi, the district of Balkh, and thi district of the
Oxus. V

The plain between the Oxus and the Kohik, has an elevation
of near 2000 feet; and the vale of Kohik from 1000 to 1500 feet.

Patches of clay, with ridges, hillocks, and strips of sand, characte-
rize the desert. • The low stony ridges are of limestone, with oo-
lite, gravel, Bokhara has no valuable minerals, except a deposit
of rock-salt, near Charjue on the Oxus. Nearly all the water of the
country is brackish. The climate is dry, but healthful. The purity
of the atmosphere makes it a delightful region for the astronomer.
The stars shine with unwonted lustre, in a firmament spanned by a
bright milky way, and lighted up by brilliant meteors. The cloudless,
serene, and brilliant skies of Bokhara, charm the traveler, and perhaps
these made it, in the days of the Arabs, the celebrated sea of astrono-
mical observation and discovery. Like all sandy countries, it is subject
to extremes of cold and heat in summer and winter. The sands of the
surrounding deserts are often heated to 150®, the air to 100.® The
vales of Bokhara and K^rshi are cooler, evaporation lowering the
temperature. In winter, snow lies three months, sometimes a foot

deep, as far south as Merve beyond the Oxus. The climate ofBalkh
is unhealthy and oppressive.

The beauty and luxuriance of the vale of Bokhara have been ce-

lebrated ever since the Mohammedan conquest. The Arab and Per-
sian geographers describe it as the first of the three terrestrial para-

dises. European travelers, however, ascribe a considerable part of
these praises to the contrast of the surrounding deserts. Still they

agree that all within the limit of irrigation is a sheet of gardens
scarcely to be surpassed in beauty or productiveness. The crops of

rice, wheat, barley, millet, maize, grain, beans, sesamum, &c. are

abundant. The vegetable gardens yield, turnips, carrots, onions, ra-

dishes, greens, pumpkins, cucumbers, and the celebrted Bokhara me-
lons. Baber, however, tells us, that when he was master of Samar-
kand, he caused the melons of Aksi to be compared, at an entertain-

ment, with those of Bokhdra, and that the former were pronounced
incomparably better. The orchards bear peaches, plums, apricots,

cherries, apples, pears, quinces, walnuts, figs, pomegranates, delicious

mulberries, good grapes, &c. The wines made of these grapes are

not palatable, but the raisins are excellent. Cot'ton is extensively cul-

tivated. Excellent tobacco is produced at Ka'rshi. Hemp is grown
for oil and bangue, but not manufactured. Madder is cultivated, and a

plant which yields a better dye, the ‘ esbaruk.’ Indigo, sugar-cane,

and the potatoe, have not been introduced. In some districts, south

of the Oxus, wheat becomes triennial. In the deserts near Ka'rshi

and Samarkand, the ‘camel thorn’ exudes a kind of manna, or

wild honey, called ‘ turunjubeen,’ which is collected and used ex-

tensively as a substitute for sugar
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The wild animals of the country are, the deer, antelope, wild hogs,

and asses, wolves, jackals, foxes, &c. A small tiger is sometimes seen
near the Oxus. The enormous lion which Alexander killed, seems
to have no modern representatives : we find them existing, however,

as late as 1363, in the memoirs of Timur. Bears are found in the

mountains to the eastward. The eagle and the hawk are often seen,

and waterfowls are abundant. Game is scarce, but fish abound in the

lakes and rivers.

Besides the cultivation of grain and fruits, the mulberry is planted

and the silk-worm reared extensively, by the Turkomans, along the

banks of the Oxus. The horned cattle of Bokhara are inferior, and
there are no buffaloes. The broad-tailed sheep affords them always
excellent mutton. The Cossak horse and the Bactrian camel are

brought from the region north of Kokan.
Bokhara, the m^ern capital, is six miles south of the Kohik, at a

point where it has already turned southwest towards the Dingfs. It

is within five or six miles of the western limit of irrigation. Meyen-
dorff, who approached it from the north, speaks of the distant view, as

beautiful and striking. From Burnes, who came from the south,

it was almost hidden, until entered, by orchards and gardens. It is

surrounded with a high wall, eight miles in circumference. Within,
the streets are narrow and crooked, and the houses of brick, are, *as

to exterior, without architectural beauty. The wood used in their

construction is poplar. Twenty caravanserais, alloted to different

nations, are open to the*traveler. While the water d*3es not fail, it is

freely distributed by Canals, shaded by mulberry trees, to private

houses, baths and fountains. An artificial hill, 240 feet high is crown-
ed with the palace of the kings of Bokhara. The public square or
* registan,’ is crowded with busy or idle men, of almost all the Asiatic
nations. The population of this city was estimated by Meyendorff,
and Moorcroft at 70,000. Burnes, who visited it some years after, iii

1832, gives it 150,000. The latter estimate is thought excessive, but
security of property, and life, and excellent police, may have drawn to

it, in the interval, this additional population.

Samarkand stands 120 miles eastward, and on a level 150 feet

higher, once the capital of an empire, but now reduced to a depen-
dent town of 8,000 to 10,000 inhabitants. Its habitations and gar-
dens, are said to have once covered an arena of 48 miles, but are now
included within a sixth of that circumference. Of all its splendid
edifices, there remain only some colleges. Its site is beautiful on the
level near Kohik, the hills rising behind it. In its decline it is still

venerated.

Katta Kurgan, 50 miles west of Samarkand, and Dizzik 60 miles
northeast on the borders of Uratippa, are villages of 2,500 inhabitants.

Fifty miles south of Samarkand stands Shehri Sebz, and as much
fartW southwest, the city of K^rshi, in the beautiful oasis of 22
miles breadth, watered by the river K^irshi. This tract, though of
less extent, rivals in richness the vale of the Kohik. Ka'rshi, the
more populous of the two towns, is meanly built, but has 10,000 inha-
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bitants. The desert again commences fourteen miles west of K^rshi.
The observatory of Ulug Bey is still preserved at Shehri Sebz. This
city was formerly called Kesh, and is celebrated as the birth and bu-
rial place of Timur. The route from Karshi to Bokhara, leads by
numerous ruined towns and caravanserais. The ruins of Bykand,
the royal capital in the time of Afrasiab, are still seen twenty miles
southwest of Bokhara.
We leave to a further page any attempt to describe the races,

which have been in succession to the masters of Turkestan. Of the

modern population of Bokhara, a large proportion is said to be Tadjiks.

The estimate of the total population made by Meyendorff, was
2,478,000. Burnes reduces this to 1,000,000, one half nomade and
agricultural, the other half collected in the cities already named and
in 400 villages. The Usbek of course occupy the high places of
society, by the rmht of conquest. The Ta'jiks are mechanics, traders,

and laborers. The T urki tribes follow the nomade life, from which
nothing can draw them. Four thousand from Meshed are found in

Bokhira, retaining all their national peculiarity of features, and in

some individual cases of remarkable beauty. Great numbers of Per-

sian slaves have been brought from Turkomania and Khiva, within

the last 100 years, and they and their descendents now form a con-

siderable portion of the population of Bokhara: 130 Russian slaves,

still remain in confinement, though by an arrangement with Russia,

none have, within the last ten years, been sold or brought into

slavery. A few Chinese, too, shorn of their tails, are said to live in

the same servitude.

The mass of the people, in easy circumstances, are fair, portly, and

well dressed in white turbans, dark pelisses, drawers, boots, &c. The
Jove of enormous boots, would seem to be an Usbek idiosyncrasy,

even the ladies wearing them in their seclusion. The femde dress

differs but little from that of the men, except in being longer. Tur-

bans and pelisses, and plaited hair, may not be unbecoming, but huge

boots and blackened teeth must detract from the comfort and the

charms of the fair ones of Bokhara. 3’hey are however beautiful,

and though “ born to blush unseen ” in our time, still have right to

the homage paiid them in the early Persian and Turk! poetry. Nor

is this the earliest celebration of Turk! beauty. It was here, that the

lovely daughter of Oxyartes, won the heart of Alexander.

The Usbeks have been said to live on horseflesh, but it appears that

this is seldom eaten. The lower classes eat beef^ but mutton is the

animal food preferred. They are fond of the both clieese and milk,

and these, with fruits and ice, are consumed in incredible quantities,

in summer. From the Kirghis country to the Hindu Kush, the taste

for tea is universal, and the use of it also. It is presented on all

occasions of business and hospitality, and the Usbek in bis fondness

for greasy things, often boils it with fat, salt, &c. This diet does not

seem to be injurious. The health of the people suffers most from the

dryness of the air, and from bad water. Guineaworm, ophthalmia,

rheumatism, ricketts, leprosy, &c., are prevailing disorders.
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There being no mines in Bokhara, iron and copper wares are

imported from Russia. Sugar, indigo, muslins, shawls, dtc., are^the

chief imports, via Cabul, from India. Russia has also supplied this

market with cotton and woollen cloths, chintzes, cochineal, dtc., but

British goods, by the route of Cabul, now come into successful com-

petition. Bokhara furnishes in return, raw-silk, cotton goods, wool,

and the curled lamb skins, which are so much prized in Persia,

Turkey and China. Two hundred thousand of these are obtained

annually from the small district of Karakul, near the Oxus, out of

which, it is said, the fleece immediately degenerates. A good deal

of the internal commerce of Bokhara, is transacted at fairs on market-

days, which are held in all the towns, and to which the buyers resort

from all sides, on horseback. We shall trace, farther on, the routes of

commuhlcation through Turkestan.

No analysis can detect in what proportions, Persian, Turki, and

Mongol, blood is mingled in the veins of the Usbeks of Bokha^'ra, or

of the population of Turkestan generally. Some of the Usbeks’ are

handsome
;
but in roost, the small eyes, short, stout forms, flat noses,

broad foreheads, high cheek-bones, and thin beards, are evidences

of Mongol origin. Their language is a dialect of the Turki, the

speech of Central Asia, from Turfan to Constantinople. This widely

diflused language has probably come down from the ancient Scy-

thians. When the region from Cobi to the Caspian, was allotted to

Jaghata^i, one of the sons of Genghis, the Turk! dialects then spoken
within these limits, were gradually blended, and the product, the

Jaghata'i Turki, became a regular language. Its original alphabet,

being an imperfect one, the Arabic was adopted. The Arabian domina-
tion, and the large proportion ofT a'jiks speaking Persian, had already

given a strong infusion of Arabic and Persian terms to the Turki.
Down to the time of Timur, it does not appear that many Turki
writers flourished. Timur himself seems not to have profited much
by the schoolboy privileges, in which he tells u.s that he participtit-

ed. The world is probably indebted to his secretary for the memoirs
and institutes, of which interesting translations, in English, have
lately been given us. The interval between Timur and Barber was
the golden age of Turki literature, and the productions of that perio<i

are said to merit the attention and admiration of tlie oriental student.

Even then, however, the Turki seeitis to have been the language of
poetry and description, of sentiment and genius only, while graver
subjects, theology, and the sciences, were given over to Persian and
Arabic. Barber himself, and many of the princes of hb time, were
poets, and their native tongue seems to have been the object of their

warmest choice and' affection. It is said of the compositions of that

time, that two ninths of the words are of Persian or Arabic extrac-
tion. Their style is simple, unadorned, and forcible. They are as

remarkable for grace, freedom, and naivete, as most oriental writings
are for pomp, metaphor, and hyperlmle.

After Baber's time, the Turki was gradually neglected, and for a
long period, nothing of imimrtaiice has been Written in it. The

vox. VI. NO, 11. 12
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moHahs have filled Turkestan with their Arabic and their religion,
and the spirit of Turk! poetry is forever departed. It is mentioned’
as a singular fact, that afterwards, when the Persian was the language
of polite iritercourse and diplomacy in the neighboring countries, the
Turk! was' the court language of the Soofi masters of Persia. The
same is said to have been the case in Persia, under the first sover-
eign of the reigning dynasty. This is one proof of the love which
the princes of Tiirki extraction, from the Caucasus to the Sir, have
ever borne to their native language: Though in a great degree su-

perseded, as a written language, the Turki is still spoken as widely
as in the days of Jaghat^ii. It is the speech of Kashgar, Bokhara, the
Crimea, the greater part of Turkey, and half the Persian empire. The
dialects of the Turkomans, Usbeks, Kirghis, Kassaks, Bashkirs, &c.
&c., are radically the same.

The government of Bokhara, is that of ‘ church and king.’ There
ia no ‘state’ within the region of the Usbek domination. Wherever
the Usbeks have come, every vestige of popular rights has disappear-

ed from before them. No public assemblies, no aristocracy, remain.

While the Turkomans everywhere boast that they live ‘ without the

shadow of a tree or a king,’ the Usbeks, on the contrary, have obli-

teratexi every trace of popular or presbyterian forms, and established

their unmitigated despotism. The Koran seems to be the only check
on the will of the king. In this region, at least, democracy has not

been able to contend against bigotry and despotism. It is singular,

that when innovation is changing the political and religious systems of

the central and Western Mohammedan states, the same system should

revive and gather strength in the most eastern. In this direction,

the old and decaying trunk still shoot out vigorous branches. The
Uskeks long ago adopted the whole detail of Islamism. The era of

bigotry, however, began with Begi Jan, fifty years ago, and is per-

petuated under his decendants.

The presenfking, Bahadur khan, ascended the throne in 1825,

and under him Bokhara has enjoyed comparative quiet and prospe-

rity. Substantial justice is secured by the decisions of the mollahs

on the Koran. It is not however justice in mercy. The decisions

are rigid and the punishments severe. The king is an example of

strict observance, and those who do not keep Friday must not expect

the royal clemency. The* state of society and domestic manners

may be supposed to resemble those of other Mohammedan countries.

It is to be expected that the Mohammedan should seek to enjoy on

earth, the pleasures which give its charm to paradise. Slavery may

almost be ranked among the religious institutions of Bokhara. The

sunies of this country regard it as a favor done to the Persian

shiah to buy him from the manstealrng Turkoman, and give him all

the chances of paradise, afforded by a forced conversion and a life of

slavery. In other respects, we are told, these slaves are not ill treated,

and the Usbeks being a simple people in pecuniary matters, they often,

acquire property. Comfortable treatment does not stifle the captives’

yearnings after their native land, but with all their efforts, few com-
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paratively can escape from servitude. The idea, that they will relapse

into heterodoxy, is an insuperable barrier to their general redemption,*

and thus the religion of the sunies perpetuates, as well as originates,

their slavery. These religious differences go on to national aversion,

and the Usbek and the Persian despise and hate each other.

The revenues of Bokhara are drawn from the land tax of one

fourth, a capitation tax on ail foreigners, not Moslems, and a duty of

per cent, on commerce. It amounts to 277,000 tillahs= $700,000.

Balkh yields no revenue, the little levied there being granted to a Tur*
koman chief, w'ho is charged with its defence. It is pretended, that

the king is maintained by the capitation tax, and that the rest of the

royal revenue is exhausted on thelfaith and its ministers. But Bali^-

dur khan knows the value of a good body of troops, and that largess-

es are popular with soldiers. He has an army of 20,000 horse, 4,000
foot, and 41 pieces of artillery. To this may be added, on emergency,

50,000 militia, and further levies from among the Turkomans, lie

is still young and ambitious, and ably supported by hfs vizier. A
part of Uratippa, the country around Shehri Sebz and Balkh have
been already acquired. by him, and it is probable that his dominions
will go on extending.’ His patronage of the raollahs and students,

has brought to his support the whole of their powerful influence.

The number of the latter is set down at 12,000, and so many as

there may be of them, it seems there are so many perfect drones in

Bokhara. They occupy the 366 colleges of this learned city
;
one

third of which are large institutions, and all well endowed. These
endowments consist in lands, bazars, baths, &c., and out of these,

the professors and students receive their allowances. The colleges

are built like caravanserais
;
ranges of small apartments surrounding

open courts or areas. Half the year they are shut, that the students

may labor in the field. Returning from their field exercises, these

schoolmen plunge again into the mazes of Moslem theology. Classes

are open from sunrise to sunset, and here, in the presence of pro-

fessors, the day is passed in speculation and dispute. -The early

literature of the Tadjik era, the science of the Arabian rule, and the

later cultivation of Baber’s time have passed away, and there remains
this caput mortuum of dogma and delusion. Bigotry apart, Bokhara
is the best governed and most promising state of Turkestan. Its

rulers desire the alliance and commerce of British India; but towards
its neighbors ofKokan and Kunduz, it looks with distrust, and neither

of them will be likely to let pass an opportunity of encroaching on the
others. New struggles and new ravages must be considered proba-

ble, unless Russian ascendancy, or the influence of reform in Turkey,
should extend to Turkestan, and place on a new basis, its future

destinies.

P. S. From a memoir on Kokan, by W. W. Wathen, esq., we gather the
following additions and corrections to the above notices. Mohammed Ali
the present khan, succeeded his father Omar, about 18^. His authority ex-
tends over to the vale of the Sir, from Ush to Tashkand, inclusive. He
ekinis the country northward to the Kbk Sfi, or Bhie River, whidi has been
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agreed on as the boundary line between Kokan and Russia, thus adding another
partition to Russian history. Kokau is subdivided into eight districts, govern*
ed by chiefs appointed and removed at the khan’s pleasure. Mohammed Ali,

did not favor Jehangir, hut held him in honorable restraint, till he made
his escape and engaged the Kirg^ls to support him in his invasion of Chinese
Tfirkestan. Moh^med Ali, irritated by E^me ill-treatment of his people,

made a simultaneous irruption. When peace was restored, Mohammed AK
bound himself to keep the Kirghis in check, and was, by stipulation, permitted

to send a deputy to rule the Mohammediuis in Kashgar, and entitled to re-

ceive a share of the transit duties.

Mr. Wathen thinks his description of the city of Kokan, its hundred col-

lies, five hundred mo^uee, and 100,000 inhabitants, rather exaggerated.

(&e Journal of the Asiatic Society pf Ben^, No. 32, August, 1834.)

Art. VI. RetnarJb on the opium tpodp^ iji reply to the communi-

cation from A Reader, published in the l^t number of the

Repository. 3y Another Reader.

Mr. Editor,—1 hoped that I had, with the aid of my authorities and

supernumeraries, given my opium antagonist, good humored as he is,

the coup de grace, in my last; when, to my no small surprise, up he

jumps again, in this number, as lively as ever. 1 say I hoped this,

as this “thrice routing one’s foes” is no agreeable task, and this is

now mine, ifl again go over his ground. All his arguments, as he would

call them, or assertions, as I would prefer, I have had the pleasure of

meeting befdre-r-rin his former letters; but “even though vanquish-

ed, he will argue still.” He complains that I said too much; I, that

he says nothing—^ so we are quits, as to this. 1 will not now detain

him long
;
and that for the reason given. I do not know that he,

individually, is on his trial; nor did I mean it. I ^asserted, or wish-

ed to do so, that the system of opium dealing, and its advocates, of

whom he is the present chosen one, were at the bar of public opinion,

for trial. And so tb«y are
;
the plea is read

;
archdeacon Dealtry

has made the opening speech. I followed with V. P. M., and brought

a cloud of witnesses i he has pleaded not guilty ;
and lugged in Dr.

Walsh, the Ra'jputs, and a Chinese comprador; and, though last

not least, his own opinion, as his evidence :— the public is the jury

;

you shall be recorder ; and jaow, as the heralds in the old trials say,

“ God favor the right!”

But, Mr. Editor, I must go on in form, and crossrexamine the

witnesses. Call Dr. Walsh into court!

“Are yoju a merchant?”— ^-‘No.”

“ You .are a traveler and a bookmaker?”—“I am.”

“ Vou are a great hand for finding mare’s nests, in the shape of old

stones, inscriptions, *&c., and in decyphering clearly what others are

puzzled to see ?”— •There can be no doubt of it.”
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“In the matter of opium, pray what may be your opinion?”

—

“ Why, I cannot say that it is worth much; you see, I went through

that part of the country at a hand-gallop
;
and all the information I got

was from a pudding-headed landlord of a kehaub shop, where I stop-

ped for a snack.”
“ He, I believe, told you that a boy could eat some pounds of this

in a week, without harm?”—“Something of that sort, sir, as I re-

member.”
“ And that poor laborers in Syria, under the generous and liberal

sway of the Turk, can afford to use the best lands (on which the poppy

grows), merely for their own use
;
and/ that all take it, rich and poor,

turn and turn about, share and share alike?”—“ I think, 1 was told

something about it.”

“ And you believed it?”—“ That was no business of mine ; but you

may, Mr. Counselor, if you like.”

“Thank you. Dr. Walsh, for nothing—^you will e^ccuse me.

But, as to what you report about its use falling off, and its only mak*
ing people a little glorious or so, hefy I think, you call it— did you
believe that too?”— “ You seem to mistake the point, sir

;
my object

was not to inquire as to opium, I only wanted to write a thumping
book, de omnibus rebus^ &c.,80 what 1 heard, 1 put down. Had it

been an inscription', indeed, that no one could make head or tail of,

that would have been a different thing. I should have compared,
weighed, and sifted the evidence

;
quoted alf the old books, that I

could see or hear of; and, if I had not either convinced or sickened

you, I give you my honor, I would, at least, have done my best.”

“ Good morning. Doctor, you may stand down.”

[Aofc. In confirmation of my opinion, as to Dr. Walsh’s hook, expressed in

your April No., as well as the above, I refer you to the Edinburgh Review, for

October 1836, received in Canton since the above was in your hands. You will

see that I am borne out in my opinion, all but word for w'ord, as to his facility for

roadside stories, &c., &c. Where did ‘A Reader’ find that Dr. Walsh is * so

respectable, so listened to, or so worthy of belief?’ My opinion is not much,
though 1 formed it from a perusal of the book ; the authority of the Edinburgh
Review, ho will, I fancy, allow.] #

“ Now you, Mohammed Cawder Bux Shedt AHum Behauder Singhy

tumble up ! You are, I think, by birth a Ra"jput
;
and, by occupa-

tion, a sipahi, in the Company’s army.”—“ Hei Sahib!”"

“Come, never mind your Hindusta^'nl, or whatever it is; but let

us have truth and plain English.”—“ Very good, sir.”

“ You are an admirer of opium ?”— “ Yes.”
“ May I ask why; is it a good thing?”—“Excellent; when I can

only get enough to make my soul happy, I don’t care a coterie for any
one— naib, subahdar, captain, colonel, or general.”

“ So that it makes you forget yourself?”—“ To be sure
;
what else

do you think I take it for ?
”

“ Why, is it not a nice thing?”—“ Not at all, quite the contrary

;

you foreigners take it'^vhen you are sick; how do you like it? If it

was not for the consequences, 1 would not swallow it.”

“ Do all the Ra'jputs take it?”—“ Do all tnpi-teallahs dritik brandy
pani?”
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“ No, and those who do, are not the most respectable of them.”

—

“Just so with us as to opium.”
“Is it allowed or forbidden by your wise men?”— Forbidden, of

course, as are all sorts of intoxication.”
“ Are you sure?—“ Yes, look in Hamilton Sahib’s book about In-

dia, you will find it ; and he knew, as well as I do.”
“ You have not that book in your waistcoat pocket, have you ?”

—

“To be sure I have; here is the passage, (p. 100, vol. 1,) read for

yourself.”

[“Th^ extracts of poppy and hemp are, by native moralists, considered more in-

noceat than spiritoas liquors, yet they are much more apt, than distilled spirits,

to lead to the most beastly private intoxication. A brahmin who intoxicates

himself with these drugs, is considered highly blamable ; but it does not involve
the loss of caste. Many of the lowest tribes use them, whenever tliey can.]

“ And if you know that it is forbiddden and a bad thing, why do
you use it?”

—“Because I cannot help myself; I have begun, and I

must go on, though I know that it is killing me, and though I fear

it may, some day or other, cost me my life, for mutiny or murder,

when I have too much or too little of it.”

“Very good, my friend, you may stand down!”
“ Now, Mr. Reader, let us hear how you will stand a cross exami-

nation—up in the box, if you please.”—“ I am not in court, and I

won’t be cross-examined by you
;
pull your wig off, and we will talk

the matter over.”
“ Oh, very good, very good, sir

;
just as you please.^’

“ Mr. Chinaman, come now, let us have a look at you
:
you were

comprador to a large house in Canton, for many years?”—“ Yes.”
“ And you for many years, took opium daily ?”—“ Yes.”
“ Do you still continue to take it?”—“ No.”

“No! I- thought you did; why not?”—“ I gave it up more than

three years ago.”
“ Why, if I may ask ?”—“ Because I was afraid of it

;
I saw the

fatal consequences in many of my countrymen; and I was afraid of

them on myself.”
“ And so you gave it up?”—“ Yes

;
but after a dreadful struggle

;

I fell off to a skeleton, and became very weak, and could eat hardly

anything
;
but I went on

;
my family wept, and begged of me to take

to it again
;
but I saw the hold that it had of me, and so I per-

severed.”
“ You must be a strong-minded and a clever man

;
pray what is

your opinion, and that of your intelligent countrymen, as to this— is it

a deadly poison, oir merely a social and harmless article of luxury ?”

—

“What is the use of asking me such a question
;
worse than you think

of brandy, we think of opium.”
“ But, then, a little is no such a dreadful thing as is said to be by

some people?”—“I’ll trouble you! continued to take hut a

little of itr
“You think that, then, impossible ?”— “ To be sure I do.”

“Pray are you better, since you gave up the practice?”—“ Ama-
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zingly ;
I e?cr four bowls of rice, a catty and a half of pork, not to

mention more small matters, per day; and, what is better still, I now
enjoy what I eat. Before opium was meat and drink, board, clothing,

washing, and mending : it was all I carecf about.”

“ I thank you, sir, Mr. Chinaman, you have given' excellent evi-

dence.”

But you, Mr. Recorder, will ask if this is the same man whom ^ A
Reader’ speaks of. It is, and I think our friend ought to have told

the whole story. This man was an extraordinary person for a Chi-

nese
;
and the substance of what is above given, is what he assigned

to European friends for his renunciation of the * elegant’ habit;

and a bitter time the poor man had of it
;
and well must he have

known the depth of the abyss into which he w'as ruling, before he

could have found resolution to continue the struggle, and triumph,

as, highly to his credit, he did. Would he, think you, have so

writhed to give up a harmless and agreeable enjoyment I

I send you, Mr. Editor, the name of the party, as ‘ A Reader ’ does,

that you may see if I am right. As I have not seen him for a great

length of time, I cannot insist on his continuance in his determina-

tion. I speak of the early part of 1834 (I think); and, for the facts,

as told, I vouch. Should he have again taken to opium, it will be to

me the strongest possible proof of the impossibility of any one conti-

nuing long to refrain when once he has begun
;

but, for htd sake, as

intelligent and amiable man, I hope he has persevered.

As to my evidence, a dozen witnesses are In court
;
and L.have

subpoenaed two dozen more— let ‘ A Reader’ examine them, before

he goes on. But to leave banter, Mr. Editor, * the reaction ’ that he
talks of, in his last, has, he truly says, commenced; and time it was
it had

;
but not as he avers

;
it is ‘ a reaction ’ against vice, from

which the gilding is being torn ; and not in its favor. It is ‘a reac-

tion’ to redeem the odium on the foreign name, that has accrued
from the inpouring, for many years, of an unneccessary and destruc-

tive nastiness into China, corrupting the public health, undermining
morals, producing vice, disease, and misery, and recoiling on our-

selves, by forming the grand argument, the insurmountable one (save

as a consequence of the use of successful force).against the introduc-

tion of our religions, morals, sciences, and commerce, into this

prodigious and favored land. May ‘ the reaction ’ be a speedy one !

I believe that * A Reader ’ is right in saying, that some women use

opium in China
;
but I think, as I hope, that they are but few ; and

that they are all to be looked for in a degraded class. Were it not

so, the obvious evils would be yet greater than I have- asserted. As
to the constant use ofhve mace per day not killing, I recollect a story

of an old major, at Barbadoes, who condemned sobriety, and de-

spised temperance; as to abstinence, I doubt if he ever thought of
that— and this on the ground that he had been on the island five

years; had seen sets after sets swept off, while he, the survivor, drank
three bottles of Madeira and one of brandy per day

;
and had never

once gone to bed sober
;
yet this would scarce excuse spirit-drinking.
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The picture of the opium smuggler, on his high trotting horse,

armed to the teeth, ready for all comers, and jogging along with two
chests of opium slung, as the sailors say, fore and ail, has, as he says,

given way to that of a merchant, at his desk, his pen behind his ear,

folding up opium orders, which is, certainly, as I before said, ‘gen-
teel,’ at least

;
and this is something.

As to the tael per day, I will not reassert w’hat 1 said about a mace;
but do you, or any of your readers, ask any of your Chinese friends-

bctter that he should* not be an opium broker, or a smoker if possible,-

and you will see or hear, who oftis is right, as to the quantity, an<f,

consequently, the number of victimisedy as A Reader will call them,
(“ I thank 'diee friend, for teaching me that word!”) the number of

vicTiMisKu smokers, of opium in China.

I am your’s, Mr. Editor,

Canton, June 2d, 1837. Another Reader.

Art. VII. Education: defects of the institutions for educating the

Chinese ; Anglochinese College ; Singapore Institution ; Morrison

Education ^ciety the desirableness of uniting them and
founding a College. From a Correspondent.

[Our Correspondent has here touched on a subject which ought to be

thorouo'hly canvassed. In the great business of education it is time for the

• day o? small things ’ to para away ; though, in fact, many of the first prin-

ciples are yet to be established;- primary measures adoped, and the deep and

broad foundations laid. The college at Malacca ought to be reenforced, and

rise at once to the dignity of similar institutions in other countries, otherwise

its name should be changed. The trustees uf the Singapore Institution have

so modified its original design, or at least, so suspend^ its ei^ecution, that it

seems now to stand nearly on a level with common schools : however, the day

for it to rise may yet come, we hope soon. The members of the Morrison

Education Society have not, we suspect, embarked in their enterprise without

having considered the diflSculties to which our Correspondent alludes, nor are

unprepared to encounter them: His friendly counsels, and those of others

who may feel the same interest, the Scciety will, no doubt, duly appreciate.]

The Evangelization of China is a topic of momentous importance.

It might be shown that the human family does not present one of

equal interest, certainly not one of equal magnitude to the philanthro-

py of a Christian. The first inquiry is—Is it to be accomplished ?

And the next is; How should it ^ undertaken? What are the means

that should be used ? What plan or plans should be adopted ? In

answering these questions, some difference of opinion, as to the mode,

wo^ld appear in the plans of those, even, who believe that erelong Chi-

na will become a kingdom ot Christ. Education, all will agree, is of

great, if not of essential, iinporlaiicc, for the purpose of diffusing light
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and truth among the dense population of that vast eihpire. The ob-

ject of this communication is to make some remarks, and to throw

out some few suggestions, respecting the efforts that have been made
or are making to establish colleges, sohods, diz^c., for the superior in-

struction of the sons of Han. While the writer does rejoice sincerely

that so many efforts are making to benefit the numerous subjects of the

‘son of heaven* and the surrounding nations, still he cannot but regret

that those efforts have not a convergent direction given to them, so as

to produce a decided effect, instead of the present divergent direction,

which divides the energies that are now exerted, and their influence

to be, consequently, to a deplorable extent, unfelt and unknown. The
common and ordinary schools do not come within the scopO of this

comn)unication, they are, therefore, passed by unnoticed. At some
future time an opportunity may be afforded to offer some hints re-

specting them also. In referring to those of higher pretension, we
shall begin with the

Anglochinese College. We do so because it-^is the first that has

been permanently founded, on ^n extended scale and aa enlightened

plan.v Nothing more need be said here than, that it was the intention

of its founders that this institution should be a college the com-
mon acceptation of that term, and we believe the people of Christen-

dom think the work of a college is now done within its walls. But
that such is not the case will appear from its Report for the year

1835, published in 1836. ‘The senior class,’ it is reported, ‘ con-

tinues to improve in Scriptural knowledge; also jn geography, writ-

ing, arithmetic, practical geometry, translating Chinese into English,

and vice versa, general reading,*^ &c. This is the account given

of the senior class, nothing therefore need be said of the junior

classes. When also it appears by the same report, that there is only

one individual, with the exception of two native assistants, to conduct

all fts departments, it is selfevident it caO be a college only in name.
In reality, then, it is only a school. It is plain also that it has failed so

far in answering the original intention, for it does not afford, neither

can it, indeed, as at present conducted, that kind of instruction

which ,is compatible with the idea of a college. It is not intended

here to attach blame to any individual, but to point out the obvious

fact, that its plan is defective, and consequently that its operation is

inefficient, and the studies are not of that advanced kind which they

should be. There is then need for something more and better.

The next establishment that claims attention is the Singapore In-

stitution. All your readers know the failure of that effort. We shall

not attempt to detail here the circumstances that led to that result,

but express^an ardent hope that there is life yet in it, and that it

will rise like another phoenix to triumph in its strength and vigor.

But there is perhaps a Well founded reason to fear, that it will be, like

the Anglochinese college, a failure in every thing beyond and better'

than a school : if it be a mere school, let it be a good one. It does
appear to me, after mature and repeated reflection, that such will be

the fact— and f state this conviction froih knowing pretty well what
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prospects of its trustees are. It is true that this institlition does
not contemplate the state of the Chinese, particularly, because of the
existence of the college at Malacca j^^ut still it hopes to do something
towards the instruction of those who are descended from the inhabi-

tants of the ‘ middle kingdom.’ There are here two sets of trustees,

whose object it is to benefit the surrounding nations, and thereby erect

a monument to the memory of sir T. S. Raffles. Many of their friends

fear that that memento will be only a school

!

The last Institution to which reference will be made now is, the

Morrison Education Society
y
a pretty full account of which is found

in the Chinese Repository for December, 1836. This institution has
commenced well— subscriptions are liberal, if its supporters are not

yet numerous. Now when the Aiiglochinese college was established,

subscriptions were liberal also— and donations of books and money
were poured into the hands of the trustees in considerable abundance,
and they have not wanted, as far as their present plan entails expense,

all that they required to carry on the labors of the institution
; but if

they carried it on upon the plan of a college, appeals to the public

would be essentially necessary still. And ought not the ‘Morrison

Education Society’ to fear that disappointment may be in reserve

for it alsot Malacca and Singapore speak somewhat powerfully in

this way
;

the formf^r being confined to a contracted plan, and the

latter, for years past, to non-existence

!

Now, this anticipated failure is founded on past experience, for

which there must have been a cause. And that cause will operate

also in future time, unless it be obviated by making such provisions

and arrangements as will ove»*rule its influence. But it is appre-

hended, that so far from such arrangements being made as will keep

the above institutions in vigorous existence, they will, in conse-

quence of the division of energy which they will inevitably occasion,

linger in an infantile and inactive existence. One prime cause of

this will be the want of funds, and that because the same friends must

supply them all with the ‘ essential ;’ and it cannot be expected of them

to make princely annual subscriptions, although they may make such

donations: but such donations are like angels’ visits, ‘few and far be-

tween.’ The expenditure at Malacca for the year 1836 was $1639.45.

There is not the least doubt but that they have been as economical

there as it was possible to- be
;
but it is evident that, if that institu-

tion had been conducted on an extended scale, the annual expense

would have been four and perhaps five or six times as much. Hence

the apprehension, that the above institution will, to a great extent, fail

to accomplish what is incalculably desirable—a college ! Some, no

doubt, will say, oh, remember the disasters of Singapore ! All this

is well remembered, and still the attempt to establish a college in ex-

tragangetic India is most urgently pressed on all who are interested

in the spread of science and religion, amonff the nations of the east.

How can this be accomplished ?

Let the subject be fairly discussed in the Chinese Repository, as

well as in all the other publications in this part of the world that will
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admit any contributions on the subject. F urther, let the trustees of the

above institutions open friendly correspondence with one another, with

a view to unite— to act,— and to accomplish. The animus of this

communication is this; let the above institutions become one. Then,
and not till then, will there be erected a monument worthy of the

names of sir T. S. Raffles and Dr. Morrison ! The object is well

worth the attention of Christian philanthropists, and it will reflect

honor on Britain and America, and all the enlightened kingdoms
of the west, that engage in it.

Art. VIII. Religious and literary intelligence. Mission to the

Dayaks ; the fourth annual report of the Rarapattan Orphan
Asylum ; second report of the Temperance Society at Penang

;

report qf the Schools at Singapore.

The Dayaks, within a few years, have excited unusual interest among
the friepds of humanity; and the consequence is, direct effort to carry

to that people the blessings of the gospel of peace. The following

paragraphs are extracted from a letter dated at Sambas, December
30th, 1836, written by the Rev. William Arms.

“ I took my passage in a native prdhu, embarked on the 26th

of May, 1836, from Singapore, and reached Pontiana on the 26th

of June, happy in arriving in the land of the Dayaks, and I trust

thankful in having escaped the dangers of the sea, and specially in

being rescued from the pirates, by whom we were attacked, and from
whom we were delivered by a kind Providence, without having the

means of defending ourselves. During my stay at Pontiana, I ac-

complished but little. At Sambas I was kindly received both by the

resident and sultan, by whom I was allowed to visit the Dayaks with

a Malay guide. The manner of my reception you will learn from

the following extract from my journal.
* Thursday, October 6th. Having made the necessary arrange-

ments with the sultan, I proceeded this morning to ascend the river,

for the purpose of visiting the Dayaks at a place called the Brow.
Our boat was rowed by four men

;
and a son of one of the pangerans

accompanied me for a guide. 'The river, at first, was about twenty
yards wide^ but soon grew narrower, and the marks of the tide were
left behind in a short time

;
and the banks, which, at first, were low,

and sometimes marshy, continued to rise till they were at least ten

feet above the water. Our course was extremely crooked, and very

much interrupted by trees lying across the stream, many of which
were of the kind called “iron-wood,” and from their appearance they

had been there for ages. In consequen<5e ofrtltis it was necessary for us

very often to lie fiat, in the boat to to pass under the logs, or

to climb over them, ourselves, whiltPthdOiKrat \vas pulled under, and
sometimes over, them We arrived village aboni <lnsk.
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Its appearance, as one approaches it, is not unlike that of a Chinese
bazar, being one continuous building, but differing in being elevated
some six feet from the ground, having a platform about hfleen feet

wide in front, and the whole surrounded with a fence made by driving

strong stakes into the ground. On inspection, the houses were found
to be built of poles, covered with a thatch made of grass and bark.

Poles were also used for (the floors. On ascending the platform I was
led by my guide to the door of the headman, where 1 was met with a
bambuo dish of water to wash my feet

;
thence I was invited to enter

his apartment, where a fine bamboo mat was spread for me to sit upon.
It was unnecessary to invite the people to 'assemble. We were in the

front hall, which extended the whole length of the village, and as 1 was
conducted by one whom they knew, there* seemed nothing to prevent

them from indulging their eager curiosity to see a white man, none
having visited the place before; and I was soon surrounded with

about 200 people, old and young, all ready to catch the words as they

dropped from my lips. The grown up wore a piece of cloth around
the loins; the children had nothing but a string of teeth ai^und the

neck. Their dusky forms, piercing eyes, bushy heads which seemed
to contain a sleeping intellect within, the anxious gaze of the counte>

nance, the wretched hovel with which they are surrounded as their

home, and the sight of a quantity of blackened sculls hanging over

our heads,' all combined, made an impression on my mind which will

not soon be erased. Such was my first audience among the Dayaks.

Never shall I forget the expression of their countenances, when, in

explaining the object of my visit, I brought to view some of the lead-

ing doctrines of the Christian religion, and preached to them Jesus

Christ as the sinner’s friend and only hope. In the conclusion of the

conversation, they said they should be glad to have me come and live

with and instruct them. They also said, in answer to my query, if

I would come and live with them they would cease cutting off heads

^

and gave me some of their weapons as pledges of their sincerity and

friendship. At length, I lay down where I had been sitting and slept

sweetly, with about thirty heads hanging over me, all the property of

one man; several Malays with their krises being on one side, and

about twenty stout Dayaks on the other.

‘ Friday, the 7th. On leaving this morning, several brought rice,

eggs, fowls, &c., as presents, and we parted with every token of mu-

tual regard, and the visit will be long remembered. In passing on, I

stopped to see their pantak or idol. It stands by the side of the

stream, at some distance from the village. It is a piece of wood,

roughly carved into somewhat the shape of a man, with shells nicely

fitted in for eyes, mouth, &lc. At this place there were eight, which

seemed to be the representatives of as many generations. It is said

that when a head is taken, they make a feast, in which their pantak

takes a part. At such tiqie^ Ije, is clothed and receives from them a

.precious bit—a part of the, the face, the remainder being eaten

;

and when their tuth ,d^^S(lii§(tVody is burned, and the ashes are given

to this idol, either by {5fta(^erwg,lbem in the winds, ov by putting them
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into a hole in his body. Other than this, I was not able to learn that

they bestowed upon it any worship, or that they worship anything else.

They evidently believe in transmigration, supposing that the Dayaks
become deer, and the. Malays swine, and consequently they eat the

flesh of the latter, but not of the former. To nearly all my questions,

in regard to their opinions on the subject of religion, the only answer

that I could obtain was, * I do not know.” ’

2. Thefourth annual Report of the Committee of the Parapattan
Orphan Asylum^ read before the members and friends of that insti-

tution on the 31st of last March, has just reached us. The number
of children now on the list of the Asylum is thirty-seven, nineteen

boys and eighteen girls: two of the latter are living in a private family.

The total receipts during the year have been /12,476 02; the dis-

bursements, / 14,665 93; which reduces the balance, / 6,245 80,

left in the treasury at the close of last year, tof4,055 89. The Report

exhibits a good account of the institution, which is conducted, so far

as we are able to judge, with wisdom, energy, and economy. Its

ol^ect and direction * are specified in the 2d and 5th articles of its

constitution

:

“Aft. 2. The object of the institution is, to lod^, feed, clothe, and educate

such orphans and other children, descendants of Christians, as may be left, in

this part of India, destiiutey or with means insufficient to procure suitable care

and instructi(Hi to renaer them useful members of Christian society.

“Art. 5. (a) The business of the Society shidl be managed by a Board of
OirectQrs, who shall be chosen at a ^neral meeting of the members, to be
held annuity on the second Tuesday of March, with the exceptions hereaftei

to be mentioned, (b) This Boafd shall j for the present, consist of a president,

a treasurer, a secretary, and twelve members, one of whom shall be named by
the Board, to act as vice-president, (c) The piresident, treasurer, and secretary,

when once elected, shall be considered permanent, until relieved from their

duties by unavoidable circthnstances, such as change of residence, and con-
tinued infirmity of ,My or mind, the v<^ of the members at the annual
TOneral meeting, or in extreme cases, that of the Board of Directors. None
but members of the institution may be elected Directors.- (d) All the mem-
bers of the Board may be reelected and eight must be, i. e. not more than four

shall retire annually, (e) The Board shall meet for the transaction of business
on the first Friday of every month, and oftCner, if necessary, at the discretion

of the president, or the aesire of two of the other members of the Board.
These extra meetings shall be convoked by written notice from the secretary

on the order of the president. (/) Six members and an officer of the Bocud
of Directors shall form a quorum.”

3. The Temperance Society at Penang, the second report of which
is before us, was established April L3th, 1835, and is auxiliary to the

British and Foreign Temperance Society. The Society requires those
who wish to become members of it, to sign the following pledge

:

“ I, A. B. do hereby agr^ to abstain from the use of eveiy kind or ardent
spirits (except when medically prescribed); and that I will not myself sell,

or cause any to be sold, but that I will, discoura^ the use of them to the
utmost of my power ; and 1 furthermore bind myself to be temperate in the
use of wine, beer, and every other intoxicating liquor not prohibited by the
regulations of the Society.”
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The report shows that the Society has had to encounter opposition
and ridicule, while it has already accomplished much good, and is

prepared to effect much more. The following extract is from a letr

ter, written by the patron of the Society, the honorable sir William
Norris

;
it is dated December, 26th, 18^.

“ My best wishes are with the society
;
nor is my opinion of its

utility at all shaken by the ridicule with which I have heard it assail-

ed. Fortunately for us, this is the extent of the opposition on which
we have to reckon

;
and such opposition is perhaps matter for con*«

gratulation, as implying a lack of argument on the side of our oppo-
nents. Had we lived and proclaimed our (pinions in a less enlight-

ened age, I verily believe that many amongst us would have had a
good chance of martyrdom. Let it never be forgotten, that .when
Christianity itself was reviled by Tacitus and Pliny, as * an execrable
sup>erstition,’ and when tortures and death awaited its professors,

the worst that could be urged against them was, ‘ that they were ac-

customed to meet together and bind themselves by an oath to abstain

from all wickedness !* I do hope, however, that our worthy chairman
can assure us of our personal safety— guilty as we certainly are of
pledging ourselves to abstain from ardent spirits ! !

”

4. The Report of the Singapore Schools for 1836-37, appears in

the Chronicle of the 10th instant. We have no room for remarks or

comments, but only for a single extract, which in few words exhibits

the present state of the schools.

« In the report published last year it was stated that the number of boys m
the English school was 45. This has since gradually increased to 66, the

present number— with a promise of an addition within a fbw days. The
school is divided into t^n classes, each being made small so as to be rendered
more mana^able in the confined room in v^ch the school is held at present.

Those of uie first class are daily engaged in the study of ancient history,

of geography, in which they are now tmerably proficient— and have lately

commenced learning the outlines of astronomy. They are frequently exercised

in English parsing* and it is intended to set them soon to composition, not

the least important branch of education. The highest stage in arithmetic,

that any of them have attained, is the rule of three. The acquisition of the

English language being considered of the first importance, to advance the

scholars at present to a higher rule has been considered unnecessary, as this

can be attended to with more facility hereafter. The second class are examin-

ed daily in granunar, geography, reading and repeating a portion of Walker’s

pronouncing dictionary. The lads of the first and this class constitute the

daily monitors of order and are teachers of junior classes, when not eng^ed
in repeating their lessons. All of them write tolerably good hands. The
third class repeat daily a ^rtion of Carpenter’s spelling— recite a verse or

two of poetry, as an exercise of memory— and read, spell, and write. The
fourth class rehearse a portion of easy English phrases, the meaning of which

they are d)liged to give in the Malayan, the language most familiar to them,

as It is indeed to almost all the boys. They likewise read, spell, and write on

paper. The junior classes are variously engaged, according to their standing,

in reading, speUing, repeating easy verses and phrases, and in writing on

slates, the tenth or lowest being composed of little urchins who are acquiring

the alphabet, and who, during writing time; endeavor to print the characters

on slates, from a large copy-board placed before them. But amidst these
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multifBrious exercises, religious duties are not omitted ; the school opens and
closes every day with repeating the Lord’s prayer, and the collect ofthe week

:

a portion of every Wednesday and Saturday is devoted to the reading of the

Holy Scriptures in regular course, the first and second classes reading from

the Bible, and the third and fourth classes from the N^ew Testament. This

exercise, however, is not made imperative on ailv boy, should objections be

made to it by his parents ; and it is pleasing to add, that none hsw ever been

made. Tho^ boys who are of the Protestant persuasion are questioned on

Saturdays, from Watts’s Catechisms.”

Art. IX. Jot^al of Occurrences. Arrival of his B. M. ship

Raleigh; the hoppo*s appointment continued; a new hong mer^

chcttU; stoppage of the European passage-boats.

Hw Britannic majesty’s ship Raleigh, JM. Q,uin, esq., commander, arrived off

Macao about the roiddie of this month ; and was forthwith dispatched “ on a
croise.” The admiral, on the Indian station, has received orders, it is said,'to

keep one ship, at least, continqally in these eastern waters.

The hoppo WSn (commissioner of maritime custom) has received orders to

remain another year in Canton. A new bong merchant has just been admitted

into the cohong : the name of the hong is Paouhq.

An edict from Tftng, president of the Board of War and governor of Kwang-
tung and Kwangse, to the senior hong merchants.

On the 15th instant (June I9th), I received a communication from WSn, the

commissioner of maritime customs. It contained the following statement.

Wang Shing, one of the officers connected with the custom-house, has

presented a report, made in obedience to commands to inquire whether the large

passagh-boats are engaged in smuggling, that thereby evidence might be procured
for ail investigation of the subject ; it is as follows

:

‘ Having received your excellency’s commands, I went at midni^t, on the

l4th instant, in a boat, to make secret inquiry on the river near the tnirteen fac-

tories. I saw there three large boats, naving decks and two masts, and three

small ones, with decks and one mast, anchored in the middle of the stream ; but

saw no goods taken from or put into them. I continued the watch until 4 o’clock

the next morning. On returning home, passing near the west side of the Dutch
Folly, I saw another large boat, with two masts and a deck, anchored close by
the rocks. I then returned to the rear (i. e. front) of the factories, and sent for tha
linguist Atom, and asked him, whence and wherefore those seven boats had come
to the city, and to which of the devil-factories they belonged, making all the

inquiries requisite for thorough investigation. It is my opinion, that hitherto, ac-

cording to the established regulation^, the large boats, with two masts and decks,

have been interdicted ; and that only the small ones, with but a single mast and
no decks, have been permitted to go up and down the river. Moreover, repeated
orders have been given to the hong merchants and linguists, not to permit those
large boats to come to the city : and they ought to require obedience. As the lan-

guage of these barbarians is different from ours, I was afraid that if I went on board
Uie boats to examine them some disturbance might ensue; I have, therefore, to re-

quest your excellency to call together all the hong merchants and linguists, and
instruct them in what they ought to do. Though I cannot presume to act according
to my pleasure, yet it is my duty, having found otit these circumstances, as I was
directed, to lay the same, fully attested, before your excellency for a thorough
investigation. Postscript. The following are the boats in the river; one with two
masts and a deck belongs to the barbarian Edwards, residing in the Imperial
devil-factory ; a second, of the same kind, belongs to the barbarian Marlu, re-

siding in the English devil-factory ; another belongs to the barbarian Jardine,

residing in the Creek devil-factory; a fourth belongs to the barbarian Just,

residing in the French devil-factory
; two others, having decks and a single
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mast, belong to the same pei*son ; another with a single mast and a deolt belongs
to the barbarian Charles [Markwick], residing in the imperial devil-factorj'.’

“This coming before me, I finthon examination, that tjie large boats, with decks,
have long been forbidden ; that repeated orders have been issued from the cus-

tom-house requiring examination and seizure ; and that prohibitory edicts have
been proclaimed : moreover, that instructions have been given to the said mer-
chants and linguists, to maintain a strict watch and expell the boats, and likewise

to transmit instructions to the barbarian merchants requiring their obedience to

the existing laws. These particulars are all on record. They are attested by the

statement of Wang Shing. Besides a^in giving orders to the said hong merchants
and linguists, to be transmited immediately to all the barbarian merchants, requir-

ing them to obey, and without the smallest degree of evasion to drive away all

the boats if they attempt to anchor in the river; I likewise submit this document
for your excellency’s inspection, to take such measures thereon as are right,”

Having received the above, I find, that, of all the foreigners trading at Canton,
only those of the English Company have been allowed to' send boats, witli flags

hoisted, up and down the river ; on the dissolution of the Company it was right

to discontinue those boats. The other foreigners w'ho come in ships to Wham-
poa, when at Canton or Macao, and wishing to send letters back and forth,'

are only allowed to use small open boats; whicn when oassing the custom-house
stations are required to stop and be examined ; and if tney have on board any
contraband goods or wea^ns, they must be immediately expelled. The late

governor Loo, having sent up a memorial to the emperor, received his majesty’s

pleasure, for establishing these regulations, and requiring obedience thereto. This
18 on record. But now, Edwards and others have dared to employ boats having

decks, some with two masts and others with one. As the said hong merchants

and linguists have not driven them away, and have failed to report concerning

them, it is impossible to warrant that they have not been concerned in'clan-

destine transactions. It is most absolutely necessary clearly to investigate the

statements received, as given above ; it is my duty also to send this edict to How-
qua, Mowqua, and Pwankequa. On its receipt, let the boats be immediately

expelled. And let inquiry be made as to the reason why these’ boats have coine to

the city, and whether any clandestine transactions have been carried on between

the owners and the hon^ merchants. Let a -report be immediately made, that

the subject may be invest^ted. Let there be no opposition, which will subject

the parties to trial. If proper exertion be not made, and the boats be not driven

away, assuredly both those who have the management of affairs in the said hongs

and the linguists shall be brought in chains to my oflicO, and subjected to trial.

There shall be no len-ty. Hasten, hasten obedience. (June 19th, 1837.)

Edict from Ting president of the Board of War and governor of Kwangtung
and Kwangse, in reply [to a report ofHowqua, .Mowqua, and Pwankequa].

Respecting the passage-boats of foreigners running up and down the river, I find

there are regulations, sanctioned by the emperor, fprbidding the use of such as

have decks. How' then can the foreigners be allowed to act disorderiy as they

please t Recently they have dared to act in opposition to the regulations, because

the said hong merchants have hitherto allowed them in everything to do as they

like, and have not faithfully examined, and reported to me, respecting their pro-

ceedings. And now, aftet they have received instructions to investigate the subject,

they wish to give it a false coloring. They report that the boats have decks,

which have been constructed to guard against injury from winds and rains ; but

I would ask, when formerly the said foreigners, in conformity to the regulations,

used boats without decks, whether there were no rains and winds ?

Again I command the said hong merchants with severity to enjoin the orders

on all the foreigners, and requfre their obedience. Hereafter they must conform

to the regulations that have been sanctioned by the emperor. In passi^ to and

from Canton and Macao they must always use boats without decks. The large

ones with decks are forever interdicted. If again they act in opposition as before,

I will hold the said hong merchants responsible, and I fear they will then be able

to give no false coloring to the conduct of the said foreigners. Tremble! Be

careful! Make not work for .repentance! These are the orders. Taoukwang,

17th year, 5th month, 5W)th day (June 22d, 1837).
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Akt. 1. Remarks on the Japanese language: the subject but little

understood; character of the oral language,; its different forms,

and grammatical structure. From a Correspondent.

The works written upon this country are v^ry numerous, and partake

of all the errors of Kaempfer, their common source. Whatever lie

wrote, about a hundred and fifty years ago, is reiterated, with some
additions, by almost every subsequent author. Like Du H aide’s,

his folios contain a mass of valuable information, the most authen-

tic that can be obtained, but at the same time sadly disfigured by

prejudice. Hence the opinion of the tranquil state of that empire,

whilst grinding oppression and the feudal system are fraught with evils

subversive of all good order. The rebellions, as we are informed by

natives; are bloody, and the acts of government cruel. A dense po-

pulation and the barrenness of several districts make famine a frequent

occurrence. Then the number of desperadoes increases, order ceases

to exist, and all the horrors of the most sanguinary revolution take

place, with unbridled fury. Hitherto, however, the supreme govern-

ment has always been enabled, to quell these disturbances
;

while the

leaders have been obliged to betake themselves to the mountains.

It would have been impossible to retain in allegiance the many feudal

princes, amongst whom the territory is divided, if resort had not been

had to most arbitrary measures. These princes are either themselves

prisoners at Yedo, or else, during their absence from the palace, send

their wives and children as hostages. The same precautionary meas-

ures, for ensuring the fidelity of influential persons, are adopted in

all branches of government; an officer fills with trembling his station.

Yet even the laws of a Draco, written with blood, cannot fully establish

absolute dispotism. The rigid system of responsibility is there ac-

companied with the same results as in China, all-providing corruption

and bribery. In speaking thus, we do not give our opinWui, but
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merely record the sentiments of natives who are enthusiastically fond
of their country, and always ready to represent their nation in the
most favorable light. It is time, however, for foreigners to consider
the welfare of a nation so long neglected.

The grand features of the Japanese, do not differ much from those
of the sons of Han. That government is in the main, the same as
the Chinese. Their philosophy, religion, literature, dtc., w'ere derived
from China, but have received additional polish from the natives.

Persevering industry is the most redeeming quality in the character
of the people

; they are moderate in their diet, living almost entirely

upon vegetables and hsh
;
but they indulge in spiritous liquors, and in

every kind of licentiousness, to far greater excess than the Chinese.
They are not, in the same degree, slaves to antiquated customs, and
are shrewd observers and imitators of whatsoever they consider excel-

lent amongst foreigners. When they w'ere permitted to leave their

country, they served with great credit in the armies of the Dutch and
the king of Siam, and were even more useful than the Chinese as

colonists. In. their struggle, however, against the Roman Catholics,

they had to invoke foreign aid, and it was only thus that victory was
decided in favor of the pagans. • The story related by Kaempfer, about

the attack upon a Spanish vessel, stands on a par with the flaming

edicts of the celestials; and the account of barbarian vessels, which
were loitering about in the inner seas, having been burnt and sunk
by the courageous and invincible navy, are equally worthy of credit.

The best comment upon the same heroic exploits, is an account we
read in a late periodical, stating that an English frigate, having return-

ed to the harbor of Nagasaki, it was resolved to burn her with straw,

which a number of small boats, each rowed by three meu, were to

carry along side of her

!

The exclusive system which the* Japanese have long maintained is

more owing to the willingness of foreigners quietly to submit, than to

the actual strength of the government. If the power of the foreigners,

which was employed to crush the Portuguese influence, had been

used to maintain a liberal intercourse, Japan would have remained

open to foreign commerce, according to all human probability, until

this day. However, as no resistance was made, and every degrada-

tion submitted to, for the sake of visionary advantages, it was very

easy to perpetuate this misanthropic absurdity. Let foreign influence

be felt, and this unnatural prohibition will be annihilated. China

and Japan placed in a similar situation as Turkey and Egypt, would

soon have done with their vain and whimsical notions. The only safe-

guard of this embargo, which excludes the whole human race, results

from the apathy of foreign powers ;
as soon as this is exchanged for a

friendly interest in the real welfare of this nation, the rulers will

soon be constrained to abandon their crooked policy. Only those in

power uphold it; the struggle, therefore, when popular influence is

once felt, can neither be long nor arduous.

Allowing that the substance of the statement respecting the anti-

national conduct of the Japanese government be true, yet we ought.
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in fairncFs, to adduce the instances which show that it has often been

relaxed. The attempts made by sir Stamford Raffles to open a trade

with that country, are by no means so very disheartening as to pre-

clude all further hopes of success. A small British schooner, which
subsequently went to a place near Yedo, was well treated and had
intercourse with the natives. A whaler, a few years ago, went into

one of the harbors and was not only well received, but most amply

supplied with ail kinds of provisions. A captain meeting with a Ja-

panese junk, which had suffered very much in a gale, went on board

of her, supplied the vessel with a compass and water, and received in

return a casket of gold bars, a present which the Japanese gave entire-

ly on tlieir own account. We ourselves have been on board of some
of their junks, and met >^ith unreserved kindness. To this we must
add, that the present monarch, Teenpaou, is an enlightened man. A
gentleman who twice went as an embassador to the court of Yedo,
and who had a long and interesting conversation with him, when he
was presumptive heir of the throne, has spoken in high terms of his

liberal sentiments. When the choice of presents for the-'ensuing em-
bassy was proposed to him, he preferred a Dutch nautical dictionary

to every other thing. We know that, some years past, commercial in-

terexjurse between the prince of Satsuma and an English house was to

have been commenced
;
and that the individual who took the lead in

this speculation, having previously became acquainted with this chief,

was only prevented from accomplishing bis purpose by the most
untoward circumstances. The supreme government went even so far

as to consult with a Dutch chief upon the feasibility of dispatching

young men to the mother country, that they might l^ instructed in

ship-building. These well authenticated facts may stand as counter-

parts to the continual cant, that there can be nothing done for this

country. This, however, is certain, that hitherto nothing has been
done. We* conclude our prefatory remarks with the observation of
a Japanese wrifer, who, in the preface to his Dutch-Japanese diction-

ary tells his countrymen : “that Asiatics, in general, are to be com-
pared with wood, whilst Europeans resemble iron; now as the former
will iremain a shapeless^ block, unless it is fashioned by iron, so also

the Asiatics, without intercourse with the Europeans, will continue

rude and uncivilized tribes.”

After this long digression, we proceed now to speak of the language
of the Japanese. We ought, however, to inform the reader, that our
remarks will be confined to the oral medium, from which the lan-

guage of books differs very considerably. In performing this task we
are not the first to venture upon this ground. The Jesuits of olden
time have bequeathed numerous vocabularies, dictionaries, and
grammars, the only fault of which is, that they make the Japanese as-

sume the garb of the Latin. The language, moreover, has been amply
cultivated by the natives themselves, who have compiled dictionaries

and grammars in European fashion, and of their own accord published
Chinese and Dutch dictionaries with explanations in their own tongue.
In this matter they have far excelled the celestials, whom, in the
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way of reciprocal compliment, they honor with the title of karache or

barbarians. The Dutch themselves have also written a few works, or

compiled 'them, in conjunction with nafives; but of all these we have
seen very little. The Japanese may be said to be an original lan-

guage, which co'mcides somewhat, in its ^ammar, with the Mantchou,
bears some affinity to the Corean,- has imported a great numberPof
words from China, and is, on the whole, the mostjx)lished and perfect

language spoken by any of the inhabitants of Eastern Asia. Lan-
guage constitutes the best clue for tracing out the origin of nations.

We were rather astonished to 6nd so much s'unilarity in its sounds to

those of the Mantchon, and therefore concluded, that the great and

original stock of the inhabitants of Japan came from TarUty. As
this emigration, however, took place in remote ariiiquity, we shall not

enter upon a disquisition for determining the exact period. Though
the Chinese language is of a most uncongenial nature, and might as

easily conform to the idioms of the Japanese, as the Greek mix
with the Russian, yet it has in some measure been amalgamated with

the Japanese. For this process it has undergone far greater changes

than the Latin, in the dialects of Southern Europe, and but few

words entirely escaped the general lot. China, according to the

best authenticated accounts, sent a colony to that country as early as

300 BX. The further progress of the intercourse is hidden in the

darkness of ages, long past. Yet at the time of the introduction of

Chinese civilization, the natives must have been in a rude state, the

majority of abstract words being all Chinese: in numbers, there are

no original words for a hundred and upwards, and all the arts^and

sciences have received a Chinese nomenclature, though now scarcely

_to be recognized as such.

We will give a few instances to illustrate the above remarks : the

first column is Japanese, and the second Chinese.

Japanese

t

ten, Cfdnese^

che,

teen. English^ heaven

;

te. earth

;

nin,

cheyokoo.

jin, man

;

teyo. hell;

lonjeroo. sin. belief

;

dokoo. tih, virtue

;

niche,

rokosokoo,

jih, day
;

lichQh, candle

;

nekoo. jOh, flesh
;

eshe. es&ng, physician.

The h'lgher and foamed classes use Chinese words in preference to

their own, as our scholars do the Latin. For many ideas there is

both a native and a Chinese word, and the latter is the most current

amongst the common people. Unlike the Chinese, this language has

no material dialectical varieties : a native from one province easily

understands those who come from other and distant parts of the

empire; and the variations are *aery trifling, and consist in the

interchange of some letters. However, to balance this advantage
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tlie superior classes luive framed for their use a language of their own,

at once stiff and fulsome, and even wanting in the mellifluous har-

mony of the vulgar tongue. This is difficult to be understood, and

requires intense study. It partakes of the style of books, a diction

mixed up with Chinese phrases, like our old books with Latin. This

pedantry is carried to such an extent, that there exists scarcely a

single native work of which a very great part is not in the Chinese

jargon
;
yet to write thus is the prevailing taste, as it was once in

Germany to write German-Latin.

No nation has adopted such various modes to express thoughts in

writing,' as the Japanese. First of all is the complicated Chinese cha-

racters, to which the Japanese have added a number of their own in-

vention, not even to be fodnd in Kanghe, whilst they likewise have

taken the liberty of discarding some altogether. It has been confi-

dentially affirmed, that the^e syihbols are generally known, yet it does

not appear that they are understood to a greater extent than the

Latin in Italy. The majority of the people, however, possess only a

very slight knowledge, and this, principally, for two reasons.; first, the

Chinese books are generally published with an explanation in Japa-

nese, and thus it is not absolutely necessary to learn the characters in

order to understand them; and secondly, to acquire a thorough know-
lec^e is a most laborious task. The Japan-Chinese style, moreover,

diners considerably from the pure Chinese, the genius of the native

tongue being so entirely at variance with this foreign idiom. Yet,

notwithstanding all this, the Chinese character is held sacred, and no
body can call himself a gentleman, who is not in some measure ac-

quainted with Chinese literature. This prejudice we consider rather

a bar to the country, for when yeSrs are required merely to learn to

read, but little time can then be bestowed upon the study of useful

knowledge. From the moment the Chinese character is discarded

from the schools, and 'lefl to the research of professed scholars only,

we may hope much for the renovation of this nation. So long as

Chinese ideas and principles are circulated, the nation must bear the

shackles forged by its own hand.

The sounds with which the Chinese characters are read, are very

different from any dialect spoken this country. [^We will give

some specimens.

Chinese, wang, Japanese, bau, English, to perish

;

ting,

heang.
tei. a portico

keyaou, to enjoy

;

hoo, koou. mutual

;

tow, toou,

hen.

to steal

;

peen. partial

;

hwuy. hei, kindness;

woo. badu. to wake.

In some instances the sound is the same. Though the native lan-
guage has not the intonations, it being polysyllabic, these are care-
fully marked in the dictionaries. The explanation given to many of
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the characters, often^iffers materially from the original Chinese. The
Japanese have improved upon their masters, and not only possess all

the standard works, but have a valuable Chinese literature of their
own manufacture.

At a very early period, the Japanese discovered, that the Chinese
characters were not well adapted for writing their own language, and
therefore they selected from them a syllabary of their own, in which
all the sounds of the spoken medium could be expressed and every
word written with ease. It is the most perfect written medium
which has come to our notice, at once both simple and comprehen-
sive. Unfortunately, however, they multiplied the syllabaries, thereby
rendering writing, as well as reading, very complicated. Those now
in use are three, the first is the katakana; this, consisting of the sim-
plest Chinese characters, is very distinct, easily to be acquired, and
legible. Each sound has one or at the highest two representatives,

which never change their form by the context This species of writing
is principally used for the explanation of Chinese characters, or in re-

ligious l^oks; no whole works, we are told, are extant in it, but
it is intermingled with the Chinese sentences. The second is

the hirakana

;

this is a syllabary, framed from more complex Chi-
nese characters, in the short hand writing: some sounds have three,

four, five, and even six, representatives, which are moreover so much
drawn together, that one ought first to understand the language, be-

fore he is able to read. On paper, it looks like scrawls, drawn at

random
;
yet the nation uses this mode of writing in every business

of life ; it is also employed in books, A foreigner must possess a
great deal of patience in order to become fully acquainted with these

characters,^ and, unless he be previously familiar with the sense of the

writing, he will be liable to very great mistakes in reading it. The
third is the imatokanay still more complex than the former.

The Japanese composes syllables in order to form words with due
regard to euphony, and partakes, in this respect, as well as in many
others, far more of the genius of our western languages, than of the

Indo-Chinese. It has words as long as novinokirimonoy * embroidered

clothes takamagaharay ‘ paradise kanewoatskarusto, * a cash-keep-

er.* Of these there are not a few. To this, it would be difficult to

find in all the languages of Eastern Asia a parallel. The compound-
ing and framing of words is carried on to such an extent, that we
have often been strongly reminded of the Greek and German, which
equally excel in this perfectibility. We will give one single instance,

and this by no means one of the most prolix
;
yamUy * a mountain

yamahatOy ‘ a wild pigeon yamatoriy ‘ a jungle-fowl ;* yamaoriy ‘ a

sphynx yamagaray * a kind of sparrow yamakamcy ‘ a tortoise

yamadatchey ‘ highway robber yamakarasooy ‘ a raven yamarashe,
‘ a breeze ;* yamakakachey ‘ a kind of snake.’ As the language ad-

mits, according to fixed rules, ad infinitum, such compositions, we
do* not hesitate to affirm, that there is not a work in any language,

which may not be translated into Japanese. This is more than we
can say of the Indo-Chinese languages, which in this point are very
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defective. Hence, we may easily conclude, that it is a very rich

language. But the most extraordinary thing of all is, that there are

no more than seventy or seventy-two sounds, which constitute Ihe

elements of the whole language. It is perhaps the minimum to which
the articulation of a language can be reduced, and it shows how much
can be made of so few materials. A syllable never ends with any

other consonant except n; nor,‘ with the exception of sA:, fs, and dsy

are any two consonants used together. The language is, therefore,

soft and euphonic. With the exception of some few labials and
finals, all the letters of our alphabet may be traced in the Japanese
syllabary.

The demarcation between the various parts of speech is drawn
very distinctly

;
and by means of grammatical changes a word may be

nised as a noun, a verb, an adjective, &-c. This facility iniparts to

the language a copiousness of which only the Greek can furnish a

parallel, with this difference, however, that in Japanese almost all

words, including conjunctions and prepositions, have a declension,

which is the same throughout all parts of speech. Of the above re-

marks, we will adduce some examples.

Sta^ the preposition, below; staniskerUy to make low
;

staway the substantive, lowness
;

staninaruy to become low

;

stanOy the adjective, low
;

stawonarsooy to lower, dt/C.

stani or stayey the adverb, below

;

All words undergo this process according to established rules
;
the

advantages are incalculable and self-evident.

The noun adopts^ with all other words, the a^xed article toa or

ga, but it has no general marked termination, by which it may be
distinguished from adjectives, though some generic terms apply to

diverse classes: thus, for instance, hansoori, a printer
;
and hanhori a

block-i^utter, &c.; where sooriy a maker, expresses the nature of the

substantive. The gender is seldom expressed by words denoting male
or female, which are prefixed to the noun, and this, as in Chinese, is

only done when a stress is laid upon the destinction of :the genus.
For the plural, an additional syllable is suffixed, which, however, is

omitted if the number is not expressly to be indicated. A noun has
five cases, resembling very much the Latin,

'^^ominatiye, temoa;
genetive, tenno ;

dative, tenni;
'

' accusative, tenwo;

ablative, tenye or tende.

Many nouns are formed from verbs, and vice versa, by means of
slight grammatical changes. To the numerous compounds we have
alluded above.

The adjective alters its termination either for euphony’s sake or by
position

;
for instance, akojty red ; akae hanOy a red flower

;
ko?io harm

akashcy this flower is red
j
hanawa akowo naroo, the flower l^ecoinos
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red; aka irom haniL, a red colored flower: &. When put before a
substantive it does not partake of the declension, nor has it any gene-
ric termination.

Etiquette and despotism have invented a great number of pronouns
for the first and second persons, not unlike those of the Indian lan-
guages. It is surprising not to find a relative pronoun, whilst the de-
monstrative is so very copious. The former is always expressed by the
construction, or the participle, thus, washino miroo sto, ‘ the man
whom I saw and washiwo miroo sto^ ‘ the man who saw me.’ From
this circumstance results great conciseness of diction, and the want
of a relative is never felt.

The mo.st perfect part of speech is the verb, and though it has no
conjugation to distinguish the persons, and only three tenses, it carries

the variety of moods to a great extent, while the voices are still

more multifarious. A few instances of the latter will illustrate this

subject. ^

Tatakoo, to beat;

tatakerooy can beat;

tatakerarcroo, to be lx;aten

;

tataeteoroOj to be in the act of beating

;

tataetaroOy to be able to beat

;

tatakedoOy to beat each other, or fight

;

tatakasherooy to make one beat;

tatakasashereaoo, to make each other beat, or stir up war

;

tataeteyarooy to beat out, &/C

;

There is, thus, not merely an active, passive, and neuter, but such
a variety of verbs, that action can be expressed in every possible

shape. In the above enumeration, we have not yet included the ne-

gative verb, which is a whole in itself.

Tatakanoo, not to beat;

tatakenooy can not beat;

tataakarenu, not to be beaten, &c.

With all this, however, the positive verb substantive is wanting,

though there is a negative one. The former is always understood and

indicated by the construction'. This formation of the verb takes

place according to the most simple rules, which may easily be acquir-

ed. There are no anomalies
;
nor does the Hebrew, and other She-

metic languages, with the piel, hithq>ael, &-c., in any degree equal

the Japanese in this point. The most prominent part of the verb is

the participle, which is more frequently used by the Japanese than by

the Greeks, and renders the construction very concise. There is a

conjunctive, an optative, an infinitive, and other moods, for which our

grammar has no names. Such a copiousness of language we never

expected to find in this corner of the earth. The advantages thus

enjoyed by the natives are very great. There exists no difficulty in

clothing foreign thoughts in a Japanese garb, and even the abstruse

writings of the Greek philosophers might, without much trouble, be

translated into this tongue. Nor is this merely the language of the
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learned, the common people also speak it, and know- the distinctions

between the indicative, conjunctive, and optative, as well as the Chi-

nese do their intonations.

They have two kinds of numerals, the one derived from their origi-

nal language, and the other from the Chinese. These are not used

promiscuously, but according to certain rules; the former, however, do
not extend beyond ten

;
a sure proof that the natives, on the arrival of

the Chinese, could not yet have made great advances in civilisation.

The advdrb is not materially distinguished from the adjective, and
is often included with the verb. There are only a few conjunctions,

the various moods, and,participial constructions, rendering them super-

fluous. The number of prepositions is considerable, some of) them
being used as verbs, whilst, others may be changed into adjectives.

In general, we may say, that the particles are few: the interjections

are almost entirely wanting. The construction is not free, but the

order of words is, in nearly every case, settled by rule ; first the nomi-

native; then the object; then the attribute; and finally the. verb.

A nation possessing such a language, has the means of arriving at

the highest state of civilisation. If the celestial empire were blessed

with this treasure, the most formidable o»bstacle against the introduc-

tion of seience and religion would be removed. With that insatiable

spirit of curiosity which marks the Japanese, and with such a perfect

language, we trust, that, notwithstanding the exclusive system, better

days will soon dawn upon this nation. If they were only permitted tor

leave their country, the emigrants on their return would certainly im-

prove their countrymen. But the avenues of science being closed

against them, they must be satisfied with studying the few Dutch works
which they now possess. We have seen several specimens of the

result of their labors in this department, and caii only regret, that some
other foreigners cannot assist them. They htve shown more desire

to improve themselves by the assistance of foreigners than any other

Asiatics, and are, notwithstanding, entirely debarred from indulging

in this laudable propensity.

Art. II. Lewkew kw6 the leo : n brief history of Lev)chm\ eon-
taining an account of the situation and extent of that country

^

its inhabitants^ their manners^ customs^ institutions, ^c.
The efforts now being made to visit our neighbors on the north, at
Lewchew, Japan, &c., induce us to lay before our readers whatever
information we can collect respecting those countries. In our third
volume, were published two long articles, giving a succinct account
of Japari and its inhabitants. Tnat information was derived from the
works of Kaempfer, Golownin KIa{>rotli, Siebold, Don Rodrigo* Van
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Fisscher, the Jesuits, and one or two Chinese authors. About a year
and a half ago, three Japanese, who had been driven in a gale across
the Pacific to the American coast, and ^om thence carri^ to Lon-
don, reached Macao. Recently, four n)ore arrived from Manila, and
joined their countrymen— all anxious to return to their native land.

These seven men, so long absent from their homes, embarked in the

ship Morrison, captain Ingersoll, early this montfr On a voyage,

liable to so many contingencies, and yet one of so much interest, we
forbear to remark, preferring to wait until its results are known. We
may state here, however, that much of the informatbn, contained in

the preceding article, was obtained from those three Japanese who
first arrived in Macao.
The work, the title of which stands at the head of this article, was

written by Chow Hwang after his retdrn from Lewchew, whither he
was sent as an envoy in the 2 1st year of Keenlung, a. d. 1757. It is

in twelve octavo volumes, of about forty leaves each
; and is divided

into sixteen chapters, preceded by an introduction. Chow Hwang
was a member of the national academy, Hanlin; and besides the

advantages derived from a visit, drew largely from the works of others,

who, before his time, had written respecting the same country. He
gives a long list of the authorities which he consulted, among which
are the Ta Tsing Yihtung Che, and the Ta Tsing Hwuy Teen. The
work is ‘ embellished ’ with a series of maps and plates

;
the former

are of no value ; and the latter, also, are sadly, execute. The first map
was designed to show the situation of the country, and contains its

name, that of Japan, and seyersd other places, as Ningpo, Fuhchow,
&.C., on the coast of China, with the names of two stars,— the whole

being so arranged as to exhibit their respective positions : the

map has no lines of latitude or longitude. The second is * a com-
plete map of Lewchew but affords no idea of either its extent or

form. One of the plates gives a view of the temple built hr the ser-

vice of the ancient kings of the country ;
another, exhibits a portrait

of Chungshan, a king who lived during the reign of Keenlung; an-

other presents a representation of the teen tsze ktoan, ‘ residence of the

celestial messengers,’ i. e. the Chinese envoys. There is also, on

another plate, the representation of a ship, which was drawn by order

of one of the Chinese emperors, as a pattern for his faithful vassals,

the people of Lewchew.—A brief notice ofeach ofthe several chapters,

in some instances giving a summary of their contents, is all that we
can give our readers in this article.

The first chapter of the history contains a description of what is

deliniated on the first map. It commences, however, with remarks

on Chinese cosmogony, and with praises of those rulers of China who
have extended their fame, from the regions of Ele on the west, far to

the east, bringing even dragons and tigers into quiet submission to

their auspicious sway. The chapter occupies only four pages, 'and

is of little value.

The second chapter gives us a general history of the nation. Dur-

ing all the generations of m«n, there have never been, our author
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avers, two emperors in authority at the same time, akhough no coun-

try has been so remote and obscure as to be without its rulers. The
histories of foreign countries, he says, are incomplete, owing to dif«

ferences in language, and other similar causes^ Next after Corea, the

history of Lewchew is the best known to the Chinese, and its people

have long been within the renovating and ennobling influence of ‘our

country.’ No sooner was the first monarch of the great pure dynas-

ty firmly established on his throne, than Lewchew returned to alle-

giance; and the king, not daring to rule in his own name, solicited

an investiture from his imperial majesty. This, of course in conde-

scension, was granted; and tribute has ever since been duly brought

to the emperor of China. After a few general remarks, like those we
have here given, Chow Hwang turns back to the origin of the nation,

and in order proceeds with its history*

The original progenitors of Lewchew were two— a man and a

woman. They had five children
;
the oldest was asm. named Teen-

sun (offspring of heaven), who was the first master or ruler of the na-

tion; the second son, acted the part of his ministers; and the third,

constituted the people. The eldest daughter, for the protection of the

country, took the place of the gods of heaven
;
and the younger, per-

sonified the gods of the sea. The first authentic record dates in the

reign of Shunhe of the Sung dynasty, near the close of the twelfth

century of our era. Teensun and his descendants, having maintained
the government for 17802 years, were at length succeeded by Shun-
teen, a branch of the then ruling family of Japan. This occurred

about A. D. 1200. When the Ming dynasty arose in China, three

kings ruled in Lewchew j one Was styled king of the central hills;

the second, king of the southern hills; and the third, king of the

northern hills. All were tributary, and reigned by permission of the

son of heaven. At length, the first became master of the whole coun-
try, which has ever since remained under one king, always acknow-
ledging himself a tributary of the Chinese empire.

The third chapter, filling the third and fourth volumes, is occupied
with accounts of embassies, tribute, presents, &c. It contains nu-
merous edicts, and long details of the number and kinds of articles

carried to the court as tribute, and of the presents given in return.

The fourth chapter is divided into two parts, the first giving an
account of the divisions of the country, and the second containing no-
tices of its inhabitants. The three divisions of the country, which
existed in the time of the three kings, are still retained

;
and are cal'-

ed the central, southern, and ^rthern, provinces. The first, our
author says, is divided into fourteen departments

;
the second* into

twelve; and the third, into nine : thdse thirty-five departments are
subdivided into districts. Exclusive of numerous islands, Lewchew
(which is itself but an island) is narrow, measuring* from east to we§t
only a few tens of le; while its greatest length, from north to south,
is about four hundred and forty le. Other writers have allowed it a
much greater extent; Chungshan, the central province, has within
its boundaries four departments besides those noticed above

;
these
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are named Showle, P6, Kewmei, and Napa, and are also divided into

districts. These geographical divisions, namely, provinces, depart-
ments, and districts, correspond to those of the same name described
in the topographical works of the Chinese. The royal city is situated

on the summit of a high hill in the department Showle, and is sur-

rounded by a high wall, which is built of stone. The city is ‘ four or
five le broad,’ and has four gates. Napa lies ten le westward from
-Showle

; it is situated on the coast, and its harbor, which is called

Napa kedngy or Napa kedngkow, * harbor of Napa,’ has been rer>e-

atedly visited by Europeans
;
Beechy has given a long account of it.

The notices of the people of Lewchew, contained in the second
part of the fourth chapter, are divided into seven sections; in the first,

their form and features are described
;
in the second, the influences of

the climate and seasons of the year are particularized ; in the third, the

customs and amusements of the people are noticed
;
their manners

are the subject of the fourth section
;
their festivals, that of the fifth ;

their dress, that of the sixth
;
and their dwellings, that of the seventh

.and last. Some of these sections, if translated, would be read with

interest. From a hasty perusal of the whole, we think it not at all

improbable, that the people are descendants of the Japanese; many
Chinese, however, have colonized among them; and the present race

seems to partake, in some measure, of the characteristics of both those

nations. The people had no written language until the Japanese was
introduced among them, unless they brought it along with them,

when they first emigrated from that country. Chow Hwang gives

an account of the alphabetic and syllabic system of the Japane.se

;

and introduces the forty-eight characters, called the katakana^ with

the sounds expressed in Chinese. But although the Japanese lan-

guage was first used, the Chinese has, we suspect, nearly superseded

it, the latter being now held in high estimation among all classes of

the inhabitants, lx)th rulers and people. Our author does not give a

very favorable account of the manners and customs of his neighbors

;

and he had cause, he says, to regret the low state of civilisation to

which many of them had sunk. For the purpose of self-destruction,

the Lewchewans imitate the savage custom of the Japanese, in the

use of the knife.

The hills and riyers— shan chuen— are described in the fifth

chapter. The hills on the main-land are first enumerated, and then

those on the islands. Next, the author gives an account of the sur-

rounding seas, the tides, the winds, with the courses ships ought to

take in going to and from Lewchew and the neighboring ’countries.

He likewise specifies several fountains or springs of water, and

describes a number of the principal bridges.

The public buildings and literary institutions are noticetl in the

sixth chapter. The ^tuation and Extent of the king’s palaces, and

othgi buildings belonging to the royal family, are first described ,* and

next the residence of the celestial envoys, and the public literary in-

stitutions. The latter are few in number, and poorly endowed : and

the former possess little that is worthy of special notice. Kanghe once
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sent literary men to instruct the people : hut more recently, young
men have been sent from Lewchew to Peking, there to be educated,

and on their return to serve as the instructors of their cquiitrymeii.

An account of the temples, and the services performed in iImmu,

fills the seventh chapter. All the religions of the Chinese prevail

throughout the whole country. Altars and temples are numeron.«<,

and have been dedicated to men, to gods celestial, terrestial, and in-

fernal
;

to the gods of the sea, and to the queen of heaven : and- to

other beings, imaginary or real, almost innumerable. Budhism,

Taouism, and the Confucian system, seem all alike to have>had more
or less influence in forming the religious character of the people. It

appears from a note in the fifth volume, that the Sacred Edict, a trans-

lation of which was made into the English language some years ago
by Dr. Milne, has also been published in Lewchew.

Remarkable buildings, places, and objects, are enumerated in the

eighth chapter. In. the ninth, the titles of the rulers and ofiicers, from

the king down to the inferior magistr.ates, are given, and the rank of
the various functionaries pointed out. Taxes and tax-gatherers are

noticed in the tenth chapter. Our author tells his readers, that Lew-
chew is one of the poorest of all the surrounding countries

;
its finan-

ces, consequently, are of little importance. The eleventh chapter

contains the ritual of state, in which the important subject of ceremo-
nies is discussed at considerable length.

Next, in the twelfth chapter, the military weapons, and tne various

modes of punishment, prevalent in the country, are described. The
implements of war are the same as in China. The penal code is

brief. Three modes of capital punishment, and five of less severity,

are in vogue. Of the three, the first is the ling che^ or ‘ slow and
ignominious process,’ so celebrated in Chinese annals

;
the second is

Uauy the ‘chariot-cut’ or decapitation, which is still more common in

this country
;
the third is crucifixion : a wooden cross is made, and

the criming, being stretched upon it, is cut to the.heart with a long

spear. Banishment is the first of the five lesser punishments; the

next, if we understand the phrase po jih^ is exposure to the heat of
the sun

;
the third is cramping the hands" and feet, &c<, by means of

wooden blocks or plates; the fourth is exposure in the cangue or

collar
;
and the fifth is beating with the bamboo. The weight of the

collar, and the dimensions of the bamboo, vary according to the de-

gree of guilt and magnitude of the crime.

The thirteenth chapter gives us an account of the Lewchewans in

their civil and social relations : the title of the chapter isjin wuh^ li-

terally, ‘men and things,' but the phrase is usied here in a restricted

sense, and denotes the several relations of man, considered as a mem-
ber of society. Chow Hwang informs us, that even bees and ants

liave their princes and ministers, and the fowls of heaven, husbands
and wives; of .course, it is right to expect that a people, long within
the influence of the celestial empire, must exhibit some traces of the
common relations of life. He divides the chapter iiUo'seven section.^

:

the first treats of illustrious kings
;
the second and I hii d, of eminent
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servants of the state, dLc.; the fourth, of persons, who have been dis-

tinguished for their duty to their parents; the fifth contains brief

sketches of iHustrious women; in the sixth, some of those men who
have distinguished themselves by their writings, are named; in the
seventh the aifthor cites a few examples of notorious vagrants. We
doubt the authenticity of some of these narratives

;
many, however,

are no doubt true, and afford us curious specimens of character.

In the fourteenth chapter we have a catalogue of the productions

of Lewchew. Rice, wheat, Garley, and most of the other kinds of
grain which grow in China, are enumerated. Among the articles of
merchandise are, silk, cotton, mats, salt, tea, spirits, paper, pencils,

oil, wax, tallow, sugar, tobacco, fans, metals, pearls, stones, lacquered

wares, brimstone, &c. The vegetables, fruits, and various kinds of

trees, are such, for the most part, as are common in this country

:

some are named, with which we are not acquainted. The same is

true, also, of the birds, quadrupeds, fishes, and reptiles. The natural

productions of the country, if we may judge from Chow Hwang’s
brief account, are abundant.

The fifteenth chapter, occupying two volumes, consists of a long

series of miscellaneous papers, in' prose and poetry, added, perhaps,

to swell the size of the lx)ok. These papers have been written by

different persons, at different periods, and relate to a great variety of

subjects. Some are descriptive, others laudatory, and others histori-

cal. Thework closes with the sixteenth chapter, composed of frag-

ments— cAe yu—fot which our author was unable to find a place in

any other part of his history.

Art. III. Central Asia: description of the valley of the Oxus;
khanate of Kiva ; and the deserts between Bokhhra^ the Aral and

^ Caspian^ sooth to Khordsan ; with notices of their inhabitants.

The basin of the Oxus, from the Kara tag to Hindu Kush, and from

Parher to Balkh, has not, though it deserves it, any common apella-

tion. It is chiefly under the government of the amir of Kunduz, but

includes several petty states independent of him. A brief sketch of

this region is all that we can give, with our imperfect information.

The Oxus is the distinguishing feature of this geographical division

of Ttlrkesian. The cultivable lands, and towns, and population, must
be sought along the banks of this river and its branches. Between
these water-courses, the highlands rise in many places into lofty and

precipitous rfdges. The deep dells, and broader Tallies which alter-

nate with these ridges, are picturesque, fertile, and lovely. Badak-
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Shan, the eastern portion of this region, has been celebrated for its

romantic and varied scenery. On the east side, the passes of the Oxus
conduct to Chinese Turkestan. Farther to the southeast, on the up-

per branches of the Indus, lie the independent districts of Chitrd,
Giijit, and Iscirdo. The Talighan and Gort, southern branches
of the Oxus, rise in the declivities of the Hindu Kush, the country of

the Siahposh Kaffirs. This singular tribe is supposed to be a rem^
nant of the population, driven from the plains by the Arabian, or rather

by the prior Tijik, invasion. A German has supposed, that their light

complexions and blue eyes prove that they are of the same stock as

his own nation. As well might it be inferred from their using the

bow and arrow^ and scalping their enemies, that they are North Ame-
rican Indians. They are addicted to wine, and not being Moham-
medans, all their neighbors persecute and enslave them. Their hardy
valor, when attacked in their fastnesses, has baffled the amir of
Kunduz, but those inhabiting the lowlands, almost up to the pass of
Bamian, have submitted.

The chief towns of this southern portion, are Gori, Inderab, Hei-
buk, and Syghan. The rivers on which these towns are built, run in

deep dells or ravines, with overhanging precipices, and a narrow line

of rich and beautiful cultivation. West of the Siahposh, the Huza-
ras occupy the declivities of the Hindu Kiish, towards the Paropamisus.

They are a simple people, not civilized to delight in plunder. They
are of Mongol descent, and spoke that tongue in the time of B^ber.
The passes of Bamlan, leading to Cabul, are 13,000 feet high, and
over the pathway, the peaks of Koh i Baba tower 5000 feet higher.

Khulum, seventy miles west of Kunduz, is the western frontier of the

amir’s dominions. It is a pleasant town of 10,000 inhabitants,

abounding with orchards of excellent fruits, and beautiful gardens.

Balkh, * the mother of cities,’ is but forty miles farther westward.

An area of 20 miles, strewn Avith ruins, attests its ancient extent and
population. But 2000 inhabitants remain, many having been carried

off, within a few years, by c^^iescent of the amir of Kunduz. This
ancient city, now a mere mine of bricks for the surrounding country,

stands six miles from the hills, on a plain 1800 feet above the sea,

and sloping thirty miles toward the Oxus. Its gardens are over-

grown, but some luscious fruits are still produced, particularly apricots.

Its aqueducts are broken down, and the waters of its river run to

waste in the sandy plain which lies between, and prevents its reach-

ing the Oxus. Balkh, sultry, unhealthy, and in ruins, is still an ob-

ject of interest to the traveler. It belongs actually to Bokhara, but
physically to the country of the Oxus.
Kunduz, the former capital of the amir, lies in a low, unhealthy,

marshy valley, opening northward, and extending forty miles to the

Oxus. It yields rice, wheat, barley, &c. The summer heats are

intolerable, though the snow lies three months in winter. Its fatal

climate has reduced the population to 1500, and driven Murad Beg,
and his court, to the hills, fifteen miles eastward. This successful

chief has extended his control over the whole of Badakshan. He is
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described, as a tall, and harsh-featured Usbek of fifty. His affairs are
managed by a Hindu premier. Chitral, on the Indus, is also tributa-
ry to him. The chief of Giljit, strong in his mountain fastnesses,
preserves his independence. Isc^rdo, still farther east, bordering on
Lad^k, is an irregular fortress, the centre of an independent district.

Its chief has lately carried on a friendly correspondence with a Brit-
ish political agent.

The T^jik- chiefs of these districts, are shiah Mohammedans, and
were the Chinese frontier on this side not strong enough in its moun-
tain barriers, it would have additional security in the- impossibility

that the shiahs and the sunis can cooperate. However well disposed

to cooperate these chiefs might be, it is not probable that the Usbek
amir of Kundfiz will ever march on Yarkand. He has, however,
commanded the passes of the Oxus ever since he deposed the late

ruler of Badakshan. This region, of hill and dale, mountain and
river, with all its picturesque and diversified scenery, is new entirely

subject to him. Durwaz, on the Bolor, stills holds out independent.

Its chief is also a Tijik. It has already been remarked that the rich-

est ‘ lavaderos ’ of gold on the Oxus are near Durwaz. The amir of
Kunduz has been more successful in his designs on the districts of
Kulab, Wakhan, west of Durwaz.

Hissar; next west, though under Usbek control, is not dependent
on Kunduz. It is a well watered district, traversed by three consi-

derable rivers. These streams pass by the three chief towns, Hissar,

Dehinou, and Saidabad, the two former falling into the Oxus, and the

latter losing itself a little north of Tirmez. Branches of the Kara tag,

in some places 4000 feet high, run down between them, toward the

Oxus. A deposit of^rock-salt is found in one of these ranges. On
the northwest, the road from Hissar and Dehinou to Shehir Sebz,

leads across the pass of Kaluga, a remarkable defile, of great impor-

tance in troublous times, and often mentioned in the memoirs of

Timur and B^ber. Marco Polo first mentioned that the chief of

Badakshan claimed descent from Alexander. Lately, it has been as-

certained that the chiefs of all the mountainous districts, from Hissar*to

Isc&rdo, hold the same traditionary descent, or share the same vanity.

This claim to have descended from a monarch, who left no heir to

his conquests, has been derided ; but Burnes appears to regard it as

valid, -until disproved by facts, or probable contrary testimony. ' The
Persian language bf the people of this hilly region, their physiognomy

and pronunciation, evince an early and close connexion with Per-

sia, and no era can well be assigned for the assimilation later than

that of Alexander. The Persian monarchy, which he overthrew, may
well have extended to the Belur. Tkjik ascendency, at whatever

period it obtained, seems to have been more complete and extensive,

than the later Mohammedan conquest.

The above observations on the region of the Oxus, have been given

in this informal manner, because the information is too scanty for

regular and extended description. It is an unexplored region, in

great part, and probably much time will elapse, before it will be open to
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the European traveler. In paint of climate, scenery, &c., it must be,

on the whole, a favored country, though its water-coiirses are divided

by mountain ranges, which are both rocky and barren, and one, at

least, of the vallies is extremely unhealthy. Under its present masters,

industry has no encouragement. Many of the inhabitants of Badak-

shan have been forcibly transferred to the unhealthy vallies around

Kdnduz. One third of the produce of the soil is exacted by govern-

ment. Grain and slaves are paid as tribute by the dependent dis-

tricts, and these slaves, with some cattle, afford the means of buying

a few luxuries in the market of Bokhara. Murad Beg maintains an
army of 20,000 horse, but has no infantry. The duties levied on
articles of trade, &c., are low, and Christian governments.might take

a lesson on this point from the Usbek Mohammedan. The amir of

Kunduz is said to distrust his neighbor of Bokhara, l)ut reserves his

utter detestation for the rulers of British India. Moorcroft escaped

with great difficulty out of .his hands, and Burnes owed his release,

when brought before him, to the disguise he wore, and the dullifess of

Usbek penetration. It is expected that a few years will extend the

British control over the dominions of Runjlt Singh and Kashmir, and
thus bring the Indian government almost into contact with 'jKlunduz.

Perhaps the amir will like his neighbor better on closer acquaintance.

At present, Kunddz is, of all the Usbek states, the most unfriendly

to the traveler, and the most adverse to British influence, and all other

foreign intercourse.

The khanate of Khiva—the Kw^resm of the middle ages—the

ancient Chorasmia,— the last of the Usbek states, .of which 'vre pro-

posed to take a survey, is found on the banks and in the delta of the
Oxus, south of the Aral. A low chaia of hills, the extension of the

Asferah mountains, crosses the Oxus about 40° north latitude, and
forms the southern boundary of Khiva. The desert, however, en-

closes it on this side, as well as on the east and west, down to tho

shores of the Aral. Khiva is a level country, owing its cultivation

to the waters of the Oxus, spread by nature and art over the sur-

rounding deserts. Its limits are made by different geographers to vary
from 4^K) square, miles, to 700 miles from north to south, and 100
from east to west. Probably the lesser estimate would cover all the

cultivated country. The Aral is never entirely frozen over, and its

vicinity, under the prevailing north winds, gives comparative softness

and moisture to the climate of Khiva. The winters, however^ are cold,

and the autumnal months rainy.

Khiva produces wheat, barley, millet, peas, beans, hemp, tobacco,
cotton, silk, &c. The fruits of temperate climates, grapes included,
are abundant in the gardens and orchards of this country. The
horse, the camel, the sheep, and goat; are here, also, the most valuable
domestic animals. The surplus productions of Khiva are wheat, cot-

ton, silk, cattle, &c., and these are chiefly carried to the market of
Orenburg. Small caravans, also, traverse the desert to Asterabad,
and 150 boats on the Oxus keep up a communication with Bokhara.
The nearest point of the Caspian is ten marches distant, and fifleen

marches conduct the traveler to Merve.
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I'he khan of Khiva rules over 300,000 subjects
; 30,000 of whom

are Usbeks, the lords of the soil
; 100,000 Tijiks; 100,000 Kara Kal-

paks, of doubtful origin, inhabiting the shores of the Aral
;
the remain-

der are Kirghis and Turkomaus. The denser portion of this popula-

tion is found on the left bank of the Oxus, between 41® and 42° north
latitude. Here stand the two chief towns, Khiva and Urgunje. The
former, with a population of 6,000 to 10,000, is the residence of the

khan ;
the latter with 12,000, is thexommercial capital. Khiva is de-

scribed by Moravieff as surrounded with a high wall and dhch, its

lowers and the minarets of its 30 mosques rising beautifully from the

midst of orchards and gardens. The Usbeks of this country are said

to have a harshness of feature peculiar to themselves, the predomi-
nance, probably, of Mongol ugliness over Turk! and Persian comeli-

ness. The social condition of the people is marred by the prevalence

of slavery. Thirty thousand Persian and 2,000 or 3,000 Russian
slaves purchased from the Turkomans .are here held in bondage.

Russian influence has been unsuccessfully exerted in favor of the

unfortunate captives from that country.

Ullakholi, the*Usbek khan of Khiva, now nearly fifty years of age,

maintains an armed force of 10,000 to 20,000 men. They are armed
with a sword and a light lance. These arms, and a firelock, when one
can be 'obtained, have taken the place of the bow and arrow, the an-

cient weapons ofthe Turk and the Parthian. With this force, he con-

trols the Turkomans, west to the Caspian, and south to Merve. His
predecessor was through life the bitter enemy of Bokhara, but the

approach of death subdued his hate, -and his dying injunctions of

forgiveness, and peace have been kept by his successor. Toward
Russia no confidence is felt, and indeed Khiva is not far behind Kun-
duz in jealousy of foreign influence, designs, and intercourse. An
imperfect protection is granted to the caravans passing through Khiva,

but this is sometimes violated. Ullakholi, like other Usbek chiefs, has

no nobles around him to share his power. The mullahs fill the place

of these appendages of western thrones, and are at the same time,

his prot6g4s, his council, his judges, and his strongest adherents.

Russia and Khiva have exchanged envoys since the time of Peter

the Great. Of those sent by Russia, one of the first was the disas-

trous expedition of Bekevitch, in 1717. The last, under Moravieff

in 1820, did not accomplish much. It is supposed that Russia has

designs upon the states of Central Asia, and that she looks forward to

the time, when, having gained the command of the Aral,, the Oxus,

and the Sir, the whole of Usbek Turkestan will be* at her feet. Her
success might be anticipated with pleasure, could we rely on her

breaking the iron yoke of bigotry and despotism, and imposing no

equally galling fetters. . •

The distance to which we have vvandered from the Chinese fron-

tiers admonishes us to hasten to our last division, the desert of the

Turkomans. The extensive wastes w'h'ith f^tretch from Bokhara to

the ATal and the Caspian,! aiad southwestward to the borders of Kho-

rasan are called Tfirkmaiiia, a word of disputed etymojogy. The

.1
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region is intersected by the Oxus, and encloses several beautiful and
rich oases. Wide plains of indurated argillaceous substratum, with

hillocks or ridges of sand, characterize this dreary region. The im-

rage is here frequent, with its mockery of towns, lakes, and rivers.

In some places, the sandy mounds rise to the height of sixty feet. In

others, they take the horse-shoe form, with the convex side toward the

prevailing north wind. Over these wastes, thorny shrubs and plants,

with patches of coarse grass, are thinly scattered, affording a scanty

subsistence to the camels of caravans. Along the routes, frequented by
these caravans, wells have- been dug in former times, which furnish,

at the depth of 18 to 36 feet, a small supply of brackish water. It is

supposed that water can be obtained at these depths almost through-

out the desert, and energetic commanders have supplied armifes oy

sinking wells at every encampment.
The climate of Turkmania, is that of an unsheltered sandy desert,

exposed to the full force of the sun in summer, and to the cold north-

erly winds of winter. The sand is sometimes heated in summer to 15(y*

and the air to 100.® But for the steady north wind, this heat would be
insupportable to the traveler. In the winter, snow falls to the depth
of a foot as far south as the Mughib, and the Oxus is frozen over.

Beside the scanty shrubs and grasses of the desert, a little cultivation

is found along the rivers. It has been mentioned that the mulberry is

extensively .cultivated on the banks of the Oxus. A little cultivation

pf wheat, millet, melons, &c., is also found on the Mdgh^b and Te-
j6nd. Wheat is said to yield three successive tirops from one sowing
around Merve. On these favored spots, the Turkomans pitch their

conical tents or ‘ kirghas.’ "They are Turks and speak Turk!. They
suppose themselves to have come from the region northeast of the
Caspian, the cradle of the Usbek, the Turk, the Parthian, and Scy-
thian. They number 140,000 families, of which 104,000 inhabit the
desert; and 36,000 the borders of the Caspian. The proverb, ‘the
Turkman on horseback knows neither father nor mother,’ epitomizes
the characteir of these reckless plunderers. Their forays are directed

toward the frontier settlements of Persia, and in these they seldom
fail to carry away some unfortunate Persians into hopeless slavery.

These captives suffer extreme hardship in the retreat from the place
of their seizure, but when beyond pursuit are not treated wdth need-
less severity. The avaricipus Turkoman soon parts with his human
spoil for gold tillahs, and these his necessities compel him to ex-
change, for the merchandise of Bokhara and Khiva. Notwithstanding
this resource, the Turkoman lives on in rags and penury. His flocks

afford him but a scanty subsistence.. The care of these he divides
with his dogs, a breed remarkable for faithfulness and sagacity. .His
horse he trains with great care and skill to the highest point of ani-
mal endurance and capability. This noble animal, superior to the
Arab in strength and bottom, is worthy of better einployment and
a better master.

The Turkomans acknowledge no government, but that oftheir aken-
kals or elders. They boast, that ‘they rest neither under the shade
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of a tree or a king,’ a very unpicturesque degree of republicanism, the
full blaze ofdemocracy. The tribes north of Merve are partly under
the influence of Khiva. The western, on the Caspian, are subject to

Persiav The southern Turkomans still baffle all the efforts of the

Persians to reduce them to dependence, or to repress their kidnapping
incursions. Living under no government, the Turkoman tribes,

incapable of union or discipline, cannot be regarded as at all for-

midstble. They carry a sword and a lance, and some few possess fire-

arms. Much as they excel in forays, it is said that they have no tact

at thieving in a small way, so thatt there is some security of property

among them. They have the credit of that most questionable of all

virtues, rude hospitality. The Turkmans are suni Mohammedans,
but compared with thehr Usbek neighbors, their creed sits lightly on
them. They have no mosques or mullahs, no science or literature.

In external qualities, they seem to differ much from each other
; in

some parts, a handsome people, in others, as ugly as the Mongols.

Such is the condition of Turkmania. That much of it has ever been

a waste, b clear from observation, and certaii^ from history. But
ruins of considerable extent, in various places, attest that solitude has

there succeeded to population, and cultivation given place to sterility.

Among these, we may mention the ruins of Bykund, near Bokhara;
of Meshed i Misraim, near the Caspian; and of Merve. A depopulat-

ed circlb of 30 miles around this last city, gives a clear impression of

its ancient grandeur. There is but little hope that Turkmania will

soon be raised to a condition of social order and happiness. And
there is as little reason to fear that its hordes will ever the instru-

ments of extensive injury to the neighboring nations.

This brief sketch of Turkmania bring us to the frontiers of Per-

sian Khor;i<san. Here the country rises again from the broad level of

the desert, and forms a new physical and political region. Upon this

we do not enter. Of our task it remains only to trace the history of

the principal changes, which have passed upon Usbek Turkestan, the

political atfd commercial iutercodrse now existing between its states,

and the influence, they do or may exert on the Chinese territories

bordering upon them.

Abt. IV. Topography of Bankok; remarks on the monsoons and

reasons; ther^metriccil observations; diseases of the natives;

and their longevity. From a Correspondent.

The winds ac^ remarkably regular at Bankok; and scarcely ever

change, except at the regular periods for the breaking up of the mon-

soons. The southwest monsoon commences in the month of April,

and continues until November, when the wind changes, and settles
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into the northeast monsoon. The wind seldom blows strongly from

any point of the compass
;
and hurricanes and tornadoes are quite un-

known in Siam. In Bankok, anji I believe throughout Siam generally,

there are two grand divisions of the year, termed the wet and the dry

seasons. The rains begin to fall with the breaking uj^ of the north-

east monsoon in April, but they do not become abundant until July or

August. They fall chiefly in showers, attended with thunder and
lightning. In the former part of the wet seasons these showers are

of short duration, and are by no means unpleasant. The clouds

quickly clear away
;
the air becomes cool and pure

; and- the earth

is refreshed. In the months of July, August, and September, the

showers are much more frequent and abundant, occuring, on an ave-

rage, as often as every other day, and commonly in the aftermoon or

at night.

The dry season commences with the breaking up of the southwest
monsoon. For a little time after the northeast wind begins to blow,
there are occasionally light showers; but they are not copious, until

near the vernal equinox, when a severe thunder-storm may ^ ex-
pected. After this, there is little or no rain until the middle of April.

The Siamese are accustomed to divide the dry season into two, the
cold and the hot seasons. The first commences about the 1st of
November, and continues until February. Then follows their

hot season, and continues until the heavy rains commence. To the
natives much of the cold season is nearly as uncomfortable, as an
English or North American winter is to a native of those countries.

In the evenings and mornings, especially, one may see them wrapped
up in their blankets shivering with cold. The poorer classes, who have
not good houses to shield them from the winds, suflfer very much.
Even the European residents, though well accustomed to cold weather,
suffer not a little during this season. During much the greater part

of it, however, the temperature is most agreeable and delightful. The
heavens are clear both day and night. And sometimes, at night, the
firmament is remarkable for its brilliancy. At the time of the full

moons the nights are as light as in high latitudes, where the light of a
full moon is reflected by the snow. This phenomenon is attributable

in part to the fact, that the moon is nearly vertical in this latitude, and
in part to the extraordinary clearness of the atmosphere.

Thermometrical observations. From observations that were made
during a part of the years 1835 and 1836, it appears that in the cold
season the thermometer stood at no time lower than 59 degrees of
Fahrenheit, and at that point only in two instances. It stood at 95“

only in one instance, and but rarely as high as 90.“ During the hot
season, it stood at no time lower than 75f and only once as high as
97.“ And during the wet season the mercury was rarely lower than
75,“ and never higher than 95 degrees. The following table, it is

believed, will present a nearly accurate account of the mean daily
state of the thermometer, &c., for the period above mentioned.
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Many persons, judging a priori, conclude that Bankok must be

necessarily one of the hot beds of disease. A low and level country,

extensive jungles, a rank vegetation, a hot climate, and a dense ^and

indolent population, ail ‘ squatting in the mud,’ are circumstances,

think they, which must generate disease in most malignant forms.

That the ‘ marsh miasma,’ that invisible and terrible scourge of the

human race, should not find a favorite abode here, they imagine is

impossible. The writer was formerly of this opinion. But a residence

of a year and a half in the city, under the best possible advantages for

acquiring correct information respecting the salubrity of the climate,

has convinced him, that he was much mistaken in his preconceived

opinions. Bankok is, by no means, unhealthy. Compared with most

places, within the tropics, and many without them, it has a salubrious

climate. The fevers, which are so fatal in Java, Sumatra, Burmah,
and Bengal, seems to be very little known in Bankok, or its vicinity.

Among 3^450 different individuals, living in various parts of the city

and kingdom, who applied to the writer for medical aid during a

term of fourteen months, there were only eighteen cases of fever, and
all of those were of the mildest intermittent type. Hepatitis, both

acute and chronic, which takes so conspicuous a rank among the pre-

vailing diseases of Burmah, Bengal, and Bombay, appears to be of
comparatively rare occurrence. And consumption, which cuts down
annually its thousands in England and America, is a stranger in

Siam.

From the notes which I made during a term of eighteen months, it

appears that the prevailing diseases of the natives are; 1st, small-pox;

2d, cutaneous complaints; 3d, ulcers; 4th, ophthalmia, in all its forms;

6th, rheumatism
;
6th, syphilis; 7th, diarrhoea; 8th, dysentery

;
9th,

tumours. European and American residents at Bankok are chiefly

exposed to simple diarrhoea, dysentery, ulceration of the intestines,

piles, nervous lassitude, and cerebral affections. Their children are

the greatest sufferers from bowel complaints. As yet experiment
proves that Bankok is favorable to the health of foreigners.

In no country have I ever seen a greater proportion of aged people
than in Siam. Persons aged 80 and 90 are often seen in Bankok. It

is not an uncommon thing to meet with those who are a hundred*
years old and upwards. The females here-, as in other countries,

live to the most advanced age. I would remark, in conclusion, that

from ail the information I have been able to gain, it does not appear
that there is any thing in the location of Bankok, or in the climate
itself, peculiarly calculated to abridge human life. 'The chief diseases
of the natives are evidently caused by poverty and irregularities of
living: unwholesome diet, filthiness, intemperate eating, debauchery,
lasciviousness, indolence, and the like, are here the master waters of
human life.

[Thus far we have given the remarks of our Correspondeat, now resident at
the capital of Siam ; his paper is dated, Bankok Jan. 11th, 1837 ; and the first part
of it, respecting the face of the country, rivers, &C., was published in our fast.

We have before ‘as a new historical account of the kingdom of Siam,’ by M. De
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la Lovbere, envoy extiraordinary from the French king to the king of Siam, in the
years 1687 and ifeS, “ illustrated with sculptnres,” and“ done out of French” by
an anonymous writer. This work is in two vohnnes, folio. The design of the
first volume is, to describe the country, Us extent, qualities of the soil, and climate,
and to explain the manners and customs of the people : the second volume i»

composed of miscellaneous papers, designed chiefly to illustrate some of the most
interesting topics which are treated of in the first—from which we subjoin a
short chapter on ^'medicine and chimutry,” as an appendix to the last part of our
Correspondent's paper.]}

^ Medicine cannot'merit the name of a science amongst the Siamese. The
king of Siam's principal physicians are Chinese ; and he' has also some Siam-
ese and Peguans: and within two or three years he has admitted into this

quality Mr, Phomart, one of the French secular missionaries, on whom he
relies more than on all his other physicians. The others are obliged to re-

port daily unto him the state of this prince’s health, and to receive from his

hand the remedies which he prepares for him, Theif chief ignorance is to

know nothing in chirur^ry, and to stand in need of the Europeans, not only'

for trapans,, and for all the other difficult operations of chirurgery, hut for

simple blood-lettings. They are utterly ignorant of anatomy : and so far

from having excited their curiosity to discover either the circulation of the
blood, or all the new things that we know touching the structure of the hody
of animals, that they open not the dead bodies, till after having roasted them
in their funeral solemnities nnder pretence ofburnu^ them ; and they open
them only to seek wherewith to abuse the superstitious credulity of the peo-

ple. For example, they alledge that they sometimes find in the stomach of

the dead, great pieces offresh pig's flesh, or of some other animal, about eight

or ten pounds in weight : and they suppose that it has been put therein by

some divination, and that it is g^ to perform others. They trouble not

themselves to have any principle of medicine, but only a number of receiuts,

which they have learnt from their ancestors, and in which they never alter

any thing. They have no regard to the particular symptoms of diseases

:

and yet they fail not to cure a great many ; because the natural temperance

of the Siamese preserves them from a great many evils difficult to cure.

Bnt when at last it happens that the distemper is stronger than the remedies,

they fail not to attribute the cause thereof to enchantment.

« The king of Siam understanding one day that I was somewhat indisposed,

though it was so little that i kept not my chamber, he had the gc^ness to

send all his physicians to me. The* Chinese offered some civility to the

Siamese and Peguans : and then they made me sit, and sat down themselves;

and after havine demanded silence, for the company was numerous, they felt

hiy pulse one after the other a long time, to make me suspect that it wm not

only a grimace. I had read that in China there is np school for physicians,

and that one is there admitted to exercise the profession thereof, at most by

a slight examination made by a magistrate of justice, and not by doctors in

phywe. And I knew, moreover, that the Indians are great chea^, and the

Chinese much greater : so that I had throughly resolved to get rid of these

doctors without making any experience of their remedies. After having felt

my pulse, they said that I was a little feverish, but discerned it not at all

:

they added, that my stomach was out of order, and I perceived it not, save

that my voice was a little weak. The neirt morning the Chinese returned

alone to present me a small warm potion, in a China cup covered and very

neat. The smell of the remedy pleased efie, and made me to drink it, and I

found myself neither better nor worse.

« It is well known that there are mountebanks everywhere, and that every

man who will boldly promise health, pleasures, riches, honors, aiffi theJenow-

ledge of futurities, will always find fools. But the difference that there is
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between the mountebanks of China and the quacks of Europe on the account

of medicine, is that the Chinese do abuse the sick by pleasant and enticing

remedies, and that the Europeans do give us drugs, which the human body

seeks to get rid of by all manner of means; so t&it we are inclined to be-

lieve that they would not thus torment a sick person, if it was not certainly

very necessary. When any person is sick in Siam, he begins with causing

his whole body to be moulded by one that is skilful herein, who gets upon the

body of the sick person, and tramples him under his feet. It is likewise

reported that women when pregnant .do thus cause themselves to be trodden

underfoot by a child, to procure tnemselves to be delivered with less pain : for

in hot countries, though their deliveries seem to be more easy by the natural

conformation of the women, yet they are very painful, by reason perhaps that

they are preceded with less evacuation.

Anciently the Indians applied no other remedy to plenitude, than an exces-

sive diet; and this is still the principal subtilty of the Ch'mese in medicine.

The Chinese do now make use of blood-letting, provided they may have an
European chimrgian : and sometimes instead of blood-letting they do use

cupping-glasses, scarifications, and leeches. They have some purgatives

which we make use of, and others which are peculiar to them; but they know
not the Hellebore, so familiar to the ancient Greek physicians. Moreover,

they observe not any time in purging, and know not what the crisis is:

though they understand the benefit of sweats m distempers, and do highly

applaud the use of sudorifics. In their remedies they do use minerals and
simples, and the Europeans have made known the quinquina unto them. In ge-

nersd all their remedies are very hot, and they use not any inward refreshment,

but they bathe themselves in fevers and in all sorts ofdiseases. It seems that

whatever concenters or augments the natural heat, is beneficial to them.

Their sick do nourish themselves only with boiled rice, which they do make
extremely liquid: and the Portuguese of the Indies call it cange. Meet-broths

are mortal in Siam, because they too much relax the stomach : and when
their patients are in a condition to eat any thing solid, they give them pig's

flesh preferable to jmy other.

They do noU understand chdmistry, although they passionately affect it;

and that several amongst them do boast of possessing the most profound se-

crets thereof. Siam, l&e all the rest of the east, is full of two soi^ of persons
upon this account, impostors and fools. The late kings of Siam, the father

of the present prince, spent two millions, a great sum for his country, in the

vain research of the philosopher's stone : and the Chinese, reputed so Wise,

have for three or four thousand years bad the folly of seeking out a universal

remedy, by which they hope to exempt themselves from the necessity of dy-
ing. And as amongst us there are some foolish traditions concerning some rare

persons that afe reported to have made gold, or to have lived some ages

;

thei^e are some very strongly established amongst the Chinese, and Siamese,
and the other orientals, concerning those that know fo render themselves im-
mortal, either absolutely, or in such a maimer, that they can die no otherwise
than of a violent death. Whereof it is supposed, that some have withdrawn
themselyes from the sight of men, either to enjoy a free and peaceable
immortality, or to secure themselves from all foreign force, which might de-

prive them of their life, which no distemper could do. They relate wonders
concerning the knowled^ of these pretended immortals, and it is no matter
of astonishment that they think themselves capable of forcing nature in seve-
ral things, since they imagine that they have had the art offreeing themselves
from death.

VOL. VI, NO. 111. 17
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Art. V. Urhsheil^ze HeaoUy or Twentyfour Examples of Filial
Duty: Shun, Wdriy Tsangy MiUy Chung

y
LaCy F«i, Tung,

Ke'dngy Hwangy Kedngy Tingy K6 Yang, TsaCy huh, Wang,
Mangy Wang, WoOy Yu, Tang, Choo, and Hwang.

This little collection of stories, illustrative of filial duty, belongs to

the class of works styled juvenile, or toy-books. Moral maxims are

illustrated in it by examples drawn from real life. The conduct ^e
held up for admiration and imitation shows how highly filial deyotion

is esteemed by the Chinese. These lesions of obedience to parental

commands, accord well with the fine theories of Chinese philosophy.

In practice, filial respect is often maintained with a degree of correct-

ness, worthy of all commendation—though examples of the opposite

extreme are numerous. Without pausing here to notice the influence

which the proper exercise of thb duty has on national character and
institutions, we offer our readers a translation of the little book, that

they may judge of the models upon which the moral and social feelings

of the Chinese youth are fashioned. There is no better way of be-

coming acquainted with character, either national or individual, than

by examining its moulding causes; and if it be true—
» That as the twig is bent, the tree *s inclined ,

’

then, in order to understand the structure and bent of the Chinese

mind, we must peruse the books employed to give it ‘its form and
features.’ In these examples the child sees an exhibition of those

principles which he has been taught to consider as the essence of wis-

dom
;
and if he now learns that filial devotion can move the powers of

heaven and renovate the hearts of men, no wonder it becomes the

basis of his moral and religious code. From the extension of this

principle, the worship of ancestors, probably, had its origin. Arid

stories like these tend wonderfully to enforce such superstition. In

apology for the ludicrous conduct of some of these renowned worthies,

the Chinese say, that they were common people, who acted sincerely

and honestly according to the best knowledge they possessed
;
and that

they lived, many of them, in very humble circumstances, and in very

remote times. The account of their actions, consequently, has upon it

the weight of antiqui^, without which it would have, comparatively,

but little influence. The second paragraph of each story is of a more

recent date than the first, which is in prose, while the other is in

verse : no attempt, however, Has been made to versify in the transla-

tion. In the original, also, each story is illustrated with a cut.

NO. i.

The JUud piety that influtaieed heaven.

Yu Shun, the son of Koo Sow, had an exceedingly filial disposition;

his father, however, was stupid, his mother perverse, and his younger

brother Seang very conceited. His actions are related in the Shang
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Shoo, in the Chung Yung, and in the works of Mencius. Those who
speak of him say, that Shun cultivated the. hills of Leih (in the pro-

vince of Shanse), where he had elephants to plough his fields, anxi

birds to weed tire grain. So widespread was the renown of his virtue,

that the emperor Yaou heard of him, and sent his nine sons to serve

him, and gave to him two of his daughters in marriage; and after-

wards resigned lo'him the imperial dignity.

Of all those whose virtue and filial duty deserves to be illustrated. Shun
is preeminent ;

and his example, in obeying his parents, is worthy of being

handed down to posterity, through myriad of ages. Once he was in great

danger in a well, into which he was commanded by his father to descend, and
his brother cast down stones upon him ; again he was in a gran^, when
it was set on fire ;

but from these, as well as from many other dangers, he

escaped unhurt. He fished, burned pottery, ploughed and^ovved, with great

toil on the hills of Leih. He laboriously performed all these duties, but his

parents were not affected, while his brother Seang became more insolent and
overbearing. His parents allec^ed cr.imes against him, but Shun could not

find that he had done wrong; he loved and revered them, though they did not

requite him with affection. His feelings were grieved at these manifold

troubles, and with, strong crying and tears he invoked heaven. His perfect

sincerity was effectual to renovate his family
;
his parents became pleasant,

nnd his brother .more conciliatory and virtuous. Heaven, also, considered his

excellency to be great, and regarded him as truly good, thus establisliing his

reputation so firmly, that it was perpetuated to, and influenced, succeeding

ages. Even Confucius is regarded as elevated but a little above Shun
;
and

I would praise and. extol them both to Coming generations.

NO. II.

Affection showed in tasting soups arid medicines.

The emperor Win, of the Han dynasty, the third son of his father

Kootsoo, was appointed prince over the country of T^e. His own
mother P6 was queen-dowager, and Win was sedulous in his att^-'

dance upon her. She was ill. for three years, during which time his

eyelids did not close, nor was the girdle of bis dress unloosed
;
and

she took none of the soups and medicines prepared for her till he had
tasted them. This benevolence and filial affection was heard of
throughout the empire.

Win received direction to go and arrange the imperial sacrifices, and re-

quested his mother to accompany him to the royal domains. Morning and
evening he visited her in her own apartments, and handed her the fragrant
dishes. If the provisions had lost their flavor, he was vexed

;
and when tast-

ing the medecines he commanded perfect qilerice. The live-long night his

girdle was not loosed, nqr for three years Were ;his. eyelids closed. By as
much as his animal spirits were exhausted^ by so much the more did his heart
become fixed on the subject of its affection

; and "for a long time his thoughts
were not distracted. Such filial love and virtue so moved upon heaven’s kind
regard, that it wrought upon his father to confer the throne upon him as his

patrimony.

NO. ,I II.

Gnawing her figure pained his heart.

During the Chow dynasty there liv^d a lad named Tskng Tsan (also

oalied Tszeyu), who served his mother very dutifully. Tsang was in the
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habit of going to the hills to collect faggots
; and once, while he was

thus absent, many guests came to his house, towards whom his mother
was at a loss how to act. She, while expecting her son who delayed
his return, began to gnaw her fingers. Tsiing suddenly felt a pain in

his heart, and took up his bundle of faggots in order to return home

;

and when he saw his mother, he kneeled and begged to know what
was the cause^ of her anxiety. She replied; ‘there have been some
guests here, who canae from a great distance, and I bit my finger in

order to arouse you to return to me.*

The faculties of mind and body in both mother and son sprang originally

from the same source, and are alike
;
but in common men this connexion is

br>ken or interrupted, and they are dull and stupid. Those sages, whose
nature is heavenly, differ from the rest of mankind; and virtue, as in a breath,

permeates their whole souls. At a certain time, when Tskng was absent to

collect faggots, visitors came and knocked at his door in great haste ; and as

there was no man at home ready to receive them, his mother was much griev-

ed. He had entered the dense fog on the hills and did not know where he
was, when his mother leaned against the doorpost, and gnawed her fingers as

if she would go in quest of him. Her son in the hills is suddenly seized with
a pain in his heart, and quickly takes up his bundle of faggots to return ; al-

though distant, be sympathizes with his mother’s grief and complaint. The
hearts of mother and eon are mutually afiTected ; one influencing the other, in

the same manner as the amber draws the small straws, and the loadstone

attracts^ the slender needle. From the remotest period, sages have been able

to control their dispositions, and in the deepest silence have revolved their

actions as in a breath. The moving influence that such minds have on each
other, the generality of men cannot understand. The devotedness with which
they serve their parents, and the respect with which they cherish them—who
can comprehend

!

;^o. IV

Clad in a single garment he teas client to his mother.

During the Chow dynasty lived Min Sun ( afterwards known as

Tsze Heen), who in early life lost his mother. Hjs father subsequent-

ly married another wife, who bore him two children, but disliked Min.

In winter she clothed him in garments made of rushes, while her own
two children wore cotton cloths. Min was epiployed in driving his

father’s chariot, and his body was so cold that the rains dropped from

his hands, for which carelessness his father chastised him
;
yet he did

Ifot vindicate himself [but bore the injury in silence] When his

father knew the circumstances, he determined to divorce his second

wife ; but Sun said, ‘ whilst mother remains, one son is cold
;

if

mother departs, three sons will be destitute.’ The father desisted

fVoip his purpose; and after this, the mother was led to repentance,

and became a good and virtuous parent.

The filial piety of the renewed Shun influenced heaven, whilst that of the

Min renovated mankind. If heaven be influenced, all below it will be'^

transformed ; if men be renovated, from them will spring a power able to

cause their families to become good. In all ages, men have exhibited a great

love for their wives ; but dutiful children have frequently met with unkind-

ness. Min carefully concealed aU his grievances, and refused to indulge any

cpoiplaint : even while suflering seveiyly from cold and hunger he maintained
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his affection unabated. During the long period which he endured this oppres>

sive treatment, his good disposition became manifest^ and by his own conduct,"

he was able to maintain the harmony of the family unimpaired. His father

and mother were influenced by his ^al devotion ;
and his brothers joined in

extolling his virtues. All his friends and acquaintances, with united voice,

celebrated his merits ;
and the men of his native village joyfully combined to

spread the fame of his actions. The memory of his agreeable countenance

and pleasing manners was perpetuated to the remotest ages ;
and his ex-

ample was in many respects like that of Shun, whose parents were equally

perverse.

NO. v.

He carried rice for his parents.

In the Chow dynasty lived Chung Yew, named also Tszeloo, who,

because his family was poor, usually ate herbs and coarse pulse; and

he also went more than a hundred le to procure rice for his parents.

Afterwards, when they were dead, he weht south to the country of

Tsoo, where he was made commander of a hundred companies of

chariots
;
there he became rich, storing up grain in myriads of meas-

ures, reclining upon cushions, and eating food served to him iir nu-

merous dishes
;
but sighing, he said, * although I should now desire

to eat coarse herbs and bring rice for my parents, it cannot be !
’

‘Alas!* said Tszeloo, ‘although I was a scholar, yet my parents were
poor

;
and how was I to nourish them V Exhausted he traveled the long

road, and cheerfully brought the rice for his parents. Pleasantly he endured

the toil, and exerted his utmost strength without any commendation. At
that time his lot in life was hard and unfortunate, and he little expected the

official honors he afterwards enjoyed. But w'hen bis parents were dead, and
he had become rich and honorable, enjoying all the luxuries of life, then he
was unhappy and discontented ; not cheerftu as hi the days of his poverty, nor

happy as when he ministered to his parents* wants.

NO. VI.

With sports and embroidered garments he amused his parents.

In the Chow dynasty there flourished the venerable Lae, who was
very obedient and reverential towards his parents, manifesting his

dutifulness by exerting himself to provide them with every delicacy.

Although upwards of seventy years of age, he declared that he was
not yet old

;
and usually dressed himself in partycolored embroidered

garments, and like a child would playfully stand by the side of his

parents. He would also takp up buckets of water, and try to' carry

them into the house; but feigning to slip, would fall to the ground,
wailing and crying like a child : and all these things he did in order

to divert his parents.

In the country of Tsoo lived Lae, who, when so old that he had lost nearly
all his teeth, made every eflbrt to rejoice and comfort his parents, constantly
endeavoring to gladden their hearts. At times be imitated the playfulness of
a little child ; and arraying himself in gaudy and variegated clothes, amused
them by his strutting and gambols. He would likewise purposely fall on the
ground, kicking and wailing to the utmost of his power. His mother was
delighted, and manifested her joy in her countenance. Thus did Lae forget

his age in order to rejoice the hearts of his parents
;
and aflection, harmony,
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anti joy, prevailed among tlie family. If this ardent love for liis parents hod
been insincere and constrained, how could it be referred to as worthy of
imitation I

NO. VII,

With deer's milk he supplied his parents.

In the time of the Chow dynasty lived Yen, who possessed a very

filial disposition. His father and mother were aged, and both were
afiiicted with sore eyes, to cure which they desired to have some
deer’s milk. Yen concealed himself in th^ skin of a deer, and
went deep into the forests, among the herds of deer, to obtain some
of their milk for his parents. While in the forests the hunters saw
him, and were about shooting at him with their arrows, when Yen
disclosed to them his true character, and related the history of his

family, with the reasons for his conduct.

Do his parents desire some milk from the deer ? He is not deterred by
the numerous obstacles in the way of procuring it ; but clothing himself in

a hairy gannent, he goes carefully seeking for it among the multitudes ofwild
beasts. He closely imitated the cry, yeta, of the fewns, watching for the

tracks of the herds. By this mode he obtained the sweet secretion : he also

surprised the hunters whom he met in the deep and lonely forest.

NO. VIH.

He sold himself io bury his father.

During the Han dynasty lived Tung Yung, whose family was so

^ery poor, that when his father died he was obliged to sell himself in

order to procure money to bury his remains. After this he went to

Another place to gain the means of redeeming himself; and on his

way he met a lady who desired to become his wife, and go with him
to his master’s residence. She went with Tung, and wove three hun-

dred pieces of silk, which being completed in two months, they

returned home
;
and on the way, having reached the shade of the

cassia tree where they before met, the lady bowed and ascended

upwards from his sight.

Tung could not endure to behold his father’s bones lie exposed, but to bury

them, he had not the requisite means. He saw that his household goods were

jiot suflbeient, and he said, ‘ this little body, what is the use of it ! If I sell

my body, I can redeem it ag^ ;
and thus can bury my father who will not

be dishonored.’ His filial piety moved heaven to diret a female, in a super-

human form, to come and help him in fulfilling h'ls engagement ;
she wove

three hundred pieces of silk, and thus procured the redemption of a man of

truly filial heart.

NO. II.

He hired himself out ds a laborer to support his mother.

In the time of the Han dynasty lived Keang Kih, who when young,

lost his father, and afterwards lived alone with his mother. Times of

commotion- arising, which caused them much distress, he took his

mother on his back and fled. On the way, he many times met with

companies of robbers, who would have compelled him to go with them

and become a bandit, but Keang^ intreated them with tears to spare

him, saying that he had his aged mother with him; aud the robbers

could not bear to kill him. Altering bis course, be came into the
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district of Heapei, extremely impoverished and reduced, where he

hired himself out and supported his mother; and such was his dili-

gence that he was always able to supply her with whatever she

personally required.

Passing over the hills and wading through the streams, he carried his. moth-

er with much difficulty ^ it was during a year of famine, when all the inhabi-

tants of the land were in confusion from the scarcity of fwd, and engage-

ments were frequent between the soldiers and banditti, and signal-fires were

lighted on the high hills. Keang was fearful lest the robbers should meet him

on the road, and plunder him ; and they did seize him, regardless of his cries

imd tears, and were about to rob him ; but when they knew of his filial piety

and affection to his mother, they permitted him to proceed. While jour-

neying he was loo poor to procure any food beyond the bare necessaries of

life; and because he could not provide comforts and delicacies- for his mother,

he was ^eved as if it had been his fault. He went and hired himself to la-

bor; with tl^ greatest diligence adhered to his purpose to maintain his

mother ; and soon the stranger obtained an abundance of food and clothing.

'Hiis success caused his mother to rejoicev and they were both delighted,, she

forgetting her former hardships in the joy that filled her bosom.

NO. X.

He fanned Uie pillow and cooled the mat.

In the Han dynasty lived Hwang Heang, who when only nine years

old, lost his mother, whom he loved so ardently and remembered so

strongly, that all the villagers praised his filial duty. He was employ-

ed in the severest toil, and served his father with entire obedience.

In summer, when the weather was warm, he fanned and cooled his

father’s pillow and bed ; and in winter, when it was cold and chilly,

with his body he warmed the coverlid and mat. The magistrate sent

him an honorary banner, as a mark of distinction.

When the heat of summer made it difficult to sleep quietly, the lad knew
what would be for the comfort of his venerated parent. Taking a fan he
slowly waved it about the silken curtains, and the cool air expanding enveloped
and filled the pillows and bed. In winter, when the snow threatened to crush
in the >oof, and the fierce wind shook the fences, and the cold penetrated to

the bones making it hazardous to unloose the girdle, then Heang warmed his

father’s bed that he might not fear, because of the cold, to enter the “ place

of dreams.”

NO. XI.

Tlu gushing fountain, and the frisking carp.

In the Han dynasty lived Keang She, who, served his mother with
perfect obedience; and his wife Pang also fulfilled her mother-in-
law’s commands without the least reluctance. The old lady loved to

drink of the water, from the river distant fromjhe cottage six or seven
le, and Pang was in the habit of going stealthily after it, and handing
it to her. She was also fond of carp,, and when it was obtained'

deeming herself not able to consume alone^what her children with
great toil and trouble continually prepared for her,' usunlly invited

Some of the neighbors to feast with her, By the side of the cottage
there suddenly gushed out a fountain, the taste of whose waters was
like that of the river; and which daily produced two jiving fishes.

These were taken out by Keapg She and prepared for his mother.
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The fish from the river were fresh and delicious, and the water was sweet

;

the mother of Keang She wished to taste of both • daily. Her sou went to

purchase the fish, and her daughter-in-law to bring ^e water, as constantlj

as the revolution of morning and evening did they exert themselves in this

arduous labor. Having obtained the fish and water, her countenance bright-

ened up; and laughing, she invited in one of her neighbors to Tqoice and
partake of them with her. Sitting opposite at the table, together they ate

them, she foolishly not even regaraing, but totally forgetting, her son and
daughter, who with so much trouble had prepared them for her. Heaven com-
passionated these two filial children, and employed its divine ix)wer to assist

them ; sending a spirit to strike the earth with arid ax, and caused a peren-
nial spring to bubble forth. The taste of the water from the fountain was
like that from the river, and a pair of fish' continually frisked about in it,

which henceforth Keang She tcok out for their sustenance ; nor was there

any fear of the supply failing. To procure the fish, now no money was re-

qmsite : to obtain the water, no long and weary walk was to be taken. It

was as if the productions of this river and of the water' were transferred into'

the midst of the cottage'; and Keang She could support his family with ease

for many years.

NO. XII.

He carved toood and served his parents.

During the Han dynasty liveH Ting Lan, whose parents both died

when he was young, before he could obey and support them
;
and he

reflected that for all the trouble and anxiety he had caused them, no
recompense had yet been given. He then carved wooden images

of his parents, and served them as if they had been alive. For a long

time his wife would not reverence them
;
but one day, taking a bod-

kin, she in derision pricked their fingers. Blood immediately flowed

from the wound
;
and seeing Ting coming, the images wept. He ex-

amined into the circumstances, and forthwith divorced his wife.

He remembers his parents, but cannot see them ; he carved wood to re-

present their ‘persons. He believes that their spirits are now the same as

when they were alive, and his quietless Heart trusts that their manes have

entered the carved images. He cannot rest until he has made their statues,

so strong is his desire to nourish and reverence them. He now reveres them

although dead, as if they were alive ;
and hopes that they will condescend to

inhabit his ancestral hall.

NO. XIII.

For his mother’s sake he buried his child.

In the days of the Han dynasty lived Ko Keu, who was very poor.

He had one child three years old
;
and such was his poverty that his

mother usually divided her portion of food with this little one. K6
says to bis wife, ** we are so poor that our mother cannot be support-

ed, for the child divides with her the portion of food that belongs, to

her. Why not bury this child T Another child may be born to us,

but a mother once gone will never return.*’ His wife did not venture

to object to the proposal
;
and Ko immediately digs a hole of about

three cubits deep, when suddenly he lights upon a pot of gold, and

on the metal reads the following inscription :
“ heaven bestows this

treasure upon Ko Keu, the dutiful son
;
the magistrate may not seize

it, nor shall the neighWs take it from him.’*
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Wimt a foolish action, that the sage K5 should be willing to bury his

own child ! Fearing that his mother {should not have cnou^ to eat^ he is

willing to resign his child to death ; but when it is dead, wTiat relief will

there be ibr the grief of its affectionate ^ndmother 1 When a multiplicity

of Cares come at some future time, who then will there be to manage them, if

the child is dead ? But at this time, the reflection that his mother would be

to waint filled his breast ’^ith^cf; and he had no time ‘to think of the fu-

ture whbn be would be childl£s: Heaven havingjriven him a ' dutiful mind,

catis^ him to 'take a light hoe to dig the earth. Together. Kd and his wife

went, sorrowing and distre^d by the Way,. until they canie to a very hilly

place, Whtere they stopped. 'Having dug’ into the ground, suddenlyh gleam
of light shot forth, and the pot of yellow gold, which heaven had deposited

tlierc was seen. Taking it up, with ecstacy th^ clasped their child in their

arms, and returned home ; for now they had sufficient to support tlicir whole
family in plenty.

,, >

‘U ,/T ,i-: • NO. XIV. f ' •
•

it' -c ' Ha seized the tiger and aaved his father.

In the Hdn dynasty lived Yang Heang, a lad of fourteen years, who
wasiin the* habit df follOw’itig hiis father to ' the fields td diit gram.

Once'tiHiger seized his father, and was slow^ carrying film off, when
Yang, aitliough he had no iron weapon in his hand, anxious for his

father and forgetting himself, quickly fan forward and- seized the

tiger by the neck. ^ The beast let the prey fall from his* teeth and

fled, and Yang's father was thus saved from injury and death.

A tiger ' suddenly appears in the borders of the field, and seizes the man
as lightly as he catches a sheep, and drags him off, Yang Heang, seeing
the sudden ieopardy of his father, was vexed that he had no weapon with an
iron head; but being strongly excited, tod his feCtings roused^ he ran for-

ward in the path, crying with a loud voice, and grasped the tiger by the neck.

The frightened animal fled, npr stopjkjd in its rapid course till it reached
the bfgh hills. Yang then, irt a gentle m?]iner, raised his fatl^r up, andied
him home, endeavoring to sooth his mind aiid cHspel his fears

;
and also pre-

sented him the golden wine-cup. Among the great number of sages whose
reputations are famous, how few of them have bwn devoted and filial at the

ha^d of their lives ! £lut this lad, quite young tod fair, as soon as he saw
his mtheFs toger,-ri8k^ his'own life : enfely mis fame will spread through-
oat the country* We fiave heieifd of the lady Te Ymg, who saved her fat^r
from banishment f and ofyoung-TboO'

G

o, who lost her life in endeavoring to

lescite her father irom^rowning ; and I think -that Yang Heang will form a
trio with them, ani^ the three be celebrated in tfie same ode.

^ , NO.- XV.
' '

’’ He collected mulberries to suport his mother:

DurinO the Han dynasty lived Tsto ^un, whose father died wheh
he Wirf'J'bUng, and tvho served his mother very diitifuUy: It happen-
ed'that, during'the irouhles of the times, when Wanginahg was plot-

ting to usurp the throne, there were years of scarcity, In ' which he
could not procure food, and Tsae was compiled to gajfief mulberries,

which he/assorted, putting them intp two vessels.
^
The red-eyebrow-?

ed rpbber saw himi and inquired’ why ‘ he did thus. Tsae replied,,
* the .black and ripe berries I give to my mother, while the yellow
and unripe ones ! eat myself.' The bandit admired his flUri affec-

VOL. VI. NO. 111. I8
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tlon, ami 'rewarded him wiUi three measures* of white wifli a

leg qf ^ ox. ' ^
^

Anxi^ and fearful he seeks for fo^^ unrenutting^^m his exempim, he
t^es lip his baskets, and wends his way to the distant forest, and'penetiated
^td the thickets, where he findp p^iiy mulbenry< trees. ; His hunger now, bw
something to satisfy its crayinra ;

. ^

he aJsd remeoahers his ipotheiv

he must carry souk to, herl. . The zipp^^pd ui^pe berr^ he does Qf^ put t^
gether, hpt divides them, m that »ph h^^
p^jop^ 't^e chiefiaiii heard pfhi^ c^dt^t* U)4 pr&i^d hiin^
iii^ a giit.upou him, and spejf^i^, ofhis filial piety to allarouiid. .l^ikij^pp
his rice and |iesh, Tsae returnedJiiom»e to his mother with the provision,; ;and
in joy they even forgot thi^ the year was one of dearth^ ^ .

iia '? .• NO, XVI. -

'
r'j. tnw

He laid up the orangee for his mother.
' ' * ' '

Luh Tseih, a lad six years old, who lived in the time of Han, and in

the district of Kewk^ng, once met the celebrated general Yuen
Shuh, \yho gave,him^ fi^ prang^.' T'vo pf them the lad put ib bii

boTOra, and.witou[> turning ^hank Uie fgiver/ tliey fellAOut^on the

ground;: Which generalf seeing, says,
j
\ why -does.toy^.ymiUgiirteod;

whojis upvv ajguesliput th® ff-uit away^^n his lx)som?:’ Tito youth

Itowing repltoSj, ‘Hrny/.ippther. m;yery.>fond pf oeanges, and I wished^

when.! retu^ito4 JlPto®,;.!® present.them to her,.V At this answer, Yuen
was much astonished^ (po-i/k ,-, , uj , v irvrft - x

' ;

.
On account of his love for his parent, he wou’d. not first tasto the present

of fruit, but put into ins sleeve ib^carry home what was"' sp fragrant and dus*

cibus. i think that when^hq saw his mother, her-pleastmt countenance

dren are peihajw like thi6 lad, and lliosetyhb r^ite their parents for the ca^
bestowed omtl^ra, hoj^, arp ^ot

""

’ 1^7, i r]

I
' xyii.. ii>' 5‘,

' •
’ r

*

- • ^ris On JiMrtn0^ih^ thundf .
. , T ..

In the county Wei; ,J»ed child ;,..wh<^

mother, when^ alive^^ was_ puch .afrajMl.pf thun^ dea]^>

her grave was du#in! the h'iHyv'forestovalji^whenevfBrr'itdilewrand rain*

ed<furiously, and Wang heard tho soand ofthe chariot oPthe-g^dess

Hoheang rolIing’*'and thurtderihg along, iittmedhitely^he lrafetoVie^ to

the grave, and reverently kneeling, with tears besought her, saying,

‘ Low is here, dear mother, dp not ,be alarmed.^ And afterwards,

whenever he .read itt the book of pdes,, this ^nteiice ;
‘ cfiildren,^puW

have affectiop lot theit-pfreuts, wlu).have e^duc^jl m
the teajs flowed abundantly at the

recollec^pi5^ofbik mother,
,

' ^ ...
Suddenly do. ihe. bla(di clouds ^Ise ftom tlie wilderness.. \yhirled.,by. l^

wind ; he hears the distant ratotqringB of Uie ibupder
,
from the southern ijiHs.

Heedless bftlto rain, he'hastily travels over the Aiggcd ‘ j^ath, jcadihg to l^e

tomb; and as he goes round the grave his tone^ ofgnef and iptreaty are heartll

Thc'rdarln<^ the dreadful tbimddr afTriglits the ears of miMi^dtVe clap

f<>HowingiaUoiher in quick succession.' If his kind mother,' when* alive, ulwayi!
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di-eaded the^voite of heaven’s maiesty, how, much more will she how when
lying alone in the depths of the wild forest i If Low was with his mother,

ho knew she used to bo qnloked thereby; and he thinks that if in the green

hills she has a'^compaihohV she;^ be terrified. Afterwards, being sne-

cessful, he rOfused to takO the duties of an officer under the emperor Szema,

because he wished frequently to go and visit the grave of his parent. And
when he was going and returning from it, he would weep at the recollection

of his mother
;
and ask himself, ‘if I have not yet recompensed the care and

trouble my mother endured for tier What more can f dol* And to this day,

whenever scholars read the .
pages of the Lub G^,.> they renierobar how tears

bedewed the cheeks of VVaiigJiOW. !r' f .

' NO. -XVIlt.'
-

' ^ Htvstsfi to th hamliooSf and: diooti »prang tip.

BIa'np Tsung/TAyho lived in the Tsin dynasty, when yoqng lost his

fithei'i iiis mother waa ^ick; ^iid one winter^s day she. longed

to ‘taste a '66tip madeWlDartiDoo sprouts' biit Mang could' not, procure

any. At last he went into the grove of bamboos, clasped the trees with

his haiidsl’ and w^t huttert^ His filial affcctipn moved rialiire^'knd

the ground, slpwly ope pen^in^ forth sev shoots, whiclt he ga-

thered . home. He made' a soup with tliem, <jfwhich his

mother ate and Immediately recovered frona her malady.

in‘ winter, when the^forests are unsightly and bare, and the bamboos sothbite

and gloomy, for plants to send forth their branches is surprismg, and what
would not commonly be expected. But it kr impassible to erase the true

filial nature from men who have it j^aithougn senseless and fghorant people,

not understanding its power, ridicule them, calling them madv The young
Mkng Tsung, dutifully served bis mother; ahd inorbing and evenmg waitM
on her to receive her instrnctions. His mother was sick, and desired the
delicacy of a soup made of bamboo sproiite ; but in dreary winter, nature had
her expected products still cbnceajed. With *anxious ha$te. he goes to the
cheerless forest, which he eliton^ seeking for them ;

but not finding the
sprouts, he supplicates bamboos with tears. One petition from his Inmost
heart ascendCd to the tlireabold of Ixeaven; and the deities were delighted,

laughing with pleasurn;. A mhrsefe .is. wrought, tlie ordinary 'CeuiBO of nature
i^ reversed, ^an^ stid^nly the pearly phoo^ appear in the forest.

^He slept -on the M to procure the eorp:
‘ od? ' 'O

DuhiNo the -Tfsiii dyhasty lived Wang TseStig, who Ctitly lost his

mother, and his stepmother Choo had no iffectlbii fbt him.' His
father, also, heating many evil reports against him, in’cChrse of tithe

ceased to regard' him with kindness. His mother was in the habit of
eating fresh fish at her meals, but winter coining, the ice hound up the
rivers. Wang unloosed his clothes, and went to sleep on the ice in

drd^jr to seek them
;
When

,
Suddenly the ice opened of itself, and a

brace of Ctup jumped put, which he took up and carried to his mothT
er.

. The villagers, hearing of the occurrence, were surprised, and ad-

mired one whose filial duty had induced such aii unusual thing.

The river is firmly bound up by ice, and the fish are hidden in their d^ep
retreats. Perturbed and anxious, Wang goes odt to seek the fch, apparently
forgetting that it was winter. His determination is irrevocable, and altliough it

is at the risk of Ids life, he will go. He was not dismayed at the coldness of
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the mow, nor .terrified at the fierceness of the winds. Even the wicked
spirits were intimidated from injuri^ hhn, and durst pot molest him. If
metals and stones can be openedf *sWl ice be considered too difficult to
rive ? The frisking fish" came upon the surface of the water, obedient to the
hand of him who would take them out. A thousand ages cannot e&ce [the
remembrance of] the crack in the ice, nor obliterate the fragrant traces of
so worthy on action.

! ... .. ./ . ,

Vno. XX. ,
“

^

"

, r - JVpp Mdmg fed the ptu$qukoe$, ;r

Woo Mingv a lad e%ht years of age^ who lived ander the Tain dy-
nasty, was very dutiful to his parents. They were so poor that they
could not afford to furnish their beds with musquito-curtains

; and
every summer^s night, myriads of musquitoes attacked them unre-
strainedly, /easting upon their flesh and blood. Although there
were so many, yet Woo would not drive them away, lest they should
go to his parents, and aiinoy‘ themt^' Such was bis affectidn for..hU

J^®***®' »

The buzzing of the musquitoes sounds like ying, yipg, and thrir united
horn is a^ost equal to funder. His tiied parents are reclining on their bed,
their countenances already sunk in slumber. * Legions -of musquitoes fiercely

attack theuv alternately retreatihg and advancing. The insects disturb the
dreaming sleepers, and annoyed they tumble from side to side. Woo sees
them sucking his parents* blood, which causes his heart to grieve

; his fleesh,

he’ thinks, can easily be pierced, hut that of bis parents is hard to penetrate.

Lyihg on the bed, he threw off his clothes, soon feeling the pain of
their attacks, he says ; have no dread of you, nor have you any reason to

fear me
;
although I have a ffin I will not use it, nor will i strike you with

my hand. "1 will lie very quietly, and let you gorge to the full.*

KO. XXI.

'
i‘

'
*He tasted ordure, and Ids heart teas grieved.

In the southern Tse country lived Yu Keenlow, who was a magistrate

over the district of Looliug. He had not been in office ten days,

when he was suddenly alarmed with a great distress of mind, accom-
panied with a violent perspiration, on which he immediately resigned

hb office, and returned home. When he“ arrived he found that his

father had been sick two days. The physician said, that he could

know whether the patient would be better or worse by hb stools,

whiqh, if biUerj would indicate h favorable.,turn, Yu . made, the

experiment ^d found them sweet, which -grieved hb inmost heart;

and in tha pvening he prostrated himself before the god of the north

star, imploring that he might die instead of his father.

*rhe blood and spirits of father and son' are originally alike; and conse-

quently the filial hi^rt of the son would be impelled to keep their ihutnal

harmony complete. The scholar Yu had been in office about ten day^ when
he suddenly felt a pain in hb heart as if it was lost.- He immediately resign-

ed hb office, and hastily returned to his native village ; and so-intent was he

to reach.home that he traveled early and late, often forgetting to stop and

refresh himself. . When be liad arrived, he found that his father had b^ome
si^ and weak, bad already retired to hb bed. He called in the physicians,

and intreated them to cure the malady. They replied, tlie dbease is a very

severe one, and from the {nilse alone we cannot detefmme the result; but if
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the patient’s stools are tasted, we can know whetlier to expect life or deaths

Yu did not hesftate tO inake the experiment ; for if bitter, then they would

be to him like thh most fragrant dishes; but if sweet, what would restrain

the tears from descending in streams ! Where can we lind a person who has

the elixir of life 1 He even desires that his own life may be shortened, so

that his father’s may be lengthened. He seeks a lonely place, and pours

out his supplica-tious to heaven.

i J^O.- XXII. ^

She sudded her mo0ier4n-taw umetariedly.

DudiNG the Tang dynasty, the grandmother of Tsuy Shann an, lady

Tang, lived with her mother-in-law, Chaugsun, who was so aged that

all her teeth were lost. This honorable lady every day carefully

made her toilet, and went into her a^ed relative’s apartment, and
suckled her

;
by which means, the old lady’s life and strength were

prolonged many years, although she could not eat so much as a grain

of rice. One day she was taken sick, and calling all her descendants

around her,, she saidy ' Hearken ! 1 have no means of tecorripensing

the virtue of my daughter-in-law, but I request that the . wives of all

my children will serve her with the same affection and respect that

she has shown to me.’

It was not a very arduous labor to suckle her mother-in-law, but it was
difficult to do it respectfully for so long a time, observe aU'deebrurfl for so

many years, and not grow remiss. Her actions may be classed with those

of sages and illustrious men. Plraiseworthy obedience! "Her aged relative

was as helpless, from being unable to eat her meals, as though she had been
sick^ but by suckling, her life was prolonged'. Morning ^nd evening the lady

waits On her in her chamber, and her conduct is always marked v/ith strict

propriety. Each time the breast is given. Tangos respect and reverence
increases, nor dobs she' ever affect the lightness with which she nurses her
own child. Till extreme old age, Chaugsun is thus nourished, and sbe is so
affected by her kindness that she speaks the praises ofTang to every one she
meets. And when about to die, she thus left lier final commands

;
‘ I wish

all my children and grandchildren to be as exemplary as my daughter-in-law

has been, and recompense her with the same fidelity and kindness that she
has shown to me.’

NO. XXIII.

He resigned his office to seek his mother.

In the Sung dynasty lived Choo Showchang, whose mother Lew, when
be was seven years of age, because she was hated by his father’s

wife,. left the family; and mother and son did not see each qther for

about fifty years. It was during the reign of Shintsung, that Choo
resigned his official station and went into the Tsin country, and there
made an engagement with his family, * that he would not return until

he had found his mother.’ ' He then traveled into Tungchow, where
lie discovered his mother, who, at that time was aged Upwards of
seventy years. '

-r

Thus Choo exclaiiped: ‘I have a mother, hut alasl separated, we abide
in diftefent villages. It was not tfie freewill ofmy mother which led her thus
to forsake hCr pon,' but the entnoUs mistress cbmjpelled her to go. Without
a mother on (vhorti shalM rely* and to whom pour but niy Arrows and
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? Now I am CTOwn ,oMer^ and have beepme an officcri but as yet X
^ave ixot been able to tecornpeiisP the kindness my parent. In wl^
ptace, among all the countries undei:^ heayen, does she livel 1 arp deter-

mined to resign my office, and seek her' abode,, not deterred at the trou-

ble of the search. To effect it, I will part from my family, and ho longer

be a companion with tbem ; I, will not return till I find my mother, and
they need not wait in cxpectatibn of me.’ Heavlin directed his way, and he
came into Tungchow, where she resided. Wlien the mother and son met
each other, joy

.
and grief together arose ; for they had been separated for

fifty years, mourning because they were so far apart. But now in one hour,

aU' their Ipng.accumulated griefr, were disburthened, and joy and gladness fill-

^ their hearts. Choo poese^es the true heavenly disposition, and honors
and riches capnot del^rOy his affection for his ihother. He is more worthy of

being praised than Wangling or Hyh iheaou.

"

filled the office of pre^W * He was of a very dutifuL disposition, and
although he was honorable and renowned, yet he' received his mother^s

commands with the utmost tieference. Every day he cleaned her

utensils with his own hands; nor for one moment did he ever omit

performing the duties of a filial son-r

Well written poetry flows along like rills meandering among the hills and
Tallies! This instance of a filial heart has not yet been brought into much
notice. Daily he washed his parent’s fumhure ; and both she who dwelt

.m thO curtained room (bia motlier), and he whoremained in the hall (his

mtl^), strove to express the merits of their son. It wotdd be difficult to

hud another child that would have done so ; all would be dilatory and un-

wUling,and where shail we meet another who would perform such drudgery

themselves with alacrity aii^ pl^mure 1 Although elevated to an honoi^ie

office, be .does not hesitate to perform these troimlesome and minute duties,

for he loves his parents : bow can we suppose that he will change from what

he was when young and unbonored

!

Art. VI. A cUcHonary ,of the Mok^k'ehn dialect of the Chinese

language^ according to the reading and colloquial idiortts, con-

taining about 15^,000 characters. By W, H. Medhurst, Batavfa.

The- character of this work is very faithfully described in the auih-

or*s preface, which we quote : we give first, however, a dedicatory

note, and an advertisement—both of which are necessary to explain

the manner in* which the- vvork has been carried through, the press.

Our friends in Europe and America can have but an imperfect idea

of tlie difficulties, which have here hitherto impeded the publication of

philological and other works irf any way connected! with the Chinese.

Tlie dictionary contains 860 quarto pages, exclusive of 64, which are

NO. XXIT.

• !
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KK^^pied )yiih,p^‘pfaju>ry apd inti;Q4ucU>ry remarks';: among did latter

ai;^ )iUtorfic^.inid^^|i,^ibtical ^ceounis of the province of FLihkeeo^ with

i.phahitant?*. We , have no rooin in our

present liuihber
;

obsei;ya|ions on these papers, but will return

toi them at aaotber twnev The, ,dcdic note, advertisement, and

piefacj^ come ip,

?0;Tb ‘the Gdilrt Directors’ Ofthe hohorable East Indid Company, and td’tiie

t$elect Cotfimittefe fbr th¥ irtilAag^e-it oftheir affairs in Glntia,^harfeVl ^hbs^
patmnage, and by wbase'iiberatity, the foUowifig work is printed, it n'now
most respcctfuUy hisenb by Hheir^ihuch oblig^ and most humble servant^ i

Batavia, July ^9tl^’ 1831. -
^

' Thb Ao’niOR.

”
‘ ^' Adv^'rtisement'.' ’'.i

In the absence of the author of this dictionary, a note explanatory^ of ,t^e

dehiy in its publioaXton seems necessary. The prmting of it was Commenced
at the press' of the honorable Eastilndia Company in 1€31, and continued with

some .iutdrruptious until their charter expired in April, 1834, when tlie work
Stopped^ the 33(]^,page, It rmaipe^ untouched until' December, ^1635, when
i^..,i4e&ureW being in China, circulated a subscription paper to procure

fundfs to complete the printing, and obtained upwards ojT ope. hundred names.
Messisi Oiyphaitt and CC.' ofCahtOri advanced the rteces^ry funds on tlw

guaranty of this SubsCHptioh, dnd the printing' was ithmcdildefy resumed tHe

Company having lbatied the use of their font of Chinese lypCs^ror the ^ipose.
It is pio^le tlut the student will discover some errors in the work,- but at

presentr a full table oferrata cannot be made out. TJie following, however,

have been noticed^ * * -BotnO errors in marking tlie tones, and in dis-

tinguishing the reading sounds from the colloquial, may also be found; but

when tile circumstances attending the pniiting of the work are considered, it

W hdped these impei^ctions wiD not be Severely criticised.

Macao, Jutib 1st, ito'.
,

'
, S. Wells Williams.

. - i.' '>• !'•
I ^ ;

.'V-. .J' i Fr/fa cAi , ^

After.vtbe nuroerpi^ apd elaborate works on Chinese philology

^already before the. pitUip, the presentation of a pew one would seem
almost to need an apology, were it not that the object of the present

dictionary is not so much to elucidate the Chinese language general-

ly, as that of pne of its dialects in parti^jular« Previoua efforts, have

beep c^pphned to the,mandarin or ppyKt with the exception of
a Cauton vocabulary published in thp jl8^, and (so far as* the author’s

information extends) nothing has yet l^en dope to elucidate the.Hokr
ke^n or Emoey tongue. ,, ,,

- W
The mandarin tongue is partially understood throughout the whole

empire, by the better informed part of tlie inhabitants, and, in some
central districts, it is said to be the cutrent language of ^ the people ;

but, in the southern provinces, the vulgar dialects differ more or less

from the coiiri language, and in Hok-keen, where the difference ismost
marked, the cultivation of the mandarin toqgue is less-^eneral. The
author, having never visited China, has had little opportunity pf coiir

versing with ,^he higher ranks of the Chinese, butjvfrom a. constant
intercourse with the middling and lower classes who emigrate to^

ciustern islands, hi»i JiJiiform.expej;ieiice^^^^^^ tlie last foiutpen years has
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been, that not one'TniiTi in five hundred knows any thing of the man-
dstfiu tpfigae, or can carry on a conversation of ihore than ten words
in it. In Hok^k^en, a doctor, a ^rtune-telfer, a sta^e-playerj dr a
police officer may sontetimes ^be met with, who hating traveled into

other provinces, or been employed about government offices, will per-

haps be able to converse a little iti the court dialect
;
but, in ''most

cases, the people are totally unacquainted with it, and never think of

studying it till, havmg^s^^^ qt the literary examination, and got

a prospect of i^eferm employment,4hey go to a regular sch^
the study of the mandarin, and acquire it almost as they would a

new language. Indeed, instances have been known Of literary gra-

duates of .considerable standing, giving up the prospect of govern-

ment situations, rather than take the trouble of studying the court

dialect.

Not only does the mandarin tongue differ from the v^gar idioms,

but these provindial dialects differ considerably from each other, so

that an inhabitant of Hok-ke^n will not be able to understand a native

of Canton,—-and the author has frequently had occasion to interprerfor

two Chinese from adjoining piicrvinces, who could not'uiiderstahff each

other. Even in the safne provmce, the difference of dialect is some-

times so.greatrtjiat people diyided by a mountain, a river, or twenty

mpesj>f c^untry,( are by no means intelligible to each other. In the

ten counties of Hok'keen^ there are certainly as many different

dialects, and if the same obtains throughwit every one of the eighteen

provinces of China, the different dialects in the empire will be nearly

two hundred.

A pCTSon who contemplates learning the Chinese language, with-

out much prospect of verbal intercourse with the people, or who will

be genet^ly conversant with the higher classes and government offi-

cers, throughout all the provinces, would certainly do well to study

the mandarin dialect'; but he whose intercourse wifrbrobably bi'oon-

flued to. one district, qnd who will have to do with the great mass ’ df

the people residing in it, would do better to' study the vulgar dialect

of that, particular piacoi -

. ^ ^
j

'^he aufthor, on commencing the study of Chinese, attended Solely

to the mandanh,.but, finding that It was Hot understood by the frfass

of eniigrafits in the Malaf^ archipelago, he turned his attention, in

tlie'year 1818, to tlie Hok-keen dialect. In 1820, a small v^abula-

ry was dr^wn up, and a few sheets of it printed at Malacca; in 1823,

this work waS’eiilarged, and sent to ^ngapore, to be printed under

the patronage of the Singapore Institution, the Committee of which

offered to publish it at their owm expense. The affairs of that insti-

tution, bowfever, not having prospered, the manuscript lay untouched

for -several years, was since seht to Malacca and Penang, and, in the

year 1829, came back untouched into the author’s hands. Consider-

able advanodtnent having iti the mean time been made in the know-

ledge of the language, and the Select Commitl^ for mSriaging the

affairs of the Honorable East India Company in China, having gene-

rously Offered to bring the work through the press, the author under-
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took to recompose it entirely^ to enlarge H by the addition of several

thousaitd characters, and to illustrate the meening of each principal

word by a quotation from some^ respectable Chinese author.

The pr^iit work is founded on a native dictionary of the Bok-
keen dialect, published in the year 1818, called the 5tp yim^ or
** fifteen sounds, which contains both the reading and coiloquiat

idioms, with the sounds and tones very accurately defined. The in-

habitants <>f Hok-ke^ti have a method of expressing ‘tliemselves in

common conversation,*' very different from the ^style in which their

books are written; and this variation appears, not only in the substi-

tution 6f more easy and familiar words for the abstruse and difficult

terms used in books, but also in the inflection and alteration of even

common words, giving them sometimes a nasal or contracted termi-

nation, and sometimes completely changing their sound and tone.

This has given rise to the distinction between the 'reading and collo-

quial forms of speech, which, in the native dictionaries, are distin-

guished, by having the former printed in red, and the latter in black

ink
;
white the sarm- is attempted to be marked in the following work,

by putting the coiiovpiial in italics, and printing the reading idiom in

Roman letters.

The Chinese have a method of spelling their words, bv dividing

them into initials and fin.'ils, and taking the initial of one word and
the final of another, they form a third by the conjunction. In the

native dictionary above alluded to, fifteen initials (hence the name)
and fifty finals are employed, to express all the possible variations in

sound, of which the Hok-ke^ii dialect is capable. These initials and
finals are hereafter described, and attempted to he expressed in Euro-
pean letters

;
the system of orthography which has been adopted to

elucidate these sounds may not possibly be the best, and no doubt
they would be differently expressed by others; but whatever may be the

fauHs or deficiencies of his system, the author flatters himself that it is

uniform, and that any given word will be found to bear the same or-

thography throughout the work. Walker’s and Sheridan’s pronouncing
dictionaries have been consulted, but it was found impossible to adopt

thehr systems in every instance, as the Hok-ke^n dialect contains

sounds, which neither oftho.se orthoepists had ever occasion to illustrate.

The nasals, in particular, can be accurately expressed by no possible

system of European orthography, and if twenty people had to define

them, they would no doubt write them in as many different ways; the

author has therefore adopted that mode of spelling which appeared
to him the best, following, in most instances the orthography of Dr.

Morrison, in his dictionary of-4he mandarin tongue, where the sounds
at all resemble each other;— and having once adopted it, he has

found it necessary to adhere to the same thronghout the work, in

order to prevent mistakes and confusion.

In addition to the sounds formed hy the junction of the fifteen ini-

tials and fifty finals’, the inhabitants of Hok-kesn have a method of
innltiplying their few monosyllahlcs, )>y the application of various

tones^ which, while the word retains the same form of spelling pro-
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Ua^e an ^ilMjjf.atioiit ai tlia •wtonation , by a Tariation af Uie accents
H^specl'Mig^tbe^ |one« of 5tbe Chinese ianguagO> aome^d^ffeit^
opinion nasv obtained, ?: and \^hUo some iwive oOi^diarod. Utem^ tbfa

firsrim^rl»nQe,^ot^r$.ha«ei|)iaid thedOfi jiUle or nO' attention.. The
anthordneimes decidedly 'tO‘'the former opinion;. ‘having, found, £roin

uniform experience, that Without, strict attention to the tones,
imi^ssible for a person jto make himsedfHunderstood' in Hpkd^en*
Chinese ebUdren, as soon as they begin to speak,> leam: the tones, as
sp^dily as they dp the Sounds themselves, and ihe poorest people in-

variably observe the minutest r^ard to the tones ; so that the authoi!

has never heard a real native of Hok-ke^n make the slightest mis*
take in the tones, even in the hiirried conversation of common

,
life.

Indeed, a Chinese is rmore likely toi make armistake in the orthogra-
phy than in the: accent of a word, and when charged with pronounc-
ing r^em instead of fiSm, will defendJiimself, by saying that, at spy
rate, the words are in the same tone,- and therefore there cannot bo
much diflference between them. A horse in Hok-ke^n is in the
upper tone, with an aCute;accent;^hut the?Ghinese, in speaking ofa
horse, would as soon think of changing the orthography intoAdnig^ as

of altering the accent into 6dy, which is in the lower even tone, ,with
a circumdek over it. In the native dictionary which is made the
bas^s of the present work, the tones are most particularly defined, and
the arrangement of each section is more according to the tone than

the orthography ; for instance, the first section contains all the words
of the even tone, under a certain final, as connected with the different

initials, and not a single upper tone is broughtforward*, till all the

even tones of that final are given-; the second section then contains

all the words under the upper tone of the same final, and so on; so

that inthe even tone will be found under one section, and kwOn^
in the upper tone under another. This arrangement^ in which the

accent is regarded more than the spelling, is peculiar to the Chinese^

and shows'-what great stress they lay on a difference of tone, even

more so than on a difference of orthography. In the followiBg pages,

this arrangement has been reversed, and the words are classed;, ac-

cording to their alphabetical order, yet the author has endeavored .fo

mark, tn* everif instance

y

the peculiar tone .to be affixed to eaefe wpfd,

and that not only in the words placed for reference at.the head Qf

each line, but also in the examples adduced; so that^ with the excep-

tion of typographical errors, eacb word will lie feund to have, not only

the same mode of spelling, but also a uniform intonation, throughout

the book.
.

’ ‘ -

It is possible that, in the meaning given to each particular word,

some dissimilarity may be observed between the present work and the

dictionary published by Dr. Morrison ^ if such should be the case, tim

author would not l^e understood as intentionally differing from his

indefatigable predecessor, whose elaborate work he has seldom or

ever consulted for the meaning of words; but, having followed an

entirely indcpendeiit authority, and having adopted the meanings as-

signed in native dictionaries, and illustrated in the quotations referred
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tQ, it is UMt lUilikelyj but smi)Q Uri^iug discre{>aucy: afis«,v

ineaoitig may altw ^.found<,;ii^thisypt^ tj&e P<^t4>r;« Wori^ i but

it must be remember^dr that the pres^t .:)m<^i^hii)g it^MPh

smaller scale than the pr^diiig one, an4«tu*bJty;^:gi^fen=alLth!e «oe®n-

ings of fBaph wordj/ and prpof§ of theirijbeing used-in ^very several

sense, from Chinese authors, ^uld'have swelled this , dtctio^liary (to

too great a. size, particularly, asjit/is^xl^igned tojllostratP, not so mu^
the languagOj as a smgl.eAdf®l®ct pfdtjii.;'H^ tbe mostcommoD
and approved sense of each? word is generally given. . '’e

^he quotations adduced are most of them, from iChinese authois. of

the best repetation, viz., from the Five Glassicsy the Four Books, an?-

thentic histories, and approved odes, being generally tbe same * which

are quoted in the imperial dictionary
,
under the -characters referred

to. A few vulgar phrases may be found here and there, and some
quotations from novels and unauthorized productions;’ but.good au-

thors, however ancient, have generally been preferred, both as being

,hefd in,greater respect among the Chinese themselves, and as giving

the .most approved sense of the characters in** question. It may be

that the autlior has mistaken the meaning of' some passages, and has

awkwardly expr^sed the sense of others^ while published translations

of the works quoted from may be brought, in triumphant proof of al-

ledged ignorance or carelessness ;— but it must be remembered, that

a person giving the sense of an isolated paissage is very likely to

express himself differently from one who translates the book in detail

;

and that some variation or aniplihcation is indeed necessary iii a quo-

ution, in order to give the reader a correct idea of the sentence,

which would be less requisite where the passage stood in. its pro})er

connection. Ifit be asked,—why not give sentences from modern
authors, or examples of every>day conversation, in illustration of each
ch&racterJ The answer may be, that there are no^odern authors of
any (reputation, but what are built, upon, and imitators of ancient

writings ;: and to manufacture sentences for the occasion would be

liable to this very serious objection, that such sentences may or may
not be good Chinese, according to the proficiency or uiiskitfulness of
the compiler ; and to adduce ungrammatical or un-idiomatical sen-

tences in elucidation, would be to lead the mind astray, and to retard,

instead of promote the progress of the student. Should the author bte

spared -to compose the second part of this dictionary, viz.,''the English
and Chinese, it is hb intention to adduce, under each important
word, a phrase from some English author and to give the sense of it in

Chinese; by which means the student will be enabled to judge of tl.e

familiar way of writing and speaking Chinese, and of the method of
rendering English composition into it.

For the short historical and statistical account of Ilok-keen, the
author is* indebted to Chinese histories and geographical works, to

Malte Brun’s Universal Geography, and to an account of tlie Dutch
embassy to Hok-ke^n in the seventeenth century. These produc-
tions are most of them old, yet, as China remains long stationary, the
presem stale of the province differs perhaps little from wliai it was
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formerly. In estimating the population of Hok-ke^n, a different opi-
nion is hazarded from what Dr. Mort^ison has given, in his view of
China for philolc^ical purpose; it Is however proposed with diffi-

dent, and not without being substantiati^i by two independent au-
thorities. Hok-ke^n contains ten counties, of which only one, viz.,

Cheangchew, near the j»rt of Emoey, is the identical spot where the

direct illustrated in this dictionary is spoken in its purity; in the
adjoining county to the east, viz., Chwiinchew, the dialect differs

very little; and in the neighboring county on the opposite side, viz.,

Te^uchew, in the province of Canton^ the dialect differs a little

more, but still the inhabitants of each district are mutually intelligible

to each other. Of the dialects of the northern counties, of T’heng-
chew, and Yednpdng, as well as of the northeastern counties of
Hinhw4, and Hokchew, the author is unable to speak with any de-

gree ofdecision.
For any typographical errors, which may creep in during the exe-

cution of the work, the author hopes for the indulgence of the public,

as the work being printed at the distance of nearly two thousand
miles from his place of abode, it is impossible for him to correct the

sheets as they are put to press, or to mark out any errors which might
have inadvertently dropped from his pen in the composition. To the..

Rev. Dr. Morrison and his son, who have kindly undertaken the re-

vision of the proofs, the author would express his unfeigned obliga-

tions, and his earnest hopes that they may succeed, in the difficult

task of reading and comparing the very minute distinctions, ofac^nt
as well as sound, which the author has found it necessary to employ
in the work, and that they may send it forth to the public, as correct

as his best wishes could desire.

To the Director of the Honorable East India Company, and to the

gentlemen of the Select Committee for the management of their affairs

in China, the author acknowledges himself as under great and manf-

ibld obligations, for their kind notice and patronage of the work, and

for their munificent liberality, in printing it, free of expense, at their

own press in China.

May the present feeble undertaking be rendered eminently service-

able in the promotion of Chinese literature, and may students of the

language, whether for civil or religious purposes, derive essential

benefit therefrom 1 and to that God who has granted health for the

undertaking, and ability to bring it to a conclusion, shall be all the

glory.

Batavia, July 29th, 1831. W. H. M.
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Art. VII. A narrative of the losf of a Chinese vessel^ l^td to

Batavia with 1(500 persons on boards of whom 198 were saved

by the Bnglish ship Indiana, commanded by Ueytenant Pearl

if the royal navy, \ ,

Within a few years there have been several instances of Ghmese
being saved from shipwrecks by ibreigners. Probably-^ie case here

noticed is ^veil known to some
,
of our readers, though we doubt if

it has received the consideration which it merits, and will receive

when more extensively known. The narrative is interesting in itselft

at one pqiiit, it presents in wide contrast the respective influeoces^mf

Christian philanthropy and pagan coldheartedness,, as excited by

human suffering : by the people of) the Indiana every effort* was piade

to save the sinking sufferers, while by the crew of a native vessel they

were carelessly forsaken. Every one who reads tho narrative must,

we think, commepd the conduct of lieutenant Pearl;, and^ wish,, if

ever placed in sunilar circumstances, to be equally active and suo
cessfid. In such a crisis, gold and silver and merchandise are freely

sacrificed for the recovery of human life. The loss sustained in the

present instance was considerable, amounting to something more
than $40,000; and though more than fifieen years have since pass-

ed, no reparation seems to have been made. At that time lieutenant

Pearl was commander and sole owner of the Indiana, a ship' of 368
tons, bound froip Bengal to Borneo. In a letter dated Liverpool,

18th June, 183<6, addressed to a gentleman now in Canton, lieu-

tenant Pearl, after alluding to the necessary deviation from his course,

says, ** I eventually lost eleven thousand pounds, on the prime cost of

my cargo, besides all the expenses ^attendant ^ereon, which I never

recovered in commerce, nor have I ever received any pecuniary re-

turn or consideration.” In April 1835, he addressed a petition to the

Chinese, government on the subject; and lord Palmerston .sent ^
communication, about the same time, to the British superintendents

here, that they might bring the case to notice.^These particulars

precede the narrative in a pamphlet,^ recently., published from the

office of tlie Canton Register. We do not suppose that the Chinese
government will do any thing to requite those who have saved

such of its subjects as have been so undutiful as to leave their coun-
try: Bometliing, however, ought be expected from, wealthy indivi-

duals if the case is duly presented to their consideration. - We do not

know what has been done ; it might be well to have the whole
narrative published and wjd^ly circulated iii Chinese^ Lieuten-
ant Pearfs loss ought certainly to be repaired ;i^nd if the case* is

brought to the notice of his countrymen and other foreigners here, at

the straits of Singapore; and in India, those who?have the'means will,

no doubt, gladly share with him the loss, occasioned * by *,his arduous
and benevolent conduct on the 7th and 8th of February, 1822. The
folio\yiiig is hie narrative.

.
. > ?
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“ On Thursday the 7th February, 1822, at half past seven o’clock
in the morning, wind northwest, dark squally weather with rain and
a heavy sea, on the east part qf Caspar island, bearing N.W^by N. 4^
inil^i’observed at some distmice from the point, what vre supposed to

be rocks above wa^tei^ ; our approacfi, they' proved, to be pieces of
Wreck, consisting of planks, tioxes, bundles of umbrellas, bamtiooe,

and various other species of floating sulratance, separate from each
other atl short distance^^dlnosiO? thepieces^ith One or two person^
holding^to thhmj^knl^fOw large pi^^ ' Wrth^ffOin foiir to sixpertonai

Immediately hove the ship to, and ^nt all the boats with the Officers

and best’seamen of the ship, toOo their utmost to save the perishing

pbople, but to refrain from taking anything else into the boa^. Cot
the sb^ as near as possible into the tniddle of the floats, the ' boats

udingahvei^ 'exertioii> in getting the/tthfoi^tinate hieh into them, and
bimgiug^thenv to the'^hi^^ Which gteaf difficulty was experienced
^in the wind and high sea. - 'At qu^^ pt|st 9 o’cl^k^ii. ^ violent

squall of wind and fain obliged us m take in all Sanl, ibiind the ship

and people on; the floats drifting frst to leeward of tbcr island, end to-

wards a reef on which were heavy breakers. Anchored in 25 fathoms

with-the chain cable. Veered the boats on each quarter of the ship with

200 faflKHDs of line : officers and' erews in them using every possible

means to piclr up the sufferers as they neared them, and likewise to

get diem to the ship; every person on bdard employed*heaving ropes to

the soflerers on the floats as they 'nCared* the ship: many ofthem front

the violence oftbe wind and sea forced from their nolds on the floats

and sunk to rise no more^ without any po^lbtlity of pur being able to

render them the least assistance; many, after getting hpld of the ropes

from^their exhausted state, forced from^ tbelr bolds and were drowned
;

and many- drifted past the ship and boats without any human possi-

bility/6f our rendering them the least aid, and must soon have'^termi-

Qa^ their sufferidgs m the. breakers. At U, the weather moderated

so as to enable the captain to send the boats to resetfe a few persons

that were^ holding^ to floats to the eastward add westward of the ship,

each'peraon bolding to. a separate piece. At noon the boats return-

ed,, having succee&d with great-danger and difficulty in rescuing

that Were seen, amounting to twelve. Mustered all the unfortunate

people Caved, which we found amounted to ninety-five Cfahiese, and

from their signs supposed them to be from a junk or vessel wrecked

On the^'weaffier sido of the island. Nearly all the unfortunate men
being perfectly naked—having stripped off their clothes to support

themselves in the water-^sup^ied them all with clothes and cloth

from the cargos and ' administered every kfed of refreshment it was

proper for them to 'receive in their weak and exhausted state.

At one r. M. sent the boats with the officers to proceed ibiipd the

island, and to endeavor to save all the suffereTs that conld be seen.

At sunset the boats returned, after having" with much labour rowed

round the island. Many of the unfortunate Chinese were disepyeV-

ed bn the rocks at the northwest part ofthe island; but from the neavy

sea the boats could not approach to fake them off. * Made Wigns to
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tiiat tlie ]y»ats wdVw y^turh, ahd to otheU 6ii the slfhre lo eii-

dfeavqf ih get ip the lee Ae dfficef^ tlieh lartded at

th^e i^int of it, artd^ there took into the/ bp^tS as! hiiinjf a they

cbidd ’with amounting to forty-fivle, man/ of W
nakj^, cut, and hruia«^^ a irtqst[shp^cking rb^s,

hrben .they Were washed' on sho^^ 'hv tbe One pf th^e br\-

fortuhate' persons liahied Baba Deih^;a native ofSirtavia/reiurh-

speaking the Malayan language, enaDled the officers to conve^ their

Wishes to the resf/qf the -sufFe^^^^ taken

into the hoaie ;
by ^hich means Were ppieted, as they ffitt

^ure^ Jthey would all be rescued from the)r^awfql sjtuation. No
j^h wqter having been discovered on thp iislahd' all'that the bOa^

had was distributed to thb^'
, ^

? ‘‘ l^he wind at dark having increased to ^'ble/ft ial^^^^

,(Wi thVnohhw^ in \he boats fbf the qight; ahdf the earn

tain per^iially
,

' assisted by the officers, kdniinistered eve\^^ possible

cOhlfori^io ^‘the 'iinlortUnatb' Sufferers, and cliBaned and df^ssed the

bruised /and woUnded. The captain was 'riO^ Odabldtf to asber^am

froin -Baba the person brought off frbdi 'the '^hore^ that

fortunate Chinese werd a part of the creW and pb^yetige?s/6h/W

the Teek Seeun or, iVcettn, ihi Amo^ junk Weight or nm^^

fens, which had left AmoyJ in China, tweiH;|J-thTee dgyS beford^^^

to Batavia, hsving, besides a valuable ckrgq^ a drew and a huth'b^^

pSasdiigers Amounting, at the least' didciilation; to the^Vast total of

One thousand six hundred persons, rftom' the ages of seventy to she

yeairs. That the junk, haVlilglfeensteered a^^w had at sott-

^t the ‘evening before struJ^/against'^me rockdto Windivard qf the

island (knO^ by the name of the Belvrdeta shoal
^

lj<iii| tWe1ve miles

ndrtbweh't bftGa^^ Whfeh the cai^^ not

before aware. The junk, after s^^ her bpam-ehds,

when all oh her,‘decks^ inithe dbnfusfb'ft, were forced over-^ard with

every article not projferly Secured; ^dVery one of the sufferers con*

sequehdy everted thefpsclv^ id save hfs Own by laying bold of

what (Aande presented to ^dhi. The ^junk;’-after beating heavily btt

.fee ’tqcks'^‘ibouf ah‘ hbiirj got‘infe <ieep''w4tdr^‘When *She righted' and
sunk from the injai*^ ’ shd* had ‘ received ‘ lehymg' ohly 'a peft' hblf

masts above water^ to which all. that coqld,^ifectii%d theniSelVes.

part of the men saved Weirfe among the number that’ werq forced over-

^ai'd when the jiink firk Struck, and part after she iiad'Sunk,%lb

whom, with their bodies under w&ter for many'hours, had ‘been mira-

Ohloudy Htifted^ towards Us by’ thh wfitd and Cnrfdfftl*
' ' *

** Tridky the 8thy at 4 O’clock in the mofding, the^^her 'tnoderat-

lng, ’sOnt the officers with the boats' to tK'8 island, fe

sufferers left the evqn’hig before. ' At day^ Iight tlte feed in th^

discovered, at some distance to the Wehward, a feft iqadk Of two
yaVds of the junk, havingon it twenty-sevdn persons 'Which had left'the

mstst of the junk the evening before, having dn it forty'-seVen
;
tWeiity

of whom from their iexhausted statd fost their hold* oil the raft, it turn-
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ing oyer duriag Uie niglit, and were drowned. The boats brought Uiem
immediately to the ship, all in a most dreadful state of exhaustion and
wpunds, having Iwen m the wtite.r upward of thirty-six hours during
the violent g«de. At 7, sent the boats to the island and brought off all

that could he found alive, that the boats could not bring the evening
before. The woiind.s of the sufferers were cleansed and carefully
dressed by captain Pearl and his officers, and every possible comfort
mid cpusolatiop given ^ al^

'

‘ Atil a' M, capUiri Pearl went with the boats, manned with th^
most experienced men on board the ship, to re^ue the unfortuhatb
Chinese from their dreadful situation on the ro^ks at the northwest
part of the islanrt'VJ^ captain Pearl accomplished, though at the
pnniinent jrisk. of life, from the high breaking sea; the sufferers being
dreadfully wounded by the rock^ and perfectly naked ; one' of the
jiKiats ^brought them .immedia^^^ to the s^lilp, where every proper care
was given to them. After rescuing those on. the rocks, captain Pearl
rowed round the island and landed at different places, rescuing every

person that, reip^ined pn^s^ alive, amounting to thirteen, every oiie

being much cut and bruised by the rocks. The beach of the island

was strevyed in every direction with the mutilated dead bodies ofthe
unfortunate Chinese.! After sending all the sufferers to the ship, capr

t^n .IPearl, with an of^cer and part of a boat’s crew, with much
difficulty climi^d to tVe highest part, of the Island, but could not witl>

a. spying glass discover the least appearance of the wreckV por any
thing floating on the surface of the water. At sun^t captain Pearl

returned on board with the, boats and on mustering the people saved

foi^d they Amounted tp one hundred And ninpty eight, supplied them
aU . wItVole^hing Aiid every other necessary their situation required.

.^mong t^e persons rescued from the yards of the junk .was her

second captain, at that time in a speechless state. He w^as now ena-

bled to Inform captain Pearl, that a sm'dler junk, which be call^ a

CapeUa Mera, or Red Head, was close to thpm when they struck oii

the rocks, but would npt remain to render ^(lem the
!
least assistance,

althongh they were avyrne of the junk^s deplorable condition
;
the

second captain of the junk )ikewise informed captain l^earl^alton

leaving, the ip.^t of the wreck the previous evening every person alive

w^a *^lvought away, by him,, at which time apt ipore thaii six feet pf
her mast was above wator.r

’

At 9 o’clock p. M. capt.. Pearl called a consultation of his officers,

and principal Chinese saved, w'ho all agreed with him that no more

of the Chinese remainded to be saved
;
with .this conviction, an^

having only nineteen casks of water on Ixiard for the ship’e crew, coji-

sisting .of . sixty peluoiis, beside the 198 Chinese, he considered it ab-

solutely nece^ry to make for Poiitiana, the nearest port, situated on

the w^st side^pf jthe wUnd of Borneo, for tlie jiurposc of soj^jlmg

the aid of the Butch authorities at that port in behalf of the Chinese

sufferers. Saturday, 9th February, at 4 p.m. the wind inoderatiug,

got under weigh, apd made all .sail to the eastward, for PontiJua.

At day. light clpared away the belween decks of every ahiclc for the
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express purpose of affording tlie Chinese sufferers every necessary com-

fort and accommodation. Appropriated the after part from the main

hatchway to the .stern |x)sts for the bruised and disabled
;
at 8 o’clo'ck,

every proper arrangement was made, and the wounds and brui.ses

of the men were carefully examined by the captain, and, with his

assistance and direction, they were all carefully dressed and cleaned

amidst the grateful expressions of the sufferers; also served an ample

allowance of provisions and water to all the Chinese.
“ From the 9th to the 2:2d February, experienced a tedious passage

to Pontiana from calms, variable winds, and currents. The cap-

tain and officers, twice each day, examined and dressed the wounds
of the Chinese sufferers, and all were fully supplied with provisions

and necessaries of every description, at captain Pearl’s personal ex-

pense until they were landed. On the 22d February, captain Pearl

made a proper representation to the Dutch commissidner -(J. H.
Tobias) at Pontiana, of the Chinese sufferers’ case, and transmitted

the foregoing original extracts, which -were promptly replied to by

him, on the 23d February
;

and boats properly prepared were
sent to the ship, at a di.stance of thirty miles from the town (she not

being able to cross the bar at the entrance of the river); and all ex-

cept ten of the unforturia’te Chinese were landed under the Dutch
protection; all, but four, being restored to perfect health, and those

four in a fair way of having their wounds healed. The ten persons

not landed were allowed to remain on board, in consequence of their

earnest solicitation for captain Pearl’s protection, until an opjwrtuni-

ty occured to send them to Java, they being residents of Batavia,

on their return from Amoy as passengers in the jiiiik.”

Art. VIII. Straits of Sinffaporc : rriminal courts and trial byjury

;

secret associations ; tenure of lands ; agricultural and horticul-

tural society.

Our proximity to Singapore, Malacca, and Penang, and the constant
intercourse between their inhabitants and the people of this empire,
cause us to view with special interest the public institutions of those

settlements. Whatever transpires there may, and no doubt will, ef-

fect the destinies of the Chinese. One who was educated in the
college at Malacca, has for several years been employed as interpreter

at the court of Peking: he has recently visited Canton, and brought
with him an order for Morrison’s dictionary and other philological

works. It is easy to perceive how, by such men and means, an in-

fluence may reach the Chinese. Trial by jury, and the other various
institutions of free governments, first becoming familiar to a few emi-
grants, then being faithfully described in works of useful knowledge
written in their own language, may at length attract the public notice,
and finally be adopted as well-established usages of the country.. Almo.st

VOL. VI. NO. in. 20
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all great changes in national character result from the combination
of small causes. At the present time, a pretty extensive correspon-
dence is carried on between the emigrants and fheir countrymen on
the hills of Tang: and there are thousands of the Chinese, chiefly
in the maritime provinces, who have resided for years in the Euro-
pean settlements. Every year, while some are returning to their
country, others are emigrating. Thus a constant intercourse is main-
tained, partly by correspondence, and partly in person. It is in the
highest degree desirable that those Chinese who are brought into
contact with Europeans, should in them and in their institutions see
examples worthy of admiration and imitation. If the people of Chris-
tendom are in duty bound (as every one who believes the Scriptures

- will admit) to send out and support Christian missions for the benefit
of the inhabitants of pagan nations, how much more are they obligat-
ed to do good to such when they come and reside within their own
l)orders? We speak here more with reference .to individual, than to
governmental, efforts

:
yet governments, as such, may do much for the

promotion of knowledge and good morals; but indiYiduals can do
more, specially when associated, as in the modern benevolent societies.

In some of the most favored places in Christendom, all the youth,
male and female, are furnished with the means of education, and
the whole population with the ordinances of the gospel. All nations
are to become like those places

; nay even more blessed. Such be-
nefits, however, must be proffered and received voluntarily. And in a
settlement like Penang, for example, why might not arrangements be
made, b)rpeople on the spot and their friends in other parts of the
world, so as to place the means of education and the ordinances of
the gospel within the reach of every child and every adult ?

The foregoing remarks were suggested by the perusal of two short

addresses recently delivered, by the honorable sir William Norris, to

the grand jury of Singapore : the first we quote it entire.

“ The grand jurors having been sworn, the honorable the recorder said, he
sincerely wished that on such an occasion as the present, his first visit to

Singapore and the first time he was called upon to address the grand jury,

it has been in his power to congratulate them on the state of the calendar.

There was so much in the aspect of this settlement, but yesterday as it were
a jungle and a nest of pirates, now a large, beautiful, and flourishing town, fill-

ed with a busy population, and its port crowded with shipping from every

quarter of the globe, so much to astonish and delight a stranger and to make
an Englishman specially feel proud of his country and her institutions

—

S
roud of those principles 6f freedom and justice which were at once the foun-

ation of her own greatness and the source of prosperity to her numerous and
thriving colonies—that his lordship was loath to look on the dark side of a
picture so bright and animating. The extent of crime here, his lordship re-

marked, was indeed melancholy, but not greater, perhaps, all circumstances

considered, than might have been expected in a convict settlement of recent

formation, open to adventurers from all parts of the eastern world, and appa-

rently unprovided, as yet, with a polic<^ establishment of sufficient strength, or

sufficiently well orgamzed, to meet such a concurrence of unfavorable circum-

stances. The state of the interior of the island, in particular, his honor was
sorry to hear, was any thing but what it should be in point of subordination to
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lawful authority ;
an almost necessary consequence, perhaps, of the unre-

itrained freedom with which those half-civUizcd Chinese cultivators had heeti

permitted to locate themselves in the jungle. But the line roads now in pro-

gress in the interior would, no doubt, materially assist the operations of the

civil power in controlling Lhese Tude laborers, whose industry, to say the least,

afford any thing but an unfavorable prognostic of their future worth ; whilst

their eagerness in settling down upon a free soil was no mean indication of

their sagacity and forethought, and no trifling illustration of the value of Brit-

ish protection. Besides, agriculture was essentially a peaceful art, and it

was not likely that a people willing to work would long continue turbulent,

perceiving, as they must do, that the pursuits of industry were incompatible

with disorder and insubordination. It might reasonably be expected, there-

fore, his lordship said, that in a community like this, where the advantage of

submission to the laws must be seen and felt more and more every Jay, sub-

mission would gradually follow as a matter of course. Meanwhile, kindness

and conciliation might do much; but legal process once issued should be

resolutely carried into effect. ‘ Execution,’ had been termed, the life of the

law,’ for the law could not subsist witliout it. If the civil powers, therefore,

were insuflicient for the purpose, the military should be called in to assist
;
not

that his lordship would recommend such a course, but in extreme cases, as for

instance, the known concealment of a murderer or other great felon. But it

were better, observed his lordship, that process should not be issued at all, than

that the laws and the government should be exposed to the pernicious con-

sequences of a,n example of successful defiance of the constituted authorities.

In one of the crises to be brought before them, his honor was sorry to sav,

they would find that such an example
,
had .occured ; the police had actually

been repulsed by an armed mob, and a man charged with iqurder had, in con-

sequence, effected his escape. .One of the ring-leaders, however, had been

apprehended, and would, in the event of the bill being found, be brought to

trial for this very serious offense. His lordship, however, felt persuaded that

patience and kindness accompanied with resolution would be the readiest

means of converting this rude but laborious race into some of the most valua-

ble subjects of the settlement ; and that Singaj/ore would erelong become as

remarkable for peace and good order as it was for commercial and agricultu-

ral industry, activity, and enterprize. .

.

»* His lordship then described, in general,terms, the nature of the bills which
would be laid before.the grand jury, amounting, he regretted to say, to not

less than 40, and embracing about 70 prisoners, With regard to the cases

of larceny, which were the most numerous and many of which were doubtless

of a petty description, he thought it right to allude to a common mistake

which seemed to prevail in the. Straits, that the degree of criminality in such
cases was to be estimated solely by the .value of the property purloined ; where-
as the least reflection must convince any one of the, fallacy of such a test

;

since the most valuable property might be stolen apder circumstances ofgreat

mitigation, and the mort trifling article, on the other hand, carried off’ under

circumstances clearly indicative of an intention to commit violence or even
murder in case of resistance. Of tlie four cases ,of murder to be brought

before them, his lordship remarked, the.re was one that would require great

consideration— a case in which six prisjoners were charged with the murder
of a person whose body had not been founds The general rule laid down by
that humane judge, sir Mathe.w .Ti?:®:l^» po pprson should be, convicted of
murder or manslaughter under sijcb circumstances, had beep, shown by later

authorities to admit of exceptions
;

)jut, his lordship thought It right to bring

to their notice thase remarkable cases (the particulars of which he mentioned),
wherein men had been convicted . and, executed, for the supposed murder of
persons who were afleriyards discovered to be living. .Ip the .present instancCi
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it would be for the grand ji^ to decide whether the evidence was suflicient>
ly strong* to warrant them in finding the hill. Should the prisoners be tried
and acquitted, of course, they could not a^in he brought to trial, whereas

the bill was thrown out it would not preclude the court from fresh proceed-
ings at a future period, should more decisive evidence of the prisoners* guilt
he discovered.**

We subjoin one other short extract, tajien from the second address,
delivered on the discharge of the jury. On a former occasion, his

lordship had expressed his predilection for the system of a public
prosecutor in place of a grand jury : at the same time he was very
far from being insensible to the moral effect which must necessarily
attend the latter, of which he thus remarked :

—

«The spectacle w’hich is thus from time to time presented to the native com-
munity or the first gentlemen in the place, leaving for a while their various pur-
snits and business, and, with considerable personal inconvenience, assembling
together and taking an active and essential part in the administration of pub-
lic justice, exhibits a picture of English mind and English feeling, powerfully
conducive, one would hope, to the maintenance of that moral influence which
has chiefly enabled us to accotnplish such wonders in the east. On occasions
like the present, natives of the least reflection must be struck with the respect
and veneration shown by Englishmen for the laws; the maintenance ofwhich
is seen to be a concern inwhich eveiy member of the community, as represent-

ed by the grand jury, is prt^umed to have a personal interest and participation.

They cannot but perceive and admire our regard for public as well as impar-
tial justice,— for publicity is essential to imp^iality,— our abhorrence of all

dark, unfair, and inquisitorial proceedings, or in more homely phrase, our love

of * fhir plaV,*-^ and the patient investigation which is bestowed on every case
from the most trifling to the most important. Nor can it escape their obser-

vation, that, if stern butjust severity is one characteristic, cautious humanity
is a no less prominent feature of the English law ; which, while it invests the

court with extraordinary powers for the punishment of the guilty (powers, in

the exercise or which his lordship cannot but occasionally tremble), still, in

its tender solicitude fox' the protection of the innocent from false accusations,

leaves the judge powerless, until inquiry has succeeded inquiry, and jury -after

jiny have pronounced the charge to be true. His lordship repeated, that the

moral power of Great Britain in India cannot but be stren^hened and main-
tained by these periodical exhibitions of Eiiglish justice and English humani-
ty ; not that he would be thought to regard our ascendancy in the east as a
matter of such vast importance, when viewed as the only means of national

agrandizement. Far from it. No reflecting person, who considers the para-

mount sway which a handful pfmen from a small island in the western ocean

are permitted to wield over the millions of India, can doubt that this extraor-

dinary power was lodged in our hands for purposes infinitely greater and more
niomentous than the mere increase pf our national wealth and luxury

;
that

Providence, in short, has placed ua here less for our own sakes than for the

sake of those whom we govern
;
and that the future character ofour country,

as connected with .the east, must depend upon her improvement or abuse of tlie

extensive means entrusted to her for the moral regeneration tf this large and
interesting portion of the great family of mankind. These, gentlemen, are

the considerations which add so much to the responsibilities imposed upon us^
aU as En^ishmen ;

not merely such as are more immediately connected \vith

-the administration ofjustice or the maintenance of our pure religion, but all

of us without exception, whether public functionaries or private individuals.

India, ih short, said his lordship, is a great moral field of battle, in which,

i‘ England expccta every man to do his duty.” That much has been accom-
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plished cannot be denied ; but the work done is as nothing compared with

what we have to do. Tuni to whatever quarter of India we will, we cannot

but be struck with the melancholy truth, that her “ dark places are full of the

habitations of cruelty, and her people, both morally and physically, “within

the region and shadow of death.” ‘ Scarcely a month passes without the re-

port of wholesale deeds of blood and humanity shudders to think ofthe hun-

dreds and thousands of deliberate murders which are annually and, as it were,
beneath our eyes, perpetrated in these benighted regions, under the influence

of blind superstition, ferocious family pride, or the quenchless thirst of gold.

His lordship sincerely believed, that it was no exa^qrated picture, nay that it

was OTeatly within the bounds of the real truth. The widespread horrors of
the imansiggar or thug system on land, and of piracy by sea, the human sa-

criflces in GOmslir, and the systematic destruction of female infants in

Cutch and elsewhere, were too notorious to be denied. And if to these, said

his lordship, were added the yearly thousands of murd(;rs, self inflicted by the

wretched victims of opium,— those living spectres that haunt our streets and
meet us at every turn, and eventually immolate themselves upon the altars of
Belial,— what a boundless field is here for the efforts of British influence, Brit-

ish humanity, and British example ! Courts of justice may do much in stem-
ming the tide of iniquity within the immediate sphere of their operation, but

unassisted by other and more powerful means they can never prove suificient

to work any considerable change in the moral character of a people. It is to

the education of the natives, and to the labors of those excellent men whose
lives are devoted to the propagation of the gospel of truth,— it is to these

alone that we can look with any rational prospect of cutting off that dread-

ful entail of crime and misery, which must else continue, for unknown ages
an din augmenting ratio, descending as heretofore from father to son, as sure-

ly as tlie sparks fly upwards.” {Sing. Chron., Ap. &th and 15//i, 1837.]

2. Secret associations seem to have existed from a remote period

throughout almost all Asia. At present they are known to exist in

China,. in British India, and in many other places. The recent dis-

closures of murder in India are frightful, and are, probably, without

a parallel in the whole history of the world. Of that strange frater-

nity, the thugs, 1572 prisoners were committed in the short period of
eleven years— from 1825 to 18J15—of whom 382 suffered death,

909 were transported, 77 imprisoned for life, 21 on security, 71 for

various terms, making a total of 1460 punished
;
while only 21 were

acquitted, 11 escaped, 31 died, and 49 * turned state’s evidence.’ The
murders committed amount to hundreds of thousands— to millions.

What seems most extraordinary is the fact, that, till within a few
years, the existence of this broiho'hood was quite unknown to the

most active of the British functionaries. After such disclosures of
horrible murder and profound secrecy, we shall not l)e greatly sur-

prised if something of the same should, in processor time, be discover-

ed among the brotherhoods of the celestial empire. In the Singapore
Free Press for June 1st, 1837, there is a long account of these hues

(hwuy or associations), notoriously combined for pernicious purposes,

as theft, robbery, &c., and for the defense of those who do such
things. While these fraternities exist we may expect to hear of fre-

quent depredations and of the inefficiency of police establishments.

3. The tenure of land, not only in the Straits, but throughout
British India, is beginning to receive the attention it demands. More
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than three years ago, by an act of the British parliament, permission
was granted to Europeans to settle and to purchase estates in India,
after the 1st of April, 1834. In May 1835, the draft of a regidation,

embodying that enactment, was published by the Indian government
for general information. (See vol.. 4, p. 203.) The new law was
to take effect on the 1st of August, 18^

;
but it had scarcely seen the

light, ‘before it was placed in a state of suspended animation by
specific orders from home.* To England, therefore, the draft of the
new law must be sent

;
and it was not^untU January of this year that

the Court of Directors gave their final instructions to the governor-
general in council for the enactment of the proposed, regulation, and
then with one very important modificatkm, expunging the phrase—
‘ persons of whatever nation’— and writing in its stead ‘ any suited

of his majesty
y* excluding * aliens ’ from the benefits of the enact-

ment. We are glad it takes effect even though thus altered, but see

no necessity for the' change which has been made.
On the 22d of May, 1837, an act was pas^d in the legislative de-

partment, at Fort William, from which we extract clauses, 2d, 6th,

and I2th. The first clause repeals regulations previously enacted,

and the sixteenth provides tha* every commissioner, appointed under
the new act, shall be guided in the performance of his duties by in-

structions direct from the government in Bengal. The act is ‘ No.
X. of 1837,’ preceded by the following

Resolution. The governor-general in council, having had under his consi-

deration the present state of Qie adininistration of affairs in the settlements

of Prince of Wales’ Island, Sin^pore^ and Malacca, his attention has been
particularly directed to the condition of the landed proprietors, and to the te-

nures by which lands are held in those settlements. Tlie regulation which
prescribes the mode of authenticating titles in one of the settlements has been
declared by the recorder’s court to ^ invalid. The validity of other ref-
lations on the same subiect is considered by high authority as questionable

;

and whether these regulations be valid or not,at is certain that many persons

who have a fair claim to landed property within those settlements, would be

unable to make out a leg^ title to that property. The governor-general in

council has reason to believe that many estates in those settlements have been
acquired under circumstances, which, though they might not be considered

by a court of law as sufficient to*create a right of property, giVe the holders

a strong claim on the justice of the government, and he is satisfied that no
advantage which could be obtained by rimdly enforcing the claims of the state

against such persons, would compensate ror the evils which would be the effect

of such a course of policy. The governor-general in council has, therefore,

determined to avoid taking any measures whicLcan possibly shake the securi-

ty of property, or diminish the confidence which is reposed in the public faith.

He has determined to put an end to all disputes respecting the legality of the

existing regulations which relate to this subject by repealing those regula-

tions. He has determined to confirm by an act of unquestionable legality

all the rights which those regulations b^towed on individuals.’ He has de-

termined to institute an inquiry into claims to: which the provisions of the

existing regulations do not extend for the purpose of giving validity to all

which appear to be well grounded, and at the same time of enforcing the

rights of the state in cases only in which they may have been wilfully or frau-

dulently infringed. It is the intention of the governor-general in council tliat
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tliis inquiry shall be conducted in an impartial and liberal manner. It is not

the wisii of government to scrutinize in a litigious spirit the claims which may
be brought forward or consider itself as plac^ in the situation of an adverse

party with regartl to any person who occupies land under any pledge express-

ed or implied on the pert of the state. The commissioner bv whom the inquiry

is to be conducted will be placed under the authority of the government of

Bengal, and that ^vemment will be requested to give directions for making
public the instructions which the commissioner may receive for his guidance

in the determination of questions affecting the rights of the government, or of

individuals in land.

With this view the governor-general in council passed the new act,

of which the following are the three clauses named above.

II. “And it is hereby enacted, that it shall be lawful for the governor-general

of India in council to appoint one or more commissioners for the purpose of
inquiring into, and deciding upon, claims to hold lands within any of the set-

tlements of Prince of Wales’ Island, Singapore, and Malacca, whether the

said claims be found on grants or titles registered in conformity with the pro-

visions of any of the regulat'ons repealed by the foregoing clause or not

;

provided nevertheless that every person holding land in any of the settlements

aforesaid, under a grant or title registered in conformity with the provisions

of the said regulations, shall be entiUed to hold such land for such terms and
on such conditions as are specified in such grant or title.

VI. « And it is hereby enacted, that if any person shall hold or occupy land

within any of the settlements aforesaid, by a grant or title which shall not

have been registered in conformity with the provisions of any of the regula-

tions repealed by this act, and such person shall prefer a claim to hm^d or

occupy the same, or if such claim shall rise out of any proceeding or inquiry

held by the commissioner under this act, it shall be competent to the said

commi^ioner to investigate the claim, and in every ca^e in which the said

commissioner shall be of opinion, tlmt the claim is a fair one, the said com-
hiissioner shall make a decree assigning the land to which there may be such
fair claim to the party who has such fair claim on such conditions, and for

such term as may be prescribed under the rules laid down for the guidance
of the said commissioner, and such decr^ shall constitute a good title as
against the government to the land therein assigned on the conditions and
for the term therein specified.

XII. “ Provided always, that if any party objects to any decree or order of
the said commissioner on the ground that such decree or order deprives that

party of a legal right to land or to some interest in land, it shall be lawful for

that party at any time within six weeks after the making of such decree or
order, to move the court of judicature of Prince of Wales* Island, Singapore,

and Malacca, ta quash such decree or order, which court shall try the ques-
tion whether such decree or order be or be not inconsistent with any legal

right of the party moving, and if the said court shall decide that such decree
or order is inconsistent with any such legal right, the decree or order of the
commissioner shall be quashed by the said court and shall be of no effect.’’

4. The Agricultural and Horticultural Society of Singapore held

its first annod meeting on the 3d ultimo. The society has held

regular monthly meetings during the year. At the ninth, held in

April, there was read by one of its members, an address to the Chinese
and native agriculturists. We have room for only one brief extract.

“The Singapore Agricultural and Horticultural ^Society is composed of
almost all the European gentlemen in the island ;

the objects of the formation
of the society, are to encourage the clearing and cultivation of Singapore, and
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to render every assistance in their power, to all who are engaged in agricul-

ture. It is believe that the existence of such a society is but little known to

the Clumjse ami other native agriculturists in Singapore
;

this opportunity is

Uiken for informing them tliat the society is most anxious for tlieir welfare
;

is ready to render them every possible assisUince or advice, and will be happy
to communicate with them on any subject connected with agriculture and
horticulture. The secrcUry of the society, is Ivir. Crane, to whom all com-
munications should be addressed, either persomilly or by letter

; if a Chinese
wishes to give information to the society on any subject connected w'itli the

cultivation of the island, or to solicit their assistance and coiiperation, let

him send a Chinese letter to the secretary Mr. Crane, who will get it tran-

slated and replied to in the same, language; or let him call at Mr. Crane’s

house and say what he wants. It is desirable that this island should all be
cleared and cultivated, m fact^ become a large garden : one means of accom-
plishing this, is to cultivate a variety of different articles. It is believed that

hitherto the Chinese have only grown pepper and gximbier to any extent
;
and

have only begun to try coffee, sugar, and nutmeg planting.”

This society has our entire approbation
;
and we wish its members

abundant success. Well-directed and persevering efforts will surely

be succeeded by permanent and salutary results. Great pains should

be taken to induce the ‘ vagrant Chinese,’ and ‘ all the tribes of nati-

ves,’ to cultivate the soil, in this way to keep themselves from thefts,

robberies, and other depredations, and gain an honorable livelihood.

There is much in the present situation and circumstances of that

rising settlement to excite high hopes and enterprising action. It is

pleasing to see new improvements and institutions raising up in quick

succession, and commercial and agricultural activity constantly on the

increase. We are glad to see also, that a consulate for the United

States of America, duly recognized by the honorable the Court of

Directors in London, has been established at Singapore; the honora-

ble Joseph Balestier is the present incumbent, having been appointed

on the 4th of July, 1836. There are two or three other topics to which

we wished to advert, but our limits forbid.

Art. IX. Journal of Occurrences. Affairs of Uingtae's hong;

imperial envofs return to Peking; severe gale; deaths.

Up to this date (the 2t>th), there have been but few local occurrences, of the de-

scriptiou usually noticed in this part of our Juiiriial. The affairs of Hingtue’s hong

have been constantly agitated, during the month. Petitions have been presented ;

answers received; cousultations held; investiptions made; &c., &c.; but we
have heard of no settlements, no payments; probably, ‘when the waters are drawn

off, the stones will appear !’

His majesty’s envoy, who arrived here about the 1st ofJune, has returned to the

capital: but we have'seen no report of his proceedings; his investigations were

conducted with closed doors, and related chiefly, it is said, to matters that had

been under the notice of his predecessors. A severe gale was experienced here

during the night of the 18th ; but we have heard of no serious accidents.

The foreign flags, at half-mast, have recently indicated ainusual mortality ; the

deaths of capts. Crocket and Swan at Lintin; of capt. Hornblow at Whampoa ;

and of Mr. John Kverard, drowned on the 23d instant, returning in a sail-boat

from that anchorage; and the death of Dr. Colledge’s second son at Macao on

the morning of the same day; have all been announced here in very quick

siicce.ssion.
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Art. I. Ushek Tiirkestan : its early history
^
under Cyrus, Darius,

Alexander, the Hu?is, and Mohammedans
;
the epochs of Genghis,

Timiir, and the Usbeks
;

present communication with^ India,

Persia, Russia, and China.
,

The region of which we have now taken a survey, is first mentioned
ill ancient history under the name of Bactria, a name said to be

derived from the Bactrus, or * Balkh river.’ Historians who cannot
be satisfied with any account that does not go back to the deluge,

tell us, that Bactria was peopled by Gomer, grandson of Noah. This
Bactria, with due allowance for the uncertainty of ancient geogra-

’"d boundaries, was one of the countries conquered by Ninus,

years before our era. It is not impossible, that the Zoroaster,

who then governed Bactria, was the real author of the worship called

by bis name, and that the second Zoroaster of a later age, was only

its restorer ; but more probably, this early application of the name is

a misnomer. It is believed, that this region continued to forma
part of the Assyrian and Persian dominions down to the destruction

of those early en^pires. It is certain, that the possessions of Cyrus
extended to the Jaxartes ; for Cyropolis^ built by him, stood on the

bank of this river. Bactria, or Balkh, acquired a new celebrity in the

time of Darius Hystaspes, from its being chosen by Zoroaster as the

seat of his worship, and the site of a magnificent temple, to which all

his followers made pilgrimages. We are not informed how far this

worship was an engine of state, but it appears from history, that it

was strenuously supported by Darius, and that Zoroaster lost hig life,

in an attempt to advance, along with his own, the interests of his

royal patron and master. A Scythian prince, irritated by the refe-

rences to the Persian power, with which the priest enforced his spi-

ritual appeals, slew him and burnt up his temple. Darius avenged his

death and restored the worship of Zoroaster
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We come next to the time of Alexander. Bessus, the betrayer of
Darius was tlien governor of Bactria. After the overthrow and death of
the Persian monarch, Alexander pursued'Bessus, and having taken
him prisoner, crossed the desert, reduced Maracanda (Samarkand),
and ravaged the surrounding country. His rapid and successful march-
es, and wanton desolation of this populous and happy region, are nar-

rated by Quintus Curtius, Arrian, &lc,. Alexander would (save spared
Cyropolis for the sake of its founder

; its inhabitants, however, re-

jected his propositions, and it shared the fate of Maracanda. Thus
far Alexander did no more than complete the reduction of the pro-

vinces of Persia. He now determined to cross the Jaxartes. The
Scythian 'tribe, inhabiting its northern banks, sent envoys, who rode

into his camp, and perhaps made the bold address recorded by Quin-
tus Curtius. They told him, that their country extended from the

Jaxartes to Thrace, and that he must take them either for the best

guardians or worst invaders of his whole frontier. Their remon-
stances and threats were useless, and after disputing in Vain the pas-

sage of the river, they acknowledged, on its northern bank, that ‘every

nation in the world ought to yield to the Macedonians.' Does the

decliiration of these envoys authorize us to believe that the northern

tribes, from the Belur to Thrace, were one and the same people? If

so, we may class these eastern Scythians with the hordes which broke

into Asia Minor and Media, about 635 b. c., and for whose ravages,

the celebrated expedition of Darius, in 514, was a pretended but unin^

fiteted retaliation. And if so, we may generalize those descriptions,

which Strabo, Justin, and others, give of the western Scythians, and

seek for a reconciliation of their opposite characteristics, simplicity,

moderation, justice, fierceness, violence, and cruelty, in the extremes

between which semi-barbarous men everywhere alternate.

It does not appear that Alexander penetrated far beyond the Jaxar-

tes. On its banks, he built a city and called it Alexandria. It was

built in twenty days, was sixty furlongs round, and was peopled by his

disabled soldiers, captives, We are not told how long Alexandria

with its mushroom walls, and exhausted veterans, resisted the attacks

of the Scythians^
^
After his death, the Seleucidae ruled Bactria, until

it rose to the rank of an independent kingdom, under Theodotus,

250 B.c. The Scythians, from beyond the Jaxartes, overwhelmed this

dynasty, under its seventh king, about 100 b. c., and Bactria lost its

independence. Probably one or two centuries of quiet succeeded

before this region felt that movement of the northern tribes, which

began on the north of China, a little before our era, and extended

with its all-destroying force to the borders of France, and to the death

of Attila.

Of the invasion of the Huns, and of their occupation of Turkestan,

there is, we believe, no correct history. It is stated generally, that

their mingling with the T^jik population, resulted in something like

civilization. Their attention to the arts of peace was not, however,

an uninterrupted one. Persian history informs us, that their mo-

narchs drove the IIuiis across the Oxus, ngain and again, iu the fifth
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and sixth centuries About 650 a, d., Persia itself sank under the

arras of the califs, and before the close of that century their armies

approached the Oxus. A queen, whose justice is still commemorated
in popular songs, then ruled in Turkestan. Her son and successor

submitted to the usual Moslem alternative, and kept, for a little while,

his life and throne, but afterward lost both, by an ill-considered re-

cantation. He is^said to have bui|t a splendid mosque in his capita!

near Bokhara, and to have directed prayers to be said in Persian,

“ because it was the language of thd people.” This is another proof

of the long and intimate connection which had subsisted between

Persia and Turkestan.

The Mohammedan faith was soon established in Transoxiana, or,

as it is called in Arabic— Moweralnehar, ‘the country beyond the

river.’ Two centuries passed away, under this rule, when the region

enjoyed comparative quiet
;
and it became again populous, weahhy,

and beautiful— a Mohammedan paradise. The power of the califs

declined in the last years of the ninth century. Kwtiresra became
independent. It is supposed that the Persian family of Saman ruled

the greater part of Turkestan in the tenth century. About 1000 a.d.

it became a p in of the dominions of Mahmud of Chizni. The Seljdks

soon followed. . Alp Arslan began, and his successor, Malik Shah,
completed, the reduction of Turkestan. The possessions of this mo-
narch extended from China to the Mediterranean. The SeljOk dy-

nasty terminated a.d. 1175, and Turkestan was again divided into

several independent states or kingdoms: of these, Kwdresm is said

to have been the farthest advanced in the cultivation of the arts and
literature, and in civilization.

We come now to t new epoch, the birth of Genghis. His ancestor,

Tumena"h khan (who had a clear pedigree from Noah), was chief of
a Mongol horde on the northwest of China, in the tenth century.

Tumena'h divided his authority, on his death, between his twin sons,

giving to the one the khanat, and appointing the other the com-
mandant of his forces. This distinction he required to be perpetuated

in their posterity. From the former of the sons, Genghis was descend-
ed. At the early age of thirteen, a.d. 1167, he was called to the

khanat, and learned the art of war in the defense of his paternal au-

thority. Successful in this defense, he became, in turn, the aggressor;

and soon after the close of this century was master of Mongolia and
a large portion of northern China. The ill treatment of his mer-
chants and envoys in Kwa'resm, drew down on Turkestan the ven-

geance of Genghis. He entered this country, a. d. 1218, at the head
of 700,000 men, and seven successive years passed away before he
had completed the work of conquest, devastation, and pillage. Ma-
racanda, Bokhara, and the other cities of Turkestan, were stormed
and plundered. Genghis once more turned his arms towards China,
but died soon after, a. d. 1227, without one reverse to break the long
line of successive victories. His children succeeded to his domi-
nions and his good fortune, and under Hulagu, and Kublai, Mongol
dynasties wore established over Turkestan, Persia, and China. The
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Persians threw off their allegiance to this family, by the close of the
13th century

; and in 1368^ the Mongols were driven from China by
the founder of the Ming dynasty, only two years after the last descen-
dant of Jaghata^'i, bad ceased to rule over Turkestan.
The next epoch is that of Timur. This worthy successor of Gen-

ghis was descended, in the eighth degree, from the * less of the twin
sons’ of Tumena'h. A nearer ancestor, Keracha'r, had married a
daughter of Genghis, the first of the family connected with Islam.
Timur was therefore ofMongol origin, though he seems to have re-

garded himself as a Turk, his family having -been long established
among the Turks at Kesh, and intermingled with them. The memoirs
which he has left us, give an acquaintance with his heart and life,

which cannot be had in the case of Genghis. He tells us, that when
first carried to. school at the age of seven, his delight was to assume
the command over his little school-fellows, and make them fight sham
battles. At twelve,, he says, that “he perceived in himself ail the
signs, of greatness and wisdom.” His natural disposition seems to

have been social, for he adds, “ from my ninth to my seventy-first

year, I have never dinned alone, or walked without a companion.”
He was called to take an early part in public affairs, his father seek-

ing to retire from a world, which he had found to be * a golden bowl,

filled with serpents and scorpions.’ Timur did not dislike this, for at

eighteen, * he thought no one his superior.’ The doctrines of Islam

harmonized with his martial spirit, and the seids, who surrounded

him, foreseeing, perhaps, his approaching elevation, interpreted his

dreams and threw out predictions, so as to give the strongest impulse

to his ambition.

Moments of softer mood were not, however, ;wanting even in the

life of Timur. This remorseless conqueror, who afterward sported

with the lives of millions and trampled on their rights and happiness,

at one time left off playing chess for conscience-sake, and pined at

having trodden on a pismire. The spirit of the age, as well as his

faith, tended to work this unhappy’change in the character of Timur,

it was a maxim then, that ‘ whoever has 12,000 cavaliers, true and

faithful, should be reckoned inglorious if he does not raise the standard

of royalty.’ When this envied distinction was gained, * it was one of

the rights of the prince, that his words should be the law of the land.’

Timur saw that war was the only pathway to his tempting elevation.

* He who would embrace the bride of royalty,’ said he, to one of his

rivals, ‘must kiss her across the sharp sword.’ His first exploit was,

the repulse of a Persian band in 1357. After the death of the chief,

who had deposed the last descendant of Jaghata'i, he submitted, for a

time, to the prince of that line, who ruled north of the Sir. After

serving him for some years, Timur rebelled. Reduced, at first, to a

handful of followers, he afterward led on his troops successfully,

against the invading Jetes; and, at length, at the age of thirty-five,

the support of the seids, and a fortunate lot, placed the sceptre in

his hands. He fixed* his residence at Samarkand, and ordered his

court, and drew up his institutes, as Genghis had done.
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We cannot follow Timur through his subsequent career. A little

before his death, he reviewed it all, and ascribed his success “to
God’s blessing on the strictness, with which he had weighed justice to

all, had shown compassion to all mankind, had conferred benefits on
all, had been faithful to his word and to his trust as the treasurer of

God, and had supported the faith of Islam, and its ministers the

seids.” No suspicion of his right to the title of ‘ benefactor’ seems

to have crossed his mind. * He had taken justice in one hand and
equity in the other, and by these-two lamps, kept the palace of royal-

ty illuminated.’ Even his religious motives appear to have been
approved by himself, though he discloses their character to us in

these remarkable words. * He had heard that church and state are

twins, and that every sovereignty not supported by religion loses its

authority, and every person, worthy or unworthy, presumes to meddle
therewith.’

We now come to the last epoch in the history of Turkestan, the

invasion of the Usbeks, who continue to rule it, at the present time.

Long before Timur’s birth, Sheiba^ni khan, son of Batu, son of Tushi,

son of Genghis, had settled with a large party of Tdrks, Mongols,
&c., on the Ural river, and founded the khanat of Tura. One of his

successors, popular beyond the rest, gave his own name ‘ Uskek,’ to

the whole tribe. This tribe had become powerful, before 1500 a. d.;

and a division of it, under the second Sheibini, who had been exclud-

edJipm the khanship of Tura, invaded the country south of the Aral.

Meanwhile, Ra'ber, whose rhemoirs are the annals of this period, had
succeeded to his paternal kingdom of Ferghdna, at the age of twelve,

1494 A. D. Turkestan was then cut up into minute independencies,

and the princes of these districts are well characterized as * regarding
all the obligations of nature and morality dissolved, by the pursuit of
a throne.’ Fathers, brothers, and sons, were in arms against each
other, and each alternately befriended and betrayed. The lesser chiefs

and warriors were equally distinguished for the perfidy, with which
they transferred themselves from master to master, and for their reck-
less cruelty in the causes, which they successively espoused. One
redeeming circumstance must be admitted in the history of this period,

the cultivation of science and of literature by the princes of the line

of Timur, and by the higher classes and m611ahs of that time. The
patronage of astronomy by Ulugh Beg, grandson of Timur, his obser-

vatory, and astronomical tables, are well known. The Arabic, Per-

sian, and Turki, languages were then studied by all the educated,

and were further enriched by the productions of many learned men.
It is an eastern saying, the serpent employed Arabic to seduce our
common mother; Adam and Eve discoursed of love in Persian; and
the angel spoke Turk!, when compelled to drive our first parents

from paradise : and with these languages at command, genius could
never want terms, in which to clothe its ci>nceptions, whatever may
be its theme.
The incursions of the Usbeks, as well as domestic quarrels, soon

called the attention of Buber and his contemporaries, away from the
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pursuits of peace. This accomplished prince still continued to write
p<>etry, in the intervals of an unavailing contest; but badly supported
by his allies and dependents, he was, at last, driven to make reprisals

in other kingdoms- for the loss of his own. His invasion of Cabul,
^nd subsequent conquest of Hindustan, are detailed in his memoirs.
Sheiba"ni khan, the antagonist of Briber, continued victorious in
Turkestan, until, having provoked Shah Ismael of Persia, the founder
of the Suffiivean dynasty, to meet them at Merve, he was defeated
and slain, about a. d. 1510. Persia, for a few years, maintained her
ascendency over the west of Turkestan, but the son of Sheiba'ni, re-

turning to the contest, and being aided by the suni aversion to the

Persians, he established the domination which subsists at the present

time. For Turkestan, this .was an unhappy change. Literature,

science, and genius, took their flight, only the despotism of the house of
Timur remaining. How far the influence of Usbek vicinity has been
injurious to Khordsan and Persia, we are not informed. The court

of Herat had previously been ^ far in advance of any, contemporary
European capital, not excepting that of Francis I., in cultivation,

refinement, and the arts of life.' From this time it rapidly declined.

It seems to have been in retaliation for Usbek incursions, that Tur-
kestan was partly conquered by Shah Abbas, and again by Nadir
Shah. The lineal descendants of Sheiba^ni continued to occupy the

throne of Bokhdra, until the latter years of the last century^ when the

last pageant was deposed by Murad Beg, an Usbek of the Mungut,

tribe. Buhadur khan, the present monarch, who ascended the throne

A. D. 1825, is the third of this new line.

To this brief sketch of the annals of Turkestan, we can add few

remarks, on the origin of the tribes by which it has been successively

scourged. The libraries of Central Asia may contain the materials

for a correct history of these races, but it seems to be only adding con-

jecture to conjecture, to speculate on this point, without their aid.

When Timur expressed his curiosity on this head, his father told him
*‘the Turks were descended from Yafet Aglan, son of Yafet, son of

Noah. Yafet Aglan was the first monarch of the Turks
;
he left his

throne to his fifth son Aljeh
;
the all gracious God gave to Aljeh twin

sons, Tartar and Mongol; their descendants divided Turkestan and

fought many a hard battle on its plains.” This distinction between

Tartar or Turk, and Mongol is not merely in name. Nature has

marked it strongly in the different mould of the tall, well-formed, hand-

some Turk, and the short, ill-formed, Mongol. The ignorance of their

neighbors has, however, confounded it*— the Europeans calling them

all Tartars
;
the Arabs, all Turks ;

and De Guignes, drawing his in-

formation from eastern sources, all Mongols or Huns.

As to the origin and proper application of the word Tartar, we

will not attempt to decide. It may be as easy and quite as just, as the

father of Timur makes it, for aught we know. Our histories, geo-

graphies, and maps, show the popularity of the name. On the other

hand, it appears (vide preface to the memoirs of Bdber), that it is

unknown to the tribes to which we apply it, and that, very probably.
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it h«8 been derived from the name of one of the lesser Mongol tribes.

As a modern appellation, there can be no doubt^ that it is better to

denominate the two great races, which have so often met in war, and
mingled in peace on the plains of Central Asia— Turks and Mon*
gols— as they called themselves. Perhaps some light may be thrown
on their national dissimilarity, by the fact that a Persian people, occu-

pied the country south of the Turks, from the earliest time, and by

the inference, that both* Persian genius and comeliness have been
imparted to the Turk, while the blood of the rude Mongol has

been transmitted comparatively pure. Admitting the correctness of
this division into Turk and Mongol, it must, however, be added, that

their notnade habits and their extensive migrations in peace and war,

make it impossible to apply any test to the composition of some of the

existing tribes. As an instance of peaceful migration, we may refer to

the Tourgouths, who returned, in 1771, from the banks of the Volga
to their ancient seat east of the Belnr. In that case, 100,000 fami-

lies traversed this wide extent of country, and regained their ances-

tral home, though harrassed, as unbelievers, by the Mohammedan
tribes. Still more extensive and confounding have been the migra-

tions of these hordes in war. The warlike part of every defeated tribe,

appear to have incorporated themselves with their conquerors, and
thenceforth to have plundered, in great harmony, under the same
banners. The princes, to whom conquered provinces were assigned,

retained with them detachments of their followers, and this perpetuat-

ed the confusion. These considerations excuse us from any attempt

to assign the proportions, in which the earlier races are combined, to

the present tribes of Central Asia.

The. early intercourse of the inhabitants of Tdrkestan with each
other and the world, is, of course, involved in great uncertainty.

Their origin, habits, tastes, language, and political dependence,
would naturally connect them closely, if not exclusively, with Persia.

The reports of the riches of tndia, which drew Alexander from the

Jaxartes to the Hydaspes, were no doubt corroborated, if not derived,

by commerce with that country. Long before the Arabian conquest,

it appears that the throne or the harem of Bykund, was graced by a

princess of the imp>eria] house of China. We may infer an exchange
of commodities less precious and less fragile. In the tenth century,

an extensive trade was had with Russia. In the thirteenth, Genghis
was provoked to enter Turkestan, partly by the ill treatment of his

merchants. At the marriage of Timur’s grandson at Kok an,-embassa-

dors were present from all the neighboring states, among which China
was included.

Passing over early notices, we come to the present intercourse of

the Usbeks. Referring to our description of these for a specihea.

tion of their exchangeable productions, and to the travels of Burnes
for minuter information, we will briefly trace, for general purposes, the

routes and state of communication at the present time. Of these,

Bokhara is the centre. The radii diverge to India, Persia, Russia,

and Sounguria.
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In the communication with India, Cabiil seems to be the great, if

not the only, avenue. About 2000 camel-loads of Indian goods,
indigo, sugar, muslins, &c., &,c., enter Cabul yearly by way.of Attok,
and the half of these, passes on, by Bamiiu to Turkestan. There
are thirteen marches from Cabul to Khulum. At this southern
mart, some indigo and other articles pass eastward to Kunduz and
even to Yarkand. The greater portion crosses the Oxus at Kilef,

and arrives in twelve days at Bokhara. Horses are used in the moun-
tains of this country, but transportation across the sands is effected

on camels. This patient animal, with a load of SOOIbs., moves on by
marches of about 25 miles, at the rate of 2J miles per hour. Its pow-
er of enduring heat and thirst being less than is usually stated, the
camel is driven only by night, and is watered every march, without
which, it pines and dies the fourth day. At the termination of the
march, the caravansera receives the merchandise in its area, and each
one betakes himself to his own separate cell. The trade from Cabul is

in the hands of Afghans. This route has been safe for some years

past, under the protection required by the Koran, and the quiet gov-

ernment of Cabul. Regular supplies of Indian produce are furnished

by it to Bokhara, and thence to Khiva, and Kokan. Some shawls,

dtc., are even sent to Russia. British manufactures enter by this

route into successful competition with those imported from Russia,

and the progressive removal of transit restrictions, and still more the

use of steam on the Indian rivers, will doubtless give to the former

party, increasing advantage in this trade. Cabul has been more than

once invaded -from Turkestan, but it is not probable, considering po-

litical circumstances and the intervening country, that the complimeut

will be returned.

The line of communication between Bokhara and Persia crosses

the Oxus fifty miles from Bokhara, and passes by Merve to Meshed,

distant about nine marches, or 225 miles. A few goods received from

Russia are sent as far as Meshed, and some shawls, opium, &c., taken

in return. A small annual caravan crosses from Khiva to Astera-

bad. The want of suitable exchanges, the strength of religious and

national prejudice, and the dangers of the way, from the lawlessness

of the Turkomans, have never allowed this route to become important,

nor is it likely that intercourse by it will increase.

Notwithstanding British cx)mpetition, the most important inter-

course of Bokhara, is with Russia. This is conducted by three routes

to Orenburg, via Urgunje in 60 days; to Troitskoi, the eastern shore

of the Aral, in 48 days; to Petropaulousk, on the Issim, in 90 days. Of
these, the first is the mwt frequented. One thousand three hundred

camels leave Orenburg for Bokhara in January, and return in June.

The smaller caravans from Bakhifa, Troitskoi and Petropaulousk,

follow in August, passing east of the Aral, above the mouths of the

Sir. Russia has not failed to foster this trade. Fairs are annually

held for its benefit at on the Volga, and the principal purchases and

sales for the Bokhara market are made there. Russia has also endea-

vored to open a more direct route by Astrachan and Mungasluk,
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or the bay of Krasnoiarsk, as well as a shorter way from Troitskoi

;

but these have failed, through the opposition of the khan of Khiva,

who, in the true spirit of conservatism, adheres to the old tax and the

old roads. In supplying the markets of Turkestan, Russia has the

advantage in natural facilities
;
but England in enterprise, and espe-

cially in manufacturing skill. In this peaceful contest of cheapness,

both powers will probably exhaust their jealousies, much as we hear

of their ambitious designs. There is, however, a chance that the

khan of Khiva may provoke Russia; and should she form a post on the

Aral, for his restraint, the temptation may be irresistible to assert the

command of the Oxus and the Sir.

The vallies of the Sir and the Oxus are the great lines of commu-
nication between Turkestan and the Chinese empire. It is said that

the caravans from Tashkend once pursued a more northern route,

and entered the Kashgar country, by passes, still used by the Kirghis,

across the Belur. The best entrance is, however, by the valley

of the Sir. This was the path of caravans in Baber’s time, and by it

Shah Rokh’s embassadors to China returned. It is a 45 days’ jour-

ney, merchandise being carried from Bokhara in carts, and thence

on horses to Kashgar and Yarkand. During the summer months, this

route is said be made impassable by the melting of the snows. The
connection of the khan of Kokan with the rebellion of Jehangir

in 1826, led to the closing of this route
;
and though afterward reopen-

ed, it is still so much restricted, that the more southern, by the Oxus;
is now preferred. This line of communication leaves the road to

Cabul, at Khiilum. It follows the valley of the Oxus to Badakshan,
crosses the plain of Pamer,’and thence, by the valley of the river Y^ir-

kand, extends to the town. This journey is annually made by 500
camels from Bokhara to Khulum, where the lading is placed on 1000
horses, which toil up the dangerous defiles of the Belur, the whole
transit occupying sixty-five days.

The same jealousy, which characterizes Chinese dealings with for-

eigners on the eastern coast, is felt on this remote frontier. No Chi-

nese is suffered to cross it, nor are the natives of Turkestan permitted

to penetrate into the celestial empire. The trade is in the hands of

natives ofBadakshan. Among the articles taken by them to Yarkand,
is Persian opium, received via Meshed, and purchased readily by the

Chinese at 5 tint's (30 rupees) per maund of 7 ppunds. Unless the

quality be inferior, we should suppose, that this low price would give

the Persian opium an extensive currency through the interior. The
^^eat article of export from Yirkand is green tea, of which 450 horse-

loads, 200,0001bs., are annually carried to Bokhara. The other Usbek
states, no doubt, consume a still larger quantity. This tea is brought

fi^om China in boxes, and at YArkand is repacked in strong bags, in

which it is carried across the .mountains. After so long a transit, we
are prepared to hear that this tea costs, 60 tilla^s, per horse-load, in

Yarkand, and 100 in Bokhara. The Usbeks are too fond of tea to

forego this costly luxury. They however use it with much economy,
drinking the infusion, and then chewing the leaves. Great good
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faith is said to characterize the dealings of Chinese merchants at

Ydrkand. The trader from Bokhara has also much reason to be sa-

tisfied with his own, and the Cinese, government
; the former exact-

ing only 2^ per cent., and the latter 3 per cent., duties. On this point,
the Chinese are, however, the more Chatholic; for they treat all alike,

while in Bokhara, the Moslem only is favored, and the Hindu made
to pay 10 per cent, and the Christian 20 per cent, duties. On the
other hand, Bokhara excels in charity, all duties being remitted
whenever one of the faithful swears he is a poor man, and cannot
afford to pay them.

The following, are some further memoranda, of the routes from
Yarkand. Distance

To Peking, 35 days for an express, 5 months for caravans;
To Lada^k, 27 days for caravans ;

To Aksu, 20 days for caravans

;

To Semipalatnoi, 40 days;

To Kashgar is 105 miles.

The above notices are sufficient to convey a tolerable idea of the

state of communication, domestic and foreign, in Turkestan. No
apology for their length will be required by any one who remembers,
how closely the results of modern experience coincide with the decla-

rations of ancient prophecy, and that human improvement is identified

with human intercourse. We will mention but one route more, that

of the Asiatic cholera. ‘ This terrible pestilence began its ravages in

India; then passed to Cabul, crossed the Hindu Kush, and disolated

Balkh and Kunduz. It fluctuated for a year between Hera^t and the

Oxus, and then attacked Bokhara and Kokan. It passed on to Khiva,

Orenburg, Astrachan, and thence spread over Europe. The Atlantic

could not arrest its progress, nor has it yet numbered its last victims

in Europe and America.'

We have already noticed the ill terms, on which Kunduz, Kokan,
and Khiva, are with each other. The^ three states are said to be

impressed with a high sense of the power of Russia. Kunduz has

the most jealous dread of the rulers of British India. We will merely

add a remark, on the relations of these states with China. Kokan
still suffers, in Chinese estimation, for its implication with the irrup-

tion of 1826, and probably will not recover while under the present

ruler.' Bokhara is on friendly terms with China, and its aid was

sought, on the irruption of Roka^nese just mentioned. Presents are

exchanged by the authorities of Yirkand and Kunduz, and mutual

arrangements made for the safety of the roads between the two

countries.

What shall we say, in conclusion, of the influence which China and

Turkestan exert each other ? It appears that neither party either

fears or meditates encroachment. The Chinese seem to be well sa-

tisfied with their western frontiers, and the Usbeks are equally pleased

with their annual supply of tea, &c. The passes of the Behir are left

unfortified, and while this is the case there is nothing, but this mutud

content, to prevent mutual incursions. We should say, that the Chi-
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nese possessions, west of Kobi, belong rather to Turkestan
;
and that

they could be more easily conquered and defended from that quarter,

than from China. On the other hand, the Chinese are aided by the

division of the Usbek power, and probably by a more extensive use

of firearms.

Could Bokhara, Kokan, Khiva,- and Kunduz, be connected by

steam communication, for which the Sir, the Oxus, and the Aral,

as well as the hard and level deserts, afford such facilities, they would

form a powerful whole, and, under able rulers, give laws to Central

Asia. A result so opposed to the maxim, “ divide et imperay' is not

likely to be effected by the ihfiuence of Russia.^ The prospect is a

little less remote, that the example of Turkey will be felt, and Euro-

pean improvements introduced, second-hand, into Turkestan. It will,

however, put in requisition all the zeal and all the devotion of these

eastern suffragans to their head, to convert them from the personifica-

tion of bigotry, to the pursuits and patronage of liberal institutions and
true knowledge. The British Indian government has it in its power to

hasten this result, by accepting the invitation given it, through lieu-

tenant Burnes, and appointing an able resident at Bokhara. It is its

interest to strengthen this northern neighbor. Aided by the sugges-

tions of a British resident, Bokhara might rise rapidly to power, and
make its-influence felt in favor of all that is good, from Siberia to

Hindu Kush, and from the Caspian to China.

Art. II. Philippine Islands: their discovery by F» de Magellan;
and a brief‘narrative of the fleet under his commandy including
some particulars respecting his death.

The following notices are drawn from the ‘ Historia General de Phili-

pinas, por el P. Fr. Juan de la Concepcion,’ and the ‘ Chronica de la

Apostolica Provjncia de S. Gregorio, de Religioses Descalzos de N. S;

P. San Francisco, en las islas rhilipinas, &c.* The former work was
published at Manila in 1788, in fourteen volumes octavo, and is con-
sidered the best of several histories of these islands. The Franciscan
chronicles were published at Manila, in two volumes folio, in 1738.

The Augustine, Dominican, and other conventual orders have, we
believe; similar chronicles. Both these works are introduced by adu-
latory dedications and prefaces, which we pass over. They are

written in a rambling and confused style, and abound with expressions

of extravagant devotion to the Spanish crown and to the holy see.

We shall not stop to criticise oor authorities on these points, but limit

ourselves to a brief notice of the discovery and settlement of the rich

islands which lie so near us, and which have, for more than two cen-
turies, been an appendage of the Crown of Spain.
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For the honor of this discovery, and the colonial acquisitions which
have resulted from it, Spain is indebted to Fernando de Magellan
or Magalhaens, a Portuguese of noble birth. We find no account of
the early life of this distinguished man. He must have been one of
the earliest adventurers beyond the Cape of Good Hope, for he is

said to have traveled extensively in eastern Asia, and to have distin-

guished himself under Albuquerque in 1510 and 1511. Returning
to Portugal in 1514 or 1515, he found his services unappreciated
and unrewarded by Dom Manoel, the reigning prince. It is probable
that this disappointment in his expectations of reward for past services,

was the reason of his transferring his future services to Charles V. of
Spain. The statement which makes Magellan to have laid before

his sovereign his proposal to reach the Moluccas by a western passage,

seems inconsistent with the acknowledged shrewdness of the man.
He must have known that the line drawn by papal authority between
the Portuguese and Spanish claims, made it the interest of the Portu-

guese to conceal the western passage, if such did exist. We there-

fore prefer to regard Magellan simply as a disappointed or injured

man, who carried this proposal to Charles V. because he knew, that

this was the service which would best recommend him to the Spanish
crown. Charles V' then held his court at Valladolid, and there Ma-
gellan, accompanied by his friend Luis Talero, a distinguished cos-

mographer, presented himself in 1517. The existence of a great

western ocean beyond America had already been well attested by M.
de Balbao and others, and Brazil had been coasted a6 far south as the

river La Plata.- Magellan brought with him the information res-

pecting the Moluccas, which he had gained from Francisco Serrano,

their discoverer, with whom he had been intimate while in the east.

Fonseca, the superintendent of Indian affairs, introduced him to the

king. Here he, again evinced his thorough acquaintance with the

subject of his propositions, and demonstrated to the satisfaction of all,

that the Moluccas could be reached by a western passage, and right-

fully belonged to Spain.

, The Portuguese embassador, Alvaro da Costa, . aware of the pro-

posals of Magellan, sought to defeat them, by misrepresenting him
to the king. But Charles V. had discovered, under a small and un-

prepossessing person, the great mind of Magellan, and gave no

credit to the story of the embassador, that he had been dismissed the

Portuguese service for incompetency. Perhaps he was also informed

that da Costa was secretly urging the navigator to return to Portugal,

and assuring him that his past services would receive a proper re-

ward. These intrigues were, however, of no avail, Charles V. having

determined that the proposals of Magellan should be carried into

effect. He invested Magellan and his friend with the order of San-

tiago, and gave them rank in the service of Spain. He moreover

bound himself to furnish fiye vessels of between sixty and J30 tons

and 234 men for the voyage, to confirm them and their heirs in the

government of the discovered countries, to secure to them a twen-

tieth of the profits of the commerce which shall be carried on there-
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with, &/C., &/C., reserving to the crown of Spain only the supreme

authority and the appointment of fiscal officers. • They, on their part,

engaged to find islands bearing spices, by a route which should not

pass the line of demarcation between the Spanish and Portuguese

claims. Notwithstanding this favorable arrangement, the preparations

for the voyage went on slowly. It was necessary to offer bounties to

procure the requisite number of men. Mpney failed, and the final

preparations were completed by the aid of some merchants of Seville.

As the time of departure approached, the two friends, who had thus

far labored together in harmony, began to quarrel about their respec-

tive rank, l^e king was called on to decide who should bear the

royal standard, and he directed that Talero, on account of his health,

should remain behind. The Franciscan Chronicle suggests that it

might not have been the will of God, that the glory of this expedition

should be shared by a man, whose knowledge was derived, as his

countrymen said, from intercourse with an improper person, ‘ un mal-

dito familiar.* Talero died, soon after, of dis^pointment and rage.

Magellan was thus left sole commander of his fleet, consisting of the

Trinidad, Victoria, Conception, San Antonip, and Santiago
;
and

after prayers, he set sail on the 10th of August, |519.

After touching for a few days at Teneriffe, they again sailed the

2d of October, but being unacquainted with the proper course, lost

much time by following the African shore. Standing to the west-

ward, the winds became more favorable, and on the 13th December,
they anchored in the bay of Rio de Janeiro, the present capital of

Brazil. The natives brought them fruits, fowls, &c., giving a slave

for a hatchet, and six or seven birds for the king of a pack of cards.

.Magellan forbade the traffic in slaves, because they would serve

only to consume provisions, and, perhaps, to embroil him with the

Portuguese. Having/remained in this har^f until Chrbtmas, the fleet

again resumed its course, and on the' 13th of' January, entered the

river La Plata. Sailing again the 6th of February, they reached the

4 1 St degree of south latitude, when the cold began to be severe.

Landing again to procure refreshments, they took the opportunity to

celebrate mass on shore. Magellan here discovered that the in-

subordination, for which he had dready placed one of his captains in

confinement, extended to the rest. His crew, too, pressed with cold,

hunger, and dread, begged to be carried back to Spain. Magellan
quelled this mutiny, by putting to death one of his captains and sen-

tencing one other, along with a French ecclesiastic, to be left to perish

on this inhospitable shore. That these severities were not the result

of indiscriminate cruelty may be inferred from the fact, that Magellan
afterwards freely pardoned his mutinous crews. To look out for a bet-

ter harbor, the Conception was dispatched southward, but was lost,

with her cargo, on the return. The harbor, in which they were thus

constrained to pass the winter, was in 49° 18' south latitude. Leaving
it, on return of the milder weather, Magellan discovered, early

in November, the strait which still bears his name. Here he was
deserted by the San Antonio, her oflicers taking advantage of a sepa-
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ration from the fleet to imprison their commander and to steer again
for Spain. On their arrival at San Luca in March, they declared that
the cruelties of Magellan had compelled them to return. Their
representations had too much weight : the ship was libelled, the com-
mander and some of his accusers retained in custody, and the wife
and children of Magellan confined at Burgos, until the truth should
be disclosed.

The undaunted navigator, finding that he was not to be rejoined by
the San Antonio, pursued his course with the three vessels which re-

mained. Clearing the straits the 27th of November, he followed the
western coast of South America to 32,® south latitude, and then steer-

ed northwest to the equator and the Molucca islands. On this long
passage, provisions failed, and much had been suffered from want and
disease, when two islands were discovered, on the Sunday pf S. La-
zaro. These islands were small but beautiful

;
the people idolatrous

and rude: Magellan - resorted to force to keep off the crowd, which
curiosity had brought on board. They resisted, but fled at the dis-

chtarge of a piece of artillery. Afterwards they returned to traffic/

and at length stole one of the Ship’s boats; irritated by this theft,

Magellan landed about ninety of his men, killed some who resisted,

.

recovered the boat, and took with them what provisions could be found.

Returning on board with one, of the captured natives, as interpre-

ter, he pursued his course. Sailing westward, and passing several

islands, he made the southeastern point of the island of Mindanao.
He was now quite near to the long sought Moluccas, but mistaking

their dircTction, he steered hbrth, coasting the eastern shore of Minda-
nao. Landing at the town of * Butuan,’ he celebrated Easter day
on shore, the friendly, natives aiding their visitors in setting up a

cross, and admiring the ceremony by which their island was declared

to be a possession of the Crown of Spain. Passing through the strait

which separates Mindanao from Leyte, he lafided on the island

of Limasava. The chief of this island, in reply to the inquiries of

Magellan for the Moluccas, conducted him to Zebu. The Zebu-
ans, equdly astonished, but less confiding than the other islanders,

came down to the shore to the number of 2000, armed with spears.

Assured by the chief of Limasava, that the Spaniards came with

peaceful designs, ^nd brought rich merchandise, Hamadan, the king

or rajah, laid aside his hostile garb, and gave them a friendly recep-

tion. The treaty or alliance, which followed, was solemnized by the

ceremony common among the Dayaks, ofdrawing a little blood from

the contracting parties, and drinking it together. The salute which

was fired by Magellan, on the completion of this ceremony, had its

usual effect, in astonishing the natives of Zebu. The influence of

Magellan is said to have been further increased by the favorable effect

ofsome medicine, administered to the nephew of the king. Abundant
’refreshments were now furnished to the Spanish crews, in exchange

for beads, bells, looking-glasses, &c. Magellan proceeded to build

a house of trade, and one where mass might be celebrated with due

effect. The king, his wife, and son, were present at the first celebra-
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tion, and behaved with attention and reverence. When the sacred

mysteries were explained to them, they expressed their desire to be-

come Christians. This request was acceded to; and they were cate-

chised briefly and forthwith baptized. Our chronicler adds, “so
hasty an admission might have been censurabley had it not been has-

tened and sanctioned by special miracles.” The example of the chief

was followed by 600 of the principal people of the island. Their con-

version being thus eifected, another day was employed in receiving

the submission of Hamadan to the Spanish crown. Regarding the

Zebuans as already Christians and vassals of Spain, Magellan now
thought it incumbent on him to evince his devotion, and the reality

of the protection under which they were taken. He therefore offered

his aid to subdue their enemies, beginning with the people of the

neighboring island of Maktan. He had already been successful in

one or two battles, and had burnt some villages, when, with fifty fol-

lowers, he was surrounded in a marsh, by 2000 Mactanls. Against

such odds, the Spanish valor was of no avail
;
and Magellan, with

most of his men, fell under the arrows of their enemies, the 26th of
April, 1521.

The followers of this able leader mourned over his untimely death.

His successful guidance of them seemed to have fixed on him their

entire confidence, and perhaps this affection led them to erect his cou-

sin Duarte Barbosa to be their commander in his stead. A still heavier

stroke pow awaited the expedition, in the defection and perfidy of the

king of Zebu. He joined, perhaps sincerely, in the lamentations -of

the Spaniards for the loss of their chief, but soon after conceived the

purpose which plunged them in still deeper grief. Pretending that

he had prepared his presents for the king of Spam, and would show
them to the bearers, he invited Barbosa and twenty-five of his officers

to a feast. Serrano only distrusted the designs of the king. His fears

were ridiculed, and the taunts of his comrades induced him to go with
them to the shore. In the middle of their festivity, a band of armed
men rushed upon them and put them to death. Serrano only was
promised his life, if he would ransom it by two cannons. Bound and
wounded he was carried to the shore, and besought his conipanions
to pay the ransom and save him from death. They replied by weigh-
ing anchor and hoisting sail. Before they were out of hearings the
angry shouts of the natives told them that Serrano was added to the
number of the slain. Looking back once more to the spot where
Magellan had planted the cross, they saw it miraculously supported,
so that, with all the efforts of the natives, it could not be overthrown.
The loss of so many of their best men left the survivors too weak

to form three virews. The Santiago was therefore burned, and the
Victoria and Trinidad pursued their course, Juan Garavallo having
been chosen to the chief command. It js not clear what route
was pursued from Zebu to Tidore. Probably the two ships steered
southwest again, around the western coast of Mindanao. Their first

stopping-place was at Paluan, where they were well received. Leav-
ing this friendly port, they were conducted to a large city or town.
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which they call Borney, but which their probable position hardly per-
mits us to regard as the modern Borneo, on the northwest coast of the
island of that name. More probably it was one of the capitals of
Mindanao. On approaching Borney, they met with some of the offi-

cers of the king, through whom they forwarded presents, which were
well received. The envoys, which they sent to court, at the king’s
request, were met by an escort of 2000 men, having bows and spears,

with an elephant in their train. They were conducted to the palace,
and their replies communicated by a tube, passing through the wall of
the apartment, to the royal ear. They were dismissed with presents,

and on their return informed their commander, that the city was large

and the people numerous, and that in their opinion, they had better

be gone. It was, however, necessary to send once more to the city

for some naval stores, and the five men dispatched on this service,

did not return. The Spaniards then seized some hostages, and sent

a message to the king, that they would burn his vessels and kill his

people, if their comrades were not restored. Two of them then
returned to the ships, but all their eftbrts being unavailing to effect

the restoration of the other three men, they at length set sail, leav-

ing them behind.

Finding soon after a convenient port, they careened their vessels,

and deposing Caravallo, elected Gonsalo Gomes de Espinosa to the

command in his stead. Embarking again, they captured the prahu
of the chief of Puluan, but remembering that they had been well

treated in his island^ they released him again. Meeting with a prahu,

which showed some hostile signals, near the island ‘ Quespid,’ they

boarded her, killing twenty, and capturing thirty, men. The pilot of

this.prahu, denied that he knew the way to the Moluccas, but offered

to take them to two islands where they would find cloves. When near

the two islands, a chief came on board, who promised to carry them to

the Moluccas, but finding his brother, in the captive pilot, he became
alarmed and attempted to escape. Seized again, and confined in

irons, the two brothers were required to act as pilots, but they soon

effected their escape, by throwing themselves overboard in the night.

One of the thirty prisoners now told his masters, that the Moluccas

were lOOleagues distant, and following his directions, they entered,

the 8th of November, the port of Tidore. Almansor, king of Tidore,

visited them, wearing a shirt embroidered' with gold, a white dress

which came down to his feet, and a silk turban or veil. He gave

them a friendly welcome, the smell of their bacon, meanwhile, obli-

ging him to hold his nose. The Spaniards made him a profound obei-

sance, and offered him a chair covered with crimson velvet, a yellow

velvet gown, a coat of cloth made of gold, four yards of scarlet cloth, a

piece of yellow damask, apiece oflinen, a golden worked handkerchief,

two glass cups, some beads, knives, &C. Other presents were given to

the son of the king and to the chiefs. Their petition for permission to

trade was then granted, along with authority to kill all who should do

them harm. The royal standard, arms, and portrait, were then shown

to Almansor, who admred them much, and moreover told them that
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he had discovered some time before, by means of astrology, that Chris-

tians were coming to purchase spices, and that he had prepared for

them permission to trade.
**

The sad fate of their companions at Zebu was not yet out of the

memories of the Spaniards,, and they did not forget precautions while

refreshing themselves on shore. The natives finding them ignorant

of Ihe prices of cloves, attemp^d to impose on them, and they again

appealed to the king. His authority procured for them cargoes, on low

terms, and he further engaged that he would ever be friendly to the

Spanish crown, and admit its subjects to a free trade. The Span-

iards paid for their cargoes in linens, silks, and cloths, and presented

Alihansor with their thirty captives, as slaves. Information respecting

the arrival of the Spaniards had now spread to the neighboring is-

lands, and Corralat king of Ternate, and Luzuf king of Gilolo, came
to offer their homage. These chiefs, as well as Almansor, prepared

letters to the emperor, tendering -their submission, and praying him to

send them men to aid them against their enemies, and instructed to

teach 'them the Catholic religion, and the customs of Castille. The
ships were now ready to sail, and some young Tidoreans, who had
offered to accompany them, were taken on board. At this moment, it

was discovered that the Trinidad required extensive repairs. It was
therefore agreed, that the Victoria, under the command of Juan Se-

bastian Cano, should carry to Europe the most valuable part of the

cargo, the royal letters, &c., by the way of the Cape of Good Hope,
and that the Trinidad, after being refitted, should sail direct for

Panama, whence her cargo could be carried acrossJhe isthmus, and
so to Spain.

The Victoria proceeded on her voyage early in 1522. Some lives

were soon after lost in quarrels, and the failure of provisions thinned

the number of her crew. After great sufferings, they reached the

Cape de Verde islands, but the Portuguese governor imprisoned the

men who were sent for provisions, and attempted to seize the ship.

Cano escaped, and after further suffering, reached San Lucas, the 6th

of September, 1622. Bareheaded and barefooted, the eighteen survi-

vors of this voyage went in procession to church, with candles in their

hands, to return thanks to God. The news soon reached the court,

and Cano was commanded to repair thither with some of his compan-
ions, his charts, &c. They were received with^marked distinction by
the king, a pension of 500 ducats was bestowed on Cano, with a coat

of arms, and a globe with the device *primus circumdedit me.' Pen-
sions were also granted to his officers, and a fourth of the royal twenti-

eths distributed among the crew. The men who had been seized at the

Cape de Verde islands, and sent thence to Portugal, were delivered

up, on the demand- of the king. The Victoria discharged 433 quin-

tals of cloves, and a quantity of sandalwood, nutmegs, cassia, &,c.

A few of the Tidoreans also survived, and were presented to the king.

One of these showed himself to be a sharp trader, and went from shop
to shop, in Seville, inquiring the prices of products of his native

island. For this exhibition of curiosity he paid dearly, for when his

VOL. Vl. NQ. IV. 23
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companioQs were sent home, to their jiative island, it was thought
best to require him to remain.
The return^ of Cano disclosed the truth respecting the conduct of

Magellan, and the desertion of the San Antonio. The ^memory of
the navigator was completely vindicated, and a munificent pension
bestowed on dona Beatri^t Barbosa, his widow.
A still harder fate awaited the Trinidad, Which we left repairing at

Tidore. She set sail for America the 6th of April, and ran to the

northward, to avoid the easterly winds. In 20° north latitude^ islands

were met with, the people of which crowded on board. One of these

was detained, and .the rest were driven off. Having reached the 42°

of north latitude, they encountered severe storms. Short allowances
and sickness ensued, and after along course of sufferings, finding that

they were but 300 leagues from the Moluccas, they resolved to return.

On this passage, 27 men died, and the weak remainder of the crew,
could do no more than drop anchor at four leagues distance from
Tidore. Here they learned that a Portuguese fleet, under Antonio
de Britto, had visited Tidore, a few days after their departure, and
that the four men, whom they had left to form a factory, were in their

hands. Their distress compelled them, however, to seek the aid of
their enemy, De Britto supplied them with provisions, *but took pos>

session of their papers and cargo. After a detention of some months,
they were permitted to proceed by the way of Malacca, Ceylon, and
Cochin, but whether in their own or in Portuguese vessels does not

appear. On the Malabar coast another long detention awaited them,

but leaving their ship, if indeed she had not been left before, they

at length found a passage to Lisbon, where the survivors arrived,

after an absence of five years.

Thus terminated the celebrated voyage of Magellan, the first

circumnavigation of the globe. The scheme and its execution alike

evince the genius of the man, by whom it was planned. The con-

duct of Magellan, in the completion of his bold design, entitles him to

a place by the side of the discoverer of the western world. His energy

tended to severity, and his courage to rashness, but for these, we must

admit palliations in the lawlessness of his associates, and the martial

habits of his time Unhappily, the story of his voyage is but a fit

preface to that ‘ history of usurpations,’ which is ‘ the history of Euro-

pean intercourse with the east.’ There can be no excduse for the

cruelty' with which he inflicted vengeance on the islanders who had

oTended him, or for the readiness with which he lent himself to the

prosecution of a petty, brutal, and to himself, fatal war. Still more

censurable is the conduct of his associates after his death. If we take

into account their conduct toward each other and .the people of the

inlands along their route, we shall have great difficulty in placing the

S^)aniard of that time, much higlier in the scale of civilization than

the natives of Tidore. Would that this could be said only of the

* Spaniard of that time.* But further observation requires us lo gene-

ralize this remark, and to apply it, with few ex^ptions, to the suc-

cessive expeditions which have visited this archipelago, under Spa-

nish, Portuguese, and Dutch colors, from the days of Magellan, down
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U> the present time. Can nothing be done to cut oiT this long entail

of injuries, and to secure some compensatory reversions, to the people

of these eastern isles'? The policy of the present rulers will, we
trust, show by experiment that much can be done.

,

Note. The largest of the islands, which their Spanish masters call ‘Las isles

FiUpioas,’ is, on our charts, ‘ Lu9onia’ or ‘Luaon.' This woi’d may be Cianese,
or it may be derived froth ‘Losong,’ i. e. ‘ w'uoden mortar/ this being used by all

the natives for pounding their rice, and not a bad erohlero. The Chinese call

Spain Leusung, and the jPhpippines, ‘ Little Leiisung.' This name was adopted by
(he Portuguese, (who visited China in 1517, following the western shore of the

China sea,) w ho wrote it Luzon. Lu^onia is the latinised termination of this name.
This word, foreign writers have converted into Luconia,’ by omitting the ce-

dille, and under this disguise it is no longer intelligible but to themselves. An
Aiperican captain arriving at Manila in the ship Luconia, found that He had paid
a compliment which no one could appireciate or return. These islands were also

called by the Portuguese/ ilhaa Manilbas,’ from the capital of that name. Magellan
called the islands which he first discovered^ ‘ Archipelago de S. Lazaro.% I^pez
first gave the Philipmne islands their present name in 1543; and, this apj^ilat.ion,

after b^ing well niglj forgotten, was revived -by Legaspi in I.'IGS, and afterwards

confirmed.

Art. hi. Siamese History : notices continued from the Siamese

era 912 to 918 (or from a. d. 1542 to 1548^. By a Corres-

pondent.

Siamese era 912, a. 7). 1542; The king of south Laos, then dignified

with the title of Srisatn4kha''h6l, hearing that the daughter of the

Siamese queen, who died in the contest with the Peguans, was grown
up, sent an embassy with numerous presents to negociate for her

in marriage. She was called Tepkrasatri. The Siamese king as-

sembled his nobles for a consultation, who stated, that as there was
muo-h soreness, subsisting between Siam and Pegu, which was diffi-

cult to be healed, and as the king of south Laos was mighty^^d had
sent a deputation to beg the princess, it would probably be advisable

for the king to consent to such an alliance
;
moreover, in case of hos-

tilities, the Laos would be of mo.st essential service. His majesty ap-

proved their suggestion, and sent an answer accordingly. The king

was greatly delighted at the success of his negotiation, and sent down
embassadors with 500 men, and a number of princely old ladies, to re-

ceive the princess, and convey her to his palace. When they arrived,

the princess was very sick. The Siamese king was troubled to find^a

suitable apology, ‘for,’ said he, ‘ if I send a letter telling the plain

truth, the king of Laos will not believe me, he will regard me as act-

ing a double part, and our friendship will be interrupted. 1 have

given my word, and to change it would not be proper,’ He, thare-

Ibre, determined to send another daughter Keaufu, instead of Tep-
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krasatri. He.gave her a royal dowry of provisions-, garments, and 600
female attendants

;
and she was escorted to the king of Laos by the

embassadors. He, on learning the circumstances, was greatly vexed,

and sent .Keaufi back again to her father, telling him that it had been
rumored through all his dominions, that he was to form an alliance

with the royal princess Tepkrasatri, and that even though Keaufa"

was preferable in herself, yet the disgrace of such a change could

never be wiped away. ' The Siamese king was much disconcerted by

this message. However, as soon as Tepkrasatri had recovered from

her illness, he presented her with a dowry of500 male, and 500 female

servants, and sent her off under a guard of one thousand soldiers.

913. Maha Thararaa raja'', (the governor of Pitsanulok) heard of

these movements, and sent word to the king of Pegu, who immediately

detached a body of soldiers, and cut off the Siamese escort, apprehend-

ed the princess, fend conveyed her to Pegu. Intelligence of the whole

affair was conveyed to the king of Laos, who was greatly incensed,

and determined to take exemplary vengeance on Pitsanulok. The
king of the white elephants, however, dissuaded him.

914. Mahachakrapat, the lord of the white elephants,' at the age of

59, vacated the throne < in favor of his son\Mahintera‘'thira"t, but the

father still retained the title ‘ lord of the while elephants,’ while his son

was called ‘ lord of the land.’ His age was 25 years. All the north-

ern provinces were then under the complete -control of MahaThamroa
r^j^i, and whatever suggestions he made, the lord of the land was

obliged to follow. This vexed him greatly, and he complained to his

father, who. was also highly offended. Mahintera'thira't recalled

Phya Ra'm from Kamp4ngpet, constituted him governor of Chanti-

bun, and made him his secret counsellor. He then privately sent to

soutii Laos, urging the king to make an attack on Pitsanulok. The
governor of Pitsanulok not suspecting the* origin, of the attack from

Laos, sent word down to the lord of the land for assistance gainst

the Laos. Under pretence of sending the aid required, the king di-

rected an army to march for Pitsanulok, but privately instructed the

commanders that they should cooperate with the Laos, seize the gov-

ernor of Pitsanulok, and bring him to Ayuthiyd. Instead .of following

these instructions, they divulged to the governor all the.plans of their

sovereign and Phya' Ra'm. He immediately sent dispatches to Pegu.

In the mean time, the king of-Laos, with elephants, horses, and men,

to the number of ten times a hundred thousand, had surrounded Pit-

sanulok, whose governor had withdrawn all the population. of the pro-

vince into the walls of the city, and made preparation for its defence.

915. In the latter part of the 2d month, every thing was in readi-

ness. When the lord of the land supposed that all might be in a suita-

ble condition, he marched with Phya' Ra'm and Phya'chakri till he

reached the vicinity of Pitsanulok, whence he sent word forward to

the governor, that he had arrived for his assistance. The governor

understood the matter, and sent word back that he did not want his

assistance, nor would he allow him to advance. But when the king of

Laos heard of the Siamese king’s approach, he put every thing in
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readiness for an attack^ and for scaling the walls of the city. The
inhabitants of Pitsanulok assailed the enemy from the walls, and
caused dreadful havoc. The king ordered temporary shelter over the

fosse to be erected, under cover of which his troops might pass, and
then undermine the walls. Maha'' Thamma ra"ja' collected a body of

volunteers who rushed forth from the city, assailed the enemy so fu-

riously, that they were compelled to retreat to their encampment.
The governor then began to consider, how he should destroy the fleet

of boats in which the Siamese army had arrived. He caused forty bam-
boo rafts, ten cubits broad and twenty long, to be constructed, covered

them with combustible matter, and then had them sprinkled all over

with pitch and oil. In the 10th ol the 4th month, just as the moon
was setting, these rafts were set afloat, and fired. The Siamese were
taken by surprize, and thrown into consternation, and immense de-

struction was occasioned to men and boats.

When the king of Pegu was apprized of th^ state of affairs, he sent

10,000 men and 1000 horse to the assistance of Pitsanulok. On
their arrival they assailed the Laos, who had surrounded the city,

routed them, and made their entrance and salutations to Maha" Tham-
ma ra'ja', who rewarded them bounteously for their assistance. The
intelligence of these matters reached the king of Siam, who, finding

they did not go aa he wished, withdrew the remainder of his troops,

and went home. The king of Laos also, perceiving that he could not

take Pitsanulok, withdrew his army. The Peguans wished to pursue

him, but Maha' Thamma ra'ja' tried to dissuade them. Still they pur-

sued, and met a complete overthrow. In the 8th month of this year,

the lord of the white elephants entered the priesthood, in which he
was followed by many noblemen. After various political skirmishes

between MahaT Thamma r^j^, on one side, and Mahintera'thira't and
Paya' Ra^m on the other, both the latter became satisfied that they

could not govern the country, and they earnestly besought the lord of
the white elephants to leave the priesthood, and again assume the

government. After repeated solicitations, he consented, and resumed
his throne on the 28th day of the 4th month, 916.

916. When the king of Pegu heard that the generals he had sent

to assist Pitsanulok had failed of success in their attack on the Laos,

he was very angry, and sent a messenger for them to Pitsanulok.

They besought the good offices of the governor of Pitsanulok, to go
and beg their forgiveness of their sovereign. He yielded and succeed-
ed, being very favorably received by the monarch of Pegu. During
his absence in Pegu, the Siamese, at the instigation of Mahintera^thi-

ra't, and Phya' Ra'm, assailed his country, and took captive hia queen,
several of his relatives, and also many of his people; and, as Kam-
p6ngpet was supposed to lie in the way of, and furnish many facilities

to, the Peguans, if they should make war on Siam, it was determined
to destroy it, and bring the inhabitants to Ayuthiya". In this they
met with much resistance from the inhabitants, and failed of success.

In the mean while, Phya' Ra"’m was left at Ayulhya" to erect entrench-
ments, and fortify the city on a large scale. Intelligence of the pro-
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ceedings of Mahintera'thira't, was communicated to Maha' Thamma
raTja', at Pegu, and he was much alarmed, and explained the whole
matter to the king of Pegu, who was much offended with this breach
of faith in the Siamese. To pass it by in silence would not do. He
recommended the governor of Pitsanulok to return and make sjich

preparations of men and provisions as he could, against the return of
the dry season, when he would match to his assistance. This sugges-

tion was strictly followed.

917. In the I2th month, the king of Pegu, having collected his

men, horses, and elephants, commenced his march with great cere-

mony, and after twenty-five relays, arrived at Kamp6ngpet. The gov-

ernor of Prome was made his admiral, and both his army and flotilla

collected at Nakbonsawao. His forces consisted of Peguans and
Burmese, drawn from Pegu, Ava, Tongu, Pruan, Sarop, Thaiyai,

Pras6nwi, kong, Mit, Tala, Na'i, Umuangj and Lapuabua. [These
places are ntentioned for the purpose of showing what were included

at ihat time, in the Peguan empire.] Though the king of Chiangmai
was ill, his forces accompanied the Peguan army, which thus increas-

ed, amounted to 100 times ten thousand, according to the military re-

gister. These were joined by the army of Maha' Thamma ra'ja', and

marched down in a body upon Ayuthiya''. [Here follows a somewhat
minute description of the fortifications of the city, and the prepara-

tions for its defense. Among the places from which the Siamese ar-

my was drawn, ^nd which may be regarded as some indication of the

extent of Siam at the time, are Chhaina't, Supanburi, Lopburi, Intha-

buri* PetchKaburi, Ra'chaburi, Na''yok, Sraburi, Prommaburi, Sawan-

buri, Chhaisri, Thonnaburi, and Mergui.] The king of Pegu dis-

tributed his forces so as to blockade the city on all sides, and erected

stockades one after another, though with great loss of men, till he

reached the fosse of the city, and by successive and quiet night labors,

for two months, sunk a mine under the walls. While engaged in

these preparations, the Siamese made numerous sallies, and succeeded

in taking many heads as offerings to their sovereign. Mahinter^thirdt,

also caused to be sent to the king of south Laos, (here designated

La'nchha'ng) imploring assistance. Skirmishes continued— whatever

losses the Peguans sustained, they would never yield or retreat. At

length, the Peguan king assembled his officers of state, and thus ad-

dressed them; ‘ we have now surrounded the city of Ayuthiya' on all

sides, but it is very large, and has taken the ocean for its fosse, which

encompasses it as the four great rivers encompass mount Meru.* It

cannot be assailed like other countries, but only from a single point.

If we roakq a year’s campaign of it, we shall succeed. Do you, there-

fore, send forth foraging parties for each detachment, and have them

secure sufficient provisions to serve for a year
;
whatever commander

fails in,doing this, will forfeit his life.’ He was obeyed, but one man

paid the forfeit by want of success.

* The Siamese, with other Budhists, believe there arc four continents in the

four cardinal points; and in the centre, between them all, at nn inaccessible dis-

tance, is a greut mountain called Mcru, in Burmese, Myenmo.
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In the n)ean time, the lord of the white elephants, after a severe ill-

ness of fifteen days, turned aside to heaven. He had reigned twenty-

two years. On the decease of his father, instead of paying attention to

the war, Mahintera'thira"t left everything to the management of Phya'

Ra'm, who, wherever he went, was preceded and followed by a body
of anned men. The Siamese made occasional sallies, and occasioned

some damages. Some disagreement also arose between his Peguan
majesty and his prime minister, by which the latter was dismissed

from the camp with an elephant and two attendants only. The re-

maining officers were struck with the greater awe, and were afraid

to interfere between the king and his premier. The premier, there-

forei sought the interposition ofJVlahaThammarij^, and w'as thereby

restored. The king of Pe^ then established a blockade, and ap-

pointed the governor of Prome to maintain it. A Chinchew junk, not

being aware of the w'ar, advanced to the mouth of the river, and was
pursued, but not taken

;
whereupon his majesty was so angry with the

governor of Prome,^ that he ordered him to be conducted in disgrace

through all his camp, and then restored to office. Arrangements
were then set in operation for filling up and briding the river, which,

after various struggles and catastrophes during three months, was ef-

fected, and the Peguans marched up and broke down the walls. Phyaf

R^m also grew negligent of his command, and every officer was
engaged in defending his country, in his own way. Phyaf' Rkm then

suggested to them that it was impossible to defend the country longer,

and that it would be necessary to seek for an adjustment of matters.

This suggestion they declined receiving. The Siamese king also

neglected the war, and left every thing to the management of his

various officers. Some of these prosecuted the war with vigor and
considerable success.

The -Peguans at length, concluded that their hopes lay in artifice.

The king, therefore, caused a communication to be prepared and for-

warded to Mahintera'thira't, the purjwrt of which was, that as Phya'

Ra"m, by his counsel to the lord of the while elephants, had been the

cause of all the war, if he would deliver him up, the Peguan king
would withdraw his forces, and be friendly again. Mahintera'thira't

consulted his. nobles upon the proposition. They agreed, that, ifon the

surrender of Phya'' Ra''m, the king ofPegu would certainly be friendly,

it would be best to surrender him, and avoid the calamities which
would otherwise surely befall the priests, their religion, and the people.

[The priests are here put first, as they are in all cases^] Phy^ Rh^lm
was accordingly apprehended and conducted to the Peguan camp,
accompanied by the Siamese high-priest and four subordinate priests.

The king of Pegu having received them, inquired of his officers of

state, whether, since the Siamese had delivered up Phya^ Ra'm, and
sought for a friendly alliance, it was suitable that he should grant it ?

They averred, that, as he had got possession of Phya' Ra'm, it was the

same as if they had taken the country, and they would therefore urge

• The governor of Prome was the king’s nephew, and the governor of Ava,
his son-in-law.
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an immediate attack, and capture of the whole. .The king replied, it

would be unworthy of his royal dignity to violate his word. He there-

fore strictly prohibited any offensive operations, and sent the high-
priest back with this message

;
‘ if the king of Siam really wishes for

friendly relations, let him with his principal nobles pay me a visit,

and 1 will establish friendship with them.’ All the Siamese nobles

regarded this, as an artifice of the Peguan king to get them into his

hands, and then take the whole city as captives, and consequently
refused to comply. The Peguan monarch waited seven days (a short

time in Siam
!)

for an answer, receiving none, he prepared to execute
his purpose of sacking the city. Mah§, Thamma ra'ja' begged him to

refrain, and he would satisfy the doubts of the Siamese, that the king
of Pegu really intended to be friendly. In the mean time the Siamese
made a sally, which determined the Peguans to push the contest to

extremities. Srisauwardt, the son of the Mahinter^thirit, conducted
his military operations in so much independence of his father, that

the latter was greatly displeased, and ordered him to be slain. The
people were much disheartened at this, but the love of their families,

excited them to defend their country with vigor.

In the communication sent to south Laos, it was urged, that if the

Peguans succeeded in conquering Siam, they would then, doubtless,

proceed to south Laos, and pillage it also. But if the Laos, would

now yield assistance to Mahinterathirdt, When the war was ended, he

would repay adequately, for all their kindness, and punish the Peguans

severely. The king of Laos, mindful 6f the affair of Tepkrasatri, did

not require much urging against the Peguans. He was, moreover,

anxious to perpetuate friendly relations with the Siamese. He there-

fore collected an army of* 50,900 men, 300 elephants, and 3000 horse,

and commenced his march for Siam. The king of Pegu was duly ap-

prized of hiaapproach, and having counterfeited the royal seal ofSiam,

sent a letter to the king of Laos, as from the king of Siam, urging him

to make all possible speed in his advances. Having dispatched this

letter, he sent his premier in command of a portion of his array, to

assail and destroy the Laos, before they should reach Ayuthiy^. He
attacked them between Petchhaburi and Sraburi, and routed them

;

the king of Laos fled, but about a hundred prisoners were taken, with

horses and elephants in abundance. The kingdom of Pegu released

the Laos prisoners, and sent them into the city to tell the Siamese how

the affairs stood; various stratagems were employed, and there were

several desperate engagements, and some treachery ;
but, at length,

the Peguans prevailing, entered and took possession of the city, in

the 9th month of the year 918 of the Siamese era, a. d. 1548.
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Art. IV. Seaou Hed, or Primary Lessons: translation of part

a, chapter respecting' the relative duties of the prince and

his ministers.

Etiquette forms a subject of early attention in China, especially

among those who aspire to magisterial honors. The short sections,

which form this second chapter, are chiefly selected from the Book of

Rites, and the Conversations of Confucius. In the original, the title

of the chapter is, keun chin che c, ‘ the duties of a prince and his

ministers.’ Keun, or prince, is the head or chief of a country or

state ;
the word is compounded of yw/i, ‘ a hand grasping a line,’ and

koWy ‘ a mouth,’ giving commands. Properly the word is applied to the

head of a community, whether large or small
;
the master of a family

or the sovereign of an empire may alike be styled keun. As a verb,

it means ‘ to act the part of a superior ;’
‘ to rule ;’ and ‘ to govern ;*

&c. It is also used as a simple epithet of respect, and is applied both

to men and to women, to the living and the dead. The word cAm, or

minister, denotes one who serves another, or one who stoops. In this

chapter it is used only for the servant of the prince ; and is generally

employed at the present day by Chinese, while the Tartars and Mon-
golians use nootsacy * a servant,’ or ‘slave.’ These words chin and

nootsae are used by ministers of state, governors of provinces, censors,

&c.; and whether one writes alone, or two, or more, are writing joint-

ly, the same forms of the words are used, there being nothing in the-

characters themselves to distinguish between the singular and plural.

The first word in the phrase che e merely indicates the possessive case

of the second, which signifies what is right, just, proper, or what in

duty ought to be done. The simple construction of the words is,

‘ the duties of prince and ministers ;’ i. e., their reciprocal duties,

those which they owe to each other— as will be seen in the following

sections.

Chapter 2d. Duties of a prince and his ministers.

Note. There is, the reader will perceive, a gradation in the order of treat-

ing this subject. The minister’s whole course of conduct is briefly sketched,

commencing at home, when he is about to proceed to court, and leading

through all the ramiflcations of his public duties.

SECTION I.

^

The Book of Rites says, When about to proceed to the prince’s pa-

lace, minist^^ must abstain from animal food and wine, sleep in their

outer apartments, and perform the ablutions
;
their secretaries must

furnish them with ivory note-sticks, on which to write their own
thoughts and answers, with the commands they may- receive; and,

having put on their robes, they must endeavor to have^ the^^ whole
personal appearance comely, with all their attire in cortrplete order :

then they may proceed to the palace.’- ' ^ ^ ^

VOL. VI. NO. IV. 24
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SECTION II.

According to the Illustrations of Duties, “Those who are employed
as the envoys of their prince, and have received his commands, must
not tarry in their houses with the same unexecmed, even for a single
night. When a dispatch arrives, they must go forth to receive (the
bearer of) the prince’s condescending message

;
and when he re-

turns, they must take leave of him at the outer gate. If they wish to
send a messenger to court, they must put on the court-dress and give
him his charge; and on his return, they must descend to the steps of
the hall, there to receive from him the commands of the prince.”

Note. All these ceremonies, which in most respects are carefully observed
at the present day, are designed to honor the prince : though the minister
must go out to receive the messenger, it is to show respect to the message
which he bears, or rather to its author, and not to the bearer.

SECTION III.

In the Conversations with Confucius, it is said of him, “ When his

prince sent him to receive a guest, his countenance seemed to change,
and his steps were short and embarrassed

;
when bowing with his

attendants on the right and left, his robes both before and behind
were unruffled

;
rapidly he advanced, with his hands dependent like

the wings of a bird ; and when the guest departed, he would always
announce it, thus, * he looks not behind him.’

”

SECTION IV.

“When entering the door of the palace, he stooped down as if it

would not admit him
; he would not stand in the middle of the door,

nor tread on its ihreshhold. When passing the vacant throne, his

countenance seemed to change, his steps were short and embarrassed,

his words few and carefully uttered. As he ascended the steps of the

hall, he raised his robes, respectfully bending forward, in breathless

silence. Descending from the hall a single step, the severity of his

countenance was relaxed and became placid
;
when quite down the

steps, he hastened back to his place with his hands dependent like

the wings of a. bird; and on resuming his seat, still retained something

of his dignified demeanor.”

Nbte. The style of moving, and almost all the forms of etiquette, preva-

lent among,the Chinese, especially at court and in the offices of government,

diffi^r so much from those which are common to the people of the west, that

some explanaiions of the text are indispensable. However, in many instances

we may omit these explanations, since translations of subsequent parts of the

classics will afibrd the necessary information. Our notes, therefore, will be

usually few* and brief.

SIICTION V.

According to the Book of Rites, “ When the prince presents his

minister., with carriage aqd horses, he must go with the same and

return thanks; if clothes are giyen, he must put them on, and then go

and.return thaiikd for the present
;
but if such are not given him by

his prince, he must not presume to procure them for himself.”
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SECTION VI.

In the Illustrations of Duties it is said, “ When the minister re-

ceives a present of fruit from his prince in ^rSoti, he must carefully

preserve the seeds which it may contain.”

Note. To throw them away, when received under such circumstances, it

is supppsed, would be treating the prince with disrespect. Every thing which
comes from the hand of the prince must be regarded with honor and carefully

preserved.

SECTION VII.

If the minister, when feasting with his prince, is presented with

food from his table, he may eat it from his dishes, provided they can
be washed

;
otherwise, the food must be changed to other dishes.”

Note. Only those dishes' which are made of metal, brass, silver, &c.,

can be washed.

SECTION VIII.

In the Conversations with Confucius it is said, " When food was
presented to him by his prince, he would carefully arrange it, first

tasting of it; if raw flesh was presented him, he would cook it, and
then ofier it (in sacrifice) to his ancestors

;
but when living animals

were given him, he reared them.”

SECTION IX.

When he was feasting with his ptince^ he did not refrain from
eating while his prince was engaged in the sacrificial duties.”

Note. To have waited until the prince Had completed these duties, and
then commenced eating with him, would have been a violation of the rules

of decorum, since he coudd not have done tnis wivnout appearing to assume
an equality with the prince,' his master.

SECTION X.

“ When sick and visited hy his prince, he turned his face towards
the east, drew up over him his robes of state, and put on his girdle.”

* Note. He turned his face eastward, in order to inhale the * vital air,* which
was supposed to come from that quarter.

SECTION XI.

“ When summoned to court by his prince, he did not wait to step

into his carriage, but went on foot.**

Note. He hastened away with the utmost speed, obeying so promptly and
walking so rapidly, that he outstripped his chariot. The same principle of
conduct is observed at the present day, in matters of importance : for example,
if a fire breaks out in the suburbs of Canton, the govenior and other prin-

cipal officers, hasten towar^ the place, usually going on foot until they reach
the gates of the city, even though they move much mere slowly than they
would if carried in their sedans. But in all things of this kind, *t& appearan-
ces’ have great influence with the Chinese.

SECTION XII.

“On the first d.iy of every month, he put oii his court-dress and
repaired to the palace.”

* tr
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At the present time, the practice of repairing to court extends to

both the 1st and 15th days of every month, and obtains in most of the pro-

vincial oflaces, and even among persons of distinction who are not employed
in the government. Indeed, the remark in the section above, according to

the commentator, was made respecting Confucius after he had retired from
his oflScial duties, as minister of state. In modem days many of these visits

of ceremony are superseded by sending cards with compliments.

» SECTION XIII.

Confucius said, The superior man, when engaged in the service

of his prince and is in his presence, will strive to the utmost to do his

whole duty
;
and, on retiring from his presence, will devise means to

amend his errors— endeavoring to second all his good designs, and to

rescue him from all evil ones. In this way, the prince and ministers

will preserve towards each other the most intimate relations.

SECTION XIV.

“ The prince, in employing his ministers, must treat them with

politeness
;
and they must serve him with fidelity.”

SECTION XV.

‘‘The great ministers of state must serve their prince with perfect'

rectitude
;

but if he will not listen to their counsels, then they

must retire.”

SECTION XVI.

Tszeloo asked the philosopher, how he ought to serve his prince

;

Confucius replied; ** Reprdve without offending him.”

Note. This is supposed of an extreme case, where every possible effort, on
the part of a minister, is required to prevent the prince from falling: in such

a case, the faithful minister must not heed the displeasure of his sovereign.

SECTION XVII.

“Alas, with a faithless minister, how is it possible to serve one’s

prince 1 Such an one, before he comes into office, is anxious only to

obtain it
;
and having gained it, his only fear is that he may lose

it; and when this is the case, there is nothing, however base, which

he will not do.”

SECTION XVIII.

Mencius said, “ To rouse a prince to do that which is difficult, is.

doing him reverence
;
to open before him the path of virtue, and to

close that of evil, is doing him honor
;
but to say he is incompetent,

is to do him injury.”

SECTION XIX.

If you are in office, and you cannot gain the confidence of your

prince, then retire ; or if you memorialize, and he does not listen to

your statements, then also retire.”

SECTION XX.

Wangshuh said, “ As a faithful lady cannot be married to two

husbands, so the faithful prince cannot serve two masters.”
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Art. V. Chinese ’pagodas^ their supposed influence on the produc-

tions of the soilf the prosperity of the people^ and the government

of the elements ; with notices of the lions of Canton.

Trivial occurrences, and incidental remarks, and the most artless

actions, of no value when considered separately, sometimes afford the

best materials for elucidating the principles and character of men.
Ballads, placards, and the like, fall into the same category

;
viewed

unconn^ctedly, they may seem unworthy of notice, but when collected

and arranged, they often afford curiqus and valuable data, for ascer-

taining popular sentiment, taste, and manners. To natives, these

sources of information are open
;
but to foreigners they are, for the

most part, inaccessible. Hence, one of the reasons for our ignorance

of the customs and usages of the Chinese. Processions and festivals,

with a vast variety of rites and ceremonies, are frequently witnessed

by the foreigner
;
whilst respecting both their cause and their object

he knows nothing. The origin and design of the pagodas, prominent

objects in almost every part of the country, are but little understood

by foreigners; and indeed, not a few natives are equally ignorant

respecting- them. In former volumes, we have given a variety of no-

tices on this subject, all confessedly incomplete : we have now only a

fragment to add
;

it is a ‘ subscription paper it originated early

this year, among the gentry of Canton; it has been placarded, and ex-

.ensively circulated. The following is a free translation.

« Fellow-countrymen ! The region of country southeast of the provincial

city, on account of its water-courses, has an important influence on the for-

tunes of the inhabitants. From an examination of old records it appears,

that the pagoda on Pachow, and the adjacent temple dedicated to the mon-
sters of the sea, were built in the twenty-fifth year of Wanleib (1698); and
that the pagoda at Cheihkang, and the temple there consecrated to the god of
letters, were founded in the reign of Tefinke (about 1621); all these structures

have had a most happy influence on every thing around them, causing the
number of literati to he very numerous, and the productions of the soil most
abundant. Recently, however, the winds and the rains, driving furiously, have
broken down the tops of the pagodas, and laid the temples in ruins, and injur-

ed even their foundations. Their appearance now is very unsightly
;
they

ought to be repaired, in order to secure the return of happy and prosperous

times. The pagoda on the north of the ci^, which rises ^e stories high and
has its walls painted red, a color which is from its very nature productive of
fire, ought also to be repaired, and painted with some other color- Already
we have obtained the permission of their excellencies, the governor in council,

to proceed with the contemplated repairs, and also recommendatory papers in

which they advise the people to assist in accomplishing this work. It being
an affhir which greatly concerns both our honor and prosperity, we have a
right to expect, fellow-countitymen, that you will heaitily cooperate, joyfully

and promptly contributing, little or much according to your ability, so that

hy our united efforts the repairs may be soon undertaken, and the buildings

nse again to their former sjilendor ! Then, according to your deeds of merit,
the gMs will send prosperity, and your glory and virtue will become great

beyond comprehension. A special solicitatiwi,”
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The gentlemen who have put this paper in circulation, are styled
shinkin, a term denoting that they are allowed to wear the sash .of

honor : they are all litterary men, and are the most distinguished and
honorable in the city of Canton

;
their number is supposed to be not

more .than three hundred. Their first ‘solicitation,’ not having ob-
tained a very liberal support, they have just sent forth another, urging
their countrymen to come forward with new contributions. Agents
have been appointed to solicit and receive money

;
but it is said the

whole amount now collected docs not exceed $1000. The repairs

which are contemplated will require several thousand dollars.

It is not easy to understand the motives which have induced these

literary gentlemen, and their countrymen, to engage in this enter-

prise,— an enterprise which seems to be regarded as both benevolent
and religious, one which, when accomplished, will be pleasing to the

gods and beneficial to men. The Chinese pagodas generally, and
these among the others, are, it is believed, of Budhistic origin. The
motives, therefore, which led to their erection, and which are now
inducing such special efforts for repairing them, are purely supersti-

tious, ideal, without foundation in reason or fact. It is supposed, by
the authors of the paper given above, that these buildings have* an
influence on all things around them, and that, when in a proper state

of repair, they will cause the soil to be productive, the people prospe-

rous, and the elements (such as fire, water, &.c.,) submissive and
obedient. Here, then, we see not only the common people, but their

rulers, with the most honorable and distinguished mea of the country,

lending themselves and their influence to support vain superstitions,

which reason and common sense, when unbiased, will ever condemn.
These superstitions are based on an ideal system termed fungshtty,

fully to elucidate which will require much more information than we
can now command. Mr. Davis, in his observations on this subject,

very justly remarks

:

“ The strangest and most unaccountable of the Chinese supersti-

tions, is what they denominate foong-shteyy ‘ wind and water,’ a

species of geomancy, or a belief in the good or ill luck attached to

particular local .situations or aspects, which we had occasion to notice

before, and which, among the more rational classes of the people, is

admitted to be nonsensical. Before a house is built, or a burial-place

selected, it is necessary to consult certain professors of the occult

science, who, at the price of adequate fees, proceed with much solem-

nity to examine the situation. After frequently perambulating and

examining the ground, and even deferring their decision for months,

they will fix on some particular place. The lucky position of a grave

is supposed to exercise some influence on the fortunes of a whole

family ;
and if, after all the expense and trouble of consulting the

cheats who profess the art, ill fortune rather than good should attend

the parties, this is, of course, attributed to anything except the ineffi-

ciency oi foong-shuey

.

This term may in general be constructed

by the word hicky and it has been supposed that in a country like

China, where nearly all long journeys are performed by water, ‘ good
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wind and water,’ or in other words good luck on a journey, has by

degrees come to signify good luck in every circumstance and condi*

tion of life.” See vol. iij p. 144.

Connected with this ‘ wind and water ’ system there are, in and
near Canton, what are Called pa Icings ‘ the eight lions,’ as the phrase

may be freely translated
;
the word king means, literally, a light, a

prospect, a landscape ;
and in the p^ king, it seems to imply, * a re>

markable locality.’ In the history of Lewchew, noticed in our last

number, we observed that the Chinese historian has described the

eight remerkable localities of that country, and endeavored to illus*

trate the same by wood-cuts, in the following order: 1st, a landscape,

including hill and dale, viewed by moon-light— it is a night-scene

:

2d, a rocky coast, against which are dashing the billows of the ocean :

3d, a beautiful village surrounded with bamboos: 4th, a forest of

lofty pines : 5th, a rocky precipice : Cth, a rainbow, as seen after the

autumnal showers : 7th, a fountain of water : and 8th, gardens of
plantain. In Canton, the ‘remarkable localities’ have been different

under different dynasties. Those now in vogue are the following.

1st. Yuesew leenfung^ or the peaks of Yuesew. This is the name
of a ridge, or series of peaks, rising just within the northern walls of

the city : the ridge extends from east to west about three /e, or a little

more than one English mile, and is crowned with a pavilion for the

goddess of mercy. From these peaks, the spectator has a fine view of

the city and its suburbs, and of the surrounding ck)untry southward,

eastward, and westward. The place is often a resort for parties of

pleasure.

2d. Pachow techoo^ the pagoda of Pachow, or, more correctly,

Pepachow. This is one of the structures mentioned on a former

page in this article
;

it stand about east from the city, perhaps forty le

distant; and is known to foreigners as the ‘Whampoa pagoda.’ The
plot of ground on which it stands is an island, ‘ which rises,’ as the

Chinese say, ‘ abruptly from the middle of the Pearl river, about fifty

feet in height, having upon it three knolls, resembling the shape of a

guitar
;
and hence its name, Pepa cAotr, ‘ the island Guitar and

hence, too, the name of the pagoda. It was built by permission

of the local authorities, and rises nine stories high
;
and was originally

called Fowtu (Budha?); and also ‘ the pagoda of the sea-monsters.’

On the north, it has a small court dedicated to the god of the north,

and a temple consecrated to the monsters of the deep.

3d. Wooseen hedtung, ‘ the pavilion of the five genii.’ The story

of the five genii has been given in our second volume, page 148.

Their pavilion stands in the old city, and was erected by a provincial

officer in the reign of the Ming dynasty. Having completed the

building he caused images of the five genii to be engraved and placed
within its walls. Near its entrance there are to be seen the five

stone rams, and a huge rocks, forty or fifty feet broad, on which is

the print of a man's foot ; the hollow made by the foot on this rock is

(said to be) always filled with water, ‘ as if it were supplied by a living

fountain beneath— which is truly marvelous.’
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4th. Koowuh Yushan, the rocks of Yushan. Tliis locality is also
within the city, and has nothing to distinguish it except a temple, and
that presents nothing remarkable.

5th. Chinhae stanglow. This is the famous red building, describ-
ed by the gentry of Canton, as being productive of fires in the city

and vicinity. It stands on the northern wall of the city, and was
built by Coo Kangtsoo in the first year of Hungwoo, a. d. 1368 .

oth. Powkew tantsing, the wells of Fowkew'. These are situat-

ed in the. western suburbs; the origin of the name, Fowkew, is involv-

ed in much obscurity, and connected with many legends and tradi-

tions, which are unworthy of notice. Their waters, how ever, are re-

puted to contain divine qualities; and even the flow'ers, which grow
in the vicinity of the wells, are sought for w ith great eagerness, since
it is supposed they bring good luck to those who pluck them.

7th. Sctseaou yunpuh, the cascade of Setseaou. The hills of
Setseaou are in the district of Nanhae, about forty miles westward
from the city. The surrounding scenery is described as very roman-
tic; and the crystal stream, at the head of the cascade, gushes forth

from the solid rock, “ as the water from the hose of an engine.”

8th. Tt/ngkae yuchoo, literary, ‘east sea fish pearl,’ meaning ‘the

pearl of the eastern river ;’ thi3 was once a beautiful round stone,

which rose in the middle of the Choo keang, a little .distance from

the southern gates of the provincial city
;

it is now the site of the

Dutch Folly, called by the Chinese, hae choo 5«c, ‘ the pearl temple of

the river.’

In this enumeration, the reader will perceive that two of the build-

ings, which the gentry of Canton are about to repair, are included

among the ‘ eight beautiful prospects ’ of the city. The other pa-
*

goda, at Cheihkang, is midway between Canton and Whampoa, often

called the ‘ half-way pagoda.'* While the Chinese are thus solicitous

about, *they know not what,’ their indifference in certain cases where
their present and immediate welfare is at stake, is truly remarkable.

This point is very justly animadverted on by Mr. Davis : he says,

—

“ Iri common with a considerable portion of the rest of mankind, they

are pretty generally fatalists, or believers in inevitable destiny : and the

practical mischiefs of such a creed cannot be more strongly display-

ed, than in the consequences resulting from their apathetic careless-

ness in regard to the use of fire. Notwithstanding the repeated con-

flagrations which every year devastate the town of Canton, the vsame

unaccountable negligence is perpetually apparent to the most casual

observer, who, in perambulating their streets, or taking notice of their

domestic habits, cannot fail to be struck by the extreme carelessness

with which burning paper and lighted sticks of incense are left about

their combustible dwellings, or pipes smoked and bunches of crackers

discharged in temporary edifices constructed entirely of matting. • *

Some of these fires are doubtless the work of incendiaries, who
hope to profit in the confusion; but a large number must also be con-

sidered as the results of that stupid belief in fatalism, which tends to

paralyze effort and to banish caution.”
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Art. VI. Opium: revenue derived from it hy the British govern-

ment in India ; amount of sales for thirty-nine seasons ; exports

from Bengal to China^ ^c.; and from Bombay and Damaun.

The monopoly of opium in Bengal supplies the government with a revenue

amounting to sicca rupees 84,59,425, or sterling money j£ 981,293 per an-

num, and the duty which is thus imposed amounts to 3U1| per cent, on the

cost of the article. In the present state of the revenue of India it does not

appear advisable to abandon so important a source of revenue—a duty upon
opium being a ta5c whicli falls principally upon the foreign consumer, and
which apjjears upon the whole less liable to objection than any other which
could be substituted. Besides Uie present mode of collecting the duty by

means of a governmental monopoly, four other methods have been suggested

;

viz. 1st, an additional assessment on lands under poppy cultivation; 2d,

a duty to be levied according to the value of the standing crop when ripe

;

3d, an excise duty on the juice when collected ; 4th, a custom duty on tlie ex-

portation of the opium. * * * Although the governmental monopoly ofopium
must in all probability, like all other monopolies, be disadvantageous, in con?

sequence ofthe want of economy in the production, and the restrictions,which
it imposes on the etnployment of capital and industry, yet in does not appear

to be productive of very extensive or aggravated injury ; and unless it should

be found practicable to substitute an increased as^^menton poppy lands, it

does not appear that the present high amount of revenue could be obtained

in a less objectionable mariner. At the same time it must be recollected, that

the revenue thus derived is of the most precarious kind, depending as it does

on a species of monopoly under which we possess exclusive control neither over

the production nor the consumption of the article : it has already been mate-

rially affected by the competition of the opium of Malwa ; and from the con-

tinued increase of supply from that district, as well as from its improved qua-

lity, which has enabled it to fetch an enhanced price in the foreign market, it

would appear that the same cause must in all. probability hereafter produce a
still greater reduction in the revenue. It would be highly imprudent to rely

upon the opium monopoly as a permanent source of revenue
;
and the time may

probably not be very far distant^ when.it may be desirable to substitute an ex-

port duty, and thus, by the increased production under a system of freedom,

to endeavor to obtain edTHe compensation for the loss of the monopoly profit.

Another source of revenue under this head, is tlie duties collected on the

transit of Malwa opium through Bombay : the government having for the two
llasT years abandoned their attempted monopoly of that article and substituted

a permit or transit duty, which has been attended with satisfactory results.

It is in evidence, that previous to this regulation, two-thirds of the opium of

Malwa were carried by a circuitous route to the Portuguese settlement of

Damaun, and only one-third brought to Bombay ; but latterly, no more than

one-tenth has been exported from Damaun, and the remaining nine-tenths

have been shipped from Bombay, yielding to the government a revenue of

jC200,000 for the current year. Report Brit. Commons^ 1832.

The opium sold by the E. I. Company in Bengal, has cpst them 250 rupees per
chest— at least, this has been the usual estimate. The quantity sold this season
(at four sales, Jan. 4lh, Feb. 20lh, March 30tli, June 12th), ns stated in the accom-
pany ing table No. I., is 16,916 chests, for 2,.53,95,300 rupees. Allowing to the E.
1 . Company for cost, 300 rupees per chest, ^'hich is 50 above the usual estimate,
leaves, 2,53,95,.300—300X16,916 = 2,03,20,500 rupees; Spanish money, nine
millions, tieo hundred awl thirty-six thousand, Jive hundred find ninety dollars; or iu
English currency. 2,155,201 pounds sterling,— net revenue for 1837.

VOL. vt. NO. IV. 25
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TABLE

Statement of the sales of opium by the E. I. Company at Calcutta

from 1798-99 to 1836-37.

Unrty-nim Seasons. Total Che^.
Total anuml Sales in

Sicca Papers.

1. I'/yg-sw 4,172 lV,3l,l61

2 1799-1800 4,054 31,42,591

3. 1800-1 4,570 31,43,035
4. 1801.2 3,947 37,19,748
5. 1802-3 3,292 45,55,728

6. 1803-4 2,840 39,44,595

7, 1804-5 3,159 62,03,805

8. 1805-6 3,836 58,94,919

9. 1806-7 4,126 40,77,948

10. 1807.8 4,538 68,54,157

11. 1808-9 4,208 51,05,760

12. 1809-10 4,561 80,70,955

13. 1810-11 4,968 80,88,330

14. 1811-12 4,891 79,96,870

15. 1812-13 4,966 62,76,705

16. 1813-14 4,769 88,71,475

17. 1814-15 3,672 89,14,290

18. 1815-16 4,230 90,93,980

19. 1816-17 4,618 90,79,972

20. 1817-18 3,692 80,43,197

21. 1818-19 3,552 63,43,265

22. 1819-20 4,006 82,55,603

23. 1820-21 4,244 1,05,63,891

24. 1821-22 3,293 1,31,76,313

25. 1822-23 3,918 1,08,29,496

26. 1823.24 3,360 65,08,610

27. 1824-25 5,690 74,01 A'i*

28. 1825-26 3,810 88,80,225

29. 1826-27 6,570 83.30,025

30. 1827-28 6,650 1.12,28,416

31. 1828-29 7,709 1,06,35,134

32. 1829-30 6,778 1,12,55,767

33. 1830-31 7,548 1,18,07,008

34. 1831-32 7,9il8 1,17,70,875

35. 1832-33 10,638 1,24,59,572

36. 1833-34 12,223 1,16,31,830

37. 1834-35 12,977 1,32,15,464

38. 18a5-36 14,745 1,87,95,355

39. 1836-37 16,916 2,53,95,300

N. B. This table is from Mr. Tliipps’s book, with additions (in the numlicr of

seasons) from, other sources. It may not l»e pci fecfly correct in all the defail.«,

but is, doubtless, verjr ijcar to the truth. We have omitted to insert the

fuclioiisiii the average coji of each year. The v^ilue of the sicca rupee varies , it

is about 46 hundrellis of a dollar, or two shillings sterling.
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TABLE No. It.

StatcmeDt of the Opium exported from Calcutta, to China, to the ports

in the Indian Archipelago, and to Europe, from 1795 to 1835.

Seasons.
Chests to

China.

Chests to the

Eastern Eorts.

Chests to tite

if'estem Ports.
Total Chests.

l795-d6 ' 1,070 4,103 10 5,183
179f^97 2,387 3,247 6,644
1797-98 1,986 1,514 4 3,503
179^-99 1,718 1,624 ... 3,342
1799-1800 1,867 2,059 — 3,926
1800-1801 3,224 1,539 25 4,788
1801-2 1,744 1,723 3,467
1802^3 2,03:l i,oa5 3,068
180;l-4 2,116 a37 3,053
1804-5 2,322 1,026 10 3,358
1805-6 2,1.31 1,526 3,657
1806-7 2,607 1,777 4,384
1807-8 3,084 1,171 4,255
1808-9 3,223 1,416 ^

— 4,639
1809-10 3,074 1,172 4,246
1810-11 3,592 1,317 4,909
1811-12 2,788 1,887 38 4,713
1812-13 3,328 1 ,504 — 4,832
1813-14 3,213 1,059 4,272
1814-15 2,999 868 5 3,872
1815^16 2,723 1,120 5 3,848
1816-17 3,376 947 2 4,325
1817-18 2,911 794 3 3,708
1818-19 3,575 724 _ 4,299
1819-20 1,741 1,345 5 3,091
1820-21 3,591 1,556 — 5,147
1821-22 1,936 655 2,591
1822-23 3,207 893 4,100
1823-24 3,923 1,286 5,209
1824-25 5,365 1,710 1 7,076
1825-26 4,627 536 2 5,165
1826-27 5,861 707 6,568
1827-28 7,341 562 — 7,903
1828-29 4,903 1,651 6,554
1829-30 7,443 2,235 9,678
1830-31 5,672 ...... . 7,069
1831-32 6,815 7,427
1832-33 7,598 __ 9,408
1833-34 7.808 IT - 9.518
1834-;i5 10,207 —

—

— 10,107

N. B. The eastern porta are uitended to include all those between the Capes
(Cape of Good Hoi>e and Cape Horn), and ttestern, those beyond them. This
estimate does not snow the exact qiiantily brought to Chino, the table being very
ill complete.
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TABLE NO. Til.

Quantity of lUalwa opi«im exported from Bombay and Damaun to

China, from 1821 to 183a

Seasons.
Chests/torn

Bombay.
Chests from
Damaua.

Total amount
of Chests.

Average
Bombay Its.

1821 1,000 678 2,278 2,024
1822 1,600 2,255 3,855 2,007
1823 1,500 1,535 ^535 1,764
1824 1,500 2,063 6,063 1,288
1825 2,500 1,563 5,563 971
1826 2,500 2,605 5,605 1,877
1827 2,980 1,524 4,504 1,383
1828 2,820 3,889 7,709 1,765
1829 3,502 4,597 8,099 1,686
1830 3,720 9,136 12,856 1,202
1831 4,700 4,633 9,333 1,450
18% 11,000 3,007 14,007 1,250
1833 —!— 11,715
1834 8,985 2,693 11,678
1835 7,837 5,596 12,933 1,093
1836 8,224 3,500 11,724 958

“ The foregoing statement may be looked u|>on as an authentic document,
since it will be found as correct as it was possible to make ft; and from its being
a tabular history of the>opium trade for so long a period, It will serve as a
standard of reference hereafter, to judge of the future by the past, on a subject

hitheilo involved in mystery, not only as respects the capability of the Indian
soil to produce aii almost indefinite supply of the article, according to the demand
for it, but in regard to,the probable out-turn in Chipa, where it is consumed with
reference to the number of chests exported .—From Bombay Price Currenty

Marche 1833.” See Phipps's China, p. 235.

N. B. The above applies to the statement down to 1832 only; the accqunt
of the subsequent years is taken from other sources. “The estimated quantity

of Malwa opium to pass through Bombay this season is stated at 19,000 chests, of
which 17,300 had arrived,— in addition to about 2,450 chests at Damaun, 450 of

which had arrived.” See Calcutta Courier, 29tli of April 1837, as quoted in the

Singapore Chronicle for June 17th, 1837. This account gives only 21,450 chests

of Mal\ya for this season; but we are informed (by the Macaista Impartial of the

26th bf July,) that passes have been granted at Bombay, for 19,754 chests, of
which, on the 1st of June, 16,122 had been exported to China, in addition to

about 2!400 from Damaun, which have arrived.

From this note It appears that, at present, a latter part of the Malwa drug pass-

ea through Bombay, than was stated in a former article. By an order, dated at

Bombay October ^th 1835, the duty was reduced from 175 to 125 rupees per

chest; which on the 19,000 chests for 1837, gives another item of 23,75,000 to the

E. 1. Company’s treasury; this ended to the profits on the 16,916 chests sold in

.Bengal presents a grand total of 2,77,70 300 rupees of revenue to the British gov-

ernment m India: in Spanish dollars $12,622,^; or sterling money i^,945,336.

“ Under the convention between France and Great Britain, dated 7th March
1815, th French government are entitled to demand any quantity of opium, not

exceedi.ig 300 chests in each season, at the average cost; such requisitions have

not been of ^ouent occurrence, the French authorities preferring to take from

the Company, me difference, between its cost hnd sale rates, in money, wjiich

yields to the French an annual revenue of from three to four lacks of rupees.”

See Phipps*i China.
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Art. V^ll. The Chinese method of preparing opium for smokings

described in a series of experiments; the requisite apparatus

specified; and the several stages of the process detailed

For the accuracy of the tbllowiug expe ir ‘‘nts we cannot vouch
;
a personal

acquaintance^ however^ with the gentl* > who superiutended them, affords

us good reason to believe, that they a e maiiiiy correct. They were made
some years ago in Canton, where the conven ^uces of a laboratory are not at

command ;
but being under the inspection of a person familiar with the subject,

they will, no doubt, bo satisfactoly to the general reader. They were first pub-

lished in t^ Canton ;ourier for April 2ist, 1832, f.-om which we quote them.

Experiment
Half a cake of Patna opium, weighing 26 oz. 19 dwts. having 2 oz.

3 dwts. 9 grs. of the outermost part of the skin laid aside, is put into

a very thin hemispherical brass vessel, capable of containing twelve

pints, with about six pints of spring water, and placed on a brisk fire.

At first the mixture is seldom stirred, but when rather more than half

the water has been evaporated, the stirring (by means of a wooden
spatula) is without intermission. When in this manner the mass has

attained about the usual consistency of soil extract, half of it is placed

in another vessel, exactly like the firsts and the evaporation is conti-

nued in the two vessels, by placing them alternately on the fire The
fire is now considerably damped by throwing o^r the charcoal the

burnt ashes from below. The exsiccation is continued by spreading the

mass over the inner surface of the pans, to within about an inch and
a half of the rim about the thickness of a fifth of an inch. The pans
continue to be alternately put on the fire, and the surface is often

changed by mixing the whole well with the spatula, and carefully

tespread. At length, the fire having been diminished to a very low
state, and being without smoke or flame, the pans are inverted for two
or three minutes at a time, the drug pressed with the fingers, (to which
it does not stick,) an ^ allowed a few minutes to cool. Lastly, the

masses are cut, by means of a knife, into lines sihiiUr to the mCridi-

anal lines of a globe. The exsiccation is now finished : the mass,

after it has been allowed to cool, is broken up, and about eight pints

of spring water are added, and the whole is allowed to remain at rest

for twenty four hours. Next day the cold infusion is drawn off clear,

by means of a piece of thick_ cloth (‘which is used to keep down the

sediment), from the edge of which the liquor is poured by inclining

the pans. This infusion appears about the consistency of syrup.

The mass remaining is quite soft, upon which about three pints of

boiling water are poured, and the warm infusion is allowed to remain
about ten minutes. It is then filtered through coarse Chinese paper,

but no pressure of the mass takes place. By the time this has been
accomplished, the cold infusion, which had been placed over a brisk

fire, begins to boil
;
and the filtered warm infusion is now added. The
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boiling is briskly continued, and a little scum is thrown up, which is

removed by means of a feather. As the extract thickens, it is care-
fully stirred, and “when the quantity of water is much reduced, the
pan is placed on a smaller fire; and carefully stirred with three round
sticks; from time tothne, it is removed from the fire, and a.circular
motion given to it. When it has attained the form of a thin extract,

it is*, taken from the fire, stirred gently, cooled by means of a fan, and
placed in a jar for use.

, Its appearance is not unlike treacle, but
Hither of a reddish brown color. The ^cum was added to a small
part of the warm infusion, which had now dropped from the filter,

and evaporated to about the same consistency as the first par^; but its

color is darker,' and it is not of itself fit for smoking. The residuum,
when dried, appears nearly as dark as charcoal

oz. dtets. grs.
The original opium weighed - - - - 13 14
The pure opium weighed - - . . 9 10 00
The second extract weighed - - - 0 9 8
The outer shell - 2 3 9

25 10 16
Weight of the half cake - • • - 26 19 0

Loss 18 8

Experiment 2d.

Thirty grains of the outermost part of the cover of the same cake
of opium and exactly similar to what had been laid aside by the

Chinese artist, was infused for a week in six drachms of proof spirit.

It was then filtered, the residuum waslied with fresh portions of spirit

and dried, and the spirit evaporated b^ means of sulphuric acid, in

Leslie’s ice machine, to the same consistency as the Chinese extract,

wHioH weighed 9 grains : the residuum weighed 21 grains, equal to

the quantity of skin employed. It may be remarked that the skin

was perfectly dry, that at least two grains of fluid would be required

to give the extract produced its proper consistency, and the hygro-

meter showing the "air to be somewhat above the medium state of

moisture, (65,) so that under diflerent circumstances, the quantity

of residuum might have weighed about one grain les.<. In this way
I account for a quantity of extract, which could not be separated from

the platina dish, iii which the evaporation was conducted, and feom

the spatula employed to take it out. I am therefore disposed to rate

the product of the outermost part of the rind at one-third. The mat-

ter left on the filter consisted of poppy leaves, very clean, weighing 18

grains; the remaining succulent matter was a gray powder, weighing

'three grains.

Experiment 3d.

Forty grains of the inner part of the cover, lining the inner part of

the portion of skin employed in the last experiment, and carefully

freed from the pulp, was treated with the same quantity of spirits, and

tire process conducted in the same manner. The result was :— ex-
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tract 21.50 grs.; residuum, id about equal quantities of leaves and

powder, 13.75 grs.; total 35 25 grs.— Here four grains and three-

quarters disappear, which may be accounted for by the great hardness

of the extract, and some part adhering to a split in the wooden spa-

tula ; it should therefore, without doubt, be added to the product of

extract, making 25| grains in 40.

Experiment 4th.

Having taken 14 grs. of the pulp of the sanre cake as was
employed in the preceding experiments, it was infused in 10 oz. of

spirits, as before. The extract was made over a lamp in a platina

dish, of the same foHTi as the Chinese brass dish. The extract, of

the same consistency^ as the Chinese, weighed 210 grs.; the residuum
was a gray powder, weighing 126.25 grs.; total 342.25 grs. Here an
excess of 34 grs. appears, and had the residuum been equally moist

with the opium einployed, it must have weighed full 10 grs. more; but

of this difference, say 4 grs. are necessary to account for the greater

fluidity of the extract than the opium.

Experiment bth.

Eight ounces troy of Bombay opium was infused, in 6 lbs. of proof

spirit, and filtered after 12 days’ digestion. The residuum, dried to

alx>ut the same consistency as the opium, weighed 4 oz. 4 dwts. 16
grs., the extract, 6 oz. 19 grs,; total, 10 oz. 5 dwts. 11 grs; Now two
ounces and a qu iter appear to be gained, equal, probably, to the

fluid contained in the extract.

Experiment 6th.

Taking I oz. 11 dwts. 15 grs. of the residuum of the Chinese artist’s

expeiimeut, it was digested for four days ip 16 ounces of spirits 30
per cent, above proof, and filtered. The residuum on the filler was
washed with a fresh portion of spirit, as long as the spirit appeared
loaded, when the remaining part of the process was completed in the

same manner as the former expcriment.s. The result appeared, re-

fuse, 1 oz. 4 dwts. 14 grs.; extract, 6 dwts.; total, 1 oz. 10 dwts. 14
grs.;*^los.H, 25 grs.

Experiment 7th.

The residuum of experiment v. was infused in 30 oz. of alcohol,

and afler remaining two days, was made tr boil, «4/id strained in that

state. Upor cooling, the filtered liquor deposited, on the sides of »hc

bpule, regal r crystals of the salt of opium, which, he'ng soluble in

100 parts of spirits of wine, and the. liquor being saturated, gave the
following, 30 X 480 -=14.400-:-100= 144 grs.

Requisite apparatus.
Three hemispherical brass pans of equal size

; two or.,three bam
boo n,tskcts for fil ers; a large reservoir for spring water; two. or three
earthen pots to receive the straining

;
a large and a small .stove (fo-

gons); a wooden ladle for stirring ; a chisel to scrape the particles that

adhere to the pans; a :quare piece of woollen cloth for strainers;

some pieces of coranr'* jrowii paper; a fan for cooling the c. vfact; a
feather

;
a knife; a siiiail bamboo broom, to sprinkle water with while
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boiling; and three small round sticks Ibr stirring. Having procured
these articles of apparatus, then take, for experiment, half a cake of
one year old Bengal

(
Patna

)
opium, weighing 2) Uels 2 mace 7

candareens.
Process of preparation.

Stage. Is/. The interior of the cake being extracted, is laid in one
of the pans and set aside

;
then as much of the coat as is found to have

any opium adhering to it or to be impregnated with it, is collected into

another pan, which is first boiled slightly three several times— each
time using a pint of spring water, at the end of each time it is strained

through the bamboo basket into the earthen pot: some cold water is

poured over the dregs after the third boiling. The liquid thus pro-

duced being about five pints, and the time occupied about an hour.

,
Stage 2d. These five pints of thin liquid are poured into the pan

containing the interior of the cake. The whole is boiled and stirred

together on an active fire, till it has attained the consistency of paste,

which requires about another hour.

Stage Sd. The paste thus produced is divided, half and half, into

two pans, and being weh spreaqUikMl vvith the spatula is laid inverted

on the now rather gentle fire, alternately (of and on) for two or three

minutes at a. time j
till it becomes quite dry (i. e., divested of its water,

and not the essential oil to facilitate which, the paste is as often

broken up during this st^e, respread with the spatula and pressure

of the fingers, and crossed with a knife, as the experience of the artist

may suggest.

Stage Ath. When become quite dry, the whole, is put into one

pan, spread out with the spatula, and sufficient water poured over to

cover the opium, which was "about six pints, and so allowed to remain

till 9 o’clock the next morning, for digestion.

Stage 5th. The next morning the piece of rag is doubled and ap-

plied to the edge of the pan, in the position of one triangle in, and the

other out of, the rim
;
then by raising the opposite side of the pan,

the whole digestion drips progressively through the r^ (the inner

triangle of which keeps the dregs down), into a basket with coarse pa-

per laid within it, and from thence into another pan— both the basket

and paper being previously well washed with cold water. The quau?^

tity of liquid thus drawn by the filtration is nearly as much as of water

poured over the opium on the preceding di^y, viz. six. pints. Cold

water is then poured over the dregs and filtered in the same way, till

found to be nearly tasteless and without color; the whole water thus

pioured through them b^ing found to be abput six pints of much
weaker extract. The dregs are again watered, and thrown into a

pot to remain over till required.

Stage 6th. The six pints of strong liquid are then boiled over a

brisk fire, and in its course sprinkled betimes with cold water from

the broom, to prevent the fermentation boiling over the pan, the scum

produced round the edge being removed by means of a feather into

a pan containing the pint hereafter mentioned. After boiling for 20

minutes, five pints of the other six of weaker liquid are then thrown
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into the pan and boiled with the former, which, when evaporated to

about three pints, are strained through the brown paper into another

pan, and the remaining one pint, above mentioned, is thrown into the

pan just emptied, to wash the adhesive particles, and is boiled about

five minutes, and strained again with the three pints
;
and while it

is boiling down to that degree of consistency in which it is used, the

pan is shifted to the small stove and there allowed to remain, till a

perfect ring of about the fifth part of an inch thick is formed on the

edge by the exhalation of the steam
; then it is, at intervals, removed

from the fire to prolong the evaporation, or to avoid miscarriage

of the process; wherefore, during tlie course of the operation, the ?fan

and the three round sticks are incessantly employed in cooling and
stirring the extract (when off the fire), till it is fully completed, when
it much resembles thick treacle

;
it is then taken off with the chisel,

and deposited in a small pot for consumption.

Stage 1th. The dregs, mentioned to be remaining over at the clqse

of the fifth stage, together with the scum and washings of the pans,

are strained through the rag and basket into another ppt, and boiled

on the large stove (much about ihe same time that the other pan was
removed to the smaller stove), producing a thin brownish liquid of

about six pints from the additional cold water poured on the dregs,

and is boiled down to an inferior quantity of extract, which is some-
times used for smoking by the poorer classes, but more frequently

reserved for another occasion to add strength to other opium. The
whole of this process occupied about twenty-four hours.

The result was, that the 21 taels 2 mace 7 candareens of original

opium produced, of superior extract, 9 taels 1 mace; of second quality,

from dregs and washings, 1 tael 3 mace 1 candareen
;
consumable

opium, 10 taels 4 mace 1 candareen. If 21 tael9’'2 mace 7 canda-

reens yield 10 taels 4 mace 1 candareen, then 16 taels, or a catty, will

yield 7 taels 8 mace 8 candareens. Reduced 51 per cent.

JVbte. The outer coat of the cake is apparently never used In this process, as it

seems to possess no fluid of the opium. Spring water alone is used throughout
the process

;
as also charcoal, and nol wood, lor fire. It is stated in the third

stage that, to facilitate The drying of the paste, it is crossed with a knife. The
operation is performed but once, and in the last inversion of the puns, by cutting

the surface of the paste in opposite lines.

Art. VIII. Loss of the English brig Fairy
^
captain MeKay

^
on

the coast of Fuhkeen ; statements respecting the case, from tho

Chinese authorities, from those of Manila, and from Portuguest
and Lascar seamen.

At length, the melancholy story of the Fairy is confirmed by the

remainder of her crew— fifteen in number, who arrived in Canton on
tlie 2d instant, from Fuhkeen. Twelve months have now elapsed

since we first heard rumors of the foul deeds of murder. Some said

26VOL. VI. NO. IV.
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the pirates had cut off a foreign ship. Others supposed the Chinese
authorities had eitlier made or directed an attack. It was also sus-

pected that there had been a mutiny. This state of uncertainty was
followed by authentic accounts of the brig having sailed from the
coast, on a given day, for Lintin. It was soon after reported, that a

numl^r of foreign seamen were at Fuhchow foo. The result of an
attempt to communicate with them, left but little doubt that captain

McKay and his officers had been murdered. Soon after this, a lin-

guist, having been sent for from Canton, was dispatched to Fulikeen.
Nothing was heard of the Fairy until some weeks afterwards, when a

vessel, supposed to be her, was discovered under water off Cape St.

Mary, some distance to the northward of Manila. Persons having bars

of gold were suspected, and, having been apprehended, confessed

themselves guilty of the bloody act. As their trial is still pending, any
expression of opinion here, relative to their conduct, would be pre-

mature. A few facts, however, gained from good authorities, may
not be out of place.

The brig Fairy— a vessel of 160 tons, built, .we believe, about five

years ago at Liverpool— left Lintin for the eastern coast of China, on
the 20th of June last year. Having accomplished the object of her

voyage, she was returning, when, according to a precf>ncerted plan, the

captain, first and second officers, with the gunner, were murdered. Six

‘Manilamen’ then took command; and the remainder of her crew,

in the longboat, sailed for the shore. The following edict from tlie

hoppc», issued sometime in December (we have not the date), shows

how the men were received, what reasons they gave for coming on

shore, &c.
“ Wan, superintendent of maritime customs in the province Kwang-

lung, issues this order to the hong merchants, Howqua and his fellows,

and requires that they fully acquaint themselves therewith. I have

received from the governor a communication, wherein he states, that,

on the 23d,day of the llth month (December 30th 1836), dispatches

reached him from Chung the governor of Fulikeen and Ch^keang,

and Wei the lieut.-governor of Fuhkeen, informing him, that, on the

17th day of the tOth month (November 25th), the subjoined represen-

tation had been laid before them by Chin Kwosuy, acting magistrate

of the district Changpoo been :

“ ‘ In the course of the 7th month (August, 1836), fourteen di^ess-

ed foreigners succe.'^sively arrived in this town, and appeared before

me,— whom 1 sent on at once to the capital of the province, and

respecting whom I duly reported. Afterwards, on the 1/thdayof

the 9th month (26tli October), a foreigner apireared and presented a

petition, requesting that the distressed foreigners should be given up

to him. He was at once driven away, and the circumstance reported,

as is on record. 1 then immediately entered into communication with

the military officers, and requested them to select policemen, well

acquainted with the villages and hamlets along the coast, and to send

them to Nanking and all the adjoining villages, to search closely and

in every direction. This having been done, they returned and
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reported, ‘ that, at a place named Chihoo, they liad discovered a for-

eigner who was begging, and respecting whom the natives were
utterly ignorant from whence he came; that with this exceptiqn there

was no other foreigner lingering about
;
and this man, as in duty

bound, they brought before me. ’ Upon his arrival, I examined the

foreigner, and observed that he had received on his right temple a

sword-cut, an inch and six tenths in length, in an oblique direction.

Though the parts had adhered, and formed a cicatrice, yet the cir-

eum.stance seemed suspicious. And calling to mind that the for-

eigners who before had successively arrived came from the neighbor-

hood of the village Nanking, I had apprehensions that the people

inhabiting the coast might have taken advantage of their distress to

assault and plunder them. I therefore, a second time, sent men to

ascertain the truth : but the reports which they brought back were at

variance, and every statement diverse from the others
;
and on close

examination of them, I found, that all their reports were but mere
rumors, wholly devoid of a single particle of evidence.

“
‘ As this affair relates to foreigners, out of the pale of the empire,

involving therefore consequences of great importance, I did not ven-

ture in the slightest degree to shun a full investigation of it, neither

dared I to rush precipitately and incautiously upon inquiries. Having
been unable to gain any trace whereby to discover the truth, 1 be-

thought myself that no step remained but to have the facts explained

Verbally by the foreigner now brought before me,—that perhaps by

adopting this mode of investigation, I might have a prospect of gain-

ing some taiigible evidence, on which to act. I therefore very care-

fully and closely examined him, and, hiving drawn the figure of n
ship, I then required him to delineate the circumstances, and to give

evidence by signs. Ha represented that his name was Wdlesze; that

he had hitherto been in the capacity of a sailor on board an English
vessel

;
that one Mantilar^ on board the same vessel with him, hav-

ing conspired with certain of the crew, and killed the captain, and also

one Malung, with some others, he (Walesze) and the other non-con-
spirators were driven by them Into a small boat, which, while drifting

about, was overtaken by a gale and swamped : that the vessel, a
two-masted one, which, with the silver and other things on board,

Mtmtilae then seized upon, sailed away from them— she was not lost:

that when he and the other non-conspirators jumped into the small

boat, they took no goods or anything with them ; but owing to the

force of the wind and violence of the waves, the Ixjat was upset and
swamped before they had neared the shore, and all were compelled to

commit themselves to the water and swim for their lives: that he
remained struggling in the water for several days, before he succeeded
in reaching the shore : as to his companions, tha^ they were scat-

tered and wholly lost to him : and that he bad not been assaulted or

plundered by the natives on shore.

“Several successive mornings and evenings I anxiously interrogat-

ed him, requiring him to go over with his finger, what he had already

depicted, to personate the parties, and by actions to represent what had
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taken place, making him repeat the evidence which he had given by
signs, and thus again and again narrowly examining him; these re-

peated examinations confirmed in every particular the drawing. But
having no linguist to interpret the inquiries and answers, it was in

truth difficult to gain any full assurance. I finally, therefore, sent to

Amoy, to seek for some native who might be able, in some measure,
to interpret the foreigner's words; and one Pih Pihleaou was brought
to me

;
the explanations obtained through him were in accordance

with the results of ray previous examinations.
“ ‘I am humbly of opinion, that if the foreign vessel had indeed en-

countered a gale at sea, then the whole ship must have been upset and
swamped

;
and it would seem impossible in such a case for them to

launch a boat, and assemble together in her to save themselves. And
if the vessel had struck on a shoal, and gone to pieces, and the crew
had been attacked and plundered by the people on the coast, it must
have happened within the inner seas, where are military posts and
custom-house stations, and where the naval vessels are dispersed every-

where, numerous as the stars, and regularly arranged as on a chess-

board, so that there must have been some precise and accurate in-

formation thereof. How could it be, in such case, that after the lapse

of so long a time, no information had been sent from any quarter ?

Even when I dispatched a select party of police to seek, in every

way, for some clue, and to search in all the villages, I could not gain

the slightest trace, whereby to discover the real facts. The deposi-

tion of this man Walesze, that certain of the crew conspired together,

and, having murdered the captain, escaped with the vessel and the

silver and other things on board of her, when compared with the

circumstances before us, appears credible. And of those foreigners

who previously were successively brought before me, one, on being

narrowly examined and required to show by signs what had occurred,

assumed the manner of a person alarmed, awaking out of sleep, and

murdered
;
w’hich appears also to coincide with the deposition of

Walesze. But thirteen of these distressed foreigners, who were first

brought, merely stated that the vessel was trading in rice, when
she was overtaken by a gale

;
they acknowledged nothing further

;

and this bears somewhat of a suspicious aspect. I .would mention,

however, that when Walesze was brought before roe, I endeavored

to set him at ease and comfort him by promising him that he should

be sent back to his country immediately ;
but I observed that this,

contrary to my expectation, raised on his countenance an expression

of uneasiness: about which, when I questioned him, he said, that from

not having been able to bring aid to their captain in his danger,

they would find it difficult hereafter to save themselves from being

implicated in the crime. Bearing this in mind, it would appear not

improbable that the.concealment, on the part of those thirteen distres-

sed foreigners wa.s owing to this cause alone.

“‘ I would humbly remark, that, although in this case something has

been obtained in the shape of a deposition, yet, Pih Pihleaou having

never before been employed in the capacity of an interpreter to for-
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eigners, it has been impossible to attain, through his means, perfect

assurance in the matter. Revolving this in my thoughts, 1 see no
resource, but in earnestly intreating tliat a dispatch may be fbrwtarded

to Canton, calling for a linguist well acquainted with the English

language to be sent to Fuhkeen, to interpret the examinations. Then
may the hidden rock appear, above the receding waters.

“
‘ Suspicion of falsehood and deception having attached to the thir-

teen of the distressed foreigners, who were before sent to the capital,

I am apprehensive that if Walesze should be now hastily sent on to

that place, and be brought in contact with them, he will join to make
a like deposition with the others, and thus prevarication will be occa-

sioned. Were they. merely in this way to withhold and conceal the

truth, representing simply that they had suffered from a tempest and
escaped only with their lives, nothing objectionable could ensue from
this. But should they, in the end, make a pretence of having been
attacked and plundered by pirates on the Chinese seas, to save them-
selves from the fault of not having rescued their captain, such a state-

ment would involve the high dignity of the nation, and would call for

no small expenditure of troublesome inquiry
;

it is, therefore, necessa-

ry, to be in an increased degree, both careful and particular. Now the

linguist in his way from Canton'to the capital of Fuhkeen, must pass

through this city. If I may be allowed to detain the foreigner Walesze
in my district until the linguist shall arrive here, and then direct the

linguist to interpret his depositions first, and afterwards send both

to the capital, that he, with the several foreigners before sent on,

may then be separately subjected to a close examination, we may thus,

by preventing combination and prevarication, secure faithfulness and
truth, and may display a high degree of carefulness.

“
‘ Be my feeble views correct or incorrect in their aim, it is my

duty to present them for consideration, while at the same time, I tran-

smit the minute details of the deposition, taken from the above-named
foreigner in distress, to which 1 subjoin also a Munmary. And I

humbly await the condescending conferment of an order to be obeyed
by me, to the great advancement of justice and equity.

*‘* The governor and lieut.-governor of Fuhkeen, on receipt of the

above, forward it with the subjoined remarks ;
‘ With regard to these

distressed foreigners, cast on shore by the severity of a gale, within

the jurisdiction of the district Changpoo, we find it on our records,

that the magistrate of that district did present a report respecting

them, and did send them to the capital
;

also, that the financial and
judicial commissioners reported the successive arrival of the foreign-

ers, to the number Of fourteen
;
that we directed the prefect of the

department of Fuhehow, together with the commander of the city

guard, to examine them, and have the results of their examination
interpreted

;
and, that afterwards the commissioners, above named,

jointly with the circuit commissioner, did report to us in person,

that those distressed foreigners had been examined ; but that, what
they had said was not very, clear and intelligible. The written stater

ment of their depositions, which were interpreted, are not, however,
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found to coincide with tlie statements now sent to us b|* the magis-
trate of Cliangpoo been. And since there is not in all Fuhkeen, a
person thoroughly acquainted with the language of the foreigners, it

is certainly our duty to send to Canton to call for a linguist to come
hither, that he may fully and truly interpret the examinations, that thus
we may show becoming diligence and assiduity. We, therefore, are

compelled to send an express, requesting you to consider this matter,

and hoping that yon will i?nmediately give orders for a linguist, well

acquainted with the foreign language, to be selected and speedily sent

to Fuhkeen, to interjrret the examinations, in order that this matter
may be arranged. We send also copies of the two statements laid

before us.'

“ The governor, in transmitting to me, the hoppo, -this communication
from the governor of Fuhkeen, adds, ‘I have directed the financial

and judicial commissioners of Kwangtung, to cooperate, and instantly

to command the hong merchants, that they select a linguist w€ll ac-

quainted with the foreign langujige
;
that, having so done, they apply

to me for him to be sent, with an official communication, to Fuhkeen,
to interpret the examinations and transactions in this affair

;
and that

they suffer not the least portion of time to be lost in delay. It is

right that I should also communicate with you on the subject, in the

hope that yon will examine it, and issue orders to be obeyed and pul

in force
;
and I also forward copies of the two statements conjoined in

one.’ On receipt of his excellency’s communication, I, the hoppo,

forthwith issue this edict, commanding the said merchants immediate-

ly to act in obedience hereto; and also to report their having so acted.

Let them not procrastinate. A special order.’
”

As these men are now in Canton, and have been before the British

superintendent, another reference will be made to their testimony; we
must first, however, stale some facts -^-btained from Manila. It should

be rernarked here, that the ‘ foreigner who appeared and presented a

petition to the magistrate of Changpoo been,’ was probably one of the

interpreters, on the British commission, who visited the coast in Oc-
tober to inquire after the officers and crew of the Fairy. Some evi-

dence was also obtained from a Chinese at Knmsing Moon, about the

same time. See Canton Registerfor October ISM, 1836.

The first advices from Manila were dated 17th January, 1837.

Certain sailors, lurking about the place with bars of gold in their pos^

session, had attracted ndtice, and arrangements were being made w'
arrest them. This was done. Two were taken at Yloylo, and one at

Yloco, and brought before the police. In a note from the chief al-

calde, dated at Yloco 27th Feb., 1837, he states that he was then en-

gaged in investigations. lo anothei' comnfunication, of the same date,

It was added, that one of the seamen had confessed that he belonged

to the brig, and that he endeavored to throw all the blame on others.

Under later datas, more ample details were given
;
from which it ap-

pears, that pretty full confessions had been made
;

in some of their

evidence, tl/ey endeavor to implicate others with themselves. Accord-

ing to tlreir accounts, the attack commenced, between three and four
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o’clock in the morning, on the first mate, who, with the captain,

second mate, and gunner,— all resisting bravely, were soon dispatched

and thrown over &>ard
;
every man then took what booty he pleased ;

the crew, after remaining together a day and a half, separated; a part

then left in the launch, while the others, the six Manilamen, sailed

for Laconia; after a boisterous passage of twelve days, they made the

land
;
then they stood along the coast southward, until they anchored

off the village Caoayan. There they took their gold and silver on
shore, and scuttled the brig. The fate of these men remains to be

determined.

We go back now, again, to the other part of the crew, consisting

of Lascars, with two or three Portuguese, and five Chinese : of these

last, nothing has been h^ard since the day they left the brig. What
was elicited through the linguist, who was sent from Canton to Fuh-
keen, does not appear. The substance of the account obtained from

the men who have just arrived, and who were immediately delivered

over to the British superintendent, is this : on the passage down from

the east coast to Lintin, the chief officer, Guthrie, found fault with

the Manilamen, and repeatedly struck them
;
about four o’clock in

the morning of the second day after leaving the bay of Chinchew,
(one man thinks it was the 2 1st of August,) the weather being dark

and rainy, the captain and second officer with most of the crew
asleep, the rencounter took place

;
blood covered the deck

;
the six

Manilamen, armed with swords and pistols, gained the mastery
;
the

others were in consternation, some having been wounded in their

sleep; and all were in confusion. No dead bodies were seen; but five

persons— the captain, first and second mates, and two others— were
now missing. The Lascars and Portuguese were told that if they

did not go away, they too should be killed
;
the boat was hoisted out,

and they embarked. They left, the brig about 9 o’clock in the

forenoon, and steered towards the land, which was not in sight.

About 6 o’clock p. m., the same day, they reached the shore; the boat
bilged in a heavy surf on the beach

;
and some of the people were

drowned. One man was absent from the party, after landing, for two
months. They were first conducted to the magistrate of Changpoo
been

;
he gave them each a suit of clothes, and fed them with congee

and sweet potatoes for nineteen days; allowing them a mace and
a half per day, he then sent them to ‘Chinchew;’ and after about a

month and a half, to Fuhehow foo, the capital of Fuhkeen, whei;e

they received a ma<je daily, and remained till the beginning of last

month, when they started for Canton,— each man on his departure,

receiving nine dollars from the officers in whose custody they had
been retained.

Here we must conclude— at least for the present, the narrative of
this sad catastrophe. Additional facts may, perhaps, be yet elicited,

and the guilt of the guilty be made more certain. 'The conduct of
the Chinese authorities, in this case, has been honorable. Through-
out, they seem to have treated the men with care and even with some
quality of kindness. The motives which have induced this, and cdso
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the long detention of the men, are not, to us, apparent;— whether
they were feelings of commiseration; or ‘ tender solicitude for the high
dignity of the nation;’ or (what is more probable) a due regard to
their own safety

;
the reader must determine. The untimely end

of captain McKay is affecting. He had gained a competency, and
was about to retire to pass the remainder of his days among a family
of affectionate relatives. His prospects, in the full spring-tide of life,

were bright : but in an hour— an unexpected hour, and by cruel
hands, ‘ the vital spark’ was extinguished, and his remains plunged
into the depths of the ocean.

Art. IX. Journal of Occurrences. An imperial edict respecting
opium and sycee ; triennial examination ; Siamese tribute-bearers;

degradation of Tang Tingching^ governor of Canton.

A:«othkr edict, respecting sycee and opium, fins just come down from bis impe*
rial majesty, Taoukwang. It was issued on the 14th of July and arrived here on
the 3d instant, eighteen days from Peking, by express. Friends abroad may be
^surprised’ that we do not foretell the consequences of these * loud thundering
edicts.* But, honestly, we see no remedy for their surprise. In the present case,

more or less additional annoyance may be experienced ; besides which, we do not
expect much from this new edict. Possibly, gentlemen who were ordered, some
months ago, to quit Canton withiii ten days, and who have remained here quietly

ever since, may again be expelled.

The approaching tncvnial examination, for the degree of S. T., is drawing (o>

^ether in Canton the ‘flowering talents’ of this ‘wide eastern province.’ Two
imperial examiners, Hwapg Tsung and Soo Yingah, the former of the Hanlin
academy, are on their w’ay hither from Peking. The examination will com-
mence about the middle of next month.

Siamese envoys, or rather tribute-bearers, have arrived in Canton, on their way
to the couit of China. They are lo leave the city for Peking in about six weeks.

Governor Tting Tingching degraded. Foreigners sometimes have been much
surprised to see so many successive appointments of commissioners from Peking
to Canton, within the lust few ycais. .And it has not abated their surprise to be
told, that, M’hatever secret objects there might be, the fii*st ostensible one was,

to investigate a case, which arose out of a quarrel between two officers, origi-

nally together at Peking, where each brought accusations of criminality against

the other, and each defended himself by charging the other with sfiiteful motives,

and falsehood. The two officers were degraded; one was a native of Canton.

His mother appealed against the decision j and, on every confirmation of the

original decision by the commissionei-s, renewed her appeal. At length, the per-

severing appellant has been silenced, and her son transported, for his own or his

mother’s contumacy, to the cold regions of Sungfiria. But one of the pailies of

commissioners, in conjunction with the present governor, had formed a judgment

so inconsistent with what now appears to have been the facts, that his majesty has

deemed it necessary to correct them with severijty. Though retained in office, they

lose their rank, and the small allowances attached to it, and are to regain it, only

after sik years of unerring conduct.

N. B. The last day of each month is our usual ‘publication day this number,

however, goes lo press on the lOtb instjant. We have some paragraprlis marked
in the Peking Gazettes for exlnicts, but space for them is now wanting. In a

late number, his majesty exiiresses great pleasure at the seizure of sycee .silver,

by his degraded servant, governor TAng Tingching.
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Art. I. Narrative of a voyage of the ahijp Morrison, eaptain D.
Ingersoll, to Lcwckew and Japan, in the months of July and
August, 1837. By S. Wells Williams.

The object of this voyage was to carry back to their country seven

shipwrecked Japanese, who had been residing at Macao for several

months, and whose return, it was reasonably supposed, would form a

good excuse for appearing in the harbors of that empire. Three of

the men are natives of the principality of Ow4ri, lying about 150
miles W.S.W. of Y^do, the capital, and formed part of the crew of a

coasting junk of nearly 200 tons burden, which left the port of Toba,
in the principality of Sima, near Owdri, in November, 1831, bound
for Y4do, laden with a cargo consisting partly of rice, and partly of

tribute for the emperor. A few days after their departure, they en-

countered a heavy gale, which carried away the mast, and drove them
out of sight of land into the Pacific ocean

;
the unfortunate crew,

entirely ignorant of their course, let the vessel drift wherever winds

and currents would carry her, and after being tossed about for four-

teen months, were cast ashore near the Columbia river. During this

long time, they subsisted chiefly upon the rice on board, and on what
fish they could catch

;
eleven of their number died of scurvy, and the

remaining three were nearly helpless when they landed. The In-

dians in those regions plundered them of everything, and kept them
captives for several months, when their situation and history became
known to a benevolent factor of the Hudson’s Bay Fur Company,
who released them, and took measures to send them to England.

After experiencing much kindness from this gentleman, whom they

delight to remember, they left the Oregon territory for the Sandwich
Islands, from whence they went to London, where much interest was
taken in thehr welfare

;
from thence they were sent to China, and

here taken under the care of the Superintendents of British Trade,
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with the hope that they might ultimately reach their homes. They
arrived at Macao in December, 1835, and took up their residence
with Mr. Gutzlaff, who regarded it a good opportunity to acquire some
knowledge of their language. The names of these wanderers are
Twakitchi or ‘ Lucky Rock,' aged 33 years, who left a wife and family

in Mia, a town of Ow4ri ; Kiukitchi or ‘ Lasting Happiness^’ aged
20, and Otokitchi or ‘ Happy Sound,' aged 19 ;

these two are from
St^gori in Owiri.

Th« remaining four men left Amikousa, a port belonging to an
-TstaniJ of the same name, lying 40 miles S.S.E. from Nag^isaki, in

December, 1834, in a small junk
;
they were driven off to the southward

in a gale which canied away the mast, and, after 35 days, they were
cast ashore on the north coast of Lu^onia. Here they felLinto the

hands of the natives, who plundered them of every article, and, after

keeping them a short time, transferred them to another village; from
which, after a variety of hardships and adventures, being passed from
one village to another» they reached Manila. They embarked on
board a Spanish vessel, and landed at Macao in March, 1837, destitute

and friendless ; and, Japanese like, were on the point of committing

suicide, but happily were directed to Mr. Gutzlaff's house, where they

met their countrymen, and with whom they resided about five months,

supported and clothed by Messrs. Olyphant Sl CJo. Their names
are Siauzau, or ' Heart,' aged 28, the captain of the junk, who has

left a wife and family in Kawashiri, a town 50 miles east of Nigk-
saki in the principality of Figo

;
Kumataru or ‘ Bear,’ aged 28, and

Rikimatz, or * Strong Fir,’ ag^ 16, both from Simabara, a large town
in Fisen not far from Nagasaki; and Giusabaru, or * Fortunate,’ aged

25, whp is from Takeshi in Figo.

It w.as considered, that so good an opportunity of producing upon

the Japanese government a favorable impression of the character of

foreigners, and perhaps of inducing them to relax their anti-social

policy, as was now presented, ought not to be neglected
;
and this,

added t*d the fact, that the United States of America were almost

unknown to the Japanese, determined Messrs. Olyphant &. Ca, to

attempt the experiment at the time the men were returned. It

was hoped the exclusive policy of the nation had become somewhat

weakened during the long peric^ that had elapsed since a foreign ves-

sel had visited any port Insides N^g^saki; and that the influence of

curiosity, and the '.nature of the errand, would at least secure a cour-

teous reception. In order to take advantage of any opening, a small-

assortment of cloths was put on board, and a great variety of patterns

of different cotton and woolen fabrics, which from their adaptation

to a temperate climate, were calculated to attract the attention of the

Japanese, and induce them to trade. A list of presents was added,

consisting of a pair of globes, a telescope, a barometer, a collection of

American coins, some books, and a few paintings, among which

was a portrait of Washington. Documents explanatory of our object

were drawn up in Chinese
;
one of which stated the names and resir

dences of the seven men, and a few notices of their adventures;
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another gave a short account of America, its commercial policy, that

it possessed no colonies, and that the men were returned in a vessel

of the country where they were wrecked ; and a third gave a list of

the presents, together with the proposition, that, if it met the approba-

tion of the court, one of the party would remain in the country to

teach the meaning of the books. Dr. Parker accompanied the ex-

pedition,' provided with a stock of medicines and instruments, and a

number of anatomical plates and paintings, which he thought would

attract the notice of a people, who hold the healing art in high esti-

mation. He was also furnished with a paper stating his profession,

and his willingness to practice gratuitously on all who had diseases.

1 was attached to the expedition as naturalist.

From all that could be learned of the reception of former visitors,

as well as of the regular Dutch traders at Nagasaki, the guns and
ammunition were always taken out of a vessel as a previous step to all

negotiation. If any cannon were carriea, it was the fixed resolve not

to use them as defensive weapons, whatever might be the provocation,

but rather to retreat; and, lest this re^lution might be too severely

tried, the ship’s armament was left at Lintin. But above all, it was
desirable to try the experiment of a mission to the Japanese without

arms, and ascertain what reception those who went in peace and
good faith would meet. The benevolent nature of the* errand,

the offer to cure the sick, the commercial character of the vessel, and
the presence of Mrs. King, all combined to favor the trial, and prove

to the Japanese the sincerity of our declarations of friendship. It

would, moreover, tend to settle a question which has often been de-

bated among some Christians, who have affirmed that the attacks

which foreigners have received from the natives of countries little

visited, were owdng chiefly to their fears being excited, and to their

being induced by an array of force to stand on the defensive.

The party embarked on board the Morrison, captain D. Ingersoll,

on the evening of the 3d of July, and the next morning left Ma-
cao Roads. When passing through the Bashee channel, we encoun-
tered a gale, which was afterwards ascertained to have been much
more severe in the Formosan channel, and the seas to the northeast.

A short time before our departure, the ship had discharged a cargo

of rice,, some of which had escaped from the bags into the limbers of
the hold, w'here it underwent a partial fermentation and decomposi-

tion, sending off an effluvia which was exceedingly offensive. This
being partly composed of nitric' acid and ammonia, united with the

lead in the paint, and the plate and other silver, and changed them in a
few hours to a dull black color; the green paint was scarcely discolor-

ed. The salt in the sea-water appeared also to be partially decomposed,
and to give off muriatic acid,—judging from the effect the air had on
the gold ofour watches. We were told that when the ship was laden

with rice, it was dangerous to breathe the hot air which came out of
the hold, more than a few moments, as a few inhalations caused faint-

ness and coughing. The water which was pumped from the sfiiip

threw off ah insufferable odor of ammoniureted hydrogen, and was
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quite black at first; but by means of a stop-cock in the stern, and
continued pumpings for a few days, the iship became sweet.

July lltlL About 6 o’clock a. m., the islands known by the Japa-
ne^ name of Madjicosima (Hajicosima) or Eight' islands, were in

sight. This group lies between latit;pde 24® and 25® north, and lon-

gitude 123® and 125® east, distant from Lewchew S.S.W. about 180
miles, and is but little known. Captain Broughton, in H. B. M.
schooner Providence, was wrecked on Typinsan, the largest of them,
in 1707, and the natives treated him kindly and * assisted him to get

to Macao. We passed about four miles to the southward of Typiu-
san (or Taeping shan), which presented a moderate elevation, with a
Battish outline, and aorupt shores of a whitish color, surrounded with

coral reefs. No boats were visible, nor could we discern any cul-

tivation, though trees were seen on the eminences. The Japanese on
board knew the group, and said, it is inhabited by people who speak
their language, are few in numbers, and have little intercourse with

Japan. We had intended to land on one of these islands, but during the

night a current carried the ship too far to leeward to make this prac-

ticable; and with a fresh breeze we bore away for Lewchew. This
group deserves more attention than it has yet received ; for a thorough
examination of the inhabitants, their language, and policy, would pro-

bably tend to throw much light upon one of the most interesting

questions in this part of the world, the character and extent of Japa-

nese influence.

July 12th. In the morning, about 6 o’clock, the southwest point

of Great Lewchew was in sight, bearing E.N;E. A strong north-

easterly current had been experienced since coming through the^

Bashee channel, and we were*happy to find the ship well to windward
on making the land. We passed along the southwestern shore at

the distance of five miles, busily engaged in examining the picturesque

scenery. The land gradually ascended from the beach in gentle

undulations to a moderate elevation, presenting a pleasing alterna-

tion of woodland and fields, rendered still more charming at this time

by a bright sun. The extreme southerly point of the island is known
by a singularly cleft rock, separated from the mainland about 100

feet. Along the whole line of coast the surf was breaking on the

coral reefs, which in some places extended out for miles, showing

a crest of foam as beautiful as the reefs were dangerous. Within

the reefs, a few fishermen were seen, some of whom had nets sus-

pended from poles, which they elevated and depressed as in China.

Their small canoes were hollowed out of logs
;
each contained two

or three persons,, and as we passed near them, the men suspended their

occupation to gaze at the ship
;
but we met none, as captain Beechey

did, wIk) would come on board, or fasten their fish to our hooks.

About half-way between South Cape and Abbey Point, we noticed a

remarkable rock, resembling in its circular form an arc of an amphi-

theatre, an illusion that was heightened by the resemblance the loose

stones and stunted trees on the top bore to seats and persons. The
extent of this “ fragment of a Coliseum,'' was al>oiit three fourths of a
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n»ile, and was upwards of 100 feet in height. Other grotesque forms

were elsewhere seen
;
and Abbey Point was so named from the re-

semblance of its squ^are rocks to ruined towers. On most of the rocky

eminences near the beach, a prolific growth of pandanus was observ-

ed, and some small trees
;
and, farther inland, pines and tall trees

were seen skirting the hills. Two or three small villages, almost of

the same color as the rocks about them, were also observed in the

ravines close to the beach.

At 11 o’clock A. M., we dropped anchor in Napa keang, distant

about one mile from the shore. Capstan Rock bearing S.E. by S.

Here \ye remained several hours before a boat approached the ship,

a circumstance we could not avoid contrasting with Beechey.’s ac-

count of the many' boats that clustered around the Blossom before

she came to anchor. With our glasses, we could discern the people

gathered in groups on the tops of the houses, and along the shore,

watching the ship with great attention
;
and now and then parties were

seen hastening in various directions, bearing among them, as we
supposed, the insignia of some official personages.

The appearance of the landscape lying before us was truly beauti-

fiil, and one which would engage the attention of the lovers of quiet

scenery. The monotonous aspect of continued cultivation was broken

by the clumps of trees which adorned the hills, and overshadowed

the houses ;
and the neatly executed cemeteries, the junks bedecked

with gay flags, and the towns of Napa and Pootsung, showing their

red tiled roofs, combined to diversify the foreground. The curve of

the bay. was well defined at its extremities by the rocks at Abbey
Point, and the heights near Barnpool

;
and a range of hills, rising in

peaks, began at our right, and with partial interruptions, continued

around the horizon, nearly to our left, where it stretched off to the

northward. The country on the right rose gradually from the beach,

apparently devoted to agriculture
;
and was separated from Napa by

an iidet, which was defended at its entrance by two square stone

buildings with loop-holes, and contained several junks lying at anchor.

On one side of this inlet, a long low stone causey extended from the

fort across the marshes, having in it several bridges, through which
the water may flow oft’ into the stream at high tides, and connecting

the landing-place and forts with the city of Napa. North of the causey
and near the shore, between the remarkable eminences of Capstan
Rock and Sepulchre Point, lay the public cemetery, the horse-shoe

tombs rising in galleries, the glare from their white surfaces a little

broken by the trees scattered among them. Farther to the northward
was the village of Pootsung, with its causey and boats; and, in its

rear an extensive grove of tall trees, forming a contrast to the scenery
near the beach. Still farther inland, was the high range of Onnodake;
between which and the grove we could discern an undulating cham-
paign, highly cultivated. Few or no. boats were moving in the bay,
but the view was enlivened by the groups of natives, and we long
gazed at it with increa.sing pleasure.
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At three o’clock, we were visited by two boats from the shore,
tlie largest of which was about twenty five feet long, and narrow,
shaped like a scow with both ends open, and paddled by a dozen half
naked natives. It contained several persons, whom we immediately
knew to be officers, from the respect paid to them, and who with
much difficulty contrived to ascend the sides of the ship. They were
dressed in loose fiowirfg robes of grass-cloth, somewhat stiff, marked
witl^ a blue and white plaid, having very large sleeves, and bound at

the waist with a girdle, to which were suspended a pipe and tobacco-
jK)Uch; the whole forming an agreeable costume, and very appro-
priate in a climate naturally warm. Their long black hair was
oiled, neatly done up in a tuft on the top of the head, and fastened

with two pins, kameshashe and oojneskashe, usually made of brass or

tutenague
;
the former was a square pin, haVing a kind of screw for

holding the hair, with a. head resembling a six-petaled flower attached

to it
;
the other was a pin about eight inches long, in its shape much

like a marrow-spoon.

As soon as they reached the deck, each made a very low bow d la

Chinoise^ and the principal man immediately inquired, if “we could

speak Chinese ?” To this we replied in the affirmative, and re-

quested them to be seated. This ceremony, however, was a matter

of some difficulty, but was settled after a while by all sitting down
simultaneously^ at' a table, on which paper and pencils were plac-

ed. The same individual, who was a fine looking man, rather

taller than his companions, then asked, “ what is your business in

Le\ychew?” To this we briefly answered, “ that we had come into

the harbor to stay a few days, visit the people, and procure some re-

freshments.” They then asked from what country we were, how
many men there were on board, and other similar inquiries; and wrote

down all the answers.

One of the party now polled a book out of his bosom, (which was
their pocket, formed by the folds of the dress overlapping,) and after

looking at it a moment, said in broken English, “ Dis what ship ?

Dis Amelekan ship?” “ Yes,” we told him. “ How many mans?”
“Twenty-eight men.” “Plenty mans! Have got guns?” “No;
this is a merchant ship.” “ Plenty mans ! Plenty guns ! I talkee

mandarin;” and then he sat down, and entered into conversation

with his associates. We then asked the party if it was not Anyah
who spoke, to which they assented

;
and by their countenances seem-

ed to wish to know where we had learned his name. Anyah, finding

that we understood Chinese, seldom had recourse to his vocabulary

after this experiment
;
but the similarity of this speech to the one

spoken by him as reported by captain Beechey, amused us all. He
had evidently forgotten the greater part of his English : but on one oc-

casion, subsequently, when One of the chiefs was sea-sick from the

motion of the vessel, Anyah slily remarked that he was a “litty

drunk.”
The chief then made several further inquiries about the size of the

vessel, the length of our passage, whether we had come direct from
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America, the names of the captain and passengers, &c.; ordering all

the answers to be written down. Ooreerning Mrs. King, who happen-

ed to be seated on the deck during this conference, the Lewchew’ans

asked several questions, the replies to which were also written down

;

and it was worthy of remark with what deference they regarded her*,

and how carefully they avoided the least rudeness. Whatever may be

the cause, the inhabitants of this group, so fiir as regards true polite-

ness and a desire not to offend, present an advantageous contrast to

their neighbors, the Chinese; though, if we survey their whole social

system, they cannot be called so polished a people. They informed us

that there had been a typhoon five days before we came in, which had

destroyed all the fruit trees, and done much other damage : this infor-

mation explained the cause of the heavy northerly swell w6 had ex-

perienced. These tempests, they said, happened during all the months
from April to September, and were generally very mischievous when
they occurred. We asked where the Chinese junk was bound which
had just left the harbor

;
and were told that she was a junk belonging

to Lewchew, bound to Taetaou, laden with sugar. This vessel, about

200 tdns burden, left the hartx>r shortly before the chiefs came on
board, and was in her form and rigging, like a Chinese junk ; she

had on her stern in large characters, shunfung sedng sung, “may fa-

vorable winds attend us.”

Sweet wine and cake were now handed around, and whenever one
of the company took anything from the plates, he would express

thanks by carrying it to his forehead, at the same time making a

slight inclination of the head. While partaking of the refreshments;

one of the chiefs, seeing his attendants wandering over the decks,

said, “ Many of the low mariners of Lewchew are thieves
;

it will be

advisable for you to prohibit them but we told him that we had no
fears on the score of their honesty. Some of them soon made the

acquaintance of our Japanese, and a number gathered around them,

carrying on an animated conversation, in which we could not perceive

that there was the least difficulty in their understanding one another.

We ascertained that there were seven Japanese junks in port, and
that the number which visited Lewchew during a year was consi-

derable.

Anyah, hearing us converse together in English, again asked if the

vessel was not an Englishman. We told him that America was ori-

ginally peopled from England, but was now independent, separated

from that country thousands of miles across a wide .ocean
;
that the

Americans had many merchant vessels, and were friends of the Lew-
chewans. We endeavored to show them the relative position of the
two countries on a map, but Anyah still looked' dissatisfied

;
nor was

it wonderful, if the anomaly of two different states at such a distance

from each other, speaking the same language, should cause a doubt
in the mind of one whose knowledge of other countries was probably

limited to Japan, China, and Corea. Some one then wished to know
how many days* sail it was from America to England, and from Ame-
rica to China; and how many inhabitants our country contained.
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Anyah now changed the subject by observing that there was some
water for the ship in another boat

;
and proposed to his companions

to depart, promising to return on the morrow.
None of our visitors wore the hats of office called hatchee-matchee

by cap. Hall, nor did we see any during Our stay. They had straw san-
dals like those used among the Japanese, which have one band pass-
ing over the instep, and another attached to it coming from between
the two inner toes; but no stockings or trowsers. The common
people were merely provided with a cloth about the middle, and were
generally decent and cleanly. Some of them went aloft, but did not
venture

^

far; others examined the anchors and cables; and others
walked into the cabin, looking at the books, seating themselves in the
chairs, and appearing quite delighted with the strange objects around
them. And although there was unlimited freedom granted them in
going wherever they pleased, not the smallest article was missed.
The chief also amused himself with looking about the ship, and in-

specting some paintings, which Dr. Parker had, of remarkable surgi-
cal operations. After attentively looking at them, he asked “If the
patients recovered 1

” and seemed gratified at hearing that they did *

and we added, that the doctor was ready to perform similar operations
in Lewchew, or prescribe for any sick persons who should be brought
to him. The whole party then took their leave, but we listened

in vain for the boatmen’s song of ya-ha-ma-shawdy, spoken of by Bee-
chey.

Towards evening we went ashore at Abbey Point, and, landing on
the coral reef which there stretches out from the land, made our way
over a beach composed of comminuted coral and fine sand. For se-

veral rods, we passed through patches of millet and sweet potatoes

planted in this dry soil, and both apparently of luxuriant growth. In
the lagoons on the reef we met a small fish of a beautiful blue color,

and several black polypi, both of them difficult of capture
;
together

with a few small plants which had encroached upon the rocks. As
soon as we landed, the natives began to run together in crowds, and
among them were four or five officers, who requested us to go back to

the ship. We walked quietly on towards the rocks on the Point,

meantime sending one of the sailors to a house standing at a distance,

in order to procure a cup of water, and were soon under their friend-

ly shade. The crowd, constantly increasing by fresh recruits, now
stood gazing at us, especially regarding Mrs. K^g, who in this and
all our subsequent walks attracted much notice, yet who never expe-

rienced any incivility from the multidudes around her. The mes-

senger returned, bringing some water, and followed by a female from

the house, who approached with timid steps. To encourage her,

Mrs. King went forward and took her by the hand, at which the na-

tive exhiinted the back of her hand, marked with blue lines on the

fingers, and a square on the wrist, a sign of the married state. Her
hair was loosely tied up in a tuft on the side of the head, secured by

a single pin; but otherwise her dress was like that of the men. This

scene was observed by the by-standers with great attention, and evi-
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dent pleasure; and the whole accompanied us towards her house.

The ground was strewed with loose blocks of coral of all sizes, most

of them overgrowa with iv/;, the pandanus and dwarf palm grew
wherever there \yas soil

;
and grasshoppers and other insects flew

about us in great abundance. ,

;
On reaching the hut of the native female, we found a low bamboo

cabin, with no opening besides the door, and in its general appear-

ance resembling those in which the lowest classes of Chinese live.

The floor of earth was. covered.with a matting of bamboo, and a slight

hurdle of the same material surrounded the house. .Within lay some
water-melons, and a pile of millet partly thrashed was before the door,

and several cooking utensils were scattered over the premises. The
good woman of the house offered us a cup of tea, bpt it w as too bad

to drink. Most of the huts which we saw in this walk were surround-

ed with small wattled in^losures^ in some of which w^ere a few poor

flowers, or a chicken or a pig
;

all indicative of a peaceful people,

who: had few wants to supply,

. Among the crowd, some of whom left their work in the field to run

after us, were a few with agricultural implements of a very simple

construction, as Sr bill-hook, a wooden hoe, or a rake. Burdens were
carried across, the shoulders as in China

;
and the bamboo hats of the

laborers were broad^brinimed like those of the Chinese^ A pipe and
tobacco-pouch were appendages of the dress of the poojFest, We
returned along a well defined ridge of coral and sand, thrown up by
the waves, to the boat, whore we found another crowd assembled; and
it was astonishing fo see with what impunity the children scampere,d
over the sharp reef with their bare feet. Al) were in good humor,
and some, who knew a little Chinese, endeavored to.open a conversa-
tion, by telling us ho>v rough the path Was; and in leaving, they all

bade us farewell. Returiiiug to the ship, we rowed round, the bay
towards the inlet, and went up to the landing-place, w'here were our
visitors of the, morning assembled with a crowd; after, passing a few
compliments, we left thein, and went on board.

July 13th. Early, in tl)& morning, we landed at 4he causey near
Pootsung, before many of the natives were abroad in the- streets. In
the creek which we ascended were many old boats, apparently the only
residences of their inmates, but the absence of females inclined us to

think they were coasting craft. Lapding at a rude flight of steps, we
j^roceeded into the village without interruption, and, passing through
it, began to ascend the wooded hill we hkd seen from the ship. As
usual, a crowd soon collected about us, some of whonf could talk Chi-
nese, and we bc^an to ask all manner of questions. Ou

. arriving at
the top of the ridge, a beautiful and extensive prospect offered itself

to our view, whose charms at this moment were heightened by the
contrast of light and shade caused by the sun just rising over the hills,

vvhile the fields refreshed us by the sweet smell from the vegetatiom
On the right hand, from this commanding situation, are seen the dis-
tant islands of Kirrama, rising from a wide expanse of ocean^ while the
clearness of the water enables the eye to trace the coral reef which
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protects the anchorage immediately below
; to the south is Napa, the

vessels !yi»ig at anchor in the harbor, with their streamers flying; and
in the' interjiiediate space appear ntimerobs hamlets scattered about,
with the tvliite and glistening tombs near Capstan Rock. Turning
to the east, the houses of Shoody the capital city, built in their peculi-
ar style, are observed, opening from among the Ihfty trees which sur-
round and shade Ibem^ Vising one above another ni a gehtlc ascent, to

the suraihit'df a hill*,’ which is crowned by the palace— thp interesting
ground, between Napa and Shoody, a distahce' bf some ihiles, being
ornamented by a cbhtihuntion of houses. At our iedt lay the huinbler
village of Poolsung; at this time overshadowed by the declivity of the
hil![ -To the north, as'far as the^ eye

’

'could reaich, the country was
diversified, in sotUe' plsfces flat and cultivated, and «lt others rising

into k Vaiige of high wooded Kills, which vt’eroiostin the distanUe?

But alas ! the inhabitants of this faiV* isle khow not the Hand who
has thus adorned it, nor do they, render thanks ^o the Giver of all

their blessings. May the light of the Sun of Righteousnej^ soon be
shed abroad oyer these lands, ^ ignorant and so penighted

!

While we^'were adfii&ing tHe scenery; the natives' ^fere jgazing at

us. One lad among them carried a writing apparatus arid two books,
in one bf whifch -was the Chinese character' ‘alone, arid iiiUhe'bthet

the sarrie interlined with the Japanese hirakana, the latter apparently

mtendf^ as explanatory of the foVmer ; he said he Was a scholar, but
he could ip6ak' only a feW words of Chirie^'^., ‘ Amorig them were
raany'weirdressed men, a few of whom ^ere very eloquent in their

efforts tO'iuduce ps to return, but' Whpsb speeches Were utterly lost on
us for want of ktbporley.v ‘However/^ k moVe ’pbWerfal argument, the

heat of the sUn, bdriipeHed us to yield 'to their wishes a retrea^

which they, -no doubt, ebnsidered to be' wholly owing to their cogent

reasoning;" The soil here was composed of a stiff marly clay, which
the deW-rendeVei exceedingly si and much caution was neces^

sary in walking." Passing along; 'Wd'’came to sortie tombs, excavat-

ed in the iide of the hill, apparently w'brhs df 'grea'f labor, fef the face

of the rock was full thirty feet high, 'and the Tuaspnry extended over

the greater part ^ *fhe tUihbs were closed; and’ bore no inscriptions.

The rocks overgrown With ivy arid creepers,' the venerable trees

standing arOurtd^^Snd the retired stillness of the spot, combined, with

ltd mournful use, rendered this a solemn place. Continuing our des-

cent intdthe Village, we were struck’ with the regularity of the streets,

bounded on both sides by walls of coral, forming enclosures for the

dwellings. Some, apparently not able to afford a stone wall, had plants

ed bamboo hedges, which were kept trimmed exactly the sizer of the

other; and the alternation of the dark coral and green baml^; partjh

cularly in the vista, was very pretty.

Many females, some of them venerable gray-haired dames, were

collected at the^ entrances of the dwelling-yards and on the tops of the

walls, in order to catch a passing glimpse of us; and there were

number fbllowing in the crowd, Most of the dwellinjgs were substart*

tial structuVes of coral, with liow and then one cf brick, of bnc story,

V. ,
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and with tiled roofs; some were bamboo huts; and all stood back from

the street within the inclosures. But in the extent of the dwellings,

the furniture of the houses, and the means which conduce to the plea-

sure and security of the inmates, the habitations in Lewchew are

far behind the Chinese; yet the regularity of the streets, with trees

overhanging the walls, gave this village an aspect of comfort which
vanished on closer inspection. In many of the yards we saw garden

vegetables cultivated ; and oranges, puinelos, bananas, and pomegra-

nates, were observed. Two.things surprised us, the more so from our

having just come from China ; one wasi that we saw no persons sell-

ing provisions, or hawking articles about the streets with loud cries,

or stationed at the cmrners with a display ofgoods ; and another, there

w^e no dogs barking and yelping in.t>ur ears. Good humor pervaded

all classes; even the village officers talked with vivacity, and unbent
their diguity. Some of them, as well as several of the common peo-

ple, were dignified old men, whose. silvery hair and beards, together

with their loose flowing garments, gave us a favorable idea of the bet-

ter classes. On approaching the boat,, an underling made himself

cuospiciious in clearing the way, by applying hia bamboo rod of office

to the half-clad natives, who appeared to receive his castigations

;very submissively ;, and having opened a passage for us, we left the

beach, the crowd gazing after us as long as we could see them.
At 11 o’clock) Anyah and his associates came on board, ^ bringing

only a small part of the supplies requested. As soon as the' party was
seated, he opened the conversation by saying; that two dajrs before

wc arrived, a foreign vessel bad been obMrved standing in towards
Napa keang, which afterwards, sailed away to the northwest ;

” and
.wished to know if that ship was ours. We told hiin that she was not,

but was probably one we were expecting ; for, from their :description

.of her, she was undoubtedly ,H. B. M. Sloop of war Raleigh, which we
werer to meet in Lewchew. This reply was only the signal for further

iquestioning, and one wrote down, for what purpose do you expect
,lier,|” They were told; that she was an English man-of-war, which
o^ried a friend who was to accompany us to Japan. As was.anti-

oifMted, this answer was a source of considerable uneasiness to the

chiefs, and a long and anxious consultation was the consequence. It

was our previous intention not to tell the Lewchewans of the coming
of the Raleigh, or of our destination, until she should arrive, in order
that no intelligence of our course should reach Japan. They wished
to know her size, number of guns, how kmg she was to stop in port;

&»c., upon which points we satisfi^ them. ’

' But the fact that Napa
keang should be made the rendezvous of two ships of two foreign

nations, and one of them a man-of-war, was inexplicable, and tended
to throw discredit upon our prevbut assertions that we were Ame-
ricans. 1 V V

‘

To change the topic. Dr. Parker noW produced the treatise of Dr.
Pearson on vaccination

» and proposed to inoeuUte some of those on
board. Anyah read the book, explaining .the object as he went along*,

and at last; one< of the chiefs, named Tikalah, consented to receive
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the virus. He sat down and three incisions were made in his arm,
which he ^re very well

;
bat when it was attempted to introduce

Borne of the virus just taken out of a fresh subject, his courage gave
way, and he refused. Some encouraged him to go on, but Anyah,
who had much inOuence over him, threw out suspicions of the baneful
effects which might result from so unusual a proceeding; and T^ika-
lah, with several others, requested to be allowed to take the book on
•bore, that they might more fully understand the subject. Anyah, who
was of a suspicious spirit, and who moreover wished to monojK)liEe all

the dealings with us, endeavored to cut the matter short by saying,

that “ further efforts were needless, as every one in Lewchew had the

smali-pox before he was three years old." This assertion there were
grounds for disbelieving; but Anyah several times did not scruple as

to what he said, if he conld restrain. our intercourse with the people.

We asked him if he could procure us some horses for riding, stating

that captain Beechey, whom he well remembered, had been thus ac-

commodated. He replied, “ The magistrates have issued orders

that none of you gentlemen be allowed to go on shore; captain Bee-
chey did not understand the orders, which was wrong

;
you all under-

stand propriety, and con.sequently do not wish to go ashore." He was
told that it was contrary to the rules of propriety not to return a visit

;

but he reiterated that it was against the lavrs of the land, and we
ought not to go ashore. We replied, that we wished to walk about

for health’s sake, and to see the people and country, and that no hanrm

could possibly arise from giving this permission. Changing the sub-

ject, he wished to know why we were going to Japan ? and why wc
waited for our friend to go with us? On these points we were pretty

well assured that the chiefs were not ignorant, for as soon as the party

came on board, four or five persons went forward and entered into

close conference with the Japanese, and now and then some of them

walked aft, and spoke with those at the table. Our visitors were there-

fore simply told, that we ivere. returning to their homes some ship-

wreclred sailors. Another list of the provisions we wished was given

them; and they soon after took their leave,- manifesting much less

friendliness than the day before. Sweet wine recalled their good

humor in a measure; but the knowledge that two foreign ships were

making Napa keang a place of meeting, when neither had any busi-

ness to stop there, was a source of much solicitude.

In the afternoon, one of the Japanese junks left the harbor, laden

with upwards of peculs of sugar, bound for Satzuma, a port in

Japan, lying about 400 miles N.N-E. from Lewchew. In coming

out, she struck on a reef, but was soon got off without apparent da-

mage, and as she passed the ship, we went in the gig to examine her.

The hull was made of pine, and in its general form resembled a Chi-

nese fast-boat; the bow was sharp, without bowsprit
;

but instead

there was a high beak, like that of an ancient galley, with a fender,

in case she should run stern on. The solitary mast was about 40 feet

high, and supported by a huge forestay, under which hung a yard, in

form like two cones uuited at their bases; this was raised by halliards
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passing over the top of the mast aft to the quarters, where they went
over a sort of windlass, and then round a capstan, below' deck. The
sail was made of very coarse heavy cotton, and the bolts were loosely

laced togetlier with cords, each being four or five inches apart, giving

the sail a singular appearance
;

at the bottom, several ropes secured

it in its proper phice. There was no sternpost, and the open work
permitted us to look directly into the cabin, where at this time the

crew were hoisting sails with 4oud cries. The rudder was about fif-

teen feet long and eight broad, with a. tiller like a spanker boom,
reaching forward nearly to the- mast. The longboat was lashed ath-

wart the vessel near the. bow, the ends projecting over each side about

five feet, placed, one would suppose, in a vqry hazardous manner.
Three or l^r graplings lay on the bows attached to large hawsers;

and a double-headed one was placed .athwart the vessel near the

roast, with the flukes outside, for the purpose of strengthening the

sides. The stern.was high out of water as in the junks of China, and
upon it was her name, hlozauunaJiy painted in large Chinese char-

acters ; upon the bow was a bird rudely carved, and the character

piriy ‘a shore,’ all neatly ornamented with copper, which »here, as in

other parts of the vessel was laid on profusely. The capstan stood in

the cabin, which, like every other part of her, was kept very clean
;
her

sides fell in above the water mark, and she was rudely, though strong-

ly built. The crew numbered about fifteen, one or two of whom
wore the singular leggins seen in Japanese pictures, but most of them
were scantily clad.

Towards evening we went ashore to- view some excavations in the

hills near Banipool
; and in one, which we reached with difficulty,

were a few human bones lying scattered about on the bottom. From
Jiis appearance, we thought these caves were not now, if they had

ever been, used as sepulchres, for out of some near the top of the hill

the natives came to see us. As usual, our landing was a signaffor a

crowd, and although we were at least a mile from Pootsung, the peo-

ple came running ^ong the beach, When we stepped iriio the boat, the

aspect of the multitude was singular, as the eye, glancing over their

heads, everywhere met the shining brass pins which secure the hair.

Leaving them on the beach, we rowed along the reef for more than a

mile, (the coral here, as everywhere in the bay, showing its beautiful

forms ^through the transparent water,) until darkness compelled a

return.

July 14th. This morning, again landed at the pier near the city,

intending to walk as far as the inhabitants would permit. As soon

as we stepped ashore, some officers requested us to be seated on the

wet stones, which the^’ were told was not according to propriety.

Pressing onwards, we took the road to Napa, along the. causey, but our

officious friends put themselves before us in the narrow way, deter-

mined to prevent our progress by laying hold of our arms and dress,

and requesting us to go into a temple .near by. This we did, not

washing to press the matter, and walked about its precints for some
time, looking at the various buildings and garden plats within the
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enclosure, which we ai^emards ascertained were collectively caJled

the hall of the Chinese embassadors, spoken of by p^re Gaubil, and no-
ticed in the July number of the Repository as the teensze kwan. The
whole were in rather a dilapidated condition, most of them' unoccupi-
ed, and>surround^ by a wall of coral. This structure was a work of
some liiagnitude for Lewchew, being defended by a wall with battle^'

ments on the seaward side, in some places built up twenty-five feet

from the marsh. If an inference might be drawn from its present

plight, 1 should say that embassadors had not lodged there very
recently.

^

Resuming our seats in the boat, we pulled tip towards Napa, which
some of the officers seeing,^immediately paddled after its. Passing
several juuks lying secured to the causey, we arrived at a kind m
bay, around which the city is built, and continued on until. the inlet

terminated in a little brook, and the boat stuck fast in the mud. At
this hour it was ebb tide, and people were seen wading about like

leech catchers in the marshy basks: and behind them hills arose on
which were tombs interspersed with cultivation. On the north side,

buildings were seen along the road leading from Napa to Shoody,>^

giving one a favorable idea of the quietude ofthe country
) on the op-

posite side, there 'were few dwellings, and the land was hUly, and but

partially tilled. When we came back, the sides of the bay were lined

with natives, no donbt the greater part of the population, among whom
some tali personages of the better sort beckoned us with their open
fans to go out of the bay ; but we bowed to them and lay on our oars,

viewing the objects before us. -Several large trees were seen high

above the houses, and many of the buildings near the banks were

old and. in ruins. A few coolies were lading a junk with straw

covered boxes, but everybody besides was looking at the ffireigners.

When we reached the pier, we stopped for the officers to oveilake

\i6, and then told them the object of our rowing up the inlet was to

get a sight of their city.
'

Passing out into the bay, we relanded at the foot of Capstan Rock,
and went up the hill into the temple where our predecessors bad been

entertained. The road thither was a wide lawn, paved with coral,

and overgrown with grass ; it led into the yard before the temple,^

through a gateway ;
at Che right band of the yard, a path led through

a flower garden into the centre of a ^oup of houses, and on the left,

turned up the hill. The buildings on the top of the rock were sur-

rounded with a wall, and appeared entirely deserted and falling to

ruins, the inclosure being overgrown with grass. The temple itself

was inhabited by a few disciples of Buidha who kept it in good repair;

and being surrounded with large trees, among which was a very sin-

gular banian with contorted branches : it aflbrds a cool retreat.

Leaving the temple, I strolled over the cemetery, endeavoring to

find the grave of a midshipman who was buried hereabouts by the

crew of the Alceste ; but none of the officers would tell me where it

was, and I searched in vain* The sepulchres are very similar to the

Chinese, bat without any inscription ;
and although some were old-.
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the chuoaiii was ndt overgrown with moss
:
perhaps car.e is taken to

keep them cleaiij as is the ciistoni hi China. Many jippeit^e^.to be

the resting places of faimili'es, judging frorp their size and compart-

ments; and all were so carefully cdiislrucied, that we said the L»ew-

chewans bestowed more pains and expense upon these retreats from
all pain, than would suffice to accomiiiodate many of the living. As
if K>r contrast, several miserable huts, contain frig^inhaiu^^

squalid and t^efched than I had before seen, were soaUered ampng
the leaves. Ascending a hill near by, I enjoyed another jirospect of
the grounds .be^lween Napa and,'Ppotsung

; thopgh an/ipyed by the

yelpir^ of thc'bnly dog we skw during our visit.

On returning to' the temple/ iwb ahcien gigantid idols of red sand-

stone, 80 much ’ weatheir-v^ the sculpture was barely, d^cerni-

ble, were seen occupying two niches ; and several other blpoks of the

same rock lay scattered in the vicinity. We remained in the temple

some time,^examihing^ its stiucture^ inspecting some^^udhistic books
ofprayett in Chinese. endeavoring to purpose a.few^

sippingUba fkhh a Japamied'^^^ 6f Chinese manufacture, pud
ing at the vdrious^ idols, one which was rnade otporcelain, enshrin-

ed in their gloomy rede’sMS. The^ floors were thictly matted, and the

rooms opened into each other by sliding panels, a mode in general

uSe, even- with the external doof^. Apart from the crowd was a

group Of females, apparently afraid tp mingle with the men,-^a fear

well founded, from the rudp usage we in several instances saw them
receive. As we took our'leaye, we could detect a smile of gratqlauon

on the countenances of tho officers; and I am afraid that the exhibi*

tion of restless CuWbsity manifested by us, a disposition natural ip a

strange country, did hot. raise our characters in the estimation of the

quiet liCWchevvahi.
" “

After breakfast, Dt. Parker again returned to the village in order

to recover the treahse on vaccination. He was'ltihdly received and
conducted into the hall of the Chinese embassadors, where was an ol‘d

man wearing a huge pair of spectacles,, .who had copied .the entire

treatise, and wished to kiioW sorhething more about the man ipula,tion.

This was fully shown him and those around, by performing ibd opera-

tion upon his Own drm; he was then supplied with more of the virus,

and vrith' sevferal lancets, #hipb, m connection with, the bqok, /may
enable the old doctor to bCcornO' a great benefactor to his cbuntrymeii.

The interest that pianifesled, aO'd the lunple explanations con-
tained in the tract, led us to hoge that vaccination would become
general in the island.

Soon after the gig returneil, Anyah and his companions arrived,

bringing with them three fine hogs, a couple of goats which were
Odd-Tooking animals, and two or three tubs of water, The old doctor
arid a few persons seeking medical advice came today, to whom such
medicines were admittistefCd aa were i^eemed safe in their' inexperi-.

enced hands; though, before receiving them, they exhibited lauda-

ble caution and desire fully to understand the contents of the papersi

At last, with the aid of Otokitchi, we removed all their doubts, and
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the medicines were carefully packed away in their tobacco-pouches.
Dr. Parker now showed a set of anatomical plates, and paintings ol

surgical operations, to his old friend, who examined them wiih^much
interest, asking a variety of intelligent questions concerning the modes
of operating in surgery. This old man interested us much, and we
regretted that he had not appeared sooner

;
but we could not a^er*

tain whether he was the same person whom Beechey mentions as

having visited his sick men. BetoVe he left, he reqiteked . us to give

him a map of England, but unfortunately there were none on board
to present him. ,

A few more questions were asked concerning the JR-aleigh; but to-

day, the chiefs appeared to- prefer conversing . w)tlV;,,the Japanese,

making several inquiries of them conOerniiig pur.expedition, where
they had been residing, &c.; yet they did not show a veyy deep acquain-

tance With the geography of China; for when I wrote the characters

for Macao, none of them knew, the place. A paper was now handed
to T^kalah and Anyah, in which I had written a few particulars

about our intentions in coining to Napa keang* and desire to, promote

a friendly ftitercour^ with the people; and y^ssured them that they had
not favored these intentions. They assented to the truth of the stater

meht, but said nothing further.
.

Our guests were now invited into the cabin to partake of a few re-

freshments. Some Cologne water was poured into the hand of one,

and while several of them were tasting and smelling, and inquiring its

Uses, it evaporated, to the great Wonder of the holder, who could not

imagine why his hand was so cold. Some, was then, poured on his

head, and the odor and coolness quite delighted him^ and he fccepted

the bottle. The engraviitg of Dr. Colledge, operating,op the, blind,

was exhibited and explained to our Esculapius, who, after looking at

it some minutes, begged it as a gift; and it was presented to him.

While the chiefs Were below, the conlmon people..,were eagerly receiv-

ing specimens of printed calico, with whose gaudy colors they were

much pleased. t

When the party below came pn ^d^ck, we requested to know tlm

value of the provisions ^ey had brought us, at the same time proffer-

ing a handfull of dollars.,^ Anyah said, “we have, neither gold, uor

silver, nor cPpef money ui Lewchew, and we cannot, receiye these;

we give you a.few worthless articles, but we canqqi buy or spjl.” At

ihii irikkii'tV tbe Raleigh froye in sight, and the excitement among the

Japanese arid others ariiazed the poor Lewchewans, who ran to the

sides of the ship to see what was coming. Anyah, not at all disconcert-

ed, turned round, and asked if that was the English ship we expected,

and whether she was going to Japan with usl ^ To these and some

other queries, he was informer} as he had been previoiisly
;
and we

concluded by saying, that we should probably leave the harbor the

next day, intelligence that fnuch delighted him. During all this

time, while his "countrymen around were excited and some rather

alarmed, this man was imperturbed, continuing the conversation as

calmly as if nothing had happened
;
he certainly in many ways and
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at various titnes showed a great superiority to the other chiefs, while

he also frecjuentfy vexed us, either by thwartiog dur wishes or by pre-

reuting our inquiries.
,

We again attempted to remunerate them for their provisions, by

offering a few handkerchiefs, suggesting that they rwere much better,

than the paper ones used in Xewchew, and remarking thai they were
presents and not to be considered as pay. Tdkalah said, “,We cannot
take them, for it will be the same thing as buying and selling.”

Other things were offered, which were likewise rejected
;

Anyah
sayiiig, ** It is against the laws of our country to trade with foreigners^

1 know you would repay us, but we cannot take the Idast article.”

He did, however, accept a pocket dictionary, and all took Mine of the

specimens of calico. One reason which we assigned for this <^ntinu-

ed refusal was, that all our guests were chiefs, and anything received

by one would be known to all, and become a source of trouble to the

owner; and its strangeness would also prevent him from exhibiting or

using it with any degree of safety. ' In one pf their visits we gave
them the flag of the United Slates, which they said they had never

before seen. '
,

'"Oiir observations, when we compared them' with those of other visi-

tors to Lewchew, led us to infer that the novelty of foreign ships Jiaa

worn off; and that the present policy of the government is, to depiiUe

their reception to officers, apjiointed for the business, who are to Sup-

ply them with refreshments, and induce them to depart as soon as

possible; by prohibiting unlimited access to- the people, and restrain-

ing their visits on shore. By this means, e,xperience would be gain-

ed, the officers would acquire a knowledge of the best ways of dealing

with their guests, and thus those excesses which unfortunately have

characterized the intercourse of foreigners with loo many of the isles

of .the Pacific would be prevenied. In this respect the Lew-
chewans have cause to congratulate themselves on their situation;

out of the common tracks of the Pacific, their proximity to the

unsocial empires of China and Japan, united to their own ^stem of
restriction, has been the means of sparing them the visits of some
whom they are ill prepared to resist. The same officers, With some
exceptions, came off to the .ship, each day, and they also waited

on the Raleigh
;
while it was remarked, that, on shore, we hardly

ever saw our visitors. lit heither place, did we see any indica-

tions of official rank on their persorrs
;
and their baton of authori-

ty was usually a fan, or a*’^mall bamboo or rattan in the h^ds of an
attendant. The internal government and institutions of the islands

are modeled after those of China, if we majr bHihve Chow Hwang;
but at present, it is very, evident that JapaOese customs, and influ-

ence obtain the supremacy. The four Japanese from the western
part of Kiusiu,- Wrecked on Luconia, said Lewchew was regarded^

as a dependency of the prince of Satzunia, alnd that he monopolized
all the trade.

The Oommon people around Napa appeared to have a nearly equal

share' of comfort ;
and by their general devotion to agriculture, provide

• OVL. VI. NO v. 29
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a supply 6f necessaries, and escape those extremes of wealth and woe
so strongly contrasted in China. Few or no beggars were seen

; and
w;hen looking at a large crowd, the eye detected few diseased persons,
aud never "rested bn any distorted or cripped objects. Their stature
seldom excebdb^ fire feet, or five. feet three inches.; tlieir limbs were
small, ahd *'thoir whole frames indicated a people little used to hard
wotk. . T^y 'have not b6en teiiipted to exertion by the presentalion
of fdre^n. luxuries; the country affords them food and clothing enough
(of their wants, vrith the addition of a few exchanges from Japan and
China; an^d, ^ wbite.su the case, where is the call for enterprise J

Enlarge tlieir kim^ will be inc^ased, and suc-
cessively importance. Along with
theh simplTciJy, andi as '.some wquld say, happy ignorance, they are
debased by idolatry, and besotted by sin; and until this inouhus is

renioy^d,^^^hatey.er are presented, they will never
rise m, the scale of piv Let the vivifying influences of
our holy religion be .felt, their comforts, their pleasures, their rank
among their' fellow-menV and[ their conditioa |n this life, will be pn*

handed a thousand fpld;^ and in the train of these will follow joy .and
beyond Ih^^^

Agr|culturh^ IS cp the same principles as in China, and
most of thp Jaiibir is done by hand. The fields are very small, sepa-

raM from, eaich other by footpaths; and the seed is planted in rowsr

Indeed, the Lilliputian minuteness with which .the country is subdi-

vided is singular. Great Lewchew contains about 900 square miles,

being 60 long by 15 broad, and'^compiises thirty-five departments, and
upwards of three hundred and fifly smaller districts, which makes the

average size of a district about two square miles and six-tenths.

Two kiiids of millet, sweet potatoes, aiid rice -were the usual crops;

besides which, the country, affords i^l the common garden vegetables,

melons, and many sorts of fruit'^ Sugar forms the chief export.; sod
grass-cloth Is, the common stuff for garments, .thqugh coubn febrics

are abundant; tea. and silk we iVere told did not grow in the islifidi

but this Information was probably incorrect. Seaweed is collected foe

manure, and piles of compost,were observed in various places; irriga-

tion is conducted in a ruder manner, and to a much less extent, thaa

in China,. The agricultural implements are few and simple, a hoe

sharpened with iron, a bill-book, and a.rake, r constitute the piajority ;

and the same simplicity, as far as we saw„,tups through their mech%^
nical arts, iirms we saw none, neither swords, matchlocks, nor

knives ; and we concluded^ that t^ir masters, the Japanese, like the

Philistines when ruling over the Bebrews, had taken away their arms,

and forbade them the use of weapons. The use of metals in any'

manner is limited, and fer hair-pins, pipes, tea-pots, kitchen utensils,

&.C., they are probably indebted ^ Japan and China.

The paucity of domestic animals seemed to us, a remarkable feature

of Lewchew, although most of the kinds found in the neighboring coun-

tries are kfiowp,, . We met one, sm^l white dog, and a few hogs, .bul-

locks, and goats, and knew from others that the island ppeaessds
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horses, asses, ai^d eals
;
]^liry was scarce, and the abseiice of all

these asisociations with domestic life imparted an air ctf emptiness even

to crb'wded streets^ In natural history, we added nothing to the^

observations ipade by the gentlemen of the Blossom. Tht. vegetaWt?

kingdom offered a, limited variety of flowers <uid trees ; and as for

shells, coral^ insects, or fish, we saw few specimens worth preserva-

tion, ahd*fiohe were brought tb, us by the natives. The islands very

likely afford >a coilsiderable divef^ily in all departments of natural

productions,, c^peciafiy^ in Tnsects lind fish, but a residence in the

country is r^ujred to investigate them^

American half-dimes were^e^eHy ‘.received by ‘the peo 'artd one*

man exchanged k handfpl of copper cash, tks'arihg the 'superscrtption

Kwanyung; but 'rnoney Was not plentiful in'Lewchew. Most of

their dealings are piobably carried on by barter ; and, judging from the

list of exports given by Chow Hwang, there is an "extensive trade car-

ried on l^tween this and ‘the surrounding countries. Little faith,

however, is to be put pi these old statements, of the Chinese embassa-
dor at the present day ^ most likely, when he wrote, the amount of the

majority of thecomluoditids-Was barely enough to entitle them to a place

in the ji^.' A few Lewchew junks visit China; one, driven from her

course, arrived at Macao, several years since
;
and Mr. Gutzlaff said^

that he went on board one of their vessels at Fuhehow foo;’ during his

lat^ visit there in the Raleigh. The pattern for huilding junks given

them by Keehluug has been faithfully adhered to, and the superiority

of these to the Japanese model is very obvious. The proximity of Lew-
chew to.China and Japan, and the fact that both of these nations can
meet in its harbors, points it out as posseting peculiar advantages for

mcieasing our intercourse, with thos^ powers. " Make Napa keang
a free port, and junks from the' interjacent coasts ofMantchoh and’Lu-

Cpnia wonld, flock to it, there to seek a market for their produce; and
procure the fabrics of other lands. Tt is, I believe, the only foreign

port where, at present, the vessels of China and Japan can meet. "*Hefe^

they could become mutually acquainted, without standing in ' mutual
fear, and their antipathies and prejudices would gradually wear off by
intimacy and trade. Foireigners, also, could make this an entrepdt

for their commodities, exchanging them for the tea and silks ofChina,
and the'inietals and wares of Japan; and thus develop the resources,

and direct l^e energies, of two empires, too kmg shut 6iit from the com-
munity of nations. Suspicion and prejudice,learned'hy dear^hofight

experience, are the great barriers WHich’^ separate these two countiiies.

from ^eir fellow-meri
;
and, since it wis the miscondnCt of foretgneiT

which closed their ports, it in fairness belongs to the^samc source tb

disabuse them Of their misanthropy. Free trade begets a free inter-

chahge of thought; and with the goods, the civilization and Christik-i'

nity, of foreign nations will extend; and these lands, for so many ybat^

shut out from the genius of universal emancipation, the gospel, will

becoine accessible, by means of this port, and bjhles and tracts can
from here he distributed to the remotest parts of China kiid Japan.

Are these planb visionary t Is not Singapore a ‘ Sufficient witn^ to
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the contrary ? And why not have anothjcr Singapore in this great
Archipelago of the Eastern Pacific? We hope these islands will

receive more attention from those who wish to do good to tfie benight-
ed nations around them. .

The Lewchew group is situated between the 26th and 27th degrees
of north latitude, and between 126“ 50' ayd 128“ 20' east longitude;
comprising an area of about 5000 square miles ; and numbering per-

haps twenty islands, of which Great Lewchew is muph larger than, any
of the others. .Napa keang lies due east of^^uhchow foo in Fuh-
keen about 400 miles, and is nearly that distance S.S.W, of N^gi-
saki in. Japan. Mount Onnodake, rising iO^ feet, is the highest peak
of the range of hills, which runs through the island lengthw,isei ; Mount
Sumar, on which ^t,he capital is built, is 540 feet high. The bluffs

along the beach r^ge from 60 to ICO feet high. Igusicu,br Sugar
loaf Island, is nearly the elevation of Mount Onnodake. We have no
data ofany value from which to estimate the population of these islands,

but, from those we do possess, we should set it down between 60,000
and 80,000. Their language is a dialect of the Japanese, easily under-

stood by the latter people, yet containing more words derived from the

Chinese than that tongue. Chinese is studied for a particular ob-

ject, and apparently by only a small proportion of the higher classes;

for in our walks we met many well dressed persons who knew nothing

of it, while all spoke the Japanese. It may be the case that teachers

come now from China, or perhaps the language is preserved by the

people themselves. ;

There is muc^ confusion among authors who have written on. these

islands with regard to the ‘modes of spelling the names of places.

For instance, the name of the group has been written Lewkew, Lew-
chew, I^qhoo, Liquep^ Licou Kicou, Lequeyo, ^.iquijo, Rio Kio,.

Riuku, and Doo ChoQ, which last is tfie native pronunciation. We
have ajso, for the name of the capital, Showle, Tseuli, Tchoole, Shoo-

dy (native) Cheudi, Shoorai or Slieni. Kin-tching or Kin ching, the
“ Golden city,” is the appellation given to the palace within the walls

of Showle, and not another name for the capital. Napa has been in-

creased to Napa foo, )ylnch is the ‘district of Napa;’ Napa ching, or

‘ city of Napa;’ and more frequently Napa keang, the ‘inlet of N^pa,’

on which it is situated, .^mdng all these authorities it is difficult to

decide, which is preferable
;
perhaps, as a general rule, Chinese pro-

nunciation should. be the^.gpide T^kalah gave us P6 tsun, or

‘ vill^e of Pb,’ for Pootsungl.^nd Hwanteen for Oonting in Port

MefyiTW;; Abbey. Point he called Ya)asah. Concerning many of the

person^,mentioned by captains ijall and Beechey, he knew nptbing
;

Ching Oemchoo, the officer who visKed the Blossom, he said was

dead; Shtafacoo ,was up in the country; Madera, was dead
; and

whoever else was mentioned, was either gone away, or forgotten, or

dead. Tikalab wrote ^is own * name. An^ah’s,. .(who is mojre

properly called Anklng, the yak being the litle of respect, like yayp.

in Chinese,) but the latter, requested him to give no more, thinking,

perhaps, there was too nujeh notoriety already fbr their, good. The
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pictures iiT Beechey’s narj'ative annoyed the chiefs a good ddal, they

were ^ taithfuHy dra\vn, especially the nVan and woman.
July 15th. This morning, we weighed anchor, it being our

intention to lay off and ori just outside of Blossom Rock, until Mr.

(jutzlaff should come/dh board
;
but when we had p^sed the channel,

a ’strong tide tq the southward carried us far out ofour course. Mr.

Gutzlaff came on board about 3 p. m. from the Raleigh,' whose desti-

nation hencC waS for 'the Bon irj islands; and we immediately bore

away, around the south point ofLewchew, for the bay of Y^do. The
account of our reception ;there will be givep in a subsp<|uent number*

Art. II. FHrst annual report of the Morrison Education Society,

fcadt before the general meeting convened in Canton, - Septem-
her 27iA, >1837.

The first annual Meeting of the Society Was held at No. 2, American
Hong, this day, Wednesday, the 27th of September, *1837. Present:
Messrs. Dent* Jerdiqe, Green, Reeves, King, Turner, Lt. Boileau,

Rev. Dr. Parker, Rev; Mr^ Bridgman, Hon., Mr. Drummond, Messrs.
Williams, Moller, Gilman, Schwabe, Cox, Slade^ and Morrison.

The Meeting was Opened by the President of the Society, Mr.
Dent, who said, he considered it unnecessary to enter into any details,

as all the proceedings of the trustees connect^ with' the manage-
ment of the Society were embodied in the report al)out to be read by
the Corresponding Secretary. The other trustees felt a warm inter-

est in all that could tend to promote the objects of the Society
;
but

the chief work had hitherto necessarily devolved on the Corresponding
Secnetary; and he fejt happy tn having this opportunity’ publicly to

express, how willing, anidst his other multifarious duties, that gen-
tleman ever was to bestow talent, and labor, whenever they could be
made useful. This first year had been one of preparation, rather

than of operation ;
but, looking to the great object they had in view,

he trusted they would not be discouraged, that they would imitate

that worthy man, whose name the Society bears; and as a tribute to

whose memory it was established *^\Wio devoted his whole life to ef-

forts to benefit others, arid to thankless -Endeavors for improving Uie
condition of the Chinese.

The"president concluded his remarks by inviting the atfdhti’oh of
the gentlemen of the meeting to the report, which was then read by
Mr. Bridgman.

REPORT.
The selection of. scholars, the, procuring of teachers with means re-

quisite* for giving instruction, and the employment of the same, form
three distinct departments in the great business of education, each
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requiring the constant care nf those wh9,fp charge^, with its direq-
tiou. Oiily partial success cab he expect^, if scholars are not well
chosen, or i/ gc^ teachers, with ample means and opportunity tq em-
ploy them, are not provided. The combinat|on,of ^1 the^ prerequi-
sites, in the best fM^ibie manner, is a desideratum, which, even in

the most favorable circumstances pf the"Ibost enlightened parU qf the
world, remains to be,attained.

,
To ascertain what is the best method

of education— es|>ecially as it regards 'the age at ,, which children
should begin to study, the time, the books, &C./to be employed,— is a
problem yet to be solved.

.
Often has it been necessary (or men, when

entering on the business of life, * to unlearn the errors of early educa-
tion.' There is, throughout all China, a great lack of education, as

well as great defects in that which exists. Its friends, therefore,

have a two-fold object— they must correct that which already is, add
must'supply what' is wanting. Here, as in India,, ** it is just as neces-

sary lo know the extent of the ignorance that prevails where education

is wholly or almost wholly neglected, as to know thevextent of the

acq'uii^ments made where some attention. is puid to if.'*'

' In accordance with these views, and following'the plan wbich’was
laid down in the proceedings of the Society at it^ formation, the

trustees <have now to report what they have done'-^not so much in

efforts to obtain schol/irs,^ and teacheis, and means foT giving instruc-

tion, as in. endeavbHng to a^itain the magnitude of the work to be

accomplished ip< effecting that improvement knd extension of educa-

tion, so much needed imong those who speak the Chinese language.

,
At their first meeting, held January I8th 1837,.iwor letters, which

had been preyiouslytprepared, were, read and approved, and soon after

fbfwardedT-rone^o literary gentlemen long connected with one of the
oldest collegesin the United States of Africa, and the other to the

Secretary of the Btitisb and Foreign School Society in England,

j 5 ,/The. object of the former was to obtain) a teacher, immediately.

The; trustees expressed their wish for a young man, one who will come
directlyitO; Cbina^and who will enter heartily abd unreservedly cbi tbe

vi(ork .of education, Prpvistoh ior his passage out has been obtained

gratuitously;; and^ the assurance given him, that, on his arrival here,

he shall be - prqvided with ar residence and everything necessary to

make the same conveuieut for prosecuting the business of the Societyi

On his arrival, his attention will be imra^iately directed to the study

of the Chinese Haugn^go^ which.must, we suppose, form a principal

obje.n of his attention for fourOf ftve years, and will occupy a consi-

derable portion of bis time 'for. almost another equal period. A few

boys may ^lerhaps at once be taken under his care.

The racquisition.of teachers, properly qualified to give oralriMir^uc-

tiou in thOf native language, aud to prepare- elemeDtary books in the

same, since no such Wks have yet been written, is exceedingly

desirable. In order to accomplish its design, the Society will need to

train up a corps of native teachers. This task is as difficult as it ia

important, and we need" the best foreign makers of the krt to iccbin-

plish it. Without such auxiliaries, Very little progress can be made,
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either in extending or improving education among the Cliinese. The
trustees, therefore, felt bound to lose no time in obtaining a man for

this specific purpose. ^ Should theif first application not prove suc-

cessful, it should be’tenewed and pressed until » leacjief be obtained.

It being deemed desirable to have at leak one gentleman from
England early associated in the department of teaching with one from
the United States, the trustees expressed their desire, in theTetter tp

-the British and Foreign School Society, to know if its directors could

second such a measure and nominate a teacher
;
'andj^in the event of

their doing so, whether they could contribute tb his support. Knowing,
as we do, that .the directors of that noble institution desire to avail of

every good opportunity to further the cause of learning, and that they

have acquired, in various 'yays, during a long series of years, a great

mass of infbrmation respecting alihost every branch of education, we
felt no hesitation in laying before them our plans,' and soliciting there-

on a free expression of their opinion.
.

'

Answers to these letters may be expected early neki ^year. Con-
sidering the gfeat importance of having thorough masters pfeducation
to train native teachers, the trustees solicit, on this subject,^ ah^expres-

sion of the opinion of the members of the Society here convened.
'

'

Five lads are now undet the auspices of the Society . Four of them
are learning both Chinese and English ‘ and one, a child six y'e'ats^ o
is confined, for the current yeat, to (he rudiments of his oWn tongue,^

But for the means afforded by the Society, tliis boy, and one Of tte

others, would probably neyer have been provided !with ihO means
ofedacation;

-

The firtt child whose' name was entered Oii our list ym a beggar.

Forsaken by his parents and elder Wothers, the pOor bey was* lefl- td

wander in the streets, unprovided with food, clothing, or shelter.^ Id
this'fbflorn state, he had ^come so emaciated and weak, thatfeppur^
lb rnedicaT aid was necessary fpr his recovery. 'Even now he sdffefs

from ‘What he endured while a beggar. Jd this port of China^' ih'ere

are fhany such children, who must, unless felieved by * chari^,' ^oW
up in ignorance, or, what has, often happened,, pine and die .l^fbre

reaching the age of manhood. .

Two of these tads are at Singapore, and three in Canton
j
^an^ it is

the wish of the trustees that they be continued in a course of^uca-
tion, until they are well prepared for the ^active duties djT ^ife.

,
^e

wish to see them not only trained up to useful and industrious habhs,
but taught also to be diligent and to earn their own livelihood.. If
possible, we would have them become teachers, and ^thereby support
themselves and benefit Others.

. /
’ '

" To'the little group ofchildren coHecte'd by MfS. 'Guijtlafl^'fp Mkcao,
some aid has beeiS afforded from the funds of the Society, the amount
of whidb will be^ exhibited in a statement frbm the treasure^.. /‘A'c--

cording to the last account, which received only a feW days a^o, the
school contains twenty children. They are-ta'ught in the same man-
ner, and nearly the same lessons,' as children' usually are in ^ primary
English schodis, with the addition of daily tessdns lb reading and
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writiDg Chinese, given by a native teacher. In writing English they
are instructed by a Portuguese master.

This school was commenced on the 30th of September, 1835, with
an attendance of twelve little girls and two boys, under the at^pices
of the Ladies’ Association for the promotion of fernale. education in

India and' the East. The number of pupils has fluctuated from fifteen

to twenty-five or more, the average being about twenty. They have
generally been furnished with clothing, stationary, board, and lodging,

gratuitously. The mgde in wlrich this school is conducted, particu-

larly as it regards the selection of scholars, does not meet entirely the

wishes of the trustees
;

it should be stated, however, that. Mrs. Gutz-
laff has had to encounter great difficulties; but, resolved, as she is, to

persevere, we trust further experience will induce such modifications

and improvements of the system, as to justrty t^t support which it is

one of the objects of this Society to extend to similar establisl^ments.

In the present incipient state of our Society, it seems especially

desirable to' ascertain, as early and as distinctly as possible, the actual

condition of education among the Chinese, both within and without

the empire, in order that we 'may form just conceptions cf what needs

to be done. ? The higher branches of education— those on which
promotion in* the civil service chiefly depends, are regulated by a fixed

code of laws, a digest of which we should like to see given to the

public. By these rules the rank of scholarship is determined at regu-

lar examinations, one of vvhjch is now in progress in the metropolis of

each province of the empirfe, where not less than 100,000 students

are the competitors. Our present concern, however, is with primeo'y

education— a ^subject of vast importance, invoiving several distinct

points of inquiry.

Those who have turned their attention to this subject, and endea-

vored to investigate it, need not be told how difficult it is to gain,

minute and accurate information in China. The whole field. is be-

ydnd the reach of our personal inspection ; and our sources of in for-!*

mation are such, generally^ as cannot be relied on, except with con-

siderable limitations. Uniform as the Chinese are, what is true in

one part of the empire may be wholly- inappiicable to another part.

For the present, therefore, we must be contented with indefinite state*

ments on, many, points, and with miere conjectures on others,— leav-

ing it for future research to corroborate or modify them according as

facts may be developied. .

The pr'incipal topics to which our inquiries have been directed,

we have irranged under eighteen distinct heads, which we will here

enumerate, adding unjfier each the substanc6 of the information alrea-

dy collected. In order to form just ideas of the work to be accom-

ptished, and to have the whole field at once in View, our first inquiry

was directed to the—
1. Population of the empire.

According to tfieir own statistics, the population of the Chinese em-

pire, ill 1812, amounted to 302,447,183 ;
of whom 300,279,897 be-

longed to the eighteen provinces. Allowing an equal population to
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each province, there will be 20,015,550 in that of Cafitoii. But ac-

cording to the census of 1812, this province contained 19,174,030
;

and is, consequently, as the Chinese themselves regard it, in respect

to population, one of the middling provinces. It is divided into fif-

teen departments, which are subdivided into eighty-eight districts.

Kwangchow foo, 'or the department of Canton, contains fourteen of

these districts; to six of which, and those the nearest to us, our inqui-

ries have been chiefly confined: these are Nanhae, Pwanyu, Tung-
kwan, Shuntih, Heangshan, and Sinhwuy. In extent, these dis-

tricts are about equal to the counties in Old and New England.

The first and second include the city of Canton, and large tracts of

country beyond, where the people dwell in communities which they call

A^anjg; these, in their territorial extent, are like the parishes of Eu-
ropean nations, and may be styled townships. Throughout the whole

empire, so far as we have been able to ascertain, the Chinese have

their houses built contiguous to each other in cities, towns, and vil-

lages
;
the first are always, and the latter often, surrounded by walls.

Thus, as they themselves say, the empire has its capital
;
each pro-

vince its metropolis; and each department and district its city or

chief town. All the inhabitants beyond those of cities or chief towns
are collected \iilo hedng

;

of which , there are 180 in the district

of Nanhae, the one in which we live. The number of inhabitants

in each township, according to the Sccqunts given us, varies from

200 to 100,000; ordinarily, however, it ranges between three hundred
and three or four thousands. In' all these districts, the numbers com-
posing the respective families and clans are also different in different

places. How is it possible to slate the exact numbers !

”

2 . Diferent classes of people.

In ancient times the inhabitants were divided into four classes,

namely, scholars, husbandmen, ihechanics, and merchants. These
divisions still exist to a certain extent, though minor subdivisions are

in vogue. Besides those men who are in office, there are two respec-

table and influential classes, styled elders and gentry. The first in-

cludes all the old men, who are “ past service,” being 60 years of
age or upwards. The gentry are the managers of all local public

business, which is not in the hands of officers of the government.
Next to these two honorable classes, are the common people, who are

classed according to their respective occupations, as agriculturists,

gardeners, fishermen, several kinds of mechanics and tradesmen, dtc.;

and lastly, strangers, some uncivilized tribes, and a few but-casts.

All of the latter, and some of the classes of the common people, are

wholly without the means of education.

3 . Proporiton of nudes and females.

On this point the facts hitherto collected are so few, that it would
be premature and unsafe to draw from them any general statements.

It is said, that, in this part of the empire, ninety-five of the men in a
hundred are married

;
and it is well known, that a plurality of wives

is not uncommon
; and yet, so far as our inquiries have extended, the

VOL. VI. NO. V. 30
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number of males exceeds that of the females. In pursuing these in-

quiries in future, it ought to be borne in mind, that no females emigrate
from China. This fact will, in some measure, account for the excess
of females in those places from which many of the men emigrate. In
.order to obtain accurate statistics for elucidatiug this subject, the

following simple mode of inquiry has been suggested to some of our
native friends : take the name of an individual ( where the case

is well known), and mark his residence, age, number of wives, sons,

and daughters, with such additional facts as seem worthy of notice.”

4.

Different kinds of schools.

Schools among the Chinese have assumed a great variety of forms.

We suspect that the ancient divisions, given in the classics, exist only

in books
;
and that modern institutions, both high and low, public and

private, have been greatly modified according to the circumstances

and wants of individuals and communities. The influence of govern-

ment on primary schools, as well as on those of a higher rank, has

been felt
;
but the extent and eflects of such influence remain to be

ascertained.

5.

The number of males able to read.

In Nanhae the people are remarkable for their literary spirit
;
and,

excepting agriculturists, gardeners, fishermen, with those who are

engaged in providing fuel, and the classes before specially excluded,

nearly all the men are able to read
;
and two or three tenths devote

their lives entirely to literary pursuits. In other districts not more
than four or five tenths can read

;
and only one or two in a hundred

are devoted to literary pursuits for life.

6. The number offemales able to read.

There have always been some females able to read
;
but at present

the number is very small, probably not more than one in a hundred

;

in some places the number may be greater and in others less. Among
the most opulent people in Canton, a few schools have been opened,

under the care of tutoresses. The number of pupils in these schools

has usually varied from ten to forty.
** This is delightful and ought

to be recorded.”
7. Age at tohieh scholars enter school.

In ancient times, boys commenced their primary studies at the age

of eight years
;
and at fifteen entered on the study of the higher clas-

sics. Girls, after they reached the age of te^n, were not allowed to

leave their apartments. Children now usually enter school at the age

of seven or eight years. But there is no fixed age; and they may

commence at any time of the year. There is no division into terms

and quarters, succeeded by long vacations, with the exception of new-

year, wheh there is a recess of two or three months. Auspicious

days must always be selected for the children to make their first en-

trance at school.

8.

Primary Books.

The books used for primary education are the Trimetrical and

Thousand Character Classics, a book of odes for children, with parts
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of the Four Books, and Five Classiea. An appropriate set of lessons

have been selected for girls. These books contain a large collection of

moral maxims, and some remarkable sayings of the sages, with which
are blended a variety of mystical dogmas, and a few historical facts.

None of the branches of science, properly so called, enter into any part

of these primary books. They are from beginning to end unfitted for

the minds of children, being, for the most part, hard to understand,

and wholly devoid of topics calculated to awaken interest in the minds

.

of children or to enlarge their understanding.

9

.

Method of teaching.

The method of teaching has, no doubt, been modified by the cha-

racter and style of the books used. When the pupil enters school he
commences learning from the diction of the master, the latter reading,

and the former following, endeavoring to imitate his teacher as per-

fectly as possible. As soon as he is able to read a few lines or sen-

tences, the child is seated by himself and continues the repetition, until

the lesson becomes so familiar that he is able to ‘ back ’ it, i. e. repeat

it with his book behind his back. Book after book is * hacked* in

this manner. In the mean time, lessons are begun in writing. The
Chinese paper, used for this purpose, is so thin, that, perfect copies

being placed beneath it, the pupihean trace the letters with his pencil,

and so take off a facsimile of the copy.' After having pursued this

course for a year or two, and become familiar with the forms of a few
hundreds, or perhaps thousands, of characters, the teacher commences
a course of explanatory lessons, proceeding over the ground already

trod, and explaining, word for word, and phrase after phrase, what has

already been committed to memory.
10

.

Number of years spent at school.

In this particular there is a great diversity. Those who are des-

tined to a literary course, entering at the ordinary period, continue

their studies, with few interruptions, until they have gained the highest

literary honors to which they can attain— if successful, passing

regularly through the degrees of sewtsae^ corresponding to that of ba-

chelor of arts; keujin^ master of arts; tsinsze^ a still higher advance;
and finally to the hanUUy corresponding to, or perhaps a degree high-

er than, our doctofrates. The better course of common education

occupies the student five, six, or seven years
;
others are continued at

their books for three or four years
;
while some remain only a few

months, or at most one or two years. The rich generally give their

sons the advantage of a full course in the study of the classics, with

the opportunity, if they wish it, to compete for literary honors. The
middling classes, of the better sort, usually give their children every

aid in their power. The poor, for the most part, are restricted by
their poverty from giving their children any education, or from con-

tinuing them in school beyond two or three years.

11

.

Hours of study.

The hours of study also vary considerably, being regulated by the

seasons of the year, and other accidental causes. The most common
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hours observed are, from sunrise till ten, when an Imur is allotted for

breakfast; after this, the .studies are resumed and continued until

four or five o’clock, when the pupils disperse for dinner. Sometimes,
in the hot months of summer, they do not reassemble; but more gene-
rally, and always in the winter, they have a lesson in the evening,

commencing at early lamp-lighting, and continuing until nine o’clock.

During all these hours there is very little change or variety in the

studies,— the same book, and often one and the same lesson being

continued from morning until evening. A little relief is occasionally

obtained by reviewing former lessons, and by exercising the pencil

in writing.

' 12. SchooUrootm.

At Peking there are several public buildings, and in the metropolis

of each province there are colleges, with a hall for literary examina-
tions, all belonging to government. But we are not aware that any
houses or school-rooms .are provided by government for primary edu-

cation. In the country, each village, or subdivision of a village, has

its own school-room. Some of the apartments of temples, especially

those dedicated to ancestors, are frequently employed for school-rooms.

One of this description, which stands near the residence of the Siam-

ese tribute-bearers, is about twenty-two feet by eighteen
;
and during

the year has contained thirty-two boys, between the ages of seven and

seventeen. The scholars are not arranged into classes, but are seated

promiscuously, the old and the young together. Each has his own
table, which is about three feet long and one and a half broad, fur-

nished with a drawer and writing apparatus. The boys are seated

on bamboo stools, most of them with their faces' towards the master,

who occupies an elevated seat at one of the corners of the room.

Close by him, on his right, is a tablet with an altar, consecrated to

Confucius and the god of letters. On the whole, the room is a very

poor one, being narrow, close, dark, and low. The boys are tolerably

well clad, and appear neat and cleanly. They all study aloud, raising

their voices to a high key
;
and each recites separately in his own

place, or comes forward to the master’s table. Their master is a

respectable looking man, aged thirty-four years.

13. Number and dwracUr of pupils in the schools.

In common schools the number varies from ten to forty. In pri*

ate establishments the number is smaller, often not being more than

two, three, or four, under the charge of a single master. In the high-

er schools, or colleges, the number sometimes rises to hundreds. As

to the character of the scholars it is not easy to form any correct opi*

nion, without much more extended observation than we have yet

enjoyed. On two points, however, we feel confident that we are safe

in drawing conclusions; 1st, that the natural capacities of Chinese

children are every way equal to those of Europeans ;
and 2d, that the

mental discipline, arising partly from the nature of the books used, and

partly from the method adopted in teaching, is very inferior to that

enjoyed by European children.
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14. Character of teacher*.

Tlie biisin'ess of teaching is rendered honorable, more from its own
nature, than froni the character of th^ teacj^er^ or the things taught.

Not a few seem to have recourse to this (pccupatioh because they can

find no other. A great majority of teachers, in. common schools, are

unsuccessful candidates for literary honors. Having failed at many
successive examinations, and havmg arrived at an age that unfits

them to enter on a mercantile life pr any course of manuanabor, they

turn pedagogues, in which occupation little is expected beyond a good
stock of patience and some tact at governing,

,
Qualifications requi-

site for giving instruction seem to be pf little consideration in the

selection of teachers. Besides prompting the, children in the first

reading of their le.«!sons^ and afterwards hearing them.repeal the same,

the master has only to act the part of a sentinel, and keep good watch
over his charge.

15. Wages of teachers^’

The remuneration of teachers depends' v6ry much on the number
and the wealth of their pupils. ; In $ school of twenty boys, the ave-

rage of a dollar per month from each is regarded as a high rate;

ordinarily they do not obtain more than one half, or two thirds, of that

sum. In some village-schools, pupils obtain tuition for two or three

dollars per annum; while, in private schools, they sometimes pay one,

two, three, or more, hundreds. It is customary, also, for the pupils,

on entering school, and at other stated periods in the year, to make
their master small presents, which cCnsist usually of eatables.

J6. Exandnations.

The examinations of primary schools seem ^o be both informal and
unfrequent. The only examinations which obtain are made by the
masters themselves, and for the sole purpose of ascertaining how much
the pupil has retained in his memory. We are not aware that pa-
rents or friends ever visit the schools in which their children are being
educated. All trial of the boy’s abilities is reserved for the examina-
tions which take place under the direction of the government.

17, Hetoards.

Rewards are frequently given, but seCm not to be of much value or

to have much influeuce. They usually consist of some trifling arti-

cles of writing apparatus, such as pencils, paper, ink, inkstones, &,c>

Sometimes money is given. ‘

18. Purdskments,

Punishments are often and severely inflicted. Neglect in arriving

punctually at school, or in acquiring his lesson in a given time, to-

gether with any kind of misbehavior, renders the pupil liable to

punishment, by reproof, chastisement, or expulsion. Whether the
frequency and severity of the punishments depend most on the cha-
racter and disposition of the master or pupil we cannot tell. Great
severity is highly esteemed by parents, who seem to fear only that •

their boys will not receive their full dues. Among the instruments of
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punishment, the rattan, or a small bamboo, is conspicuous, and is

usually hung in terrorem close by the master’s chair. Its application
is sometimes made before the whole school

;
but oftencr in private,

either in another apartment, or in the school-room after the other
scholars have been aiscflssed. When both the rod and reproof fail

expulsion is the last resort.
^

*

We pass now to give a few particulars respecting the state of edu-
cation among Chinese without the limits of the Empire. At the first

meeting of the trustees it was agreed to send a circular, containing a
series of inquiries, addressed to gentlemen resident imManila, Batavia,
Pinang, Malacca. Singapore, and Bankok. The series of inquiries we
here introduce, hoping that further information may be elicited.

1. What is the proportion of males and females, among the Chinese
TOpulation, in any given place or places, as in a street, village, district, town,
department, provmce, &c.1

2. How many of each are able to readi
3. How many are able to write 1

-

4. -At what age do children commence learning to read and write ?

5* In what manner are they taught ?

6. What are the annual expenses of each scholar 1

7. How many years are children kept at school?

8. What wages, or compensation, do teachers receive per month, or year 1

9. How, and when, are they paid?

10. What are their duties as teachers?

11. What are the modes, and degree, of punishments in the schools ?

12. Are any rewards given to the pupils?

13. If so, what are they? What their effects?

14. What are the daily hours of study?

15. What the manner of recitation?

16. How are scholars examined at the close of a term, or year ?

17. How are the school-rooms fitted up?
18. How many scholars in a room?
19. How are they arranged?

20. What are the Books used?

21. Are there any defects in the system of education ?

Can auy improvements be introduced? If so, what, and how?

From Batavia we have been favored with a document in Chinese,

and a short extract from the governmental returns of population, ex-

hibiting the number of Chinese in the residency of Batavia.

The fact stated above, that no females emigrate from China, should

be here kept in mind. But how far the intermarriages with the natives

of the Archipelago have afifected the Chinese character, we have not

the means of determining. The numbers of Chinese in the residency

of Batavia for the last four years, stand thus

:

Years. Men. Women. Botfs. Girls. Total.

1833 11,370 9,424 5,906 5,160 31,860
1834 12,333 9,751 5,901 5,604 33,589
1835 11,843 9,324 6,119 5,226 32,512
1836 12,363 9,818 6,545 5,823 34,549

Whether the merchants who go annually to Batavia, are included

in this statement, we do not know; probaUy they are not.
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The information contained in the Chinese document seems to have

been collected with much care. We give a free translation of the

whole paper.
“ Having received your commands to make inquiries respecting the

Chinese in Batavia, we immediately and carefully sought for the par-

ticulars, and have ascertained that the number of men is 12,000 ;
of

women 9,000 ;
of boys 6,000 ;

and of girls 5,000
;
giving a total

of 32,000. But this estimate is confined to the city of Batavia, and
does not include those who dwell on the hills in the country, the

number ofwhom we cannot ascertain. Though^the Chinese in Batavia

are numerous, very few are able to read, probably not one in ten.'

And if you wish to obtain teachers, we suppose you would be able to

find only a few tens ainong the whole population.

This neglect of learning among the Chinese may be attributed, in

part, to their love of idleness and aversion to study, which renders

them foolish and blind
;
and, in part, to their poverty, which requires

the children, at an early age, to assist their parents in gaining a liveli-

hood, so that they find no time for study. The state of things being

thus, it is evident that girls can never be taught to read.

“ To your other inquiries, respecting the education of the Chinese
in Batavia, we have prepared a few answers, which are subjoined

;

and we beg you to bestow thereon a glance.
** What is the annual expense of educating Chinese boys in Bata-

via? It is various. Wealthy families, who wish their sons well edu-
cated under good masters, pay from 30 to 100 dollars per annum

;

but the poorest families pay no more than 22 dollars. They are paid
sometimes half yearly, and sometimes oftener

;
there is no uniform

rule.

“What is the daily routine of study? At five o’clock the pupils
enter the school-room to * attack their books,’ and recite their lessons
to the teacher

;
this done they take a new lesson, and continue their

studies till half past seven o’clobk, when they retire t6 breakfast. At
eight, they return to their books

; at ten, they again recite and receive
new lessons. Writing now engages their attention until noon, when
they go for their dinners. They enter the school-room again at one
o’clock, and either resume writing or attend to ah explanatory lesson
from the teacher. At half past two, they all resume theit books, and
continue at them till half past four, when they recite and receive
another lesson for the evening. At half past five the business of the
day clo^s.

“ What compensation do the masters receive ? Sometimes a thou-
sand dollars

;
or perhaps six, eight, or nine hundred, ’The very lewost

wages are four hundred annually.
(?J“ Are any rewards given to the scholars, or punishments inflicted ?

No rewards of money are ever given ,* but sometimes, when the chil-
dren are very intelligent and skillful in composition, the teachers,
pleased vvith their attainments, reward them with presents of paper
and pencils. When the pupils err, they are beaten on their hands
with the bambooj to make thdm reform.
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“Do the scholars undergo any examinations? They are some-
times examined^ by their teachers in writing poetry ; but tliere are no
public literary examinations like those in China.

“ What is the usual number of scholars in a single school, and how
are they arranged? The number varies from ten to thirty; and
sometimes they are seated in two ^ rows, according to seniority

; but
usually they take their seats promiscuously.

,

“ What are the ceremonies observed, and the books used, in the
schools? When the scholar enters the' school-room he must first bow
to Confucius, then to hk master

; and afterwards go directly to his

studies. The Four Books and the Five Classics, with the com-
mentators, and a few other ancient writings, are used as school books
in Batavia.”

We. turn next to Pinang, which is comparatively a new settlement.

According to a census completed in J^ine, 1836, the Chinese popula-
tion was 8,993 ;

the same census gave 2,295 toTrovince Wellesley.
These numbers are supposed to be too low. Most of the people are

frbm Fuhkeen. Considerable numbers of mechanics, however, are

from Canton and its vicinity^ Our correspondent, gives a dark pic-

ture 9f the state, pf education among the Chinese in Pinang. Many
of the men, he says, who can read a few characters, are often unable

to comprehend their meaning. females ca^i read, except a few
girls, who have been taught in schools recently established. “ The
present fem^e-school system— I mea^‘ that at Pinang,— does not

admit of effici^cy., at least, such. is njy most matured opinion. , So
says our correspondent. The details which he proceeds to give are,

for the most part, in good keeping with those from Batavia.. We add

a few particulars. Children enter school between the ages of six and
twelve years, - ai\d follow the ^course usual in their mother country.

Some of the most wealthy send their sops to China to complete their

education. The wages of teachers, aro.much lower than in .B^^via,

being 20 sicca rupees. (about $10) per annum. , :

Two docnments have be,ep sent to us from Malacca ;
one has failed

tp reach us from the otli^r, which w,as intended only to supply the

deficiencies of the .jh>'st, we gather the following particulars ; which

seem to refer exclusively to the primary schools recently estabUshed

by foreigners. o

There are^prChinese m Malac^, about four males to pne female.

The major part of the males are able to read and write.T, They gene-

rally enter school at the age of five or six years, and are Uught on

the interrogative system; and at an annual expense of eight dollars

per annujn.,.; Children are continued in school seven or. eight years.

The teachers are usually paid accords to the number.pf childreiv :

thus for twenty pupils $8 are given, 4ad* dckUar.for every addition of

ten scholai-s
;
they are paid rntmtUy. ..Books, apparel, money, Awi.,

are given as re,wayds^ and theirjf^cis are gpqd^ Pjibhp rebuke in

the presence ofjbe whole school, cdDfin€m.^^i9hasti8einent, and ex-

pulsion, are thepuniahn^enU for conduct.;, At the end of each

week the* scholars are examined m wh4l.uWy^ hay
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that period ;
they are examined, in like manner, at the close of each

term. From thirty to seventy are assembled in a single school, and
^e arranged in classes. * Christian books, composed of short and
e^y sentences, together with the Chinese 'ClasOics,- afe used.

From Singapore, J^ankok^ and Manila^^ no information ^respecting

Uie Chinese schools has yet been received. Full aOeounts, however,

may be expected to reach us soon. f! .

-

We have now presen^d to the Society- all the information, worthy

of notice, which we have been able to collect. A great many more
particolars, however, must be collected before we can gain any very

satisfactory results. It will be desirable, therefore, ito continue and
extend our inquiries, until each and every topic is thoroughly canvas-

sed, and well Understood. •

We close this part of our report, with a short extract from a private

letter, written by Dr. Morrison not many months before his death.,
** In China no poor women can read, and but few of the rich. Clas-

sical studies are not for them; and Chinese novels are often very bad

;

inability to read, therefore, is hb " great loss. Yet to be able to

read and write a domestic letter is of course useful, and even Chi-

nese books would somewhat enlarge the mind
;
but not many of the

millions of celestial females arb so far educated. However,' some
learn, and others are school- mistresses, who teach chiefly needle wprk
and domestic duties. To these general remarks there are some ex-

ceptions. And ladies are occasionally to be found, who are learned

in ancient lore, such as it is^ There are ladies also, whO make verses.

The late governor Yuen of Canton [now member of the cabinet, at

Peking] had a learned daughl^V, who died recently
;

after her death,

his excellency published a hundred of her verses.”

The library has received considerable ^additions during the year.

A convenient rOom has been obtained for it
;
and measures adopted

to open it to the public, which Will he carried into effect as soon as

the catalogue can be printed. The rules for the regulation of the

library, with the conditions on which it ,is opened to the public, will

accompany the catalogue.

AH the books of the library, now amounting to 2310 volumes have

been presented to the Society unsolicited, Mr. Colledge set the ex-

ample, and was followed by Mr. Reeves, both of the gentlemen bring-

ing in large collections of the books, formerly belonging to the mena-

bers of the Hon. East India Company's Factory. The Other donors

are Messrs. Dent, Fox, Blenkin, Morrison’ Moller, Innes, Keating
and Rev. Messrs. Medhurst, Stevens, and Bridgman.

What the books are that now compose this collection may be seen

by inspection, either of the library, or catalogue.’ Since such ge-

nerous contributions have heen made to the library, we trust^it will

continue to receive additions, especially of those books ‘ whfch relate

to this country, and such other standard works as^inay
,

^^^^^

leference.
j ^

VOL. VI, NO. V. 3i
.;o'

••• Hi.:
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With so great and good an object before them, as that Contempla-
ted in the constitution of this Society

^ the trustees feel confident in
the hope, that both its members and its friends abroad will ever, as
occasion may demand, afford all requisite assistance. Our expendi-
ture, though small at present, will necessarily increase as our operations
are extend^. Care will be tajien to state fully, from time to time,^
both what is accomplished and what is needed, and on the considera-
tions thus presented the claims'of this Society must rest.

After the Report had been read, the President explained to the
meeting, that, in consequence of the absence of both the auditors Ap-
pointed at the last meeting, the trustees had requested Messrs. Green
and Cox to act provisionally in their place : it was then moved by
Mr. Reeves, seconded by Mr; Moller, and unanimously resolved :

“ That the provisional appointment of auditors, which has been made by
the trustees, be confirmed by this meeting.”

Some discussion next ensued on one or two of the subjects alluded

to in the report
;
and Lt. Boileau made some remarks on the mode

of conducting schools in India, and obligingly promised, on his return

to Bengal, to communicate to the secretary full details of the general
arrangements of the schools, which he had not then with him.

It was then moved by the Rev. Dr. Parker, .seconded by Mr.
Reeves, and unanimously resolved :

« That the Report which has been now read, be approved and accepted.”

Some further conversation having arisen, on the subject of schools,

and it having been asked, whether schools might not be established at

Canton and Macao, under the care of native tutors, objection was
made to such a measm^e, on the ground of the utter inefficiency of
such native tutors as are at present procurable. In enforcing this

objection,

—

Dr. Parker, who was just recovering from illness, rose, and ad-

dressed the meeting in the following terms

:

** I want strength, Mr. President, rather than inclination, to ex-

press a few of the sentiments which the occasion and report irresis-

tibly awaken.^ There are several facts, sir, which require to be

strongly impressed upon our minds. The Society is exposed to ani-

madversion, because it cannot immediately display the fruits of its

labors. But the peculiarity of its circumstances should be kept in

view. No similar institution in the world is like it, in the obstacles

to be encountered at its commencement. An immense work of pre-

paration must precede its successful operation. You must half cir-

cumnavigate the globe to obtain the men who are to become your

agents in instruction
;
and then, in the words of the report, ‘ four or five

years of close application to the language will be necessary,’ before they

will be prepared for efficient action. This may seem disheartening.

But it is a universal law, that cause must equal effect. The object of

the Society is vast. The foundation must be deep and broad to sup-
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port the superstructure you hope toetect; and much forethought, toil,

and patience, are indispensable. By laying a broad basis, you will

create confidence among, and secure cooperation from, the wise and

benevolent abroad. They will perceive that it is not an ephemeral

thing, but a concern that reaches forward far into the future^ and is

worthy of their patronage.

The mind is overwhelmed in the contemplation of the results

which this Society is capable of effecting. Take, if you please, the

case of the little beggar mentioned in the report : contrast his pre*

sent prospects with his former condition. Think ornie little sufferer

dwindling away for a fetv weeks or months, and perishing in the

streets
;
then look forward and behold the man he is capable of be-

coming under the auspices of your Society. This is a smgle case.

Multiply this unit by the millions of children, within and without the

empire, whose education you contemplate,— and how great is the

aggregate of good to be accomplished ! In the mbments of calm re-

flection, when the mind revolves the various objects of virtue and
philanthropy, some may equal, but few will surpass, in desirableness

or moral grandeur, the Morrison Education Society.
** Happy allusion has been made to him whose name the Society

bears. We love to dwell upon, his memory ; and upon what he, an
individual, under God, accomplished, by system, diligence, and pa-

tient perseverance. The allusion involuntarily carried my mind back
to an early period in his history. 1 seemed to see him pursuing his

studies in a * godown ’— with the large volumes of a commentary on the

Bible screening his lamp from the wind— and thus poring over the

language which he afterwards so successfully acquired, and the know*
ledge of which has rendefed him a blessing to so vast a portion of his

fellowmen. It is, sir, this spirit of perseverance— nothing daunted by
difficulties, and the pure and exalted motives, which characterized

that mail, that this Society ought to imbibe. Without these, it is un-

worthy ofits name. With them, under the divine blessing, it will

surely succeed.
** How commercial and political changes may affect this and kin-

dred institutions in China, none can foretell. Everything, however,
at present, encourages us onward. Death, has it is true been among
us; at this, our first anniversary, we are reminded, that one of the

original members of the Society, one whose valued counsel and varied

cooperation would ever have been cheerfully given, had his life been
spared, will me^t us no more. 1 allude to the Rev. Mr. Stevens.

.

“ Notwithstanding the obstacles met with (to which a bare allusion

is sufficient— for they are familiar to, and appreciated by, the Socie-

ty), satisfactory progress has marked thi^ first year of the Morrison
Education Society's existence. The men on whom the labor has
devolved— the trustees— hold no sinecure. They have otherwise

full occupation for their time andT talents
;
and yet resolutions formed

by them have been executed, correspondence has been attended to,

and statistics have been collected, as is fully shown by the report

that has this morning been read.
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No particular sect or natjon is here brought together for a subor-
dinate end

; but we behold a converging of accordant minds to the
great object of educating, ‘ according to the best systems of Christen-
dom/ the myriads of the present, and millions of future, generatioDB
of the youth of this empire.’’ .

The members present then proceeded to elect by ballot the office-

bearers for the ensuing year. The following gentlemen were elect-

ed : trustees; president, Lancelot Dent, esq.;^^ vice-president J. C.
Green, esq.; treasurer, William Jardine, esq,; corresponding secre-

tary, Rev. E. C. Bridgman
; recording .secretary, J, R^bt. Morrison,

esq.: auditorsj R. Turner esq., and C. W. King, esq.

After the ballot, the business of the anniversary being finished, the

meeting was immediately dissolved,

Art. III. Relations of England towards China; her consequent

duty to extejid a knowledge of China has been neglected; Dr.
"
'Morrison's Chinese Library; the Anglo-Chinese College; what
remains to be done. •

Of all the foreign nations holding intercourse with China, England
has long occupied the first place, whether we regard her in a commer-
cial or in a political point of yiew. Holland and France each send
forth to China three or four ships annually

;
to which Java adds a few

more, under the Dutch flag. Hamburg and Denmark have each ge-

nerally one ship in the seas of China. Prussia sends a vessel about

once' in two years.
.
The direct trade between Portugal and Macao

18 scarcely greater than that of France ;
the trade between the Por-

tuguese and Spanish colonies and Macao is conducted by less than

{went/ Portuguese vessels, mostly of light draft, with a trilling addi-

'tion‘"of still smaller Spanish vessels from Manila. The trade of the

United States is carried on in about fifty vessels, averaging not above

500 or 600 tons each
;
and even of these many reach China direct

from England,,, But the English trade, even in the time of the Com-
pan

3
^’s exclusive commerce, employed every year no less than twenty

large ships of 1300 oi;- 1400 tons, from England, with more than an

equal number ships in the Indian trade, averaging 700 and 800
tons; besides.,occasional visitanta from the Indian ports, and from

Pinang and Singapore. Since the opening of the trade, although the

number of very large ships has been m»’ch reduced, yet the whole

number of vessels has increased in a much greater ratio. In the year

^nding June 30th 1837, no less than 150 English vessels visited Chi-

na. Looking at the value of the English trade, as compared with

that of any other country, the disproportion is still greater. For the
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year ending June 3Uth 1837, the value of imports by British vessels

amounted to 34^ millions of dollars, of exports to about 30 millions.

The value of the other trade We are not at present able to state,

except that conducted in American vessels during the same period,

which gives of imports about $3,500,000, and of exports $7,800,000.

If we view the English relations with China in a political light, her

only rival for superiority -over all other nations is Russia. France,

before the revolution, held, by her missionary^emissaries, those parti-

cularly of the school of Loyola, a pbsition that might have been made
highly advantageous. The revolution, however, having removed from

these missionaries the royal countenance and support, thatposition was

soon lost, and has never since been hVen in part regained. We have

only then to compare the situation of England with that of Russia.

The latter country, shut out from all maritime intercourse with

China, has access at one point alone, Kiachta. Her intercourse from

this place with Peking is almost wholly of a commercial nature. Her
school at Peking, in which are four priests and six scholars, is under

strict surveillance; and a decennial change of persons prevents indi-

viduals, who at their first arrival are wholly ignorant of the language^"

of the country, from forming any intimate connections among the

people. The Russian and Chinese empires are, it is true, for a very

long space conterminous ;
but high mountains divide them from each

other along the greater part of the length ;
and in every direction, an

elevated sandy desert separates Russia from the cultivated and popu-

lous provinces of China proper. Russia now stands in the same posi-

tion in relation to China that she did a century ago.

England, on the other hand, is daily drawing nearer and nearer to

the Chinese frontier. In the Straits of Malacca, the British posses-

sions in the immediate neighborhood of China are extensively colo-

nized by Chinese. In Burmah, a friendly state, daily yielding itself

to British influence, we find no barrier but that of military posts be-

tween her fields and those of China. In the southeast of A's^m, a
small portion pf Burman territory alone separates us from the pro-

vince of Yunnan
;

at Mainkhon, within eight days’ journey of Sadiya
(the eastern capital of A's^m), we already find Chinese settlers, and
these will very soon spread themselves farther north, into A's^m itself.

On the north-east of Sadiya, a few wild tribes (whose mutual conten-
tions are from time to time compelling some of them to place them-
selves under British protection) alone separate us from the province
of Szecbuen, distant from 120 to 150 miles. But^n on the northwest
of A's^m, is in part possessed by the Chinese. Nipdl, a friendly

state, at whose court the English have a political resident, and whose
monarch is in great measure awake to the value and importance of
European science, has for many years been reckoned among the tri-

butaries of China. And to the north-west of this country, a morning’s
ride out of the British territories brings one into immediate contact
with the Chinese military posts on the Tibetan frontier. These are
very modern and still progressive approaches to the frontier of China

;

they are approaches made at many distinct points; and are hence the
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more calculated to arouse the suspicious of a haughty and repulsive,

but feeble government And surely it is imperative on the British

government to put itself in a position, by means of trustworthy and re-

sponsible officers, acquainted with the people »and their language, to

smooth off ail such jealousies, and: at the same time to gain every
possible advantage in regard to mutual intercourse. Surely it behoves
her, in her Straits’ colonies, to have officers^ acquainted with the lan-

guage and habits, the customs and the prejudices, of a people, who
phomise erelong to e.xceed all other natives in numbers, as much as

they now do in enterprize and industry. Nor, holding such a position

.as England now holds in the view of the Chinese, does it less behove
her to appear, through her functionaries in this country, in her true

and proper character (would that that character were never even in

these days tarnished), as a great, an intelligent, a powerful, and at the

same time a generous, and forbearing nation.

But while England stands thus preeminent among the nations, in

her commercial and political relations towards China, how greatly

has she. allowed other nations to excel her in endeavors to attain a

‘^^w^owledge of the people, and of the language of the people, with whom
she may so soon be brought into close, or it may be hostile, contact!

Russia has her school at Peking, which has as yet, however, produc-

ed little that the world has been permitted to see. France has her

Chinese library, and has long had a professor of the Chinese and
Tartar languages. Prussia, that sends a single ship to China once in

two years, has her Chinese library and professor. Yea, even Bavaria

supports a Chinese professor, at the university of Tvlunich. But the

English goveinment has neither of its own accord done anything

for Chinese literature, nor' has it afforded, even when earnestly ajv

plied to, the least countenance to .the strenuous efforts made by pri-

vate individuals, to give facilities for acquiring a knowledge ofChinese

without the necessity of a distant voyage. The East India Company,

which has until very lately stood in the place of the British govern-

ment here, and which still does so in India, has done a little for

Chinese literature. With the single and striking exception, however,

of its munificent support of Dr. Morrison’s lexicographic and other

literary labors, it has acted at all times with anything but liberality

towards efforts for the extension of a knowledge of China, and has

shown itself wholly wanting in any due appreciation of the value of

such knowledge to its own political interests. We do not risk these

assertions in regard either to the British government, or to the East

India Company, without having it in our power to bring forward

abundant facts in proof of them. These, however, are mostly well

known, and one only need here be more particularly alluded to. In

1824, Dr. Morrison conveyed to Ehigland a large and valuable Chi-

nese library, collected by him when commencing his lexicographic

labors ;
and this library it was his purpose to present to any literary

institution that would^ establLsh a Chinese school or professorship.

His efforts to effect such an object were, however, fruitless : the

needful interest in Chinese literature did not exist; and the govern-
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ment, when applied to» declined making any attempt to create it;

and even a remission of duties ou the books was refused !

We have now, however, the pleasure to r^c6rd, tl .4t the attempt

in which Dr. Morrison failed, and in which the ‘British govern-

ment declined its aid, is about to be ^ain made by a few private

individuals, friends to the memory* of the deceased Chinese scholar

and philanthropist. Before proceeding briefly ta point out what steps

may at once be taken by the British government, whether at home or

in India, for extending a knowledge of China,.we will here subjoin

the prospectus that has been issued by the individuals who have inter-

ested themselves with regard to this library.

The late Rev. Dr. Morrison, ih the year 1824, brought td England a collection

of Chinese books, in every branch Of the literature of that nation, which he had
obtained by great preseverance, and at an expense of about jb2,000.

It consists of about 900 distinct works, occupying (according to the manner of
the country), nearly 10,000 volumes, and forming, undoubtedly, the most com-
plete library of Chinese literature to be found in Europe. ^

His design, in bringing this library to England, was to offer it as a free gift to

his country, provided it could be rendered the means of introducing info it the

study, and of establishing, in one of its seats of literature, a school for the cultiva-

tion of the Chinese language.

Not meeting with encouragement in thia primary design, he projected a society

under the title of * Language institution,’ to whose apartments in Bartlett^s builch

ings the library was transferred. The object of the institution was to give instruc-

tion to all persons de.sirous of obtaining a knowledge of the Chinese and other
oriental languages : and gratuitously to such as intended to devote their jattain-

meots to the propagation of Christianity. Dr. Morrison himself attended at stated

hours, and gave instractions in Chinese to several pupils.

After his return to China the institution languished, and at length was closed.

The library, according to the doctor’s direction, was placed, under the care of
trustees, in the house of the London Missionary Society, where it still remain^
The trustees have since made several efforts to dispose of it to the government,
-and other public bodies, in their own country, but without success. In the mean
time the attention of the professor of Chinese in the college of Franco havingbeen
attracted to it, and a catalogue granted, overtures of purchase for the royal libra*

ry of Paris were mgde, on the communication of whieh to the doctor, he declar-

ed it to be his determination that it should not be sent out of England.
In consequence of the death of Dr. Morrison, and the inadequate provision

which is found for the support of his widow' and seven children,—.five under the
age of ten years (and one only, his eldest son, provided for), Jt becomes impera-
tive that this unique collection of Chinese literary productions should be rendered
available to the better support of his family, and the education and future esta-

blishment of his children. To give effect to this interesting measure, by inviting

an extended and liberal subscription for the purchase of the library, is the object

of the present address.

It would derogate from the honor of the country, to doubt that a plan, intended
to express public esteem for the memory, and benevolent feeling towards the fa-

mily, of a man, whose name, whether he is regarded as the founder of the Anglo-
Chinese College, the compiler of his great Chinese and English dictionary, the

chief translator of the Holy Scriptures into Chinese, or for many years the able

servant of the East India Company, as Chinese translator to their factory at Can-
ton,— presents so many claims to the esteem of his countrymen, will meet with
their cordial support. •

From Dr. Morrison’s original intention in bringing this library to England, it is

concluded that a destination of it, which shall render it instrumental in promoting
the study of the Chinese language in Great Britain, will erect the best monument
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to his memory, and accomplish bis patriotic desire thereby to confer an important
benefit U|X)ii his country.

^
With this view, the friends oftbe deceased, who have undertaken to conduct the

measure no^w sill^itted to public attention, beg respectfully to recommend; that,
as the library will be obtained by voluntary donation,-the trustees of the fund
shall be authorized to pr^nt it, as a gift, to^one of the most eminent IKerary iusti-
tidlonsoftiie metropolis, the directors of which shall be willing to institute a Pro-
fessorship of Uie Chinese Language- The incraased interest which recent politi-
cal events have gu en to the vast and important regions of the globe, over which
that language and its cognate- dialects prevail, seems to inVlte Great Britain, at
this crisis, to the honor as. well as the advairtages- of adopting a measure which,
together with other jjnportant results, may yield fadiihies to the formation of fu^
ture relations belween ihe Chinese and Briti^ nations.

These views are submitted to the considerafion of the public, in the confidence
that they will meet with the concurrence and support of Englishmen of all ranks,
jithome^ abroad, who feel it an honor done to their country, when unassum-
ing merit, aod disinterested laboi^ for the goo4 of mankind, meet from it a sure,
(hough it may only be a posthumous reward.

’

The following gentLemeu have consented to become trustees of the fund to be
raised, until the library shall be legally conveyed to the institution which shall
accede to the proposed terms.

, . ’.h.Sir George Thomas Staunton, Bart
, , ft . ' . Samuel Mills, Esq.

r ., n.JcWiiliain Alers Haokey, Esq.

.

Heartily do we wish these gcDtlemen the fullest suceess in their

undertaking. Should they succeed (and that they will we can hardly

for a oioment doubt), England, though not the British government,
will hare cleared herself from the stain that now rests upon her for

her. gross neglect of China. All will have been done that can at this

moment be effected in England itself.

Even when this has been accomplished in England, however, nei-

ther the Home nor the Indian government will be thereby excused

from duties still resting upon them. The Anglo-Chinese College at

Malacca, founded by Dr. Morrison, was mainly established, and for

some years wholly conducted, in dependence on private liberality.

But it is contrary altogether to the course of human nature, to conti-

nue liberal to a distant institution, which is not open to the personal

inspection of its supporters, and which necessarily can show but little

difference from one year to another, unless it be in the greater or

smaller number of its pupils, or the more or less encouraging slate of

its funds. Hence the means of the college became reduced;. and

mortality and illness among those in charge of it were at the same

time greatly against its prosperity. The former difficulty was in some

measure removed, by a grant from the Straits’ government of 8100
monthly ,

and when this was soon after withdrawn, it was replaced

by a similar grant from the factory in China, which is still continued

(we are happy in being able for once to accord praise) by the British

government. The latter difficulty was not so easily removeable, and

the conseqiieifce has been, that the ‘ college ’ has never been able to

rise above the character it had at first to assume, that of a merely

elementary school. More ample funds, however, by enabling it to

retain around it a greater number of instructors, would remove this

difficulty, by providing against unexpected illness or death. We
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deem it the undoubted duty of both the Home and the Indian gov-

ernments to see that its funds are so increased, and so applied
;
and

to encourage, by all means in their power, the acquisition by English-

men of the language and dialects of China, as well as of a thorouglr

insight into the habits and manners of the Chinese. For enabling

them to make these acquisitions, the Anglo-Chinese College, liberally

supported, would afford the greatest facilities. British officers in Bur-

mah, A^sim, Nipdl, 6lc., should have about them those who have
made these acquisitions : so should officers also in the Straits of Ma-
lacca, where, at every station, multitudes of Chinese are settled in the

country : and none will for a moment doubt that the superintendents

of trade in China should have iv in their power immediately to replace

a translator, in case of the occurrence of any of those numerous ca-

sualties which flesh is heir to. Is death or permanent illness so im-

probable an event, that the British government should not take some
steps for having successors in the Chinese department to those who
are now serving in it 7

We will merely add that these remarks apply in a lesser degree to

the other side of the Atlantic, so far at least as coiiimercisd relations

are concerned. And here we regret that we should have to mention
a parallel case of illiberality to that of the British government in regard

to Dr. Morrison’s library. A few years since, a large collection of
articles, illustrative of Chinese habits, and of Chinese arts and natural

history, was carried from hence to the United States; and these are

now, or lately were, mouldering in the custom-house, because the

duty could not be remitted, even to allow them> to he placed in a
public room, for the benefit and amusement of the proprietor’s lellow-

townsmen ! o

Since writing the above, we have learned, that the Chinese library

is now in the University College, London, and that a professor of Chi-
nese has been appointed for a period of five years.

Art. IV. Grammaire Turke; par AHhur Lumhy Davids, memhre
de la SociitS Asidtique de Paris, Traduite dt VAnglais
par Madame Sarah Davids, mire ae Vauteur. London, 1836. .

While the preceding article was passing through the press, a cor-

respondent put into our hands a short extraoHrom the Foreign Quar-
terly Review, with some remarks of his own— bearing directly on the

subject, which we have just had under consideration. The extract

is from a review of the work, the title of which we have given alx)ve.

The reviewer speaks in high terms of the grammar, and of its author,

•a youth of twenty, who, to the honor and disgrace of our literature,

and endowed societies be it spoken, is our sole champion in Turkish
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lore.’ In the paragraph froip which out Correspondent has made his

quotation, the reviewer is speaking of those eastern ‘ tribes ’ from
which the Turkish power is descended, and which yet wander through
the wide plains of Central Ai^>>^ahd the northern parts pf the Chi-
nese empire; He says—
M To Europe their existence is scarcely known; to PVance alone,, and ;her

science-seeking sons,^heir language has,, been an, d^ct pf. curiosity
} whiln

to England, whose interest is connected with theirs, mr these last are but the
steps to our eastern throne, the one and the. other are a tabula rasa ; neither

national pride, rivalship, nor palpable inferiority, have roused us to. emulate*
our active neighbors in thre field. Pc' Chti^^Sj Visdeldu^ and R&rmixa have
no competition to fear from English inquiry. History, ard^iquity, science,

language, policy, all here are, abandoned to the Gaul or the:Muscovite. The
interests we should, consult, and the ties we should form, to balance the desert-

tribes against their and our barbarian enemy, aie beyond the sphere of an En-

§
lish vision^: we prate of histbiy, and disife^d its sources : of philology,

erive it from 'derivation
;
of science, yet shun its research! nobleman U

martyredfor some chests ^ tea at Mocuo/'k soldier cairiessteam to the Indus
but the great wall and the Himinalaya are the boundaries of trtfde, and suf-

fice, therefore^'to bar our -scientific and political vision of Tartary, shut np as

before in the * happy valley * of ignorance i The Foreign Quarterly Review^

ISo, 35,p. 228.
.

‘

. With reference to this quotation, A Free Trader-^-and-one of the

oldest residents in Canton, a British siibject, whose sentiments^ are

not peculiar to .himself— thus , remarks; in his note

:

“ It is with shame, that any English geutleinan can allude to the

fact, that, while his government is annually drawing ^,000,000 of

revenue from China* yet her statestnea and tainisters, are more igitorant

of.the polidyv teropecj » fiearsy. .and resources of that vast country than

any book-student at Paris 1 And joined to this disgraceful ignofAYtoc is

attached the usual concomitant of ignorance, a heartless obstinacy to

all appeal by practical men, setting aside as waste paper their respect-

ful petitions, ufttil the evil itself is on them ! «* I believe this conduct to

be but in accordance with the nature of place-men
;
but how the

good sense of the English, as a body, has submitted to such usage on

the part of theilr public servants is to me unaccountable.
~ Your’s, ' A Free Trader.”

i 'I't -
. . -

Airt?. V. Burmoik: British relations with that eduntr^ ; travels in

the interior ^aMrig^ 8i n^af Astm dha 'towa^

Chinese frontier ; revolution in the government.'

Burmah is a country destined, if we ‘mistake not, to form pne of tlie

bonds of connePtion, ndw tisihg info existence, betweeh British India

and China. A British resident has, tor several yeprs past,' been sta-

tioned at the court of 1^'va; and, though regarded with no cordial
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feedings, has been graduaHy gaihing influence ih the counsels of the

nation. Last year the Blirman government was induced to take mea-
sures to suppress the marauding incursions of its tributary Singphos

into A^s^rn, and permitted the commander of colonel Buhiey’s guard,

captain Hannay, to accompany the officers who, for this purpose,

were sent to the frontier. Mr. ^Griffith, an officer -of high attatnmehts

in botany and other branches of naturaf science, was engaged, previ-

ously to March last, in researches among the Singphos^and other wild

tribes on the frontier of A'shin; In ihe early part of that month, he

joined Mr. BayfreW^ assfetant to the resident at A'va, who had come
with a Burman officer of rank to the- Patkab range of mountain^,

which forms the boundary between ihd Borman territories and the

British province of ‘A's4m
;
and Mr. Bayfield and Mr. Griffith then re-

turned to A^v a by the same route as bad previously been traveled by

captain Hanriay. A journey has also been peinformed, lately, by cap-

tain Macleod, assistant to the commissioner in Tenasserim;' towards

the Chinese frontiers, through portions of the Siamese and Burman
territories respecting which we have ’not hitherto possessed any ac-

curate intelligence. >«

' Situated as Burmati is in regard* to China, we cannot refuse to take

an 'interest in her c^cems, and particularly in her political and soci-

al revolutions. A revolution of the former kind has lately been effect-

ed, which, though it threatened, at one time, a fong course of fcf»t7

ccHttentiOnj * has -concluded, without a battlef and almost without

bloodshed, in ^the removaltbfthe old king and the establishment of his

brothcribifthe throne of Alompra. The fullest, and apparently most
correct; 'detaifs of the origin and events of this revolution are contain-

ed in the Bengal Htifkaru of the i4th JandT5th of July. The Jjrin-

<cipal individuals who have figured in the drama are, a brother 6f the

exiking, prince Tharwiadi; his sister the princess of Pagdn; the

kirtg’s favorite queen, a woman of low origin," daughter' of the govern-

or of a-jail^' and hep brother^ Who brijoyed the title of Menthagi, or

great prince. The' king himself, his sori' by ahother queen, and' his

other brothers, of whom there are several tiesides Thar'dwadi, have not

been actors, but mere pageants in the scene. The' king has Offered
under mental debility since the year 1831, and’ being thereby incapa-
citated for the business of government, the power has been assumed
by the qaoOn and her brother, in whose hands the king has been a

mere instrument. The king’s son, although df-age and therefore

entitled to the rank of ain-y-meng, croWU prince, or heir to the

throne, has not been admitted to it; and he, in common with his

uncles and aunts, has, since 1831, been prevented frbm qver seeing
his father:-'

'

*

. /
v

’

The brothers and sisters of the kirtg, althoilgh they' Had %‘ee'n sub-
jected to many insults, yet bad met With no violence from Menthagl,
until the night of the 21sP 6f February last, when ‘th,e house of the
princess of Pagan was surrounded by armed men, sent to search for

one Ngi^b, an alleged agent, of the prince Thafdwadi. The princess
escaped from her Own to her brother’s house

;
and) although the bro-
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ther solemnly denied all knowledge of Ngiye’s place of concealment,
his house was similarly invested oa the 24th. His people fired on
and dispersed the party sent to search ; and, while Menthagi and the

queen, terrified by the reports of the fugitives, were, with fear and
trembling, awaiting his appearance at the palace, he effected a peace-
ful retreat to Tsagain, a town on the opposite side of the Iriwadj.
While the dominant party had at their command 4000 or 5000 troops,

the prince had not as many hundreds. As soon as his departure was
discovered, his house was forthwith plundered; and his sister, the

princess of Pag^n, was imprisoned and loaded with irons. As an
excuse for this conduct, it was alleged by Menthagi and the queen,
that they had long known it to be Thar^wadl’s purpose to usurp the

throne. In this there is little of verisimilitude
;
nor does there seem

to be any reason to suppose, that such a purpose was entertained by

prince Tharawadi,- until from Tsagain he had removed to Moutshobo,
the birth place of Aloinpra, distant about thirty miles from A"va. At
Moutshobo, many of the people resorted to him. After having acted

for sometime solely on the defensive, he at length began to act of-

fensively, and shortly became master of several large and well-garri-

soned towns. At this period, the British resident endeavored to

induce Menth.ngl to propose an amicable arrangement; but all was
in vain until they were driven to the last extremity, when, having

at length communicated the state of affairs to .the king, the whole
court applied to the British resident to intermediate. It was now,
however, loo lat^. Although the resident, at very considerable per-

sonal risk, proceeded to Thar^wadi’s, camp, and, as it is said, obtain-

ed from the prince a solemn promise to spare life, yet he could not

induce him to listen to any terms short of absolute submission. The
result was that the Menthagi and twelye ministers,yielded themselves

up to TharawadPs eldest son, commanding at Tsagain,— the king
and queen were separated,— and the prince’s second son was sent to

take charge of \he palace. On the 9th April, prince Tharawadi,
h.mself reached Tsagkin, and shortly after the British resident had
an interview with him, at the prince’s own desire. Flushed with suc-

ces.s, the prince now seemed little disposed to listen to any remon-
strance^ or even to adhere to his promises : on the 20th, however, he
yielded so far as to release several state prisoners, giving them their

freedom, but leaving them utterly destitute. Some of the most obnox-

ious were executed with great cruelty. The prince does not appear

to have taken up his abode in A'va, to which place he has a super-

stitious aversion, he talks of deserting it for Moutshobo, a place twenty

miles distant from the river, and in no respect fitted to become the

capital. Others say that ‘ Kyouk-myoung"’ is to be the new capital.

We do not know whether to regard these two accounts as contradic-

tory, or to consider the two names common to the same place.

Since the above was written, reports have reached us of an anti-

.^jipated war between the British government and Burmah, the new
king, excited with his easy success, being vain enough to hope, that

he can wrest the conquered provinces of Arracau from British power.
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We trust this is not the case
;

for we desire to see the influence of

western powers in the east depending on their superior knowledge,

rather than on‘their superior prowess in arms. If, however, war
breaks out, the eflect of jt will be to bring the British posts still nearer

to those of China, towards the-froiitier of Yunnan.

Art. VI. Practical lessons in sacrificial rites
^
given at the pvhUc

literary hall in the department of Kwangelww, by two professors

from the Board of Rites in Peking, under the direction of the

commissioner of territory and finance.

The present incumbent in the office of pooching sze, the head of the

territorial and financia) branch of the provincial government, caused

no small consternation among gamblers, and others of like occupation,

on his arrival in Canton, about ^wo years ago. He is a Mantchou.
According to current reports, he is tail and well formed; and in his

official capacity, watchful, impartial, proof against bribes, and easily

moved by persons in distress. His excellency’s tenderness is so

unlike what is customary in official persons, that the common people

have not been contented with the usual epithets of father and mother
of the people, but have dubbed him with the title of “ grandmother.”

Once on a former occasion, he filled the same office which he now
holds, in this province

;
and, in the ordinary course of governmental

honors, was raised from the rank of pooching sze to that of lieutenant

governor, and sent to Keangse. There he so far yielded to the soli-

citations of a young friend, a magistrate, as to receive him in the

capacity of a pupil
;

for which act, it being in opposition to the laws,

he was degraded, and sent again to Canton to fill’.his former station.

Here, among other things, the duties of his office require him to watch
over the manners of the people, and to preserve their morals. A sin-

cere wish faithfully to discharge his trust, united, no doubt, with a

desire to regain the imperial favor, or some other equally cogent rea-

sons, have induced the worthy commissioner to make special efforts to

improve the manners of his “grandchildren,” by procuring two able

instructors for those who stand forth before them as the exemplars of

propriety and as guides in the performance of sacred rites. The
evidence of such wish and desire is exhibited in the following pro-

clamation.

“ Altsingah, by imperial appointment territorial and financial coinmissiojier,

&c., in the.province of Kwangtungimei-eby invites attention to the practice of
Btcrificialr rites. *

“ Whereas the ceremonial olwervances, pr€‘scribed by the ritual for the

temples of the sages, ought not to be neglected ; and whereas in this province
they have been lotig falling into desuetude, and are now in a very low con-
dition ^ therefore, when about again to return to this place, with special care
1 selected, from tlrose attending at the Board of Rites, two professors, not re-
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garding as aij otetacle the long distance which they have had to travel. These
professors 1 have sent to the literary, hall of ICwangchow foo„ there, in the
temple dedicated to the sages, to give insthiction in the performance of sacred
rites, with the purpose of' adduw thereto a glorious dignity. Hereby infor-
mation is ^veh to the masters ofmusic ahd ceremonies in Canton, who may
wish to improve tiieir practice, that each attendant on these lessons shall re-
ceive for his encouragement one mace [about 15 cents] per day. Be carefull
to avoid sloth. Earnestly, diligently, fulfill my wishes.

“Taoukwang, 17th year, 4th month, 3d day.” (April 7th, 1837.)

A few explanatory remarks will enable our readers to understand
the nature and object of these ‘ lessons.’ In every district dnd depart-
ment of the enapire there is»a public hall, called hedkung, in which
the chief local officers are required to offer sacrifices, and do homage
to the ancient sages and * emperors. The chief provincial officers are
required to officiate in the metropolis of the province in which they
reside. On. particular occasions, fixed by the ritual or by custom,
they are required to proceed to the temples in state, and there indivi-

dually go through the prescribed ceremonies— offering incensej kneel-
ing, bowing, &.C. In the performance of the^e pqliticQ-religious rjtqs,

the officers of government, the ministers of the state religion, are

aided by two classes of men, one called yosang^ and the other, wooi-

titles which the English language has no words, to express.

The phrase, ‘ master of ceremonies,’ conveys the general sense of the

words
;
but a more correct ideq will be obtained from a brief d^crip-

tion of the respective rank and duties of these professors of music, and
ceremonies. They are literary men, who have obtained the degree
of sewtso£y and are appointed to this service by the

.
chief provincial

oflScers. Their rank is respectable. .They constitute two classes,

each containing ordinarily not .less than sixteen persons, who are

arranged into courses, eight in a course. Two courses, one in each
department, officiate in concert, which gives sixteen as the full com-
plement of performers for a single service. Their situation and
duties in the temples is not unlike that of the Levites in the ancient

Jewish service ;
while on the magistrates devolve the duties of the

priesthood.

The ybsang are musicians. During the time of service they play

appropriate airs on their/ eight kinds of instruments,’ one or more of

them, in the mean time, performing a recitative. This music,— very

imlike any thipg European,— requires careful attention. At Peking

the cultivation of it is entrusted to a Board of musicians, attached to

the L6 Poo. In Canton, except on occasions like the present, music

receives no patronage from government
;
and the yosdng are left to

seek instruction wherever they can^obtain it.

The tooosbngy by word of mouthljp^ a wand, or by walking to and

fro, lead the services of the official worshipers. While the music -is

playing, every advance and retreat, every turning, kneeling, or bow-

ing, is done at the word of one of the woosang, who is appropriately

the master of ceremonies, and whose stentorian voice is not unlike that

of command in a military drill. A complete service occupies forty
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iriititftes or an hcmr, during which not a wOird'i'5 tittered not a voice

heard, except from the ydsang and woqsang. I'hc worshipers stand

erect, march, countermarch, .kneel, rise, bow, &«c., then make tlieir

exit
;
and the performance is ended:

Suoh> in brief, are the ceremonies, which the worthy commissioner

wishes to improve. The two professors, whose family names are

and Le, are still in Canton : the hrst is a native of Soochow in

Keangsoo; the second is from the province of Cheihle. They are

attached to the Board of Rites, in the same capacity as the yosang

and woOSang are to the public hall in Canton. 'I^he attendance on

their lectures here, js said, to have been neither punctual nor nume-

rous. What improivements have been made in the practice of cere-

monial rites, remains to be seen
;
no doubt, however, the commis-

sioner will receive a due reward for his great solicitude and munifi-

.cence in promoting the worship of the dead

!

. i .
. -t.

‘

*
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Art. VII. . Joumai, of Occurrences. > Return of the Morrisonfrom
Lewchew and Japan; of ‘the ‘Raleigh^ from Ruhkeeii and' the

Bonin islands'; Lintin anchorage resumed; deaths ; the Siamese

navy; Jjahore and Cdhut; Persia.

Since our last numbenr went td press, more than two months have elapsed, hut

without any very important local eveYits,^0 far, at least, as the Chinese are con-

cerned. The ship Morrison returned on the ;29th of Augjust. A full account of

her voyage will be published in'our po^s. H. B. M. ship Raleigh, after inquiring

for the Fairy’s crew at Fuhebow, touched at Lewchew and the Bonins; but we
have no account of what she effected. On reaching Macao, she was immediately
dispatched to Cakutta. The discussions, 'On the part of ^oVemmeiit, about sycee

and opium still' continue; but *the fleet,’ in the mean time, has returned quietly

to Lintin,. the prohibitory- edicts notwithstanding.

Deaths. The Peking Gazettes notice the decease of the general comman-
dant of Fuhehow foo, and of Yang Yuchun, the retired governor of Shense and
Kansuh. Both are praised as' able and faithful military men; both had seen
service in the Mohammedan wars. His majesty’s obituary notice of Yang Yu-
chun is«o.much more diffuse and laudatory thari usual, that we must allow our-

selves to make some extracts from it. ‘Since the reign of Kefinlnng,’ says his majes-
ty, ‘when he took his seebnd military degree, he has diligently worked his way as

a soldier; he never failed to be immediately present wherever military service was
to be seen. For his suppression of |^v6Tters,*d^ Hwftching, in the reign of Kea-
Idng, our august father conferred 'dn him the title of nan, with various honorary
privileges.: After our oWft''hcce8sion’,'*Vve conferred furfher honors, especially

after the Mohammedan war, In which he'himself binughtfour cities back to their

duty. From the office of provincial commander-in-chi^f, he was raised to the
governorship of Shense and Kansuh. His able governinent of the frontier was of
advantage; his upright conduct, and his strictness combined with kindness, are
universally known; and his unwaVei‘ing fidelity rendered' hhn an all-importajit

member of the body politic. Wh'iu; att the age nearly of 80 years, he requested
leave to retire, we,' unwilling wholly to refuse his 'request, commanded Ins pre-

sence at court ; and to manifest our regard fo> a^roeritorious' servant, we raided

him to the rank of a how of the first class. We then permitted him to retire pn
the full pay of bis office.” The rest of thc' dpcumehl records the grief of his ma-
jesty on bearing of his servant’s death, An'd gives presents of money for the funeral
expenses, remits all offences, &c., nearly in the usual terms.' The eldest son of the
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deceased, Yang Kwfiching, himself of high civil rank, is to succeed to. the title,

hou), which we may render by that of ‘earl ;’—nan may be rendered by ‘baronet.’
Siam. The Singapore Free Press of 27th of July, notices the arrival at that

f

»ort of his Siamese majesty’s frigate “ Conqueror,” a vessel of 600 tons, just
aunched from the docks at Ch^ntibun. She is armed with forty guns, of what
calibre is not said

; but, notwithstanding her warlike eouipmenl and name, she
is at present to be employed only as a peaceful carrier of the goods of bis gulden-
footed majesty’s subjects. Another vessel of lUOO tons has been laid down, and
is to be similarly equipped and employed. The Malay pirates, expelled by the-’ves-

selsofhis Britannic majesty, from me' immediate neighborhood of Singapore,
have taken refuge in the northern part of the gulf of Siam. War-boats have been
dispatched against them by the Siamese government, but, as may be supposed, to

no purpose— neither parly having any desire fot* too nehlr a cpntact. It is said

that the king has directed the phr6kl6ng, or foreign minister, to address the Straits

government on the subject, requesting their aid in extiiiiatrag the pirates. We are
glad to find so haughty a potentate as the Si^yuthayan monarch entering into an
unsought communication with a subordinate European government.
LaJ^e and C6buL. Every one who has had enjoyed the pleasure of an intro-

duction by lieut. Burnes, to Ranjit Singh, and to the brolher-cliiefs of Peshtlw ur
and C6bul, must feel some degree of interest in the proceedings of these poten-

tates. The mahArSj^ of Lahore, and the chief of C&bul are now at war, and the

following correspondence has. lately passed between them. The veteran mahfi-

raj4 writes: 1 have always considered you in the light of a son, and have there-

fore directed my officers to refrain from attacking Jellahab^d [the eastern frontier

of Cdbul]; but you, like an ungrateful child, have appeared contumaciously
before me.. It hhs alwiws been remarked, that the w'eak are peevish and the

strong magnanimous. Notwithstanding what has passed, if you will send your
son with valuable presents, and some excellent horses, your faults shall be for-

given. Should you refuse, ray armies shall advance to the very heart of your
country.” To this Dost Mahomed replies: “Every one knows who is weak and
who is powerful in this part of the world. God,i of his excelling bounty, has bes-

towed upon you the wealth, the power, and sovereignty over nearly five pro-,

vinces ol the Panj^b: many have died of grief because they failed of obtaining

even a tenth part of what you enjoy. After such a gift from Providence, of what
value can Pesh^wur be to you, the whole revenue of which would hardly j)ay the

sala!*ies of yonjTv.i»ervants for one day ; 4n subduing Peshfiwur, yon have forgotten

your original promise, and have npt acted according to agreement with me, nor

With the kindness and consideratitin you have otherwise shown to me. God
knows how long, and with what success, I with so little power and authority-

can contend against you ; but Pesh^wiir is the place where my ancestors have

lived and died : 1 shall follow their exapiple.” Dost Mahomed’s forces were in

the first instance successful ; but could not stand against disciplined troops com-

manded by a French officer. Generals Ventura, Allard, and Court, have all been

sent to the field of action; and Do.st Mahomed had lost a son in battle. Down to

the latest date, the maharaja’s troops seem to have acted only on the defensive.

Persia. A correspondent of the Calcutta.,Courier mentions the establishment

of a lithograpliip press at Teheran, and the publication oftwo numbers of a month-

ly journal, under the auspices of Mahomed Shah. ‘ News from various quarters

of the globe are given in the columns of the new journal, which comprises twelve

pages. The emperor of China is represented to have attained to his sixty-fifth

[fifty-fifth] year, and to have declared his will, that, on his death, the extensive

empire of China should be ruled by the empress, until when the heir apparent to

the imperial throne shall come to maturity. Mahomed A'li Pasha, the renowned

potentate of Egypt, ,is said to have nominated the son of Ibrahim Pasha his suc-

cessor. He is spok^ of in terms of great commendation, and held in high admi-

ration for his encouragement of
,
the useful arts in Egypt ’—We have quoted the

passage referring t<^ China, to show that some interest is taken in its affairs l>y

nations at the western extremity of Asia, not as having the slightest belief in the

truth of the representation therein contained. Modern China is too much led ly

precedent for the emperor to place his empress on the dragon’s seat, even as a

temporary occupier of it.
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Art. I. Sketch of Spanhli Colonial History in Rastern Asia:
the expeditions of Gomez, Louisa, Saavf^dra, Villalobos, and
Legaspi. a. d. 1524 to 1572.

The safe return of one ship from the fleet of Magellan, her valuable

cargo, and the accounts submitted by her pommander, Cano, gave a

new impulse to the. zeal and enterprise of Charles V., and he imme-
diately commanded a second expedition to the Moluccas. Among the

strenuous advisers of these renewed attempts, we are surprised to find

Talero, the early friend and ailer rival of Magellan. This unexpect-

ed resuscitation is, however, authorised by our authorities, who cor-

rect tHemselves as to his reported death, and represent him as apply-

ing for royal leave to send out two ships at his own cost and promis-

ing to pay, for such license, one third of the profits of the expedition.

It does not appear, however, that his propositions were favorably

received, probably because certain inconvenient rights might be

revived in the person of the partner of Magellan. While the well

founded pretensions of Talero were thus evaded, our notions of politi-

cal justice are further shocked by finding a royal license granted to

Gomez, the runaway pilot of the San Antonio, \^ho thereon fitted but

a ship for a voyage to the Moluccas. The cost of this equipment seems
to have been borne chiefly by the lordship of Biscay. Gomez set sail

in 1524, but meeting with l^isterous weather, he soon returned, and
his expedition thus resulted in a total failure.

Reserving for a future page, a notice of the controversy which
arose between the Spanish and Portuguese monarcHs, as to their re-

spective rights to the Moluccas, we proceed to trace the course o’f the

fleet of Loaisa, the’ second attempt to reap the fruits of the discoveries

of Magellan. This fleet consisted of six ships and a tender, and in

fitting it out, the pretensions of Seville were set aside, in favor of
Coruna. It was well supplied with arms, and the more peaceful

amiminition requisite for commercial exclianges, aiid placed under the

VOL. VI. NO. VI. 33
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command of Garcia Jofre de Loaisat as captain*general, seconded by
Sebastian de Cano. Ample instructions as to dealing with the native

tribes and with the Portuguese, were prepared, the oath of homage
taken, the royal pennon blessed

;
and thus thoroughly furnished, Lo-

aisa sailed frod Coruna in July 1524, and on the 2d August, anchor-
ed in Gpmera, Pursuing the voyage hence, the coast of Brasil was
made in safety, but one of the sU Ships was lost, in a harbor in 37*

south latitude during the night of the 14th of January.
The remaining vessels pursued their course, encountering frequent

gales and often seeking shelter in the Patagonian harbors. One of
these, like the quiet haven which received the ships of v^neas, was so

secure, that the resting bark needed not the anchor.

* * * * hlc fessas non vincula naves
UUa tcnent, unco non alligat ancbora inorsu.

Clearing the Straits of Magellan, the 25th May, a storm separated

the squadron, and the little tender, almost without provisions, bore

away for New Spain, then just known as the splendid prize of the ad-

venturous Cortez. The flagtship pursued her way across the Pacific,

but belore half the long hnd painful passage was accomplished, Loai-

sa expired, and his successor Cano, the survivor of all the disasters of

Magellan’s expedition, yyas consigned, four days after, to a last resting

place beneath the waters of the Pacific. The command of the fleet

now devolved on Toribio AlonJ?o de Salazar, and on the I3th Septem-

ber, the first of the Ladrone, inlands was descried in 14* north latitude,

and called San Bartolome. Qn approaching, a second island, of the

same gtoup; the ship was hailed in Spanish, by a deserter from the

fleet of,Magellan. His native companions brought supplies of cocos,

plantains, jrice, fish, &c., but were ill requited for their confiding

attentions, eleven of them being entrapped and carried away to work
the pumps of the leaking vessel. The death of Salazar again depriv-

ed tlie expedition of a head, and an election followed, which conferred

the coinmand on Martin Iniguez de Carquizano.

Qn the 2d October, Mindanao was descried, but it was with diffi-

culty that refreshments cou}d be obtained from fhe shore, the natives

mistaking the strangers for a new detachment of hated Portuguese.

A better reception was met with at Talao, half way betwepn Minda-
nao anrl Ternate, but when the native chief besought, in return, that

the strangers would fight his battles for him, Iniguez refused and sail-

ed for Gilolo. Early in November, a friendly pori in this island was
entered, and here the party first learned the fate of ‘la Trinidad,’ and

the companions of Espinosa. It was also told them, that the Portu-

guese had revenged on the rijd Almansor, his kind reception of the

Spanish fleet, and that for the same reason, they had recently burned

the principal town of Tidore, and driven the chief to the mountains.

The Spanish writers say, that the recollection of this earlier visit and

the hatred of the Portuguese, made the .fleet of Iniguez most welcome
at Gilolo, and that their arrival was celebrated by the natives, all

around, with jllqmiiiations and dances.
, ,
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A different reo^iptioii wus given to the new- comers by the Poun-
giiCse colonists of Ternate, then commanded by F. de Uastrd, a name
of much note, in the colonial history of that nation, at this period.

De Castro denied the right of the Spaniards to interfere »‘irtithe com-
meroe of the Moluccas, hnd required them to be gone, but the rofigh

and loyal Iniguez refused subnvissiptf', ?uid declared that he would
answer all such demands^ ‘ without ink or paper.’ Repelling some
8light"attacks of the Portuguese, he anchored before the destroyed

capital of Tidore,' where the young chief of the island cametto wait

Oh him, supported % the raj^ of Giloio 'an old man of eighty year».

This alliance brought on an open war with the Porluguesei in the

course of Which
,
one of their vessels, with 250 quintals of cloves, was

captured. n , .4 .

'

, g \

Several battles, negotiations, and ilbkept armistices, fill up the inter-

val, to the death of Iniguez, who fell a victim, not long after, to poison

administered by a Portuguese. On bis' death Hernandoide lu Torfe
was chosen as the fourth successor of Lortisa, and the new comman-
der, aided by the pr^ihus ofTidore and Gilolo^ exerted himselfatHnak-

ii 'lead against the Portuguese end their ally tire 'clirePdf .Tern ate.

e leave De la Torre for a whitey in this unhappy ..position
j
to fol-

low the tender of Lpaisa’s squadron, which, it will be remeroberedv

sought a refuge from famine, in some port of New Spain, seven years

before an independent empii^e, but now reduced to a Spfinish colony.

Before tier arrival, it is said that the genius of Cortez, of perhaps the

promptings of his superiors in Spain, had suggested to him that the

western ports of his new conquests were the .most i favorable points,

fponl which to carry on the spice trade, pn the arrival of the tender

he immediately gave orders for an expedition in aidofLpaisa, and
the little vessel being no longer seaworthy, three new ships were
equipped, well armed and manned, and furnished with an assortment

of merchandise and some Mexican silver. ,This fleet sailed' from
Cevatlanejo on all-saints’ day, a. d. 1528, under the command of
varo de Saavedra. Passing in sight of several of the Ladorne or Ma-
rianne islands, Saavedra made the coast of Mindanao, andmt a. port

in the vicinity he cemented his friendly intercourse with a petty^ f^ij^,-

by performing the usual Dayak ceremony. Here he was informed that

eight df his countrymen, refbgees from the fleet of Magellan^ had been

sold as slaves to the Chinese; and two others,- pre.senting themselves

with a similar story of their manner of arrival, 5n the island., he ran-,

somed for sixty dollars. Standing on toward the Moluccas, Saa-

vedra repulsed a Portuguese squadron which attempted to oppose

his progress, and reached Tidore in safety, where he /ound a' cordial

welcome from De la Totre. After a stay of two months, he sailed

again on his return to New Spain, with sixty quintals of cloves, then

quite a valuable cargo, but now worth about $15Q0.
^

A discovery was then made which threw an unliappy light on the

fate of the Santa Maria d ’el. Parra], one of the missing ships pf
aisa’s squadron. The Spaniards ransomed by Saavedra proved to be

two of the mutineers of her crew, which after putting theit officers to
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death, had carried the vessel to the inland of Sangin, where the great-
er part of them fell by the hands of the natives, and the survivors were
sold into slavery. rThe' wretches who made this disclosure were drawn
and quartered.

'

While this retribution was inflicted at Tidore, Saavedra pursued
his course and touched at a large island which he named ^Isla de
Oro,’ peopled by a black race, with curly hair, naked and armed with
swords, &c. This discovery is said to have been in 7® north latitude,

and cannot therefore be identifled with the ‘ Gold Island ' which flgur*

ed on the charts of the Pacific to the southeast of Japan, ^own even
to the time of Krusenstern. After carrying his vessel seven degrees
farther to the north, and finding the northeast winds too strong to be
resisted, Saavedra put back to the Moluccas.* After a short respite,

he again attempted this, till then unaccomplished passage, and reach-
ed the 20th degree of north latitude; but falling sick, he was compel-
led to resign the command of the fleet and expired soon after. His suc-
cessor, in compliance with his directions, pressed on, intending to reach
the 30th parallel^and

,
if the easterly ,winde should be found to prevail

far north, to put >back to the Moluccas. *Eight days after the death of
Saavedra, his successor Pedro Laso followed him

; and the remaining
crew, 18 in number, baffled in all their efforts to get to the northeast,

returned to Tidore, where a part entered the service of De la Torre,
and the rest, seeking a passage home by way of Ir,dia, were appre-

hended, and kept two years in prison, by the Portuguese governor of
Mlalacca. ..i

Thus ended the expedition planned by Cortez and executed by
Saavedra. Our authorities leave us in the dark as to the fate of the

remaining vessels of Saavedra’s fleet, but we infer that they were re-

tained by De la Torre, and no doubt were soon ruined by the worms
so destructive to ships in these latitudes. No clue is given as to the

fate of the three, missing vessels of Loaisa’s fleet, whether they were
lost in the passage across the Pacific or rejoined the admiral at

Tidore.
* < TheTeturn of Saavedra’s ship to the Moluccas deprived De la Torre
of the hope of early succors from New Spain, but he still maintain-

ed the contest with the Portuguese, and a series of petty conflicts en-

sued. The brunt of the war seems, however, to have fallen on the na-

tive allies of both parties; and in its progress, their towns were burned,

their cultivation wasted, -and themselves plundered, murdered, or re-

duced to slavery. At length an occiteion presented, which was eager-

ly seized by the Portuguese, and De la Torre was surrounded in the

fort of Tidore, when the greater part of his force was absent, and

compelled to a capitulation. The absent partisans refused to accede

to the stipulations, and De la Torre himself, distrusting the good faith

* We may as Avell confess, once for all, (ba( onr anfhorilies are very bnef
and obscure, on the subject of courses, positions and names of places, and that \vc

do not attempt, for fear of making thjs a ge(>gra|>ical disquisition, to ix)llHte the

informa'.ion derivable from other sources, or discuss all the points which may not

satisfy the reader.
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af his conquerors, -broke his engagements ami the \rar was thus re-

newed. The Rbrtuguese now spread the report that tlie king of Spain
had sold to them his liglit to the Moluccas, and it is added, that when
this announcement came to the ears of the native chmfa, it aroused
them to a determined resistance and even to plans for the extermina-

tion of the foreigners, who would thus treat them as slaves in buying
and selling them. Their threats coming to the knowledge of the

Portuguese commander, he seized several of the influential chiefs and
put them to death. A general rising is said to have followed this

cruel act, arid De la Torre, regarding the animosity of the natives as

directed indiscrimately towards both nations, joined the Portuguese in

provisions for the common defence and safety. It was now the begin-

ning of 1530, and the Spanish party were still without advices or

succor from any quarter. Menezes, the Portuguese governor was then

succefeded by Gonsalo Pereira, an old but who exponng him-
self unguardedly to the natives, soon fell a sacrifice to their fury.

With his successor Fonseca De la Torre, discouraged by his lohg
disappointments, treated for the return of his party, in the Portuguese

ships to Lisbon. A tedious reference of this treaty to the governor-

general of India, was then made, and his answer beingTavorable, the

remnant of the Spanish force left these lands in 1535; and arriviiig

ih Spain while Charles V. was absent on his expedition against

Tunis, they found a kind reception from the council of the Indies.

We must here advert briefly to the negotiations which had been in

trkm during the first five yekrs of their long and dreary absence, arid

which had terminated long before their return, in the practical renun-

ciation of the Spanish right to the trade of the Moluccas. It has
b^ already mentioned that the first outfit of Loaisk^s fleet called

forth a remonstrance from king ^ohn of Portugal. The Spanish sov-

ereign replied, that he should certainly adhere to the demarcation
established between the discoveries of the two ‘crowns, by papal au-

thority, and that he proposed to send two vessels, one east and the

other west, to ascertain its true position. King John rejoined by
sending an ambassador, and this measure effecting' nothing, the dis-

puted point was referred to the royal councils, each pf which, very

naturally, sided ‘With its master. Arbitrators were then appointed

who met on the frontiers of Spain and Portugal, and here the question

was taken up and mooted, cosmographically, politically, and all ways
save disinterestedly. The Spanish writers say that the claims of their

king were substantiated by the demarcation and by the voluntary

submission of the native chiefs, so that no ground was left to the Por- v

tuguese, but that of prior, but unlawful, possession. But before a
compromise could be arrived at, the commissions of the negotiators

expired, and it was agreed that the question at issue should be remit-

ted to the royal principals, between whoni there existed ties of blood

and friendship, whose force might facilitate
‘

its amicable decision.

Unhappily for the Spanish cause, the treasury of GharlesW. was sadly

exhausted, and the monarch was much pressed at this moment to

meet the charges of his coronation day, in Italy. The wily Porlu-
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guese saw bis necessities and persuaded, him to supp^y them, by sett-

ing bis claims to the trade with the Moluccas. A bargai>j was struck
for 350,000 crowns, or more correctly this sum was paid by Portugal
fpr tbo exclusiv'e trade in spices, until the Spanish right by the de-
marc^ion

. shQujd be^.e^stablished, and the, money [.refunded., Tho
Spanish council jsatv that this was a silly contract; and the procurado-
res of the cortes even offered the same suni for a six, years

,
grant of

the spice trade; but jt was now. too late, and the emperor, ashamed of
his bargain, commanded that nothing more should be said to him on
the 8ub[^t. This arrangement ;was< completed in 1529 and its

stipulations placed tlm Portuguese in exclusive, possession of ihct

Moluccas,! V V it h, .. .i. ,
• .qj

But,, Charles Y. .by no means iiitended to cede to the king of Por-
tugal under this cotUract, any thing more than the Molucca trade for

the tim§ being. He continued to claim, a perfect rightto.push bis

discoveries in the Pacific and, convinced .that the navigation by the
l^traits of Magellan was extremely hazardous, he committed the busi-

ness of exploration and,conquest to the viceroys of New Spain, as^his

ahlqat, representatives. , j Under his direction the viceroy Antoni6.de
Mendoza, examined the coasts, of California as far as 4Q'* noirth lab

and 7 proceeded to extend discoveries in and^^ beyond the Pacific. For
tbis (purpose, g. fleet of. four vessels was equipped, which sailed under
command of 'Ruy Lopes de Villalobos, on ali-saiuts’ day, a-d. 1542.

It passed through the Marianne islands, parumg many aqd taking

possesion. qf^them for the crown qf ^Spain. . Arriving in the vicinity

Qf Mindanaq, m Fehru;ury..l;543, amjljpuching, it was
determined to^^rm a settlement; butj^^^hqqld Sp^nist soldiers could

hardly ba persuaded that, ri^ comported with tjheir honor to beennrie

tillers of the soil,, mere laborers. fact they succeeded so ill in this

line, that scarcity began to prcsssqn the settlers, -nor native

allies, prove a sufficient dependence for necessary prqylsions, Rqy
Lopes now sought apy alliance with the,^chief rA]a of

,
Mindanao, but

previous ,quar^i;elscwitli the Portugnesq had awakenedihq fwa
native chief, aAi.lJ?® ^paoi^sh, envoy tneefing ,^js|iliti^;io^

welcome, r.etqrned unsucceasfuh ^ Neqekity still pressi^ on the co-.

Idnlsta at Sarragaa,,, a vessel, was sent to obtain supplies from the

nelghbqriog islands, and it was oH: one,.of ;these expeditions, that the

group to, the northward first .visited and caDcd./l^nipinas,’ in

honor of the, pj’iirce of Asturias, afterward Phillip Hi „

The arrival of a ^pan.i^h fleet,had, by this time become hnowp^jat-

Temate, And.theT^lUguese governor lost no tjme in remonstrating

against, the infraction of th'e treaty of 1529. .Villalobos replied, that

his master had at the same time forbidden him to appriiach the Moluc-

cas, andecommissioned and requited him to form establishments in the

islands .without the cessioq.line. Dissatisfied with this answer, the

Portuguese^ coasted the,, Islands, persuading tKe natives to refuse all

supplies to the Spaniard^, till Villdobos, unable to maintain himself^

resolved to seek new locations for his starving followers, at sqme more

northern; points;’ Leaving Sarragan, with this design, tk? winds and
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currents carried his fleet still farther south, and compelled him to make
a harbor in Gilolo, where the native chief had before entertained

Loaisa’s squadron, apd by this hospitality, bad drawn on himself the-

enmity of the Portuguese.
,
^Vtllalobo^ was induced to land and form

an alliance with this friendly vraj4,' but scarcity, resulting from^the

hostilities of the Portuguese and the impoverished condition of the

island, followed him even here^:«,He -now dispatched a yessj^l to com
duct the two ships, left at Sarragan, to.Gilolo; but the messenger found
that the vessels, and a great part of the men left with them, were al-r

ready cut off. The surviving colonists were collected) and conveyed

to .Gilolo, stopping on the way to assist the riJ4 of Panguisari^ in a

petty war, on condition that he would permit the preaching of the
Catholic faith and owp himself a vassal of Spain ! Meantime the
* San Juan’ had been dispatched, i.the 6th August, <for New Spain

;

but after, passing through several groups of islands, one of which wss>
a volcano, and reaching the 30th parallel of north latitude, she' was
compelled^ like all her predecessors, to put back again.

The Governorship of. Tern ate now fell into other hands, and the

new omper. made a treaty, with Villalobos, that there should be.

no communication between their followers, th,# the Spaniards should
purchase no cloves except from the PorttigueK and .|hat,this compact
should continue in ’force, until rescinded by their superiors .the vice-

roys of Jndia and New Spain. The San Juan was again dis*

patched for New Spain, the 7th. March, 1545, with a cargo of 600
quintals of.ployes, for- ,which the qther large, Spanish sh|p, had beet^

spld
j

to. the Portuguese. four and a half momh^’ .absence, she
again;made /her appositance,at Tidore. Her commande^^ purst^ed
that *80 many failures proved the impracticability pf the northern pas
sage, had atterppted to reach New Spain by a southern course. He
had coasted the shores of new Guinea with this design, but meeting
with the never failing easterly winds and pressed by a mutinous crew,
he was comi^lied to abandon his purpose, and return to, Tidore.

Duripg ih^ absence of the San Juan, Villalobos had bepn caijpd. on!

by the Portuguese, coinmander .to join^h^ in an attack on tlie.V^ii

of Gifolo, which he probiptly refused-- The conferences held by .Uio

governor^ on this subject, and fhe appearance of several Spanish de-

serters in the Portuguese service, awakened the suspicions of the na-
tive princes who had so long espoused the side of the armaments from
Spain, WhileVillaloboswas weakened by this partial defection, the

Portuguese party was strengthened by the arrival of a new -fleet; and
the Spanisl^^ificers, fearing that cii^cumstances would force them into
upgrateful subserviency to their old rivals, offered to treat for their

feturij^^ tb r4ew Spam- Theif stipulations on this last pointy as vvell

as for the future security of Tidorean allies, were rejected by
the Portuguese, and Villalobos, yielding to the pressure of the times,
coi^ented to abandon the native chiefs and take passage vi4 India m
Spain. His high-minded followers indigni^ntly disavow,ed these en^
g^emente, and many of them passed into, the service of their ally,

tbe r4j4‘of Tidpre. Villalobos however, continued faithful to hi$
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treaty, and embarked with the greater part of his men for Europe,
after having first lent them to the Portuguese, as auxiliaries in an
unsuccessful descent on Tidorc. These weak concessions to trying
circumstances; did not avail their author; he died in the early part
of the passage home. His fellow-voyagers, including tour Catholic
priests, reached Lisbon via Goa, in August, 1549. Thus ended this

unfortunate expedition
;

its only fruits— the examination of some of
the islands north of the Moluccas and the bestowal on them of their

present name.

A new and happief e|Krch now o|>ens, in the history we are tracing,

with the death of Charles V., on the *iisi September, 155S, and the
accession of Phillip II, to the throne of SpaiiK The new monarch
remembered the distant islands which had so long borne his name,
and enjoined their further examination on Luis de Velasco, his able

representative in New Spain. Velasco entered into these view, with
aruoi'j and four vessels were immediately prepared and place*.- by a
happy choice under the command of Miguel Lopez de Legajpi, a

native of.Guipuscoa, and in all respects an accomplished leader and
able man. Six Augustine friars accernpanied the expedition, headed
by P. Urdaneta^ wiio had figured as a good soldier under Villalobos,

and thus furnished, the fleet put to sea November 2Ist, 1564. On the

I3th February laud was made in about 12® north latitude, which must
have been the eastern coasts of the now valuable island of Samar.
Following the shores of this and the neighboring island of Leyte,

LegaspI sought a frietidly intercourse with the natives, w^ch their

suspiciorrs, grounded on the recollection of previous injuries from

foreigners, often made it impossible to obtain. To those chiefs who-

had before befriended the Spanish expeditions he sent messages of

thanks, and gave the strictest orders that, in every interview with the

islanders, the mildest bearing should he shown. At Cahalian, on the

southwest point of Leyte, the Dayak ceremony of tasting blood was
performed, but unable even after this, to quiet suspicion and obtain

provisions, Legaspi was compelled to seize all the edibles within his

reach, 'and then make payment for what their owners conld not he

persuaded to part with in a more peaceful way.

Remembering the kind reception given *to Magellan’s fleet at Li-

masava, a smalt island south of Leyte, he steered toward it, bnt

the -stranger had been there before him, and its principal port was der

serted and desolate. Legaspi proceeded to Bohol, and having captured,

on the way, a Bornean prahu which shewed hostile demonstrations, he’

liberated the prisoners, with regrets that they had compelled .him to

treat them as enemies. From his captives Legaspi learned that his

inability to obtain provisions was the result of the general hatred pro-

duced by the long continued oppressions of the IMrluguese. At the

town of Dapitan he was more fortunate
;
the ancient chief impr^essed

hy the superiority of his new guests, sent away his Bornean visitors,

declarin<y that he would have no friends hut the Spaniards. Here
Legaspi learned the importance of Zebu and determining to proceed

thitlier, he arrived before the town, now one of the most important in
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the Phillipines, the 27th April, 1565. The gross defection of the

Zebuans from the Catholic ^ith, their treachery to the companions

of Magellan, and the hostilities with which they met his first approach,

drew Legaspi from his accustomed mildness, and, landing a force, he

sacked the town and drove the inhabitants to the jungles. An image
of the Savior, found in one of the native huts, was regarded by the

superstitious Spaniards as a miraculous testimony in their faVor, and

they resolved to fulfil, on the spot, their vow to found, a convent and
church in the name of Jesus. A general council was also held and it

was agreed, that a vessel should dispatched, to New Spain for suc-

cor^ while possession was kept of the new acquisitions. Urdaneta was
chosen to be the messenger of the expedition and toairge^the desired

assistance. Meanwhile the Zebuans resorted in vain*i4». blockade

and poison, to dislodge the invaders. Legaspi found means to pro-

cure supplies, by visiting the neighboring islands and forming friendly

connections with them. Under these auspices, the Catholic faith was
preachediin various places, and its ministers were encouraged by many
marvellous conversions. A feeble attempt was made* >by thftj*Portu-

guese to support their* claim to the possession of Zebu ^ but to* these

pretensions no concession was made by the Spanish colonists,' and
they ceased for a time to be pressed. »

The ship which it had been determined to dispatch to New Spain,

sailed the first of June, and after a favorable passage reached the port

of La Navidad, October 3d, 1665. Two months before, the little tender,

which had run away from Legaspi’s fleet, had also regained port on
the same coast. We are not informed what courses were taken by these

two vessels— the first that succeeded in crossing the Pacific from west

to east, but no doubt, their happier fortune was due to the Choice of

a more northern track. T he navigator who performs thi^ passage so

easily, at the present day, in ships sheathed in copper and with a per-

fect understanding of the windsiof the Pacific, wilt’ not the' less respect

the sagacity which first lead the way to his own sucCeSs.**^'* ’

The representations of Urdaneta and his associates procured the

immediate dispatch of the ‘ San Geronimo,* the 1st May 1-566, to Le-
gaspi’s aid. Unhappily her passage was protracted by mutiny and de-

viation to five and a half months, and her commander had been cut olf

by the mutineers, and twenty-six of them were abandoned on a deso-

late island, before the loyal part of her company brought her safely to

Zebu. In the mean time Legaspi had been extendidg his commerce
with the adjacent islands, on one of Which considerate quantities of
cinnamon were found. Threemore years were passed ‘in these, limit-

ed efforts; but when a further reinforcement of two ships and 200 men
came, under Felipe de Salcedo, in 1569, Legaspi enlarged his plan

of operations, subdued the island 'df Panay, and ^ prepared an arma-
ment for the conquest of Luzon. This expedition mofed northward
in May 1570, and after some successful descents on Mindoro and
Batangas, it appi^oached the spot where Manila now stands;'

" ''

The territory around this noble bay was then governed by two
rij4s, an uncte and a nephew, named Matanda, and Soliraan. From
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the latter cognomen^ aa well as from* their joint possession of some
pieces of artillery, we must infer a connection with Arabian visitors,

if not a Mohammedan descent, or perhaps an intercourse with China
and a traffic with the Portuguese. The elder chief seems to have been
a sincere and steady friend of his Spanish guests; but Soiiman, nou
withstanding his celebration of the Dayak ceremony with De Goyti,

attempted soon after to cut him off. The Spanish captain defended
himself, and, in turn becoming the

^
assailant, he captured the fort of

Soiiman with its twelve cannon,.and burnt his village.

In De Goyti’s absence, Legaspi employed himself in preparing for

a meditate attack of tlie Portuguese, and in dispatching his largest

ship with a cargo of 600 quintal.s of cinnamon to New Spain. This
ill fated vessel was driven on shore at Guam, the largest of the La-
drone or Marianne islands (now a Spanish settlement), and no part of

her valuable lading saved. The shipwrecked crew warded off the

attacks of the islanders, and buih themselves a small vessel from the

wreck, in which they returned in safety to Zebu. The Catholic faith

now^ ^makiog rapid progress, around the settlement of Legaspi,

and among the early converts were Tupas and his son, the former

the ablest and most sagacious of the Zebuan chiefs, the latter a pro-

mising youth, 20 years of age.

The preparations which Legaspi had been making against an
attack from the Portuguese, now proved neither unnecessary nor in

vain. A squadron under Pereira appeared off the port, and the Spa-

nish general was required to surrender himself, and to go and answer

before the tribunal of Lisbon for his infraction of the compact of 1529.

Legaspi answered by fortifying himself, and by assuring his opponent

that he was executing, and would abide by his royal master’s com-
mands. Hostilities ensued, but the firm resistance of the Spanish

comlnander compelled his antagonist io retire. De Goyti now return-

ed with highly encouraging accounfs from Manila, and with him came
also a further; reinforcement of three vessels from New Spain. Le-

gaspi had the satisfaction to find himself confirmed in his command,
and to receive the royal orders to subdue and colonize the Phillipine

group, to a.ssign the lands to his victorious soldiers, and to promulgate

the Catholic faith. He immediately commenced a regular fortress at

Zebu, erected the settlement into a city
;
and determining to be pre-

sent at the fulfilment of his purposes, he sailed the 15th April, 1571,

for the bay of Manila, the -admirable position of which for his colonial

capital, he already foresaw. Matanda received the Spanish general

kindly, and a friendly arrangement of differences being made with

Soiiman' also, both these chiefs were formally accepted as vassals of

the crown of Spain. Legaspi proceeded to found a fort, a church, a

convent, and a palace, on the Jeff hank of the river Pasig, at the

eastern extremity of the bay, and an existence was thus given to Ma-

nila, the 19th May, 1571. The day l>eing that of Santa Potenciana,

.she was named patroness of the Phillipine islands, an honor which

her saintship still retains.
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It now became evident that there existed a party among the native

chiefs, who regarded the intruding foreigners with hatred, or who had

by no nieans understood what was meant by the submission they had
promised to a foreign crown. A league was formed by the malcon-

tents for the expulsion of the strangers, but when these rude allies

presented themselves before tiie walls of IVlanila, the newly planted

cannon soon broke their ranks and their compact, and Legaspi remain-

ed, without an antagonist. His first attention was then given to his

capital, and on the 24th of June, 1571, ‘ifcfamVa* was formally incor-

porated as the chief city of‘ Nueva Castilla^ or Luzon, as well as of

the lesser islands of the Phillipine group; officers were appointed

;

and Don Miguel Lopes de Legaspi assumed the title of first ‘govern-

or and captain-general,’ the style which his successors still retain.

Afterwards, when4rhe royal cedules of 1574 came, they conceded to

the ‘ noble and ever loyal city,’ all the privileges of the capitals of

kingdoms. Legaspi now extended his power northward to Pangasi-

nan, Ylocos, &/C., and southward to Camarines; and to,his perpetual

honor it is recorded, that these advances were unmarked by any of

those excesses and cruelties, which foul the annals of Spanish supre-

macy in America, and disgrace many an otherwise distinguished

name. We must not omit to notice a happy augury which is record-

ed as having greatly cheered the founders of Manila at this time. A
soldier, strolling beside a marsh, discovered an image of the Virgin.

The natives declared that it had been, from time immemorial, ,the

object of their veneration^ and that they had often removed it to a

w'orthier site, but that it would always find its way back to the palm-

marsh again. This treasure trove was forthwith deposited in the

church of the Conception, amid much questioning, whether it had
reached the islands by some prior vessel, or by the hands of saint

Thomas the apostle. A sumptuous church was afterward built to

the Virgin on the spot where this relic was found, but being shattered

by earthquakes, and having moreover served the ill purpose of cover-

ing the approaches of the English in 1762, the holy image was re-

moved to the cathedral, whereof it still continues, say our authorities,

to be a chief ornament. Its miraculous powers, they add, have been
most signally displayed in the protection of those navigating between
Manila and Acapulco, in recognition of which, a novenary of votive

masses is always celebrated on the sailing of the annual galleon, to

the manifest preservation of this most valuable branch of the Manila
trade.

The able leader, who had thus achieved the conquest of the Philli-

pines, is said to have held equally sagacious and liberal opinions oil

matters of foreign policy, and to have sought to obtain for them all

the benefits of a free and extensive intercourse. The wreck of some
Chinese junks on the coast of Mindoro soon after afforded him an
opportunity (o display these sentiments to great advantage. The
Mindorans, with the same lax views on this point which long prevail-
ed elsewhere, appropriated the phiperty of the unfortunate Chinese;
but Legaspi compelled them to give up their spoil, and on dismissing
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tlie grateful strangers, assured them of a welcome, at all times, to the

free port of Manila. This liberality is said to have made a deep im-
pression on them : and as to the accompanying offer to give them the

silver pf Mexico in exchange for the merchandise of China, it seems
quite probable, for aught we know of the Chinese character, that it

was very interesting to .them— <‘les era muy interesante,’ as our
books say. Relying on these overtures, junks came the following

year with Chinese cargoes, which were promptly exchanged for silver,

and Legaspi availed of their return, to send letters and presents to the

governor of Fuhkfeen, which it is probable, we^,e duly delivered.

A ship which was dispatched soon after for New Spain, carried a

portion of these Chinese productions, as evidence that a commerce
was really opened with that country.

But the time was now come when the individual, to whose pru-

dence, enterprise, and courage, Spain was mainly indebted for her

possession of the Phillipioes, was to be called away from the scene

of his arduous but successful labors. On the 20th of August 1572,

Legaspi died, after a very short illness, and was buried in the Au-
gustine-church, amid all the expressions of public veneration and
public sorrow. Very probably those who shared his successes

and lamented his death, have drawn his character in too glowing

colors. The spirit of a military age and a proud nation prevented

them from seeing, as we do now, the odiousness of armed colonisa-

tion, both in a public and private point of view. But palliating this

common obliquity of his day and generation, the sagacity, patience,

activity, and liberality, which marked the enterprises of Legaspi and

ensured their success, entitle him, beyond a question, to the highest

rank among the celebrated leaders of his age, if not to the very first

name on the list of the founders of the colonies of Spain.

Art. II. Siamese History: notices continued from the Siamese

erOf 918 to 926 (or from a. d. 1542 to loSO) By a Corres-

pondent.

Siamese ,feRA, 918. After the taking of the city by the Peguans, the

following circumstances aie related with considerable minuteness, and

may be quoted as an illustration of eastern etiquette. ‘ The king of

Siam was conducted to the king of Pegu, into whose presence he

crawled. The first thing the conqueror did was to move his betel and

Jin' apparatus to his visitant, who did not take anything from it; he

next took betel and siri and presented them with, his own hand
;
the

recipient clasped them a while and then masticated them; the Pe-

guan king then presented him a coepidor, but he did not use it.’ The

relation of such matters the Siamese call history ! After all this, the
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Peguan monarch proceeds to say to his guest, that it was customary

in war for kings to seek tor conquest^ that the glory of it might fill the

earth, but he would not have his guest dejected, and invited him to go
home with him and visit Pegu. He was committed to Maha Thamma
raj4 with instructions to see him’weH provided for ; the kii^* of Pegu
then collected most of the people, and : every thing that' was curious

and fanciful, to be conveyed to Pegu. ^ But 10,000 men, women and
children, with a humlred otficers of various grades, were left to people

the country, and Maha'* Thamma was constituted king of Siam,
at the age of 55, under a title which recognized him as divine, relat-

ed to the sun, equal to the greatest genius above, the righteous con-

queror of celestial spirits, however, exalted, and emperor of the

magnificent kingdom; of Siam, ever abounding in all precious sub-

stances. After all this,*his Peguan 'majesty left 3,000 men to guard

the country, and returned home by way of KempCngpet. While on
their way to Pegu, the captive king fell sick. His conqueror furnished

him with physicians, and gave* orders, that, if they did not cure him,

they should be put to death. However, after ten or twelve days he
died, and the Peguan king caused ten of his doctors, Peguan, Bur-

man, and Siamese, to be executed, after which he burnt the body,

and sent the bones back to Siam.

919. The Cambojans marched upon Siam with 30,000 men. The
Siamese, conscious of their defenceless state, and their inability (to

contend with such a force, proposed to'fall over*inn body to Pitsanulok.

But it was suggested to the king, that such a step would disgrace him
in the estimation of the Peguans, and* he concluded to try his strengtli.

The enemy assailed the city three times; but being unsuccessful,' re-

tired, not, however, without taking many prisoners from* the outer

provinces* Afterwards they plundered and carried off the inhabitants

of Chantaburi and the neighboring settlements.

920. The king sent his son, Naret, to govern Pitsanulok, at the

age of sixteen. •

921. iThe king of Pegu set oh foot an expedition against Lin
Ching {South Laos), and sent word to the king of Siam and the

governor of Pitsanulok to assist him 5n the enterprise.* They obeyed

the summons, but the Laos defended their country so bravely.that the

assailants were obliged to return before the commencement’of the

rainy season. The Cambojans, moreover, marched into Siam, took

numerous captives, approached the capital from whence they were

repulsed* but succeeded in catling off great numbers of people and
their officers, and j.be two bronze -images, the digging out of which
an account has already been given. -

922. u-.This year the king ofCamboja sent an army under charge

of two of his principal officers (one of whom was a Chinese named
Chantu), to assail a province of Siam called Pechhaburi-^^'lP'^'’'**^^'’^

cd unsuccessful, and Chantu fearing the displeasure of

defeat, instead of returning, collected the forces

^

fled to the king of Siamlc/i The latter was
Chantu with favors. With the property thut
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sself a junk—embarked his family and attendants, and fled. He was
closely pursued by prince Naret, who had come to visit his father

;

but he escaped.

924. The king had the royal city enlarged by a trench on the

east, ten fathoms broad and three deep, and the wall extended near
it. Phy4 Phichhian excited rebellion, which threw the whole coun-
try into commotion

;
but he was slain in an attempt to take Lopbuii,

and his party made slaves to the government. In the 3d month, the

king of Camboja, with 70*000 men, made another attempt to take
Pechaburi, and after three unsuccessful attacks at scaling, succeed-

ed the fourth time—plundered the city— took all its inhabitants pri-

soners, and returned.

925. The Cambojans made another assault upon the cf)untry, but

were repulsed with slaughter by Naret.

926. The king of Pegu died on Saturday, 7th day of the 2d month,
at the age of 65, after a reign of 15 years, and was succeeded by his

son Mangurng. This change of sovereigns, was followed by the re-

bellion of the provinces Rum and Khang. Prince Naret being ap-

prized of these circumstances, visited his father, and explained to him
the whole course of events, and resigned his place to go and assist the

king of Pegu, in restoring order to his empire. He then returned to

Pitsanulok, collected 1(W,000 men, 800 elephants, 1500 horses, and
marched for Pegu, where he was received with great rejoicing. He
joined his forces with those of Pegu, and, by his skill and courage, the

rebellious cities were soon reduced, and their leader^ led captive to

the capital. The king rewarded prince Naret with high praises and
substantial presents of golden vessels, &c. He then returned to Pit-

sanulok, and thence proceeded to the Siamese capital, where he relat-

ed every occurrence to his royal father, who was so delighted, that he

caused his achievements to be celebrated in a feast of seven days’ du-

ration. Thence Naret returned again to Pitsanulok. The Peguan
king, however, regardless of gratitude and justice, concluded, that as

prince Naret was so intelligent and so daring and powerful in war, he
would probably hereafter prove a thorn to the Peguans. He therefore

formed the plan of removing all the inhabitants of the northern pro-

vinces down to Pegu, as a means of defence in any emergency. He
then employed false pretences to overthrow prince Naret’s fair pro-

spects. He dispatched messengers to him, saying the governor of

Ava had rebelled and was fortifying himself, and he solicited Naret’s

assistance. The latter, on consultation with his father, collected an

army of men, horses, and elephants, and marched for Pegu without

the least suspicion of evil. The Peguan king, on the other hand,

when he heard of Naret’s approach, sent a part of his army to way-

lay him, rout his forces, and bring him a prisoner to Pegu. It was
•smiv'sed that, if this purpose was effected, it would confer a glory on

qp other country had ever enjoyed. Phy^i. Kian, and
^ this business was entrusted, proceeded, and met

’ace called Kr6ng, told him that they had been

{.to conduct him forward, and after having
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paid their respects to liim. left him to pay their devotions to a priest of

the place named Kaiichang, to whom they disclosed the commission

with which they had been entrusted by the king of Pegu. The priest

was touched with compassion for the prince Naret, as one who had
conuTiitted no offense, and looked upon him as one through whose in-

fluence the Budhist religion was to be perpetuated. In the evening,

therefore, he took his informers and paid a visit to Nafet, and after

giving him his blessing, told him that his companions brought infor-

mation of some mischievous purpose of the Peguan king against him.

Prince Naret inquired the reasons of such a measure, and Phy^ Kian
and Phra Ram rehearsed the whole matter from the oommenoement.
I'he prince was greatly vexed, and his affections sundered from the

king of Pegu at once. But, in token of his gratitude for the timely

information communicated, heoffered to take the priest and his atten-

dants under his protection, convey them to Siam, and provide for them
and all connected with them, to which they, of course, assented. He
then took a solemn oath, calling upon all the genii of the world above

to witness, that thenceforth the kingdoms of Siam and Pegu were
severed forever. He immediately commenced his march home,
gathering all the Peguans he could find on h|s march, and when he
came to the Sataung river, he collected all the boats and rafts possible,

crossed his army and captives, and then burnt the whole flotilla. On
his arrival at the capital of Siam, his father confirmed the oath he had
made, rewarded the priest and his companions, under whose govern-

ment he placed the Peguan captives, and the Prince returned io

Pitsanulbk, where he expended immense sums of gold in religious

offerings.

[A race of people called Thaiyai are often referred to in writings

regarding Siam
;
but who they are, or where, has been matter of con-

siderable doubt. They are referred to in this Siamese Iiistory several

times. In the year 926 (Siamese era), a party of them belonging to

Wiang Siia, fled from Kamp^ngpet to Pitsanulok. About the same
time, more than 20,000 are said to have come and located themselves

in Ghhiang Thdng. Among them were a prince from a place called

Chi, and another from Lflngch^mai. Wiang in the South Laos di-

alectj and Chhiang in the North Laos, both signify country, but where
Siia, Thflng, Chi, and L8ngch6mai are situafted is beyond my know-
ledge. Some writings which are skid to be Thaiyai, have been
shown me, which are evidently in the .character of the South Laos, and
it seems not improbable that they were a portion of the Laos, possibly

having some peculiarities of manner and language, such as now pre-

vail between' the Northern and Southern Laos, or between the inha-

bitants of Bankok and Ligore. These two latter have indeed the

same written character, but their pronunciation is exceedingly di-

verse. The principal object of this note is to elicit information on
this topic from any who are capable of communicating itil

'
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ArtI III.
\
Geotvgij of Ventral Asia: survey of the four great

f systems' of 7jioiinthins,WiV(ch cross that region; the Altaicfthe

Te&hshcmj 'ih^ Kw the Himalaya,

In
;
CQimectic%i \yith the accounts given . in our previous numbers

concerning tbe difff;rent geographical divisions of Central Asia, and
the brierf survey t^^here taken of the various nations and hords in-

habiting that region, we here give our readers an epitome of its

geological Ibrinatian, extracted from Macgillivray’s sketch of Hum-
boldt’s travels.}: -The journey) of that distinguished traveler into

Asiati(> Russia afforded hhn an opportunity of investigating a portion

of the world, of whjioh the physical formation is as yet very partially

knowui and which still presents a rich field to the enterprising na-

turalist. ,

*.The middle and internal part of Asia, which forms neither an im-

mense aggregate of hills, nor a continuous platform, is intersected from

east to wes^ by four great systems,pf mountains, which have exercised

a decided influence , upon the movements of nations. These systems

are, LiThe Altaic, which is terminated to the west by the mountains

of the ,RirgWs ;
<2. thec Xeonshan ;^3f the Kwanlun; and, 4 the Hi-

malaya chains. between the Atlaic range and the Teenshan are Soun-

garia amd the basin j^l'tficH^ tha Teenshan and the Kwan-
lun, are Little or Upper Bokhara (Eastern Turkestan) or Kashgar,

Yt^ikand, and Khoten,, tlm great desert of Shamo, Turfan, Khamil,

and Tangout,. which last must not be confounded with Tibet. Lastly,

between the Kwanlun and the Hint^l^ya are eastern and western Ti-

bet, in whiph are Lassa and Ladak. c Were the^three elevated plains

between^the Atlaic, the Teenshan, the Kwanlun, and the Hima'laya

ranges to; be indicated hy thp position of three alpine lakes, we might

selecVfQr this ppr]¥)s^; those of Lc^r and Tengri or Tengkiri,

which, correspond tOf^the p^ of Soujagaria, Tangout, and Tibet.

.,1^ Systefn of therAltaic. This chain surrounds the sources of the

Irti^hyand Yenisei or Keh^. To the east it .takes the name of Tangnou

;

bet\^en theJakes f^K^sogoj and Baikal, that of tfie Sayanian moun-

tains; beyond it is, called the Upper Kentai (Kenteh), and the Daou-

rian mountains i ,and lastly, to the northeast, it connects itself with

the .Yablonoy chain,- the Kh\ngan range, and the Ald^n mountains,

which advance along the sea ofOkhotsk. The ipoan latitude of its

prolongation from east to .yvest is. between 50°
. and 5V 30' north. The

Altaic ,range> P^eperly so called, scarcely occupies seven degrees of

longitude ;
bfut the northern p^i of the mounteins, surrounding the

great mass ofrelevated l^nds in the interior of Asia, and occupying the

space comprised between 48° and 51° liorth, is considered as belonging

to this system, because simple names are more easily retained by the

memory, and because that of Altaic is more known to Europeans by its
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metallic richness, which amounts annually to 45,907 troy pounds- of

silver, and 1246 troy pounds of gold. . T' t (Utaic mountains are not

a chain forming the boundary of a country, like the Himalaya, which
limit the elevated plain of Tibet, and have a rapid slope only on the

side next to India, which is lower. The plains in the neighborhood of

lake Balkashi, have not an elevation of more than 1930 feet above the

level of the sea. Between the meridians of Oust-Kamenogorsk and
Semipolatinsk the Altaic system is prolonged, from east to west, under
the parallels of 49° and 50°, by a chain of low mountains, over an ex-

tent of 736 miles, as far as the steppe of the Kirghis. Thisi-jdge has

been elevated through a fissure which forms the line of separation of

the streams of the Sarasou and Irtish, and which regularly follows the

same direction over an extent of 16 degrees of longitude. It con-
sists of stratified granites not intermixed with gneiss, and ofgreenstone,

porphyry, jasper, and transition limestone, in which there occur
various metallic substances. This low range does not reach the

southern extremity of the Ural, a chain which, like the Andes, pre-

sents a long wall running north and south, with metallic mines on its

eastern slope, but terminates abruptly in the meridian of Sverinogov-

loskoi. Here commences a remarkable region of lakes, comprising

the group of Balek-koul (lat. 51° 30' north), and that of Koumkoul
(lat. 49° 45'), indicating an ancient communication of a mass of

water with the, lake Aksagal, which receives the Tourgai and the

Kamichloi Irghis, as well as with lake Aral; and which would seem,
from Chinese accounts, to have formed part of a great plain extending
to the borders of the Frozen occean.

3. System of the Teenshan or celestial mountains. The mean
latitude of this system is 43.° Its highest summit is perhaps the mass
of mountains covered with perpetual snow, and celebrated under the

name of Bokhdaoula, from which Pallas gives the name of Bogdo to

the whole chain. From Bokhdaoula and Khatounbokhda, the Teen-
shan runs eastward towards Barkoul, where tliey are suddenly lowered

so as to fall to the level of the elevated desert, called the Great Gobi
or Shamo, which extends from Kwachow, a Chinese town, to the

sources of the Argoum If we now return to Bokhdaoula, we find

the western prolongation of these mountains stretching to Goudja and
Koutch^, then between lake Temoustou and Aksou to the north of

Kashgar, and running towards Samarkand. The country compre-
hended between the Altaic chain and the Teenshan is shut up to the

east, beyond the meridian of Peking, by the Khinganouia, a lofty

ridge, which runs from southwest to northeast; but to the west it is

entirely open. The case is very different with the country limited

by the -second and third systems, the Teenshan ana Kwanlun ranges;

it being closed to the west by a^transverse ridge running froni north

to south under the name of Bolor or Belurtag. [.This chain separates

Little Bokhdria from Great Bokh^ria, the country of Kaffiristan, Ba-
dakshan, and Upper Jihon?] Its southern partj which is connected
with the Kwanlun system, forms a part of the Tsunglingof the .Chi-

nese. To the north, it joins the chain which passes ta the northwest
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of Kashgar. Between Khokand, Dervagel, and Hissar, consequently
between the still unknown sources of the Sihon (or Sir) and Amou
(or Oxus), the Teenshan rises before lowering again in the khanate of
Bokhara, and presents a group of high mountains, several of which
are covered with snow even in summer. More to the east it is less

elevated. The road from Semipolatinsk to Kashgar passes to the east

of lake Balkashi, and to the west of lake Ossikoul,
(?j and crosses the

Narim, a tributary of the Sihon. At the distance of 69J miles from the

Narim, to the south, it passes over the Rovat, which has a large cave,

and is the highest point before arriving at the Chinese post— to the

south of the Aksou— the village of Artuche, and Kashgar. This
city, which is built on the banks of the Aratumen, has 15,000 houses
and 80,000 inhabitants, although it is smaller than Samarkand.
The we.stern prolongation of the Teenshan, or as it is there called,

the Milztag, is deserving of particular exarnination. At the point

where the Belurt^g joins the Muzt^g at right angles, the latter con-

tinues to fun without interruption from east to west, under the name
of Asferahtig, to the south of the Sihon, towards Kodjend and Oura-
teppeh (Uratippa) in Fergana. This chain* of Asferaht^g, which is

covered with perpetual snow, separates the sources of the Sihon (Jax-

artes) from those of the Amou (Oxus). It turns to the southwest

nearly in the meridian of Kodjend, and in this direction is named
(till it approaches Samarkand) the Akt^g or A1 Botous. More to the

west, on the fertile banks of the Kohick, commences the. vast depres-

sion of ground comprising Great Bokh^ria and the country of Mawer-
alnehar

;
but beyond the Caspian sea, nearly in the same direction as

the Teenshan range, is seen the Caucasus, with its porphyries and
trachites. It may, therefore, be considered as a continuation of the

fissure upon which the Teenshan is raised in the east
;
just as to the

west of the great ma,ss of mountains of Azerbaijan and Armenia,
mount Taurus is a continuation of the action of the fissure of the

Hima'^laya and Hindu Kush mountains.

3. The Kwanliin system. The Kwanlun or Koulkoun chain is

between Khoten, the mountains of Kokonor, and eastern Tibet, and

the country named Kachar. It commences to the west at the Tsung-
ling range. It is connected with the transverse chain of Belur

,
as

observed above, and, according to the Chinese books, forms its

southern part. This section^ of the globe between Little Tibet and

Badakshan is very little known, although it is rich in rubies, lapis

lazuli, and mineral turquoise; and, according to recent accounts, the

plain of Khora^sa''n, which runs in the direction of Herat, and limits

the Hindiikho to the north, appears to be rather a continuation of the

Tsungling and of the whole system of Kwanlun to the west, than a

prolongation of the Hima'laya, as is commonly supposed. From the

Tsungling, the Kwanlun or Koulkoun range runs from west to ea.st

towards the sou ces of the Hwangho or Yellow River, and penetrates

with its snowy summits into tho province of Kansuh. Nearly in the

meridian of these springs rises the great mass of mountains lx>rdering

on lake Kokonor, resting to the north upon the snowy chain of the
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Keleenshan, which also runs from west to east. Between -these last

and the Teenshan, the heights of Tangout limit the margin of the

upper desert of Gobi or Shamo, which is prolonged from southwest to

northeast. The latitude of the central part of the Kwanlun range is

35*^ 30' north.

4. Hima'laya. system. This range separates the Valleys of Cash-

mere and Nipa'l from Butan and Tibet. To the west it rises in the

mountain Javaher to an elevation of 25,746 feet, and to the east in

Dhwalagiri to 28,074 feet, above the level of the sea. Its general

direction is from northwest to southeast, and thus it is not at all pa-

rallel to the Kwanlun range, to which it approaches so near in the

meridian of Attok and Jellalabad, that they seem to form the same
mass of mountains. Following the Hima'laya range eastward,

we find it bordering A'sa'in on the north, containing the sources of

the Brahmaputra, passing through the northern part of A'va, and
penetrating into the province of Yunnan in China. It there exhibits

pointed and snow^clad summits. It bends abruptly to the northeast,

on the confines of Hoonan, Keangse, and Fuhkeen, and advances its

peaks to the ocean, the island of Formosa, the mountains of which
are in like manner covered during the greater part of summer, being

its termination. Thus we may follow the Hima'laya system as a

continuous chain from the eastern ocean through Hindukho, across

Candahar and Khora'san, to beyond the Caspian sea in to'^Azerbaijan,

along an extent of 73 degrees, or half the length of the Andes. The
western extremity which is volcanic, (like the eastern part,) loses its

character of a chain in the mountains of A rmenia, which are con-

nected with Sangalou, Binghel, and Kachmirdagh, in the pashalic of
Erzioum. The mean direction of the system is north 55° west.

These mountain chains with their various ramifications and inter-

vening platforms and valleys, afford evidence of revolutions anciently

undergone by the crust of the globe
;
these having been elevated by

matter thrust dp in the line of enormous cracks and fissures. The
great depression of Central Asia was probably caused by the same
action. Analagous to the Caspian sea and other cavities in this dis-

trict, are the lakes formed in Europe at the foot of the Alps, and
which also owe their origin to a sinking of the ground. It is chiefly

in the extent of this depression of Central Asia, and consequently in

the space where resistance was least, that we find traces of volcanic

action. Several vol - inoes are described in this space by ancient

Chinese authors, who also mention a variety of volcanic products,

such as sal ammoniac and sulphur, which form articles of commerce.
We thus know in the interior of Asia, a volcanic territory, the

surface of which is upwards of 2500 square geographical irwles, and
which is from 1000 to 1400 miles distant from the sea. It fills the

half of the longitudinal valley situated between the first and second
systems of mountains. The principal seat of volcanic action appears
to be in the Teenshan. Perhaps the colossal Bokhdaoula is of trach-

ite formation like Chimborazo. On both sides of the Teenshan
violent Earthquakes occur. The city of Aksou was entirely destroyed
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at the comrpencement of the eighteenth century by a commotion of
this nature. In eastern Siberia, the centre of the circle of shocks
appears to be at Irkutsk, and in the deep basin of lake Baikal, in the
vicinity of which volcanic products are observed. But this point of
the Altaic range is the extreme limit of these phenomena, no earth-

quakes having been experienced farther to -the west, in the plains of
Siberia, between the Altaic and Uralian ranges, or in any parts of
the latter.

The volcanic territory of -Bishbalik is to the east of the great de-

pression of Asia. To the south and west of their internal basin, we
find two cones in activity— Demavend, which is visible from Tehran
in Persia, and Seiban of Ararat, which is covered with vitreous lavas.

On both sides of the isthmus between the Caspian and Black seas,

springs of Naphtha and eruptions of mud are frequent. On the west-

ern margin of the great depression, if we proceed from the Cauca-
sian isthmus to the north and northwest, we arrive at the territory of

the great horizontal and tertiary deposits of southern Russia and Po-

land. Here we find igneous rocks piercing the red sandstone of Je-

katerinoslay, together with asphaltum, and springs impregnated with

sulphurous gazes.

A phenonenon so great as that of the central depression of Asia,

which resembles the circular valies of the moon, could have been pro-

duced only by a very powerful cause, acting in the interior of the earth;

This cause, while forming the crust of the globe by sudden- raisings

and sinkings, probably filled with metallic substances the fissures of

the Uralian and Altaic chains. See Humboldt's travels and re*

searches
y
by W. MacgUlivray

, pp. 352-367.'

Note. We have found if difficult to follow our author in some parts of his Essay;

. and, to avoid the hazard of changing his meaning, we have followed for the most
part hU own orthography in the names of places.

Art IV. Gaoumun fan yu tsS, tsze tesuen taoUy or A complete

collection of the miscellaneous words used in theforeign language

of Macao. 2. Hungmaou mae mae tung yung kwei hwa, or

those words of the devilish language of the red-bristled people

com'^nly used in buying and selling.

In the account given sometime since of the means usually employed

by the Chinese in learning to speak English, we mentioned the ex-

istence of manuscript vocabularies, which were frequently seen in

their hands, and which each individual formed as his circumstances

required. Some of them attain a very respectable size, containing up-

wards of three thousand words and phrases, and are valuable to those

who wish to learn the modes employed by natives in expressing foreign

objects. , But we were not aware that these collections had ever been
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published until recently, when we met with the two little Vocabularies

whose titles are quoted above The first, much the most complete of

the two, is a general collection of Portuguese words and phrases ; the

other is .designed to assist the Chinese trader* in his traffic with his

‘ red-bristled ’ customers. Small and imperfect as they both are,

these incipient attempts* in philology deserve a passing notice, ^inas-

much as they show the Chinese mode of doing such things
; and

moreover plainly declare the want that exists for fuller and better

arranged djiptionaries. Were this want supplied, the native merchant
would not continue to use the barbarous jargon now spoken at Can-
ton; since from: a well digested grara^nar and dictionary he would
learn English { idioms ; and not, as at present, ^arrange all his Englisn

words according to Chinese idioms.

Indeed, we are of the opinion that it would be well worth the while

of some sinologue to prepare a complete vocabulary of English words
for the special use of the Chinese. He could procure his materials

from such manuscripts and published collections as those we allude

to
;
and would, no doubt, by such a work materially improve the pre-

sent colloquial dialect. How greatly the mutual good understanding

of natives and foreigners would be improved by a better dialect, every

one residing at Caqton can testify. The. fact that for many years to

come, the task of acquiring another language will for the most part

fall to the share of the native, is also another inducement for compil-

ing such a work. i .

The collection of Portuguese • and Chinese words is designed for

natives residing at Macao and its vicinity
;
and in the compass of

thirty-four pages contains upwards of 1200 examples. They are ar-

ranged under sixteen heads
;

as eatables, social relations, natural

objects, buying and selling, furniture, weights, &c.; and under each
division there are found words sufficient for the common intercourse

of life. The examples are placed in columns, and the translation is

given in Chinese sounds immediatefy benea.th .each one, but in a

smaller type. The same character is always employed to represent

the same sound. But while the sounds of many of the Portuguese

words are expressed souncouthly, asthey are with the rough monosyU
labies of the Chinese, we do not see how a native can use his acqui-

sitions in conversation without at the same time he learns the pronun-
ciation vtua t;oce. For instance

Imperador, emperor, is sounded, in-pe~la-faw4oo.

Agoray now, is sounded, a-koAdp.

Gentty a man, is sounded, yen-tik,

Casay a house, is sounded, kak-tsze.

CartGy a letter, is sounded, keet-ta..

DmtrOy within, is sounded, teen-too-ldo.

The majority of the words are, however, represented by Chinese
sounds close enough for the reader to defect the word he has heard
in conversation

;
and also, on the other hand, for the student to catch

by the ear the phrase he previously learned from the book. On the
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cover there is a picture or a Portnguese, dressed in the costume of
ItKM), with a cocked hat, powdered cue, short breeches, and a sword.

Both of the works are printed at Fushan near this city, and are ano-

nymous. The first book is as good a ‘muster’ of Chinese attain-

ments in foreign philology as we have hitherto seen
;

though far

behind what can and ought to be accomplished in the really difficult

task of expressing foreign words and ideas in Chinese.

Against the title of the second vocabulary we have a strong objec-

tion. It is another instance of the studied contempt thy^ people en-

deavor to throw upon ev'erything foreign
;
and cannot be' too strongly

reprobated. In several places; things and occupations are stigmatiz-

ed by the epithet of devilish, and that without the least necessity.

Nothing of this kind is to be discovered in the Portuguese and Chi-

nese collection, where the term foreign is used. This continual

endeavor to degrade the English in the eyes of their countrymen
appears to run through all classes of the Chinese; and we were rather

surprised that any one should have condescended to prepare a voca-

bulary of a ‘ devilish language.’ 'fhe title alone is an inducement for

one to give them a new and better compilation. The English voca-

bulary consists of only sixteen pages, containing less than 400 words,

and is probably the production of the same hand as the first one. He,
however, knew much less of English than he did of Portuguese.

The examples are arranged under the four heads, of numbers, men
and things, words used in conversation, and eatables. Some of the

phrases are singular for the attempt to express a difficult sound
;
and

others are curious for the translation given. A few examples will

suffice.

Tael is pronounced te.

Jacket is expressed by tik-ka.

Alike is expressed by a-loo-sum, intended for all the same.

To sell is expressed by sayJum, or sell ’em.

Commonly by so-so.

To exchange by cheen-che, or change.

To want by kah-le, probably derived from the Portuguese querer.

A dotheS‘Seam devil is expressed by tayde-mun, or tailor man..

The devil of the kitchen is a kok-miin, or cook.

An account is kan~ta, or counter.

A husband is hah-sze-mun.

A wife is wifoo.

A beggar is not inaptly rendered by kum-sha-mun, or kutn-

shaw-man.

Unclean is tah-te, or dirty.

To call is kahdum, or call ’om.

The earth is kaw-Iang, or ground.

Distant is translated by lang~ioi, or long way.

Please is rendered by chin-chin.

To set is shect-tnm, or sit down.

Great is rendered k nh-lan-te from the Portuguese grande, which

\s an evidence that the same person is author of l>ofh works.
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Leisure is liap~ieem, or have time.

'Whither is kwut-yu-ko, or wliat you go?

To enter is ku-yeen-siy or go inside.

Occupied 'is hap-pe-chuny or have pidgeon or business.

Presently come is tik-lik'ke-kuniy or directly come.

Not understand is no-sha-pe, nao saber, or not know.
Orange is loodan-chcy like the- Portuguese laranja.

Gentlemen's sons is translated meeUche-mvny or midshipman.

These are enough to show why the Chinese speak barbarpus En-
gli.sh as they do. If the teachers and books are so defective,’how can
we expect the scholars to be accomplished? A Chinese commits
One of these vocabularies to memory, and then constructs his sen-

tences according to the idioms of his own language
; which is the only

way he knows aught about the subject, and then considers himself

an elegant scholar, fully able to act as an interpreter between the high

authorities of his own country and the foreign merchants ! None of

these ‘ linguists ’ can read the simplest document in English
;
nor can

more than two or three of them understand two Englishmen in their

common conversation. Persons in England might suppose that a

Chinese would be glad to receive instruction, and qualify himself for

his profession; bet we know that not one of these linguists ever comes
to a foreigner for aid, or ever thinks of taking any lessons in the En-
glish language. They pick up their words in conversation and from

vocabularies and native teachers. Now, while such is the state of

things, we think that an intelligible chrestomathy and dictionary,

which will give the native the sound of the foreign word in Chinese
and in English characters, with some directions for speaking with a

little regard to gender, time, &/C., would be an excellent means of im-

proving the present barbarous jargon. The publication of a work of

this kind would perhaps come within the sphere of a society having

for its object the promotion of useful knowledge. And with such
crude attempts as these before us, we can recommend the preparation

of a complete dictionp^ry to the society already established, believing

that it would do much towards the improvement of our intercourse,

and tend to create a better mutual good will between parlies now
mutually prejudiced, because each is ignorant of the others views
and motives.

Moreover, we think that foreigners, who intend to. reside many
years in this country, will find themselves amply rewarded for any
time they may employ in learning the Chinese language. With pro-

per attention, and suitable helps, an industrious man, by daily atten-

tion to the local dialect, for a few months, or a year or two at most,

would learn .«uch a number of words and phrases as to enable him to

excuse his Chinese friends from the hard task of acquiring their kwei
hwa

!

The man, too, who learns the language, even to this limited

extent, will truly save himself from many impositions; and, not un-
frequently, will command respect, and secure influence, far beyond
whai he could do without such knowledge. In this case, as in all

others, he would find that knowledge is power,
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Art. V. English and American trade: statements of the trade to

Canton^ in vessels of Great Britain and the United States of
America, from July 183(3, to the 30M of June, 1837.

The following gtatements have been prepared and published under
the direction of the ‘ General^ Chamber of Commerce we copy them
from the Canton Register, where they are signed by William Scott,

secretafy td (he committee, of the Chamber. Mr, Scott has appended
to the statements the following remark as a note; ‘ The values of the

different artidlbs must be* considered as only a rough approximation to

the probable average of the season; it being impossible to attain

greater accuracy, owing to the Chamber having been formed at so late

a period of the year, that, before commencing to collect the materials

from which" the foregoing statement is compiled, most of the vessels

had taken their departure.’

STATKMKITT OP TRADE IH BRITISH VESSELS AT CANTOR.
. I* • •

.

Imports. Quantity.
Average
Price.

Per
TOT. VAL.

Sp. Brs.

Broad Cloth - Yds. 1295279 S 1.20 Yard 1554335
Camlets - Pees. 16257 25. Piece 406425

Long Ells -
99 89124 9. 99 802116

Bombazetts - -
J9 4613 11. 99 50743

Woollen Yarn - Pie. 165 100. Pecul 16500

Flannel - . Yds. 2400 .33 Yard 792

Blankets -• - Pairs ’ 1322 4. Pair 5288

Velveteens Yds. 4996 .20 Y'j- 999

Cotton Yarn - Pis. I84:n 40. Pecul ra7240

Long Cloths - - -

;

Yds. .562984B .12^ Yard 703730

Domestics . .
• »»

7286 .10 99 729

Handkerchiefs . Doz. 35620 1.50 Dozen 53430

Chintzes . Yds. 119.808 .12^ Yard 14976

Cambrics .
99

22850 »» 99 2856

Linen - .
99

10920 1. 99 10920

Canvas - _ Bolts 198 12. Bolt 2376

Gold Thread - - Catties 167 40. Catty 6680

Cochineal . - Pis. 349 180. Pecul 62820

Smalts - ' . " « 166 38. 99 6308

Ginseng .
»»

52 60, 99
3120

Quicksilver - - » 2a54 115.' 99 236210

Tin Plates m m Boxes 1200 7.50 Box 9000

Tin
(

m m Pis. 15732 19. Pecul 298908

Spelter - ^9
2955 5.50 »»

16252

Lead - *
99

14961 6. » 89766

Iron •
'

‘ 99
16238 3. 48714

Copper - -

Amber, False Chests

54
42

20.

20. Chest

1080
840

^tel Nut . . . Pis. 23755 3. Pecul 71265

Bicho de Mar - 134 6. M 804

5,215,222
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Imports, continued.
r

Quantity.
Average
Price.

Per
TOT. VAL.
iSp. Drs.

Birds’ Nests - Catties 373 $20. Catty

$5215222
7460

Camphor Baroos - 121 40. 11 4840
Cotton, Bengral Pis. 240192 Tls.9. Pecul 3002400

Bombay 347580 8.5 11 410:3375

Madras %% 89579 9. 11 1119738
Cornelians - • - — — value 135700
Cloves .... Pis. 198 $ 28. Pecul 5544
Ebony - - - -

«• 9796 3. 11 2^)388

Elephants’ Teeth -
, »> 532 85. If 45220

Fish Mavvff - 1501 55. II 82555
Glass Beads - Chests 10 18. (’best 180
Gum Olibanum Pis. 3820 3. Pecul 11460

Anime - - - 157 4. 91
628

Myrrh - - -
>1 205 5. 11

1025
Copal - » 67 20 11

1340
Bdellium „ 1234 4 11 4936

Horns, Rhinoceros • 20 20. 11
400

Unicorn tt 63 40. 11
2520

Kayabuco Wood -
»* 33 5. 11 165

Mother Cloves 46 10. 11
460

Mother O’Pearl Shells - 1619 4. 11 6476
Opium, Patna Chests 7192 778. Chest 5595376

Benares 2575 683. «1 1758725
Malwa tl 17687 675. Pecul 11938V25
Turkey

!
Pis. 292 611. value 178412

Pearls - - —
11

120300
Pepper - Pis. 12311 6. Pecul 98488
Pimento 30 10. . 300
Putchuck -

1, mi 18. 6426
Rattans - * - „ 8155 3. •I

^'24465

Rice 1.1 - -
If 218949 1.50 11

328424
Saltpetre - ' - « 10031 7.50 >1^

75233
Sandal Wood fj 10325 22. 11

227150
Sapan Wood

-

11 142 3. 11
426

Sea horse Teeth - M 44 40. If
1760

ShaVfeflns -
II 4650 26. each 12mm

Skins, Land Otter - No.. T376 6. 44256
Sea Otter - 834 40. 33360

do. Tails 713 4. 2852
Rabbit - - - 9980 .50 4990
Musk-rat 11 4735 1 . Pecul 4735

Soap - - . - Pis. 162 3. 486
Slock Fish -

11 1195 5. 5975
Sundries - - - __ value 77224
Treasure, Gold — __ 5912

Plata Pina — _
”

87393
Bar Silver — 70226
Dollars — --

II
:107409

Spanish

Advances negotiated by the East India Company, fr(

Dollars. 34.900,662

Jrn 1st May 1836 to
<Jmh April 1837, Spanish Dollars 4,186,663=£ 968,236.8.10.

VOL. VI. NO. VI. 36
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Exports Quantity.
Average
Price.

T

Per
TOT. VAL.

-Sp. Zhs.

Alum '

Pis. 35632 2.50 Pecul .85080
Anuiseed Chests B83 11. Chests 4213
Arsenic . » 114 10.

99 1140
Baneles . 66 50.

99 3300
Beads ... 1345 18.

19
24210

Brass Leaf . 231 45
19 10395

Bricks .

'

No. 100000 5. Mil 500
Camphor Chests 863 33. Chests 28479
Capoor Cutchery . , yf 78 6. ii 46cJ

Cassia fi 11675 6. n •58375

China Ware ,.
— —

. Value
;

ime
Root . Pis. 665 3.60 Pecul 2328

Cochineal », 153 180. 99 27540
Copper .

'
. H 11 20. 99 220

do While .r Boxes 1 49 .50. Box 2450

i do. Ware — — Value „ 830
Cm-als, false ^ .r s Chests K4 40. Chests 4960
Cotton Yarn . , Pis. 5643 40. Pecul 225720
Crackere Boxes 3762 4. Box 15048
G&laogal Pis. 266 3.50 Pecul 931
Gauze ... .-W — — Value ' 300
Gold. Ware .

'
*

—
99 4450

GrassXloth .

—

"

—
19 4120

Gum Benjamin •% Chts. 38 4ft Chest
, 1520

Bartall.. . •
,

.1 •

Pis. 612 14. Pecul 8568
Hats . .

'

*

*•

Soxes 56 50. Box 2800
Ivory Wire, ^ ^ • .

— ^
• —

.
—

.

Value 2200
Eiltlsalls ’

. • J
Chte. 2007 11. Cht. 22077

do. Silk . . . 61 13. w 79:1

Laiiquered Ware .' — Value 3630

Marble Slabs . ^ Boxes 3856 5. Box 19280

Matting . . i !. , * ,

— — — Value - 4532

MuBk~ . ! . . ,

1
* — — 17600

Nankeens 1

«— —
« n 108718

Oils Spice * . ’Pis. 78 30. Pecul .2:140

Paper, White . Chests 2338 13. Chest som
Colored ft

-r

237 12. M W.I2844
' GUt . II

287 15. »» * 4305

Cards . > 10 30. n 570

Pearls false . . ,
, ,

— —

r

Value 13991

seed .
*'

i
— * »»

• • 105

prfeserves j

.

Boxes 1050 4. Box . 4200

Rhubarb « Pla 922 58. Pecul . 63476

Silk, Canton d&e. . f9
6635 T.200. »» im3056

Nankin . . 18762 455. t 6261710

Piece Goods . l” — — Value 338212

SUver Ware . .

' — —
1 4645

Sugar . . Pis. 63803 T. 5.2 Pecul 460800

• y

.....

t9,733,769

^ c --

^ i
j.ii.
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Exports, continued. Quantity.
Average
Price.

Per
TOT. VAL.

Sj). Drs.

$9,783,769

Sugar Sandy . . . Pis. 31377 T.7. Pecul 305054
Sweetmeats . . .

’ Boxes 1161 4.50 Box 5225
Pis. T. Taels

T*eaJ Canton Bnhea’ .
* - . 702 a 14 9828.

Fokien do. . • 447 a 16 7152.

Congo . . . 183509a32 5872288.
Caper > . . 5094 a26 132444.
Souchong 19100 a50 955000.
Cainpoi . . 287 a 30 8610.
Ankoi . , 1274 a 21 26754.

Hongmuey ^
^ 3989 a 32 127648.

Pekoe -5 2952 a 71 209592.

Orange Pekoe . 7088 a31 ^219728.

Black . 224442 Pis. 7569044. 10512562

Hyson ^
'

19923 a 61 1215303
Young Hyson . - . u. 5118 a 38 194484.

Hyson Skin . . 12613 a 26 327938.

Twankay '

.
‘

. 31448 a 29 911992.

Gunppwder 4587 a 58 266046.

Imperial . ; . 3149 a 55 173195.

*
jl;. •

(' Green* . h\>,
r-

• '

76838 3088958. = 4290220

Not specified . 6925 a 34 28^0, 327013
Tiles . .. . ,.r.. No. 21000 10. Mil. 210
Tobacco . Pis. 400 25, Pccul lOOOO
Trunks , . . . i Sets •329 22, . Set 7238
Umbrellas . . ; Chests 200 20. Chest 4000
Velvet .

,

, Boxes U9 70. Box 8130
Vermillion

; , i i „ 1096 63. 69048
Sundries

, ... — Value 62615
Treasure, Gold , . Taels 43910 23.50. Tael 1032096

Sycee , . 2058754 5.percent 1 Prem. 3002350

Dollars, Spanish —

;

—
,j, j, 728395

South American 68304 3.per cent Dct ' 66255

1 , . 1

.

,

30,188,380

I „ Average disbursements.

On 77 Vessels at Whampoa ^ $ 6000 each *462,000
38 do. do. with rice 1500 57,000
56 do. Lintin » ,

' 750 42,000 561,000
Balance

. ,
• 4,171,282

Spanish Dollars. 34,900,662
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STATEMENT OF TRADE IN AMERICAN VESSELS AT CANTON.

Imports • Quantity.
Average
Price.

Per
TOT. VAL.
Sp. Drs.

Broad Cloth Yds. 263:144 1.20 Yard 315013
Camlets - - ** Pee. 5042 25. Piece 125050
Long Ells - - •"

»» 34472 9. ?» 310-248

Bombazettes 6344 11. It 69784
Woollen Yam - * ’

Pis.
. 76 100. Pecul 76(K)

Blankets - ' Pairs 1251 4. Pair 5004
Cotton Yam Pis. 42:12 •40. Pecul 169-280

Long Cloth Yds. 3605825 .12^ Yard 450728
Do. Dyed M 391117 .14 It 54756

Domestics -
t) 489520 .10 tt 48952

Handkerchiefs - I^Z. 20783 1.50 Dozen 31173
Chintz - Yds. 194964 .124 Yard 24370
Cambrics - -

"

u • 3000 .12| » *. 1
375

Velveteens »» 4400 .20 ft 880
Linen >» .

5726 1. „ ,
5726

Canvas Bolts
,

420 12. Bolt 5040
Ginseng - Pis. ‘ 1509 60. Pecul 90540
Cochineal - n . . 132 180. tt * 2376Q
Quicksilver »f

^
. .

501 115. If
‘ 57615

Tin - - -
' •

*

834 19. •

It

" ^ 15846

Spelter - -
; n 3049 5.50 •1 16770

Lead - - * n ,9946 • 6. tt 59676

Iron - - - * ~‘3490 3. tt 10470

Copper - - •

M
' 2288 20. tt 45760

Betel Nut - ’ n*. 12005 • 3. •

tt 6015

Cloves 122 •28. tt 3416

Mother of Pearl Shells W 449 • 4. ft 1796

Nutmegs -
(.

^ 39 >120. tt 4680

Opium, Benar^ - ’ Chests 5 683. Chest " 3415

Turkey. - Pis. . 446 611. - Pecul ’272506
Pepper ft 2292 8. » 183:16

Rattans
!
” - 3781 3. ft

>11343

Rice - - - I

ff 577578 1.50 ft 866367

Skins, Beaver - No. 1465 * 4. Each 5860

Fox - * W 1198 1.20 ft 1438

Land Otter 1 « 6773 6. ti 40638

Sea Otter • ft
= 40. ft 22400

do. Tails - ft 310 4. tt
1240

Musk-rat - ft 410 1. It 410

Sundries - — —

r

Value 8450

Treasure, Dollars — — —
»» 428485

Plata Pina — — —
tt

35485

11
3^8,696

Balance . . • • 4,524,173

Spanish Dollars 8,202,869
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13 X P O R T 8 . :Q,uantity

.

Average
Price.

Per
TOT. VAL.
)S^. Drs.

Pis. T. Taels

Tea, Bohca - Cliests. 2183 1266a 11 13926.

Souchong V „ 29139 17483 a 20 ;149660.

Pouchong - „ 4544 2322 a 25 58050.

Pekoe „ 1604 802 a 30 24060.

Black „ 37570 Pis. 21873 T.445696 = 619022

Pis. Taels

Hyson - - „ 19086 9993 a 45 449685.
Young Hyson - „ 93053 63278 a 28 1771784.
Hyson Skin - „ 24557 12524 a 22 2755*28.

Twankay - „ 5211 3181 a 28 89068.

Gunnowder - „ 9373 7790 a 50 389500.

Imperial - - „ 8051 5722 a 47 268934,

Green „ 160234 Pls.102488 3244499. = 4506248

Total Chests. 197804 Pls.124361 3690195. = 5125270

Piece goods.

Crape Shawls - • - No. 38962 $2. Each 77924
Do. Do. embrd. „ 44017 5. 2*20085

Do. Do. damasked ,, 40150 2. 80300
Levantine Do. - m 4360 3. »» 18080
Cmpc Scarfs - - . „ 17549 2. 35098
Damasked Do. - » 79^ .90 » 7155
Black Handkerchiefs Pcs. 41629 4.75 Piece 197738
Pongee Do. - - n 36310 7. M 254170
Sarsnet Do. - 1791 5.50 »> 9850
Lutestring Do. - ,, 100 10. 1000
Levantine Do. - ^ 48 10. > 480
Crapes - - - „ 1282 8. »» 10256
SenshawB - » 11814 10.25 » 121093

Do. Black - y, 475 10.25 4869
Sarsnets Do. - 8242 7.50 II 61815

White - ‘ „ 3014 16. II 48224
Common '

- „ 3166 13.50 n 42741
Coloured - „ 1719 12. *1 20628

Levantines - - m 2a32 9. II 20988
Satin - M 2572 14. n 36008

Satins - - - „ 6582 15. II 98780
Coloured - „ 1250 18.50 II 23125
Damasked „ 1031 20. II 20620

Camlets - - ««
1*254 10. II 12540

Pongees White - » 40154 11. II 441694
Szechuen - „ 22267 4.50 II 100202

Lutestrings - - „ 1476 8. II 11808
Do. mixed m 499 7. II 3493

Meenchow - - „ 200 4.25 II 850

$2,501,184
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Exports, continued. Quantity.
Average
Price.

Per
TOT. VAL.
Sp. Drs.

- 2,501,184
Concan -

49 22.5 9. Piece 2025
Figured Silk’ -

91 290 20. 11 5800
Silk Dresses - - No. 100 15. Each 1500
Taffeta - - - Pcs. 592 34.50 Piece 20424
Grass Cloth »» 12:130 8. If 98640

Do. Handkerchiefs' 11 1325 4. II 5300
Gauze - 2525 4. II 10100
Kankins, Blue ^ »» 44950 .a5 II 29221

Yellow »» . 49.30 .70 II 3465
Sewing Silk • Pis. 410 450. Pecul 184500
Kaw Silk 125 400. tt 50000

MiSCELL AN EOUS
Alum - - - Pis. 10 2.50 II 25
Anniseed- »» 20 10. II 200
Baskets - - ->

»»
— — Value 120

Camphor -
11 1980 35. Pecul 69300

Cassia - - -
'

5800 10.50 II 60900
Do. Buds - » 30 14. II 420

China Ink - . Catties 231 L Catty 231
Ware . .

Value 32179

(trackers . . Boxes 21700 1. Box 21700

Dragon’s Blood Pis. 6 60. Pecul 360

Fans &L Fire Screens No. 161143 . H Each 2417

Feather Fans . »» 2200 .40 11 880
Galangal Pis. 127 3.50 Pecul 445

Gamboge w 13 55. 11 715

Ivory Ware — —

,

— Value 5528

Lacquered Ware — —
II 5929

Matting . Rolls 26342 4. Each 105368

Mats, Bamboo .
— Value 33

M. O’Pearl Buttons . <Gross 184300 .10 Gross 18430

Slabs — — — Value 50

Paper
^

. Pis. 10 20. Pecul 200

Rattans, Split . >» 100 20. II
2000

Rhubarb »» 95 40. II , 3800

Spice Oils »» 173 120. n 20760

Sugar >» , 15460 8. II 123752

Sugar Candy . »» 40 7. II
280

Sweetmeats It 2225 14. II
31150

Trunks . Sets 157 23. Set 3611

Sundries .
— — Value 2287

8,025,869

Average d i s e u r s e m e n ts

.

11 Ships at Whampoa - 6000.= 66.000

63 do. do. with rice w . 1500 =? 94.500

22 do. Lintin - ^ , w 750 = 16.500 177,000

Spanish Dollars. 8,202,869
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Art. VI. Missionary travels in China and Chinese Tartary, by

the bishop of Corea. From Annales de la Propagation de la

Foi. No. L.

[Not haviug access to the original of these travels, we have borrowed the

following article from the [London] Atheiiseum^ for Feb. 25tb, 1837. In our

number for AugusU 1836, (vol. 5, p. 147,) there is a notice of “tlie bishop of

Corea, who left Penang on Ms mission to that country in 1832.” It appears,

consequently, that two bishops were at the same time, by different routes, on
their way to Corea. We give the article froto the Athenaeum entire.]

The late bishop of Capsa, Mr. Bruguiere, having been appointed

ticat»appstolic and head of the Catholic mission in Corea, traversed

the most important parts of the Chinese empire to reach his destina-

tion. The journal of his travels has just been published in the work
before us— a periodical designed as a continuation of the celebrated

^Lettres Edifiantes.’ Having recently noticed the voyages of a Pro-

testr.nt missionary to the Cofean peninsula, we shall, without further

preface, proceed to cull the additional information respecting China
and its dependencies, supplied by the Catholic prelate. We must
premise that Mr. Bruguiere’s title was the only profit he derived from

his bishopric ;
and that want of money compelled him to travel more

like a mendicant than a vicar apostolic. Unable even to pay for the

comforts of a European Vessel, he was forced to become a passenger

on board the Chinese jlinks
;
and he has given some curious details

of the system of navigation practised on board these vessels. But we
must first hear his report of Manila, the capital of the Philippine is-

lands— a citjt once earnestly coveted by our countrymen, but whose
name has now almost fallen into oblivion, • * The bishop says,

that the people of Manila are devotedly attached to Catholicism
;
and

he attributes their adherence to Spain to the strength of their religious

feelings : he confesses, however, that there are some partisans of in-

novation even in the Philippine islands. There are three millions of

Catholic Indians in the island of Ld^On
;
but paganism is still the

religion of the mountain tribes,- who are said to regard Christianity as

a badge of servitude. The archbishop of Manila lent our missionary

a sum sufficient to pay his passage to Macao. Soon after his arrival

at this port he embarked on board a Chinese junk for Fuhgaii, the

residence of the vicar apostolic for the province of Fuhkeen; and this

Voyage, of scarcely two hundred leagues in length, was more than
two months in duration. The causes of this delay were the ignorance
and timidity of the Chinese sailors. The bishop says,

—

We remained at anchor from the 19th to the 26th (of December, 1832);
and like delays happened frequently. The captain declared that the wind
was contrary

;
they wanted a southerly wind, and the northeasterly monsoon

had just commenced. The Chinese do not know how to beat up against a
contrary wind : the clumsy build of their ships, and the fear that they have of
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losing their reckoning, never allow them to take a bold offing; they always
keep tlie land in sight; and this makes their navigation long and dangerous.
They have a compass, it is true, but tli^y make little use of it

; I doubt if they
are even acquainted with its variations. On the 26th we at length proceed-
ed, but cast aiicnor after four hours’ sailing, because the captain found the
weather very cold, yet we had not passed the 22d degree of latitude. Similar
reasons detained us two months and a half on our voyage. The wind, the
rain, the tide, the fear of pirates, interrupted our navigation. Every night we
sought shelter in some creek under the cannon of some fort, if such a name
may be given to a ruinous building defended only by an old mandarin and his

domestics. Under most of these forts an armed bark was stationed, to pro-

tect the junks from the assault, of the pirates, who infest these seas in the
eleventh and twelfth months. ' On the 28th several pirate barks, well armed,
attacked us. They commenced by seizing two small junks which were a
little in advance of our squadron. As the sailors made no resistance, the

buccaneers only stripped them stark naked, offering ho violence to their per-

sons Our turn came next ; our captain hung out a signal of distres ^ and
hailed the neighboring barks, six of them united and formed a line

;
the crews

only supplied a contingent of one hundred and forty men without arms
; the

pirates were more than three hundred in number, well armed
;

for in China
it is forbidden to have weapons on board merchant ships, under ^vere penal-

ties; and pirates alone dispense with this law. God had pity on ns, the

pirates retired without venturing an attach.

Having escaped all the dangers from lubberly sailors and cowardly

pirates, the bishop at length reached Fuhgan. He thus describes the

surrounding country :

—

The district of Fuhgan is a country covered with hills and mountains of

moderate size, some of which are clothed with dwarf pines, and the tea shrub.

This precioijs shrub is chiefly produced in the province of Fuhkeen. General-

ly speaking, the mountains of China, and a great part of Tartar^’, are bare and

sterile. It is only by great patience and labor that the inhabitants can render

them productive in some places ;
they have generally a barren and melan-

choly aspect.

From Fuhgan the bishop proceeded to Nanking : he praises highly

the fertility and beauty of the province of Ke'angnan, and incidentally

informs us that the negligence of the Chinese fiscal authorities affords

the greatest possible facilities to smugglers
;
but that Europeans are

objects of hatred and suspicion, not only to the government, but to

the people. The bishop assumed the disguise of a native, and he

gives a melancholy account of the difficulties he had to encounter in

accommodating himself to the Chinese u.sages, and the dangers of de-

tection arising from the slightest deviation ;
even the native Chris-

tians, dreading that his presence might be made a pretext for persecu-

tion, tried to force him to return. Though his health was broken,

his money almost gone, and his guides dispirited, the bishop persever-

ed, and pursued his route towards Tartary, sometimes in one of the

rude vehicles of the country, but most frequently on foot. One of his

adventures is characteristic of the social state of China. Disguised

as a mandarin, he passed in a chariot the barriers of the province of

Shansfei

We met some convicts, whom they were leading into exile, bound together

by a long chain
;
when they saw us, the troops that conducted them sate
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down upon the ground, one soldier alone holding the end of the chain. Imme-
diately a dispute arose between the convicts and my followers. “We want
money,” shouted the malefactors. “ You shall have none,” replied my ^ides.
“ We will allow ourselves to be crushed by your chariot wheels,” exclaimed
the wretches, throwing themselves down in the middle of the road. “ Clear

the way,” shouted the driver. “ We will not-—give us money, or we will

die here.” From words they came to blows ; ray people dragged them by

the chain from under the chariot, not without receiving some smart blows.

My guide gave a vigorous pull, and remained master of the field of battle.

• .Unfortunately the convicts had tlieir wives with them, and these ladies took

their place and renewed the combat. In this country, to lay hands on a fe-

male, even in self-defence, is an affair of state. It was necessary, therefore,

to have recourse to prayers and compliments. My interpreter, who was veiy

polite, made them an eloquent harangue, but nothing could shake their pur-

pose. They placed themselves under the feet of the horses, and declared they
would not stir without money. We were forced to ncgociate, and purchase

a free passage for about six francs. We might have had recourse to a man-
darin, but the accusation would have exposed me to the imminent hazard of
discovery. The soldiers looked as if they had no concern whatever in tliis

singular combat ; instead of checking the insolence of their prisoners, they

remained tranquil spectators, doubtless expecting their.^hare of the spoil.

In some districts of China they rob openly, but rarely commit murder.

W ithin thirty leagues of lacking, there has been for some years a society of

robbers : they plunder publicly, and in the face of day. The magistrates who
ought to watch over the public safety favor tliis disorder, and share in the spoil.

After wandering about for some months in continual fear of detec-

tion, the bishop was informed that he might obtain a safe asylum in

Chinese Tartary, until the Coreans were, prepared for his reception.

The Great Wall of China is no longer an impassable barrier between
Tartary and the Celestial Empire : smugglers pass openly through its

crumbling breaches; and though the gates are siill guarded, the war-

ders are remarkable for anything rather than vigilance. The account

which our author gives of this celebrated structure, corrects the extra-

vagant descriptions of previous writers :

—

On the 7th of October, 1834, we arrived at the Great Wall, so highly ex-

tolled by those who know nothing about it, and so emphatically described by
those who have never seen it. This and the other wonders of China should

only be seen in pictures to maintain their reputation. The Great Wall has
nothing remarkable, but its length, which is about fifteen hundred miles : its

principal direction is from east to west ; but a little to the north of Shanse
it trends to the west-south-west. This rampart, formerly covered with bricks,

which have tumbled down, forms the frontier of three or four provinces, each
of which would, in Europe, be a considerable kingdom. In the plains and
ravines it is a regular wall fenced with battlements, between thirty and forty

feet high
; on the mountains, 1 doubt if its height exceeds ten feet ; indeed,

on the heights, it is little more than a ridge of earth, fianked by numerous
i^ojections like redoubts, but there is no person to guard them. There are
gates at regular intervals for the convenience of travelers and the levy of
transit-duties ... I passed through the gate called Chan Tchakfi (Changkea
kow), it is that through which the Russians go on their road to Peking. No
one paid the least attention to me ; the ^ards turned their backs, as if to

give courage to me and my followers. Were a more rigorous watch kept, it

wodd be easy to cross the wall in the mountains, or through the breaches
wlticb time has made.

OL. VI. NO. VI. 37
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The bishop 6hose for his residence the village of Sivang (Sewang),
in Tartary, which is chiefty inhabited by native Christians. Though
the latitude is not more than 4r north, he found the climate more
cold than that of Poland.' On one occasion he states

—

I celebrated mass in a little chapel crowded with people. There were two
chafing-dishes beside the altar; the wine was kept in a vessel ofwarm water

;

but notwithstanding these precautions, it was with difficulty I kept the sacred
elements from freezing.

The soil is poor, harvests frequently fail, and famines are com-
mon :

—

Hemp is the plant which best repays the cultivator : it attains the height of
seven or eight feet, and sometimes more. Within the last few years potatoes
have been introduced from Russia; they thrive very well, and yield a good
produce.

So that the roots which sir Walter Raleigh planted in his garden
at Youghal; have nearly made the circuit of the globe. The influ-

ence of cultivation on climate is strongly marked at Sivang :

—

The part of Tartary in which Sivang ie placed, has only been cultivated

within the last ninety years. Great as the cold is now, it is less than it form-
erly was ; for they raise grain that would not have grown here thirty years
ago. The effects of tillage in> improving the climate, were observed by the
Greeks in Thrace, and the Romans in Gaul

;
at Sivang they .are within the

experience-of the present generation.

We have had no good account of Tartary since Rubruquis was
sent to- make' a treaty with the khan Sartash^ by St. Louis, in the

thirteenth century. The bishop hints that he meditated preparing a

full description of this remote country ; and on this account his

notices of the customs and manners are unfortunately meagre and
desultory

The two castes of Tartars (Mhntchous and Mongols) profess Lamaisra.

The Mongols are a filthy race ; they wipe their filthy hands dripping with

grease in their cloaks, to show that they can afibrd to eat meat. When a

Mongol Tartar wishes to compliment his host or guest, he takes a huge bone,

and gnaws it all round, and then hands it to his friend, who gnaws it in turn.

At the end of the repast, the Tartar guest wipes his fingers in his host’s

robe, drawing a streak of grease from his head to his heel ; and politeness re-

quires the* host to reciprocate this delicate attention.

Lamaism* is a variety of Budhism—perhaps the most prevalent creed

in the world. The account given of it by the bishop of Capsa adds

little to our previous infbrmation. The chief novelty he communi-

cates is, that the monastic institutions of the Lamas, for both sexes,

are more rigid in their rules of celibacy than those of the Chinese and

ffurmese.. The similarity between the ecclesiastical discipline of

Lamaism and the Papacy, gave rise to the belief in the Christian king-

dom of Prester John, described in such extravagant terms by the

writers of the middle ages. Our author, however, seems very reluc-

tant to admit this simple explanation, and suggests that the Christians

might have been extirpated by Genghis khan. But that conqueror was

not a persecutor; he had several Nestorians in his service; and many
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Nestorian Christians were found in Tartary by the embassadors of

St. Louis.

While the bishop remained at Sivang, the viceroy, alarmed by the

excesses of the Chinese sectaries called Pihleenkeaou, (worshipers of

the flower of the Nymphaea,^ ordered a severe inquisition of those

suspected professing Christianity, apparently believing that there

was some connexion between the two regions. The poor bishop

was exposed fo great dangers, but was preserved by the friendship of
some mandarins, who did not share the error of their superiors. A«
we have mentioned the name of the secret society, which will proba-

bly at no distant date change the constitution of the celestial empire,

it will not be uninteresting to give some account of so formidable a
body, supplying the defects of the bishop’s description from other

sources.

Since the conquest of China by the Mantchou Tartars, two cen-

turies ago, a large party has existed, anxious to restore the ancient

line of native sovereigns : the members, being closely watched by the

imperial government, formed a secret society, similar to that of the

freemasons, but ruled and organized like the Jesuits, from one of
whom, indeed, it has been said that the plan of the institution was
obtained. The society soon extended its ramifications into every part

of the empire; and its members are supposed to amount to several

millions
; they are united by the most solemn oaths of secrecy and

mutual assistance; they have signs and pass-words known only to

themselves
;
they have a common purse to meet the exigencies of the

order; and they are remarkable^for their implicit obedience to the

commands of their unknown superior. In the year 1794, they made
a vigorous effort to overthrow the reigning dynasty, and their ravages
were not suppressed until 1802. Occasional revolts have occured
since; but the Pihleenkeaou have conducted their operations so cau-

tiously, that all the efforts of the imperial ministers have failed to dis-

cover their leaders. The connection, real or supposed, between this

secret society and the Jesuits, was the cause of the cruel persecution of
the Chinese Christians, at the commencement of the present century.

Having escaped from the dangers of persecution, the bishop began
his perilous journey to Corea

;
and he had nearly reached the fron-

tiers of that country, when he fell a victim to famine and fatigue.

The continuation of his journal, after his departure from Sivang, has
not been received by his brethren, and there is no account given of
his notes.

The general impression produced by the bishop’s narrative is, that

tlie Chinese have retrograded in civilization under the Tartars; and
that the government is in a state of deplorable and increasing weak-
ness. It is manifest that the people have .ceased to respect laws

which are openly contemned by public functionaries : the bishop was
-once mistaken for an Engli.'sh smuggler of opium ;

his interpreter

being absent, he could not explain the error; but a bribe of a few

pence was sufficient to put an end to all disquietude. Christianity,

though proscribed, is openly professed; and persecutions occur only
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when an avaricious governor wants a pretext to extort money. Pira-
cy and smuggling are acknowledged trades, and the mandarins are
quieted by a share of the profits. There is every reason to hope that
the tea trade will not long be confined to Canton

; the inhabitants
of Fuhkecn, the province in which the shrub grows, are described by
our author as the most enterprising smugglers and sailov in China

;

and in the present disorganized state of the government, they would
not be deterred from a profitable traffic by mere fiscal regulations.
Tho^h the stale of the Catholic Christians in China engaged a
considerable share of the bishop’s attention, we regret that his ac-
count of them is a ti.^sue of vague generalities: he does not supply
any data for estimating their number; and from his dwelling very
minutely on a few instances of conversion, we are led to conclude
that they are of rare occurrence.

Art. VII. Memorial from the chiefprovincial authorities, drairing

to lixnit the number of the hong merchants to thirteen. Dated
Canton, September, 18:57.

A RESPECTFUL memorial, the sacred perusal of which is solicited, in

relation to the merchants engagedftii) foreign trade, showing that they

are now sufficiently numerous for the transaction of business, and re-

questing that -the old regulations in regard to the appointment of such
merchants be restored, with the view of clearly laying down a limit,

and of arresting wide-spreading evils.

Our humble opinion is, that, the port of Canton being open to a

general commerce with foreigners, it is of the first importance, that

the hong merchants, by whom the trade is conducted, should be pro-

per men ;
in which case alone can the cherishing kindness of the

throne be seconded. To enable the ship-traveled people to be, nni-

versally, recipients of joy and advantage, and to prevent smuggling
and enrich the revenue, depend wholly upon them. Tlieir relation

to the affairs of the customs is not then at all trivial.

Formerly the hongs engaged in foreign trade were in all thirteen

;

but in length of days negligence having arisen, some among them
became, in consequence, defaulters to the revenue, and fell into debt,

on which account they absconded, or were subjected to punishmeuU
Hence in the 11th year of Keaking (1806),' the then superintendent

of customs^ Tihking, presented a memorial, wherein he requested

that a senior merchant should be appointed to regulate all the affairs

of the hongs
;
and that, in future, whenever a new merchant should

be chosen, the senior and all the hong mercharfts should jointly bind

themselves, by signing a security, for him. In answer to this memo-
rial the following imperil edict was received :
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« Tihking has preseuteil a report of the results of his investigations of the

state of the custom-house. The merchants engaged in foreign d ade, in Can-

ton. who enter into security for the payment of the duties, have hitherto been

admitted to fill their places, upon the security of only one or two merchants

being given for them. Then, wHeii involved in distresses and reduced in

circnnistances, they have either, become defaulters, or have fallen into debt

and absconded ;
and thus, much eyil and many illegalities have resulted. Let

it be as the said superintendent of customs has requested. Let a careful

selection beinade, from among all the hong merchants, of one or two indivi-

duals, of wealthy and substantial connections, and of honest and sterlii^ c:ha-

racter, and let them be appointed to the general management of the af&irs of

the hongs engaged in foreign trade, ^o le^ and direct all the other hong mer-
chants, and with equity and justice to amend what is wrojig: and let the names
of the senior merchants thus selected be recorded in the public offices, and re-

ported to the Board. Whenever a new merchant is to be chosen to fill up a
vacant place, let the whole body of the hong merchants, seniors and others,

enter into a joint and general suretiship for him, and let the matter be com -

municated, in a distinct form, to the Board. If any one be expelled or retire,

let it be reported, that whatever relates to him may be erased. And^veiy
year, on the day when the custom-house is closed, let a complete list of the
hofig merchants’ names be made, and presented to the Board, for examination

and reference. Let the Board of Revenue be made acquainted with these

directions. Respect this.”

Afterwards, in the ninth year of Taoukwang (1829), the then
superintendent of customs, Yenlung, finding that none would come
forward as hong merchants, and fearing that the senior merchants,
having the responsibility of the suretiship, purposely made hindrances
and objections, recommended for establishment some new and altered

regulations, which having been laid before the throne, the following

irnperial edict was received :

« Yenlung has laid before us a memorial, requesting a change in the re-

gulations in reference to the bringing in of new merchants. In the province
of Kvvangtung, hongs are established for carrying on foreign trade. Formerly,
a man was allowed to beccane a hong merchant, on obtaining the security of
one or two of their number: but in the reign of Keaking, permission was
given to appoint senior m^chanta to conduct the general tmairs, and to re-

quire of any one, being chosen as a new merchant, that he should have the
jointly-si^ed security of the senior and all the other merchants. These
senior merchants have continual iy been in the practice of purposely making
objections, so that the new merclmnts lire too few to complete the regulate
numbers ; and it is difficult to. get the vacant numbers filled up. Hence, for

several years past, while the foreign ships have been daily increasing in num-
ber, the number of hongs has been constantly diminishing; so that it is dif>

ficultfbr them to give due attention to all things, and illegalities rapidly spring
up. It is certainly right, taking these things into consideration, to make a
change. Let it be as is requested. Hereaffer, if a man in opulent circum-
stances and of good connections prefer a request to be made hong merchant,
and the superintendent of customs find that what he states of himself is cor-
reel, let him be put on trial for one or two years

; and if he then be Ibund
realW correct and upright in his dealings, and possessing the confidence of
the mreign merchants, and have paid up all the duties without defalcation,
lot him, according to the old regulations, obtain the security of one or two
hong merchants, and on so doing receive his appointment. Let the nile, that
the joint security of the senior and all the other merchants is to be procured,
be forthwith annulled. Respect this.”
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These directions were respectfully recorded and obeyed; and from
that time onwards, merchants have succe.ssively come forward to sup-
ply vacancies, so that the full number of thirteen hongs, formerly ex-
isting, is now again complete ; and there is no cause for anxiety on
the ground of there not being enough pay due attention to business:
among these, is Pwan Wanhae, of tlm new hong Jinho, who has
been on trial seven years, and, though froqueinily urged to it, has never
yet obtained securities, nor in consequence been reported to the
Board

;
also, Yeih Yuenchang of the new hong Footae, Lo Futae

of the new hong Tungchang, with Yung Yewhwang of the new hong
Anchang— not yet entered on the list pj:esented to the Board, who
have been on trial from upwards of one, to about two, years. These
persons we have commanded, in obedience to the last-established re-

gulations, speedily to obtain the true and faithful securities of one or
two merchants, that their names may be reported to the Board, and
they be duly appointed, in order to give weight to the principle of
responsibility; and for doing this, we have limited them to a period

of one month. If the period pass over, without their obtainiiA a
merchant to give securities for them, we will immediately commoni-
cate with each other, and erase their names, at the same time making
inquiry if there are any transactions commenced by them during their

period of trial, and yet unfinished, and in that case strictly urging the

completion thereof, under governmental inspection.

In making regulations, however, the first and most important thing

is, to ascertain what is most suitable; and in establishing laws, it is

desirable to adopt such as may long continue unchanged. The new
regulations, sanctioned on the representation of Yenlung, and now
in force, we, your majesty’s ministers, have found, after diligent and

faithful examination, and joint discussion, to have been suited to the

past, but to be unsuitable to the present state of things
;
and 'to have

given rise to evils, which result in impeding their operation and ren-

dering them ineffective. The full number of hongs engaged in for-

eign trade at Canton has, for a very long period, been thirteen : and

even when the vessels have been numerous, and the amount of duties

large, there has never been any anxiety in regard to their being unable

to attend to all their concerns. But Yenlung, seeing that the hongs

were weakened and reduced to half their number, and impelled by

this temporary state of circumstances, effected the alteration— that

any opulent person, applying of his own accord to become hong mer-

chant, if his representations be found on inquiry to be true, should

be permitted to enter on a course of trial. But what limit ought to

be prescribed was not once made, a subject of consideration. Thus
the common people,' striving together for gain, and snatching every

opportunity— the appointments may go on gradually and endlessly

increasing. Then the merchants t^iiig numerous, their characters

must be various and often not free from alloy. In this way, it must

indeed become difficult to pay due atierftion to all affairs.

During upwards of ten years past, silver bullion has been ex-

ported, and the poisonous opium has been spread throughout the
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empire, giving rise to a crowd of iilegalities— smuggling contraband

articles, and evading the lawful duties. While in this we see scoun*

drels who are toithoutf entering Into compact to do evil, it would be

difficult to ensure that the conUminution does not actually commence
within. Thus, in the third month of the present year, a criminal,

Leang Ake, was apprehended as a smuggler; and on his trial there

appeared a letter,- from the hong merchant Lo Putae to an escaped cri-

minal Ching Yungping, wherein allusion was made to Lo Heaoufung,
naval captain in the department of Shaouking, as concerned in the

establishment of that hong. I, your minister T&ng, in consequence,

represented the circumstance against him to your majesty, and re-

ceived your imperial pleasure to remove from Lo Heaouping his rank,

and to bring him to the capital, to be tried. Although the trial of.

the case has not yet terminated, yet it is already plain that the said

merchant, not being affluent, has connected himself with lawless peo-

ple. If now, when investigation of this subject is being made with

the utmost strictness and closest attention, the spread of the evil be

not quickly arrested, it is truly to be feared that these illegalities will

increase to a very great degree.

Moreover, the plan of placing men on a course of trial was adopted

as an important means of selecting good merchants. But how un-

fathomable is the human mind ! How shall it be ascertained, that

men are not, during the one or two years of trial, artfully patching up,

to save appearances, in order that, afler their appointment as mer-
chants, they may pursue their law-subverting plans'? Then, when the

time has elapsed, and the necessary .securities have been obtained, the

leak in the patched kettle is, when too late, discovered; though the'law

pursue such a person, yet how is the loss already suffered to be made
up 7 Hence it is perfectly clear, and beyond a doubt, that the plan

of passing through a course of trial is not in the least to be depended
on. But the old regulation, sanctioned at the desire of Tihking, that

the securities given for a merchant shall consist of a joint bond en-

tered into by all, being agreeable to the common and general sense of

justice, how solid and substantial is the security it gives! By the

framers of the new regulation, it was found fault with, as giving scope

to make objections and present hindrances; and hence they altered

it, deciding hastily to sanction an appointment on the surety of one
or two merchants. They did not call to mind, that the result of such
objections and hindrances— delay— is but the lesser evil : for these

one or two merchants, if not his immediate relatives or intimates, are

probably induced io secure him by presents; and when suddenly his

affairs are upset, the injury that is thereby caused is indeed great.

Furthermore, in all cases of prosecution of these merchants, the

property sequestered not sufficing to pay all demands, the whole body
of the merchants has been directed to pay them by instalments. This
practice has now by long usage become a rule; and, whether standing

surety for the defaulter or not, none can in the le^t degree evade it.

But when they have to pay for one whom they did not secure, the pay-

ers must indeed find it difficult quietly to sulmiit. Is it not much bet-
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ter, that they for whom they pay should be secured by them, by which
a remedy will be obtained for careless security, in the caution which
each will observe?

Our feeble and obscure views, we, your ministers, would humbly
represent to be these :—That, as the number of the hong merchants
has been filled up, and there is no deficiency, but the number is

sufiicient for conducting affairs, a limitation should at once be plainly

prescribed : That it is our duly to request, that hereafter, when any
of the thirteen hong merchants fails, or is for any cause expelled, or

retires, then as each vacancy occurs, permission be given to supply

it; but that, except in such case, it be not permitted, without sufficient

cause, to add a single merchant to the number : That it is unneces-
sary to prescribe a period for going through a course of trial, vainly

adopting a nominal, but unreal, check
;
but that, at the time of appoint-

ing a merchant, the old rule should be reestablished, of giving a general

security ; the whole body ofmerchants, seniors and others, being re-

quired jointly^ and carefully to* select an opulent, honorable, and up-

right man, and to sign their names together to a bond of security for

him,—the whole to be laid in a separate-Torm before the Board of

Revenue, that the man may be fully appointed : That not the slightest

evasion and hindrance be suffered, ‘so that every monopolizing pur-

pose may be disappointed : That, lastly, hi all other respects the

former regulations be retained, as the rule according to Which ail af-

fairs are to be safely conducted. Thus a fixed limit will be laid

down
;
and, it is hop^, the numbers will be properly circumscribed,

and not in excess; those who become merchants will bring with them
large property, so that there will be something on which the respon-

sibility can rest; and those who secure them will, as a matter of

necessity, seek for really and substantially good persons. It may be

expected also to be not wanting in advantage, as enriching the re-

venue, and as tending utterly to put an end to all compacts in wrong-

doings ‘We‘ present our views before the throne, with the desire of

reforming the affairs of the custom-house, and unite together in a

joint memorial, respectfully awaiting the imperial decision as to their

propriety or impropriety
;
and to this end we humbly solicit-our sover-

eign to cast on them a glance, and to vouchsafe instructions. A
respectful memorial.

Art. VIII. Imperial edicts communicated to the hong merchants

from the hoppo, requiring certain foreigners to leave Canton.

TVan, superintendent of maritime customs in Canton, &c., to the

hong merchants, Howqua and others, for their full information. On
the 22d of October, I received from the governor and lieut.-governor

the annexed communication.
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We received, on the 19ih of October, by an express of the Board

of War, a di.«patph from the Council of state, addressed ‘ to Tang, gov-

ernor of Kwangtuug and Kwangse, and Ke, lieut.-governor ofKvvang-

tung, to be enjqined aJso on Wan, superintendent of customs,’— ajid

containing, under date the 29th Septembei, 1837, the following

“ Imperial edict. * A repart has been laid before us, representing

that, in the province of Kvvangtung, remissness and illegalities increase

daily; enumerating six particulars
;
and earnest!^’ requesting tliat

orders may be given for amendment thereof.. The memorialist states,

that of the multitudinous cases of plundering which occur in that pro-

vince,,the majority are attributable to associated bandit^, bearifig such

names as the Teente Brotherhood, the Triad Society, &c.; that these

club together in bands and fraternities, and are evei and anon injuring

and troubling the* people; and thafBvery instance of complaint af-

fords occasion for varied and numerous extortions. Again, he states,

that the magistrates of districts in that province, when levying the tri-

bute of grain, have sometimes, as it fs said, reduced it into money at

the extravagant rate of six or seven taels for a s/tei/i [about eight or

nine dollars for 130 catties]; that they are very lax towards their

writers and police, receiving bribes to screen and shelter them. The
report then points out that the storing up of grain is a conveni-

ence to the people
;
and that there is nothing better than to establish

free granaries, and to hold the grain, furnished to fill them by the peo-

ple themselves, as a provision for the occasional wants of years of

dearth,— a measure alike advantageous to the officers and the peo-

ple. In regard to governmental cruising vessels, the objects of

their establishment are the apprehension of thieves, and the preven-

tion of smuggling: but of late, the report states, the only thing aimed

at by them is, to receive fr'tm the whole face of the country petty and

unlicensed fees; they do not at all apprehend smugglers; and all

the st.ations and posts of the maritime police have gradnally come to

be mere names, without any effective reality. In the s.alt dep.artinent

of that province, it is needful to put a stop to all clandestine encroach-

ment; and it is essential, from time to time, to examine thoroughly,

and adopt measures for making a full end thereof. With regard to

all that relates to tolls and duties, it is still more needful to remove

and cut away every evil and illegality. The depraved foreigners re-

siding in Canton, and others, and the receiving ships already

at Lintin, should all be forcibly expelled. Let Tang and his col-

leagues make faithful examination in regard to each of fhese six sul>-

jects spoken of in the memorial, and if there be such illegalities as

are named, they must feel it imperative on them to lay aside

every consideration of pleasing others, and proceed with truth and
fidelity to correct what is wrong. It is our sincere hope that the

civil administration, and the military defenses, may all be reaUy and
practically useful. In that case all wiN be right and propeii. Let a

copy of the original address be sent, and these commands be made
known, to Tang, and Ke, and by them enjoined on Wan. Respect
this.’
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“ The council of state having, in obedience to the imperial plea-

sure. forwarded the above, we the governor and lient.-governor have
received the same. We will procee<l accordingly, indLsiincl documents,
to direct inquiry on the several points alluded to in the five clauses,

beginning “ in the affairs of the police, there must not be any reiniss-

ness or procrastination allowed also, on the subject of the remain-
ing clause, “that, in relation to tolls and duties, all illegalities should
be removed, and correctness restored,”— we will forward a communi-
cation to the naval commander-in-chief, e.vpressing our hope, that he
will immediately drive away and send back to their country the re-

ceiving ships anchored in the seas about Lintin and Lantao,— and
that he will, after careful consideration, write in answer, and inform
U3 of the line of action adopted by him, to enable us to reply to the

throne : we will still further instruct the judicial commissioner, to

proceed immediately, in concert with the financial and territorial

commissioner, to act in accordance with the instructions contained in

our separate dispatches; and, on the several points noticed in the

original memorial and in the imperial edict now received, to issue

directions that the imperial pleasure may be respectfully obeyed and
acted on; at the same time, also, to detail consecutively the measures

adopted in reference to each clause, and report the same for our ex-

an)iriation, so as to enable us to make our reply to the thr«»ne.

“ Besides all this, it is our duty . to forward to you [the hoppo] this

communication, for your examination. We trust you will immediately

command the hong merchants to expel with severity those depraved

foreigners, and others, residing in Canton
;

also, that you will

examine and discover if apy of your attendant officers have indeed

sold to depraved natives the information ofavarrants being out against

them, thus enabling them to procure others to take their place, and

so giving rise to gross illegalities
;
furthermore, whether the number

of officers deputed to act in tiie custom-houses of Canton and Macao
should or should not be reduced. We hope that you will grant us a

reply, that we may perform what is required of us
;
and that, as re-

gards the other particulars of the memorial and imperial edict, you

wilf act with respectful obedience, and enforce what is required.

Annexed is a copy of the original memorial.”

The above communication having reached me the hoppo, I, on the

receipt of it, proceed to issue this order, to give information. When
the order reaches the said merchants, let them immediately pay obe-

dience to it, by ir^tituting inquiry concerning each of the foreigners

unlawfully residing in Canton, namely , ,
,
and

, and by speedily, and with severity, expelling them. They

must not allow them to linger for an instant. Let them also with the

utmost speed report the period of the saiu foreigners’ departure for

Macao, to onahle a reply to be made to the throne. This is an atfair

in which the imperial pleasure has been received, requiring examina-

tion. The said merchants must, therefore, by all means, act in ol»e-

dience to it. If they dare to connive and scieeii the foreigners, they

themselves shall be held solely res|>onsible Let each, then, trembling-

ly obey. Oppose not. A special order. October 25th, 1837.
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Art. IX. Plan proposed for importing Chinese merhanirs and la-

borers from Singapore to New South Wales. By G. E. Da-

vidson.

The plan proposed by the undersigned for the importation of Chi-

nese laborers and mechanics, having met with very considerable

success, he is now induced to publish ii in full, for the information of

those distant settlers, who may not have had an opportunity of perus-

ing it at either of the Sydney banks. My plan is to write to Singapore,

in the early part of August, for four or five hundred Chinese, to be

hired from the annual supply by the junks from various ports in

China, which arrive there in December and January in large num-
bers, and may be hired for this or any other country with very little

trouble. With my order to hire the men, I mean to send a ship from

hence to bring them to Sydney
; or, if a vessel cannot be had here on

fair terms, my agent in Singapore shall have the necessary orders on
that subject. From each subscriber I will require an advance of

for every Chinaman to be brought to him. This sum is to be ex-

pended in paying ten doMars (that being the amount due to the junk by

each emigrant on board) for passage money from China, in food and
clothing for the voyage to this port, and other contingent charges at

Singapore. On the arrival of the men in Sydney, I would deliver

each subscriber his number, and require from him immediate payment
of whatever balance might be due me over and above the advance of
^5'per man already mentioned. For the satisfaction of subscribers,

I would, on the arrival of the vessel in Sydney, make out an account
of the whole expenses of the undertaking, such account to be deposit,

ed in some public office for the perusal of those concerned.

From a calculation I have made, I feel convinced I can land the

men in Sydney at ^10 a head, say <£11, and add £1 for commission
to my Singapore agent

;
for this the men would serve twelve months

after their arrival in the colony, getting fed of course, and they would
serve a second year for £l per month and rations; after the second
year they would expect wages something nearly equal to what free

Europeans get here. I would not begin with fewer than four hundred
men, as it would require that number to fill a ship, and make it worth
while. As many more as I can get subscribers for, will be obtained,

and I have no objections to contract for an annual supply. From my
long experience amongst Chinese, I have no hesitatioi; in recom-
mending strongly to the settlers of New South Wales, the impoi^ation

of them into this country; as carpenters, cabinet-makers, wheel-

wrights, millers, blacksmiths, bricklayers and brickmakers, garden-

ers, cooks, growers of maize, sugar, and tobacco, and general labor-

ers, I can with perfect safety recommend them. As shepherds, I

doubt whether they would answer.

For several years past, I have not seen less than six or eight thou-

sand Chinese brought to Singapore in the months of December and
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January, and have invariably seen them willing to go anywhere with
those who paid their debt to the junk they came in

; they leave their

country so very poor, that a fair prospect of plenty to eat, will induce
them to go anywhere. From what 1 have seen on board the junks, I

should say that 20 per cent, of the men brought here Will be mecha-
nics, perhaps more, but I cannot bind myself on that head. It will,

of course, be my duty to bring the number of each trade required, as

near as I can, and in the event of a deficiency in any particular trade,

I would recommend the drawing of lots, for a priority of choice. As
to the distributiou of the laborers, I must let them go in parties;

were I to allow drawing, of lots for them, a son might be separated

from a father, a brother from a brother, and so on, which would tend
very much to render the men discontented. Supposing 20 per cent,

of the men prove to be mechanics, a subscriber for ten will have a

claim for two tradesmen, for five men one tradesman, and so on, any
number under five will not give a claim to a tradesman, unless more
than twenty in the hundred should prove such. In case of loss by
shipwreck, I propose .taking out a policy of insurance, to cover the

sum advanced by the subscribers, previous to my dispatches leaving

this. Any subscriber failing- to make the necessary advance will, of

course, forfeit his men.

Rice being the principal article of a Chinaman’s food, I would
recommend the importation of fifteen hundred or two thousand bags

in the ship, the men came in
;

it might be landed here at three half-

pence per pound, and would go as far as flour in rationing the men.
It seems to be a prevailing opinion that the Chinese will not re-

main with their masters after their arrival here, of this I have very

little fear. After the expiration of two or three years, numbers of

them will, no doubt, wish to return to China, which I consider will

tend to induce many more to come here the following year, particu-

larly if those who go carry accounts of good treatment, &c., with

Ihem. Chinese emigrants never bring their wives and families from

their native country
;
but this does not prevent their remaining many

years in those countries where they find constant and profitable ^Em-
ployment. If they get a year and rations, it will be double what
they earn in and about Singapore, and, in my opinion, will be suffi-

cient to keep up a constant supply of Chinese laborers in this market.

On the subject of ill-treatment, I would caution the settlers of New
South Wales; a Chinese will not put up with it, and will spread

such reports about it as will tend to prevent future supplies reaching

this part of the world.

(Signed) G. F. Davidson.

Sydney, June 15th, 1^7.

[iVo/c. The foregoing appears as an advertisement in the Sydney Herald

of June 19tA 1837. In a postscript, Mr. Davidson gives a list of the subscri-

bers which he had already obtained, amounting to fifty-seven, requiring 335
Chinese. Mr Davidson says, the advance of £5 per annum, is to bo paid in

to the commercial bank, Sydney, on or before the first of August next (1837),

in order to give time for the men to be there by March, 1838.]
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Art. X. Correspondence between the Committee of the East India
and China Association and the government of Great Britain.

By late arrivals from England, we are glad to learn that China and
its inhabitants, and the interests of foreigners here, are not forgotten.

In a speech before one of the public assemblies held last May, in liOii..

don, the Rev. Mr. Medhurst announced that medical missionaries for

the Chine-e would accompany him on his return to the e.asl. Mr.
Medhurst expects also to bring out with him a steam-press. The Btit-

ish parliament was again directing its attention to China. A bill,

authorizing the establisliment of a court or courts, with criminal and
admiralty and civil jurisdiction, was brought before parliament in

June, by lord Palmerston. On this subject, and respecting the ap-

pointment of consuls and an embassy, his lordship had previously

(on the 22d June, 1B36) been addressed by the committee of the East
India and China Association. The following is a part of the address:

« For the purpose of obtaining thcse.objects the association submit to your
lordship the expediency of his majesty’s government sending a commercial
agent or consul to Canton, with municipal and judicial functions to protect

the rights and properties of British subjects, and by timely notice or otherwise

to prevent, as far as may be practicable, the infraction of the Chinese laws by
British subjects, such consul not to have any political authority. At the same
time they would recommend that all the former servants of the East India

Company should be withdrawn from China, as their presence only tends to

distrtLct the Chinese authorities in their understanding of the true relations in

which the intercourse with that country is now governed, and any duties

which the Company’s servants might be called upon to perform snould be
done by the consul. Upon the best consideration the as^ciation have been
able to give to the subject, they would not recommend an embassy to be^Sent

to Canton ; but as a further measure, they think that an embassy might be

tried to Peking, landing at the nearest convenient port ; but, as the success

of the embassy would very materially depend upon the secrecy with which
preparations are made in this country, it is reoonunended that the arrangempnt

of such mission may not be known by the Canton authorities previously to its

arrival in China, It would be important also that the negotiator should not

be precluded from performing the ceremonies required at the court of Peking,

and that he should be attended by such a force, and with snch a retinue, as

would give dignity and strength to the mission, and be accompanied by an
interpreter, capable of speaking and writing the language fluently, that by

possessing the means of communicating readily with the supreme government
at Peking, without a chance ofbeing misunderstood in conveying to the court,

that the objects sought for a,re altogether pacific and of a commercial nature.

Upon the embassy being received by the Peking government, and when
called upon to state its objects, The following demands it is thought should

be made. * *

These are seven, and are expressed in nearly the same terms as

were used by the Glasgow association in a memorial, noticed in our

last volume ; see page 335. In reply to the address it is stated—
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“ That his majesty’s government are well aware of the great importance of
the trade between this country and China

;
and thatthey have for that nsason

cautiously abstained from adopting prematurely, and without the fu lest con-
sideration, any measures by which that commerce might incur the hazard t f
i)iterruption. They concur with the committee in considering the privileges

enumerated in the letter of the association of22d June, 183t>, to bi- such as it

would be exceedingly desirable to secure for the interests of British subjects

trading to China, but’ those privileges can be obtained only by a negotiation

with the supreme government of (^hina, and his majesty’s government are of
opinion that it is not at present advisable to send an embassy to Peking with
a view to such negotiation.” Canton Press Oct. 28thf 1837.

We are glad the British government are going to move ‘cautious-

ly;’ and, we trust, they will be sure they are right before they decree,

that the negotiator shall hot be precluded from performing the cc-

remonies ' required, at the court of Peking. If those ceremonies are

mere tokens of respect, such as is due to a great monarch, let them

be performed
; but if they are to be considered as marks of divine

homage, or of vassalage, or of inferiority on the part of the embassa-

dor’s sovereign, woe to the man who performs them.

Art. XI. Estimate of the annual consumption of Indian Opium

in China, with a table showing the progressive increase in the

number of smokers in mghteen yeats. '

Much has ‘been said, by our correspondents and others, respecting the

amount of opium consumed in China, and the number of those who

use the drug. With reference to both these topics, the tables on the

opposite page contain valuable data ;
and^ in connection with papers

alr^dy published^ will enable those who desire to investigate the sub-

ject, to draw tolerably accurate conclusions. The tables, (as far

down as 1833 ,)
have been kindly sent to us by one who, though now

retired from his business in this country, was for many years exten-

sively engaged in the traffic. On account of the manner in which the

gov^nment treats the traffickers and smokers of the drug, it is quite

impossible for us to gain that minute information, which the impor-

tance of the- subject seems to require. Some fifty or sixty native traf-

fickers and smugglers, it is said, have been seized within a few

months. In the tables, the^ estimated amount of the drug and the

given number of consumers, are too low
;
besides, the Turkey opium,

and the native produce, are not brought into the accoimt, The tables,

therefore, must be regarded as only an approximation to the truth.

The quantity daily used varies exceedingly in different cases : some

consuming only one candareeu or less ; some three
;
some ten

;
some

twenty or more. Whether three candareens per day, as assumed in

the table, \s a fair average, we are not prepared to say.
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304 Journal of Occurrences.

Art. Xll. Journal of Occurrences. Commercial business; the hop-
po's chest; the Ilingtae hong; Peking GazeUes; literary and mi-
litary examinations; new Tartar general; public executions; S^c.

CoMMKRCiAL buslocss here, for sh months past, has been nearly in statu quo^
Veiy few goods having been bought or sold. Vessels have arrived late, and
few in number,— there being only 24 now at Whampoa, and about as many more
at Lintiii. The period of their departure, it is expected, will also be late. Rice,
here the staff of life, is both plentiful and cheap— the foreign article varying from
$1.2.) to 1.5u per pecul. The trade at Lintin,brat least a considerable number
of the vessels in which it was formerly carried on there, have moved northward,
there being twelve or fifteen now on the east coast. Consequently • the coming
in of the vile drug,*^ aad ‘ the oozing out of tlfe precious metal,’ Ihrdugh the Tiger’s
Mouth have greatly diminished.

The hoppo's chest, under all these circumstancesJs suffering greatly,— its receipts
being less by lens of thousands than they were last year. Even the poor tide-
waiters, it is said, cannot get single dollars now, whilst a few months ago tens and
hundreds were the monthly income.

The debts of the Hmgtae bong, it is now confidently and generally believed, will

be' ])aid', but /muo and tohen are questions, important ones, yet to be determined.
The Slim due to foreigners is something more Ilian two millions of Spanish dollars.

The- Peking Gazettes, received during the last month, contain nothing of im|H>r-

tance. W’e observ e the illness of the first minister, Changling, who has requested
permission to resign. His request is not allowed, but others nave been appointed
ti) the acting care of his various duties, and. unlimited leave of absence from his

duties has been granted. The chief suiijectsof the Gazettes are, complaints of the
venality and carelessness of officers in various parts of the empire, and representa-
tions regarding the high price of silver. One memorialist states, that the annual ex-

port of^silvev is, from Kwanglung thirty millions,— from Fuhkeftn, Chekeang, and
Reangsoo, ten millions,— and from Teentsin in Cheihle, twenty millions of taels.

There must evidently be an error in the copying of this memorial ; and probably
three, one, and two, in place of thirty^ ten, and twenty, millions, would be the

correct reading.

. 'The literary examinations of candidates for the rank of keujm, or ‘ promoted
men,’ commenced on the 7lh of September; and during the night of the 6lh of

this month the nam^ of the seventy-two successful individuals were proclaimed
throughout this city. One of these, it has since been discovered, attained his

degree by proxy, having engaged a man, w'hom advanced years and poverty with-

held from efforts on his own account, to enter the lists in bis name, and write the

necessary essays for him^ the reward, amounlirig (it is said) to being [lay-

abfe only in case of success. Some difference afterwards arose about payment of

the money, and several of the other candidates having been offended by the per-

son in whoso name success had been obtained, they complained to the lieut.-gov-

ernor of what had taken place. The lieut.-governor, unwilling to subject himself

and his fellow-officers to the punishment towhicb they will be liable, endeavored
to hush up tlie matter. • The scholars) however, piessed attention to it, and a day
was appointed for inquiry; when it appeared^that he who had engaged the proxy

was unable to write even an ordinary essay. His first degree bad been purchased,

as is very often done ; but the degree of keojin, unless by the express pleasure of

the emperor, is conferred only on talent. The literary examiners left Canton, to

return to Peking, on the 23d; and on the same day the governor proceeded, on a

tour of military inspection, to the eastern dc;)artra.''nts of the province. The mili-

tary examinations of candidates for the second degree began on the 25th.

A newly appointed tseangkeun, or general of the Tartar garrison of Canton,

arrived on the 29th. He is comparatively young, short, and without any martial

air, or, what supplies its place in China, an austere and rough deportment.

On the J8th, four criminals, three of (hem newly apprehended, the other an

escaped prisoner recaught, being brought before the governor, were tried in his

presence and that of the lieut.-governor and all the prhicipal civil authorities,

and, being condemned, w'ere immediately 4aken out and executed.
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Art. I. Notices of the moral and social condition of several

places in the Indian Archipelago^ collected in the voyage of the

Himmalehf in 1836. By G. Tradescant Lay.

In laying before the readers of the Repository a short account of the

interesting matters that fell under our notice, in the voyage of the

Himmaleh to the Indian Archipelago, I cannot better consult unity

of narration, than by treating each subject with a distinct and separate

reference, without attempting to follow the events and incidents in

the order in which they occurred. I may remark, by way of prelude,

that during our absence from Singapore, which occupied nearly five

months, we visited Macassar, Bonthain, Ternate, Zamboanga, and
Borneo Proper

;
and that, in my judgment, the outline of the expedi-

tion did as much honor to the understanding as to the heart of the

individual by whom it was framed. The object of the voyage was to

attempt something towards spreading the religion of Jesus
;
and if

commerce and natural science were to have a share in it, it was that

these, in their turn, might be made instrumental in promoting the same
good cause. I take a lively interest in whatever tends to enlarge ths

boundaries of human knowledge, but my dehght is not a little enhanc-
ed by reflecting, that, among other second causes, wisdom derived

from studying the laws of nature can be made to serve as the hand-

maid of the gospel. While therefore my first object is to distribute

the Holy Scriptures, and to ascertain by what means they may have

a wider circulation, I endeavor to note and describe what is curious in

the works of nature, so far as health, leisure, and mental ease, can
enable me. After I have made a few observations on the success, or

rather the intimations of future success, I met with in seeking to ad-

vance the views of the British and Foreign Bible Society, I will men-
tion a few subjects which seem to stand before others as engaging or

instructive.

VOL, VI. NO. VII. 3d
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At Macassar our books, which we gave freely to all who would read
them, were accepted with great thankfulness by the natives as well
as by the Chinese. Our first distribution took place in the custom-
lx>use, in and about which place is always a great multitude of those
who, having but little to do, are ready to gaze at whatever may be
new or surprising. A motley packet of books, in the Chinese, Malay,
and Bugis, languages, formed an exhibition of no ordinary kind, espe-

cially when the vigilance of the inspectors had spread them in great
confusion upon the floor. But though a great many pressed forward
to look on, when they saw that some were made happy by our
liberality, they neither plied with importunities, nor gave offense to

the officers of the establishment by their misconduct. The latter found
some Malay Testaments in Roman character, which, as it happened,
were the very thing they had been wishing for, for they were familiar

with the oral sounds of that language, but not with the Arabic letters

in which it is usually written. I shall long retain a lively recollection

of this scene, as our good intentions were appreciated by the people

that we were seeking to benefit, and all spake in the highest terms of

such unexampled liberality. We found that many could read, but

often with difficulty and hesitation, for the wanUo£,.those helps to

improvement which we were bestowing upon them. In giving away
books, you promote the education of the people (apart from all the spi-

ritual benefit they may derive fiom them), by placing means in their

hands which they cannot obtain from other quarters. Printed books

are not fa be had, and the copying of manuscripts is a rare and con-

sequently an expensive work. Some Bugis tracts prepared at Singa-

pore met with a reception that was truly delightful, and gave us en-

couragement to think, that it would not be difficult for one versed in

their language to da great good among them. My inference is not

drawn from what I saw in a crowd, where a general excitement

may be supposed to create a great influence, but from many experi-

ments made in small groups and neighborhoods, where everything

around us was soft and tranquil, and the ]:>eople had leisure to under-

stand their own wishes. It was my practice to put a few of these little

books in my pocket and walk out every evening in quest of informa-

tion. for I was desirous not merely to give them away, but to learn

how far they were acceptable, and what seeming likelihood there was

that they would be read with attention and profit. Habit has long

accustomed me to look a little below the surface of things
;
I am not

content therefore with dispensing so many pages of printed paper, but

strive to conre at the mind of the natives, and learn, as far as I am
able, the current and bent of their feelings.

At Macassar many little circumstances constrained me to think that

success of a missionary kind would be immediate as well as perma-

nent among the people, while a contribution to their little stock of

literature, by translating the Scriptures, would give a man a real as-

cendency over them, and lead all, whether believers or unbelievers, to

look up to him as their friend and benefactor. The Bugis and Macassar

alphabets were taken from the Sanscrit, and are identical, except that
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the former has twenty-three, while the latter has only nineteen charac-
ters. It is a very neat kind of writing, and so cnach admixed bjr the
inhabitants of the Celebes that even tho^ who cannot read, regarded
our books as pictures, and many times offered to purchase, pro-
mised to get a teacher, and used intreaties to obtain them. Complaints
were made respecting the deficiency of the alphabet, as many words,
differing widely in sense and sound, were represented in writing
by the same characters. This the zealous missionary would rectify,
while he would furnish them with the instruments of natural logic, by
a set of abstracts, borrowed from some harmonious dialect. Thus he
would lay the foundation for everything that is refined in kncHvledge
or lovely in practice, while sowing the seeds of holiness by which a
soul is meetened for heaven. Our attempts to do good were approved
by the resident, and most thankfully received by the natives; and
could an individual obtain permission of the Dutch government to
reside there, I see no reason to think that his labors would not be
attended with the happiest effects.

At Ternate we did but little, as the Chinese have but an imperfect

acquaintance with their own characters, the natives are so reduced that

they evince no curiosity, and our stay being short and transient did

not allow us to cultivate much intimacy with the people. A Dutch
missionary, who had labored five years among the inhabitants of Moova
with small success, performed the duties of pastor to the settlement.

But it seems, that he is so limited in the nature and extent of his

operations, that he cannot stir a hair’s breadth to the right or to the left,

‘W’ithout infringing upon some regulation, and thus incurring a warning
frbm the resident, whose official duty it is to see that the good man does

riot do too much among the natives. The chapel on the Lord’s day
presents a most pleasing appearance, and is attended by a congregation

that embraces several varieties of the human family, blended in many
intermediate shades of feature and complexion, all alike in neatness^

of attire and decency of behavior. The chapel is a small well-built

edifice, and has been put in repair and beautified by the resident,

who has shown himself no enemy to the observance of the Sabbath,

nor to the public worship of the Alntighty.
' At Zamboanga, in the island of Mindanao, upon the Straits of
Basilah, we found about forty Chinese, very poor, and much neglected.

The Catholics will not allow them to have any schools, so that their

ignorance of their own literature, which is very great now, will be still

greater in the next generation. Mr. Dickinson, who kindly took the

trouble to look after them, promised some books if they would come
on board, but so little value was set upon the offer that- none made
their appearance. The Spanish language is spoken by the natives in

tolerable purity, and many learn to read, but among the Roman Catho-
lics we know the Bible is a proscribed book

;
or at least, it cannot be

studied without the license aud permission of the priest; hence it

could not be expected that we should succeed to a very great extent,

where Romanism is in free vigor. The evil, however, was that I

had no Scriptures in the Spanish language with me, which I regret
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exceedingly, for several opportunities occurred when they might have
l^n bestowed with advantage. In fact, we were exceedingly de-
lighted with this people, as we wandered from house to house to make
ourselves familiar with their habits and moral condition. The priest
was a man of good family, and of a liberal way of thinking, so far as
liberality can be cultivated under the dominance of a religion made
up of embargos and disabilities. The books would therefore have
been read in secret, without much danger from an inquisitorial search,
and I think we met with some so independent in their way of think-
ing, that the books would have been read at any rate.

At Zamboanga, as well as at Macassar, there seemed to be no
reason to infer that the people would not at once receive a missionary
with kindness, and listen to his instructions with gratitude and atten-

tion. The power of the ruler has thrust itself between the appulse
of the gospel and the ear of the poor heathen. As light and the sen-

timents of liberty spread, this obstruction will be lessened. Political

philosophy leads us to such a conclusion, but we have a much higher
assurance in the promise of the Almighty, that in the seed of Abraham
shall all the families of the earth be blessed. At Tern ate, the peo-

ple must be lifted out of the dust, and receive the nature bestowed
upon little children, for they are sunk so low through oppression, that

though the Dutch have permitted them to cultivate the spices, they

seem to be wholly unconscious of the advantages, and just till the

soil enough to furnish them with the means of a poor and slender diet,

if a missionary were to go and live among them, I dare ^ay that, at

first, he would have some trouble to convince them that he came on
purpose to seek their welfare, but he would find them humble ^n^i

respectful without the kris or Malay side-arms, and without any of

that personal importance which is always associated with it.

At Borneo, for reasons which it is not necessary to state .here, I

did not attempt to circulate the Scriptures till I had thoroughly ascer-

tained that the sultan, priests, and prime minister, did not consi-

der it unlawful, that is, incompatible with their character as Moham-
medans to read a book containing the religion of Jesus Christ. Copies

of the sacred volume were in possession of some of the chiefs; one

brought me the sleek quarto edition printed at Calcutta as^a proof

that he had one. When I inquired if he read it, he said, very often,

and showed me that he did not tell a falsehood by reading some pas-

sages with great ease. This they cannot do without a good deal of

practice, for the biblical style is different from the colloquial and epis-

tolary, and the stiff sharp {X)inted character is so unlike the grace-

ful and flowing hand of the copyist, that I have often seen a man
obliged to spell the words like a child before he could make them out,

though he would instantly write the same words in a smooth and

easy character. Finding that he gave me so good an answer to my
first question, I asked if he believed the Bible; he replied by saying,

how should I not believe it? it is all very true. In one of our walks,

an old counselor and favorite of the sultan showed me a part of tlie

New Testament, as a gift from some person, whom he was proud to
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call his friend. He was a zealous Mohammedan, if one may judge

from the eagerness he manifested to hold an argument with me about

the unity of the Godhead, but a chief interposed and would not let

him repeat his challenge.

We lived in the midst of the'people nearly a month, and were ever

and anon reminded of our promise, that when we returned to the

ship we would send them some Bibles. Among the applicants was
the sultan himself, who, while the high priest and I were sitting be-

fore him, told me thjit I must be as good as my word. Upon this the

priest, instead of cautioning the sultau against reading any book be-

side the Koran, evinced his anxiety to show that the Bible was no
stranger to him, by telling us that the Jews divided the Old Testament
into three parts, the psalms, the law, and the prophets, which, with the

gospel, made the sacred volume consist of four principal divisions. This
man sent his respects to Mr. Tracy, with thanks for the books that

he had given to his countrymen. And, after much investigation, 1

am warranted in affirming, that no man there ever thought it wrong
to read any book, whether he was bound to believe it or not. Most
of them, and perhaps all, are abandoned lovers of pleasure, and are

little disposed to exercise any part of that self-denial inculcated in the

Bible ;_but a few relics of the moral sense are left, and these find their

appropriate pleasure in the melody of righteous admonition. There
is something essentially charming and delightful in the precepts of

holiness, and the mind is so much led away by the sound of them,

that in a sort of trance the heart forgets h6r own wickedness, though
the will remains as corrupt as it was before, and returns again to its

old purposes as a sow to her bathing in the mire. Reading is con-

fined to persons of quality, so that until the missionary begins his la-

bors among them, they only can receive immediate benefit by the dis-

tribution of books. Ail merit is limited to them, and none who are

not pangerans, or the descendants of feudal lords, practice any arts of
skill, or attempt to lay up any knowledge among them. A chief is the

head, and his train of dependants the hands; he thinks and they not;

he lays the plan, his brothers and near relatives execute the finer parts,

while the retainers and vassals perforin the drudgery. If you put the

head in motion, the whole body will move with it; if, therefore, the

chief should think it right to read the Bible, all his followers would be
devoutly of the same opinion; and, should he make up his mind.to
forget the religion of the prophet and adopt that of Jesus, those

who had looked up to him as the exemplar of action and virtue, would
follow without a murmur, and perhaps without a single impression of
surprise. A foreigner, with a little insight into medicine and sincere

love for the Bible, may dispense relief for disease and scatter the word of
God, as we were invited to; if he did not carry any insidious enemies
with him, his person would be safe, though his patience at first might
be severely tried, as the people are wholly given up to vice, very con-
ceited, great cowards, and immeasureably selfisli.

If a man were -to tell them that he came to Borneo with the express
design of overthrowing Mohammedanism and planting the religion of
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Jesu3 Christ in its place, he would not perhaps obtain leave to reside
there on such terms

; but if he stated that he would practice physic and
do them aU<he.good in his power, the sultan would give him a house
and food to eat. Several times the sultan repeated his invitation; ‘stop

here,’ said he, addressing the writer, ‘ aud I will give you a house, and
send to Europe for your wife.’ His succor would be sought with the

most implicit reliance, his reproofs would be borne, and his instruc-

tions listened to with the deepest interest, by many. When the chiefs

used to come to me and complain of their pains and aches, I pointed

out their vices as the cause of their sufferings, but they never took the

reproof amiss, or made any other defense, save this, that they could

not help it. Some were very eager to know the rules of governm^rft

in other countries, inquiring what were considered offenses, and what
punishments were awarded to them ; and on one occasion, after I had
been answering many such questions, a chief said, if you did but

know more of our language, how many curious and instructive things

could you tell us. I said, I have spoken Malay but a short time, and

the language itself is deficient, so that there is a twofold hindrance

in the way of free and pleasant communication. I recited sgme sen-

tences out of a Malay book one evening, to their very great delight, as

it was thought a rare and extraordinary thing to hear a white man
read. One of the minister’s brothers often solicited poison, that he

might carry it about him as an asylum in the day of battle. When I

said, a brave man would fight while he was able, and when he could

no longer wield his weapon he would submit to his fate with resigna-

tion,— he still clung to his favorite resource, and many times renewed

his request, till wearied with his importunities, I told him, God had

forbidden self-murder. These words he repeated in a tone of perfect

acquiescence, without asking whether the precept came from the

Bible or the Koran.

These things are of very little importance when taken by them-

selves, but I mention them as intimations that the labors of a medical

missionary would not be lost upon them, even at the very outset of his

career. In my view of them, their character is compounded of those

vices which mankind have always deemed most hateful and most un-

worthy of rational beings, and therefore I am not disposed to dazzle

his eyes with the golden hopes of magnificent success. I and my fel-

low-laborer learnt to judge of the Borneo people, not by hearing, nor by

seeing, but by feeling, and little was wanted to complete our opinion.

All I assert is, that a man might use the means, and if he did it with

faith and patience, the blessing of God would be sure to follow, an in-

ference which we draw from the consummate veracity of God. When
we cannot use the means, then we cannot look for the blessing. There

is one circumstance which would hav6" a growing operation in his

favor, which is, that the character of missionaries is better understood

by the natives of this part of the world—they begin to find out, that

they were mistaken, when they confounded with them the tyrants and

money hunters that have for centuries oppressed, cheated, and im-

iwverisbed, them. They arc fast hastening to the conclusion, that
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they belong to a distinct order of men, whose sole business and aim

are to promote works of benevolence. We met with an instance of

this kind at Borneo, at a time when we were in great want of pleas-

ing considerations. A Chinaman had come as interpreter and mer-

cantile agent in a trading vessel, during our stay, and was in all points

a Chinaman, that is, a man of trade. One evening as he was sitting

in a large circle, and answering a variety of questions respecting

Singapore, we went and sat down a short distance from them.

Among other questions he was asked, what kind of persons the mis-

sionaries were, when he gave them such a neat and faithful account

of their conduct and character, that we could not have desired, that a

single addition should have been made to it. There was no religion

about this man, he understood business and spoke the Malay language

exceedingly well, and being a man who understood the world, he
gave to his hearers an accurate account of the missionaries just as he
would of the governor or any other person there.

At Macassar every thing is flat and dull, there is no motive for in-

dustry, no stimulus to enterprise. The spirit of monopoly on the part

of the Dutch, and the insecurity of property, from the grasping and un-

checked avarice ofthe native rdjas, take from the subject every induce-

ment he might feel to be useful either to himself or to others. The
idleness and nonchalance that we*see under every aspect and modi-
fication, should excite our compassion, but never provoke our resent-

ment, for it would be marvellous indeed if we discovered anything

beyond a regard for present ease and present gratification. Nor are

there any extraneous circumstances that can awaken curiosity in a

native, or stir up his energies : no well furnished stores to wdn his

attention and make him desire better clothing, or any of the more
showy implements of luxury. There is a long street within the walls

of Macassar that runs parallel to the beach, and is called the bazar,

and I many times walked from one end to the other with a determina-

tion to buy something as a memorial of Macassar, but not a single

article that was either pretty or ingenious could be found. A few
common edibles, a small assortment of dying stuffs, a remnant or two
of Chinese crockery, with a looking-glass and an ugly comb, made up
the average inventory of all their merchandise.

The Macassar differs from the Bugis in having larger and more
open features, as well as in the peculiar ruddiness that is mixed with

the brown tincture of his skin. The hair is suffered to fall down and
float loosely upon the shoulders, and has a red tinge oftentimes, by
way of correspondence with the rest of the person. I have seen the

truth of this circumstance questioned, because red hair and a dark
complexion were thought incompatible with each other, an opinion

that is not affected by this instance, for here the hair is not yellow

nor orange, but its ends have a deep red hue, while the rest is black.

The little boys and girls that you see running about in troops are often

very handsome, while the lineaments of the latter are sometimes not
only faultless in design, but they have withal a shade of thoughtful-

ness and melancholy, which is rightly esteemed to be the last touch
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and finishing stroke of personal beauty. These promises of future
loveliness vanish before maturity, for the want, I suppose, of educa-
tion, which, while it bestows unfading charms upon the mind, tends
to model and perpetuate all the perfections of the body. I do not
pretend to have a profound acquaintance with those branches of
knowledge that teach us to judge of the jewel by the shape of the
casket

;
yet I cannot help thinking that the indications which I read

upon the head and countenance of a Macassar, so often at variance
with his present condition in the scale of morals and intellect, will

hereafter unfold and explain themselves in a very delightful manner,
when liberty and religion shall have cast their smiles upon him. That
he is not deficient in head-piece, is evinced by some productions of
skill in the manufacture of gloves and baskets, where the workman-
ship for delicacy and fineness cannot be surpassed. We found them
much in love with their own written character, which is the same as

the Bugis, if we except the small deficiency of three or four letters.

Many can read, and all would learn, if they had books to afford them
the means of doing it. We observed, though many seemed to value
themselves as being of a more ancient and noble stock than the Bugis,

they esteem it creditable to understand that Janguage, so that a trans-

lation of the Scriptures in this admired and far-famed dialect would
serve for almost the whole of the humanised portion of Celebes. It is

said that Dr. Leyden translated a gospel into the Bugis
;

if the ma-
nuscript could be obtained, an edition would be acceptable to many
in that beautiful but neglected island. Their persons are exempt from
those unsightly scabs and blemishes thai we see in many other places,

and this t impute to their cleanly habits. Wells are plentiful, scarce-

ly a yard without one-: hither, males and females come to wash
their clothes ftnd bathe their skini.pouring many a bucket full upon
their heads. It forms a part of the daily duty and amusement of old

and young, and seems to be one of the principal cares of a mother.

The person of a Chinaman at Macassar is exactly the reverse
;

it is

every way unwholesome^, for, instead of an anxious rubbing and a

copious affusion, the application of a filthy dishclout drawn over the

neck and face once or twice completes the whole business of washing.

The Chinese at the places visited by us were generally poor and often

despised, since a native junk seldom or never comes to replenish their

stores, to render them respectable, or to find them employment.

At Bonthain we stayed only two days, and, as it rained during one

of them, we had but little time for research. The town is seated near

the nook of a far-withdrawn indentation in the coast, where the land

from each point climbs by an easy but varied ascent into a magnifi-

cent amphitheatre of mountains. The cascade a few miles from the

residency is an object of much curiosity; a stream of water about three

fathoms in breadth falls over an escarpment, which we guessed to be

about 150 feet in height. To the eye it seems perpendicular, and the

vertical plane is only interrupted here and there by a ledge that makes

only a small divergence in certain parts of the stream. The cold

within reach of the spray was very great, but what the real depression
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of temperature was I cannot tell, as I was so unfortunate as to forget

my thermometer. Water when in the state of mist or steam seems to

have a great affinity for caloric ; hence the reason why we feel a strong

sensation of cold when a mass of cloudy vapor is moving towards us

in the atmosphere.

The natives here are said to speak a language different from the

Macassar, but I apprehend the dissimilarity is neither great nor radi-

cal. The only matter of interest among the natives is a market, held

at the head of the bay, every ftflh day. Towards this point all are

seen hastening, soon after daybreak^ with their various items of mer-

chandise. Rice, and the sirih, with accompaniments, a few sorts of

bark for dyeing, some India goods, and Javanese copper-wares, are

brought for sale. I supposed, at first, (hat the productions on one side

of the harbor were different front those on the other, but I was mista-

ken, for I saw large pink-colored bamboo shoots, and other vegetables,

returning by the same way they had come. So, for any thing 1 know to

the contrary, a man might carry a bundle of such things three or four

miles merely to sell them to hrs next neighbor. But there is nothing

laughable in this, for nature h;ts implanted in us a fondness of coUus

ct celebrationis

f

as Tully remarks in his Offices ^ so that a man does not

scruple to trudge a few weary miles, that he infay behold and converse

with a company of his fellow-creatures, and in such a celebratio or

assembly sell his goods to the highest bidder, though he might have

disposed df them at as high a price by walking only a few yafds from

his own door. In speaking of teg'etables, I might just mention, that

the potatoes, Solanum tuberosUmy not the Contfolvulus batafaSy ot

sweet potatoes, cultivated atBonthain, may be compared to any in the

world for their excellence. A loose pulvefulenf soil, sneh as Trap-
pean rocks generally afford, a’nd a sunny exposure On the side of a
mountain, are circumstances highly favorable to* the growth of this

useful article of diet.

The soil of Ternate is perhaps,, in all respects, the best that can
be found in any part of the' world, and (here is something in its dark
crumbling texture that impresses the mind With the highest ideas of
its fertility, while the vegetable creation around you bespeaks, in the

strongest and most lively terms^ Che extreme happiness of alt its mem-
bers. The sultry parts of the day are often fanned by a breeze, and
the nights are very cool, the thermometef having been known to

descend as low as 5H.° Though this may be fare, yet (he sheet or

coverlet is seldom unwelcome. All stress is therefore taken off the

system during the night, and nature so far recruits her powers and
repairs the wastes of (he day, that in point of salubrity there seems to

be no place like Ternate within the tropics. The assertion is not
intended to be made absolutely, or as if there' is rto exception in favor

of any other region
;

for, though 1 h'ave traveled much, I have not
examined the meteoric phenomena of every qtfartef within the tropics.

But still the hand of God seems to have poured out blessings upon
the Moluccas in a stream of overflowing plenteousness

;
from ‘ the

beginning to the end of tire year,’ health, beanty, and softness, move
VOL. VI. NO. VII. 40
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in one unbroken circle. If the beneficence of the Deity puts on an
air of peculiar loveliness in these places, the malice of man has been
no less conspicuous in thrusting forth itself in all its hateful deformity,
as if it had been the proper business and function of a human crea-
ture to be the very inverse of his Maker, and to resemble as much as
possible the evil one, who is emphatically styled in Scripture, both in

Greek and Hebrew, the destroyer. The Dutch, not content with the

devastation they could make by themselves among the spice trees, at

last, resolved to hire the native r^j^s to assist them in the execution
of their diabolical purposes. The trees have in consequence of this

proceeding been nearly extirpated
;
the few that remain probably escap-

ed the notice of the destroyers, while the natives, rohbed of what was
their glory, have lost all feelings of independence and personal right,

and live and look like the sons and daughters of oppression. Their
subsistence is derived from the tillage of the soil, or the tendance ofthe

durian, raangosteen, and other fruit, trees. And I dare say that those

philanthropists who think it is enough for a poor man, that he feeds and
sleeps with as little intellectual disturbance as possible would find much
to admire in the condition of these people. The gentleman mentioned

above and myselftook our seat in the carriage of the resident, and were

received by the sultan with much ceremony and military display;

Malay forms of etiquette and a field officer’s uniform are not altoge-

ther at variance with each other, while the address and venerable

appearance of the individual must have inspired sentiments of respect,

could one forget that he received a pension to act the foe instead of

being the friend and patron of his subjects. When I speak of the

Dutch, I mean the Dutch government, without reference to indivi-

duals, for it is only the part of common courtesy to acknowledge, that

the governor of Macassar showed me every mark of respect and at-

tention, and the farewell of the resident of Ternate was accompanied

by a charge to. return as soon as possible, and with him explore all

the beauties of the Moluccas.

Zamboanga has a neat appearance when viewed from the Straits of

Basilan, but possesses no buildings of any beauty or magnificence.

A church is in process of being erected, which will have a very good

ciTcct from the sea. The inhabitants weal a very pleasing aspect,

tiie intermixture of Spanish blood having contributed to beautify and

polish their features. The Spanish language is uniformly spoken,

and very few know much about the mother-tongue of their forefathers.

Many are taught to read and write, with some of the more familiar

rudiments of the Catholic religion ;
but the characteristic of this peo-

Is a happy exemption from care, disease, and labor, since all the

necessaries of life may be obtained by the smallest exertions. of indus-

try. When we entered their dvvellipgs they talked to us with the

most perfect good nature, and ’seemed in no way restrained by our

presence. When wet, hungry, and tired in travel, they gave us a

share of the best hospitality their houses could afford; and, out of com-

pliment to their guest, descanted upon the happiness and prosperity

that would arise to the settlement, had they but English instead of
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Spanish masters. A few miles’ walk from the town brings you to a

country delightfully varied with the interchange of mountain and

plain. These plains are smooth, with only here and there a shrub or

perhaps a little copse. I confess there is something in a wide cam-
paign that is inexpressibly engaging, especially when we meet with it

amidst a range of hills, where the eye, after expatiating a while in the

liberty of the expanse before it, can rest by turns upon the green pin-

nacles, which, shifting behind each other in perpetual succession,

sweep around the spectator, and form an amphitheatre of elevation.

The exercise of authority at Zamboanga is not severe, and if the

Spaniards do not take a lively and efficient interes.t in promoting the

welfare of the people, they certainly do not grudge their happiness.

The officers of the military establishment who treated us with kindness

and consideration, not uncommon among the better sort of their na-

tion, often spoke in praise of their inoffensiveness^ and the compa-
rative purity with which they spoke the Spanish language. The gov-

ernor remarked, on one occasion, that a man could by working two
hours in the day earn a real, one eighth of a Spanish dollar, which
was sufficient to maintain himself and family, and that in consequence
of this, they were not disposed to labor. This is the amount of

censure cast upon them by their rulers, which, under existing circum-
stances is no censure at all, for Why should a man toil when there is

no object set before him to stimulate his exertions 1

Sunday morning presented a gay spectacle at Zamboanga, as many
repair betimes to the public service, the officers of the naval and
military departments in uniform, the soldiers in a neat and easy cos-

tume, and many of the inhabitants in their best attire. After the

service, the governor and ail official persons wait upon the padre as a

matter of compliment, and those who dare not presume to mix them-
selves with such folks, find another opportunity of paying their res-

pects, for his * reverence’ walks out, when many are seen advancing to

make an act of obeisance, while some still more devout run up to him
and kiss his hand. There was something above the ordinary standard

in the character and bearing of this man, and his look was full of be-

nevolence, so that such ceremonies of respect did not seem altogether

out of place. But such is the nature of the Catholic religion, that

though regard to one professedly a minister of Jesus Christ may ap-

pear becoming, yet if these people knew their own situation, they

would deem him one of their greatest enemies, inasmuch as a funda-

mental article in his creed is the duty of keeping them far from the

noble privilege of thinking and choosing for themselves. Heiic^
though things appear easy and tranquil, there are no symptoms of

improvement, no aspirations of thought or enterprise, no efforts after

anything better. There is contentment, if one may judge from ex-

ternals, but contentment of a very questionable sort, for it leaves a man
stranger to every acquirement that can fit him for acting a worthy part

here, and in utter indifference almut his final destinies.

At Zamboanga, we buried the missionary Samuel Wolfe, who had
been gradually approaching the borders of the grave Ibr many months
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prior to his death. The officers of the settlement put on their black
coats and attended the funeral. He was buried by the permission of
the padre^in an old Cainpo Santo, on the west side of the town. An
imaginary line, drawn from the sun, as it rises on the 28th of April,

and passing through the mango trees, and produced 12 feet from their

foot, will po lit out the place of his interment, should any of his friends

ever visit that region. Wolfe, in memory and discrimination, seemed
to have been fitted in a peculiar manner for the acquisition of eastern

languages.

1 see by referring to a memorandum of a statement made to me by
the command mt, a very well informed man, that the whole commerce
of Mindanao does not amount to more than 2000 dollars, while that

of the Sooloo islands b not less than 150,000. In connection witli

this, we see all the viendas or shops at Zamboanga meanly furnished;

a pitiful assortment of plantains, and a few pines are generally all the

seller has to dispose of, if we except the p^m«wine, which is kept in

a wooden vessel that occupies the centre and most conspicuous part

of hb stall. 1 have entered shops where all the fruit had been sold, the

wine cask emptied, and nothing remained but the keeper, who sat in

the middle of the room as if waiting for customers. There is therefore

nothing to be had for money, consequently few think it worth their

while to earn it. A life of ease and tranquility is the supreme good
at Zamboanga ; and, if we reckon by the ordinary standard of the

world, a life of comparative innocence. It is a slender happiness,

however, and a morality that is poor indeed, being devoid bf all those

principles that give a right character to one, or form the basis of the

other. But they are to be pitied, for their spiritual guides will not

allow a stranger to go and give them an opportunity of choosing bet-

ter things. It b a matter of daily supplication with me, that places

decked in such a beauteous dress by the hand of Providence, and a

people so easily wrought into a belter form, may not always remain

in their present situation, but that the dayspring may take hold on
these ends of the earth, that the wicked may be shaken out of it.

Job. 38, 13.

The city of Bruni consbts of two ranges of houses, standing upon
the water at the bend of the river, and contains about twenty thou-

sand inhabitants. The straight stems of the Niboug serve for piers,

the walls are formed of bamboo, and the roof is covered with the

Nipa, the most elegant of the palmy group. The feudal system

prevails here in all its integrity
; the wlmle population is divided into

the kawan or vassals of each respective pangeran or chieftain. Their

duty is to attend upon their lord when called for, and to provide all

the substantial things of life for his enjoyment. *All work and no pay*

is the character of their servitude; but acts of cruelty are not common;
indeed, a man cannot be punbh^ for any capital offense, without a

trial and a hearing before the principal chieftains : the sultan is elec-

tive. though the limit of choice does not extend beyond the royal

family: All the affairs of .state are administered by the pamangku or

mangku-biimi, or prime minister. The respective share that each
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oue of these personages takes in the affairs of government, was briefly

summed up in four words by a brother of the suitan : Sultan Oiiang,

Hassim kiija

;

‘ the Sultan speaks, Hassim acts.* Hassim is a man of

great endowments, and therefore not only manages the executive de-

partment with talent and resolution, but exerts such a check upon the

suitan, that his antics and baby pranks are mostly confined within the

limits of the Astana. Selfishness, pride, and cowardice, which are

apt to mix themselves with everything that is human, stand forth in

the highest relief in the whole composition of the character of the

inhabitants of this country. In all the details of daily intercourse

these qualities meet you at every turn, and seem to pervade every

action and every thought.

At Btuni every chieftain exhibits at his house, especially if he be

a man of enterprise, the miniature of a general manufactory. Canoes,

pruhus, with their armaments, implements of husbandry, and house-

hold utensils, are constructed upon the premises, under his own super-

intendence. For the mechanical and industrial resources of a man
bear some constant ratio to his work, as do also the skill of the work-
men that he employs. Near the residence of the prime minister is

a dock, where a fine little vessel was in process of building, while the

different parts of the platform, whereon the edifice is reared, are filled

with artisans and laborers of various kinds. The hall, or long room
in which he receives his guests, comes in for a full share of the bustle

;

and in a sort of portico in front, if one may designate any parts of ar-

chitecture so humble with such a high sounding name, the unfortu-

nate culprits were busily employed in meshing jars with rattan to an-

swer the purpose of water casks at sea. In the large apartment, just

referred to, was a strewment of carved works which a chief was pre-

paring for the vessel. Thus every thing has an air of business and
activity, and if you go into a dwelling wheie no such stir meets you at

the entrance, it is because the owner is not a man of high Tank, or

is very deficient in talent. The carver I mentioned had a gifl for deli-

neation, and must have studied the w'orks of nature, so that there was
neither a straight line nor a hard edge, nor any attempt at unnatu-

ral uniformity. Tliere was a freedom and a taste in whatever he set

his hand to. I have some hasty sketches which he made with black

chalk upon rough Chinese paper, that indicate the man of thought

and fancy. In all Malay countries, nay in all the islands and many
of the shores of eastern Asia, the prince and the great men have the

sole monopoly of trade, but even in this sphere a commercial spirit

makes no small difference. The sultan adjusts the price to be given

for the goods, but in the quantity of business transacted he came far

behind many of the chiefs. He is not without natural endowments,
and he has withal a remarkable memory, for whenever the rest were
in doubt about the name of a plant, the sultan’s answer settled the

matter; but self-conceit and the love of flattery led him to choose a

dream instead of reality, so that he would be listening to the adula-

tion of his courtiers, when it was his interest to be looking afler |iis

agents, and to be laying plans for commercial advantage. The welfare
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of the subjects, of course, can never expect to find a place in a heart
so much in love with itself.

The chief is not only superintendent of all the works, but he is head-
store-keeper also, and the keys are carried by some faithful attendant
or steward, who does not open without a specific order from his mas-
ter. The females that throng the harems are all fed in this way

; not
one aspires to the duty of house-keeper, not even the favorite queen,
however great her ascendancy may be. An old woman of the sultan’s

palace, who, I suppose, acted the part of caterer or proveditor lor

the rest, came one day, as I was sitting by his highness, and after fall-

ing at his feet told him that the provisions of a certain kind were ex-

hausted ; upon this, the sultan, with a great deal of histrionic effect,

recited the solicitations that were made every day to him from the sanier

quarter. This occurrence, trifling in itself, impressed upon my mind
the degraded condition of women where poligainy is fashionable. It

was melancholy to reflect upon the situation of a female, who, though
her father might be a prince of the highest rank, was obliged to submit
to the humiliation of sending an old woman to dun her lord for the

necessaries of life. The effects of such a system upon the mind of
the softer sex can easily be guessed, but the pernicious tendency
which it exerts' upon the sons of such mothers cannot be esti-

mated. If therefore we weigh the matter impartially, we cease to

wonder at the vices of men, initiated in the first principles of living

under such inauspicious circumstances, and are ready to conclude,

when we discover talent or any symptoms of moral virtue, that it must
be in a particular manner by the gift of heaven.

Bruni is advantageously situated for holding intercourse with the

interior, by means o^^a noble and beautiful river, running, we know
liot how far, into the country, and thus affording an easy route for the

different tribes that people the neighborhood. Of these tribes, some
are savage and are very much dreaded by the Brunese, as the Murats
for example; others are reputed very harmless, as the Kadaian. They
all appear to use distinct languages, but imny must have learnt Ma-
lay, as they are often seen in canoes in the floating market, buying or

selling as the case may be. The sultan is known to a great distance,

and has a nominal sway over very distant tribes, who make a tacit ac-

knowledgement of his authority, sometimes by submitting questions of

territorial right to his decision. A JVIalay piahu of embassadors came
with a case of this sort, while we were staying at the palace, which

speaks well for them, since they prefer reputed wisdom and justice to

the uncertain and bloody issue of arms. If the market were supplied

with a well chosen assortment of goods, and commercial dealings con-

ducted upon rules of fairness and equality, many from the higher part of

the country would resort thither, and be stirred up to investigate the

resources of their native cantonments. This would promote the study

of the Malay language, and, of course, bestow a mighty facility upon

mutual intercourse. This acquaintance with that smooth and melli-

fluous medium of speech would be greatly accelerated, by opening

-schools for. the instruction of youth at Bruni, which will be practica-
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ble as soon as the minister shall dis^ver that it would ensure his au-

thority and tend to fill his coffers. In this way it might become the

centre and focus of religious light and civilization, which would be
gradually diffused from hand to hand among the people of remote
districts, till a stranger might travel among them without the fear of a

poisoned arrow sent by some hunting foe, whose courage lies only in the

hope of concealment. It would not be easy to wander over the coun-
try in quest of objects to do good upon, but they would easily find out

Bruni, and would 'come when they understood there was any thing to

be had there worth going for. And, depend upon it, they will cast off

their wild and savage habits whenever they find that the exchange
would be for their good

;
and when they have learnt by experience

that the strangers seek^heir welfare, they will respect their charac-

ter and account their p^sons secure. The inhabitants of Bruni are

fond of novelty
;
they find out the superiority of Europeans, and are

determined to imitate them
;
they would not like to part with Moham-

medanism at once, because it humors their favorite sins; but they

would be willing to graft any thing upon it, that seemed tp render them
more like the models they pattern, after. They are fond of annexing
some parts of our costume as a supplement to their own, because they

discern their superiority in the adaptation to the^ human form, and
though they are obliged to appear in ritual habiliments before the

sultan, they take care to wear something European at other times

whenever they can obtain it. They would do the same by our religion

and our sentiments of liberality, till by a close encounter old things

should pass away, and all things should become new.

Art. II. Christianity in Burmah: brief notices of the mission; its

extenty divisions, laborers, converts, books, schools, d^c. By the

Rev. H. Malcom.

[To those who desire to extend Christianity, notices of its progress are

always interesting. In the present age, when Christians, looking over the

whole wide worl^ begin to see how much there is for them to do, careful

surveys are, we think, in the highest degree desirable. As Christians, onr
duty IS to teach all nations and to preach the gospel to every creature, with-

out delay. In a work so vast—-and yet scarcely begun—union of purpose
and division of labor are essential. The enterprise calls for wisdom, prn-

dence, and economy, of the highest kind : and every part of It should be often

and carefully inspected. In this view of the case, missions like those of Mr.
liSy, and Mr. Malcom, become of great importance; and every step they take,

every measure they recommend, every report they give, requires no ordinary
attention. From the former gentleman, who intends, we believe, to continue
his stay in the east a year or two longer, we expect frequent communications.
The Rev. Mr. Malcom’s researches wHl be published in America, on his return

tliere, from which place he has been absent 2ft months. While on his tour,
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he has visited Calcutta, Madras, Tanjore, Xrichinopoly, Chittagong, Arracan,
Rangoon, A'va, MauJnieiii, Tavoy, ^Ie^glli, Malacca, Singapore, Bankok, and
many other places in their vicinity

; and, having spent a month in China,
enjbarked for tile United Slates on the 21st instant. His object has been,
not merely to visit these places, and ^ain information, but to transact busi-
ness, in behalf of the Board by which he was commissioned, which could cot
well be done by correspondence. Respecting Bnrmah, he has kindly fiiruishod
us with the following notice.s. Our request not having been made till the eve of
hie departure, when his papers were already shipped, the statements are made
from memory ; and are, therefore, in some cases, only given in round numbers.
The same Board has missions among twelve of the tribes ofthe north American
Indians, in Hayti, West Africa, France, Gennany, Greece, A'saiii, the Laos
(Shans), Siam, and Talingsuia (Madras presidency), and has nlsn several
missionaries studying the Chinese language.]

Tiir Biirman mission may he regarded as con.«»isting of three depart-

ments : Burniah Proper; the Teiiasseriin province.s; and the Karcn.s.

The whole population of tliese three divisions, including Shans,
and many other tribes, subject to Burtiiah, is perhaps not far from
seven millions.

The proper Burmese are those under the emperor. Among them
are two stations, Rangoon and Ava; and at each two missionaries, and
some native assistants. At Ava are about thirty native converts; at

Rangoon there were formerly sixty, but nearly all these are now scat-

tered by persecution. From the commencement of the mission to

this country, persecution has not ceased, though sometimes intermit-

ted for a season. .Every species of annoyance has been indicted on
the missionaries, and some of the converts have been made literally to

* suffer the loss of all things.’ Natives who remained unshaken in

the belief and practice of idolatry have been whipped, and heavily

fined' for so much as giving suck a few days to a missionary’s child,

or attending to render other services. Still the missionaries ‘ count

not their lives dear unto them,’ and are purposed to remain till force

shall tak? place of threats, and their removal be constrained. The
missionaries at Ava, arc Messrs. Kincaid and Simons; and at Ran-
goon, Messrs. Webb and Howard.
The Tennasserim provinces are Arracan, Martaban, Tavoy, Yea,

and Mergui
;
portions of country which were added to Burmah by the

great Aiompra, founder of the present dynasty, and which were

wrested from the monarch lately deceased, by the English East India

Company.
Arracan contains about 200,000 inhabitants and has three mission-

aries. Mr. Fink at Akyab, and Messrs. Comstock and Ingles, at

Kyouk Phyoo, and several native preachers. Mr. Fink has been

engaged in the mi.ssion many years, supported from Serampore, and

has a considerable church of natives.

Martaban has two stntions, Maulmein and Amherst. At Maulmeiii

are Messrs. .Tudson, Bennett, Hancock, and O.«5good, a church of one

hundred and twenty natives, and a church of converted soldiers. Here

is the head quarters of translation, printing, casting type, binding,

&c. The printing office is very large, having five or six presses, with
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every facility, and employing daily about twenty-five natives. The
consumption of paper is about three thousand reams per annum. In

1835, more than eight millions of octavo p^es were printed. The
whole Bible is translated and printed, making four octavo volumes,

and is given liberally both in whole and in parts. There are twenty-

two tracts printed, of which thirteen consist wholly of Scripture ex-

tracts. Several of them are large, such as the Life of Christ, Digest of

Doctrines, &c., and form in the whole 659 octavo pages of reading

matter. The remaining nine tracts contain about 200 pages of reading

matter. There is also a spelling book of 32 pages. All these have been,

many times revised, and are found to be as intelligible to the natives

as tl^ir own books, saving the difficulty of the subjects, and the new-
ness of many words. The distribution of tracts and Scriptures has

been immense, as may be inferred from the amount ofpaper annually

consumed. At Amherst, is Mr. Hasweif, who labors among the

Peguans. Yea has only had native ministers, and has few inhabi-

tants.

At Tavoy, Messrs. Wade and Mason have completely acquired the

Karen language, and are devoted to that people, residing in the city

of Tavoy only during the rainy season, When the jungle is uninha-
bitable to foreigners. Mergui has no missionary at present.

The mission to the Karens has perhaps been more blessed than any
other of modern times. The missionaries are Messrs. Wade, Mason,
Vinton, and Abbott, with their wives, and Miss. Macomber. These
Karens are sicattered through the whole of Burmah, on all the hilly

country, and amount, perhaps, to 40 or 50 thousand souls, or perhaps

more. There are churches founded at Meta, Toung, Byouk, Pyee-kya,
Kapa, Tsarawa, Tamla, Newville, Bootah, and Chetthing. The
number of Karens who have been converted to God, and baptized,

amounts, to about 800. Not an individual has been baptized but on
satisfactory evidence of conversion to God.
There are in the mission about thirty valuable native preachers,

for whom, and others apparently called to this work, a seminary
has lately been instituted, where they may acquire Biblical know-
ledge, and, if young enough, the English language.

Art. III. Siamese History: notices continued from the Siamese
era, 927 to 944 (or from a. d. 1566* to 1583^. By a Corres-

pondent.

Siamese era 927^ a. d. 1566. While Ndret, the governor of Pit-

sanulok, was absent on his expedition to Pegu, directions were given
to Nantasu and r^ji Songkhr^m to reniove the Thaiyai from Kam-

* In the Inst number, by some inadvertence, there was an error in the dates,

which stand here correct.
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p^ngpet to Pitsanulok. Their refusal involved them in a quarrel with
Naret, in consequence of which they attempted ^to flee and deFiver
themselves up to the Peguans. Niret, aware of their intentions, dis-

patched a military force in pursuit of them. They encpuntered at a
place called M6rak^i. Nantasu and Songkhf4m escaped, but the
Thaiyaf were taken, to the number oFmpre than 20,000, with horses

and elephants in abundance, and conducted to Pitsanulok. While
this expedition was carrying forward, news reached Niret that the

governor of Phichai and of Sawankhalok were leagued in rebellion

against him at Sawankhalok. He immediately collected his forces

and marched against them. On his approach, he sent them a mes-
sage, that, if they would come forth and pay their respects, he would
pass by their offense. Instead of this,- they fortified themselves to

their utmost; but Niret assailed.them with so much vigor^ that they
were forced to flight, but soon overtaken, bound, carried round the
victor’s camp as a spectacle, and then executed. The inhabitants of
Sawankhalok were then swept up, and conveyed to Pitsanulok. At
this period it would appear that N4ret was in a great measure inde-

pendent in the government of all the northern parts of the kingdom,
for a deputation arrived at Ayuthiyd from Kamboja, bearing a com-
munication from the sovereigfa of that country, addressed toNiret and
his father as joint kings, and this deputation was sent forward to Pit-

sanulok to obtain an expression of the pleasure of Na'ret. The pur-

port of this letter was, that, though the KamWojan prince had formerly

been alienated, he now begged forgiveness, and promised to be

on the most friendly terms in future. N4ret on his part, returned a

friendly and complimentary answer, wishing perpetual prosperity to

Kamb^a.
928. Noiret sent all the Thaiyai who had sought Tefuge with him,

down to Ayuthiy^, where his father, after showing them much kind-

ness, had them located in a neighboring settlement. In the 8th

month, Niret dispatched an array to Chiangmai, to ascertain the state

of affairs in Pegu. In the 9th month, orders from his father reached

Niret to gather all the inhabitants of the northern provinces and con-

duct them to the capital. Hence the people of Phichai, Sawankha-
lok, Sukhotai, Kamp6ngpet, and Phichit, were embarked ih boats and
rafts, with a body of soldiers on. each bank of the river, to protect

them, and prevent them from running away. In the lith month. Ni-
ret reached Ayuthiy^i, and the king ordered every effort to be made to

put the country in a state of defense, the city walls, forts, and fortress-

es to be repaired, and the trench about the city widened and deepen-

ed, so that the city became an island, having water of equal depth on

all sides. The king of Pegu, from the time that he heard of Niret’s

escape from his country, and especially when he heard the fate of

Nantasu and r^jd Songkhrdm, was very wrathful, and determined

he would \conquer Siam at all hazards.

The king of Pegu gave orders to the governor of Chiangmai to lety

troops, horses, and elephants, to the amount of 100,000, and proceed

to Kamp^ngpet. He also directed his uncle the governor of Bassein
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to proceed with 30,000 men to Kanchantaburi. When intelligence of

these matters reached the king of Siam, N^ret and his brother were
dispatched to meet the enemy. On their march, a wonder happened

;

a mare' had a foal with one head, two bodies, and eight feet ! N4ret
and his brother proceeded, attacked and routed the governor of Baa-

sein, and took many of the* Burmese and Peguans prisoners, with

many horses and elephants. The governor of Chiangmai, ignorant

of the discomfiture of his ally, the governor of Bassein, proceeded into

the Siamese territories, and advanced as far as Chain^it. Part of his

forces was dispersed in foraging parties. A body of Siamese was
disposed in the surrounding jungles, and whenever the foraging

parties proceeded on their expeditions, the Siamese rushed forth from
their coverts, assailed them with vigor, and pursued them even to their

camp. In this way, many horses and elephants were taken, and many
lives lost on the part of the enemy, and a considerable number were
taken prisoners. At length, the governor of Chiangmai, having learn-

ed the fate of the governor of Bassein, and perceiving that the Sia-

mese had entered the contek with vigor, concluded it was best to

withdraw, and wait further orders from the monarch of Pegu. This
year another embassy was received from Kamboja, the only object of

which was, by some superstitious ceremonies, to establish more firmly

the existing alliance between the two countries. When the Peguan
king heard the fate of his expedition, he was greatly displeased, and
cast all the blame of his failure on the governor of Chiangmai.

930. This year he sent three of his own officers to direct the

forces of Chiangmai. In this campaign, the governor of Chiangs4n
furnished 15,000 men, 150 elephants, and 1000 horses; the governor

of Chiangmai furnished 100,000 men, 300 harnessed elephants, 3000
horses, and a thousand boats. When news of the approach of this

army reached Siam, the king made every arrangement for meeting it

that was practicable. He gave directions to certain officers to go and
join the various clans of banditti that infested the fastnesses of the

country, and to secure their assistance, to cut off the enemy in all their

foraging expeditions, and by no means let them advance to the capital.

The Kambojans also came to their assistance with 10,000 men, 100
elephants, and 300 horses. Nothing of consequence, however, was
effected that ye^r.

931. The next year, just before the commencement bf the rains,

the king of Pegu gave orders to his son, the premier, to march with

50,000 men to Kamp^ngpet, and cultivate rice, as provisions for his

army, sending word at the same time to the governor of Chiangmai
to defend them in their cultivation, and not to allow the Siamese to

cultivate anything, and that, at the close of the rains, he would join

them in person with the royal army, to proceed and make sure work in

reducing Siam. The Siamese, however, made occasional sallies upon
them, killed some, and took a number of prisoners, from whom they

learned the plans of the enemy. Naret and his brother fearlessly pro-

mised to defend the country, and march to the attack of the 100,000
men from Chiangmai, before they should be joined by the army from
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Pegu. After one or two severe eng^ements with advance parties,

they met the main army, and with some artifice and much fierceness

assailed them so vigorously, that the governor of Chiangmai was forc>

ed to flee, and the Siamese secured several nobles as prisoners, with
Laos, Burman, Peguan, and Thaiyaf

,
to the amount of 10,000 men, 20

elephants, and more than 500 horses, of war^boatr and provision boats
more than 400, with warlike implements in abundance. The gov*

ernor of Chiangmai fled to Kamf^ngpet, and told the premier of all

that bad happened. The premier dispatched intelligence of the state

of affairs to Pegu ; but used his efforts to collect the fragments of the
Laos army from various places whither they had fled to Kampdngpet.
His labors of cultivation were also continued, and the Laos were em*
ployed in constructing boats. .To assist the Siamese in this contest,

the king of Kamboja had sent his brother, with an army, which was
proceeding up the country, wheb’N^ret returned flushed with his suc-

cess. Instead of showing the Kambojan prince the respect due to a

friendly ally, Ndret grossly insulted him by cuttin'g off the head of

some Laos captives, and ordering them to be set up on poles before his

ally’s quarters. This was a provocation which could not b ; forgiven.

The prince returned to Kamboja, and related the indigni.ies which
had been shown him, and the two countries became alienated. When
the king of Pegu received the intelligence of the- repeated defeat of

the governor of Chiangmai, he was very angry, and called him a jungle-

calf, but sent word to Kamp4ngpet to have hifn return to his

own country, and provide stores for 3Bo,000 men, on penalty of his

severe displeasure. - The governor .of'Chiangmai, in awe of such a

requirementr.exerted his best efforts to meet it. At the close of the

rainy season, he met the Peguan king at Kamp4ngpet, with 200,000
men, -1000 harnessed elephants, 7000 horses, and 1000 boats of pro-

visions. Besides this, there were the 50,000 men under the premier,

and the royal army of Pegu. ' {The detail of the operations which

followed is very tedious. All manner of stratagems were employed,

and cruelties practised, by the Siamese. Nothing seemed to gratify

the Siamese soldiery more than to.be in ambush, and, when they found

any opportunity, to rush forth, cut off the heads of the enemy, and

bring t^m in as an offering to their commanders. N^ret, ^ protract-

ing the contest, sometimes gaining, sometimes losing, until the rains

were troublesome, secured his object of inducing the Peguan king to

withdraw.]

The Kambojans, on hearing that the Peguans had marched into

Siam, were much gratified, and immediately raised 10,000 men. to

assail the Siamese from the east. They advanced and took pos-

session of Prachfm. When this was know at the capital, the king was

at a loss to understand the cause of it. N^ret, though he knew, was

unwilling to reveal it, but urged his father to send an army and drive

the Kambojans from the country ;
his father yielded, and success at-

tended the enterprise. On the part of the monarch of Pegu, thoi^h

he had withdrawn for a season, he had not given up the contest. On
reaching home, he collected great stores of ammunition, and raised
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an army of half a million, with 3000 elephants, and 10,000 horses

:

he brought ill the forces of the governors -pf Prome and of Cliiangmai

into:Ju6' service, and in the close of the year 932, commenced his

march, crossed the Salwen at.Martaban, and proceeded by Kampingpet
towards the Siamese capital. Na^ret made a few desperate struggles

with the enemy ;
and, as the rains had already commenced, the Pe-

guans returned home.

940, Mahi Thamma riji was visited with| severe illness in the

8th month, and deceased in the 12th, at the age of 76, after a reign of

twenty-two; and.Na'ret ascended the throne at the age of thirty-five.

One of the first acts of his reign was an attempt to wreak his ven-

geance on the Kambc^ans, for their assault of Prachlm. Against them
he sent an army of 100,000 men. The Peguan8*were also watching

another opportunity -for an assault, and made preparations for a second

campaign.
941. The premier ofPegu and the governor of Chiangmai raised an

army of500,000 men, 700 elephants, and 3000 horses.,,and passing Mar-
taban proceeded to a place called the three Pagodas. Na'ret was pre-

paring to start in ^rson for Kamboja, and gave directions to one of his

nobles to^uard the -country securely, for though he did not think the

Peguans would venture to come again, still it was proper tb be on his

guard, as they might be mad enough to make another effort. On
the evening of the samo day, a message came that the Peguans had
already advanced far into the Siamese territories. Na^'ret affected to

care but little about the matter, and coldly remarked, * Well! 1 was
going to visit Kamboja, but ][ must go and have a little sport with
these Peguans first.* [Here the history goes into a long and tedious

detail of marches and manceuvres, oir both sides, the height of their

elephants in cubits and inches, with all their magnificent names, the
disposition of their forces, and their armor, the dress and rank of the
officers, their dreams and interpretations, the various omens, &c.
The rpsult was that Na'ret killed the Peguan premier in a personal

contest,' and took ^,000 prisoners, with a large number of horses and
elephrints.] While the conflict ^tween the two armies was going
on, such* clouds of dust were raised, that they could not see each
other. Na'ret cried out to' the Thewadds, ‘ My object is the advance-
ment of our religion ;

why do not you dissipate these clouds of dust?
While he was yet spelling, there sprung up a breeze which swept ail

the dust away^ and hence his success 1 On his return, Na^'ret dispatch-

ed an army to conquer Tenasserim, and Tavoy. The king of Pegu,
when he was apprized of the (l^ath of his son the premier, and the

rout of his army, was both grieved and angry. Apprehending that

the next move of Na'ret would be to march into his territories, but
supposing that an attack would probably be first made on Tenasserim,
Tavoy, and Morgui, he dispatched thither a body of troops for their

defense. The governor of Chiangmai, supposing that, as a matter of
course, Na"ret would march against Pegu,: and that nothing could

resist his might, concluded it would be the preferable course to tender

his submission to Na"rot at once. This was proffered, and accepted
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by Na"ret with much joy. Soon after, a disturbance arising between
one of the provinces of Chiangmai and L^nchang or South Laos,
application was made to Na'ret for assistance in quelling it. He sent
a small body of troops. On their arrival at the scene, the forces of
Lincha"ng were struck with such awe and dread of Na'ret, that they
quietly withdrew. The forces sent to take Tenasserim and Tavoy
went in two detachments, that tp Tenasserim, under the command
of Phydchakri, and that to Tavoy, under the prakhlang. The for-

mer having subdued Tenasserim, hired a European sloop, and two
mussulman vessels, and sent them, with 150 war boats and 10,000
men, by way of sea to Tavoy, to aid, if Inhere were any occasion, in^he
subjugation of that place, but it had been taken before their arrival,

and before the arrival of the forces from Pegu for its defense. Those
forces also were encountered and routed. Temporary governors, &c.,
were appointed, and the troops returned to the capital, with many cap-

tives and considerable plunder. [Here close the events of the year

942 of the Siamese era, a. d. 1581.]

943. Na'ret remarked, ‘Tenasserim, Mergui, Tavoy, and Chiang-
mai, are already mine; there is then no present prospect of a war
with Pegu: I must therefore proceed to take vengeance on Kam-
boja.’ Hence he collected an army of 100,000 men, 800 elephants,

and* 1,500 horses, and proceeded by land to Phichit. The king of

Kamboja raised 100,000 men and stationed them at Phothisat, and

15,000 at Batabong. Na^ret made a conquest of both encampments,

and proceeded to the Kambojan capital [whieh at the time, as well

as the whole country, was called Lawek]. Here, after an unsuccess-

ful siege of three* months, his provisions failed, and he was obliged to

return home, disappointed of his object, but with fixed determination

to try another campaign the ensuing year.

944. But before the accomplishment of his purpose, he was called

to a fresh trial of his prowess against the Peguans. The king of Pe-

gu had expected an attack to be made by the Siamese the previous

year, but, as his fears were disappointed, he felt anxious to know the

posture of alfairs, and dispatched the governor of Prome with a body

of troops to reconnoiter the frontiers, and ascertain whether Na'ret

was still at the head of the government. If so, he had a strict charge

not to injure so much as a blade of grass. The governor, supposing

he could perform some extraordinary feats which would more than

counterbalance his disobedience, passed into the Siamese territories

and began to fortify himself. Information was speedily transmitted

to Na'ret, who started as a lion from his lair, and soon drove him

back to Pegu, with only halfpf his army. The Peguan king was an-

gry, and ordered him to be put to deat^ which sentence, by the

urgent request of many, was commuted' to a privation of all- his

dignities.
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Art. IV. First annual Report of the Genergl Committee 6f the

Canton Chamber of Commerce^ to which are sutyoined the decu

Hons of the committee
^
approved at a public meeting of the Cham-

ber on Saturddpf November 1837.

The Committee of the General Chamber ofCommerce, previously to

the cessation of their functions, have the pleasure of submitting to the

members the opinions they have arrived at, on various points of gene-

ral interest, which have from time to time been referred to them, and
which, unless otherwise determined at the general meeting, to be held

on Saturday, the 4th November, they propose shall be considered as

constituting the established usage of the port. The committee have

not sought officiously to advance opinions, unless applied to, under an

impression that it is inexpedient to raise discussion on points regard-

ing which no doubt is expressed, and that a general code of regula-

tions for the business of the port can be best laid down, from the slow

growth of practice, as developed in the decisions of the Chamber, on
such questions as may be from time to time submitted. The commit-

tee have, in like manner, abstained from attempting to redress grie-

vances, in casqs where their aid has not been especially requested,

from a conviction that, under the peculiar circumstances in which
foreigners are placed in this country,. much evil is apt to ensue from

such attempts, when unattended with success, and the greatest cau-

tion is. necessary to avoid diminishing, by a display of failure, the

influence (however inconsiderable) which they possess.

The compilation of the year’s- trade statements will, probably, be

considered as the most useful of the committee’s labors, and these

they regret will be found more imperfect than could be desired, owing

to the Chamber having' been formed also late a period, that most of

the ships of the season had taken their departure before the secretary

entered on the functions of his office, from which cause the difficulties

of the task were greatly increased. But, from the total want of official

Isources, the work mQst, under any circumstance^ be one of*difficulty

and uncertainty, requiring hot only the greatest forbearance, but the

cordial cooperation of all classes of the commercial community ; and,

on this head, the committee have pleasure in recording their grateful

sense of the willing and able asshtance which- the secretary has uni-

formly received. The committee hope they are not too sanguine in

anticipating greater accuracy, as well as promptness, in the publica-

tion of these reports in future years.

The obtaining of additional factory room was one ofthe earliest

subjects recommended to the committee’s consideration, but, having
ascertained that not the smallest chance existed of*it's being granted
at present, it .was deemed best a little longer to forbear making ap-

plication to government.
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The committee’s representation of the unsightly state of the space
in front of the factories was well received by the senior hong mer-
chant, who stated that scavengers were constantly employed by the
cohong in keeping the square clean, and that two boats were always
in attendance for the removal of dirt. The committee believe, that
the vigilant attention of the foreign inhabitants, in noticing any neglect
of duty that may occur on the part of those scavengers and of their

own coolies, is all that is now necessary to prevent recurring nui-

sances. The cohoBg made an effort to remove the idle natives who
occasionally crowd and obstruct this space, but were compelled to

desist in Consequence of a popular tumult, which had resulted from
their, interference, nearly attended with loss of life—the Chinese po-
pulace conceiving they have as good a right as foreigners to frequent
the .spot.

in (mnsequence of a general wish that Canton should not be with-

out a public time-keeper, and the only one it contained having be-

longed'to the East India company, by whom it was lately ordered to

be sold, the committee was requested by thre foreign community to ar-

range for its purchase,, which was effected for the sum of a thousand
dollars, oh the authority of a professional valuation. The clock-tower,

however, having ^en in such a state of decay as to require renewal,^

and the space it occupied being required by the new tenants of the
premises, it became necessary to erect it elsewhere, which required

the expenditure of about a thousand dollars more, and both sums have
yet to be recovered from the subscribers. The committee regret it was
not in their power to obtain a more exposed site, or to give the tower

a greater elevation, which the nature of the ^ound would not, but

with very dpublful safety, have admitted of, besides, being fearful the

work might have been interfered with and stopped from the super-

stitious prejudices of the Chinese, had it been exposed to their ob-

servation.

Various causes have prevented the completion of satisfactory ar-

rangements for the establishing of a post-office. The committee have

given* unremitted attention to the subject, and are now in hopes that

the- arrangements and negotiations in progress will shortly enable

captain Elliot, who has undertaken its management, to carry the

wishes of the community into the fullest effect, while the same mea-

sures will restore to the Macao passage boats that regularity, of which

the want has been lately so inconveniently felt.

The committee have placed themselves in correspondence with the

Chambers of Commerce established at Bombay, Bengal, and Smga-
pore, from each of which they have received the most friendly assu-

rances of cooperation. At the request of the Bombay Ch^ber,
inquiry has been instituted, as to the best mode of obviating the great

incovenience and losses those engaged in the Malwa opium trade

sustain, from, as they seem to suppose, a diflferent general appreciation

of the quality of the drug here by the Chinese from that of the in-

s|>ectors at Bombay. The report has hitherto been delayed, fr<^ the

great attention the importance of the subject required, but in the
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meantime musters have been prepared, and it is hoped, that tliese, and

the iiiformHtion and suggestions to accompany them, cannot but prove

of material advantage. In the inquiry tlie committee have to ac-

knowledge much valuable assistanee from the practical experience of

captains Macondray and P^trry, which they most ably detailed.

[Note. The preceding report was circulated in Canton, previous to the ge-

neral meeting of the Clifinber, on the 4th instant. An account of the origin

of this institutioa will be Ibdiid in our present volume, on page' 44; its labors

and success, so far as we are able to judge, are quite equal to the anticipa-

tions of its membt'rs and friends. In settling the usages of tliis port, and ini-

proviiig the condition of the foreign trade here, there is work enough yet to

be done. VVe trust the Chamber will persevere in its labors, and be encou-

raged by increasing success. The subjoined document contains the deci-

sions of the Chamber, since its organization.]

The following are the opinions of the committee on the various

subjects to which they refer, submitted and approved at the general

meeting.

Detention of vessels at Lintin. The committee of the Canton
General Ghaiuber of Comnierce, having been applied to, for their

opinion as to the period, for which inward-bound vessels may be

justified in remaining at Lintin, to tranship cargo, where no provision

has been made for such an occurrence : the following is the result of

their deliberatuMis.

1st. That all vessels bound for'Whampoa, may remain fifteen days

outside of the Bocca Tigris, for the purpose of receiving or delivering

cargo, when there is no stipulation to the contrary, but any delay in

proceeding to Whampoa, after that period has expired^ should object

the vessel to all penalties, to which she would be liable elsewhere, for

undue detention of goods.

2d. That vessels bound to Lintin, under agreement to unload there,

may be required to retain tlieir cargoes on board or pay for. their

being kept in a Lintin receiving vessel, for fifteen days after the

consignees’ letters reach Canton
;
at the end of which period, it should

be incumbent oti the consignees to receive tl tern from on board.

Respecting the settlement of duties. In consequence of numerous
complaints, lately brought under the notice of the Chamber of Com-
merce, of the vexatious detention of ships in not obtaining the grand
chop, caused by the non-payment of duties on goods imported in

them^ the committee has resolved earnestly to recommend to thegene-
ral body of foreign anerchants of Canton to ascertain on, or s^rtly
after, the landing of goods to their consignment,- the rate of duty that

is to be levied thereon. And .for thfe purpose of preventing, a$ far as

may be practicable, the lev^mg of an excessive Or extortionate duly,

the committee would further recommend that, an efficient pers<m .from
each consignee should always be present at the examination and
measurement of goods by the maftKlariiis, as weB as, that the atten-

dance of the hong merchant’s purser should be procured. And final-

ly, if notwithstanding these precautions,- the mandarins should, never-

theless, persist in demanding an unreasotiable rate of duty, the com<

VOL. VI. NO. VII. 42
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ndittee recommend, that complaint thereof should be forthwith sent to

them, and they will use their endeavors to obtain redress in such
manner as shall appear to them best calculated to obtain that end, it

being distinctly understood that the object sought to be attained by
such inteiference of the committee, between foreign merchants and
the Chinese government, is that of preventing, as far as possible, the
detention of vessels when ready for sea, for want of the grand chop.

Liability of skijt^masters to discharge or receive cargo on i^n-
day. In reply to an inquiry, whether commanders of ships were
bound to deliver or receive cargo on Sunday, the committee were
unanimously of opinion, that they wopld be justified in refusing to

do so.

Respecting homicide. An inquiry having been made as to whether*

it is the duty of comnianders of vessels at Whampoa to detain in

custody any of their crews, who may unfortunately become implicated

ill a case of Chinese homicide, a conversation ensued, in which it ap-

peared to be the sense of the committee, that it belongs exclusively to

tiie Chinese government to vindicate the authority of its own laws, by
apprehending those who may be accused of violating them, and with-

out undeniable prPof of wilful murder, justly involving the extreme

penalty of ,the law, it would be inexpedient for the commander of a

vessel to detain the accused party •, since iljsroakl be affording facili-

ties to the Chinese, to enforce their barbarous and unjust demand of

life for life, however much palliating circumstances may have occur-

.red to modify the nature of the crime.

Payment of port charges hy chartered vessels. The opinion- of

the committee was requested, “in the case of a chartered ship, where

the owners are bound to victual and man the same, but the charterers

to pay all port charges, to which parly should the Whampoa compra-

dore’s cumshaw be charged V’ The committee were unanimously

of opinion, that the compradore’s fee is at all times a charge to be

borne by the ship, as a port charge.

Payment of freight: In answer to an appeal respecting payment

of freight, for which no time has been specified in the bill of lading,

the committee unanimously agreed, that freight is payable on deli-

very of the goods, when no agreement exists to the contrary : that,

when not otherwise expressed, the freight of weighable goods is pay<-

able on the net weight delivered.

Q,uestion of insurance. An agreement had been made to insure

‘ merchandise ’ on Spanish vessels from Macao to Manila. Are the

insurers entitled to refuse the risk on its being declared to be on

wheat? The majority were of opinion, that an agreement to insure

‘ merchandise ’ would not, under the cif^umstances of this case, in-

clude wheat.

Charges on ricedaden vessels. After discussing the subject of

charges on rice-laden vessels which are discharged at Whampoa,

and comparing the separate statements, the sub-committee came to

tlie conclusion, that it would be just and expedient to consider the

sum • paid to the liop|>o, the accuracy of which in amount was satis-
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factorily ascertained, as a charge on the vessel, and not on the

rice. ..... ... $939.50
And, in addition thereto, the sum paid on each vessel to

the linguist for procuring the grand chop, and satisfying

the mandarins at Whampoa, the sub-committee are of opi-

nion, should also be charged to the ship. . . . 250.00

Making a total of Spanish dollars 1189.50
And that all other charges should fall on the rice.

Report of the sub-committee appointed 4th March, to take into con-

sideration the period for whiph sellers of Malwa opium should be
liable for loss of weight, damage, or inferiority.

Your sub-committee were of opinion that, three weeks to a month
would be sufficient time to enable the holder of an order for opium to

inspect it as to quality and weight, but being desirous that any alte-

ration proposed should not injure the present negotiability of opium
orders in the hands of the Chinese, one of the brokers was called in,

(being the only one procurable,) and consulted on the subject; he
entered.into, and seemed fully to comprehend, the views of your com-
mittee, and thought that one month would satisfy the brokers, but he
wished to consult with his principal and other brokers. Your com-
mittee would express, as their opinion, that one month from the date

of an opium order should be allowed to the purchaser for ascer-

taining its weight and quality, after which all responsibility on the

part of the grantor should cease, and that, a clause to this effect should

be inserted in all delivery orders, in addition to the present clause of
‘ risk, expense, and responsibility.’

Questions respecting opium. When an allowance is made for in-

feriority of Malwa opium and a further allowance for short weight,

whether the latter to be in proportion to the reduced, or the original

price? .The opinion was unanimous, that the allowance for short

weight is to be computed from the value of the chest, after the deduc-
tion for inferiority has been made.
An opium Order had been p.ufchased from a Chinese, and the opium

was transferred to the purchaser on board the receiving ship. Some
months afterwards it was discovered that one of the chests was six

balls short; upon whom should such deficiency fall? The com-
mittee was of opinion, that the delivery having been completed with-

out objection made, no responsibility can attach to* the grantors of

the order.

To the question whether the drawer of an opium order is liable

only to the Chinese broker to whoni he sells, or to the holder, whoever
he may be, the committee answered ; the drawer of an opium order is

answerable to the holder whoever he may be.

An opium order had been purchased frpm a Chinese and was retain-

ed upwards of six weeks in the possession of the buyer. On presen-

tation, at the receiving ship, the contents were not fully delivered, but

next day opium of similar quality was tendered to complete the order.

The holder of the order requests to know, if he can be compelled to
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accept other opium, or is he entitled to a compensation in money. It

was the opinion oftlie committee, tinu, it* tlie order liad l>eeii sent on
board the sliip for the transfer of t}»e opium, in reasonable time, the

opium would have been forthcoming, and that, unless pror>f was ad-

duced of its not having been on board for a reasonable time after the

date of the order, the holder cannot claim any compensation beyond
similar opium as tendered.

Respecting interest. The opinion of the cx)mmittee was requested,

as to whether it is the mercantile custom to allow' interest in account
to parlies consigning to this port, the returns for which are to be

partly in produce under hypothecation to the hon. East India Com-
pany, and partly in bills of exchange? The committee replied, that

k is not the mercantile custom of Canton to allow interest on balances,

or to keep an interest account with absent constituents, except under
special arrangements.

In answer to a question on the subject, the committee came to the

conclusion, that interest in accounts and otherwise, should be calcu-

late<l at the rate of 305 and not 300 days per annum.
Damage^

»
Report of the sub-committee appointed to

take into consideration the most expedient and equitable mode of set-

tling with the Chinese for claims from abroad, for country damage
and plunder of teas, and for inferiority to muster evidently fraudulent.

It appears from the information of Mr. Lindsay, a member of the sub-

committee and formerly of the East India Company’s factory, that

this body was in the habit of adopting three different modes of setlie-

ment, varying according to the nature of the loss for which compensa-

tion was to be recovered. In case of tea being entirely false packed,

it was formerly the usage, as well in the Fast India Company’s as in

the American trade, to require, as compensation from the Chinese, two

chests of tea for each one so found. But of late, it has been the more
general practice among the Americans in all cases of damage or fraud,

to regulate the amount of compensation by the loss actually sustain-

ed
;
estimating the claim at what the tea wouhl have sold for if good,

with the addition of interest at the rate of one \jer cent, per month to

the date of recovery : or, calculating the exchange without interest at

the current rate of hills drawn on Canton at the place of settlement.

This course, it appears to the sub-committee, is the best for general

adoption ;
and they recommend that, when practicable, in order to

obv iate the difficulty presented by a difference in the denomination of

the currency in the two countries, the sum to l>e received be fixed

by draw'ing a bill at the current rale of exchange, rather than by a

charge of interest.

Report of the sub-committee ap|)ointed to consider and report iqK)n

the questions respecting insolvency. The inquiry on the subject

having been' read, it was agreed, that insolvency in Canton is consti-

tuted, as elsewhere, by the dishonor of an acceptance, &c.; that, in

case of insolvency, and the bankrupt refusing to deliver his property

for the benefit of his creditors, it is recommended, that publicity Ihb

resorted to, that his conduct may be exposed to deserved reprobation;
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and the public put on its guard against granting him further credit.

As no co4npulsory measures cun be adopted in Canton, it is recom-

mended, that merchants be mutually accomodating, and in all cases

voluntarily and promptly pursue that course to which they could be

compelled in .countries where law prevails.

Arbitration regulations. 1. Each arbitration committee shall^ in

its award, bx such fee as it shall deem proper for the particular

case, but sixteen dollars shall be considered the minimum, and one
hundred dollars the maxtmuin, of such ch.arge.

2. The arbitration fee shall be payable by the losing party, but

the committee have power to alter tliis rule,' when they see occasion.

3. In respect to reference, the general committee may charge or

remit fees, but if fees should be charged, forty dollars shall be the

maximum, and five dollars the minimum, of each case.

4. As references to the committee of arbitration may, in some in-

stances, involve
.
private matters, and it may be desirable that the

names of parties, documents, and evidence, should be considered

confidential, while the decision of the committee with the leading

point are on the records for general information
;
a full report of'the

grounds of the decisions of the. committee shall be entered in an
arbitration book, to be kept for that purpose, and to tnis book access

shall be had by members of the Chamber, on a requisition of six mem-
bers to the general committee, two thirds of whom must concur.

As a branch or member of a public body, the arbitration commit-
tee is to be considered a public committee, but, iif practice, when so

required by either party submitting a question to its decision ^vvith

the knowledge of'the other), it is in the strictest sense a private com-
mittee, in which case the members are pledged to honorable secrecy,

and the safe-keeping of the papers.

P. S. At a general meeting, held on the 22d, and since the first part of
this article was in type, two changes were made in the regulations of the
Chamber. For the 8th regulation, as it stands on page 45, in our present
volume, the following was substituted.

“Keg. 8. The annual general meeting, for the purpose of elect-

ing the committee, shall be held on the first Monday in November;
when the members then in office shall go outj butf with the follow^
ing exceptions^ shall be liable to serve again if retketed. The ex-
ceptions are, one English member ^ one American member, one
Parsee member— who.se period of consecutive service has been the
longest, or, if more than one have served an equal period, to be deter-

mined by lot at the meeting of the committee, immediately precedinor

the election— one, the member representing any nation, making four

members who shall not be reeligible. Nor, after being on the com-
mittee for two years, in succession, and giving notice to the secretary,

one day before the election, of his unwillingness to serve longer,
shall it be compulsory on any out-going member, to take office for a
a third year.”

Reg. 19th was altered by sub.stituting the word ‘ lot’ for the word
*
ballot,’ in the second line.
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Art. V. The third annual report of the Society for the Diffusion
of Useful Knowledge in China : read at the general meeting
held in Canton

j
Nov. 20M, J837.

The third annual meeting of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Know,
ledge in China, was held in the American Hong, No. 2, on Monday, the 20th
of November, 1837, at 11 a. m. The meeting having been opened, and the
chair taken, by the president, W. Jardine, esq., the following report was then
read by the secretary.

Three years have already elapsed since this Society commenced its

career : and still, your committee have to advert to the inadequacy of
the means, for extending, among the Chinese, an acquaintance with
the principles and phenomena of nature, and their applicabilities to

the improvement of many useful arts
;
or for imparting the know-

ledge of the past and present state of the many countries into which
the world is divided, the majority of which are at present hardly

known to them even by name. Did any desire for such knowledge
exist, the want of means for imparting it would indeed be a source of
regret, far deeper than is now felt. Until, however, such a, desire is

excited, one work, calculated to arouse interest, is of much greater

value than scores of works, unacceptable either from the style of
writing, from the subjects treated of, or from the mode adopted in

treating them. Some measure of unaccepfableness on. account of
style must, for the present, attend all the publications of the Society,

they being necessarily tainted with foreign idionis, and adapted to

foreign modes of thought and expression. Nor, if it is caJIed to

mind, that upon only three individuals has hitherto devolved the

task of preparing works for publication, will it appear surprising, that,

amid the vast assemblage of subjects claiming attention, some should

be selected that are not the most congenial to a Chinese mind
; or

that, where the subjects to be treated of are so various, some should

be handled in a manner not the most lucid or attractive. These
considerations must, of necessity, induce those on whom it rests to

give effect to the wishes of the Society, ^to pause and carefully to

ascertain their powers, ere they undertake to write on any subject
;

and to offer their writings for publication with no slight degree of

hesitation.

While they make these remarks, with the view of accounting for

the smallness of the work that has yet been accomplished, your com-
mittee at the same time see no cause for discouragement. So long

as they behold the efforts made by various institutions for extending

the benefits of education among the rising generation of the Chinese,

and, especially, while they witness the judiciously devised and well

directed labors of the Morrison Education Society, they feel assured

that no long period will elapse, before native coadjutors will rally
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around them, who will be not alone thoroughly grounded in the

knowledge now possessed only in the west
;
but will/ at the same

time, by intimate acquaintance with their own language, and the

modes of thought of their own countrymen, be fully capacitated

to diffuse that knowledge among all the sons of Han. In the

meanwhile, it devoNes upon us to stand in the gap, and to maintain

possession of the field of labor on which we desire that they should

hereafter enter. But your committee would suggest the- inquiry whe-
ther we cannot do more than this

;
whether we may not materially

second the labors of the various educational institutions, by the pre-

paration of elementary treatises, in a simple and easy style, for the

use of those who are passing through a course of instruction. Assu-
redly, a child will make advancements in knowledge more speedily

through the medium of his Qlvn, than through that of a foreign, lan-

guage. When that foreign language is already acquired, and is no
longer a subject of study, doubtless he should be referred to- works in

it for extending his information
;

but, until then, we cannot view the

foreign medium of communicating knowledge in any other light than

as an impediment in the way of the desired acquisition.

More clearly to ascertain 'what is the knowledge of which the Chi-

nese stand in need, it will not be amiss to glean a few facts respect-

ing the measure of knowledge which is tdready in their possession.

At the first step, it must evidently appear, that in all that regards

history and geography, other than their own, a people so exclusive

must, necessarily, have but very confused and inaccurate conceptions.

And, though making every allowance for the advantages arising from
the wide extent and varying characteristics of the several regions

which the empire includes, it may yet be fairly presumed, that great

deficiency is to be found in all that relates to those branches of know-
ledge most open to improvement by the intercommunion of natrons.

The best means of obtaining a general view of existing Chinese
literature will probably be, to run ovef the catalogue of work^ con-

tained in the imperial library at Peking. We may hereafler find

occasion to pay more particular attention to the several departments of
Chinese literature, while at present we confine ourselves to a cursory

inspection of the whole circle of it. Adopting the Chinese arrange-

ment, the grand departments of literature are four; namely, classical

writings, comprising chiefly morals and education
;
history, including

geography
;
professional writings

;
and belles lettres.

In the department of classicar writings, the works are ranged under
nine sections. One section is devoted to each of the Five Classics,

and to works illustrating and commenting upon the same. The sub-

jects of these five are,— general philosophy, as supposed to have been
taught by Fuhe, the reputed founder of the Chinese empire; political

philosophy, as taught by the sage monarchs Yaou and Shun; political

morals, as taught by the po))ular voice in national songs and ballads

:

the proprieties of conduct, deportment, and manner, in the varied in-

tercourse of social life
;
and the annals compiled by Confucius, of his

own native state. A sixth section of classical literature, is devoted to
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works illiistratiug an ancient treatise on filial piety. A seventh com-
prises dl works illustrating the five classics, as a whole. The re-

maining sections comprise— works bearing on the Four Books in

w'hich the instructions ot Confucius and Mencius are recorded; works
on the subject of music and its harmonizing infiueiices; and works
on early educatiour. Several of the classical works which, form the
foundation of this first department of Chinese literature, have already,
by means of translations, been placed within the reach of the Euro-
pean public. From these we are enabled to perceive to how low an
elevation in phibsophy the most esteemed sages of China have at-

tained Some of the writers classed as professional give also their

systehis of philosophy
;

but these are not in the present age very
extensively read.

Under the second department, that of historical works, we have,—

.

the national histories, those compiled from the public records of the
fuling and paramount state

; annals and histories drawn from these

by private individuals; accounts of distinct events and proceedings,
disconnected from the general course of history ; histories of subject

states, as distinct from the records of the ruling dynasty
; mixed his-

tories
;
collections of official documents

; memoirs of individuals

;

histories, extracted from the national records, but moulded into a
different form ; histories of states not dependencies of the ruling

("hinese dynasty
(
not extending beyond Cochinchina and Corea);

treatises in reference to times and seasons; geographical and topo-'

graphical works; memoirs of various portions of the- administration,

with lists of successive office-bearers; treatises on the constitution and
machinery of government; books of reference, comprising works
explanatory of particular customs and observances, antiquities, inscrip-

tbns, &c.; and, lastly, critical investigations of history" The whole
number of these sections is fifteen. Among these, if we except a

very few historical works relating to states really tributary, such as

Corea and Cochinchina, the only works bearing on foreign countries

are to be found under the section of geographical and topographical

writings.

Occasbnally, foreign countries are made the subject of a few con-

cluding sections in a large tofx>graphical compilation, as in the

General Topography of the empire of the Mantchous, the General To-
pograpRy of the province Kwangtung, and some similar works. In

this manner, information regarding bordering tribes is given in the

topographical publications of frontier provinces, or, where those pro-

vinces are maritime, as Kwangtung and Fuhkeen, a few facts arc to

be met with in regard to nations frequenting the commercial marts.

The bdst general account of foreign countries, limited hotvever by the<

boundaries of Asia, is that coiflained- hi the concluding chapters of

Ma Twanliu’s Universal Investigations. The information given is,

however, so scanty, that even by*the help of the descriptions, many of

tljc names applied to the smaller Asiatic states, cannot be at all recog-

nised. A few works have been written by tlie Chinese referring

solely to other countries than their own. These arc—-an Account of
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the nation of Budbaj by a traveled Budhist; an Account of the west-

ern regions under the Tang dynasty; Plates and narrative, by an

envoy to Corea; Account of foreigners, published, under the Ming dy-

nasty, by a person residing in one of the commercial cities of Fuhkeen ;

Laughable stories of the Wooke savages
;
Memoir on the customs

and the country of Kamboja, published by an envoy to that country

about the time of Marco Polo
;
brief Account of the barbarous island

regions, by a traveler under, the Mongol dynasty
;
an Elogy of Corea;

Sayings of the seas, a compilation of hearsay accounts derived from

merchants who had traveled over the Indian Archipelago; Researches

in the eastern and western oceans, an enlargement of the ‘Accounts

of foreigners ;’ Memoirs of countries beyond the imperial rule, by a

European; Ungarnished beauties; Account of Corea
;
Maps and ex-

planatory accounts of the whofo world, by a European, characterized

by the Chinese as not free from embellishment, yet not wholly false;

Records of foreign regions, by an envoy to the Tourgouth Tartars in

the early part of the last century, giving an interesting account of the

Russian territories through which the envoy traveled; Record of

things heard and seen in the nations of the seas, by a naval officer,

who, when a boy, had been abroad.—Of the works which we have

thus enumerated, two have been translated, the ‘ Memoir respecting

Kamboja’ by the late M. Remusat, and the * Records of foreign re-

gions ’ by sir George Staunton
;
these two are among the best of the

works on foreign countries. On a review of the pretensions of the

major part of the above named works, it is plain, that the Chinese are

wholly dependent on hearsay accounts for information regarding

foreign lands, with the sole exception of those in their own immediate

neighborhood. The two works by Europeans are antiquated, nor are

they readily to be met with. Three only of the works above enume-
rated comprise more, than two or three of the very thin volumes, into

which Chinese books are divided.

The professional writings, which form the third department of Chi-

nese literature, are arranged in fourteen sections. The first com-
prises the writings of the literati, or philosophers, of the Confucian

sectl'with all their minor varieties of doctrine. The subjects, ^ in

the department of classical literature, are, philosophy, in general, but

chiefly moral philosophy as applied to political and social relations

—

and education. Some of the philosophical speculations of the fol-

lowers of Confucius are probably such as to be preferred by foreign-

ers to those of the great master himself; but to show fully the degree

of value to be attached to these writings would require extensive re-

search, and no very brief treatises. The philosophicat principles, 6r

the theogony and cosmogony, of the Btudhists, and of the followers of

Laoukeun, are placed in the tVolast sections of this department of
literature, and several other works on general philosophy are ranged
under the tenth section; among miscellaneous professional Wfitings.

The intermediate sections, between the Confucianist writings and
these last, are occupied by works on military, legal, agricnllural,

medical, astronomical and mathematical, and astrological subjects,, on

VOL. VI. NO. VII. 43
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the fine arts, and on ‘collections’ or ‘ classifications/ In the sec-

tion of agricultural works are included treatises on the culture of the
mulberry, the rearing of the ^ilk-worm, and the manufacture of silk

and other fabrics. The section of collections is subdivided into two
parts, collections of manufactured things, and of natural productions;
the former comprising, chiefly, coins, inks, and a few other objects of
antiquarian research ; the latter comprehending several divisions of
natural history, minerals,' metals, ornaments of stone, and drawings of
flowers, blended with some information respecting the preparation of
teas, wines, &»c. On natural history, however, the best work is found
in the section of medical writings, being compiled rather as a mate-
ria medica than as a work on natural history. The tenth section/

as already mentioned, comprises miscellaneous professional, chiefly

philosophical, writings. The eleventh section comprehends various

encyclopacdiacal works. The twelfth includes the drama, novel, and
romance. The thirteenth and fourteenth are devoted to Budhistic

writings, and writings of the followers of Laoukeun, or disciple9of the

sect of Taou.
The last department of Chinese works is chiefly confined to ele-

gant literature. It is divided into five sections : 1. The poetry of

Tsoo, the classic poetry of the Chinese; 2. Individual collections of

essays, epistles, inscriptions, poetry,, dt.c., among which are included

many very valuable essays and narratives relating to a great variety

of subjects; 3. General collections of the literary VTitings of various

individuals; 4. Writings on the art of poetical composition; and 5.

Poetical writings, odes, songs, 6cc.

From this cursory review' which we have taken of Chinese litera-

ture, we are enabled to perceive what is the range of existing know-
ledge in this country. A philosophy, which, leaving alone all specu-

lations concerning the origin and future state of man, confines itself

almost wholly to the relations between man and man in this life,

occupies one fourth portion. A history and a geography almost ex-

clusively national occupy another fourth portion ; while the existence

of other nations, and the practical lessons to be learned from the rest

of mankind, are almost wholly forgotten. With the exception of agri-

culture and weaving, the useful arts of life find hardly any place in

Chinese literature. Mechanic and chemicar sciences are scarcely

thought of. Medicine we know to consist,, for the most part, of mere
quackery. Astronomical and mathematical sciences are chiefly de-

rived from Europeans, and the knowledge of them is confined to a

very few persons
;
while the vagaries of astrology and divination find

a place not only in their literature, but also in the arrangements of

government. Natural history is regarded only as an adjunct to medi-

cal science, if the practice of medicine among the Chinese can be

dignified, with the name of science. Seeing that so many are the

defects of Chinese literature, it becomes our imperative duty to e*ert

our utmost energies to supply their lack of knowledge.

In their last report, your committee presented a plan of operations,

sketching the outlines of what was regarded as most demanding
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attention in the performance of this duty. Progress has been made
towards filling up this outline. The view of universal history is stiU

in the press; but will, it is hoped, be very shortly published. The
history of the United States of America is in part completed, and will

probably be sent to press in the course of January or February next.

A history of England, the wooden blocks for printing which are

already engraved, has been presented by the president, and, after

careful revision, will be published. A history of the Jews, similar in

some respects to Miiman’s, is in preparation, lii the preparatiou of

works on other subjects, but little progress has yet been made. Eacli

department of knowledge has been in some degree noticed in the

monthly magazine
;
but no complete work has yet been undertaken,

with the exception of the introduction to universal geography. A
small work on general geography, in the form of a traveler’s nar-

rative of what he had seen,— as also a short treatise on the being of

a God, adopting the principal arguments used by Paley,— both by the

late Rev. Dr. Morrison, have been presented by the English secretary.

These works will, after thorough revision, be sent to press.

A small work in Japanese has been presented by Mr. Gutzlaff,

drawn up by himself, in concert with some Japanese living under his

care. The subject of the work is international intercourse
;
and the

arrangement is into three chapters,— the first showing the principles

of intercourse between men and nations, as being all the work of the

same God, and descended from o.ne common ancestor,— the second
chapter giving a general view of the sovereignties into which the

world is divided,— and the third treating of international commerce.
While the plan of the work was approved by your committee, it was
thought doubtful whether, not being written in the Chinese language,

it could come within the scope of the Society’s labors. The subject

is -therefore now brought forward, to afford to the Society an opportu-

nity of declaring its views as to works designed for countries, the lan-

guages of which are cognate to, though not the same as, that of China.
The subject of metallic moveable types bason two former occasions

been brought before the Society, with reference to the labf)rs of Mr.
Dyer at Malacca, and of M. Pauthier at Paris. Those gentlemen
continue Successfully to prosecute their labors in that department.

Your committee have also had under consideration, the propriety of

making an application for the moveable types prepared by the East
India Company for printing Dr. Morrison’s Chinese dictionary, which
types remain still in this country. Your committee have lately re-

solved to make an application to the honorable the Court of Directors
to grant these types to the Society, upon the Society engaging, on its

part, to undertake the printing of any works, combining the English
and Chinese languages, which the ('ourt of Directors may hereafter

desire to have published, printing the same free of all other than the
necessary charges for labor and materials.

Only one subject remains to be brought by your committee to the
notice of the present meeting. This is, an inquiry as to the measures
that should be adopted regarding the circulation of the Society’s pub-
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lications in this country. Liable, as they are, on account ofthe marks
which they must bear of foreign hands, to be discountenanced by this

government, natives will seldom be found willing to sell them on behalf

of the Society. Your committee would, therefore, request this meeting
to give to the subject its most careful consideration, that their succes*

sors for the ensuing year may be furnished with instructiong how
to act in reference to this important subject.

The treasurer’s account for the past year shows but a small exp>en-

diture
;
there have been however some bills drawn against him which

have not yet become payable
;
there are also several works in part

completed, the costs of which have not yet been charged to theSociety.

The funds now in the hands of the treasurer amount to $1558.23.

In conclusion, your committee may be permitted to allude to the

encouragement it has derived, from the fact of a professorship of the

Chinese language having lately been established in London. The
first appointment has been given, it is believed, to the Society’s cor-

responding member, the Rev. Samuel Kidd. As a taste for the study

of the ancient and unique language of this country is spread among
the people of wiestern nations, we may be encouraged to look forward

to the ^rmation of a larger band of coadjutors in the work of supply-

ing the deficiencies of Chinese literature.

The report having been read, it was moved by J. Matheson, esq.,

seconded by E. Moller, esq., and unanimously resolved—
That the Report just read be accepted.

The meeting next proceeded to take into consideration the ques-

tion, whether Mr. GutzlafF’s treatise in the Japanese language, on

international intercourse, could, consistently with the constitution of

the Society, be considered within the scope of its labors; when it was

moved by the Rev. P. Parker, seconded by J. Matheson, esq., and

unanimously resolved—
That, whilst this meeting is happy to hear of the existence of such a work

in the Japanese language,' it regrets that it does not come within the specific

object of the Society, as stated in its second regulation, to publish it, the work
being in the language of another nation.

In reference to the circulation of the society’s publications, it was

moved by the Rev. E. C. Bridgman, seconded by J. Matheson, esq.,

and uanimously resolved—
That the committee be directed to take efficient measures to circulate the

publications of the society, and, if necessary, to circulate them gratuitously.

On the motion of the Rev. P. Parker, seconded by E. Moller, esq.,

it was unanimously resolved—
That the officers for the ensuing year be as follows, the secretaries being

n quested to continue their services as heretofore :

R. Turner, esq., president; J. Matheson, esq., treasurer; J. C. Green,

esq., R. H. Cox, esq., and John Slade, esq., members of the committee ; Rev.

E. C. Bridgman, and Rev. C. Gutzlaff, Chinese secretaries ; J. R. Morrison,

esq., English secretary.

A vote of thanks having been made to the officers of the past year

lor their services, the meeting was then dissolved.
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Art. VI. Edicts of the Chinese government dWected against the

illicit trade in opium, at JAntin, and on the coast.

[We insert the following translations of edicts directed against the

opium trade, in continuance of those which have already appeared in the

Repository. The first is the substance of a representation from the govern-

ment of Fuhke^n to that of Canton; the second and third are from the

navcd commander-in-chief in Fuhkeen to the commanders of foreign vessels

there ;
the fourth and fifth are from the government of Canton, calling on

the British superintendent, captain Elliot, to expel the receiving ships.]

No. 1.

Communication from Chung, the governor of Fuhkeen and Che-
keang, and Wei, the lieut.-governor of Fuhkeen, addressed to the

governor of Kwangtung and Kwangse.
We formerly discovered, that certain depraved individuals, people

of the district Tsinkeang, by name She How, &c., had formed com-
binations with foreigners engaged in the sale of the filthy opium, sup-

plying them with rice and other provisipns, and, as there was great

reason to fear, joining also in other unlawful acts. We felt that we
could not neglect .to adopt measures for apprehending and punishing

such parties. We in consequence caused She How and other de-

praved people to be apprehended, and brought to the capital for trial

;

and we appended to ouf memorial to the throne a report respecting

them All this is on record.

The several offenders have now been successively apprehended,

and, on examination of them, it appears, that She How and other

depraved natives of the province of Fuhkeen, in concert with Wang
Macheih and other depraved natives of the province of Kwangtung,
were associated with foreigners, for the purpose of acquiring gain by

the sale of the drug. The scoundrels of the province Kwangtung
get on board the foreign vessels to conceal themselves. These vessels,

while for years past military operations have been going on against

the sale of the drug> have been constantly cruising through the seas

of Fuhkeen, disposing of the drug on the wide and open sea. On
shore, there are mat houses erected, as secret places for stormg up
the opium. This combination existing, they have continued to go
and come, and have never been entirely cut off.

The acting prefect of Tseuenchow foo (Chinchew), Chin Joohan,
with his colleagues, has now destroyed all the mat sheds, formerly erect-

ed by these criminal parties, and has successively apprehended those

persons who, in this province, have been guilty of combining to effect

the sale of the drug, to the number of forty-two, by name She Shae-
kwang, &c., all of whom have been tried and investigated with the

utmost severity. There have also beer, seized vessels, with money,
in taels and in foreign dollars, and weapons. Thus the village-dwell-

ing people, all over the country, have learned to take warning and to

stand in fear.
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But the scoundrels of ICwangtung, being with the ibreiga scound-
rels on board the ships, are no sooner seeu than they agam disappear.
On the accompanying chart of the seas, all beyond the red line is the
wide and open sea, unmarked by particular localities, where, conscr
quentiy, it is difficult to follow in pursuit

;
and whither if is inexpe-

clieiu, on every slight occ^iou,JUipujf.th^ naval forces at the trouble of
pursuing. But tliese depraved foreigners, having now carried on the
sale of the drug for a long period, must have obtained very considera-
ble profits, which it will be impossible that they should in one day
abandon.' They will take every occasion of cruising about; and,
waiting to observe the progress of circumstances, they will linger out
their stay. It is imperatively necessary then to watch carefully, and
diligently .to search and apprehend, in order that the coast-guard may
impress men with fear, and that, by this means, other calamities may
be averted.

The admiral of Fuhkeen, Chin, has authority in all these seas, and
his head-quarters, top, are not far from the cruising grounds of the

opium ships. I, the governor, have therefore requested him to make
it the particular duty of the vice-admirals and commanders of squa-

drons under him, from time to time to institute special investigations,

in order to conduct this affair to a happy conclusion, and also himself
to set them- the example of so doing,— with the confident hope, that

thus the depraved natives may be apprehended, and the foreign ships

be deprived of all resting place. We fear, however, that the foreign-

ers— a crtifty and impracticable race—-if they be not made previous-

ly to have a full knowledge thereof, will, when the military come to

search and apprehend, venture to offer resistapce, and when' wound-
ed, will not be without some pretext for complaint. This combination

for the sale of opium, being in opposition to the laws and prohibitions

of the celestial empire, must also be such an act as the foreign na-

tions can with difficulty suffer. Now Macao, in the province of

Kwangtiing, is a place where are many officers and chief supercar-

goes of the various countries, conducting commercial operations; and
it is right immediately to enjoin commands on them in reference

hereto. It is therefore incumbent on us to address you [the gov-

ernor of Kwangtung, &c.], that you may give commands to all such

chief supercargoes, requiring that they trace out every existing com-

bination for the sale of the drug, and that they immediately command
the foreigners so combining speedily to sail away, so that they may
be dealt with according to the laws of their own nation

;
by which

means any undistinguishing apprehension and punishment of deprav-

ed foreigners may be avoided. And henceforth, on the arrival of

foreign vessels at Macao, as well as at their departure, it is of the first

importance that the aforesaid supercargoes should make very rigorous

examination, and should not permit any one clandestinely to pass over

the bounds, or, by combining with natives for the sale of the drug, to

give rise to troublesome affairs.

The depraved natives of the province Kwangtung, whose names

have been ascertained, Wang Macheih and others, are ever and anon
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coming and going. We have (Irawn out a list of their names and
sorjiiiutcs, and their places of residence, recpiesting that your excel-

lency will strictly direct the naval and civil oificers of your province,

diligently and with secrecy to search for and apprehend them. Our
hope is, that they will assuredly be apprehended and committed for

trial and punishment. The civil and naval officers of the province

of Fuhkecn, though they have already apprehended many offenders,

sliall yet agaiti be strictly commanded to continue the search with the

utmost energy and vigor
;
and shall not be permitted in the least

degree to relax their exertions. We further trust that you will favor

us with information of the orders issued by you, and of the resulting

apprehensions and trials, that the full measure of public advantage

may be supplied. For this we stand impatiently waiting and looking

forward.
(
Received on the 3d of September.)

No. 2.

Chin, commander-in-chief of the naval forces in Fuhkeen and of the

troops of Formosa, and Tow, commanding in Kinmun and other

places,— again issue their plain commands.

By the statutes of the celestial empire, you of the foreign ships are

permitted only to trade in Kwangtung, and are not allowed to pass

over into other provinces. The established laws thus restrict you.

But you foreigners are disobedient to these restraints, and are conti-

nually coming to cruise about in the seas of Fuhkeen
;
and as soon

as you leave one place, you appear in some other, keeping in no fixed

place. Thus do you indeed transgress the laws. Moreover, you are

dealers in opium, thus rendering yourselves still further obnoxious to

the prohibitory regulations. Now, the great man our governor has

reported respecting you to the great emperor, and has also written

to the governor of Kwangtung and Kwangse, to command y6nr chief

supercargoes to compel you to return to Canton, and no longer to

permit you to pass the bounds. He has at the same time directed us

to come hither and drive you away.

I, the admiral, cannot bear to cut yon off without warning
;
and

did therefore lately issue special orders to you, hastening jour speedy

departure, that all may be quiet and free from trouble. But, for several

weeks that I, the admiral, have been sea observing your courses,

I have fourrd you now sailing up, now down, the coast
;
but always

refusing to return southward as far as to Kwangtung. When you

have been pursued by my naval vessels, you have indeed got under

weigh : ^but ns soon as you have drawn them into the outer seas, you

have again approached the coast. Though you have assumed the out-

ward appearance of dutiful respect; yet you have sliown your purposes

really deceitful and false. Would it be difficult for me, the admiral,

to direct my whole fleet to surround and cut you off, and thus by one
effort to secure eternal quiet? But I consider that you are yet ignorant,

and therefore again issue orders for your information. All your for-

eign vessel.'? must speedily return southward, in obedience to the law.s,

and proceed to Kwangtung to trade. Not a vessel must be allowed
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to linger behind. If you dare again to oppose, and longingly hang
on, delaying to depart— if when driven away on the upper part you
escape to the lower part of the coast,—or if on your departure from
one place you proceed to another,— I, the admiral, can then do no
otherwise than call together my fleet, and open, a fire on you from my
guns. Say not, that you were not told beforehand. Tremble hereat!

A special order.

Taoukwang, 17th year, 8th month, 2d day (1st September, 1837).

No. 3.

Chin, commander-in-chief of the naval forces of Fuhkeen, and of the

troops of Formosa, and Tow, commanding in Kinniun and other

places, again issue their orders to the commanders of foreign vessels,

requiring them to be fully acquainted therewith.

I, the commander-in-chief of the navy, treat men with liberality

and indulgence, and it is ray aim to be kind and compassionate. I

lately sent you a special order, speedily to return southward to Canton,

that all necessity for having recourse to weapons might be removed.

I could not bear to cut you off, unwarned
;
but I did this, with the

conviction, that first should come polite treatment, and afterwards

martial force. Yet you, foreigners, persist in unvarying folly, and

presume to seek for mutual intercourse between the vessels of barba-

rians and of the Chinese
;
saying, that such intercourse has been of

common occurrence,— that with your cargoes of woolens you wish to

trade, and are willing to pay duty thereon,— and that you must have

harmonious intercourse granted, in answer to your requests. It is

hence manifest, that you obey not my admonitions, but are disposed

to resist.

Ask, now, yourselves, in regard to your expectations that traitorous

natives will afford you supplies, who— w^hile I,^the naval c'Ommander-

in-chief, am anchored here, with a whole fleet of Vessels of war

—

will dare to have intercourse with you, or will venture to take small

boats alongside? Here is one point of view, in which, though you

remain at anchor, looking around, and cherishing hopes, yet it is plain

you will, after all, be unable to carry on your cunning and would-be

clever practices.

Moreover, the admitted latvs of our celestial empire permit your

vessels to trade only at Canton, and allow you not to pass over the

bounds into other provinces. Though you say, that your cargoes

consist of woolens, yet you cannot be suffered to dispose of them

among the people. At the end of the summer of this present year,

the great man, our governor, sent a memorial to the great emperor,

saying that he had resolved to command you to return to Canton, and

not to permit >ou, after the manner of past years, to come and go at

your own pleasure. He also took the depraved natives of the families

of Shay a.nd She (who, on examination, confessed their intercourse

with foreigners), and executed the laws upon all of them
;
so that no

depraved native, who has the least regard for himself or his family,

will for a moment dare again to have intei course or to traffic with you.
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Beeides which, all along the coast, the civil and naval officers are at

present numerous as the stars, and orderly arranged as pieces on a

chess-board, so that in every Si>ot they are at hand to search and ap-

prehend. Here, again, it is plain, that your looking about and cherish-

ing hopes will be but labor in vain, and that you will find no relief.

1, the commander-in-chief, have received a communication from

the great man our governor, desiring that I should myself put to sea,

and at the head of the naval fleet drive you away. Obey, and you

shall be treated with kindness : resist, and you shall be overwhelmed

with terrors. I, the commander-in-chief, have not made a display of

terrors, omitting to manifest goodness. I began with giving orders

for your general information. Yet, yoii presumed to reply in the

language of resistance. But, while you use absurd and contuma-

cious language, and indulge foolish expectations, I cannot allow you

to indulge in illegal conduct and foolish actions. So long as your

ships defer their return, even so long will ! delay my departure. I will

then call together the fleets of Kinmun and Heamun (Q,uemoy and

Afnoy), and will try with you our relative positions, and enable you to

compare the respective results of obedience and contumacy. I fear

that, with only two ships, and in a distant province, and your powder,

your water, and your grain, no longer flowing in to renew your sup-

plies, repentance will come to you when it is too late.

We, therefore, again give you our special commands. Can you be

induced to obey the laws of the celestial empire, and to follow the

wishes of the officers appointed by the court ? These officers have
rules— rules are laws— which it is indeed a hard matter in the least

degree to transgress. Return, then, immediately soaithward to Can-
ton

;
and you will do well. If you will not, you can no longer be

thus indulgently treated; but must immediately be attacked and fired

on. We will lead on our vessels, and will command the whole squa-

dron forthwith to discharge their guns and attack you. Say not that

this nation has no tenderness towards foreigners, no gracious inten-

tions. It is for yourselves to choose between honor and disgrace.

After these our commands, if there be any further folly and stupidity

shown, and you do not reform, we cannot again stop to give you
orders. Tremble with fear ! These are our special orders.

No. 4.

Tang, the governor of Kwangtung and Kwangse, and Ke, lieut.-gov-

ernor of Kwangtung, issue these commands to the senior hong mer-
chants for their full information.

On the 3d of August, we received, from the grand council of state,

copy of an imperial edict, dated I4th July, of the following tenor

:

* Owing to the exportation of silver carried on from all the ports

along the coast, and in consideration of the important bearing of this

upon the national resources and the livelihood of the people, we have
already, in repeated instances, declared our pleasure, requiring all the
governors and lieut.-governors of the provinces faithfully to make
examination and to act in this matter.

44VOL. VI. NO. VII.
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‘ Today, again, the sub-censor Le Pankew has laid before us a
memoriaJ, to this effect, that there are above ten English warehousing
vessels, which, first in the year J821, entered the anchorage ofKaj>
si uy Moon, and thence, in 1833, removed their anchorage to Kum-
siiig Moon

;
that the importation of opium, and the exportation of

silver, depend wholly on these warehousing vesgfels, which form also a
pneral refuge for absconders; that a set of worthless fellows, in
boats called * fast-crabs,’ going and coming from morn to night, find
means to make their ‘way stealthily into every creek and inlet; that
there are depraved dealers who prepare the drug for use, buying and
selling by wholesale

;
and also that the native retail dealers in foreign

commodities, under the open pretext of selling articles of commerce,
make secret smuggling their business, and in no wise differ from the
larger preparers of the drug.

* There surely must be a fixed place of anchorage for the Vessels
of the foreigners; how then is it, that, while, previous to the year
1821, the clandestine establishment of warehousing vessels was never
heard of, these vessels have of late been suffered to remain for whole
years at anchor on the high seas, thus leading to unlawful combination
between them and natives, and to unrestrained smuggling? Let it

be the responsi))le duty of the governor of Kwangtung and his col-

leagues, to give strict orders to the hong merchants, to be enjoined on
the resident foreigners of the said nation, requiring them to compel
Pe warehousing vessels now anchored there, one and all, to return

home, and not to permit them under any pretext to linger about. Let
them also ascertain where are the dens and hiding-places of the

opium-dealers, and inflict punishment on each individual, without the

slightest indulgence. Thus the sources of the evil may be closed up,

and the spirit of contumacy be suppressed. Let a copy of the memo-
rial, together with these commands, be transmitted to Tang and Ke,
and by them let the commands be enjoined on Win. Respect this.’

This having been, with respectful obedience, transmitted to us

the governor and lieut.-governor, and we having received the same,

our commands were forthwith issued to the hong merchants, requiring

them earnestly,and zealously to enjoin the same on the said English

superintendent, Elliot, and directing, that he should pay immediate

obedience lo- the declared imperial pleasure, that he should send

away home every one of the receiving vessels now anchosed in the

Various offings, and that he should no longer suffer them to linger

ab')ut as heretofore
;
also, that, hereafter, merchantmen should not be

allowed to bring over the wide ocean any contraband goods, such as

the filthy opium, but should be required to confine themselves to a

lawful trade in dutyable commodities. Thus we hoped to be enabled

to stop up the source of evil, and to hold up the laws to honor. This
is on record.

A Her thus doing, we successively received reports from the

military commander at Taping, from the sub-prefect at Macao, and
from the civil and naval authorities of Heaqgshan, to the effect that

there v/cre twenty-five receiving vessels anchored off the Motaou
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islands [in Kapshuy Moon], as also in the offing of the Nine Islands

*md Cabreta Point, and in the anchorage of the Typa
;
from which

places they successively moved, on the 29th and 30th days ofAugust,

and on the 2d and 3d of September, nineteen of the said receiving

ships proceeding from the Motaou islands toTseenshatsuy offing[Hong-

kong],and two from the Nine Isl&nds, and one from offCabreta Point,

to the same place : further, that, on the 8th of September, two vessels

moved from Tseenshatsuy to the Typa, and on the 9th, one from the

same place to Cabreta Point
;
while only a Dutch ship, which had in

the year 1834 anchored off the Nine Islands, and had at this time

removed to Tseenshatsuy, weighed anchor, on the 7th, and proceeded

to sea, beyond the Great Ladrone island. We also received a com-
munication from the naval comraander-in-chief to the same effect,

-adding that Tseenshatsuy is to the eastward of jVIolaou
;
and sug-

gesting the great necessity for driving off the numerous vessels w hich

have now taken up their anchorage there.

Now these receiving ships come from the southwestward, and
must needs return in a southwest direction

;
how is it then that they

have on the contrary renmved eastward! And why do they not re-

main in one place 1 It is manifest herefrom, that they wish to cruise

about unchecked, and to linger in the neighborho<^, to watch the

progress of circumstances.

The goodness of the celestial empire and its cherishing kindness
are extreme. Since it first granted to all nations a general market,
where the commodities of all might be bartered, a space of 200 years

has elapsed, as though it had been but a single day. Such profound
benevolence, favors so substantial, are well fitted to penetrate the

entire body, even to the very marrow of the bones. Could it then be
supposed, that depraved foreigners would twist awry the laws, and, to

serve merely their private ends, would assume the pretence of traffic

!

Most lucid and clear are the sacred commands 1 Can any yet dare

to be, as the habitual lieholder, unobservant,— and still continue to

linger about? And are the seas of the central flowery land to be
made a common sewer for the reception of this filthy opium! Or
shall we, entrusted with the defense and government of the frontier,

be thought unable to follow such conduct with the rigor of the law ?

Consider, if, within the territory of any of these countries, the vessels

of another country were contumaciously to infringe tfie prohibitions,

and to remain there for a long period, refusing to leave, whether the
king of that nation would not regard it necessary to punish such
offenders witii rigor, deiiying them the least indulgence? How much
more then tlie celestial empire ! How can it suffer barbarians to

remain in its waters, disobeying the laws, and, without restraint,

throwing contempt the^^on !

The king of the said nation has been heretofore dutiful and res-

pectful, and his prohibitions have been rigorous and clearly enacted.
Also, being apprehensive lest merchants or seamen of vessels coming
hither should infringe prohibitions, or trangress the laws, and so

should bring shame upon their country, he speciallv deputed the
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superiniendeDt, Elliot, to keep them under control and restraint. But
these receiving ships have now remained for a very long time at an-
chor; and though a month has elapsed since the said superintendent
has received our commands, he has not yet sent the ships away to
their country. We fear he is unequal to the duties of superintendent.
If he can willingly subject hiniself to scandal on account of these
receiving vessels, how will he answer it to his king? Or how to us the
governor and lieutenant-governor? Let him in the stillness of night
reflect hereon, and if he do so, we think that he will be unable to find

rest upon his bed.

We -proceed once more to issue our strict and plain commands.
The senior hong merchants are, immediately on the receipt thereof,

to enjoin them on the superintendent Elliot ; and he is, in obedience
thereto, immediately to make known to the receiving vessels the im-
perial goodness, and also the imperial teirors,— to set before them the
choice of weal or woe,—and to urge their speedy and entire departure
for their country. There must be no contumacious opposition. The
said superintendent is also to convey it to his yng, that henceforth

such receiving vessels are to be prohibited erer^ain coming hither,

that the precious gems and worthless pebbles may not be confounded.
Thus from above will be realized the extensively advantageous and
boundless favors of the great emperor, and thus also will 1^ retained

to all good foreigners an open path of commerce, for endless gene-
rations.

We, the governor and lieut.-governor, hold a great power in our
hands, and that which we determine to do, we do. What difficulty

is ij to us to drive these ships away with the utmost rigor? Yet we
refuse not to repeat our admonitions again and again, fearing lest

there should be any want of perfect faithfulness, and any consequent

obstruction to the display of universally impartial benevolence. If,

after this time of issuing our commands, the receiving vessels again

collect, as though our words fell upon deaf ears, and continue still to

remain looking around them, it will be plain that they are irrecover-

ably blind, stupid, and devoid of intelligence, and that further words
will avail nothing.

Whether it be that the said superintendent, with folded arms, looks

on, regardless,—^or whether it be that those of the receiving ships

have in their hearts no place for repentance, let the said senior mer-

chants immediately and truly report to us, that wq may act as the

facts require. It is important that the said senior merchants should

know, that on them, by the imperial pleasure, has devolved the duty

of conducting out this affair. Their responsibility is incalculably

weighty. Let them be careful then, not to forget their families, or

their own lives; nor let them, by continuing this unconcerned and con-

temptuous line of.conduct, draw down upon themselves digrace and

heavy criminality. Reflect on this; with trembling anxiety consi-

der it ! Oppose not. These are our special orders.

Note. The above is, in the main, a translation of an edict, dated 18th

September : there are a few inter|>o!ation6 from similar edicts, of which that

of 18th September was the tliird.
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No. 5.

From the governor and . lieut.-governor, allowing a period of one
month for the departure of the opium-receiving ships.

Tang governor of Kwangtung and Kwaugse, and Ke, It.-governor

of Kwangtung, issue their orders to the senior hong merchants, for

their full information.

Having before received a dispatch from the council of state, com-
municating an imperial edict, which had been respectfully received,

on the subject of- driving away the opium-receiving ships,-— we, the

governor and lieutenant-governor, have ailready given particular orders

on this subject. We prescribed a period, and commanded the said

merchants to enjoin it earnestly and impressively on the superinten-

dent Elliot, that he should require the receiving ships to take their

departure. So long a time as two months have now elapsed, and
those receiving ships remain still at anchor, as before. And, the said

superintendent having plainly represented to us, that the commands
so enjoined could not be brought by him to the knowledge of his king,

we also directed the civil and military authorities of tlie department
of Kwangchow to make a copy of our joint commands, and to enjoin

the same on the said superintendent, that, in obedience thereto, he
might with speed send away the receiving ships, and require every one
of them to depart and return to their coimtry ;

also, that he might
make it known, to his;king, in order that their return may for the

future be interdicted. This is on record.

Now, it appears, from the several successive reports and examina-
tions of the commander of the Taping squadron, the naval and civil

authorities of the district of Heangshau, and the sub-prefect residing

at Macao, that the various receiving ships have not yet taken their

departure. This is a gross act of contumacy and contempt.
We have now again received the following imperial edict.
“ Tang and his Colleagues have presented a memorial, in reference

to measures taken for driving away the receiving ships, and to regula-

tions determined on for apprehending and punishing the brokers and
smugglers of opium. It appears from this memorial, that the receiv-

ing ships and cargo-laden ships of the English and other nations have,

of late years, under pretext of taking shelter from the weather, been
in the practice ofentering the inner seas. Commands have now been
issued to the hong merchants, to be' by them enjoined on the superin-
tendent of affairs of the said nation, requiring that all the receiving
ships, anchored off Lintin and other places, be sent away and ordered
by him to return to their country

;
and that they be not allowed as

before to remain lingering at anchor. The senior hong merchants
have also been commanded, as soon as the receiving ships start to

return to their country, immediately to report the circunastance, that
it may be authentically ascertained by examination. The class of
‘ fast-crab boats ’ has been completely swept away

;
but there are yet

many smuggling boats under various other designations. These,
as well as the depraved gang of brokers, it is indeed impossible to

suffer to continue their unrestrained courses. The military officers
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of the circuits and departments, and all the vice-admirals and com-
manders of squadrons, have therefore been directed to set an example
to all their su bordinates,'“Shd to keep up a constant and unbroken
guard, for the purpose of discovering and apprehending the guilty.

“ Tlie anchorage of foreign ships in the inner seas, and their com-
bining with natives to introduce what is contraband, are the most
aggravated evils now existing in the province of Kwangtung. The
governor and his colleagues, aforesaid, must faithfully and strictly

m ike examination, and clearly ascertain, whether, since they have
issued these orders, the said foreign superintendent has or has not

paid obedience to them, and whether the receiving ships have or have
iiot taken their departure : they must require the ships one and ail to

return to their country
,
and must not suffer them to linger for a mo-

ment. If they dare to suffer gradual encroachment, and to let the

matter rest, at a future day, when I the emperor on inquiry hear of

it, or am by any one informed thereof, the said governor and his col-

leagues alone will I -hold responsible. In regard to the various classes

of smuggling vessels, it is still more important that measures should

be adopted with strictness to make seizure. of them, with the hope

that they may be utterly destroyed and rooted up. Nor must they,

when perchance they have made a few seizures, forthwith declare

that they have entirely succeeded in removing them, and so still

occasion a continuance of the evil. Respect this.”

It is our duty immediately to pay respectful obedience to this, and

to issue orders commanding the ol^dience of others. We, therefore,

forthwith issue these commands. When they reach the said hong

merchants, let them immediately enjoin them upon the said, superin-

tendent, Elliot, that he likewise may obey the same. He must, within

the space of one month, pay respectful obedience to the declared

imperial pleasure, by sending off the various receiving ships anchored

in the outer seas, requiring them one and all to return to their coun-

try
;
and he must report their departure for our official investigation,

that we may report the same to the throne. If- they dare again, in

any measure, to linger, then, the kindness and tenderness of the ce-

lestial empire having been carried to the utmost, and there being no

room left for additional favor, it will remain only to display the celes-

tial terrors, and to make appaveut the glory of the established laws.

We shall have to report plainly to the great emperor, that the merchant

ships may be denied permission to open their holds, and that, grasp-

ing the law's, we may pursue with them the receiving ships. And
further, seeing that the said superintendent, in the discharge of his

official duties, sits hand-l)Ound, idly looking on at the unrestrained and

illegal practices of depraved foreigners, even kicking against our com-

mands, and resisting the imperial pleasure, we shall find it difficult to

believe that he is not guilty of the offense of sheltering and giving

license to these illegalities. We will assuredly proceed to expel him,

and drive him back to his country.

We, the governor and lieut.-governor, will, in the maintenance of

the laws, stand firm as the hills, and of a suretv will show no iiidui*
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gence. The said senior merchants are men to whom the imperial

pleasure has alloted the duty of conducting forth this matter. If then^

they cannot, within the stated period, guide and instruct these foreign-

ers in the path of duty, and if the various receiving ships continue

to look around them to view the course of events, and still remove far

off the day of their departure, in that case they shall also be degrad-

ed, and their offenses shall be visited with severity. Tremble at

this— intensely— intensely. A special order.

Taoukwang, 17th year, 10th month, 22d day. (20th Nov., 1837.)

Art. VII. Statement of imports

under^ the Dutch colors, from
ber^ 1836.

Imp
Rice - - - Peculs 102,392

Rattans - - - - - ' 7,481

Tin 1,322

Skbdalwood - - - - 2,736

Iron - 1,500

Birds’ Nests . - - - 26J
Gold and Silver Thread 4

Exports to Ho
Bohea & Congo Chests 2,200
Campoy ----- 1,454

Souchong ----- 3,012
Pekoe - - - - • 2^03

Hyson - • - - - - 705
Hungmuey - - J Chests 1,188
Twankay ----- 884
Hyson Skin - - - - 90
Imperial & Gunpowder - 300
Raw Silk - - - Peculs 54
Cassia 1,552

Joss Paper 110
Hartal I

------ 250
China Root 6l Galangal 3,607
Anniseed 530
Writing Paper - - - - 711
Cassia Oil -----’ 12

and exports to and from China
Isf of January to 31sf of Decern”

RTS.
Pepper - - - - Peculs 2,100
Skins - - - - Pieces 3,400
Gin ----- Cases 130
Cotton - - - - Bales 699
Opium ^ - - - Chests 10
Camlets - - - Pieces 3,000
Sundries, valued at $50,000

LAND AND JaVA.

Nankeens - - Pieces 12,584
Empty Bags - - - 180,000
China Umbrellas - - - 28,050
Silk Piece Goods - - - 815
Tiles (for floors) - - - 14,000
Tea for Java - - Chests 4,350
Lackered Ware - Boxes 1,000
Sweetmeats - - - -* 2,651
Crackers 270
Joss sticks ----- 36
Opium - - - - Chests 72
Paint----- Tubs 440
China Ware - Bundles 4,000
Trunks - - - - Sets 300'
Chinese Medicines and

Sundries, valued at $75,000

This statement of the imports and exports has been kindly sent to us by the
Dutch consul

; it came to hand too late to find a place in our last number.
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Art. VIII. Journal of Occurrences^ Stoppage of foreign com-
merce threatened; fires in.Canton; return of the governor; lite-

rary examinations ; communications between the local government
and the superintendent of British trade suspended.

The stoppage of the foreign trade, our readers will perceive bjr a perusal of a
preceding article, is at length, thref\tened, as a dernier resort tor arresting the
tralhc in opium. Thus, the we plus ultra of paper-warfare— mere words— farce,

has come. What will be the actual results, it remains to be seen. But, since
the local authorities have failed*to dislodge individuals from the provincial city, it

is not very probable they will succeed in driving fifteen or twenty ships from the
high seas. By recent arrivals from Calcutta and Bombay, it appears, that there
has been no decrease in the produce of the Indian drug during the current year

—

it being estimated, that J9,0J0 chests will come into the market at Calcutta
; and

that 25,000 chests of Malwa will be furnished at Bombay and Damaun: this will

give 9,000 above the produce of last ye’ar, which was 35,000 chests. Nor does there
seem to be any very permanent check in the rate of deliveries, or of the consump-
tion of the drug. Hundreds of chests, it is said, have been brought within the
Bogue, uiid even to Whampoa, during the month. It is possWle the regular
legal trade of the port may be suspended; though there is, we apprehend, little

probability of such a measure being adopted, as things now’ are.

A fire broke out about a hundred rods north of the foreign factories, at 10
p. M., on the 2d instant. The fire originated, according to the report given us at

the time, with smoking opium. A lady, having taken her usual number of pipes,

feH asleep, and her servant girl retired to rest. Shortly after, by some accident,

the fire from the lamp was communicated to the curtains of the lady’s lied. For-
tunately she escaped, and the fla.nes were extinguished— not, however, before

the house was reduced to ashes. The poor servant girl perished in the ruins.

The governor returned, on the 15th, from reviewing military defenses eastward.

A nephew of the emperor arrived here on the 6th, as one of the lieut.-generals of
the Tartas garrison.

The literary examiners in Keangse havipg, during the recent examinations,

disposed of some of the degrees for money, instead of according to the merit

of the essays written, and the circumstance having become public, one of them
has, in consequence, destroyed himself, and the other is under close custody,

waiting intelligence of the imperial pleasure respecting him.

An interruption of communications between the governor of Canton and captain

Elliot, chief superintendent of British trade in China, has been announced in the

following letter, addressed “to the British subjects resident in Canton.”

Gentlemen,—I have recently had the honor to receive instructions from her

majesty’s government, directing me to make a communication to the governor of

these provinces, concerning the manner of my intercourse with his excellency.

The governor has declined to accede to the conditions involved in these in-

structions ; and, whilst these difiSeulties subsist, all communication between us

has necessarily cea.se<^. In this posture of circumstances, I can only assure you,

gentlemen, of my sincere disposition to afiford you any public assistance in my
power, either in the form of counsel, or in any other way which may be con-

sistent with my situation.

Neither can I conclude . this letter, writhout respectfully and earnestly sug-

gesting to you, the expediency of taking this occasion to draw from the pro-

vincial government a definite explanation of its intentions with relatioh to vour

claims against the Hingtae hong: claims, it will be remembered, which have

been examined and certified, in strict conformity with arrangements, required

and sanctioned by this government.
. , , , .

It seems to me to be an object of considerable importance to the general

interests of the trade, that my report to her majesty’s government, detailing the

interruption ohhe public communications, should be accompanied by a statement

of your own position in respect to these particular claims.

I will only detain you, gentlemen, to offer you the expression of my best thanks

for the courtesy and consideration which 1 have always received at your hands.

I have the honor to be, Ac.

Canton November 29th, 1837. (Signed) Charles Elliot.
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Art. I. Narrative of a voyage of the ship Morrison^ captain D.
Ingersolly to Leiechew and Japan

^
in the months of July and

Augusty 1837. By S. Wells- Williams. (Concludedfrom p.^^.)

July 16th. During the last night we passed around the southern

point of Lewchew, and at daybreak were at the distance of eighteen

or twenty miles from Hs eastern shore. Favored with a light wind,

we sailed along the coast in a northeasterly direction— the scenery

presenting nothing peculiar, Mount Onnodake being the only conspi-

CUOU.S object. A few fishing canoes came alongside, each containing

three or four natives, with whom our Japanese entered into conversa-

tion, and who eagefly received some ship^s provisions^ These fisher-

men were almost destitute of the tackle necessary for capturing their

food ;
and for squalidness and poverty afmeared to be worse than any

seen on the other side of tlio island—in conversation, to-day, Mr.
Gutzlaff mentioned having enjoyed a very pleasant visit on shore at

Napa, where he went early yesterday morning, for the purpose of

hastening the supplies for the Raleigh. He went into the city, (which
from his description is in most respects like Pootsung, though much
longer,) attended by several of the officers

;
and was, together with

his companions, furnished with a breakfast. In his walks through the

streets, he met a number of horses of a diminutive size, coming down
from Shoody, laden with panniers of sugar, but otherwise remarked
no domestic animahs. The officers who waited on him were inqui-

sitive to know more about the destinatioti of the Morrison, her cha-

racter and nation, and how the Japanese were wrecked
;
extending

their inquiries to many topics which they before could not find op-

portunity to touch upon', and which his fluency of speech enabled him
to answer without having recourse to the pencil; evincing, in their

remarks, an intelligent curiosity. He said, a few,* among whom was

VOL VI. NO. VIII. 45
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Anyah. remembered his visit in the Lord Amherst in 1831 ; but the
stay, both in the previous and present, visits, was too transient :to

allow of renewing or making many acquaintances.
July 28th. For the last ten or twelve days we have slowly ap*

proached the coast of Japan, aided most of the way by a powerful
current. After leaving the Lewchew group, on the I7th, we passed,
in longitude 123® 49' east, a sm^I but high island, supposed to be
Wukido, although by our chronometers its position, as laid down on
the charts, was twenty-six miles too far east. The next day, another
small conical islaiKl was seen, not marked in the charts, which may
prove a discovery, but is more probably a new position for Bungalow
island, one of the chain that stretches from Kiusiu to Lewchew. The
passage,^ after leaving this island, was remarkable for the oppressive
heat— a heat whose sultriness was not measured by the thermometer,
but which deprived one of all energy both mental and physical. This
state of weather was in direct opposition to the united testimony of
all our authors, from Mendez Pinto to Krusenstern inclusive; and
had we had an augurer on board, we should no doubt have drawn a
presage of a favorable, if not warm, reception from the imperial court,

whither we were bound.

July 29th. This morning, the early light revealed to us the south-

ern point of the principality Tootomi, called Chana-saki, a bluff head-
land, made still more conspicuous by the low line of contiguous coast

which diverges to the northward. It was immediately and joyfully

recognized by Iwakitchi, who, as well as his companions, had been
on the lookout for one or two day;s to catch a glimpse of their native

land. The current, aided by a light breeze, earned us rapidly

past this headland, and by 9 o’clock we raised the high point of Iro-

saki, the southern extremity of the principality of Izu. Soon after,

the chain of islands that extend off from the southeast corner of Nipon
appeared in sight, which, with Iro-saki, form the waymarks of our
passage up the. bay of Y6do.
Some of this chain are large islands, supporting a sparse popula-

tion
;
others of them are small uninhabited islets, between which are

many insulated rocks. One of the southerly and best known of the

group is Fachisio or Fatsisio, the Botany Bay of the Japanese, where
the seogun banishes all the obnoxious nobility and men of troublesome

talent, and where they are employed in various trades and elegant arts,

chiefly, it is said, in furnishing the imperial family with silken gar-

ihents. Kaempfer tells us, that the banks of the island are so steep,

that whenever any provision or person is to be landed, the boat and

all its cargo must be hoisted up by powerful cranes, lest the boat be

dashed in pieces by the surf. It lies about 160 miles directly south

of Y4do, and 110 south-southeast from Iro-saki, in latitude 3^ north,

and longitude 140® east, and is encompassed by several small islands,

all of which, from their de^icription, are of volcanic origin. The
largest of the islands, between Fachisio and the mainland, are 06-

sitna (or I. Vries,) and I. du Volcan, on both of which there are

volcanoes, some of whose eruptions have been very destiuctive of life
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and property : in consequence of one that happened many years since

in Oo-sima, the inhabitants fled from the island to the principality of

Izu, and since that catastrophe there has been no fixed population.

The waters around these islands teem with fish, and an extensive

fishery is carried on by small craft from the contiguous coasts. From
our position the lowermost islands were not discernible, but Ob-sima
and others which could be seen were partially wooded, and showed
traces of cultivation.

Tb.e coast of Nipon opposite to us presented a magnificent gallery

of mountains, rising from the abrupt and indented shore in an irre-

gular gradation into lofty and still loftier peaks, until the summit of

Mount Fusi, at the estimated height of 14,000 feet, ended the series.

This mountain is very famous in Japanese story, being, as Kasmpfer

says, so renowned, that “ poets cannot find words, nor painters skill

and colors, sufficient to represent it" as they think it deserves.” It

was about forty miles from us, and the top resembled the roof of a
house, (whence its name Fusi,) with the gable end pointing towards

the sea, and the smooth, barren sides, for many hundred feet, gradually

sloping downwards. The peak is represented as being almost inac-

cessible by reason of a broad barrier of fine sand on its acclivity
;
and

is, moreover, the reputed residence of Eolus, and the entrance to the

hades of Budhistic mythology, inasmuch, as the summit is rarely

clear of mist or clouds, and there are the traces of an immense crater

near the top. The priests of Yamabus often refer to this mountain
in their incantations, and use the name Fusi-yama, as a kind of

watchword. In the ravines near the top, large masses of snow still

rested, and we were told that it remained in greater or less quantities

during the whole year. The clouds that enveloped the peak would
now and then roll off to tlie northward, giving us a glimpse of it in

all its solitary loftiness and grandeur
;

and sometimes the sublimity

of the view was increased, when the summit peered abdve the belt of
clouds which encircled the sides, while its own outline rested in bold

relief upon the clear sky.

The southern extremity of the principality of Izu, which, in its

oblong, peninsular form, greatly resembles Yucatan in Gautimala, is

a bold promontory, whose shores are skirted with sharp conical peaks
or aiguilles of naked granite. Numerous coves in the coast afford

the fishing crafl secure retreats from the tempest, and the bay of
Simoda was pointed out to us as a large and commodious harbor.

The country, a short distance from the shore, was exceedingly un-
even, and apparently but little cultivated; the ravines and those hills

whose contour was rounded were in some places thickly w'ooded, but
the general aspect of the scenery was that of remediless sterility.

This opinion, drawn as it was from our position, would no doubt be
greatly modified on a closer exarnination, for there were extensive
tracts of intermediate levels entirely hid from view

;
yet our Japanese

said the country ‘was poor and thinly settled, and that many parts in

the mountainous districts were infested with wolves, bears, and other
wild animals. The southern cape is remarkable for a white bluff,
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off which lies a large rock, About two miles from this cape, in a
southerly direction, is a small naked rock not laid down in the chart,

forming a serious danger in the navigation up the bay of Y4do.
As the ship approached the land, the number ofjunks and boats

in sight increased
;

at one time we counted between forty and fifty,

most of them bound westward, right before the wind. Iwakitchi, who
was pretty good authority in sucfi matters, having been at Y4do up*
wards of twenty times, according to his own account, said that the

fleet had probably been windbound and prevented coming out ^ the

bay— notiiHn unusual occurrence. There were boats and junks of

many sizes, from a fishing smack up to a junk of 200 or 300 tons,

all in their general form and rigging resembling those at Napa keang.
The single mast was supported by a large forestay, and by several

backstays, passing to the sides of the vessel. Off the wind, they^ sailed

with a rolling motion
;
and when close hauled, made much lee way,

being like the Chinese vessels without keels. They neither avoided

nor sought us, though their proximity to the shore prevented our

speaking or approaching any of them. Towards evening their num-
ber decreased, and by nightfall, whatever may have been the reason,

there was not one to be seen, except a few at anchor in an inlet.

Giusabaru, who appears ito be well informed in'nava) affairs, says

that the names of vessels are usually three Chinese characters, the

last one of which is always fan (all)* applied in this case to mean a

vessel.

During the day, though ^pposed by a northeasterly wind, we gra-

dually advanced into the bay of Y6do, still aided by the powerful cur-

rent tha^ had hitherto befriended us. The feelings of the Japanese

were highly excited at the sight of their native hills, and the prospe :t

of again meejling th.eir families and friends; and as we passed along,

the three Qw,$,ri men pointed out headlands and objects familiar to

them. Oo-sima is a conspicnQus object at the entrance of the bay,

jts conical summit being almost constantly covered with clouds, which

were at times so dense and peculiar that we thought the volcano on

the island was in actipn. The small bay of Sagami, which lies east of

the peninsula of Izu,. opened upt»n us as we passed in between Iro-

saki and Oo-sima ;
and night closed in when we were opposite its

entrance. The feelings of the party during the day were of a mixed,

indescribable nature— a compound of hope, fear, and expectation,

which comes over one when on the .eve of some event that he suppos-

es will form an era in his life, During tfie night, as we beat up the

bay, fires were observed burning on several eminences, frqm which

we inferred that our approach was known, and the intelligence by

this means conveyed to the capital. We were told that on the most

prominent headlands along the southern coast' there are fires lighted

every night for the guidance of vessels, which are sustained by the

government. The fires in this instance, however, differed from any

which our men had before seen, and were in different situations.

July 30th. The morning light found us not far south of Mi-saki

or cape Sagami, the southern point of the principality of the same
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name, and which also forms the western point of the entrance to

the bay of Y6do, more properly speaking. The bay of Y6do, as it is

called, is a large estuary, between thirty and forty miles wide at its

entrance, and extending thirty, miles north at nearly a uniform width,

up to Mi-saki. This is the southerly point of a small peninsula, form*

ing part of the principality of Sagarai, which projects into the estuary,

and on the western side of it, towards the shores of Izu, lies the bay
of Sagami, at its entrance being about twenty miles wide. Mi-saki

and Su-saki, (or cape Su,) bot|;^ very prominent headlands, lying from
each other nearly northeast and southwest, twelve or hfleen miles

apart, form the entrance to the bay of Y6do, at the north end of
which the capital stands, forty miles from Su^saki. The clear atmos-

phere, which we had yesterday, was this morning succeeded by a
drizzling rain, repdered still more unpleasant by the head wind, and
which entirely obscured the contiguous shores. This sudden and
disagreeable change, while the barometer was at its usual elevation, is

explained by the high mountains in the vicinity condensing the

vapor, which, as the clouds become surcharged, falls upon the sur-

rounding country, keeping it in a continual shower-rbath.

The banks of the bay are abrupt, but not high
; aiid as we ap-

proached either side in our ?igzag course, the shores offered an
agreeable variety of hill and dale, covered with vegetation,. Trees of
many sizes and kinds skirted the tops of the hills, and a low growth
of bushes their sides, both of a lively green, giving the scenery a
cheerful aspect, very different fronj the ruggedness of the mountains
in Izu.

About twelve o’clock, we first heard the distant report of guns,
though it was sometime before the fact could be distinctly ascertain-

ed, on account of the haziness, and the noise attendant on working
the ship. The reports were heard at considerable intervals, and we
assigned different reasons for so unexpected a proceeding

;
nor could

the Japanese give us a satisfactory clue to operations so opposed to

all their experience; and they suggested hoisting the ensign. Some
thought that the guns were to report to the court our progress; "others

surmised that the officers near the harbor of Uragawa did not feel at

liberty to allow a foreign vessel to pass into the anchorage without
orders from their superiors, and some suggested they were smuting the

ship : but all our doubts concerning their designs were removed, as

soon as the weather cleared up* and we saw the balls failing towards
the ship half a mile ahead, The guns were stationed on the point at

the entrance of the harbor ;
and in order to guard the passage com-

pletely, guns were fired from the opposite side of the bay ;— ^tween
them was a distance of five or six miles. There was but little danger
to be apprehended from the metal of the guns, for the channel was
sufficiently wide for beating out of their reach

;
yet the evident deter-

mination of the officers on shore to prevent our farther progress into

the “ inner waters,” induced us to come to tmehoi where we then
were, about two miles below the point. Breakers, ft short distance
ahead, also iodicftted other dangers that were to be avoided ; but the
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lead, which had been constantly liove while wo were coming in, had
hitherto reported a depth of twenty fathoms in the mid channel, gra-
dually shoaling towards either side, and we brought up in seven fa-

thoms. The firing from both sides ceased soon after we anchored.
The harbor of Uragawa, which it had been our intention to gain

before anchoring, is dn the western side of the bay, above the point
where the guns were placed, and is the stopping-place of all vessels

before going to Y6do. Here reside officers whose duty is to examine
the manifests and crews of the inward bound vessels, ascertain that

the two exactly correspond, that there are no women on board, and
give a passport of entrance to the port of Shinagawa further up. We
were told that decapitation is the punishment inflicted upon all the crew
of any junk" in which a female is detected; and that, when the mani-
fest does not tally with the crew, detention and difficulty ensue. The
shores of the harbor are lined with habitations, and the adjacent coun-
try is represented as densely peopled, and highly cultivated. Sixteen
ri (about 23 miles) above Uragawa is Shinagawa, where all vessels

proceed after they have been examined and passed, and where they

unlade and receive cargo, it being only one ri from Y6do, and
rather a suburb of the capital than a separate place. The bay above
Uragawa spreads out into an extensive sheet of water, in some parts

twenty-five miles across, in which junks and fishing craft are constant-

ly sailing. Otokitchi says that he has seen between seventy and
eighty sail of vessels arrive and depart from Shinagawa in one day,

and that the number usually anchored there is upwards of a thousand.

The comparatively narrow entrance to the bay below Uragawa ena-

bles th^ Japanese to guard the approach to the capital in a very ef-

fectual manner, and the extreme caution they manifest in searching

all coasting craft, apparently indicates some apprehension of danger
from that quarter.

The anchorage we had taken was just off the outer point of a small

curve in the shore, on the upper end of whith the guns were placed.

The nearest land was about three fourths of a mile, and from that

spot the shore took a deep circular sweep, and then rounded gradual-

ly up to the higher point
;
at the bottom of the curve, on the banks of

a small stream, were a few poor huts of fishermen, partly hid under

the trees, the only dwellings in sight. A sandy beach extended the

whole' length of the bay, behind which the country rose in irregular

gradations, diversified by cultivated field and bleak or wooded hills for

a long distance inland. The southern and nearest point was a blufif

hill covered with low pines, and fiom it the shore stretched to the

south for several hides in a continuous, unbroken cliff, that rose

almost perpendicularly from the beach.. The nutnerous hills before

us were for the most part rounded in their contour, Tind usually bore

groves of trees either on their summits or sides. Many of them were

terraced in a manner that showed the industry of the inhabitants

;

some- were thus improved whose • acclivities were so steep • that the

hill-aides resembled a flight of stairs, apparently without any flat sur-

face on which plants could grow. Others were on gentler elevations.
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where the grain could be discerned. Some of the fields -iwere of a

bright green, like young grain, and adjoining them, were others of a

dark green or blackish hue, liko grass or turned up loam ; and this

contrast, still more variegated by the clumps of trees sQatlered about,

rendered the scejiery picturesque in the highest degree. No towns

or solitary mansions were seen; but in the low wooded ravines, or hid

behind the hjlis, we suspected there were settlements, from the rows

of trees which led over the face of the country, and which, Kaempfer

saysj are usually planted on both sides of the public highways.. The
absence of solitary mansions scattered here and there in a landscape,

whose presence forms a prominent feature in European scenery, is,

I belieye, with few or no exceptions, a distinctive characteristic of

views in. heathen countries : either from suspicion, or insecurity, or

predilection to gregarious habits, the people usually cluster together

in villages or tpwns. The landscape before us did not extend many
miles, being Ixmnded by an irregular range of hills in the horizon,

but the beauty of that which we could see, raised a strong desire to

make further explorations. The shores beyond the upper point of

the curvature made another gentle sweep, whose upper termination

formed the beginning of the harbor of Uragawa. The eastern shore,

belonging to the principality of Kazusa, was too far distant to see

much more than its uneven outline and lofty hills; but it was as

green and well wooded as that near us. On an eminence, near the

spot where the guns were placed, we observed a smoke, probably the

remains of the signal-fires of the previous night, which was kept up
until evening.

We anchored about 3 p. m., and soon after boats began to approach
the shipr but the few first could not be induced to come, alongside,

and returned to the shore, satisfied with gazing at the ship and masts.

An old man first ventured up the sides, who as he crossed the gang-
way took a survey of the deck, and then stepped down. When fair^'

aboard, he saluted us by slowly bending his body and suspending his

arms, until his fingers nearly touched the deck. He then proceeded
to examine the objects about him, slowly passing from one to another,

but was speedily interrupted and recalled by his companions
; but on

his favorable report, all immediately clambered on board. Other
boats now arrived, and the decks were soon covered with Japanese,

who>went over the ship, making their remarks on what they saw to

each other, without paying much heed to the foreigners. The .pigs

and geese were scrutinized with great attention by them
; and in ex-

planation,Otokitchi said that both those animals, although known, were
but little used in this part of the island. The height of the masts and
rigging were a|so sources of unceasing wonder, and the boats often

stopped a little distance from the ship, while the inmates', to whom a

foreign vessel would naturally be an object of interest, gazed upwards.
Our visitors appeared friendly, at first coming up to us with questions;

but soon, ascertaining the inability of most of us to speak their lan-

guage, they made their remarks among themselves, or carried their

doubts to Mr. Outzlaff. Nothing except a small fish was brought for
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sale; nor would they part with their little articles of dress, although
none made any objection to receiving whatever was offered.

The majority were thinly clad, notwithstanding the cold rain
; a

piece of cloth around the loins, or a loose gown thrown over the
shoulders, secured at the waste by a girdle, was their usual covering.

A few wore quilted cotton jackets, whose tattered condition and re-

peated mendings indicated the poverty of the wearer
; and .now and

then, when an individual had become chilly and wet from exposure to

the rain, he would borrow his iveigiibor’s garment for a short time,

certainly a convenient accommodation. Their sandals were made
of grass, modeled like those of the Lew.chewans

;
few, however, wore

them
; nor were the heads of many covered. The Japanese shave

the cVown of the head, leaving ihe hair on the sides above the ears to

grow long, and combing h back to the occiput, where the whole is

gathered up into a cue' and brought upwards and forwards to the

crown, and tied with a cord
;
when tied, the end is cut square off,

leaving a little tuft on the top. Whenever the hair above the eare

is neglected and falls slovenly over the neck and shoulders, it gives a
peculiarly haggard, rutfian-like aspect to the person

;
but the heads of

most of those we saw were neatly dressed. Until the age of thirteen

to sixteen, lads suffer the hair over the whole head to grow, binding
it in two tufts on the crown

;
and the first shaving of the young man

is equivalent to the ceremony of putting on the toga among the an-

cient Romans. The women are not shaved, but bind their long hair

on their heads with a profusi.oii of comba and ornaments, making
rather a fanciful headdress. In the general cast of their counte-

nances, our visitors differed ccnshlerably from the Chinese, while the

points of resemblance were sufficient to indicate their c<iiinection with

the great Mongolian race of northern Asia. In their oblong, sunken,

and angular eyes, they were like the Chinese
;
but their short necks,

snub-noses, high cheek-bones and inferior stature, approximate rather

to the Corenns, Kuriles, and northern branches, than to the sons

of Han. Many of them have heavy beards, and the majority were
large-limbed men.

To all, who by their dress or otherwise appeared more respectable

lhan the others, we gave pieces of paper, on which was written a re-

quest for the presence’ of an officer on board with whom we could

communicate. These papers were written in Chinese, which was

soon discovered to be unintelligible to the greater part of our visitors;

Mr. Gutzlaff, however, explained their purport, and added, that we
wished water and provisions.

Not knowing the impression -which the fact of our having Japanese

on board might make on the people, nor how much this previous in-

formation would affect their ultimate safe reception by the authorities,

it was thought best to conceal the men from their countrymen, at

least from the very first visitors. When an officer came on board, the

men were to be given over to him, allowed to tell their own story, and

receive ample assurance of safety from the government before they

should leave the ship. We also wished to learn the reception a ves-
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sel would receive, which came into the harbors of the Japanese em-
pire simply asking for water and provisions.

One man, who was thought to be an official personage, or an emis-

sary from officers on shore, came on deck with an air of great author-

ity, rooking about him with much disdain, not uhmingled with a little

amazerUent; but, after partaking some refreshment, he became more
friendly ,and good-humored. The boat in which this man came was
larger than the others, and crowded with natives,, none of whom came
6n board; but, having received again the official character, who. only

tarried long enough to glance at the vessel and its inmates, and to

take away a request for an officer, it returned towards the upper part

of the bay, from whence it had sailed. This boat attracted our atten-

tion a little, and we followed its course, with a glass, up to the point,

where we saw a large crowd assembled on the beach, and four or

five square red boards, bearing inscriptions, stuck in the ground, with

the faces towards us. Severd boats were observed around the point,

and some of those which visited the ship returned thither. The
most reasonable cause we could assign for the crowd was,. that the

inhabitants of a village, hid beyond the point, had come down there to

sOe the strange vessel.

The boats in which the natives came off were rudely though strongly

built of pine
;
and most of them carried a sail of coarse cotton can-

vass, suspended from a single moveable mast. Their progress was ac-

celerated by three or four large sculls attached to each side near the

stern on pivots, and forgied of two .pieces lashed together like the

Chinese
;
with this difference, that the loom was very broad at its

lower end, ih its general shape resembling a paddle; the upper surface

was convex, and the rounded edges made the under somewhat con-

cave
;
this foim appeared to be for convenience in sculling. Some

of the largest of the boats were thirty feet long and six wide, having
the two ends open like a scow, and carrying between twenty ^nd
thirty men. In two or three were a few women of whom we did not

see much
;

for they were fully occupied in protecting themselves from
the rain, piling bamboo cloaks and hats upon their persons, in a very

singular manner, while they lay in the bottom of the boats; but, un-

like what is described by former visitors to Japan, all was peaceful,

as if the natives neither feared us, nor suspected us of any covert de-

sign. All manifested friendly feelings, partaking of the refreshments

offered them, inquiring our business,.scrutinizing the ship and all on
board, and inviting us to go on shore and ramble. Some of. them
promised to inform the officers of our request, but this promise was
given in such an odd manner, as if from persons utterly unused to

magisterial dignitaries, and whose line of life had been at a great

remove from the precincts of a court, that we hardly knew what to

predicate. They appeared much surprised that not any one of us was
able to converse wiih them

;
some would seize th.e arm, enter in to

earnest discourse, and then,. after a few unsuccessful sentences, leave

us, seemingly amaz^ at oiir dditishpess and the ill success of their

eloquence. By seven o^clock the last boat had left the ship, there
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having been in all upwards of two hniidred visitors; and to return
their visit a trip on shore in the morning was planned.

July 81sl. During the night the weather cleared up a little, with
occasional squalls. Towards four o'clock, three or four boats were seen
coming down in shore from the upper point, which stopped hear the

fishing huts, and the men in them landed, and assembled' bh a low
hummock near the beach. No particular notice was taken of their

movements, until we were saluted by a cannon-ball, whistling over

the ship, succeeded by three others, fired from .four guns planted bn
the hillock where the party was asserabfod. This movement wa^
60 unexpected that we were for a moment nonplussed as to their in-

tentions
;
and hoisted the colors, and soon after a white flag, in order

to induce some one to come on board to explain the reason for such
proceedings. No heed was given to our signals, and the firing con-

tinuing, we began to weigh anchor, and make sail. To show them
that we were leaving, the spanker was hoisted

;
but the firing rather

increased, and one ball struck the bulwarks, ploughing up the deck
in its progress, but doing no other damage, There being sixty fa-

thorns of cable run out, and a crew of only sixteen men to weigh an-

chor and make sail, we were exposed to the firing for an hour; but, al-

though several other shot came very near, yet by the protecting mercy
ofGod over us, none of the ship’s company were injured. The manner
of serving the guns was unskillful, some of the shot going over the

masthead, and others falling halfway between the shore and the ship.

The balls made aloud whistling, as they passed, which was caused per-

haps by their rough casting, As we were leaving, the ebb tide dis-

covered to us a line of breakers projecting from the bluff point near

the ship directly into the stream, and just astern of us, but the wind

favoring, we passed out above them, and were shortly beyond injury

from balls or rocks. The gun-boats which had been seen early in the

morning, now left the shore, and bore down upon us, each carrying

thirty to forty men, with flags displayed, and firing swivels at us with

commendable activity. When fairly off , in the stream, we lay to for

them to approach, but they soon returned. In order to induce some
one to come alongside, a piece of canvass was thrown overboard on

which was painted in Chinese, that a foreign ship desired to return a

few shipwrecked men, and to procure water and refreshments. This

was picked up by a boat, which, instead of coining to the ship, stood

in for the shore.

It now became a serious question, what course it was best to pur-

sue ; two presented themselves : either to remain longer in the bay

of Y6do, anchoring in the stream, or near tlie shore lower down
; or

to leave this port, and gain another port on the southern coast as

quickly as possible. The latter commended itself, inasmuch as it

was thought the officers here would not be favorable to our object,

after committing themselve.s, ‘ by thus unceremoniously driving

us away. We might stop near one of the many towns that lay on

either side of the bay, near its entrance, as did captain Gordon in

1817, and give our docuiqeots lb the first man who came aboard.
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requesting him to take them on shqre, and give them to an officer to

send to Y^do, and telling him that we would wait for an answer. But
the tidings of our approach to the coast were already known in all the

region around, and the news of the summary manner in w’hich our
audacious attempt to penetrate the of the bay of Y^do
had been repelled, would spread like wild-hre, and probably prevent
any inferior officer from executing our requests. The same system
of mutual responsibility which produces so many baneful effects in

China, obtains in the Japanese government; and if we should get

our documents ashore, the officer would no doubt desire to screen

his own head by first asking permission of the court at Y6do to re-

ceive and forward, them. We could not anchor where we then were
on account of the depth of water, and the exposure

;
for the place was

no better than an open roadstead, with 15 to 30 fathoms, and a stony

bottom, and the tides running like a sluice. The arguments against

leaving the capital without opening a communication were strong and
fully felt, especially when we had to do with a government so feudal

as the Japanese, where every petty prince is amenable to his liege

for his every action, suspicious of his peers, and cautious that what
he does be not reported at court to his discredit. Some perhaps would
have advised us to renew the attempt at the entrance of the bay,

excusing ourselves to whoever came on board, for going up to Uraga-
wa, by pleading ignorance of the regulations, and our desire to be as

near Yedo as possible. However, ‘ uniting the circumstances,’ as

the Chinese would say, it was concluded to leave the bay for Toba
in the principality of Sima, about 150 miles southwest of Yedo, from
whence Iwakitchi and his two companions embarked,, wheii they were
shipwrecked. ..

If another attempt were made it was important to do it immediately,
lest information of our repulsion should be sent along the coast, and
orders given to all the officers to drive us away. Moreover, it was
very unlikely that the court of Yedo knew our nation, object, ot cha-
racter, and on many accounts it was very desirable to declare all

these points fully, even if the other objects of the voyage should not

be gained. The indignation and disappointment of/our men were as

great as their previous hopes had been high; they were warm in their

denunciations against the petty officers at Uragawa for so unprovoked
an attack. Those of them that Had visited the place, said> the olfi-

cers must have taken great pains to bring cannon a long distance

down to the point to fire at us, and richly deserved to be brought to

condign punishment. ^

The clear atmosphere enabled us, oti leaving the bayj to see both

shores, each presenting a variety of forest and field, clad in nature's

liveliest green, that all left with regret. Most of our information con-
cerning the several places which Ire around this noble estuary is

derived from books; a few details may assist the readers to under-
stand the locality of some of the placesmentioned. Y^do, the capita]

of the empire and seat of power, is situated in latitude 35° 40' north,

and longitude 139° 50' east, in the principality of Musasi, at the head
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of a lafge'bay, and the embouchure of Toda-gawa, one of the largest
rivers in Nipon; besides ruling its own province, it exercises a superin-
tending control over the two neighboring principalities of Sagami and
Izu. The road to it from the west is over high mountains, passing
through narrow deftly where soldiers are stationed to examine all

l^assengers. The pass at Takoni in Suruga, from the description
given of ft, is another Thermopylae, where the seogun has placed a
guard to intercept all suspected persons, and forbid the passage of
women, either out of or into Musasi. On the eastern side of Y6do,
and facing the Pacific on their eastern coasts, lie the principalities oi

Awa and Kazusa
;
their capitals are Oozio and Otagi. Susaki, al-

ready mentioned, is the westerly cape of Awa. The principality of
Sagami adjoins Musasi, on the south and west, lying around the bay
of the same name

;
Odawara is the capital, and a town of considera-

ble note. Izu lies directly south of Sagami, a very mountainous region,

and has Siraoda for its chieftown. Mount Fusi is situated just beyond
the borders of this peninsula in Suruga, but a range of lofty mountains
extends its whole length. The islands, extending from the bay of
Y6dodown to Fachisio, are dependencies of this province. West of
Izu, across a bay similar to Sagami, lie the principalities of Todtomi,
and Suruga, both ruled by powerful princes. The power of a prince is

usually estimated by his revenue, which is reckoned by man or my-
riads of koko of rice

;
each koko being equal to 250 catties. Thus, the

revenue of the seogun or secular emperor, which is derived from five

provinces appropriated tp him, is said to amount to 148 man and 1200
koko, equal to 370,300,000 catties, or 246,866 tons of rice.

Aug. 9th. We left the bay of Yddo on the 31st of July with a

fresh breeze, which carried us past Toba the next day; and, finding

it impossible to make it without beating, we stood on for Siono-

misaki (or Point Sud de Nipon)>in the principality of Kinokuni. But
here also the wind headed us off, and we concluded to make the bay
of Kagosima, in the principality of Satzuma, where the Portuguese

first landed, and where Francis Xavier began his labors. After pass-

ing Siono-misaki, the wind died away with occasional breezes, and
the strong opposing current carried us back, sometimes at the rate of

seventy miles a day, and it was not till the 8th iost., that we made cape

Cochrane, in the island of Kiusiu. While passing along the coast,

several species of sea-fowl came around the ship, though in limited

numbers
;
many shoals of fish were seen, and pumice and seaweed

drifted past ; some specimens ’ of the latter were remarkable for the

delicacy and elegance of their forms. In sailing near the shores of

Fiuga, we were delighted with the ever-changing scenery, some parts

of which presented subjects worthy the pencil of a painter. The
hills, in some places come down to the beach in abrupt cliffs, with

deep ravines intersecting their acclivities; while elsewhere, the

shore is sandy, and the land gradually ascends -to a moderate ele-

vation, interspersed with low hills. Numerous bays and inlets multi-

ply the headlands, and give a peculiar undulatory character to the

outline of the coast. On some of the higher hills, masses of clouds
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rested, that attracted notice by their resemblance to immense snow-
banks piled one upon another, appearing as if just ready to fall.

There were few villages seen, and, except near cape Cochrane, the

number of boat^ and junks was much less than near Y6do. One or

two of them came ne^r, as if to take a closer view of the ship, but

although repeatedly requested they would iiot come aboard; they said

they belonged to Satzuma. Between capes D’Anville and Cochrane,

where we met these vessels, there are a few villages near the beach

;

but, farther south, the coast is remarkably destitute of either habita-

tions or traces of cultivation; nor were there any boats. Cape Ne-
gaeff is a headland conspicuous for its bold projection into -the sea,

along a coast, which, like that of Scotland, is remarkable for its cliffs

and promontories. As the evening closed in, the straits of Van
Diemen, between Kiusiu and Tanega-sima, opened upon us, and in

the distance were seen some of the other islands, forming part of the

group that lies between Satzuma and Lewchew.
August 10th. This morning, we found ourselves around Siono-

raisaki (cape Tschitschagoff), and the bay of Kagosima, with its

beautiful scenery, just illuminated by the rising sun, lying full before

us. On the right, at the distance of half a mile, lay the shores of 06-
zumi, stretching off nearly due north, as far as thee eye could see, in

a bold, well-wooded bank, w|th but few interruptions. About three

miles from Siono-misaki, the bank takes a short sweep inland, form-

ing a little bay with a shingle beach, where is situated the village of

Sataura. Beyond this the hills rose by a gradual inclination, to al-

most mountain ridges, and the view of their sides, ascend ihg one-

above another, all of them covered with verdure, and many with fields

of grain, was among the finest we had hitherto seen. Between the

hills are a few. plateaux of table land, which appeared to be under the

highest coltivation
;
one in particular, with the surrounding hills ter-

raced to their tops, looked like a large garden. The rocky cliffs

near the cape are covered with pines, some of which, one might
imagine, grew merely in order to make all parts of the landscape

green, so thin was the soil on the rocks. Directly north of the en-

trance, at the distance of twenty miles, is the high island of Sakura,

just opposite to which, on the northwestern side, is Kagosima, the

capital of the principality. The western side of the bay was too far

distant for us to discern its features, except that of the regular cone
of Kaimou-daki (or Peak Horner) near the seashore, which rises to a

height of 1200 or 2000 feet above the surrounding country.

As soon as we entered the bay, Siauzau and Giusabaru were put

ashore, where a few fishing boats were seen, in ,one of which they

pulled up to the village of Sataurax On arriving there, they found

the people in great commotion at our unexpected appearance, and the

officers making preparations for a defense, which vi^ere suspended on
the approach of our scouts, whose foreign dress haijr. .attracted atten-

tion before they landed. They were surrounded witK.,'eager inquirers,

seeking to know the cause of pur coming, and, ^fte)r partially satjar

fytng the curiosity of their countrymen, they pjiqpqred an officer,
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and returned to tlie ship, accompanied by two or three crowded
boats. This officer was a pleasant looking man, dressed in a long
cotton robe of blue and white plaid, secured at the waist with
a large girdle, in which were stuck two swords, and from which
hung a tobacco pouch and pipe. Some of his attendants were dress-
ed in a similar manner, except the two swords, but the majority
were nearly naked. He made inquiries additional to those he had
already asked of the men, stating that they had been thrown into
such alarm by our sudden appearance on the coast, that they were
making preparations to fire upon the ship, supposing her to be a
pirate. Our, explanations, and the assertions of his countrymen, re-

garding our peaceful designs, removed his fears, and he entered into

our plans with much interest, received the papers we had prepared for

the prince of Satzuma, which, he said, must be delivered to another
officer on shore, who would forward them to Kagosima, and promised
that he would immediately hand them to his superiors. Intelligence

of the arrival of a foreign ship had already gone to the seat of govern-
ment. After looking around a few moments, he left in the gig, to-

gether with I^akitchi and Siauzau, directing two or three of his men
Ui stay and act as pilots. Before leaving, he requested us not to pro-

ceed farther up the bay, alleging that there were dangerous rocks a
short distance above, and promised to return soon with a pilot, who
would guide us to a place of safety.

The pilots left on board by the officer had very easy duty to per-

form, inasmuch as they were ordered not to permit us to proceed, and
it was out of the' question to anchor in an open roadstead, where
the soundings were from twenty to twenty-five fathoms. They were
poor ignorant men, but yet had a share of local information, and ap-

peared to take an interest in whatever was novel and curious around
them. They said that the principality of Oosumi on the eastern side

of the bay was a dependency of Satzuma, and a thinly settled, moun-
tainous, country, at present suffering, in many parts, from a failure

of crops and a subsequent want of food
;
and that the distress was

80 great that the people ate the alburnum trees. They received

a few printed handkerchiefs and some other trifling articles with

pleasure, but neither they nor any of our visitors would part with the

least thing ;
nor did any of them ask for what they saw, except salt-

beef and biscuit, which they munched with a great relish. Finding
that there was no use for their services, the pilots left us about noon.

During the afternoon, a boat, bringing a large tub of water, came
alongside, sent by the officer from Sataura, but by reason of the pro-

gress of the ship,, and the heavy sea, she could not hold lashings, and
having cast off, fell to leeward and returned. In conversation with

the officer in the hiorning, we gave prominency to our want of water

and fresh provisions, and he promised to supply u.s with water imme-
diately, which, much, to his credit, he fulfilled. It was consequently

rather annoying that it could not have been receiv^ as soon as it

came, and that thus his attentions should be seemirtgly repelled. As
at Uragawa, the "natives came off in boatloads to see the ship, bring-
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ing nothing to sel}» and most of them departing as soon as their

curiosity was gratified. Among them several were noticed on whom
the operation of the acupuncture or pricking with a needle had been

performed. The needle had. been thrust in between the shoulders, or

into the lumbar region, biiV mostly into the belly, seven or eight times

in each place
;
and some persons there were, both at Uragawa and

Satzuma, whose bodies were scarred in many places. The greater

part of those who visited the ship were pitted with the smell-pox,

some of them deeply ; and our men agreed in their accounts of its

extensive prevalence and sometimes its great mortality.

Their appearance and dress, generally speaking, was superior to

those at the former place, but, owing probably to the distance and
high sea, there were not many visitors from Sataura. The same
things attracted attention in both places ; the number and height of

the masts, and the pigs and geese ; but in the exhibition of an intel-

ligent curiosity, they were inferior to the Lewchewans.
Their garments for the most part were of cotton, and on many the

coat of arms of the individua) was worked into the cloth. The bla-

zonry is a white cbcle about an inch in diameter, within which is the

device. The ignobile vulgus are content to have their family coat of

arms worked in the seam on the back, between the shoulders
; but

the officers bear .
their heraldry upon the seam of the dress in five

places
;
on the back between the shoulders, inside each elbow, and

on each breast. Th^s insignia was more common among those at

8atzuma than tljose at Y6do. Their boats were in most respects like

those seen in the bay of Y6do; some were larger, being over thirty feet

long, aiid carrying amidships a tub, containing nearly two hogsheads,

for the purpose of preserving fish alive. They were built of pine

;

the moveable mast and paddle-like sculls were like those before seen.

A rude caboose made of large pieced of pumice was near the stern,

around which were lying some ooar^ earthen pots; the anchor was
a water-worn block of greenstone, secured by a rope of straw.

About two o’clock, Iwakitchi and Siauzau returned, in company
with.three officers, all wearing two swords, but no otherwise distin-

guished front theiV attendants. One of them, an old man with gray

hair and feeard, was so ill firom the motion of the boat, that he could

not come on board, but lay stretched out in the bottom of the boat,

^uite overcome. The officers brought back our dispatches unopened,
fiaying, that their superior on shore had declined taking them him-
self' but having sent a full statement to Kagosima, a high officer

Would probably come from thence and receive them, together with

the men. In the meantime the pilot, whom they had brought, had
been directed to bring the ship to a safe anchorage on the weste» r

side of the bay, where we must wait three days for an answer from
court. A number of boats were also promised to come next day and
low the ship farther up the bay, into a still more secure harbor; and
promises were held out to us of an ample supply of provisions.

The swords, by which their raok is distinguished, were a greet

incumbrance to these officers. One of them was full three feet in
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length, rather coarsely made
;
the other was a shorter weapon, resem-

bling a hanger
;

but in both instances, the blade is thicker and
narrower than is usual among the weapons worn by Europeans. There
was only a small button between the blade and the handle, which, in

a conflict would afford .very little protection ^o the hand
;
the handle

was bound with narrow strips of cloth or leather, and the scabbard,

in some instainces^ was defended from moisture in a similar manner.
They were worn' without a belt, being simply thrust through the large

girdle
;
and, as in walking, the motion of the body causes them to

slip down, they are a source of constant annoyance to the wearer.

The small one is stuck into the belt horizontally
;
the long one hangs

down, and whenever the owner sits, it is taken out and carefully laid

by his side. In bur ignorance of their etiquette, we took one up

to qxamine it; the blade was rusty and destitute of all Ornament, but

very sharp, as if kept in readiness for any emergency. As soon as

the oflicer saw us examining his weapob, he started and took it from

us; and our men said that it was an offense almost amounting to an

insult to touch the sword of another. When he returned to the boat,

we observed that he gave the long sword to an attendant, who care-

fully laid it h^ide
;
and in several, instances We noticed their sensi-

tiveness concerning the inviolability of their weapons. The society

where arms are constantly worn has been by some represented, as one

where every member is cautious in his actions, and careful not to

incroach upon the rights of another; but this doubtful advantage

must be greatly over-balanced by the suspicion, and mutual distrust

among different classes,' by the aggressions of the strong on the

weak, and by numberl6?ss wrongs that always exist, and to all of

which the temptation of having arras already at h\nd must, in the

nature of man, powerfully contribute. The Japanese, no doubt, owe
.much of their reputed warlike spirit to their familiarity with arms;

yet in them, this does not appear to be a noble, generous, sentiment,

that exercises itself in redressing wrongs, but from what we can learn

is rather .a brutal, punctilious, disposition, that deadens all the finer

feelings of the heart; and steeps all the laws in cruelly and blc^.. But,

whatever rnay be the effect of the code of honor upon the social sys-

tem of the Japanese, one would recommend placing the seat of so

sensitive a faculty in a less exposed position than at the end o^an
unmanageable sword three feet long.

After giving a fpw directions to the pilot, the officers left us, and

we stood over to the western side of the bay. This poor man, thus

suddenly brought into contact with foreigners, was in a most unplea-

sant situation ,* for he could not command the vessel, and the anchor-

age to which he was in a manner compelled to bring her ^as an open

roadstead, exposed to the wind and swell from the sea, and affording

little or no protection. He endeavored to excite bur fears by telling

of rocks and shoals scattered here and there,, although no indications

ofsuch dangers were visible, and the lead reported a depth of fifteen to

twenty fathorrts; and when he saw us going in the direction cff the

danger, he would change its position. At last, when he had nearly
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reached the proposed anchorage, he declared that there were no
dangers before reaching Miabama; but the poor man was so bewilder-

ed, that apparently he did not know whereabouts he was, nor what he
said. An officer of the ship was sent to examine the soundings, who
reported a safe berth, and we anchored in six fathorri^, abduct three

fourths of a mile from the shore. As soon as the anchor was down,
the pilot hurried away; and, shortly after, a small boat came along-

side, forming part of the guard appointed to watch us. It contained

a single officer, who came aboard; and, without vouchsafing a single

reply to Mr. Gotzlaff's interrogatories, paraded round the deck, as

if to inspect his charge, amusing us all with an exhibition of the ini-

mitable self-sufficiency of an officer of the Japanese empire appointed

to guard a foreign vessel; he then took his leave, being the last native

of Japan who boarded the ship, As the evening closed in, the village

of Chugamitsu opposite us was lighted up, and numerous fishing boats

just outside of the bay also displayed large fires.

On questioning the men who were sent ashore in the inorning con-

cerning the reception they metfroni the magistrates, Iwakitchi said,

they were received with great kindness, both by the officers and
people. At his first visit, Siauzau carried the manifest of his junk,

which he had fortunately preserved, and which he said corroborated

his story. They gave their deposition before the magistrate at Sa-

taura, in presence of the assemble villagers
;
and the particulars were

all taken down in writing
;
as the names, ages, and residences of the

seven men, the lime when each junk left Japan, a few items of their

adventures, and the treatment they had experienced among foreigners.

Their statements of the peaceable character of the ship were corro-

borated by the officers who first came on board; and, when the depo-

sition was sealed up for the purpose of being forwarded to Kagosima, tl>e

Ohief magistrate exclaimed, truly, these benevolent foreigners must be

something more than human. Although he declined forwarding pur

papers, yet he expressed no doubt of the favorable reception of the

mission, and that the men would soon be on their way home. Remark-
ing upon the distress that existed for want of food^ he asked therp

why they had returned to Japan, if they got rice enough in'China;

and when the officer who came on board mentioned the dearth, he
was told that foreigners would bring them all the rice they wished, if

the government would only permit it. The Surrounding villagers lis-

tened with breathless attention to their narrative, and united with the

officers in talking * sweet vvords ’ to them. Iwakitchi was so sure of

their acceptance, that, on returning to the ship, he wished to engage
one of the boats about the ship to take him to the capital. His view
also extended farther, and he proposed going to Y(1do, after he had
seen his friends, and endeavoring to bring * those brutal officers’ at

Uragawa to justice, for their atrocious attack. Siauzau was ajso highly

elated at the prospect of returning home to his wife and friends
;
but

none Were so sanguine as Twakitchi, he could hardly contain himself.

Aug. 1 Ith. At sunrise the ensign was hoisted, and one of the guards

boats came to see what was the occasion of hoisting the flag. We told
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the officer, who was the same man that strutted over the deck the pre-

vious .evening, that it was customary in a foreign port to hoist the
nations* colors. He replied, that, haying never before seen a foreign
vessel, he .was ignorant of our practices. We reminded him and his

compahidns of their promise to send us water and other refreshments,

and also boats to tow the ship into a safer anchorage, which we desir-

ed might be done speedily, as the weather was unpromising, and the
ship might be driven ashore should a storm arise. They said some
water should be immediately sent; but added, that for the boats we
must wait the arrival of the high officer from Kagosima. This was
rather a different story from what was told us’ yesterday, though, when
we considered the grade of this officer it was doubtful if he could do
otherwise than refer the matter to the pleasure of his superior. Soon
after he left, a boat came with a tub of water, but none of its crew
came on board, having probably been interdicted by the magistrates

from all intercourse.

After bearing that no boats were likely to come and tow the ship,

captain Ingersoll prepared two more anchors in readiness to let go
should the wind increase, and • took all proper precautions against

rfragging. There being no intercourse with the people, we had
leisure to examine the adjacent couptry. The landscape is very

green, being like that around the bay of Y4do,.in the neighborhood

of high mountains, which condense the vapor. The form of the shore

is similar to the other anchorage, forming a gentle sweep, terminated

at each extremity by a rocky hill^ covered with pines. Near the one
at the southern point our guard is stationed, perfectly defended from

the wind and swell by the bank. But, except in the curvature of the

shore, there is no resemblance between this and the anchorage at

Uragawa. Here the bank is so steep that, from one hill to the other,

a distance of two or three miles, there is only one place where a

hbtse can a,s(^d
;

in some places it is upwards of fifty feet high,

formed of stiff clay with ledges of rock cropping, out at intervals.

From the bank, the land, generjllly speaking, rises gradually to a mo-

derate elevation, diversified with many hills and trees, and apparently

is exceedingly well cultivated. The system of terracing is carried

out even more than at Uragawa, and much higher than any of us had

seen it in .China, extending to the tops of hills, whose acclivities resem-

bled" a flight of stairs. The most conspicuous object here, as every-

where in the bay, is Kaitnou-daki, whose sides are covered with a thick

growth of pines, and whose top is seldom destitute of a cap of clouds.

No rival eminences are near, and its solitariness appears to add to its

beauty in regularity of form Kaimou-daki might almost be cited as

a .type of the genus. Afo/is. A range of mountains is visible to the

northward, which forms part of the chain that runs througii the is-

land. One of its most remarkable peaks is Mount Udziu, famous for

its burning sulphureous springs, and the tortures inflicted^ there on

the adherents of Catholicism in times of persecution Kumataru,

whose native place, Simabara, is only , three miles from it, says, the re-

gion around is thinly inhabited, and that many of the springs are hot
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and poisonous, while others are 'tepid^ and useful in cutaneous diseases

;

and he corroborates Kaernpfer, who describes the baths as erected

for the accommodation of invalids. He says that snow remains on its

summit during the whole year.

The country beyond the hill, at the tipper end of the curve, as far

as we can discern, is well cultivated. Just off this hill, that so pro-

vokingly bounds our prospect, lies a sharp conical rock, about forty

feet high, with an arched hole in its base, Sufficiently large to admit

the gig. The hill at the opposite extremity is flanked seaward by a

ledge of red rocks, in which, and in the base of the hill, the wares
have worn many holes. Near the only place for ascending the bank,

which is a gully, about three fourths of a mile beyond this hill, is a

grave-yard, the gray colored stones being placed upright, and standing

in rows after the manner of western countries, and totally unlike the

horse-shoe cemeteries at Napa keang. The place is not inclosed, but

the numerous large trees, around and among the graves, give a plea3-

ing and retired appearance to the spot, consonant with its purpose.

About a quarter of a mile beyond the grave-yard lies the village of

Chugamitsu, looking as if it had been let down into a niche in the

shore prepared for its reception
;

for the tops of the houses are not as

high as the banks on either side, and the dark shade of the trees be-

hind the many white dwellings throw them into relief. Most of the

buildings are white, and the village has a neat and compact appear-

ance
;
and the inhabitants have made several ghauts down to the

beach, for convenience in ascending and descending. The rows* bf

trees which Cross the country in various directions, protecting and
designating the roads, is a singular feature in the scenery

;
but view-

ing the landscape as a whole, although beautiful in many parts, the

shores around the bay of Kagosima are inferior in grandeur and subli-

mity to those near Y4do.
As no one came near us after the watering boat left, about one

o’clock a blue flag was hoisted, but it proved unavailing to induce any
one to visit us. After dinner an officer was sent in the gig, Kiukitchi

accompanying him, to souiid near the shore. This movement inimedi-

ately caused a stirring among our overseers, and they dispatched a boat

to order the gig to return, while a second came to the ship. The latter

contained three officers, who, as the boat ranged alongside, standing up,

in a pleasant manner, asked why the gig had left the ship. We fold

them, that, as the weather looked threatening, it was very desirable

to know how much water there was around the ship, and Ve ha!d sent

the boat to sound. Remarking that they stood up in the boat with

great inconvenience, we’ invited them on deck, but they declined,

saying they were prohibited coming on board, much against their in-

clination. On being asked when the officer from Kagosima would
arrive, and the provisions and boats be sent as had been promised,

they replied, that he had not yet come, but would probably soon make
his appearance; adding, however, that it was nbt likely that the men
would be received. This remark surprised us all, and the Japanese
immediately spoke out, inquiring the reason for this opinion; but the
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officers became suddenly rather , dogged, and evaded a reply, by ob-
serving that they knew nothing of the reasons of tlieir suj)eriors, being
only persons app<^inted to watch us. We told them, our purpose in

coming into the bay was simply to restore a few shipwrecked men,
and that, if the prince of Satzuma did not wish to receive them, the
officer deputed from him need only come on board, explain his mes-
sage, and we would forthwith depart.

The officers, in this their last visit, were not as friendly as on pre-

vious occasions, though they endeavored to put on a good face. The
trouble of watching us day and night, and the irksomeness of remaining
hour after hour in an open boat, exposed to frequent squalls, may have
soured their tempers

;
though, like Japanese officers, who consider all

such circumstances as merely incidental, they never alluded to it.

Their regards personally toward us were favorable
; but, however

much they might wish us success, they considered themselves as mere
subalterns, who could only execute the orders of those above them.
T^heir attendants were much more decently clad than in former visits;

niany of them were large muscular men, but the cast and expression

oit their countenances generally were not prepossessing, perhaps on ao
count of the smallness and obliquity of the eyes, depriving the face of

a|I animation. Among the parties who from time to time came, there

were several lads, who appeared to take great pleasure in looking at

the novelties around them. The officers were noways distinguishable

from their attendants by superior carriage or more intellectual coun-

tenances, and, if deprived of their swordd, * would not have been re-

marked. Soon after tliey left us, the gig returned, and the officer

reported that the bay was nearly of an uniform depth, having five

fathoms within a few rods of the shore, and 'the beach formed of hno
sand, the debris of the cliffs. The evening soon after closed in with

a threatening aspect, and squalls of wind and rain were frequent dur-

ing the night.

August I2th, The weather this morning was raw and rainy, but

Iwakitchi was on the lookout to see if there were any indications of

the arrival of an officer during the night. At six o’clock, a small

boat, containing three persons, approached the ship, until they placed

it betwe^ themselves and the guard, when they hailed us. They said

they were going a hshing, and came alongside to see the ship, as all

intercourse was prohibited by the magistrates. Iwakitchi, on asking

them whether the officer had come from Kagosima, was answered that

none had come, so far .as they knew, but that they had beard a rumor

of the expulsion of the ship, and the refusal of the government to

receive the men. The grounds of this rumor they would not give, or

perhaps did not know, yet remarked that- it was well authenticated,

and one added, it is ray opinion that, perhaps, you had better weigh

anchor and make sail.’ They remained' h^f an hour diking w'itb

the men, making many observations which gave us a hettter idea of

the state of aflfairs than we bad yet received, and of the feelings en-

tertained towards us by tlie people, ^1 of whom were much alarmed

at the approach of thc ship, but, as soon as her errand was known.
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every one wished as well. They repeated, that the rumor of our

expulsion was a credible one, and said, as they were leaving, that they

were going out of the bay to fish, and when they returned would bring

us a few. But, instead ofgoing out, they went around the bows of the

ship, and paddled in shores all the while bobbing a fish line in the

bows of the boat, as if to make the impression that they had just

come in from seaward. Whatever may have been the design of

these people, in thus covertly coming off to the ship, they took much
trouble, as the weather was very unpleasant, and the sea very rough

for their little shallop; yet their declarations, although probable

enough, were given in such a hesitatingj uncertain, manner, that Wv''.

were doubtful what to do.

Soon after their departure, a broad stripe of blue and while cloth

was seen stretched several rods, across the trees, neaV Chugamitsu,
lookirig like a fence, and bearing in it the blazonry of the prince of

Satzunia. The inhabitants were seen running backwards and for-

wards between the cloth and the village, and along, the beach, as

if some terrible event was about to happen. We were wondering
what this might betoken when Iwakitchi came with a rueful visage,

saying ^hat the stripes of cloth indicated warlike operations, and that

in all probability a messenger bad arrived from Kagosima with orders

to expel us by force. He said, the stripes ofdoth were for defending

the soldiers, being composed of four or five or more pieces of heavy

panvass, stretched one behind another, at short intervals. The vibraV

tory motion of these pieces of loose cloth, would no doubt weaken the

force of a cannon shot, and almost stop a swivel ball, however ludir

crously the idea of a cloth battery might at first strike any ohe. After

the vfllagers had been sometime assembled around this extemporaneous
fortification, we saw them leave it simultaneously, as if an order had

been promulged ;
and the major part, being on foot, ran by different

paths along the beach and hill-side, towards the grave-yard on the other

side oCthe village. If we had not been too deeply interested in their

movements to notice the comical, the appearance of so large a crowd
running along a beach, where the white bank, fifty or sixty feet high

threw the whole into a bold relief, and the distance diminished them
two thirds, would have been inexpressibly ludicrous: the flying mul-

titude brought to mind the pigmies of Herodotus going out to battle

against the cranes. On arriving at the grave-yard, another cloth fort

was soon stretched, bearing the same coat of arms, behind which we
saw many small banners fluttering, and people assembled, among
whom several persons dressed in white robes, and others galloping

about on horseback, were distinguishable.

Not knowing what might be the end of all these doings, we con-

cluded it the safest way to make preparations to leave and began
to heave in the cable, of which there wdre seventy-five fathoms out, and
hoist the yards without unfurling the sails; the colors were also shown;
but no one answered the signal. These precautions were necessary,

for the last position chosen by the party perfectly commanded the

ship, and if it was their intention to expel us, and guns as large as
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those eipplqyed at .Uragawa should be brought to bear upon us, our
situation would be dangerous. Soon after the colors were shown,, a
boat left the shore, which was hailed, but, it stood across the bay
towj^ds Sataura,^ without giving the least heed to our signals. Im-
jpaediateiy following its departure, the party behind the canvas opened
a fire upon us, with musquetry and cannon, the shot from the latter
falling about half-way to the ship. I'he people on shore were so long
making preparations, that we had almost concluded the commotion
had some other, object than our expulsion

;
but the first discharge, de-

cided the rejection of our proposal, indicated the continued hostility of
the Japanese government against foreign intercourse, and drove their
poor shipwrecked countrymen into a second banishment. We con-
sequently made sail as fast as possible, although there was no wind, and,
by reason of the flood tide, we would be in danger of drifting against
the perforated rock at the upper end of the curve, as soon as the
anchor was tripped. It was very eyidejit that the brave troops on
shore, who mustered several hundred men, knew our defeiiceless

state; for.c not only were they much exposed, but the people were col-

lected in groups on the contiguous knolls, allowing them just enough
room for using their guns

;
a discharge of grape irom the ship would

probably have killed many tens, and the splinters from the grave-
stones have wounded many more.

By carrying out a kedge astern to wear the ship, and sending two
boats to pull at the bows, we were fortunately enabled to clear the rock,

which at one time threatened to do us more damage than the guns;
and, in passing, a meed of praise ought to be given to captain Ingersoll,

for the manner in which he extricated the Morrison out of this un-

pleasant predicament. ' The calm continuing for a couple of hours,

we slowly drifted up the bay seven or eight miles, not pursued by any
gun boats as at Y6do, and enjoying a view of the town of Miabama,
with its neat white houses, and of the well cultivated country around

it. Into a small inlet, which lies below the town, a river empties that

comes from among the hills, and on whose banks is the large town of

Yamagawa. The shores of the bay here disclosed new beauties : on

the eastern side, the hills approached close to the water in bold wood-

ed cliff's, partially cultivated, but most of them untouched by the hand

of the husbandman
;
on the other side, a gentle ascent from the beach

presented an extensive landscape diversified by cultivated ravines,

woods, and bleak hills. Miabama is situated at the foot of a steep

hill, and, judging from its size, is a town of medium importance.

From what we could see, while in the upper part of the bay, the

country is too inviting and too picturesque to leave without a sigh of

regret, that a land so adorned by the hand of nature should be inhabit-

ed by such misanthropists. Occasional squalls from seaward enabled

us to stand out of the bay, and by three o’clock we reached Sat aura,

where we were saluted by two or three large guns, whose shot fell far

short. Coming down still farther, we approached our late anchorage,

and saw the brave gunners still firing, whenever the frequent squalls

permitted
;
and also discovered, that four cannon on carriage.^ had
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been transported around the hill, and stationed on the level baso

towards the sea, from whence the soldiers fired as we drew near.. Thus
the loyal subjects of the ^prince of Satzuma left ho means untried to

execute his orders, and do to us all the injury in their power* And,
having escaped the malice of the government, both in this part and
at Uragawa, it would be placing constraint nn our own feelings, and
would mark the utmost ingratitude, if we were to omit to.express our

unfeigned thanks to the, merciful Being, who shielded lis from their

ihalicious attacks, and preserved us from the dangers of the unknown
waters on their coast.

^ , /

Our next course was now an important subject of consideration*

Although much more had been done than at Y^do, yet that full com-
munication with the government which had been proposed at the

outset of the expedition was not yet attained* But how should jt be
attained?* If we sailed eastward, and appeared in the harbors^nn fhe
southern coast, we could not expect a favorable reception.from offi-

cers, who had probably heard of our reiterated expulsion
; and to the

westward, Nagfisaki alone remained.. If we went to that port,.we
should probably so far attain qur object as to be boarded by aq officer,,

who w'ould inquire our errand, and receive our papers
;
and thu^ the

government would be informed of our object in visiting their harbors.

To give them this inforniation, and to justify ourselves somewhat in

their eyes, (if such an apology was necessary,) were the principal rea-

sons for appearing again in their ports
;

for aH hope of returning the

men, or of opening intercourse with them, was abandoned. The treat-

ment of those men whom Krusen stern brought back was not very

encouraging to the hopes of our poor men; for those were kept closely

confined during the six months the Russian embassy remained in

Nagasaki, and received by the Japanese just at their departure. These
reasons in favor of our making a third essay to overcome the hostility

of government were, however, somewhat nullified by several con-

siderations. From what could be gathered from the men who went
ashore, a very full account of the object, the nation, and the character,

of the ship had been given to the magistrates; and, although Iwakitchi

and his companions were only partially acquainted with our plans, yet

their, story embraced the'leading features of the expedition. The of-

ficers^ of course would report this deposition to their superiors, and
the rumor of the ship coming into the bay would give it a wide no-

toriety. By this means, a greater publicity among the people would
be obtained, than by delivering a packet of papers at many ports.

But when the men, whose hopes of again seeing their friends were so

cruelly blasted, considered their examination in its several bearings,

the little likelihood of being received at another port, or of being able

'to steal into the country on the coast, were apparent. Their fami-

lies would no doubt hear of them in various ways, and this informa-

tion would intimate their safety to those who doubtless looked upon
their long lost friends as swallowed up in the ocean. Siauzau had
handed a letter for his father to a person at S^taura, which he was
promised should be forwarded. But the full account they had given
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of themseWes was fata! to their hope of being able to appear among
their friends without subjecting themselves to immediate recognition,
and examination, and perhaps ultimate punishment If the gov-
ernment did not receive them, no one else could with safety. The
same objection lay against endeavoring to reach the shore by means
of a junk, or by landing on an island, and being taken off by passing
vessels, or by trusting themselves to’a raft, and gaining an uninhabited
paYt of the coast ; in their fulness of confidence they appeared to

havo completely shut the door of return against themselves. This
was their own view of the case

;
and, from What we already knew of

the conduct of the Chinese government, in similar cases, was not an
improbable view. They said, moreover, that they would not trust them-
selves into tfm hands ofjhe governor at Nagasaki, whatever promises
of safety^ he might make t^them; but their opinion was, that he would
hot ^are? after hearing of the present expulsion, to receive them.
Moreover, we did ^not wish by going to Nagasaki to excite the fears

ofthe Dutch, who have always shown' a great desire to exclude all

other foreigners froth sharing the trade they enjoy. AU these reasons
decided us to retlft^n to Macao, and to commit the results of what had
been done to open the door of Japanese seclusion iiito the hands of

the allwise Governor of nations.
‘ In summing up the circumstances attendant upon both our at-

tempts, and comparing them with what wd cOuld learn of previous

trials, it was instructive to observe, how gradually the Japanese gov-

ernment has gone on in perfecting its system of seclusion, and how
the mere lapse of time has indurated, instead of disintegrating, the

wall of prejudice and misanthropy which surrounds their policy.

These circumstances also indicated their present feelings, for we
could refer the greater part of what had happened alone to the gov-

ernment. When we approached the bay of Yedo, immediate intima-

tion was given to the officers, and we were fired upon when the report

of the guns was just audible, and the thick mist entirely hid us from

view. This treatment any vessel in a starving condition wonld pro-

bably receive, and it is important to inquire what causes have l^n
operating to produce it, and how far foreigners themselves may have

increased it. It would not be amiss to make investigations, at the

proper sources, into the conduct of the w'halers that frequent tne east-

ern coasts of Nipon and Yesso, to learn whether in their dealings

-with the people and the vessels ' which they have met, there has not

recently been conduct, unworthy of Christians, which will not bear

being brought to light. Captain Gordon of Calcutta, in 1817, was
boarded by an officer w^hen he anchored, and his request to trade was

sent up to Y^do; and although it was rejexted, yet he received kind

treatment compared with us, being loaded with provisions, before his

dismissal. A people, who show the decision of character of the Japa-

nese, sflently erecting their batteries to drive away their enemies by

force of arms, and bringing their cannon several miles to plant in a

favorable, position, ate not to be lightly despised, or insulted with im-

punity. If the immediate aggressor escapes, vengeance usually lights
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upon some unwary and innocent straggler, and the mutual hatred is

thus increased. ^ At Satzuma, a pilot is sent to bring the ship into

an anchorage, and the officers are made acquainted with our object,

which they apparently approve. It would seem, that here, too, great

distrust of foreigners existed, from the report that the people took us

for a pirate
;
and a rumor of such marauders in these regions must

have reached their ears. The men repeatedly told the officers,

that they need only tell us to depart^ and we would go; but that before

dismissing us we requested to be supplied u ith fresh provisions. Yet
a hundred or more men are commissioned to drive out a defense-

less vessel with cannon, and musquetry
;
and commence their attack

too, at a tine when we should be in great jeopardy as soon as the

anchor was off the ground. What course of conduct would have been

pursued by thejapanese, if Ours had been an armed vessel^ it is im-

possible to say; but I am more' than ever rejoiced, now the experi-

ment has b^n made^ that no cannon were carried. However,
towards a people who thus manifest decision of counsels and reliance

upon their own resources, although exerted in a barbarous and savage

manner; and on an occasion when kindness was meant, a degree of
respect and deference is paid. The believer in the promises of God’s
word looks forward to the time, when the same energetic qualities of
mind, changed, and enlightened by education, shall be directed to bet-

ter and nobler objects. Although cruel and prejudiced, they manifest

a character, which can be moulded, by God’s grace, into something
more efficient, than that oftheir vacillating and edict-making neighbors,

the Chinese and Coreans. Whatever purposes of mercy or of judg-

ment may. be towards this people in the counsels of their high Govern-
or, it is not for us to inquire, but we hope that thO day of their admit-

tance into the family of nations is not far distant
;
when .the preacher

ofpeace and truth shall be allowed access to their hamlets and towns,

when the arts of western lands shall be known, and commerce, know-
ledge., and Christianity, with their multiplied blessings, shall have full

scope. Then will that ancient saying, Lu% ex oriente, have its ac-

complishment; and the land of the Rising Sun will be the one to

begin to shed the beams of civilization over the earth. ' Rut before

this can be done, those who now enjoy these inestimable privileges

have a great work to do
; ^and who shall b^n t'

Let us look .at this people a little longer. For more than two hun-
dred years have they been separated from their fellowmen, and when
the tie was severed, at the expulsion ofCatholicism and the Portuguese,

it was done under great excitement^ aitd in the flush of victory over

those whom they supposed were undermining theit liberties. What
were the ^grounds for the allegations against Jesuits, we will not

stop to inquire ; but the feeling manif<Mted by tlie Japanese, when
they challenged even the God of the Christians to (oilcb their shores

at hie peril, shows how confident they then were of their own power
and resources, and how determined to exclude fore^ners. And they
have excluded them ; and, since that time, the only representatives Of
all Christendom whom they have seen, have been a few individuals at
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Desima, whose own historians give ampfe evidlBnce that gain has al-

ways been their chief object. The Japanese, from what they know
and have heard of European nations— of their wars, their deadly bat-
tles, their opposing interests, and theii great power, n\ust congratu-
late themselves on their seclusiqn from such contests. Not that they
have enjoyed peace within their own borders, since they have built

their wall of separation, but that, by repairing the breaches which in-

terest and ignorance have from time to time made in it, they have not
subjected, themselves to the visits of fleets and armies. And if such
are their feelings and ideas regarding us^ can it be wondered at, that

they look upon all foreign intercourse as a thing to be deprecated, and
opposed in all possible ways? What might at first have been conjec-

ture or slander regarding Other countries, has probably now become,
by repetition and the authority of books, received truth

;
at least, it

is always the course of error to strengthen by time. One of our men
says, he was taught, that in some western countries the men were
covered with hair and lived upon trees. And in a Japanese work,
we have seen representations of people, with arms so long, that the

owner of one pair is engaged in fishing with theni, and has merciless-

ly clutched a carp, in his hands; and of others, whose lege ena-

ble the man elevated on them to pluck the fruit from palm trees; and

in another place are two tribes of men drawn, one of which is so

small, and the other so large, that the latter is figured as carefully,

holding one of the little men* in the palm of his hand; Gulliver’s

heroes in Lilliput and Brobdingnag were proportionate compared to

them. And what are all these chimeras but painful illustrations of

their ignorance and pride? But before they, will lose them, juster

and more correct notions must be imbibed. They now regard for-

eigners as ready to pounce upon their country the moment it should be

opened
;

at least one would draw such a conclusion from Golownin’is

narrative; and, before they will consent to receive them, they must

be assured that those wlio seek their ports are peaceable friends. They
can derive no just ideas of other nations, nor of their enterprise, com-

merce, and philanthrophy, from what they see of foreign trade, cabin-

ed and reduced as it is by their laws; and who expects them to come
with open arms; and request free intercourse, before they are ac-

quainted with the benefits ahey would derive from it? Their ideas of

Christianity are, 6very one knows, of the most erroneous sort, consi-

dering it as another nan^e for intrigue and lust of power; and a thing

to be° kept out of the empire at all risks, as one would drive a viper

from a nursery of children. Now there is no innate power in the

Japanese, more than in other people, to teach and reform themselves;

and do we expect that a miracle is to be worked, and that they

ave suddenly to become enlightened and inquiring? Let us not

be weary in well-doing ; but let us do all we can to give to the Japa-

nese the knowledge of true Christianity, which seeketh not its own
;

let us present before them the Bible in their own tongue; and, with this

pure river of life we know that civilization, commeree, and knowledge,

will flow through their land. Because one attempt has failed, shall all
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future endeavors cease ? We learn wisdom from experience. The
rejection of the men, although painful to them and us, may be the

very best thing that could have happened : for, if they had been re-

ceived, and we quietly dismissed, our means for doing them and their

countrymen further good would have been taken out of our hands.

In this view of the case, and it appears reasonable, let us not aban-

don this nation
;

but by making the best use of the men whom
we have, get better prepared to do them permanent good

;
and “ by

and bye,” if God permits, and as Otokitchi says, “ we will try

again.”

August 13th. Yesterday afternoon, as we were taking leave of

Satzuma, we met a junk from Lewchew, just going up the bay. In

the evening, we left our valiant foes firing, until darkness hid them
from our sight

;
during the night we made but little progress, and

this morning Kaimou-daki is in full view. The islands which lie oft

Kiusiu engaged our attention as we passed them during the day.

Tanega-sima contains several towns, and carries on a trade in fruit

and timber; its northern end is twenty-five miles from Siono-niisaki,

in a southeasterly direction
;

it is twenty miles long and about eight

broad, and appears well cultivated. Yakuno-sima, which lies fifteen

miles west of Tanej^a-sima, and forty due south firom Kaimou-daki,
contains between fifty and sixty square miles, and is famous for the

variety of fine timber which it produces. During the night, being

between these two islands, we experienced a current setting us to-

wards Tanega-sima, and as it was calm, we were drifted within a mile

of the low shore, where a line of fifty fathoms gave no bottom; but. a

breeze springing up, we stood away to the northwest in order to get

into the Yellow sea.

The large island of Kiusiu, which we are now leaving, is the south-

westernmost of the three forming the empire of Japan. It is of an
oblong shape, lying nearly north and south, averaging eighty miles

across, and 180 miles long. Its northern point is in latitude 34'* 06“

north, and Siono-misaki, the sduth cape, is in lat. 30® 50' north; ft

lies between the meridians of 130® and 1^® east. A range ofmoun-
tains runs from north to south, some of whose summits are active vol-

canoes, and others, we are told, are covered with snow the whole
year. It is divided into nine principalities, of which Figo and Satzu-

ma are the most powerful, holding a high rank among the whole num-
ber of provinces in the empire. The prince of Kaga, whose dominions
lie on the northwestern side of Nipon, is, according to our men, re-

garded as the most powerful prince in the empire. Kiusiu is surround-

ed by islands of various sizes, all dependant on the principalities to

whose shores they are contiguous, and some of which contain large

towns. Amakusa, off the coast of Figo; the Gotto isles belonging to

Fiseu
; and Tsusi-sima, between Kiusiu and Corea, are the largest.

A coasting trade is carried on between them and the mainland
;
and

also between the various ports on the coast there is frequent c( m nu-

nication. Nagasaki, in Fiseu, is ninety miles norlhwest by north fr >m
Kagosima in a direct line, but the route coastwise between the two
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places is circuitous, and among numerous islands. The principality

ofBuiigo, which lies on the eastern si<le of Kiusiu, is famous in the

history of the Catholics, as the stronghold of their faith, and whose
prince remained their firm friend during his life, in times of great trial.

August 14th. After leaving the still waters between YaKuno and
Tanega-sima, we pas.sed by Seriphos Island, a low sand bank just

above the surface of the water
;
Julie I., and Apollos I., both small;

and Iwo-sima or Volcano Island. The latter is situated in latitude

30^ 43'- north, and longitude 130° IG' east, and in its size and form
resembles Lintin

;
it is destitute of vegetation, except a few trees on

the southern extremity. The volcano emits smoke in rapid pufis,

which collects on and hides the summit
;
on the acclivity, where we

saw the smoke issuing, is a fissure, whose sides are apparently covered

with sulphur
;
and the. men said, that the prince of Satzuma, to whom

these islands belong, derives a large revenue from the sulphur collect-

ed there. It was in very gentle, though constant, action ; and if cir-

cumstances had been favorable, a visit to this epitome of a volcano

would have been very gratifying. The extremities of the island

are flanked by reefs of rocks
;
and also to the eastward of St. Clair

I. a small cluster of rocks was passed, not marked in the chart, to

which we conditionally gave the name of Morrison Rocks. They lie

in latitude 30° 50' north, and longitude 129° 04' east. Many of the

islands, as well as those just cited, are skirted with the same pointed,

conical rocks, so numerous along the mainland, which corroborates

the well known volcanic character of Japan.

In passing through the Yellow sea, a northerly current was expe-

rienced, but it was much milder than that on the southern coast of

Nipon. For one or two days the si a was covered with the partico-

lored stripes, before mentioned as occuring east of Kiusiu
;
and from

the shoals of fish, especially Balistes, seen in it, its use as their proba-

ble food was better ascertained. >i The water in this sea was surcharg-

ed with fine particles of silt, brought down from the great t rivers of

China, and which the various currents agitating the water retain in

solution. The lead for three or four days gave a depth of from thirty

to twenty fathoms as we drew near the coast; and^ in the act of sound-

ing, the lead apparently plunged into fine mud several inche.s above

the leather which joined it to the line. On the coast of Fuhkeen two

or three fishing boats were boarded, whose stock consisted of but lit-

tle else than immense quantities of Sepia or cuttle fish, opened and

spread out for drying on the decks. A favorable breeze in the For-

mosan channel carried us down to Amoy, where calms and opposing

currents retarded our progress for a few days; and on the evening of

the 29th of^August, we anchored in Macao Roads.
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Art. II. Trade with China : a letter addressed to the British

Public on some of the advantages that would result from o/i

occupation of the Bonin Islands. By- G. Tradescant Lay.
London, 1837.

My dear countrymen,—The observations I have to make upon the

advantages of the occupation of the Bonin Islands .will not be charac-

terized either by depth of thought or extent of information
;
a few

plain sentiments, delivered in plain language, will fill the compass of

these brief pages. I have often remarked that the successful issue of

an enterprize was not due to the recondite nature of its principles or

the multiplicity of contrivance, but to the adoption of, and the adher-

ence to, rules that were obvious in theory and easy in practice. And,
in the same way, 1 have seen that conviction is not produced by far-

fetched arguments and labored declamation, but by simple statements

and familiar proofs.

To establish a communication with eastern China, Japan, Lewchew,
and other islands and shores of this sea, on terms of equality and
mutual respect, is an event which, at the first glance, appears so full

of interest and utility, that no display of eloquence or depth of argu-

ment is necessary to enforce it. To find ourselves shut out and
hindered from extending to multitudes of the human race the benefits

of the gospel and the improvements of science, or even from gratifying

a reasonable curiosity, i.s humiliating, especially when we learn, by ex-

perience, that neither knowledge, kindness, nor any other recommen-
dation can procure for us a momentary stay in Canton, except at the

pleasure of delegated authority, but are liable to be thrust away forth-

with, as if we had the plague or the leprosy, without protection from

the laws of hospitality, or time to explain the reason of our coming.

It will be said that some have visited the coast and met with friend-

ly treatment, and that we are allowed to live at Macao with our fami-

lies if we please
;
but here at Macao, on a jutting point of land, like

prisoners, we are hemmed in, partly with the sea and partly with a

barrier, that is guarded, not by soldiers, nor by any thing in uniform,

nor even in decent apparel, but, as if on purpose to insult us, by some
of the most degraded beings in the empire. The mandarins teach

the common people to despise us by every means in their power
;

these are not slow to profit by their instructions, and at certain pe-

riods, by threats, they frighten all the timorous natives from our service,

alleging that an intercourse with us infects the purity of the Chinese
morals. A few days ago it was declared to be presumption in for-

eigners to ride in chairs borne by Chinese, without any exception in

favor of invalids or delicate females, and it was thought better for

men employed in this way to starve than submit to such a degrading

enq)loyiiient. As to the visits which have been made to dilTerent
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parw of the coast, their desultory and flying character shows how
much reliance could be placed upon the transient smile of a friendly

reception. Nay, in some instances, highly emblazoned with attrac-

tive description, if the truth were told, it would appear that even this

transient snoile owed more to the lure of opium than to the feelings of
humanity. However that may be, we know that a frown from a man
in authority soon dissipates the semblance of a cordial welcome, and
the stranger finds himself alone, w'hile his benefactors are hurried

away to do some act of penance for shewing him any favor. It is

sometimes contended that the Chinese have a right to lay what res-

trictions they think proper upon their trade with foreigners, and to

drive them from their shores as often as they choose, who, if they do
not like these terms, may go elsewhere in quest of better. But the

question that demands an answer does 'hot seem to be, what right

they have to perplex commercial dealings, which they themselves

have encouraged, or to treat us on all public occasions as destitute,

unprincipled men but, whether it be not advisable to take such
steps as may, sooner or later, convince them that their opinion of us

is erroneous, however flattering it may be to their pride and vanity to

cherish itl . The justice of declaring war against them would be

questioned by many, and an embassy, unless it were conducted with

a degree of firmness and resolution far diflerent from any of its pre-

decessors, would prove, like them, a melancholy failure. A Chinese

has only two leading passions, fear and avarice
;

all the other feelings

incidental to our nature are merged in these two dominant motives to

action. If Christianity forbids us to use threatening, there is no rule

of morals or religion that I am acquainted with, that hinders us from

attempting to pursue a laioful object of commercial dealing upon equi-

table termSy wherever an independent spot is opened. This may work

upon his principles of self-interest, while his apprehensions would be

excited, without drawing a sword or bending a bow. This, I think,

would be done with increasing effect and prosperity by a settlement

at the Bonin Islands, which, while it. would draw adventurers allured

by the hopes of a gainful trade from the neighboring shores, would

give the English nation such a respectability in the eyes of all around,

that contumelious usage and scornful language would soon cease to

be applied to us.

The Bonin Islands are about eight days’ sail from China, five from

Lewchew, and three from Japan; and belong to the English, not only

in virtue of a formal possession, but from the circumstance, that Eng-

lishmen have resided upon one of them for more than ten years; which

gives us a title to them, arising from prior occupation, a title that is

esteemed a good one by the law of nations. When I visited one of

them, in the expedition of captain Beechey, I found a hilly spot cov-

ered from the shore to the ridge of the mountain with vegetation,

which abounded in curious and beautiful plants and trees. I never

spent four days that afforded more interest or more instruction. I do

not wish it to be understood, that I think them fitted to answer all

the hopes of a husbandman who had come from the other side of the
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^lol)e to l)etter his comlition : for, the settlement 1 propose is not to

be an agi icaittU ril, l)al, a commercial colony
;
one that would be worth

the nursing, not so much for its intrinsic value, as for the place and

name that we should thus obtain in the midst of these interesting

countries. It is enontrh, that there is room sufficient for laying oat

gardens to raise vegetaliles for the table, and some variety of hill and

dale lor such walks and pleasure grounds as health and recreation

might reijiiire. 'I'hose who have lived there in lonely seclusion,

found the necessaries of life of such easy ac<|uisition, that, when in-

duced to leave from pre.sent circumstances, they have afterwards ex-

pressed many longings to get back again to their se(iu^.‘stered but easy

home. Here, under the management of a spirited and enlightened

governor, Englishmen, Americans, and the natives of Jiiiropean na-

tions, might enjoy all the security, and many of the comforts of home,

in the very centre of those nations- who have hitherto shut their doors

against them.

. Some of the principal advantages may be summed up, a little more

in detail, under the following heads, which will form the substance of

this representation.

First. The first class of advantages would result from the vicinity

of the Bonin Islands to Lewchew, Japan, China, and Formosa, by

which a point of easy access would be afforded to native vessels from

all those countries, a circumstance that would tend to- promote an

unfettered communication among them with foreigners, and of conse-

quence, with each other. This w'ould certainly be the case in a little

time, whatever embarrassments they might at first be subjected to,

from the authorities of their respective countries, wffiere with few ex-

ceptions, every effort to introduce foreign articles is checked and

Hampered by the ascendancy of local statutes. There would be found

among them men of enterprise
;
such, for example, as the natives of

the*Fuhkeen province, w'ho, urged forward by the hope of advantage,

would disdain unreasonable and petty restrictions, and repair to a

market near at hand, where the greatest choice of foreign articles

might be had at the lowest prices. And it is not hard to conceive,

that those who come to trade, would in time bring goods instead of

money, which would assist the manufacturers at home, and cd^^se-

quently spread the benefits of such traffic to many hundreds besides

themselves; which might induce the magistrates to allow the utmost

extent of liberty in their power, or, what is far better, lead the legis-

lature to repeal irksome and abortive laws. For governors, in this

part of the world, though they often treat individuals with little cere-

mony or compassion, are rather fearful of exasperating a whole com-
munity, especially when they find them disposed to set up the rights

of the subject against the encroachments of a magistrate. It will be

said, perhaps, that experiment does not warrant us in expecting much
ndvantage from this trade

;
for nothing finds a ready market save

opium. But perhaps it would not require much ingenuity to prove,

that the sale of opium stands in the way of lawful kinds of traffic,

while it abstracts those monies which might otherwise have been
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applied to useful porpo^ in general commerce. Nay, I apprehend
that it would not require much aid from the imagination to think,
that aa opium, when taken as a luxury, destroys every sinew of the
hodj, and enervates the mind, and renders the person using it a fit

companion only ibr the lost of the human race
; so, as merchandise,

it blasts, and withers every kind of dealing that is mixed up with it.

1 hope it may not have this effect upon the religious books that

have sometimes been circulated uuder its auspices. But we had for?

gotten our ^ttlement, the fame of which, when once diffused abroad,
would allure not only those who looked for ^ain, but entice others,

from motives of curiosity, to come and visit it, who would not fail,

on their return, to report among their countrymen what they had seen,

and whjit kind of treatment they had experienced among the sons of
freedom, religion, and science. At this place of rendezvous, Ghinesq,

Japanese, Formosans, and Lowchewans would meet and exchange
th^ir sentiments, if not by speech at least by writing, which would
tend to establish them upon a looting of a better understanding with
each other, and diffuse a knowledge of the colloquial dialects, peculiar

to each nation, among ail the rest; while the prospect of advantage,

and the cdmforts of home, would persuade Eluropeans to come hither

to learn the Asiatic languages, that they might act as interpreters,

which would enable us to dispense with that mutilated jargon in

which all our mercantile transactions are now conducted.

. Secondly. One of these islands would be an eligible spot for esta«

blishments of a religious and scientific nature; where strangers might
obtain every kind of instruction,.aud front whence hooks might he

bsned for the improvement of surrounding nations. As facilities for

learning the eastern languages would be greatly multiplied by this

means, so conveniences for printing would be much increased. At
Macao we print by sufferance, and, of course, with all the disabilities

which such a kind of toleration is likely to entail upon us. The
expense of typography Would also be greatly diminished

;
so that, at

uo great cost, books of instruction might be Mattered with an unspar-

ing hand in every direction. Artists would also come and settle

amongst us, who would furnish drawings and illustratious for our books

of science;— now we are obliged to put up with the rude and inac-

curate performance of a Chinese, or dispense altogether with helps so

important towards an adequate conception of things not seen. There

is another advantage that we may mention here, lest it should be for-

gotten, which is, the rest of one day in seven, maintained with the

'decencies and solemnities that belong to the Lord s-day ;
while the

ordinances of religion, and the preaching of the gospel, might be wait-

ed upon with the zeal, assiduity, and interest, which make them

refreshing to our hearts, and render them lovely in the eyes of man-

kind. ...
Thirdly. Merchants now resident in China, would find this an

easy retreat, whither they might retire to prosecute their commercial

schemes, whenever the governor ofCanton should think fit to interrupt

the progress of trade. It is preUy evident that the sellers of tea and
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Bilk, if the merchants were stationed only a few days* sail from the

coast, with a fair wind ^th ways, would send the goods after them,

if a message with conditions of peace, and a retura> of the mer^
chants upon their own terms, did not render such a step unnece&r
sary. But I am much mist^kenv if, after* a settlement had been effect*

ed so near China,, any attempt to stop or perplex the trade would ever

beonce thought of; for a sonof^Han is too discreet a man, especially

with all his learned records about him, to try an experiment that must
then inevitably terminate in his own confusion. Oh the contrary,

the news of such an events as the colonisation of islands at so short

distance from the celestial empire, would produce such a sensation at

the court of Peking, and throughout the country, that we should be
received- in a way very different from that tone of arrogance with
which we are now entertained. The doctrines of submission, which,
like the venerated relics of antiquity, have been banded down from
one generation of merchants to another, have emboldened a Chinese
to treat uS with insult, arid to make sport at our vexation r but when
he saw forts, batteries, and nfien-of*wac so near his own threshhold,

he would at once think that we had lately embraced a new set of
tenets, and shape his conduct accordingly.

Fourthly. But while we should thus show ourselves able to main-
tain our own cause, our principles and our practices would have no-

tiiing warlike about them. On the contrary, this spot imght, under
the blessing of the Almighty, be the focus from whence the' indueuces
of religion, science, andnhe sentiments . of political freedom, would
emanate in ah over-flowing tide. Millions would soon hear, and mahy
thousands see, how men fare when they live under the benign a^ct
of impartial laws, and religious liberty; compare matters at Imme
with what they were found to be abroad, and thence be led to ask the
reason of the difference. Tho^e who labor among the heathen in

word and doctrine know the value of such inquiries; and it is pleas.-

ing to learn, from observation, that strangers cannot long converse
with Christians, on amicable terms, without gaining some relish for

freedom, or some impression in favor of religion. Thus the great

object, ill behalf of which .so many prayers are now offered up to the

Throne of Mercy, would be advanced, namely, the evangelization of
this mighty portion of the human family.

Fifthly. A depository would be provided for such stores as are

necessary for the repair and refit of ships coming either from the east

or the west, and a place where they might lay up the indisposable

part of their cargo till the arrival of fairer opportunities, and thus be
enabled to prosecute the rest of their voyage with as little delay as

possible. No arguments will be V'equiredf to convince shipowners that

it is highly desirable to have af port near at hand, where spars,

rope, sails, and other necessaries, can be had in good order, and at a
small advance on the market price in.England or America. A ready
communication might be established by means of steamers with this

place or any other upon the coast, which would carry the superfluities

of cargo to the islands, and bring from thence the stores or whatever

VOL. VI. NO. vm. 49 ‘ ^
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else might be required, while these superfluities, along with other ar-

ticles of speculation, might be sent in small vessels to every part of
the coast with ease and safety.>,i The small vessels might skim over
the seas without danger from the shoals

j
while the frequency of their

appearance would, iu time, make them frimiliar, and at last, obtain
for them a license to trade without interruption: and what is not
unimportant,.>the sight ofthem occuring so often, would indicate that
they were not far frum home.
To effect so desirable an object as the establishment of a colony in

the midst of these seas, an appeal must be made to government, which
is never so likely to be successful as when it is backed by the con-
current opinions of an enlightened public.* When all acknowledge
that something must be done to protect our commerce in these regions

from vexation and loss, and to gain a better acquaintance with the

inhabitants, do not -be particular, my. countrymen, in the choice of
expedients, provided they are just and lawful, but take the first that

offers, till you can find a better. The one I recommend is feasible,

at least in my judgment, and in the judgment of several about me,
who have devoted their attention to the subject. Look at your map
and turn the matter over in your own mind, and it is not unlikely

that you will soon be of the same way of thinking. Some of my
Christian brethren, in whose prayers I hope the Bible Agency of Chi-

na has sometimes a share, will say, perhaps, that the distribution of

God's word and missionary efforts will soon of themselves accomplish

all I contemplate, without, any extraneous and perhaps^ questionable

assistance. Upon that head we will not spend i moment’s contro-

versy, 6ut these all-powerful instruments for doing good must first

have fair play, otherwise they will effect but little or nothing. In

order to instruct or convert the people we must get at them, but this

we cannot do at pv^ent, save by ways and methods so full of degra-

dation, hurry, or annoyance, that our best endeavors are often para-

lyzed, though we see that the line of our duty runs onward, and the

promise of God urges us to follow it with courage and cheerfulness.

When I can travel in town or in country with my bag of Bibles with-

out the fear, or rather the certainty, of being haled before a magis-

trate, and from thence to a dungeon
;
and when the missionary can

teach publicly and from house to house, without jeopardy of losing his

head, I shall then find so much to occupy my mind and engage my
heart, that I wnfl consent to leave all wordly projects to be dealt with

by wiser heads than my own, and withal allow ray friends in England

to inscribe upon their performances, CHINA OPEN, in as large a

character as they please, and to descant upon the theme with all the

enthusiasm of thought and play of language that a glowing fancy can

.supply. In the meanwhile you must remember, that between us and

a right understanding with China there is a large barrier of ignor

ranee, pride, and prejudice, to remove which every engine, with -a

firm reliance on God’s help, must be used. The occupation of the

Bonin Islands would not achieve all, but it would perform a good part

in the execution of the work, I have therefore, felt it to my duty to

suggest and recommend it to you.
,
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For the arguments here used, and for the mode of handling them,
I am myself alone responsible; should they produce conviction in the

minds of some, or furnish a hint for reflection in others, and so help

to set forward a good design, the credit must be ascribed to T. R.
Colledge, esq., senior surgeon to his majesty’s commission, who, by
his professional zeal and long continued exertions for the welfare of

this people, has earned the title of the Chinaman’s Friend, while his

patient efforts, to extend and improve our intercourse with the Chi-

nese, commend him to the grateful feelings of his countrymen. His
example has been followed by the Rev. P. Parker, m. d., from the

American Board of Missions, who has 'now, for more than twelve

months, conducted an Ophthalmic Institution at Canton, with great

ability and increasing success. To incite some of the medical profes-

sion in England to come hither and cooperate in the advancement of

the same good work, is the motive for this short encomium, with

which I wind up my letter. (Signed) G. Tradescaiit Lay.

China, November 27th, 1836.

Art. III. Treaty of amity and commerce between his majesty th^

magnificent king of Siam and the United States of America.

His ihajesty, the sovereign and magnificent king in the city of Sia-

Ytrthia, has appointed the Chou Phaya Phra-klang, one of the first mi-

nisters of state, to treat with Edmund Roberts, minister of the United

States of America, who has been sent by the government thereof, on
its behalf, to form a treaty of sincere friendship and entire good faith

between the two nations. For this purpose the Siamese and the citizens

of the Urtited States of America shall with sincerity hold commercial
intercourse in the ports of their respective nations, as long as heaven
and earth shall endurg. This treaty is concluded on Wednesday the

last of the fourth month of the year 1194, called pi-marong chatta-

vasok (or the year of the dragon), corresponding to the twentieth day of
March, in the year of our Lord 18;I3. One original is written in

Siamese, the other in English; but as the Siamese are ignorant of

English and the Americans of Siamese, a Portuguese and a Chinese
translation are annexed to serve as testimony to the contents of the

treaty. The writing is of the same tenor and date in ail the languages
aforesaid : it is signed on the one part, with the name of the Chau
Phaya Phra-klang, and sealed with the seal of the lotus-flower of
glass

; on the other part, it is signed with the name of Edmund Ro-
berts, and sealed with a seal containing an eagle and stars.

One copy will be kept in Siam, and another will be taken by Ed-
mund Roberts to the United States. If the government of the United
States shall ratify the said treaty and attach the seal of the govern-
ment, then Siam will also ratify it on its part and attach the seal of
its government.
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Article I. There shall be a perpetual peace between the United
States of America and the magnihceiii king of Siam.
= • Article*!!. The citizens of the United Slates shall have free liber-

ty, to enter ail the ports pf tlie kingdom of Siam, with their cargoes of
whatever kind the said cargoes may consist, and they shall have li-

berty to sell the same to any of the subjects of the king or others,

who may wish to purchase the same, or to barter the same for any pro-

duce or manufactures of the kingdom, or other articles that may be
found there. No prices shall be fixed by the officers ofthe king on the

articles to be sold by the merchants of the United Stales, or the mer-
chandise they may wish 40 buy; but .the trade shall be free on both
sides, to sell,,or buy, or exchange, on the terms and for the prices the

owners may think fit. -Whenever the said citizens of the U. S. shall

be ready to depart, they shall be at liberty to do so, and the proper offi-

cers shall furnish them with passports, provided always there be no
legal impediment to the contrary. Nothing contained in this article

shall be understood as granting permission to import and sell muni-
tions of war to any person excepting to the king, who, if he does not

require, will not be bound to purchase them: neither, is permission

granted to import opium, which is contraband, or to export rice, which
cannot be embarked as an article of commerce. These only are

prohibited.

Article II!. Vessels of the United States, entering any port within

his majesty’s dominions, and selling or pTfrehasing cargoes of mer-

chandise, shall pay, in lieu of import and.export duties, tonnage, li>

.cense to trade, or any other charge whatever, a measurement duty as

follows : the measurement shall be made from side to side, in the

middle of the vessels length, and if a single decked vessel on such

single deck, if otherwise on the lower deck. On every vessel selling

merchandise, the sum of one thousand seven hundred ticals or hats

shall be paid for every Siamese fathom in breath so measured, the

said fathoms being computed to contain seventy-eight English or

American inebes, corresponding to ninety-six Siamese inches. But

if the said vessel should come without merchandise and purchase a

cargo with specie, she shall then pay the sum of fifteen hundred ticals

or bats for each and every fathom, before described. Furthermore,

neither the aforesaid measurement, nor any other charge whatever,

shall be paid by any vessel of the United States that enters a Siamese

port for the purpose of refitting, or for refreshments, or to inquire the

state of the market.

Article IV. !f hereafter the duties payable by foreign vessels be

diminished in favor of any other nation, the same diminution shall be

lolde in favor of the vessels of the United States.

Article V. !f any vessel of the United States shall suffer shipwreck

on any part of the magnificent king’s dominions, the persons, escaping

from the wreck, shall be taken care of and hospitably entertained at

the expense of the king, until they shall find an opportunity to be

returned to their country, and the property saved from such wreck

shall be carefully preset ved and restored to its owners, and the United
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States will repay all expenses incurred by his majesty on account of

such wreck.

Article VI. If any citizen of the United States/coming to Siam
for the purpose of trade, shall contract debts ^o any individuals of

Siam, or if any individual of Siam shall contract debts to any citizens

of the United States, the debtor shall be obliged to bring forward and
sell all his goods to pay his debts therewith. When the product of

such bona hde sale, shall not suffice, he shall be no longer liable for

the remainder, nor shall the creditor be able to retain him as a slave,

imprison, flog, or otherwise punish him, to compel the payment of

any balance remaining due, but shall leave him at perfc9t liberty.

Article VJl. Merchants of the United States, coming to trade in

the kingdom of Siam, and wishing to rent houses therein, shall rent

the king’s factories, and pay the customary rent of the country.’ If

the said merchants bring their goods on shore, the king’s officers shall

take account thereof, but shall not levy any duty thereupon.

Article VIII. If any citizens of the United States, or their ves-

sels, or other property, shall be taken by pirates and brought within

the dominions of the magnificent king, the per^ns shall be set at

liberty and the property restored to its owners.

Article IX. Merchants of the United States, trading in the king-

dom of Siam, shall respect and follow the laws and customs of the

country in all points.

Article X. If hereafter any foreign nation, other than the Portu-

guese, shall request and obtain his majesty’s consent to the i^point-

ment of consuls to reside in Siam, the United States shall be at liber-

ty to appoint consuls to reside in Siam, equally with such other for-

eign nation.

*,* Here were annexed the seals and signatures of the Phra-klang and the

envoy, leaving space for the seal of his majesty to be hereafter attached. Below
them is the following cerlihcate.

Whereas the undersigned, Edmund Roberts, a citizen of Ports-

mouth, in the state of New Hampshire in the United States of Ame-
rica, being duly appointed an envoy by letters patent, under the

signature of the president and seal of the United States of America,
bearing date at the city of Washington, the twenty-sixth day of Janu-
ary, A. D. 1832, fov negotiating and concluding a treaty of amity and
commerce between the United States of America and his majesty the

king of Siam : now, know ye, that 1, Edmund Roberts, envoy as

aforesaid,do conclude the fbregoing treaty of amity and commerce and
every article and clause therein contained, reserving the same neverthe-

less for the final ratification of the president of the United States of
America by and with the advice and consent of the senate of the said

United States.

Hone at the royal city of Sia-Yuthia, (commonly cklled Bankok)
on the twentieth day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and thirty-three, and of the independence of the United
Stated of America, the fifty-seventh.

(Signed)
. Edmunju Roberts.
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Art. IV. Free intercourse with Eastern Asia^ considered in con-
^nection with the voyage to Japan

^ the occupation of the Bonin
Islands^ the treaty of the United States with Siam, and the
present position of the J^ritish authorities in China.

Each of the three preceding articles demands from us a few re-

marks. The enterprises, to which they refer, are among the signs of
the times, and indicate the spirit of the age. Free intercourse with
the great nations of this hemisphere will not be established, until far*

more information is obtained : the people and rulers of these coun-
tries roust be better acquainted with those of the west

;
while the

latter must know roore accurately the condition and character of the
former. We do not wish to see Europeans extending their posses-^

sions in these regions, nor their inhabitants bound under foreign rule:

on the contrary, we prefer they should enjoy perfect freedom. There
are many forms of slavery ; and, perhaps, national bondage is noi the

least in the list of these evils. Not an inch of territory would we
wish to have wrested from its lawful masters, in the east. In the cause
of emancipation, a noble career has been commenced by Great Bri-

tain and the U. S. of America : if the latter has the most to do at home,
the former has the most to do abroad. In allusion to England it has
been said, * It is far better to be the mother, than the master, of many
nations.’ States, as well as individuals, have their pupilage

; and
when that period is completed, the former, as well as the latter, ought
to go free. And they will do so. Throughout all this hemisphere
freedom is unknown. A better order of things must come— and
will come, when the people of Christendom linderstand their obliga-

tions and do their duty. It is practicable, even now, for ministers

plenipotentiary, from Great Britain, France, and the United States,

to reside at the courts of Peking and Y^do« < But so long as the peo-

ple of the west remain ignorant and regardless of these ' ends of the

earth,’ no great improvements can be effected. It is full time the

governments of Japan and China were- approached, friendly ne-

gotiations commenced, and free and well-regulated intercourse es-

tablished. The Chinese adage is here apposite

:

She shang tooo nan sze,

Jin sin tsze puh keen:

In all the world nothing is impossible,

The hearts of men only are wanting in resolution.

The voyage of the Morrison, her expulsion from the harbors of

Japan, with the rejection of seven shipwrecked m&riners, cannot fail

to excite attention, and lead to inquiry. The Morrison had a right

to enter the harbors as she did— in a peaceable manner, for the bene-

volent object of restoring to their homes the unfortunate and pen-

niless sufferers. Duty required that the men should be returned.

The attacks, made on the party, were savage and murderous. But
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for ability’’ to. escape, the vessel would have been sunk. Had she

entered the harbors disabled and in distress, she- would have received

the same troaiment, and a long captivity would have been the lot of
her company and prew. What shall be said of the conduct of the

Japanese government, in this case, towards its own subjects ? See
those poor men on shore, surrounded by multitudes of their country-

men
;
see them anxiously inquiring for their families, and honestly giv-

ing their depositions, with confident expectations of speedy release. In

the mean time, armed men were collecting; the engines of death were
prepared; and in an unexpected moment, all their hopes of return

were blasted I The cause of such conduct ought to be investigated,

that (to say nothing of the
.
past) it may be prevented in future. In

this case, the government of the United States is called on to make
investigation, and to obtain such explanations of the past, and such
securities for the future, as justice will approve.

The occupation of the Bonin Islands is important, particularly as

it regards the approach to Japan, So far as we know, the proposition

of Mr. Lay has the approbation of nearly the whole foreign communi-
ty in Canton, though all do not go with him to the full extent of his

deductions. The distance of the islands from the Chinese coast,

their position, out of the ordinary track of vessels sailing to and from

China, and their small extent of territory, are serious objections, in

the yiew of some, to the mercantile part of his plan. We ourselves

doubt whether, as a commercial colony, they can ever rise to very

great importance, though, as suggested by Mr. .^Lay, they may serve

most beneficial purposes. As a naval station, as a rendezvous for

the numerous vessels engaged in the ‘ whale fisheries,’ and as e point

dnppui ^or Japan, they may surely be useful. And as regards their

extent and capabilities, it may yet appear that the Bonin Islands

are more valuable, than they are generally supposed to be. Accord-

ing to a .Japanese authority, the whole group contains no less than

eighty-nine islands. The reader will find a description of the group

in (pir third volume,, pages 510-516. The thanks of the British pub-

lic are due to Mr. Lay for bringing the subject to their notice, at the

time and ,in the manner be has done.

Perhaps, if investigation were made, some other spot, more conve-

nient than the Bonin Islands, and nearer to the Chinese coast, might

be obtained ;
it might not be found impracticable to obtain a place ‘ to

stand upon,’ at the Hajikos^ma group, or on the east coast of For-

mosa, or on some of the islands between Formosa and Japan. If

justice were done to the people of Lewchew, perhaps they would be

freed from the domination of Japanese princes, and be found ready

to form treaties with those who are both willing and able to guaranty

their, liberty and independence. The careful consideration of this

topic we recommend to the notice of all those who are interested

in the welfare of Eastern Asia.

The treaty of amity and commerce^ between the magnificent king

of Siam, and the United States of Anaerica, is worthy of being ‘placed

on record.’ If it is not so specific and comprehensive as it might be,
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it is, nevertheless, ‘ft good beginning. If tbeyoang princes are^ul|
trained, and their zeal for learning and commerce and free inter-

course carefully fostered, the present treaty may take a form, at some
future day, more befitting the character of ‘ magnificent kings.* If

some of the shipbuilders in the United States or England would fur-

nish the Siamese government with a first rate vessel, well-armed for

defense against pirates, and in other respects well-fitted for commerce,
it would serve them’ as a model for the improvemehft of their own
shipping, and hasten the extension of their commerce. The voyages
of the Conqttercr not be long limited to Singapore. Voyages to

Europe and America will, doubtless, erelong -be undertaken. This
the treaty seems to'anticipate.

The British jiagy hoisted in Canton on the 12th of last April, was'
struck on the hmrning of the 2d itistant. The imperial edict, per*

mitting the * English foreigOer * to repair to the provincial city, was
published in our last' volume, page 627. His arrival here, on the

12th of April, was noticed in the same volume, page 67(5. Since that
time, alt communications to and from the governor were transmitted

through the hands of the hong merchants, till near the close of th^
last month, when the intercourse was int^nipted— for reasons given

in captain Elliots* letter, 'dated the 29th Wltimo, published in our last

number. We should like to'Mee all the other foreign flags sthsckf and
never again hoisted in the celestial empire, until they can be respecl*

ed. The Dutch and French consuls are permitted to exercise autho-

rity over their own countrymen to their hearts* content^ but by the

local government their consular power is treated with utter indiffer-

ence, not to say contempt. The American consulate is not only with-

out' any shadow of influence' with the Chinese government; but even

with regard to American citizens it is powerless^’ either to control or

to protect. Every house in Canton might hoist its own flag, and the

Chinese would doubtless view them with perfect indifference. With
foreign flags and consulates thO‘ Chinese have no concern. *v ^

HI Her Britannic majesty^s commission’ in China, is at present Compos-

ed of the following members: '
^

Captain Elliot, a. n ., Chief Superintendedfl JBaliBiTj £3000 .

' A. R. Joh’ s on, esq,, Second SuperirUendentf^ iSaJary
^
1500

E. E. Elmslie, esq., Secretary dni Treasiirer^ Salary ' 800
Rev. G. H. Vachel), Chaplain, - - Salary 800

=
,‘ i V T. R. Colledge, esq., Surgeon, - - Salaiy 1000

J. R. Morrison, esq., Chinese Secretary^ Salary 1000

Rev. C, Gutzlaff, Chinese Secretary, - Salary 800

iThe history of this commission, since it was first formed in Decem-
ber, 1833, will make a curious chapter in the annals of British inter-

course with China. It has been changed,'and modified, and changed

again. It has been sent to Canton, and been expelled from Canton.

It has been to Lintin, and to the gates ofthe provincial city. It has

petitioned .for permission to come hither from Macao; and now it

has retired to Macao, and ‘ all communication between it and the

local government has ceased.* So lot it be. We are glad it is so.
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and hope it may thus remain, until the intercourse is placed on a

foundation, which shall secure mutual respect, and be worthy of the

British name.
It may be asked here. To whom does the blame of all this bad

management and ilbsuccess belong? This is a fair question, and
ought to be fairly answered. To give such an answer, however,

would require more time and space than we can now command. We
should like, an answer from some of those around us, who are able to

canvass and exhibit the subject fairly in all its bearings. Have Bri-

tish subjects iu China made tiiose faithful representations to their

government at home and to the British people, which the case re-

quires? Have the superintendents, from first to last, acted according

to the letter, and spirit of their instructions ? Have ministers consti-

tuted and instructed the commission in the manner they ought? Have
the British public and parliament done their duty ? Or is there some-
thing, in the nature of the case, which renders success impracticable?

Answers to these questions are much needed at this time. The Bri-

tish government and people are too much interested in the commerce
with. China, to allow things to remain long as they ere. The in-

structions from her majesty’s government, which have made it ne-

cessary for the chief superintendent to retire from Canton, auger well,

indicating that, a better understanding and a different mode of conv-

munication are deemed indispensable. There are, we think, strong rea-

sons for a mission to Peking : the exigences of the case call for such
a mission; the peace and welfare of the Chinese empire require it;

and the prosperity of foreign commerce, and the dignity and honor of
foreign governments demand it. But let it not be undertaken rashly,

ignorantly, or with wavering purpose. The enterprise is great, and re-

quires corresponding wisdom and energy. Whether England under-

t ikes this work single-handed, or seeks the cooperation ofother nations,

scarcely less interested, we pray that it may be conducted on those

principles which humanity will approve, arid in a manner which
God will bless.

Art._V. 8eaou Heb^ or Primary Lessons: translation of part ii,

chapter elucidating the line of separation between husband
and wife.

Next afler the relative duties of the prince and his ministers, the

Chinese, in the work before us, treat of those which are incumbent
on the husband and wife. This chapter, though brief, is intended to

furnish instruction fer the parties, through their whole course, There
are copies treatises extant on this subject, some pf which we should

Kke to see translated. Two volumes of Liibchow’s w'ork treat of the

education of females. He quotes copiously from the classicsj and

VOiL. Vi; NO. Ylllff 50
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from writings of modern times. Only the cardinal duties of husband
and wife are noticed in the Seaou Heo

;
we give the translation

without explanatory notes, except a single one on the title of the
chapter.

Chapter 3d. Line of separation hetteeen husband and toife elucidated.

Note. In the: original, the title of this chapter is tningfoofoC che peg **the
line of separation between the husband and wife elucidated.’* In another
place -(vol. 5, p. 8^) we have given, “the respective duties of husband and
wife,” as a free translation ofthe same. When used as a verb, peg means to
(listiugirsh, to divide, to separate; but in this place, it has a dinorent sense,
tiiat oi' distingmshmenL the line of distinction or separation.

^ SECTION I.

ItY the Illustrations of Rites it is said ; The man and woman, no
matchmaker having gone between them, must not know the names of

each other. Presents not having been received, no intercourse or

intimacy between them is admissible. Therefore, to mark clearly

this line of separation, the day and month of their marriage are re-

ported to the prince, and with fasting announced to the deceased

ancestors, while friends and fellow-officers are i/iyited to an entertain-

ment of wine and food. When marrying, take not a wife of the same
family name

;
therefore, when purchasing a concubine, if ignorant of

her family name, have recourse to divination.”

SECTION ri.

The Rules of Marriage jKlntain these instructions; “The father,

presenting wine to the son, commands him saying, * Go and receive

your consort, and with her sustain the honors of my family ‘ urge and

persuade her, with respect to succeed her mother-in-law; and in these

duties be you constant.' The son answers, ‘I will; though I fear my
inadequacy for these duties, yet I dare not forget your commands.'

When presenting a daughter in marriage, her father commands her

saying, Be careful and respectful, day and night let there be no

opposition to commands.’ The mother, presenting a small girdle and

a folded napkin, says, ‘ Be attentive and respectful, day and night

fail not in housewifery.’ The stepmother [the father’s concubine] at

the door within, presenting a large girdle, and repeating the instruc-

tions of the father and mother, commands her saying, ‘Respectfully

listen to and honor the words of your father ana mother; day and

night, ih order that "you may not err, look on your girdle.”^

SECTION III.

According to the Bo»)k of Rites, “ The generations of men have

their origin in the marriage observances. The wife is taken fiom a

different family, in order to prevent scandal, and to inarji the line of

separation. 'Phe presents must be immaculate, and the language

becoming, in this way to teach her rectitude and fidelity—with fidelity

to serve her husband, for fidelity is a woman's virtue. Once identified
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with him, so long as she lives, she must not change her condition j

accordingly, after her husband’s decease, she must npt marry. The
man in person receives the bride. He takes precedence of the woman,
on the principle that distinguishes the stronger from the weaker

—

just as heaven is above the earth, and the prince superior to the

minister. Presents are taken when seeking an interview, in order

that the line of separation between the man and woman may be

clearly marked. When this is done, there will be attachment be-

tween the father and son; thereby correct principles wilf spring forth;

which, in their turn, will ensue decorous conduct, and all things will

repose in peace. But to lose this line of separation, and to be devoid

of correct principles, is to act like brutes.”

SECTION IV.

“The family of the bridegroom, when a wife is brought home, must
not have music in the house for three days-^ their thoughts being

occupied with the reflection- that, their parents are giving place to

theuL Tlie marriage "ceremonies are not congratulatory they are

Aiose of succession.’”

SECTION V.

According to the Domestic Instructor, “ Observances have flwdf

oiigin in becoming conduct between husbands and wives. The house
being partitioned into inner and outer apartments, the men occupy the

latter, the women the former. The strong doors of the most retired

rooms, are guarded by porters, that the men may not enter them, nor

the women pass out of them. They must not have the same clothes-^

stand. The wife must not presume to hang her clothes with those ofhet
husband, nor to place them in the same wardrobe. She must not

presume to resort to tlie same bathing-room. When her husband is

not at home, she must put his pillow into its places and the bedding
into the drawers, doing every thing with care. The younger servos

the elder, the inferior the superior, all in like manner. Even among
concubines, in respects to clothes and fxid, the elder takes prece-

dence. The concubine, while attending on her master, iu the ab*

sence of ihe wife, must not assume her place.’”

SECTION VI.

“ Men must not speak of what belongs to women nor women, of
what belongs to men. Except in sacrifices and at funerals, they may
not receive things from each other in person; When they ^exchange
things the woman receives them in a basket; if she has no basket,

they both being seated, the one lays down and the other takes up, the

things to be received. The man and Woman must not have the same
well, nor resort to the sain^ bathing-room; nor sleep on the same
mat; nor borrow things ofeach other. Men and women must not.

exchange, garments. When men enter the inner apartments, they must
not laugh, nor point at things. When walking by night they must use
a light; if without a light they must stop. Women going abroad, must
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?eU their faces
; they must have a light when walking in the night

time, and if without a it they must stop. When upon the road, the

men must keep on the right, and females on the left.”

SECTION VII.

Confucius said : “The woman is in subjection to the man. There-
fore, being without the right of self-direction, there are three condi-

tions in which obedience is required : at home, she must obey her

father; when married, she must obey her husband; and after his

decease, she must obey her son : in no case, may she presume to

guide herself. She must be instructed not to go from her apart-

ments, her business being confined solely to the preparation of food.

Therefore, always remaining in her apartments, she must not go a

hundred le even to attend a funeral. No business is to be under her

control, or aught to be done of herself alone. After due deliberation

with others, she may act ; and of what is well authenticated she may
speak. By day, she must not go into the hall

;
walking by night, she

roust use a light; in this manner let her perfect her virtue. There
are five things which prevent a woman from being taken as a w’ife

;

if her family is vicious, she is not to be taken
;

if the members of her

family are insubordinate. She is not to be taken
;

if any of them has

been punished for a crime, she is not to he taken
;

if the family is

tainted with incurable disease, she is not to be taken; if she is the

eldest child (brotherless), and her father is dead, she is not to be

taken. There are seven causes for which a wife may be put away

:

viz., disobedience to parents, barrenness, wantenness, jeojousy, incu-

rable disease, loquacity, and thievishness. There are three things on

account of which she is not to be put away
;
when the family from

which she was taken no longer exists to receive her, she is not to be

pul away; if .she has been three years in mourning with her husband,

she is not to be put away; or, if her husband, formerly poor, has

become rich, she is not to be put away.” Such are the rules by which

the sage (Confucius) regulated the intercourse of men and women,
and gave dignity to the commencement of marriage rites.

SECTION VIII.

In the Illustration of Duties it is said, “ Do not become the friend

of a widow’s son, who is of mean abilities.”

Art. VI. Siamese History : notices continuedfrom the Siamese cra^

945 to 948 (orfrom a. d. 1584 to 1587/ By a Correspondent.

Siamese era 945, a. d. 1584. ' This year Ndret, who had now be-

come king, collected 100,000 men, 800 harnessed elephants, and

1500 horses and ordered everything to be in readiness by the nr.st

month (December), to march against Kamboja. To the above he

added 10,000 men from the province of Ritj^tsem^. The governor of
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Petchaburi was appointed to take charge of the galHes from Ligore,

Pattaluiig, Soiigma, and Chaiy4> ^00 iu number, laden with provisions^

which, with the war-gallies amounted to 20,000, all well armed. A hun-

dred and fiily of these went to guard Chantaburi and other places on
the frontiers. [In the armament of these boats is the first mention of
gunpowder, that 1 recollect in this history, though guns are frequently

mentioned at dates considerably anterior to the use of gunpowder in

Europe. The places from which provisions for this expedition were

drawn, as mentioned here, all lie between Kedah on the west, und the

gulf of Siam on the east. Ligore, by the Siamese is called Nakbonsi-
thamtnarat, iny ignorance of w'hose location 1 acknowledged in a note,

on the 57th p. olvol. v. Songora the Siamese also call SongkhU.]
The inarch was commenced on the '1st day of the 1st month, but they

soon halted, and held a feast for five days. The king and his brother

accompamed the army, and their movements are described with all

possible superlatives and exaggerations.

The principal . division of the army proceeded toPaniat, on the road

to Batabong. A nobleman, named Manu, had seriously offended

Niret, and to balance his offense was ordered to go with ^,000 men
and take Batabong and Phothisat. The king of Kamboja had pre-

viously sent spies to Siam, and ascertained the plans of his antagonist.

Being thus aware of the enemy’s designs, he had had all his forts

repaired and forces collected. Batabong was guarded by 10,000 men
under the command of Manomaitri. Phothisat was under the com-
mand of Soi^ankhalok, w'ith 20,000 men, and 30,000; men were placed

under the king’s brother Sisuphanm^, at the city of Boribun. Mes-
sengers were sent without cessation to and from Batabong and Pbotbi-

sat. The Kambojans had also a fleet of 150 boats, with 10,000 men,
well armed with large and small guns and powder at P^sak and <at

Cheturamukh. A small detachment of 5000 men was sent, under
the command of a Chinese, to guard the mouth of the river at

Phuttaim4t,

MAnu proceeded with a rush upon Batabong, and took it before the

Kambojaiis had time to make any important resistance, secured the

governor and his family, 20 elephants, 50 horses, with guns, large and
small, and arms of various kinds, in abundance. The governor, was
conveyed, of course, to Naret, who ascertained from him the disposi-

tion which had been made of the Kainbojan forces. Niiret inquired

of him^ if he thought the capture of Phothisat and Boribun would iiot

be equivalent to the subjugation of jthe whole country ; He replied,
** That is more than 1 cun s^iy

;
you can judge for yourself : but it

seems to me, that those places are like the bows of a ship, and that

the Kainbojan country is like the stern. If the bow^ receive the dash-

ing of the waves and tempests and are broken and dashed to pieces,

. it will be a difficult matter to preserve the stern.” N^ret and his

brother were so much pleased with his answer .that they determined
to retain him in their service. They then left the governor of N4yok
with 3000 men, to guard Bal^boiig, and proceeded to Phothisat, tbp

commandant of which, bein^ apprized of the fat! of Batabong^ made
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diligent preparation for them. Tliescwere promising at first, but after

great slaughter on both sides, the Kainbojans were defeated by Manu,
with the loss of 50 elephants, lOU horses, numerous captives and
niuch armor, and Phothisat fell into the enemy s hands.

Tidings of these events were received by Naret with great joy.

There yet remained the city of BoribujK Naret declared that, though
it was strongly defended, he was sure he could take it in the twinkl-
ing of an eye. Accordingly, after three days* march, he approached it,

and seeing that the Kambojans did not come out to assail him, he or-

dered his ofucers to attack and take it at once. They made a furious

onset, but met a brave resistance yet ere the day closed, the fortifi-

catifma were broken down, the city entered, officers and privates,

cannon and muskets, with other implements of war, Were taken in

abundance, v.^ith T5 elephants, ^00 horses, &c.
,
But the brother of the Kambojan king (Stsuphanm^), who had the

command of the army, fled with IQ,000 men to Law6k, the capital,

with all possible speed, and made known the state of affairs to the king.

The king wris greatly incensed and censured his brother severely.

His “anger, hovi’ever, did not prevent his making the most vigorous eC-

fort^ to fortify his capital, by increasing the military, repairing the

forts, putting in order a certain ^machinery which consisted of sharp

sthkes driven into the ground, and mounting his guns. When all

this was done, he sent a deputation to Cochinchina for assistance. But
Niret spent only one day at Boribun, and after two days* mardr
reached the capital^ to which he immediately laidseige. A small divi-

sion of thb Siamese army had already taken PhuUaimdt, and another

-detachment, under the governor of Petchaburi, had subjugated P^^sak,

^d routed the Kambojan fleet.. The Chinese in command of the

river, at Phuttaimat, fifteen tradiiig vessels^ two Portuguese sloops, and
numerous war boats, were taken. ' These two detachments united and
captured Cheturamukh, and then joined the main army at Law^k.
Naret ordered fortifications td be erected in front of each gate, and
everything to be completed in three days, on penalty ofdecapitation and
gibbeting. He then addressed a letter to the king of Kambojk, saying,

that the two countries hadTformerly been at peace and in friendship,

while the Kambojans paid tbeif tribute, and this peace had been
w^tonly disturbed by the king. He inquired if the king, knowing
what he had done, was «ot satisfied whether he could conquer or

not? *Then,* says he, * come forth and acknowledge your allegiance

and yonr life may be prolonged by it. If not, come forth and let us

enjoy the amusement of a battle. If you do not conte in the space

of three days, I will send myibrees and repd t^e city, to niores in an

ifikant.’

On ibfe reception of this letter," the k'lhg was so offended that he or-

dered the bearer t6 be imprisoned and his guns fired atonce upon the

enemy.' *rh'e Siamese, though suffering much, still persisted, till on

the' 1st day ofthe' Siamese' year 946 (a. d. 1535), the walls were batr

tcred down, the city ^ntert^d, and gre^ carnage followed. The king

vyos seized and brought to Niret, who smiled tind said, Since you are
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a king and wish to eniarge your dominions, why do you not march to

Siam and conquer it fairly, instead of availing yourself of every occa-

sion, when we have war with Pegu, to plunder our frontiers and cap-

ture defenseless women and children, like a crow robbing eagles’

nests? Is this worthy of a king? Now that you are overpowered, tell

me what you think of yourself, and tell me truly.” The king of Kam-
boja prostrated himselfand acknowledged his criminality, but begged

his life, promising future faithful service if it was spared
;
and if he must

die, he could yield to his fate. N^ret replied, I gave my word be*

fore the conquest, that I would wash my feet in your blood
;
think not,

therefore, of your life’s being spared, but look to another world. As
to your family, their, happiness shall be provided for.*^ The execu-

tioner then cut off the. king’s head, received the blood in a golden

salver, and washed N/irePs feet in it, on which occasion the whole

body of Siamese attendants gave the utmost demonstrations of joy.

After a slight examination of the city, N5ret collected the royal fami-

ly and other Kambojans, to the number of 30,000, marched for and

reached Ayuthiy^, by a march of thirteen days.

94S. Intelligence was brought to Ndret, that Sisainarong, who
had been appointed governor of Tennaserim, had rebelled. This at

first was doubted, but still a messenger was dispatched to call him to

court. He refused to appear : hence N^ret was very angry and dis-

patched his brother for him, with 30,000 men, 300 harnessed ele-

phants, and 500 horses. Chaiy4, Chumphon, Klilongw^n, Dum,
Pr5n, and Petchaburi,* Ihrnished 15,000 men, who joined the prince

at B^ngtaphiin. The governor of Tenasserim, was greatly alarmed

when he found what was approaching, for he knew he could not re-

sist, and if he ded he could not hope to escape. He was compelled

to defend himself as best he could. The prince, on reaching the vi-

cinity of Tenasserim, dispatched a letter to the governor, telling him
that if he would deliver himself up he would u.se all his influence in

his favor. This offer was declined on the suspicion that it was a mere
military stratagem. Thus, nothing was left but to attack the city.

Scaling ladders were prepared with torches on the top, that should

their approach be resisted, the flames would drive off the assailants.

The city was entered, Sisainarong seized, brought to the camp, and
flogged with thirty lashes. An account of these matters was trans-

mitted to Naret, who sent word to his brother, requiring him to con-

duct Sisainarong about the city as a public .spectacle, and then have
his head cut off, and set up on a stake at Tenasserim. This com-
mission he executed and then returned to Siam.

[On this relation it seems natural to remark, that, if the ocean is not

wrought into a tempest ‘ to waft a feather or to drown a fly,’ there

must either have been a much greater population at Tenasserim in

those days than in more modern times, or there is a very great ex-

aggeration in the estimation of the forces sent from Siam. Various
circumstances incline me to the conclusion, that it was the latter. All

These six places are small provinces lying southwest of Bankok and north
of Ligore. The first and last of them are the most important.
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partially civilized nations^ among whom^rDO^ regular census is ever

taken, are accustomed both to overrate* (he existing population, and
to suppose that the former population was much greater than the pre-

sent. The Siamese often remark, that formerly their inliabitants were
much more numerous than at present, but they furnish no substantial

evidence of the fact, unless the statements of their history, written by

themselves, be taken as evidence, which would be an assumption of

the question in debate, viz., whetheathe former accounts are not great-

ly exaggerated. Three or four years ago, when an expedition against

Kamboja was undertaken, this dispositkm, to exaggerate the forces

sent, was strikingly manifest. The army was constantly estimated at

59, to 80 thousand, and yet it is almost certain that there never was
more - than half the - estimated number. Though, therefore, we may
justly discredit the estimate of numbers, as being greatly overrated,

yet the general story may still be safely relied upon.]

Art. VII. Journal of Occurrences^ Close of ike year 1837;

Kingkwa's death; Hingitu^s bankrupUy; burning of opium;

Hospital ship at Whampoa,

Tax year, now closing, has been signalized in Chine, as elsewhere, by disap-

pointments, perplexities, and distress. These calamities seem tohave been univer-

sal, in all parts of the world,^—everywhere effecting, more of less, the interests

of governments, commerce, monafactures, and agriciiltare; even benevolent and

religious institutions have felt the shuck. Calamities, such as these, spring not

from the dust— they come in the wise and good providence of our God; and it

becomes ns, iu his children, to humble oorselv^ before him, implore liis ftygive-

ness, turn from whatever is wrong, and seek and hope for better things in time to

come. We hope for, and ice spiM all ourfriends and readers, a hamnf new year.

T%e df^ of Kingkwa, which occurred a feVv weeks ago, and fiis funeral obae-

quies, t^ich have recently lieen whnesaed, will be .noticed at length in one

of our aebsequent numbers. He was one of the oldest bong merchants.

The buiknMey ofthe Hingtae hong, has been a canse of no small embankment
the case is sUM ttusettled; and, not unlikely, miy be referred to the British gov-

ernment. _ . ,

Bnmmg of opistm. The traffic in opium was to be stopped many months ago

;

certain merchants were to be expelled from Canton ; and the receiving ships sent

borne. Such wera the orders : the facts are these— the traffic has been coatinoed,

at Lintin at other anchorages far northward on the const, at Macao, while thou-

sands (^chests have entered the Bqgiie, and not a little of (be drug has found Hs

way in foreign vessels to Whampoa, and in foreign boats to Canton. Smonlers,

and smuggling boats, have been seized in great numbers. And to crown the farce,

local authonties go in state to the place of military, parade and bum the drug;

the transaction is duly reported iq the provincial court circular, and will forever

stand on the records of the fooyuen’s office ! Now no one, who knows, the Chi-

nese, believes that a pound 6f opium was burnt ; while every one does know tnat

official boats have been the chief agents in carrying the dmg

!

The hospital skip— ' Hope ’—so conveniently fitted up at Whampoa, with

accomroo*tions for at least a hundred patients, is, we are sorry to beor, threatened

with expulsion. There can be no reason, or juslice, or ‘ tender c0mp«k>n for

far-traveled foreigners,’ in this roeasnre; and we trust the threat -imll be ks Impo-

tent as many others have been, and that the * Hope * will be allowed to reroaie.
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Art. I. Nautical observations, made by captain David Ingersoll,

during the voyage of the Morrison to Letcchew and Japan, in

July and 1837.

Should I again visit Lewchew, or Japan, I would proceed by the

Formosa channel, as the current, during theS.W. monsoon, generally

runs to N.'E. knots (whereas in the Bashee passage I had Mme
western current), and probably better winds prevail there than south

of Formosa. Near the Lewchew islands, the tides ran N. N.E. and
S. S.W. 1 or 2 knots, during the last quarter of the moon : but in

Jeddo and Kagosima bays little or none was perceptible
;
while the rise

and fall was about 18 inches. Near Tanegasima and Jakunosima
they ran S.E. and N.W. 12 hours, each way ^ knot, moon full.

By reference to the table, all I know about the currents may be

seen ;
the most in one day was 79 miles northeastward.

The S.E. part of the Island of Typinsan I made in 125** 24' E.
Horsburgh has it in 125*’ 36' E. My chronometers made Napakiang
Roads in 127® 36' 30" E., agreeing with Hall’s survey. When at

anchor there, with Capstan Rock S. 75® E., Abbej Point S. 48® W.,
I found two spots of coral rocks, about 20 feet in diameter, with 6
and 7 feet water over them, not more than 40 fathoms in shore, or

to S. by E. of us : the water looks brown over them. In longitude 128®

49' E., latitude 27® 20' N., there is a small high island, probably

Wukido, laid down in 128® 23' E. In Ion. 129® 56' K, lat. 28° 6'

N., is a low, level island, about three miles long, not laid down.
Cape Tootomy Japan, laid down in 138® 19' E., I made in 138°

14' E. The western part of Yzou promontory, laid down in 138° 49'

E., I made in 138® 41' E. Off Cape Yzou, about J a mile, is a small

quoin or wedge shaped rock
;
S.E. from this are two others; the outer

one, being quite an island, is about 2J or 3 miles from Cape Yzou,
and in a line with the south part of Osima or Volcano island, bear-

ing N. 75® E., 12 or 14 miles— between which there arc no dangers,
and from thence to Jeddo bay there are no invisible dangers,— so I

was informed by the Japane^ on board, some of whom had been 20
VOL. VI. NO. IX. 51
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voyages along this route. Here the current ran strong to N. N.E., at
least 3 knots. The above mentioned outer rock is in J38° 49' 30" E.
Yzou promontory has on its S.W. part a remarkable white spot, near
the water, about 200 feet in diameter, also a sharp conical rock.
From our Japanese ! learned,rthere are no dangers in the outer part

of Jeddo bay, until a mile or two above Odragawa harbor, which is on
the western side. M^e beat up, the wind . blowing strong, and part
of the time very thick weather from side to side, but saw no dangers
more than J mile off shore. Cape Sagami, the western side of the en-
trance, I made in latitude 35® 10' N., .longitude 139® 33' E. It bears
from the po^nt, forming the ^ extern part of the entrance, N. N.W.,
about 9 miles; close in with it, say 100 yards, there are 11 fathoms,
rocky bottom, but here the bottom appeared very uneven. A ledge
above water runs to S.W. ^ mile; farther to.northward and westward,
than where I stood in, about 1 J miles to westward of this ledge, is an
island, forming, between it and the main, a bad harbor, with a village

on the main, to northward. Stjually, blpwing fresh, and thick at

intervals,, I had not nouch, opportunity for observation or sounding.
Running In for an anchorage the western sideof the bay, going quick,

first cast gave 20, and as fast as the lead could be hove we had 18, 13,

12, 9; ana 8 fathoms, when I anchored: the bottom, very uneven cor^.
The anchorage was in the N.W. of a small bay, making westward
about 1;| miles deep, the points bearing N. N.W. and S. S.W.;5t may
be 5 miles between them, T\^o/ locks above water bore W. S.!Wt 1

mile, which appeared connected with a ledge under water that ran
round to N. N.E., and not more than 100 yards from the ship; this we
discovered from the breakers during (he night, a heavy swell rolling

in after midnight
;
vvhen we anchored it was quite smooth. The

anchor did not appear to have any hold, as it came up without an
extra heave and clean. There appears to be no good anchorage

about here, and what may be, is exposed to shot, being so close in;

ours was about a mile off shore, 3 miles below Ouragawa harbor,

which our'Japanese say is a fine landlocked place, with 6 or 7 fathoms

all over it. Off this harbor there is a smajl flat rock, about the ^ize

of aiship^s hull, but not so high, it may be J the distance across the

bay,, which is here, about 5 miles in width, leddo bay above, spreads

qtit to a width of20 miles, filled up with quicksands^nd rocks, so that

only small junks can get up to the city, through a most intricate and

winding channel, about a mile wide,^— so said our Japanese. On the

heights above Ouragawa. there appeared to: be some strong batteries of

heavy cannon,, as the shot came at least IJ mile.

In running down the coast to Kagosima. bay, the barometer was

IdW for some days
;
29.55 was generally the blowing point

;
but there

was no bad weather, only a lack of wind. Krusenstern mentions the

same circumstance. Cape D’AnvilTe, on Kiusiu, I made in 131® 19' E.

The entrance to Kagosima bay cannot well be mistaken, from

Mount Horner, which forms the S.W. point, being a very remarkable,

conical, regular mountain, from the sea to the peak. I made its longi-

tude 130® 32' E. From the south point of Kiusiu, (or Cape Tschits-

tagoff by the Russians,) up 16 or |8 miles, the eastern part of the bay
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is "i;lear, its I went up on that side as far as the first village, which is

hidden by a cliff until bearing about E. S.E. Our anchorage was on

the western side, about 5 miles N.E. of Mount Horner, in a small baj

I of a mile deep,t he points bearing N.E. by E. and S.W. by \V. about

3 miles apart, village on a kiud of shelf at the bottoraf of the bay N.W.
by N. The bottom was hard coarse black sand, like cannpn powder,

poor for holding. The depth 100 yards from heach 4 fathomsj deep-

ening gradually to 18, miles off. We-anchored in 7, with the above

bearings, exposed from S. S.E. to S.W. by W., and from S. S.E. to

E.; the land was from 10 to 12 miles distant. During our stay here, it

was cjoudy squally weather, so that no observations were obtained.

The wind was li^ht, except in squalls from southward, l^inging in

a large swell. After getting out, the ship was drifted ivithi'n one mile

of the N.E. part,of Jakunosiina island, where are 52 fathoms mud.
Southerly winds prevailed on this part of the coasts probably the tail

of the S.W. monsoon; easterly about Jeddo. Across Kagosima bay,

the soundings are 50 fathoms mud. There are about the bay several

conical, perforated rocks, through which the water flows.

I made the centre of the north jpart ofTanegasima in longitude 131®
2' E.; but was unable to determine the latitudes of most of the points

mentioned
;

as near as I could judge, they are laid down correctly

on Krusenstern’s chart. Volcano island has, running from its N.E.
part, a ledge or reefs, (some above others breaking the water,) that ex-

tends J the distance to St. Julie island, which may be 2^ miles from it

to N.E.; one of these looks like a jUnk uiidef sail. Erprn the S.W.
part of the island there is also a cluster of rocks, (about lOO yards in

diameter, breakers and all,) about JJ mile distant with green water

between them.- In a deep ravine, on the east side of Vulcano island,

yellow smoke ascended from three points, enveloping its summit.

S.E. from St. Clair there is a haycock (high but small) shaped rock
or island, about 5 miles distant; when bearing westward it forms one
cock, when bearing north two.

In latitude 30® 50' N,, long. 129® 27' E., is a cluster of pointed

high rocks or islands, not mentioned by former navigators, but being
so near the track to Nagasaki the Dutch have,-probably, their position.

On 19th August, in latitude 39® 33' N., longitude 125® 19' E.,

sounded in 34‘ fathoms mud
; for two days previous the*water had look-

ed like soundings. Same soundings continued until in latitude 29®
28' N., longitude 123®* 50' E., when a breeze from N.E. was too

valuable to be lost in sounding. I have but little doubt that soundings
extend from the Chinese coast nearly to Japan^s southern part.

From latitude 29® to 24® a space of 4 days, the baronieter was down
to 29.60 and 39, which low state induced me to down top gallant yards
and masts, as by all old traders, or generally in the China sea, 29.50 is

considered a signal to make all snug, in typhoon season. Until this

timCj and that on the coast of Japan, I have never known the baro-

meter down to 29.50 without a gale. In June, returning to China from
Java, the barometer fell to 29.^ and 40. I prepared for a gale, which
followed soon, and lasted 26 hours; this was in latitude 15^* N-, near
the Paracels.
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‘ Note. It was the intention of captain Ingersoll to prepare, along with the
preceding table, a full naulical account of the voyage. His professional en-

gagements and his declining health prevented in part the accomplishment of
this plan, and the short paper, preceding the table, is all, we believe, he
has left behind. Our local readers need not be informed that this able com-
mander and excellent man expired the 18th of October last, in the Straits of

Caspar, on his way to Batavia,— his employers and friends being unaware,
until the receipt of the intelligence of his death, that he was sinking under
an insidious disease. He continued to discharge his duty to his employers,

and to the cause of Christianization in Eastern Asia, with his wonted ability

and devotedaess, till within a few days of his death.. His end was peaceful '

and happy. trust some one will come forward, under the same noble

motives, to supply the place he has left.

N. B. In the names of places we have followed the orthography of the
manuscript. It is much to be desired that uniformity, in writing riames of

places, should be preserved : but this is impracticable, at present, with re-

gard to Japan. The capital, for example, is written Yedo, and Yeddo, and
Jedo, and Jeddo: the correct orthography, according to the Indian system,

we believe, is Y6do— the e pronounced like ei in neigh, or ay in lay. We
shall shortly again take occasion to remark on, and exhibit, that system of

orthography which we wish to adopt.

Art. II. Notices of some of the specimens of natural history^

which were collected during the voyage of the JAorrison to Lew-

chew and Jayan.

The few opportunities offered for collecting specimens in a voyage

of only fifty-eight days, forty-eight of which were passed at sea, pre-

clude the idea of any extensive notices. The least addition, however,

to our stock of information concerning the productions of a field so

large and comparatively, unknown will not be misplaced. Wherever

the book of nature is spread out in all its variety and freshness, even

the wayfarer, if disposed, can read a few lines, and examine the

handy works of the Great Contriver of all things, with pleasure and

profit.—And, in passing, we beg leave to suggest to those of our

readers, who, as supercargoes, captains, or otherwise, pass through

tbe seas interjacent the Indian Archipelago, the practice of preserv-

ing in spirits whatever in animated nature they light upon, no matter

how common or well known. The seas and coasts in this part of the

world teem with curious and unknown animals pf various kinds,

which usually can only be procured by those who are sailing from one

port to another in the prosecution of trade, and who, while so doing,

can make commerce a handmaid to science, and assist in repaying

the debts that commerce has long since contracted to science. All

that is required is to immerse ih^fiimarin spirits, taking a Ijttle care

to close the jar to prevent evaporation. If possible, let the whole

body be preserved
;
but if that is too large, the head and genital
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organs can be separated. In the examination of the specimens, here

described, Mr. Lay has kindfy assisted the writer of these notices.

There are two kirids of millet cultivated by the Lewchewansj the •

Milium nigricans
j
or black millet, and Setaria italicd. The

first species grows to the height of six or eight feet, with a stefti half

an inch in diameter, and i's^lothed at intervals with large clasping

leaves, which when spread out in their verdure make this one of the

most elegant of grasses. The stalk, however, can hardly support the

weight of the br^ching panicle of seed at the top; and when it has

become ripe and heavy, the first blast of wind or rude knock breaks

the slender support, and the fruit comes to the ground, or more fre-

quently hangs suspended midway. This does not appear to be wholly

accidental, but intended to ripen the crop, and at the same time pro-

tect it from undue moisture and the depredations of birds. After the

grain has attained its full size, the sun is the principal agent in ripen-

ifig the juices, and if the communication with the stalk is cut off, the

process will be more expeditious. Every one will remember the

practice, usual among farmers, of breaking down the tops, of broom-
coth, a.grass not unlike millet, in order that the tuft may be elastic

and sound. This is . a very fruitful grass, aptly called millet from
milium, a myriad

;
the seeds being congregated into a graceful panicle

a foot or more in length, which is filled with hundreds of round, whit-

ish grains, affording the laborer a wholesome nutriment. The seeds

are about the size of musket shot, covered when ripe with two coria-

ceous, concave glumes or scales, of a shining brown deepening into a

black) which retain the seed until the flail of the thresher loosens

their hold. As the fruit ripens, the inner paleae or chaff coverings

dry up, the beard of the larger becoming twisted like an awn, and
projecting beyond the outer brown scales. At the base of the Seed,

one, two, and sometimes three, abortive florets are found, thus show'-

ing the prolific nature of the plant. The other species was less cul-

tivated in the fields near the beach, and is probably not so great a

favorite as the milium^ on account of the smaller size and less quan-

tity of the grain. Its head is a cylindrical spike, a foot or more in

length, made up of short spikelets, which, increasing in size from the

base upwards, makes the head top-heavy. The spikelets are filled

with little white seeds, that afford on grinclirjg a large proportion of

chaff. The seed is surrounded with an awned involucre, which like

a defensive bristle gtiards its trust, and projects beyond the glumes,

giving the spike somewhat a bristled appearance. The stem is about

four feet high, rather slender, with a few narrow leaves; and alto-

gether it is much less graceful than its congener.

The Convolvulus hatntus, or sweet potatoe, w4s growing, together

with two species of millet, in the sand near the beach
;
and all seem-

ed to be, like some of the people we saw, suffering for want of nou-

rishment. Another species of the same family of Convolvulace®, the

Ipomcea maritima, with obcordate, coriaceous leaves, and bell-shaped

flowers of a beautiful purple, trailed over the sand, as if to hide, by

its exuberant foliage and gay blossoms, the barrenness of its pasture.
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This plant is common on the beach at Macao, and exhibits its flowers
nearly ten months out of the twelve. If we look into the corolla, we
shall And five slender stamens surrounding a pistil, whose blunt, sum-
mit and thick style remind one of the war-club of a New 2^and
chief. .

A species of Salsola and Sedum had also begun to establish them-
selves on the coral reef. The latter plant is of a vivaeeous nature,

and appears to be designed as one of the vanguard of vegetation in

taking possession of the newly acquired territory prepar^ for it by
the industrious corailifers. It grows in the clefts of the rock, subsist-

ing chiefly on the moisture in the air, and rapidly extends itself over

the stone. The Vitex ovata, a slender, elegant shrub, two or three

feet high, with few branches, decorated ^e arenaceous fields with its

small blue flowers. The leaves of this plant are of a cinereous,

mournful hue ;
on the upper side nearly of the color oT sand, and

below of a dark brown. ^ closely does it resemble sand, that the

young plants cannot always be detected at a hasty glance. At its

feet crept a species of Commelina^ with its blue blossoms nearly con-
cealed in the leafy involucre. This plant will be known by the fold-

ed leaf that surrounds the flowers, and which also serves to cover the

seed vessels ;
when the flower is in blossom it expands itself outside

of the involucre, but both the bud and the ripening seeds are contain-

ed within its bosom. A delicate Verbenat about four inches high,

grew in .the damp grass, having obovate, serrated leaves, and small

red flowers collected together in spikelets, up and down the stem.

The Amaranthus hecticus grew in the patches of millet
; an incon-

spicuous plant, with the flowers aggregated in a spike like those of
wheat. The capsule was filled with a few black seeds, which spilled

out as soon as the persistent style was touched ; for the seed vessel is

divided in the middle, and only requires a gentle pressure to burst

asunder. One or two species of pine, and several kinds of fruit trees,

were seen, which were sufficiently numerous to give a wooded aspect

to, many parts of the landscape. The Inocarpus edttlis, or Tahitian

chestnut, a tree fifiy or sixty feet high, was in flower. The spikes

of blossoms attended by a bunch of leave, grow out of the trunk

and branches of the tree, and give it rather an odd appearance.

A species of Pandqnus and the Cycas revoluta were abundant along

the beach, their thick branches and spreading leaves concealing the

unevenness of ground, and making it necessary to exercise some
caution in walking. The several kinds of grasses, ^ AndropogoUf Pa^
nicum, &c., were collected; as were also a few other plants. On the

hills behind Pootsung, the grass grew compactly forming a greensward,

that reminded us of the meadows and flowers of our own country

;

and was the more observable from its absense in the southerly regions

we had just left.

A delicate species of Tubularia, with dichotomous branches and

white tubes of the diameter of pins, was found on the reef near Blos-

som Rock. The various kinds of madrepores, which are seen on the

bottom of the harbor, through the pellucid water, in all their fantastic
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forms and varied colors, some like shrubs, others like immense mush-
rooms, here the appearance of a pretty flower, and there a withered

slump, suggest to the beholder the idea of an old neglected garden,

with grottoes and arbors fallen to ruins, which had been suddenly

submerged, and in which fish now wander, where once was exerted

the skill of man. On comparing notes with the recorded observa-

tions of Beech^y and others, we drew the inference that the harbor

is gradually filling up with the coral. No shells or fish were brought

for sale, and few specimens of either one or the other were seen. The
rocks around Abbey Point were covered with snail shells, but the

reefs ofleied a very small variety for the conchologist. The universal

Mantis precatoria^ with its supplicatory, or more properly, its defen-

sive, menacing, forelegs
;
the pyramidal-headed Truxalis, with its

grass-green body ; a«d the musical Gryllus, or locust, were flying

about in great numbers. A Cstoniay or gold-green beetle, a slender

waisted wasp, and several varieties of dragon-fly, are among the assort-

ment of animated nature which calls Lewchew its home. To these

general notices, we add a more particular description of a few

specimens.

Calappa tuherculata (?) Hidden-footed crab. This differs in

several minor particulars from the and probably is another

species which our works of scanty reference prevent us from ascer-

taining tno're definitely. The whole genus of Calappa, and this species

as much as any, are remarkable for the situation of the four posterior

feet, which are concealed under the vault of the carapace or shell

;

while in this instance, the large, triangular forceps, form an elegant

and perhaps safe protection for the mouth and its various appendages.

It is difficult to describe the singular adaptation displayed in the

structure of the claws of this crab. The fourth and largest of the

joints is broad, and concave, and the small pincer, in shape like a
blunt hook, is placed upon the edge, where it acts as a thumb, to

hold the food, at the convenience ^ the maxillaries. The superior

edge of the forceps, and the opposite part of the carapace, match ex-

actly, and along the edges of each run a linfe of hairs, which oppose
the ingress of all offensive substances. The wholo. circumference of
the carapace is ciliated, its upper surface being unequally granulated,

and of an ash-gray color. While many species of crabs, from the size

of their prongs, are able to make defense against ordinary assailants,

the Calappa i^eeks succor in Concealment
;
his weapons are chiefly of

the defensive kind. But the shield that he forms by the application

ofthe arms to the thorax is not less noticeable for its elegance than
for its utility. When withdrawn under its shell, this crab can
hardly be detected from the earth on which it rests, a correspon-

dence of color which no doubt often aids it in escaping detection. It

is two and a half inches in breadth, and large enough to be worth
capturing,—for it appeared to be used as an article of food by the

Lewchewans.
Gelasimusi or Cluadrilateial crabs. This specimen before us does

not agree precisely with any of the sub-genera in the section of Qua-
VOL. VI. NO. IX. 52
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driiatera according to Cuvier’s Animal Kingdom, but rather comes
between the Macropthahnus and Gelasirnus. The eyes are black,
placed at the extremity of short pedicels, which are lodged in a groove
or fossule under the margin of the shell, and do not quite reach to the
lateral edges. The third and fourth pair of legs are much longer

than the rest, and nearly equal. Between the legs, at their insertion,

is a curious cilia' ed process, intended apparently to prevent undue
friction of the limbs against one another. The right pincer is more
than double the size of its fellow, with the teeth striated

;
the Angers

of the smallest, when placed together, resemble a spoon. The tail is

broad, having the last segment semicircular. The carapace or upper
shell is quadrilateral, measuring nearly an inch each way, the surface

shagreened with minute grains, and somewhat clouded. The aii-

lentiae, or little feelers growing between the eyes, are scarcely visible.

The exterior maxillaries, or tliose hook-like things seen on each side

of the .mouth, which occupy the place of palpi in insects, arc conspi-

cuous, with a thin, raised border. The legs are pubescent; and there

is, as a whole, a remarkable neatness about the workmanship of the

animal. It was common in the beach at Napa, but its agility made
it difficult of capture.

Another spscies of the same genus, the shell about one third of an
inch across, remarkable for the comparative length of the legs, which
measure nearly an inch, wa.s procured at Lewchew. The ocular pedi-

cles are shorter than in the preceding species; the antenns minute.

The tail is narrow, with the last segment triangular; and the whole

body is covered with grey spots. It is less neat in its appearance

than the preceding. While examining these, and other epecies of

crabsj one cannot help admiring the various contrivances adopted for

holding the eggs. The tail’is divided into segments, and Ats into a

g.'-oove on the abdomen, .so that when at rest it is even with the sur-

face. On the inside we nnd several hairs proceeding from each edge,

and converging the iniddie, performing the office of holders, that the

eggs shall not slip out sideway. The female can thus carry her bur-

deu of eggs till they are hatched, without incumbrance to any motion,

though the animaj^usually retires until the young can shift for them-

selves. In the long-tailed Crustacea, as lobsters, crawfish, dtc., where

the tail is extended into an instrument of progression, the eggs are

held on the under side by several broad plates, which clasp them so

firmly that the motions of the member are not greatly impeded. The
capacity of the tail is great, for we are told that the common lobster

bears upwards of twelve thousand eggs at a time.

Asterias tesselata. Five rayed star-fish. This species, or one

closely akin to it, is found in great abundance on the reefs. The
whole upper surface appears like a miniature pavement of rounded

stones ;
and the glass further informs us that those are composed of

minute granules. The sides of the longitudinal furrow which runs

along the under side of the ray are furnished with moveable points of

great hardness. The middle of the furrow is studded with soft cupped

proce.sscs, which adhere toother bodies by changing at will the posi-
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tiou of a fluid found in them. The mode in which this is effected is

by presenting a flat surface, at the end of the teutaculum, tu the ob*

ject, and immediately withdrawing the liquid within it. A hollow,

cup-like vacuum is thus formed for attacbinent, which is detached
by again filling it with the liquid : a contrivance as simple as it is ef-

fectual. Wiien recently taken out the water, the rays are soft, and
the animal, which as it were resides in the centre, moves them a

little, rejecting the fluid from the cupped processes in its endeavors

to escape. When dead, the rays contract and bend, ^nd the whole
body, shrinks and dries almost to a shelly hardness.

Ophiura. Snake tail star-iish. This singular animal inhabits the

reefs near the shore, protruding its Wack and scaly rays out of its re-

treat, ready to entrap the unwary prey, and draw it under to des-

truction. But if a powerful enemy seizes the exposed limb, it does

not mind leaving it in the possession of the assailant, provided the

safety of the remainder can be secured by the sacrifice, well knowing
that the defect' wUl shortly be supplied by a iiew''growth. Their
neighbors, the crabs, have a similar facility of repairing any mutila-

tions of their limbs ; and wo might almost fancy that the two could

attack and devour each other by turns, providing each other with a

continual feast. The disk or central part is three fourths of an inch

in diameter, nearly circular ; and presents a velvety ap^jearance, from

the number of tninute grain's upon -it; the margin is somewhat gra-

nulated, and the centre depre^ed. The rays are round and tapering,

about five inches long, < and fitted 'for clnsping. They are closeiy

joined, each of the joints bearing four conical bristles, and imbricaU
ed, overlaying each olher in the manner of the sculellae on the belly

of a serpent, whence the name given to the genus. The disk ap-

pears as ifseated upon the raya.

BUrmius. Blue blenny. When we landed the first time at. Abbey
Point, the blue fisli sporting in the lagoons* on the reef attrrxted our
attention; and one* or two of the sailors jumped into the water to

catch and examine suoh feiry little things more Closely. But the fish

weic too alert for such clumsy angling, and it was not till several trials

that they were caught, and; then it was owing more to luck and their

numbers than to art or agility. This species of Bleunius is about an
inch long; and its delicate blue color suggests the specific name of

cyanus, as its most remarkable characteristic, if perchance it has
hitherto escaped notice. All the r.^ys of the dorsal fin, which extends
to the caudal, are soft and flexible; hence it rather belongs to the

order of Malacopterygii or soft finned fish. The muzzle id very ob-

tuse, wiiich is chavaLclerislic of the genus. The mouth is well armed
with rows of teeth

;
on each side of the lower jaw is u long tooth,

which interlocks into the upper jaw, bearing a miniature resemblance
to canine teeth, which makes one think of a bull-dog’s mouth. One
is unprepared to find so formidable an array of oiTeusive weapons in

the possession of so gay and sportive a fish.

The day after leaving Lewchew, a small whale, called by the sai-

lors, cow-fish, was harpooned, and when broiiglit on board, proved to
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be a Qlobieephalus Rissii, or the Round-headed Cachalot of Risso.
The animal measured nine feet and nine inches iniength, head eigh-

teen inches long, and arerage circumference three feet;^ The skin was
glossy and smooth; on the back of a black color, lighter under the
belly, and marked with long cicatrices resembling scars from wounds,
as is represented iu the figure in sir William Jardine’s work on Ceta-
cea. There were only five blunt and eroded teeth in the lower jaw,
which combined with the scars on his back, led some of the crew to

congratulate the remainder of the school on being rid of such a ‘ fight-

ing character.* The position of the teeth differs ?fom Jardine’s figure,

which has them in the upper jaw alone; but on examination it was
supposed that most of the teeth had fallen out, which sometimes
is the case in the ca’ing whale, or globiceps /Globicephalus deductor).

The dorsal fin was triangular and almost immoveable, fifteen inches

long; two pectorals, fourteen inches;, and all remarkable for their

firmness <ind strength. The spiracle was three inches across, situat-

ed behind the eyes
;
between the valve and bone of the head there

was a hollow place large enough today in the hand. The blubber was
fonr or five inches thick about the head, gradually decreasing to the

tail, and yielded only a gallon and a httlf of oil. The estimated

weight of the carcass was 500 pounds.

The cavities of the brain, placed immediately before the blow-hole,

were each about two inches in diameter, separated by the falx, and

filled with a kind of white cylindrical Ai^carides, some nearly six

inches long. The eyes were less than those of an ox, placed behind

the mouth
;
the sclerotic coat was nearly osseous, the iris of a dark

color, but not red or orange, as is figured. The bones of the head

were large and strong
;
those of the jaw were supplied with immense

muscles, and the teeth appeared as if they were an integral part of

the bone. The heart weighed 41bs.; was 6 inches long, and 18 inches

around ;
the walls of the left ventricle were 1J inch thick

;
the aorta

and vena cava were between 1J and 2 inches in diameter, and all

the valves and muscles showed the force required to propel the blood

through the system. The cordee iendonee and the culumncB cama
were between one and two lines in diameter, and two inches long.

The lungs rested upon the diaphragm, two lobes on each aide, nearly

18 inches long, of a reddish brown color, full of tubercles on the sur-

face, and in the parenchyma. The two central lobes were broad,

flat, and thin, but as long as the larger lateral lobes; and both were

well suppliec} with bronchia, which as well as the trachea, were pro-

portion ably very large. The trachea were 3 inches diameter and 6

inches long, from the spiracle to the place of division into two bron-

chia. The stomach was divided, as it were, into two parts; the

larcrer, into which the oesophagus entered, seemed to be merely a

receptacle for the food, and opened into the proper and superior sto^

mach. The villous coat of the latter was very soft, of a bright red

color ;
it contained remnants of medura, .cuttle fish or squids, and a

few bones, but the animal vomited the greater part of its contents

when dying, which were lost. The oesophagus was 4 inches in dia.
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fneter, its inner coat possessiog grsat muscularity. Duodenum
; 10

inches long, resembling a third stomach. •Pancreas; light gray, flat,

6 inches long, 3 inches wide, and 2 inches thick. Spleen
;
structure

dense, an inch in thickness. ' The intestines were 72 feet long, uni-

formly an inch in diameter
;
both coals thick and possessing great

muscularity; contents a grayish liquid; colon 1^ inch in diameter;

and rectum, half an inch, and 3 feet long. Omentum wanting; me-
sentery without fat; kidiiies lay on the back, lobed in the manner
peculiar to the cetacea; weighed 4^1bS., 12 inches long and 5 inches

broad. Liver weighed S^lbs.; convex beneath and plane above
;
one

of the lobes very small and nearly lost in theother; gall bladder small.

The two small cylindrical bones, analagous to the ossa pubis of land

mammalia, were 4 inches long, and supported the tendinous attach-

ment of the prostrate gland, and the muscles of the penis. The dis-

tance between the preputial orifice and the extremity of the rectum

was 8 inches. The testes lay in the cavity of the abdomen, cylindri*

cal bodies 20 inches long, parallel with the rectum. There was an

anomalous connection between the urethra and rectum near their

termination, of a Arm, round, imperforate band of a tendinous nature,

half an inch in diameter, the use of which was not at all apparent.

The heat and fatigue, however, prevented Dr. Parker from being so

minute in the dissection as he desired.

The tail was two feet wide, aqd moved by a great number of large

tendons wraped together about the backbone, forming a weapon of

prodigious strength.* The Japanese on board by dissevering these

tendons into small threads, and splicing the ends in a very neat man-
ner, made several fishing lines ; . thus exhibiting the accuracy of

Katimpfer’s observation, who says they make this use of them. When
the animal was hanging suspended by its tail, in the agonies of dying,

it threw itself out nearly in a horizontal direc tion, at the same time

uttering most doleful groans. The muscular fibres were very large,

utterly unfit to eat. The spinal column contained about 30 vertebrae,

but they were not accurately counted. No openings for the ear or

nostrils were observed. The valve over the spiracle was almost of an
osseous firmness. This species does not spout a jet, though their

breathing is distinctly heard at a short distance ; they swim near the

• We extract a paragraph, from Jardine’s little treatise, showing the media-
nism of the tail in the cetacea. ** The tail of the cetacea is peculiar; not verti-

cal, ns in fishes, but horizontal; by which great facility is given for their ascent
to the surface, to which they must regularly resort for the discharge of the essen-
tial act of respiration. The agility of the lesser species, which they owe mainly
to. the tail, is universally known, and so. powerful is it, even in the most gigantic
varieties, that by its means they frequently force themselves entirely out of tlie

water. This instrument of prodigious power is formed by the conceutrntion of the
muscles and tendons on all sides of the vertebral coinmn. Mr. John Hunter re-

marks, that the mode in which the tail is constructed is, perhaps, as beautiful as
to mechanism as any part of- the animal; being principally composed of three
layers of tendinous fibres. It comprises, in the larger species, in a single surface,

from eighty to one hundred square feet; its length is only five or six, but its width
is from eighteen to twenty-six. In its form it is flfit and semUunar; its motions
are rapid'and universal ; Its strength immerse.*'
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surface : and we had several opportunities of remarking their habits
during the voyage. We also observed several shoals of porpoises,
which avoided capture, by never swimming near the ship. One of
the crew, a shrewd vvhajer, said it was the current opinion among
whaler^} in those seas, ‘ that Japan porpoises were too shy to catch.’

Seaweed, in great quantities and endless variety, was seen along
the southern shores of Japan, connected with which were always
found numerous species of crabs, prawns, fish, and sometimes shells.

The weed appeared to form a nucleus and a pabulum for the smaller
sorts, among which were several species of minute Crangons, and a
few species of Lepas, which attracted, in their turn, Portuni and
Lophii, who were themselves lastly devoured by the.larger fish. Pu-
mice stone, sometimes in pieces of half a pound weight, frequently

floated by the ship, showing our proximity to a land where Vulcan
contests the dominion of the soil with man.

Chiroiiectes pirtus.—AntennariuSy of Commerson. This grotesque
fish, called by sailors, sea-devil, or fishing frog, when once seen is not
easily mistaken for any other. It was found, together with several

other sorts of fish and crabs, in connection with the seaweed. The
slimy body is destitute of scales, of ^ light yellow ground, clouded with
dark spots and bands : and attached to the skin on the belly are a
number of apendages of a loose, flaby, nature, which are of.very ques-

tionable use. The elongation of the carpus, and the palrnated form
of the pectoral fiiv, suggest to the observer the idea of hands, with a
part of the arm; and the two dentate ventrals, immediately under
the mouth and before the pectorals, bear no small resemblance to lit-

tle paddles. The gill opening appears entirely wanting, till on a close

inspection, we find a pin-hole behind the pectoral fins, through which
the air reaches the internal bronchia. This construction enables the

animal to live a long time out of the water, and some of the same
family, we are credibly informed, undertake short journeys on, land,

and even ascend branches of trees in search of food. The mouth is

cleft nearly in a vertical direction ; and when taken out of the water,

the enormous belly is distended with air, giving the fish. the aspect of

a Diodon. A fin-like process grows out of the head, just before the

dorsal.

Batistes. The .file fish. One specimen was caught, of a dun
brown color, and oval body, called by the sailors trigger-fish, from the

singular articulation of the three dorsal spines. These are let into

each other in such a manner that the anterior and largest spine can-»

not be depressed until the one behind it is unloosed ; a contrivance

not dissimilar to the hear trigger of a rifle.

MonocanthuSy or one horned file fish.. These are distinguished-from

the preceding by the single immoveable, dorsal spine
;

l)oth are re-?

markable for their pyramidal snouts, terminated by a smaller mouth,

armed with a few large teeth. This species is of a uniform dark

brown; the skin is rough, covered with minute scales. The pecto-

rals are narrow and spiny, which will account in some measure for

the slow swimming of the fish
; the second dorsal and anal fins are
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opposite, long, and soft. The pelvic bone is salient In a small degree,

without spines. This species was seen in large shoals to the southwest

of Japan, feeding upon a floating gelatinous substance, and themselves

becoming a prey to numerous bonelos, al bicores and barracootas,

whose eager div ing and 'plunging for them threw the water into quite

a turmoil. We found thj^ir flesh dry and but indifferent eating!

Two other very small species of Monocanlhus were fished up with

the seaweed. One, H inchMong, is marked by a yellowish ground, with

dark spots irregularly scattered over its surface. The |)elvic bone is

prolonged into a spine
;
and the dorsal spine is jagged and conspi-

cuous. The other, an inch long, is of a light brown color, spotted

with black. The triangle formed by the bones on each side of the

head, to the ends of the pelvic and dorsal opines, is very nearly

equilateral.

Portunns. c f Dr Leach.) Swimming crabs. This beau-

tiful species of crab was caught with the file-fish. It appeared to be

abundant in the Japanese sea, and we often saw it swimming"alone

many tens of miles from the shore. It is remarkable for the breadth

of the carapace, which is of a fine purple, marked with small dots,

and for the length of the feet. The natatory powers, usual in other

swimming crabs, are here increased by the inner edges of the broad

carpi or joints of the legs being ciliated; which, added to the large,

fin-like posterior feet, makes this crab very agile in the water. TTte

forceps are strong and denticulated, enabling the animal to seize its

prey, with a merciless grasp. The fbi e edge of the (carapace has nin6

teeth on each side of the eyes, the last one being prolonged into a

stout spine, giving the shell an ovoid shape. The outer pair of hn-

tenna are bristle shaped
;
the inner pair short and jointed, the last

joint bifid. The ocular pedicles are elegantly lodged in a fbssule

defended by small teeth, and are distant J of an inch. The spines

on the exposed parts of the body of this crab, undoubtedly prove a

great means of defense, rendering it a very uncomfortable mouthful

for a fish, while its own predatory habits and powerful forceps make
it a dangerous assailant. On one specimen a kind of Anatifa or bar-

nacle iias lodged itself in the shell.

Echmcis remora (?) Sucking remora. This curious and widely

dispersed fish was found attached to a shark. It differs from the

common and well known inhabitant of the Mediterranean in having

only seventeen plates in the disk on the head, while that has eighteen.

The skin is a bright black color, covered with scales so minute as to

be discernible only through a glass. The fins are soft; the dorsal is

directly over the anal
;
the two ventrals originate together, directly

under the pectorals. The numerous teeth which line the broad mouth
and osseous tongue, are fine, and the points are turned inward like

the teeth of a card. When caught, this fish was put into a tub con-

taining a turtle, which was so much excited by being made a point

d’ appui by the remora, that it moved round with much vivacity.

Sryllcca pelagica. This animal when first caught appears like

a shapeless mass of whitish shin, destitute of life or motion; after
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waiting a little while, till it has recovered from its fright, we see araall
fleshy lappets protruding themselves from under a mantle, and. the
thing begins to crawl, though very slowly. Presently, numbers of
small tentacula are seen moving in a furrow, that runs along the belly,

at the end of which are two more lappets, near the mouth
; and, con-

tinuing our observations, we are suiprised to see what an odd aiii-

n)^his lump of skin proves to he. The longitudinal furrow along
tlreoelly is fdrnished with the means of progression, so contrived as
to enable it to grasp the stems of the fuel

;
the four fleshy lappets on

its back are the brethiug organs, placed where they will not interfere

with the motions of it proboscoid mouth, or interrupt its progress.

The mantle, is a simple border on each side of the belly
; and the

whole body is striated, which points out an-.analogy to the snails. It

was often fomid^attached to the seaweed.

The viscid scum which was repeatedly seen on both side of the
island of Kiusiu is probably similar to what has been described as

existing in the Arctic ocean and other parts of the world, and gene-
rally supposed to be the food of whales. The first patch of it was
passed when off Cape Cochrane, on the southeast of Kiusiu, and oc-

curred in broad streaks of a dark green and reddish color, extending
as far as the eye could reach on both sides of the ship. On taking

up a bucket full, the water was of a rose color, and surcharged wMh
little granules of a semitransparent nature, which resembled boiled

Sago in size and color. They had no external organs of motion, and
Were probably a species ofmedusa, similar to that figured in No. I of

plate 3 of Jardine’s volume. We sailed through a succession of these

stripes nearly half a day, going perhaps thirty miles. The other fields

in the Yellow sea covered a much greater surface, as we met them
every few miles for two days., The effluvia from the ocean in the.‘«e

places was very offensive, increased probably by the heat of the sun.

The granules that vyere examined were much smaller than in the

previous instance, being half a line and under in diameter, and bear-

ing a great resemblance to grass .seed. The color of the stripes was
generally red, which sometimes' changed into various shades of green

and yellow, as the light of the sun fell upon them. One of the

officers remarked, that it resembled the scum often seen on the coast

of Brazil.

These collections of animalculae, for such most of them no doubt

are, occur in various parts of the world, and all are probably used

as food, not only by whales^ but by several kinds of fish. The vast

shoals of file-fish seen in it, in the Yellow sea, appeared to be feeding

upon it. Scoresby’s account of the immense fields which are con-

stantly met in the Arctic ocean is so instructive that we need not

apologise for referring to it^ as condensed by Jardine. Mr. Scoresby

examined the qualities of this green water, in Which the whale usual-

ly occurs, and to his astonishment found that it obtained its color

from the presence of immense numbers of animalcule?, most of them

invisible without the aid of a microscope. The greatest number con-

sisted of an animal of the medusa kind, belonging to an order with
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which most persons are familiar, known under the name of sea blub-

ber, a soft gelatinous substance, often found lying cm the seashore,

and exhibiting no signs of life, except shrinking when touched. He
found the prevailing specimens to be globular, transparent, and from

one twentieth to one thirtieth of an inch in diameter. Others re-

sembled small portions of fine hair, somewhat dark in color, and verg-

ing in length, from a point to one tenth of an inch. There appeared

to be about thirty bead-like articulations in the largest, being thus

beautifully monoliform ; their diameter appeared to be about one

three-hundredth part of an inch. The microscope detected others

which were wholly invisible to the naked eye. The number of me-

dusa was found to be immense. Mr. Scoresby esti.mates, that two

square miles contained 23,888,000,000,000,000; and as this number
is above the range of human thought, he illustrates it by observing,

that 80,000 persons must have started at the creation of the world to

complete the enumeration at the present time. These animalculaj

are not to be considered as the immediate food of the whale
;
they

form, however, the food of various shrimps and crabs, and larger me-

dusa, upon which the whale is supported. The extent of the green

water in which they are found is estimated by Scoresby to be about

twenty thousand square miles. Though it is liable to alteration of po-

sition from the action of currents, still it is always found, year after

year, near certain situations. While the great extent of these * pasture

grounds,’ and the inconceivable number of the animalculae, raise out

conceptions of the omnipotence of their Maker, who regards them all

as a very little thing, our admiration and praise is excited at this won-

derfbl manifestation of beneficence and care. Dr. Poeppig, a receht

traveler around Cape Horn, describes a field resembling that through

which the Morrison passed, but of a much less extent. The sea was
of a dirty red color, changing into a purple, and when agitated into a

rose color. The water was filled with little red dots, that under a

magnifier proved to be infusoria of a spherical form^ whose lively

motions were only upward and downward. They were extrensety

sensible to the effect of nitric acid
;
for a single drop mixed in a glass

of this animated water, put an end almost instantaneously to the mih
lions it contained. The superficies of this streak was estimated at

168 square miles ;
and every one who has ever seen one of them,

will join with him iri confessing, that the numbers of the aninraculss

infinitely surpass the comprehension of the human understanding.

When passing through the sea south of Japan, and along the coast

of China, we were visited by many insects from the land, chiefly dra-

gon-flies and butterflies. The former were very abundant when off

Kiusiu, although we were out of sight of land, and they must have
traveled many tens of miles. A few gulls and two species of albatross

were seen, but generally speaking, the shores Of Japan were destitute

of those large flocks of sea fowl observed on many other coasts. When
off the coast of Fuhkeen, one or two of the numerous fishing smacks
were visited, whose cargo chiefly consisted of cuttle-fish. These liiid

been opened, and were spread out in the hot sun to dry, and sent off

an odor almost insufferable.
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Art. III. Remarks on Formosa^ rkspecting the rebellion of Ckoo
Yihkweif with suggestions for quelling insurrections

^
and for

the improvement of the island. From the works of Luhciiow,

The opinions of Luhehow, on the commerce with the Indian Archi-
pelago, may be found in our fifth volume, No. 10. From the perusal

of that document, as well as of his other miscellaneous writings, we
easily perceive, that he was a man of very strong mind, in many in-

stances rising above the prejudices of his countrymen. Bred up in

Changchow too, a flourishing department, he valued trade as necessary

to the subsistence of the people of his native province, Fuhkeen; and
whilst he betrays all the pride of superiority, which ‘ the flowery na-
tives ’ claim over the barbarians of the west, he can gloss their faults,

whenever forgetfulness of their many bad qualities will help to make
good his argument. We may have in future an opportunity of advert-

ing to his other writings, but at present will confine' ourselves to his

treatise on Formosa. A translation of what he has written about

this island, would but little edify the foreign -reader, because there

are so many names and sqch long details of unimportant events.

However, we can give his sentiments as those of an eminent Chi-

nese statesman, worthy of perqsal.

Formosa, from its position, fertility, high state of cultivation, and
dense population, is the most important acquisition of territory, which
has been made to the Chinese empire by the present dynasty. Com-
paring this island with Java or Luoonia, which have been governed

by a policy superior to that of the Chinese, we must, after an impar-.

tial examination, declare in favor of Formosa, as being by far the

most valuable possession. The reason for this preference, we do not

find in its being of greater extent than the other islands, for it is the

smallest of the three
;
nor in its harbors, for most of them are very

unsafe
; nor in its fertility, for jn this poiut too it is inferior to both

the others; but in a nunierons, industrious population, which on ac-

count of the cjimale can lay the soil under more heavy contributions,

than the enervated inhabitants of the south. According to the best

accounts we have, there are no less than two millions of Chinese in

Formosa engaged in the cultivation of sugar and rice, and about 400
vessels continually plying between the island and the Chinese coast.

When it is taken into consideration, that a great part of the sugar con-

sumed in the northern provinces of China is produced on this island,

artd that millions of the people in Fuhkeen depend almost entirely for

their support on the rice imported frohi thence, we may fairly con-

clude, that great numbers of laborers are always at work'to supply

these wants. Many parts of the opposite shore in Fuhkeen are so

barren, that without the aid of the oil-cakes from Formosa, used

in manuring the sandy hills, even the sweet potato, wOuld not be

produced.
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Under such circumstances it may be easily cooceived, that the

intercourse between these two countries is very brisk
;

they are

mutually dependent on each other for existence, f'ormosa furnishing

the nourishment, and Fuhkeen the people for extracting it from the

soil. Ever since this island first came to the notice of the Chinese,

there has been a constant influx of emigrants from the southwestern

parts of Fuhkeen. They have gone on increasing to this very day, and

the western division of the island is already too small to contain them

;

hence they have commenced cultivating the northeastern parts, and
probably will not cease from their encroachments until every inch of

ground is taken from the natives. The government, alarmed at such

a rapid increase of colonists, early made laws for repressing their

enterprise, but has not succeeded in its impolitic efforts. The whole

island will very soon resemble the most thickly inhabited parts of

China, and be able to send colonists to other countries. We are

surprised that the Chinese do not pursue the same course in Lu^onia,

as they have in Formosa. A little colony, which, during the Dutch
administration was of no value whatsoever, because it produced no-

thing of importance, now greatly exceeds any and all European es-

tablishments of a similar description in the east. What would such
a fertile island as Lu^onia become, if it could be cultivated by an
equally industrious population

!

The same considerations, which attract so large a number of settlers,

strongly tends also to make it the abode of a race of outlaws— thieves

and swindlers, who have been obliged to fly from their country.

Whe^n once they have reached Formosa, they retire to the distant

hills, and there live without constraint, not dreading the avenging arm
of justice. These are the men, who, heading rebellions, so frequently

distract the. island. It is well known also, that the officers sent

thither, feeling themselves freed from responsibility, often
,
adopt

arbitrary measures and extort heavy sums from the people. This
has been so constantly done, that the colonists, to protect themselves,

enter into close compacts, and by combining together often defy the

power of their rulers. When, however, their oppression is too severe,

•and they are convinced they will be the weaker party; they either

yield quietly or betake themselves to the mountain's, and associate

with the lawless vagabonds, who inhabit those retreats. When a fit

opportunity for taking revenge has ari'ived,- they descend hpon their

oppressors, and the governmental forces are often defeated. Hitherto

the rulers have never succeeded in putting down, entirely; these out-

laws, whose strongholds are almost impregnable. The policy of brib-

ing the chiefs to submission, and of making a few helpless wretches
the victims of their wrath,- so common among the Chinese, has been
repeatedly and most successfully adopted. But the fl’ame of insurrec-

tion is not thereby extingirished, and but few years ever elapse in

which the contest is not renewed.
''

Luhchow, Who ably tra'ces the causes of.these frequent in.snrre'c-

tions, also suggests their remedies. His advice is very reasonable,

though his measures can never be carried intn effect,- so tong
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corrupt officers ho^d the sway. Arrangements have been made by gov-
ernment, that every new colonist should be provided with a passport,
to be granted only when his neighbors have given ample testimoni^
als that heJ is a good and industrious man. This regulation, however,
is frequently evaded by the local officers in Fuhkeen, who are glad
to get rid of governing more people, than tlje produce of the soil can
maintain. The evil will continue and spread so long as the emigra-
tion increases. The country, therefore, cannot enjoy a lasting peace
under the present system

; for, supposing even all the bad and unruly
inhabitants were confined or executed, new recruits from the mother
country would soon overspread the island.

We will now cite a few particulars respecting a rebelBon, which
occured in 1722, the sixteenth year of the reign of Kanghe. Por-
nosa was then a recent acquisition

;
and though its sovereign had

been ‘ reverentially submissive ’ to the celestial dynasty, his subjects

were., by no means pleased with the swarms of hungry officers,

pouring into their couutry to devour the fat of the land. These
magistrates were particularly oppressive in levying the taxes, which
had been considerably increased, while the rOurmurs of the peasantry

grew daily more loud.

There lived at that time a colonist, from Changchow. foo, called

Choo Yihkwei, a worthless character, who, detested by the inhabi-

tants of the village where he lived, left the place and became a police-

runner. - Soon afterwards he lost his situation, and having no land to

cultivate, sought a livelihood by feeding ducks. According to their

custom, these feathered tribes marched daily out in regular rows,

like the files of soldiers, and returned in the evening in the same man-
ner. This circumstance appears to have suggested to our hero the

first idea of military tactics, and he seems not to have been slow to im^

prove upon the instruction. Having met some of the outlaws, he

prepared a sumptuous dinner, and for that purpose killed his ducks.

From that moment he became a desperado. Ten men only, ground

down with oppression, had sought safety in flight. To these, others

were soon joined
;
and Choo Yihkwei very adroitly proposed, that

their enterprises should be carried on under the semblance of patrio-

tism in behalf of the fallen Ming dynasty, of which he was a clans-

man, his surname being Choo. All assented, an oath was duly ad-

ministered, and every conspirator bound himself to press new recruits

into their service
; and their number soon increased to several hun-

dreds. The government now thought fit to send 'some troops under

the command of a lieutenant against them. This valliant officer,

as every other Chinese hero must do, reported a victory, though

the rebels escaped into the mountains. To make sure, however, pf

Iheir extirpation, a reward of three taels for every head of the mal-

contents and five taels for those of the chiefs, was promised to the

aborigines, who inhabited the mountains. This offer was too tempting

for these savages to resist, yet finding it difficult to catch the marau-

ders, they decapitated some innocent people and burnt their houses.

Having done this, they presented their heads. Such proceeding, under
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the sanction of government, gave rise to confusion and misery
;
the

people detested their rulers, but favored the cause of the insurgents.

Under this dismal aspect of things, new troops marched in .pursuit

of the outlaws, under the command of a brave general. Though,
victory upon victory was obtained, according to the accounts of our

author, the rebel army, like a hydra, grew stronger and stronger,

the more it was beaten. Notwithstanding all the defeats, the rebel

leaders determined to carry off the public treasures of the capital,

but to keep on good terms with the people. They 'only waged war
against government, and all their enterprises converged to this one
point— its entire overthrow. When we here speak of battles, the

reader must not suppose there were engagements like those of Leip-

sic and Waterloo. No such thing; for, though there were more
encounters within two years, than during the French revolution,

yet the Chinese, being more humane than those western barbarians,

brought only a few hundred soldiers into the field
;
and hard words,

the chief weapons of their warfare, were exchanged with great viru-

lence. In one meinorablfe rencounter, several tens—yes tens-—of re-

bels were actually slain ! Whilst these invincible troops, crowned with

laurels, were enjoying all the satisfaction of havjng destroyed the law-

less bands, the insurgents, by a countermarch, entered the capital,

took possession of all the public money, with a great quantity of gunr
powder, and fire-arms. Elated with success, they performed a mock
ceremony of crowning Choo Yihkwei emperor

;
and now this duck-

feeder was elevated to the throne, being in the pride of his heart a
mighty potentate. The Cbinese officers, including the naval com-
manders, very wisely fled to Amoy ;

and as their misfortune could no
longer be disguised, they addressed a humble note to the governor,

who in his turn wrote to the emperor, promising that within two
months' the rebels should be extirpated.

Such things as these, being of ordinary occurrence in the celestial

empire, we will no longer dwell upon them.

Whilst terrible forces were collecting on the shore of China, threat-

ening to conquer the island, Choo Yihkwei most resolutely maintain-

ed his imperial rights, forbidding plunder, and protecting the pro-

perty, as well as the persons, of his new subjects. If any one of his

soldiers did not pay sufficient regard to his injunctions, he lost his

head. Such disdpHne had the most salutary effects, and inspired the

whole population with confidence in their new master.

At length, the new Chinese army embarked at Amoy, consisting of

22,000 soldiers and 120 officers, all burning with a desire to signalize

themselves. The commanders, having called a council of war^ their

future proceedings were discussed, and it was iinaiiimously agreed,

that, since the number of rebels amounted now to about 30,000 men,
it would be best to slay only the chiefs, and to grant life to the heed-
less multitude. This was certainly a wise plan, for in order to slay

the said army, it was first necessary in capture it; and to carry this

into execution was now the only difficulty. 'Moreover, every rebel

who surrendered of his own accord, was to be allowed to return

home unmolested.
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The first exploit was the burning of the rebels’ fl^t, which was an-
chored at Lokaiig. immediately afterwards a fort was taken by storm,
which, however, had no garrison. The subsequent events were one
continued series of victories over the disheartened rebels, who often did
not wait for the charge, but fled as soon as they saw the imperial sol-

diers advance. We should fain record the names of many heroes, who
gained in the fields of Formosa a lasting renown, but they are really

too numerous, and we leave it to the celestials to emblazen-their me-
mories. The assault of the imperialists must, according to our author’s

account, have been irresistible. The fire of their matchlocks and
batteries, shaking the very earth, spread terror into the rebel ranks.

In consequence of this signal success, a report of victory was sent' to

the continent, and all looked for the great rewards which the imperial

munificence would assign to them. When lo! to their utter aston-

ishment, there arrives an imperial rescript, in which his majesty as-

signs, as the cause of the rebellion, -either the extreme want of his

loyal subjects, or the extortion of unprincipled officers; and decrees,

that, to massacre a misguided people would be cruel and w'icked,

because they were his children; and, therefore, he commands the

governor of Fuhkeen to soothe and quietlhe rebels, not' to kill them.

On the arrival of the civilians, sent to -soothe the people, affairs

took a most wonderful torn. Nine tenths of the rebels surrendered,

and even Choo Yihkwei with his associates, after a hard fought

battle, fell into the hands of these compassionate officers. In almost

all similar events, the celestial terrors were slighted
; but when

the extreme mercy of the emperor was made known, the people were
touched to the very heart, and of their own accord yielde<l obedience.

Whether silver balls were found more effectual in this warfare than

leaden ones, we are not told -by our author; but the sudden and en-

tire submission makes us rather suspect that this was done, to bring

things to a safe and speedy issue. We are not -able to explain the

subsequent events. Notwithstanding the great heroism displayed,

there was still a stubbornness in the remaining rebels, which baffled

all the efforts of the victorious army. There were many skirmishes

which* led to no satisfactory results, but only emboldened the rebels

to persevere in their resistance. Epidemic diseases now began to

break out amongst the soldiers, and great numbers were swept away.

The aborigines received orders not to harbor any rebels
;
and though

these inoffensive people, whilst overawed bythe presence of the mili-

tary, did not dare to enter into a league with the outlaws, yet when
they were freed from such restraint, they were very slow in the exe-

cution of the orders of the goYernment.

. From all we can learn, tl^y are very timid, and very much exposed

to the tyranny of the Chinese, which often renders them desperate.

The tide of population has forced* them from their ancient abodes,

and great numbers live amongst the inaccessible mountains, without

any intercourse with the inhabitants of the plains. Kanghe had in

the mean while* departed this life, and his successor immediately took

vigocous measures for subjugatirrg- tl>e country. He ordered, that all
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the disposable forces of Fuhkeen, should remain in the islands as a

garrison, that the civil appointments should be increased, and a cen-

sor constantly reside in the island, in order to wafeh over the beha-

vior of the officers. The grand engine, however, which was to be

set at work to suppress the prevailing rebellious spirit, was the reno-

vation of the people, that they might learn the duty of passive obe-

dience; the savages of the mountains were to be tamed, and then

changed into men. To insure the future peace of the country, a line

of fortresses was to be erected, and no efforts to be neglected to ren-

der the people virtuous. The execution of these, and many more
commissions, was entrusted to an imperial envoy

;
and it is on record,

that he, in conjunction with the local authorities, obeyed the imperial

commands, to the very letter. After the exhibition of this paternal

kindness, we hear nothing more about that rebellion, the storm was
hushed, the hre was extinguished

;
but, unfortunately, the embers

were^still burning,. and a few years afterwards again broke out, giv-

ing new anxiety to his imperial majesty.

If any one will take the trouble of examining the history of the re-

bellious, which have taken place in this country, he will soon obi^rve,

that they are carried on in a regular routine— as every thing else is

done in China. The people rise; the military march
;
are driven

back, reinforced, prove again unsuccessful, until some civilians arrive,

who iinally put all things into order. After this, an imperial decree

is issued, promising oblivion of former misdeeds, and moralizing upon
the depraved state of human nature, which is to be changed radical-

ly by inculcating filial piety, and love towards inferiors. This do-

cument closes the drama : henceforth all is peace and submission,

and matters return to the same state in which they were before.

The next paper' to which we wish to refer, contains Luhehow’s
suggestions for putting an end to the insurrections, and making the

mountains accessible and their inhabitants Submissive. Though the

country enjoyed at that time tranquil!^, the natives withstood the

soldiers, and became every day more and more daring. It was,

therefore, proposed to adopt TTleasures for sooth ing' them, a suggestion

which Luhehow utterly rejects, because it would greatly injure the

dignity of government, and only shew its weakness.

Under the Dutch administration these people had been very do-

cile* Without any difficulty they delivered the allotted number of

stag’s bides into the Company’s magazines, and behaved themselves

in every other respect as loyal subjects. But then they were not

ruled with a rod of iron; a school-master who taught them the rudi-

ments of Christianity was their governor, and he attached them by

gentle means to their foreign masters. Thus it happened, thst dur-

ing the war between the Chinese and Dutch, these people remained
faithful, whilst many suffered a cruel death for having advocated the

cause of the Company. The Chinese pirates were especially in-

censed against the school-masters, some of whom, after most cruel

torture, were crucified at the entrance of their respective villages.

When they had fully come under the Chinese yoke, they were divided
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into townships, and measures taken for assimilating then^ in their

manners, to the Chinese. How far the conquerors proved successful in

this endeavor, we cannot say, but their numbers constantly increased,

while both the mountaineers atid the tribes on the east, coast remained
in full vigor.

It is principally to the nmuntaineers, that Luhehow’s remarks refer,

the tribes on the eastern part of the island being scarcely knownno
the Chinese government. What prevents the junks from visiting

that coast we have never been able to ascertain, but no trade appears

to be carried on between the two nations, and the country itself is as

little known as if it were situated thousands of miles distant. In two
voluminous native topographical works upon tbis'island, which recently

have fallen in our way, we could And nothing respecting the abori-

gines of those eastern regions, nor have any European navigators

by their researches thrown much light on their condition.

But to return to Luhehow. He tells us, that the aborigines are of

a stupid disposition, and are often misled by the Chinese merchants,

who do not scruple to rob them of their property. To remedy this evil,

the good people ought tirbe exhorted to be content with their rightful

property, and the soldiers, who do not seem to be over-righteous, ought

4o be enjoined never to trouble the people, in any way. Whilst being

extremely vigilant to detect every semblance of a plot, those who
become informers against such as enter into illegal correspondence

with the aborigines,
^

ought to be rewarded, so that early notice of
conspiracies may be obtained by the Chinese government. The
haunts of the aborigines being difficult of access, though a line of

military posts has been established all along the frontier, it would be

well to give the natives one month for tendering their surrender, and
in case of their obstinacy to execute military law upon the disobedient.

But as a thief cannot 1^ hanged before be is caught, it is advisable,

that an assault be made, headed by natives under the control of gov-

ernment, and in order to strike terror into the mountaineers, their

jungle and forests ought to be set on hre to smoke them out. A si-

milar and equally charitable measure is first to prevent th^eir tilling

the ground, and afterwards to cut off all supplies, in this way to re-

duce them to starvation. As salt is an indispensable article of their

diet, and 'the lise of iron so common that without its importation all

warlike preparations must stand still, it is suggested to keep these two
necessaries entirely out of the reach of the natives. In their warfare

they, use pointed swords and poisoned arrows, which do a great deal

of mischief to those unaccustomed to their encounters. It is there-

fore needful to manufacture good shields, and spears with a large

shaft; but above all, to use fire-arms-in lieu of bows and arrows, of

which the natives do not entertain the least fear, whilst they tremble

at the thunder of guns.

In reviewing the former exploits of the military, our author is of

opinion, that the soldiers were never sufficiently rewarded for their

bravery, nor properly punished for their want of courage. His very

sensible advice is, therefore, to stimulate a sense of honor in their
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breast, aiid to rouse them to emulation by recompensing their deeds oi*

heroism. Yet their numbers never being complete, it is proposed to

raise a militia, which .might serve in time of war, and then be

disbanded. A former military commander tried the experiment,

but paying only 600 cash (about two thirds of a dollar) per month to

each individual, and giving them just rice sufficient for preventing

actual starvation, they very soon dispersed and sought other more lu-

crative employment. But the pay ought to be raised, and every en-

couragement given for their enlisting under the imperial banners.

Whether this measure was carried into execution or not, we are

unable to say; but the natives continued to make inroads upon the

Chinese territory, and thus elicited other remarks from our writer.

Being persuaded, that their unruly spirit could be curbed only by a

strong arm, he gives it as his conviction, that unless a strong line of

.military posts were drawn along the frontiers, and the people induced

to cultivate the country in thefr vicinity, and thus gradually to encroach
upon their tefritory, their inva.'«ioiis could not be prevented. Had
Luhchow lived in our eiilighteued times, he would have advised gov-

ernment to construct rail-roads to facilitate communication, and would
have quoted the highlands of Scotland as an instance of the successful

subjugation of the frercest western race, by laying their lands open to

an unrestrained intercourse, '^here may still be time for introducing

this improvement; but the immense Chinese population, forced to

clear new lands in order to obtain subsistance, will perforhi the need-

ful, and drive the natives from one place to another until they have
become extinct 1

*

After the rebellion mentioned above, the island became a scene of
the utmost misery and wretchedness: The country had been laid

waste, and pestilential diseases swept away great multitudes. The
ejnpsror, alw.iys ready to relieve the distresses of his children, appoint-

ed a commission tor examining into the existing evils, and LuhChow
could not forbear giving his advice gratuitously.

The colonists of Formosa had been accustomed to trifle with the

laws and prohibitions of government, and the first step to be taken
was to put them iu force to the very letter, that the people might be
taught to obey. Moreover, it was a very notorious fact, that the in-

habitants delighted in litigations, stirred up by a.number of designing
demagogues. To obviate this evil it was necessary to execute
justice without the least partiality, to banish the influence of money
from the public courts, and to seize upon the mischievous attorneys.

In addition to this, robbers, who might screen themselves under the

amnesty before granted, ought promptly to meet with capital punish-

ment, without time being given to refer the matter t^v higher tribunals,

and jthus to defer or elude the execution of their sentence
;

in fact,

exemplary justice ought to be exercised with an uncompromising hand.
The colonists being of dissolute ha bit», given over to drunkennes's and
every sort of debauchery, in which they spend their money and incur
debts, laws ought to be issued against these crimes, au'd raeastfres taken
for the introduction of better custonfs. As it frequently happened,
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that marriageable women, at the age of thirty, were without hus-

bands, they ought to be prevailed on to enter the matrimonial state

at twenty-five

!

Some difficulty existed also regarding the shipping. The custom-
house officers demanded fees to which they were by no means entitled

;

this put the people upon their guard, and made them desirous of
introducing prohibitted articles, in order to indemnify themselves for

their losses. Such a state of things, says Luhchpw, is by no means
proper, aiul some alterations ought to 1^ made in the regulations.

There were crowds of colonists from Chaouchow, the eastern part of
the province of Canton. These men, collecting in thousaiwis at some
places, and availing of the dread inspired by numbers, committed deeds
of violence; this ought not to be allowed. Besides, every new colonist

ought to prove that he has friends, into whose service he might enter

to gain a livelihood
; otherwise, he should not be allowed to settle,

lest he might become an idler and a burthen to society.

A principle, which infiuences all the institutions of the Chinese gov-

ernment, is the promotion of schools. It is the firm opinion of every

genuine Chinese, that without the cultivation of the mind a people

cannot live happy, nor be obedient to their rulers. Luhehow, there-

fore, recommends, in the strongest terms, that instruction should be

provided to the utmost extent, free-schools established, and high

rewards held out to the successful literary candidates. The advice

has not been neglected : the schools are in a flourishing condition, and
the graduates very numerous. We have heard complaints, that the

first and second degrees were too easily obtained
;
but if this be really

the case, it is done to stinralate the students to persevere in their

laborious task, in order to secure honor and obtain emoluments.

As most rebellions have taken their rise in the cupidity of the offi-

cers, our author recommends a reduction of the land-tax, and that

legal exactions be as few and as light as possible. At the same time,

he complains very much, that the officers being badly paid, have no
means for maintaining themselves; and on this account, he says, the

underlings commit great ravages upon the defenseless people. He
therefore insists upon the clearing of new lands, the produce of which
might be paid into the treasury for the maintenance of officers. Thus
a constantly flowing stream of revenue might be opened, and the

people would no longer be harrassed with heavy exactions. At the

conclusion of this hortatory document, the aborigines also come in for

their share of attention. It appears, that, in former times, merchants

were nominated by government tp carry on the trade with the na-

tives, as a monopoly. There were also linguists appointed to transact

business with them. It has, however, been found out, that these per-

sons, being actuated by fraudulent motives, cheated these ignorant

people and gave rise to a great many disturbances
;

therefore they

ought to be kept under very strict surveilance, and no occasion given

for bringing forward complaints of injustice. In order to curb the

power of the native tribes, the intercourse ought to be restrained as

much as possible on both sides. Much care ought to be taken,
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lest any Japanese or Dutch, landing on the east boast, might nestle

themselves amongst them
;

* a thing above all others to.be avoided.*

We pass over, several of Luhehow’s remarks— as for instance, that

the women ought to l)e employed in rearing the silk worms and plant-

ing hemp, to enable them to provide materials for the apparel of their

families
;
that fortresses of letter materials than mere bamboo and

wood ought to be erected, &c. At another time we may again take

opportunity of recurring to this author, because he is a man of soqnd
sense, and tells us things for which we look id vain in other Chi-

nese books.

Art. IV. The Hawaiian Spectator ; volume jirst^ number Jirst^

January^ 1838. Conducted by an association ofgentlemen. Ho^
nolulu, Oahu, Sandwich Islands.

This work has just reached us; an exhibition of whatcit is, will be

its best recommendation. Its mechanical execution is not inferior to

similar works in Europe or America. In style and matter, too, it

need not shrink from a comparison with the best periodicals of the

other hemisphere. The periodical literature of Asia and Oceanica is

destined to rival that ofEurope and America* These are new fields,

and we know they are rich. We are sorry so feW- copies of the

‘‘Spectator” have come to China— ten only having been sent,

not one third the number already subscribed for. We shall improve

an early opportunity to notice some parts of the work— such as the

‘ Sketches of Kauai,’ ‘ Decrease of population,’ 6lc.; but have room
in our present number for only the prospectus, table of contents, and

the introductory observations ; these e^ibit well the character and
object of the

Hawaiian Spectator.
This work is conducted by an Association of Gentlemen, and will be pub-

lished quarterly at Oahu, Sandwich Islands. The work will be filled mos^y
with original matter on the' following and other subjects.

'I. The necessity of greater effort, in all its forms, to enlighten and chris-

tiauize the world. Under this general subject, definite points will be dis-

cussed respecting the nature of the work—the obstacles to be overcome—
the means of overcoming them, and the correction of s^dh errors as exist in

relation to the conversion of the world.

11. Importance and bearing of other efforts for converting the world, be-

sides such as are generally termed missionary efforts ; such as, a gradual

cl^ange of their laws and politicad constitutions, to fit barbarous nations for

practicing the religion of the gospel— the cultivaticm of the arts— the intro-

duction of the usages of civili^ hfe—a well regulated commerce -^vehicles
and means of rapidly and regularly conveying intell^nce from place to

place.
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in. Intelligence respecting the geographical, political, moral, and religious,

state of different sections of Polynesia, and the adjoining continents, with the
good and evil that has resulted from comirmnicating with foreigners.

IV. Philology generally— the genius and structure of the various dialects

of the Polynesian language will claim special attention; and translations will

be given of such articles in the native language as may be judged worthy of
publication.

V. Scientific and literary intelligence respecting the geology, meteorolo-

gy, botany, and other branches of the natural history pf these islands, and
other parts of Polynesia and the adjoining contir\pnts.

VI. An account of efforts now making tp christianize, enlighten, and civi-

lize, the islaniis of the Pacific— a full account pf schools— of the efforts of
the American Seamen’s Friend Spciety— what prpgress has been made, and
what remains to be done.

VII. A short space will be assigned to the current news pf the islands, and
such foreign intelligence as may be deemed interesting and useful

; and also

to obituary notices and biographical sketches.

VIII. The work will occasionally be enriched with engravings on copper
and wood, illustrative of such subjects as may need illustration.

The whole influence of the work is pledged tp the dissemination of truth

and knowledge, and to the hastenir^ of Christ’s kingdom.
Conditions.—The work will be issued quarterly pn the first of January,

Aprilj July, and October. Each nurqber will contain from 98 to 112 pages,

octavo
;
printed on good paper ^ type,

The subscription price is three dollars, per annum
;
payable in all cases

in advance. Communications for tlie work to be addressed to the care of

P. A. Brinsmade, Oahu.

CONTENTS pp NO. I.

Article I. Introductory observations, by P. A. Brinsmade, Honolulu, Oahu.

II. A Sketch of Marquesian character, by Richard Armstrong, Wailuku, Maui.
IT. Marquesian ^nd Hawaiian dialects compared, by Wiliiam P. Alexander,

Waioli, Kauai. IV. The Oahq Charity school, by John Diell, Honolulu, Oahu.

V. Female education at the Sandwich fsiands, by J. S. Qreen, Wailuku, Maui.

Female education at the Sandwich Islands. Quarterly Report of the Central

Female Boarding Seminary, Wailuku, Maui. October-, 1^7. VI. Account

of the Russians on Kauai, by Si^muel Whitney, Waimea, Kauai. Account of

the alledged attempt on the part of the Russians to take possession of the

Island of Kauai. VI f. Decrease of population, by Artemas Bishop,. Ewa,
Oahu. An inquiry into the causes of decrease in the population of the Sand-

wich Islands. VIII. Sketches of Kauai, by J. J. Jarves, Boston, Mass.

IX. Foreign Correspondence, by R. Tinker, Honolulu, Oahu. Correspon-

dence and Reports on the condition of the unevangelized. X. Phenomena

in the Tides, by T. Charles Byde Rooke, Honolulu, Oahu, Notices of the

Remark^le Phenomena rih the Tides at the, Sandwich Islands on the 7th

November, 1837. Meteorologies Observations. Shipping List.

Introductory Remarks.

The Hawaiian Spectator will occupy an interesting position in the

field of Periodical Literature. * The .range of its observation will em-

brace the whole extent of coast that borders the Pacific on the north

and east, and the almost numberless groups of islands that are scat-

tered through this vast ocean,— a geographical extent nearly equal
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to oiTB half the globe. Within these limits may l)e found every variety

of climate and soil, the various sources of natural wealth, and all the

elements of intellectual and moral greatness that are to be found in

the other hemisphere.

The circumstance which gives peculiar intereM to this wide sphere

of observation, is, that all the illimitable resources embraced in it-,

physical, intellectual, and moral, are in the progress of developement.

There is not a nation or tribe within the whole extent, that has yet

made any thing like a complete exhibition of its natural capabilities,

or settled upon any systematic direction of its active energies. No
where is there an approximation to maturity in the arrangements of

social order, or to permanency in the forms and institutions of civil

government. The agitations of the political and moral elements,

which have for the last few years been ebbing and flowing over the

Western Republics of South America and Mexico, and which have
filled an interesting page of modern history^ have been for the most
part superficial ; and the current of events w'hich has seemed, in pars-

ing, to have had a prospective tendency to the higher degrees of
civilization, and to the establishment of free institutions and liberal

principles, has hot yet broken up the o|d foundations of military and
ecclesiastical despotism. The virtue and intelligence indispensably

necessary to give full scope to human activity and freedom, are yet to

be realized and called into action throughout all these countries. The
spirit of the age, the necessities of men, the onward movement of the

w'orld, are summoning up those indispensable moral and intellectual

energies ;
and it will be matter of deep concern to notice the progress

of their developement, and the results that may be consequently

achieved, not only in the sphere of their immediate action, but to the

world at large.

The western coast of North America, which has for years been the

scene of active commercial enterprise, is now rapidly opening its

facilities and inducements to civilized colonists and Christian philan-

thropists. The value of its hitherto unappreciated agricultnral inter-

ests, is beginning to revive apd push to a definite termination the

questions of territorial limits, both oh the north and south, between the

governments concerned. Interests peculiarly vveighty and lasting are

involved in the adjustment of existing adverse claims— interests ^ade
more and more prominent by every movement in furtherance of Chris-

tianity and civilization in the Pacific. The civil and moral destiny of
every portion of the vast territory between the rocky mountains and
this western ocean, must of necessity l)e materially shaped by the

government under whose jurisdiction it shall fall. That whole region
of country cannot fail soon to be the theatre of measures and events,

whose consequences upon the world Will he as enduring as time.

The prospect is full of exciting considerations, and every mpvement
that may occur, either political or moral, will aflfbrd a subject of per-

manent interest.

Various regards, originated by commercial interest, pcditical spe-

culation, historical curiosity, or religious benevolence, have drawn
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towards the coast ai d uiiqumbered people of Japan, the thoughts and
inquiries of the civilized world. Almost ail the purposes which control

human pursuits are combining to effect an entrance into that and the
adjacent prohibited portions of the globe, and there is a current of
feeling setting upon those shores, proportionated probably in its force

to the strength ai d obduracy of the barriers which have so long re-

sisted foreign approach. Tboso separating walls of national pride or

jealousy or selfishness, must, in the very necessity of things, sooner or

later give way; and the present unparalleled stretch and energy of
commercial pursuits, the prodigious improvements and facilities for

international communication, and the awakening and expansive im-

pulse of Christian goodness, which mark the passing age, afford full

intimations that the time is at hand. No measure of moral infiuence,

great or small, direct or incidental, which can be made to further a

salutary intercourse with other nations, and an effectual entrance for

knowledge and truth,- pan be looked upon with indifference; for,

whether that influence be borne along on the hum of a busy com-
merce, or in the lively ofacles of grace and truth, so far as its tenden-

cy is to bring that large proportion of the human family into the

community of Christian nations, so far it goes to augment the moral

power and resources of a world redeemed to holiness and God. To
whatever extent such influences, or the methods by which they may
be conveyed, come under observation, they will be worthy of a most

attentive notice.

It is now about three centuries since the .di^very of Polynesia

added to the world its sixth great division. Tne warm enthusiasm,

with which the discovery was at first regarded, soon passed away ;

and till within a few years, little more notice has been taken of them,

than that induced by considerations of curiosity or interest. Almost

every successive year, new islands have been discovered, named, an^
their geographical position dotted on the chart

; while the native

inhabitants through their successive generations have been swept

away by the wave of death, “ alike unknowing and unknown.*' It

can, however, never again with this multitude of islands as it has

been. Already there have been some valuable researches made
through the more important groups, and the results given to • the

world. Some efforts have also been made to throw upon their mid-

night of intellectual and moral darkness the light of knowledge and

truth. Here and.4bere are stationed the living teachers of pure

Christianity, and around them are beginning to be restored to the

heathen the revealed principles of order and duty which are destined

to pervade the world. The repeated visits of an extending commerce

are bringing every tribe into more intimate contact with men of high-

er capabilities both of virtue and of crime, and there is now scarce a

known island of these seas, that may* not be easily opened to afford

every desirable facility to the inquiries of the physiologist, or the phi-

lanthropy of the Christian.

We have taken this cursory glance around an almost new, and

unspeakably interesting, portion of the world, to show the extent and
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condition and prospects of a field of observation, in the centre of which

we are providentially to stand spectators. With .a local situation that

afibrds facilities for concentrating Intelligence, probably superiot to

any other spot in the Pacific, the purpose of our Journal will be, to

gather from all the sources of information that may be opened upon

us, and to combine correct intelligence upon the topics connected

with the topographical, political, and moral geography of the islands

of this ocean and its surrounding continents,— to afibrd a channel

through which the facts that may be evolved in the various depart-

ments of natural history and science may be communicated to the

world,— to furnish philological information relative to the genius and
structure of the various dialects of the Polynesian language, and
notices of native literature that may be originated in these dialects,

in the progress of the means of education already in use or to be in-

stituted,— to show the extent, facilities, and modes through which
commercial enterprises may be conducted, and the means that may
be put in operation to pour through the various channels of commerce
a salutary moral influence, and the results realized from sucH mea-
sures,— to notice the forms of government that may be organhfed by

the various islanders, and the relations and terms of intercourse in-

stituted between them and foreign powers, and the tendencies of such
intercourse upon the destinies of the weaker parties. It will also be
our steady and prominent object, to furnish accurate and definite

statements of the efforts in progress to enlighten, civilize, and Chris-

tianize, the benighted on the islands of the Pacific, and on the western

continent of America, showing what has been accomplished, and
what remains to be done

;
and from the deeply affecting view of the

character and condition of the heathen in their remote alienation

from their Makers— a view derived from actual observation,—we
shall earnestly set forth the imperative necessity for vastly greater

efforts, in all their forms, than have yet been projected, to enlighten

and redeem the world. We shall endeavor to throw light upon the

nature of the work to be achieved, the obstacles to be overcome, and
the means of overcoming them, and shall exert our last ability to cor-

rect and drive out of being the egregious errors which prevail in rela-

tion to the world’s conversion.

A vast portion ofthe moral machinery which embodies the “ power
of God and the wisdom of God unto sjjvation,” has not yet been
brought into the field, nor do we see how it can be set in motion,

while tlie views of heathen condition and Christian responsibility

prevail, under which the present plan of operations is sustained and
directed by the churches. Merely didactic lessons either in literature

or religion, to beuigs who have been sinking for eighteen hundred
years from the condition in which Paul described the heathen to be
in bis day,— could such lessons be taught by all the angels of light,

—

would never effect the moral revolution of the world contemplated in

the prayer of its Redeemer, “ Thy will be done on earth as in hea-
ven.” There is not a spot within the broad survey we have taken,
where religion, as God has revealed it, could be practiced in its high-
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iiiid noblest and unrestricted exercises, until other influences than
those of preceptive instruirtion, shall be brought into action, improve-
ment in the employn^nt of physical agencies is the cue of the age;
and yet the last improvement that the combined ingenuity of men
shall arrive at will act upon the springs of nature as the Creator form-

ed them, And \vhy should men, moving under God’s commission in

achieving the world’s conversion, shrink back with awe from attempts

ing improvements in the use of moral agencies, when the final disco-

veries of every finite mind will only disclose the omnipotent energies

of a moral, ei^ine, whose adaptation to its end reveals a “ God over

all blessed forever?” There is no reason why. The condition of
guilt and woe and death, in which most of earth’s millions are, with-

out it, hopelessly involved, demand the attempt, and our Savior’s last

Jnw of love, “ Go teach all nation,” adds to that demand the authority

of all heaven,

^
With this brief view ofthe field from which it is expected that the

subject matter for our pages will be derived, and this general state-

ment of the topics propo^ to be illustrated, we commend our work
to the literary countenance and cooperation of those scattered over the

wide fie^, whose opportunities ofobservation and research will enable

them to contribute to its. interests, and to the pecuniary patronage of

those in every land, who may favor our purpose.

- ? 15 ^
- lio

Art. V. Translation of a letter from Syed Bin the sultan of

Muscat f
to the president of the United States of America.

In the name of qod amen.—To the most high and mighty An-

drew Jackson, president of the United States of America, whose name

shines with so much splendor throughout the world. I pray most

sincerely that on .the receipt of this letter it may find his highness,

the president of the United States, in high health, and that his happi-

ness may be constantly on the Increase. On a nmst fortunate day

and at a happy hour, I had the honor to receive your highness’s let-

ter, every word of which is clear and distinct as the sun at noonday,

and every letter shone forth as brilliantly as the stars in the heavens.

Your highness’s letter was received by your faithful and highly honor-

able representative and embassador Edmund Roberts, who made me
supremely happy in explaining the object of his mission, and I have

complied in every respect with the wishes of your honorable embas-

sador, in concluding a treaty of friendship and commerce between

our, respective countries, which shall be faithi\illy observed by myself

and m'y successors, as long as the world endures. And bis highness

inay depend, tliat all American yes.sels, resorting to the ports' within

ihy/domiiiions, shall, know im difference, in point of good'treatment,
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between my country and that of his own most fortunate and liappy

country, where felicity ever dwells.- I most firmly hope that his high-

ness, the president, may ever consider me as his firm and true friend,

and that I will ever hold the,president of the United States very near

and dear to my heart, and my friendship shall never know any dtmi-^

nution, but shall continue to increase till time is no more. I offer,

most sincerely and truly, to his highness the president, my entire and
devoted services, to execute any wishes the president may have within

my dominations, or within any ports or places wherein I possess the

slij^test influence.

l^iis is from your most beloved friend

Syed Bin Sult.\n.

'Written on the twenty-second day of the month, Jamada Alawel, in the

year al hajra, 1249, at the royal palace in the city of Muscat.
This letter is to have the address of being presented to the most high arid

mighty Andrew Jackson, president of the United States of America, whose
name shines with so much brilliancy throughout the world. *

[iVote. We have inserted the foregoing letter by the request of a friend.

The treaty with the sultan we have not seen. The narrative of Mr. Roberts*

mission hi^ been published in America^ we su])posc, long before this time.] ^

Art. VI. Ophthalmic Hospital at Canton : Seventh Report^ being
that for the term ending on the 31.sf of Dece?nber, 1837. By
the Rev. Peter Parker, m. d.

Two years of this institution are now completed. During this peri-

od 4575 patients have been received, 1225 of whom have been admit-

ted during the last term. Besides these,, a number of old patients have
been tieated, who had relapses, or new diseases. This report in^

eludes the period from the 4th of May to the 31 st of December, of
which two months were spent in a voyage to Japan, and subsequently

illness caused a suspension of the operations of the hospital for another

month. It was reopened on the 1st of October, when it appeared, that

a considerable number of patients, who had come a long distance,

had taken up their residence in the city, and bad waited, some a fort-

night, and others a month or more, for the opening of the hospitah

The expenses for the current year are $1,692.24, viz.:

For native assistants ------ $341.21
For medicines, instruments, &c. - - 543.33
For board, fuel, &,c. ------ 261.80
For repairs - - - - - - - - - 45.90
For rent. - -- - - 500.00

$1,692.24

VOL. VI. NO. IX. 55
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'N.B. The donations to the hospital are included in the acknow*
ledgments of the contemplated Medical Missionary Society, whose
organization, unanticipated causes have delayed.

Diseases presented both during this quarter and since the biginning of the
institution ; 1st, of the eye ; 2d» iniscellaneous.

\st. Dismses of the e^e. • t

Amaurosis .... 33 145
Acute ophthalmia - 74 336
Chronic ophthalmia > 125 380
Purulent ophthalmia- - 23 111
Scrofulous ophthalmia • 1 3
Rheumatic ophthalmia 1 8
Ophthalmitis • ^ . 6 35
Ophthalmia variola

.

Choroiditis .... 3
29
7

Conjunctivitis - - - 4 40
Granulations ... 100 100
Hordeolum - • • 2 28
Cataract 118 382
Gntropia ..... 215 526
Ectropia 2 8
Trichiasis - - - - 16 81
Ptet7gium - - - - 90 271
Panis .... - . 5 5
Opacity and vascularity

of the cornea - • 60472
Ulceration of the cornea 10 89
Nebuls ..... 100 271
Albugo .... - 7 138
Leucoma - - - - 4 27
Staphyloma .... 48 177
Staphyloma sclerotica - 3 15
Onya 3 18
Iritis ------ 8 53
P^is ..... 2 2
Lippilndo .... 60 151

Night blindness - • 2 8
Day blindness ... 1 4
Synechia anterior > - 24 69
Synechia posterior 8 32
Myosis - ... - 15 53
Closed pupil with depo-

sition of lymph - 3 46
Procidentia irldis - • 7 22
Glaucoma . - - - 9
Exophthalmia - . • 1 5

Double vision . - - [ 2 t 2
Injury of the eyes - . 3 2
Atrophy . - - - . 62
Hypertrophy ... 3 17
Hydrops dculi - ^ • 2
Complete loss of oiie eye no 231
Loss of both eyes - - 91 199
Mucocele - - - - 4 18
Muscae volitantes > . 8 19
Weak eyes .... 5 23
Xeroma .... - 5 7
Malignant ulcer of the

upper lid . - . 1

Encysted tumor of the

upper lid ... 6
Tumors from the con-

junctiva - - . 3 3
Quivering lids ... 1 3
Adhesion of the conjunc-

tiva- to the cornea 1 9
Adhesion of the tarsi - 1 1

Disease of the carun-

cula lachrymalis - 6 12
Fungous haematodes - 1 5
Nole me tangere - - 1 1

2d, MiscelianeoKS.

Abscess of the ear - - 1 10
Abscess psoas - - -

.

1 4
Abscess of the thigh - 2
Abscess of the parotid

gland . - . - 2
Abscess of the arm - 2
Abscess of the hand - 1 3
Abscess of the head - 4 6
Abscess of the face 2 7
Disease of the lower jaw 2 11

Luxation of the lower jaw 1

Otitis - 1 2
Otorrhqpa .... 2 24
Deficient cerumen 9
Deposition of cerumen 2 8

* Aggregate for the term, t Aggregate for the two years.
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Malformation of meatus
Imperforate auditory fo>

ramen - -

Deafness - -

ear - - - - -

Polypus of the ear

Dropsy - - - - -

Ovarian dropsy - -

Cauliflower excrescenc

of the uterus - -

Hydatids of the uterus

Scirrus of the uterus

AmenorrhcBa • >

Cancer of the tongue

Cancer of the breast

Cancer of the face

Goitre - - - -

Ranulae . . • .

Enlarged tonsils

Polypi of the nose (be-

nign) -

Polypi of the nose (ma
lignant) - -

Obliteration of nares

Polypus of the ear -

Hernia inguinal

Hernis umbilical -

Chronic cystitis

Enlargement ofthe sj;

Abdominal tumors
Encysted tumors -

Sarcomatous tumors
Tumors from each ear

Curvature of the spine

Curvature of the ankle
Paraphlegia > •

Phyinosis (natural)

Paraphymosis
Fistulas in ano
Tinea capitis

Scrofula - -

Enlargement of parotid

^and -

Asthma - -

Croup - -

Bronchitis

Bronchial flux

Phthisis • .

2 Aphonia - • . . . 1

Pneumonia - - - -

2 Ichthyosis - - - - 1 \
'2

1 20 hereditary - - . 2/
1 Herpes - ... - 1

8 Impetigo ----- 3
1 Psoriasis - - - - - 1

1 25 Acne - 1

3 11 Burn ------ 1

a Disease of the antrum 1

1 maxillare - . - 1

1 Diseased gums - - - 1

1 Hare lip - - - - - 5
1 4 Opium mania - . - 2
1 1 Paralysis of the arm -

3 10 Hydrocephalus - -

1 4 Dyspepsia - - 3
5 15 Urinary calculus (re-

1 5 moved 3) - - - 3
1 3 Stone in the bladder - 2

Deaf and dumb child - 1

1 7 Dumbness - - - - 1

Hepatitis -----
2 Fungous haematodes - 1

2 2 Ulcers- ----- 3
1 Needle thrust into the bo-

2 7 dy below the sternum
1 4 Needle thrust into a

1 child’s hand, dt^c,-

»n 4 7 Double thumb - - - 3
3 7 Aneurism - - - - 2
2 11 Wart filling one nostril 1

5 25 Worms (Lumbrici) 2
5 5 Haemoptisis - - - 1

6 9 Rheumatbm - - - 2
1 1 Arthritis - - - - 5

2 Hydrops articuli - -

3 P^pitation of the heart 2
1 1 Thrush (ulcerated mouth
1 a and lips) - - - 2
I 4 Diabetes melitis - - 1

6 13 Caries of tibia - - - 1

Epilepsy - - - - - 2
2 5 Elephantiasis - - - 2
1 3 Enteritis ----- 1

1 Disease of the heart - 1

1 Distortion of the hand
1 from small-pox • 1

1 1 Whitlow

5
5
X

1

1

5
3
3
6
15
2
2
a

7
5
5
7
3
a

11
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No. 3320. May 1st. Artificial joint’ of the forearm. Ghay
Ahing, aged 27, of Canton. Eleven months ago he fractured the
radius and ulna of his right arm. An artificial joint had been formed,
which admitted inward motion to an angle of perhaps 60®: it* was
without pains or tumefaction. On the 27th May, the ends of the frac-

tured bones were grated upon each other for some minutes. The arm
was then extended and the bones brought into their proper place^ and
confined by splints and a roller.. Tlie following night the patient

complained of njuch pain, and qrged the removal of the splints.

They were continued, however, for three days, when, to his great

delight, the bones we^e united and the arm was straight. Short Splints

were then substituted, leaving the hand and wrist free. These were
worn two months more. The man has now a useful right arm.

No. 3362. May 12th. Injury from torture. Aching, a gardener
in the vicinity of Canton, was accused by an envious relative to the

government, as a smuggler and concealer of stolen goods. Accord-
ingly he .was' seis^ed, and kept in the city a fortnight, silting at the

door of an officer, as a culprit, and in the ntean time was examined by
torture, made to kneel on sharp spikes, and beaten upon his face and
aboye his knees and ankles, in a most cruel manner. His foreteeth were
knocked out, Twenty persons of his native village coming forward

and testifyfng to his upright character, and offering their own heads

if he could bn proved guilty, the innocent and industrious poor

man was liberated, but not till afler he had paid $300! His ankles

and knees were in aii ulcerated condition from the previous applica-

tion of the bamboo. The wounds pre.sently healed, and the man is

again well. This case illustrates the baseness of his relative;*and the

cruelty and iiyustice of the officers of government. .

'

No. 3488. '' May 22d. Cartilaginous tumor. Woo Pun, aged 41,

a shoemaker of Pwanyu, had been afflicted seventeen years with a

large unshapeii tumor upon the left side of his neck. It hung pen-

dulous frbm the subffiaxillary, extending backwards over the external

jugular vein and carotid artery, forwards to the opposite side of the

trachea, and downwards to the breast For the last ten year its

growth was rapid, and from its magnitude it had become very cumber-

some. It was^ as large as the man’s head, and so hard as not to yield

to the pressure of the thumb. Centrally it was diseased, and having

been perforated by the escharolics of a Chinese practitioner, it emit-

ted el most offensive discharge. The aperture was half an inch in

diametey, aqd as regular as if formed by a drill. The patient kept it

closed with a stopple* every morning evacuating some ounces of offen-

sive fluid. His constitution had begun to suffer. On the 19th June,

- assisted by Messrs. Cox, Cullen, and Jardine, the tumor was removed

in about five minutes. Several veins of considerable size were divided.

In making the inferior horizontal incision, an inch of the integument,

above a large superficial artery, was not divided till the dissection of

tlie tumor was nearly completed, and then, by compressing the artery

before dividing it, very little blood was lost. The tumor was two feet

.ill circumference, and weighed 7 lbs. The patient scarce utt^red-^
^
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groan. In twenty minutes he w^s comfortable in bed. This was
about 1 o’clock- p. m. At 3 o’clock and at 5 o’clock his symptoms
appeared favorable

;
and there was but little oozing of blood. At 9

o’clock he complained of phlegm in his throat, and did not breath

so easily as usual, yet made no complaint that the bandage was too

taught. His brother was depended upon to watch with him, and to

call me, if any change occurred. At 1 o’clock a. m., a servant called;

and when I arrived at the hospital the poor man was apparently gasp-

ing his last. He was very bloody, and had evidently made a despe-

rate struggle without success to loosen the bandage. The neck was
instuntly freed of theiroJIer. His pulse was just perceptible

;
his ex-

tremities were already cold
;
he foamed at the nose, and breathed

stertorously, as in apoplexy. His mouth was immediately cleared of

phlegm, and nose of blood
;
stimulants were applied and also ad-

ministered internally, and bottles of warm water put to his feet. He
soon revived and spoke, and nis breathing became easy.

The dressing was loosely applied at first, but the incision being

rather horizontal, nearly from ear to ear, the blood that settled upon
the lower side, not escaping, acted as a wedge, causing suffocation.

Probably the brother fell asleep, and awoke only by the almost dying

struggle of the patient. Two or three minutes delay in coming to his

relief might have been too late ! After reapplying the dressing, he
had a comfortable uight, and in one month was perfectly recovered.

He has repeatedly visited the hospital. His constitution has wonder-
fully recovered from the inroads of the disease, and he again enjoys

excellent health, and evinces unbounded gratitude. He seems to re-

gard the favor received, as conferring on him full liberty to introduce

any and all his diseased friends. This is very uniformly the case

with such as have received any especial benefit. I know not upon
what principle of human nature to explain it, unless it be that of

implicit confidence.

No. 3658. May 22d. Scirrous breast. Mo She, aged 48, of Pa-

chow, near Whampoa, an artificial flower maker, had been aflUicted

with a cancerous breast for six years. The diseased gland was about

four inches broad, six long, and two or three thick. She had long

experienced lanceonating. pains. There was some enlargement of the

veins, and the part nearest the axilla was soft and just ready to burst.

The axillary glands were not affected. The patient complained of

pains in the region of the kidnies. The tongue was a little foul, and

the pulse natural.

On the.21st frf June, the breast was removed. The adhesion of the

integument to the gland, protracted the operation to twenty minutes,

which the patient endured with the fortitude characteristic of her

sex. Her husband and son were present, who .commapded their feeb

ings remarkably, and spoke cheeringly to theii* suffering friend. The
most painful sensations were caused by dividing the nerves at the base

of the gland. Considerable febrile symptoms .occurred the following

day, but they soon subsided. She rapidly and perfectly recovered,

nud on the 1st of August was discharged. In October she returned
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in good health. This is the first instance of the extirpation of the fe-

male breast from a Chinese, and few operations could • exhibit in a
stronger light their confidence in foreign surgery, yet it was submit-
ted to with the utmost cheerfulness, both in this case and another
hereafter to be noticed.

No. 3763. June 19th. Ascites. Wang Yuen, aged 23, a weaver,
had had an accumulation of fluid for four years: cause not: ascertain-
ed., The abdomen was about six feet in circumference. On tl)e21st

of June, in the presence of several medical gentlemen, twelve gallons
of fluid were drawn off, weighing sixty catties, equal to eighty pounds
avoirdupois. After the water was discharged and the walls of the
abdomen collapsed, the liver, stomach, heart, and uterus, were felt

distinctly. The ribs and sternum were spread out of their natural
position, forming an immense cavity, bounded by the diappragm and
natural integument. This was filled with cotton pledgets, and a ban-
dage applied around the thorax and abdomen, which was tightened
daily* gradually bringing it to its natural place. It seemed' incredible

that, with such a bulk and weight, the young, woman could walk at

all, especially as her feet were as much too small as her body was too

large. It required some practice, after; its removal, before she cou.ld

walk comfortably alone. She appeared in health, independent of this

immense reservoir of fluid. She experienced no inconvenience from
the operation, and in one week was discharged. Since my return

from Japan, she has visited the hospital, and was in fine health. She
was so altered that it was necessary to refer to the records of the hos-

pital to identify her. There is no reaccumUlation.

No. 3790. June 19th. Sarcomatous tumor. Yang She, aged 20,
of Hwayuen, had a tumor pendulous from the chin and larynx. It

commenced' ten years since, and the last six years had been veiy

cumbersome. The attachment beneath the chin was five inches in

circumference. Centrally and horizontally it measured two feet three

inches, and vertically three feet two inches. It extended below the

umbilicus, but not so as to rest in the lap
;
consequently its weight

was sustained by the attachment, and the patient had to sit constant-

ly in a bracing posture, to prevent its drawing down her head. The
natural features were distorted, the cheeks being drawn tense by the

weight of the tumor. The muscles on the back of the neck were pre-

ternaturally large, having been in constant action. A native practi-

tioner had applied a ligature which remained sufficiently long to pro-

duce a permanent circular scar. Probably, while the ligature inters

nipted the return of the blood in the veins, it did not compress the

arteries, nor benumb the nerves : the pain must have been great and

the result doubtful, had the destruction of the tumor been effected.

Being in her fifth month, her case was the more critical. ' It was

at this time determined to take a voyage to Japan
;
but whether she.

was apprized of this or not, and feared I might not return, she and

her friends were urgent to have the tumor removed then, though the

objection to it was distinctly stated. Perceiving the confidence of the

patient and anxiety of heir friends, with the approbation of seveial
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medical gentlemeo, I complied with her wishes; and on the 21st

June, the tumor was removed in 12 seconds, and the patient dressed

and ih bed in 24 minutes. Two arteries of considerable size required

ligatures; the veins upon the lower side*^re very large, exceeding

the 'natural size of the jugulars; the skin, fasciae, veins, and arteries

formed the principal attachment. With the exception of a single

point, an inch in diameter, the tupior was as distinct from the sur-

rounding parts, as an egg from its nest
^Idom has there been less apparent suffering from so serious an

operation, as there was manifested by the young woman. The wound
healed kindly without any unpleasant symptoms. Her first at-

tempts tO'Walk were awkward, having lost so much * ballast’ Tn one
week the healing process had far advanced, when, at my departure

from Canton for Japan, Messrs. Cox and Anderson, resident physici-

ans, most obligingly took charge of her and the preceding cases, and
such ethers as were in the hospital, and required attention : they have

also continued their assistance on each day for operations, week-
ly. In seventeen days she was discharged quite well. December
17th, she reiurned, in excellent health and spirits, bringing her robust

little son, two months old. Her features have assumed very much
their natural form.

On the 14th October, her grandfather returned to inform me of her

health, bringing some trifling presents, with the following note accom-
panying them.

« The autumnal mangold emits its fragrance and reflects its fresh tints,

whilst 1 bring some trifling articles to repay your kindness, for having, by your
deep skill, restored my grand-daughter to health. May your name, sir, be
transmitt^ to posterity for a thousand ages, and may the benefits bestowed
last ten thousand years ! My whole family join with me in wishing you the

eDjo3rment of happiness, andthat you may be permitted, by your extraordinary

practice, to assist aud protect mankind. I beg you will receive this present

with a smile. Vung Yute of Hwa.heen, knocks his head and pays his

respects.**

No. 4016. Extirpation of scirrous breast. Woo She, aged 43, of
Whampoa, was intrcduced by Mo She, to be treated for the same af-

fection, of which she herself had been relieved. Woo She had had
a scirrous .enlargement of the left breast for three years. It was about
the natural size of a full breast of milk. The tumor was well defin-

ed and strictly a local affection. Her constitution was perfect.

On the 1st of November the breast was removed in eight minutes,
and the patient in bed in twenty. Her fortitude exceeded all that 1

have yet witnessed. She scarcely uttered a groan during the extir-

pation, and before she was removed from the table, clasped her hands,
and, with an unaflected smile, cordially thanked the gentlemen who
assisted on the occasion. The breast c.onsisted of masses of gelatinous
matter, surrounded by dense cartilaginous substance, which, at the
base was nearly ossifi^, quite beyond the power of medicine,^
not excepted, to remove. She experienced comparatively little in-

convenience during her recovery. The edges of the wound healed
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chiefly by the first intention, but there was some suppuration of the
parts beneath. An attack of dysentery upon the 10th day impeded
the healing a little, but she soon recovered from it, and in about four

weeks was discharged perfectly well. The natural amiableness and
cheerfulness of this woman ^nd her little daughter, twelve years old,^

attracted the attention of many who visited the hospital during her

stay. Siurely j
natural sweetness of temper exists in China.

No. 4142. October 23d. Hare lip. Lo Asan, aged 8, of Heang-
shan, a very interesting and intelligent girl, the idol of her wealthy

parents, who would not have withheld any moderate sum, had it been
necessary, to remedy the unpleasant malformation. The division of

tlie lip and roof of the mouth extended up into the nostril. The oper-

ation was successful. The second and third days, she had a consider-

able fever
;
as this subsided, the wound healed rapidly and perfectly

in ten days. Her friends were greatly delighted, and sent presents of

tea and fruits of various kinds, and a valuable crape shawl. These
were declined in vain. “ They are not for pay, but an expression of

gratitude.” Four persons were in constant attendance upon thiis lit-

tle girl. She was amused by a pack of arithmetical cards, with red

and black dots on them, by which she learnt to add and substract.

She answered any question upon these cards, almost instinctively.

Four operations for the same defect, have been performed during the

term. In two instances, several teeth and a portion of the palate,

were removed. In one case the patient was discharged, quite well in

one week.

No. 4186. Nov. 20th. Steatomatpus tumor. Yuen Aking, aged 35,

ofKaouyaou, had a tumor on the left side of his neck, originating

near the vertebrae, and passing out between the scaleni muscles ; it

was partially covered by the trtipezius. It had attained a troublesome

magnitude, nearly spherical, and six inches diameter, and was yearly

increasing. 'November 29th, the tumor was extirpated. A portion of

the anterior edge of the trapezius was necessarily removed, and also

of the scaleni muscles. The tumor lay between successive layers of

muscular fibres and fasciae, which became more indistinct as they ap-

proached its centre, several of the transverse processes of the corvical

vertebrsB were exposed, covered only by the tendinous aponeurosis of

their appropriate muscles, when the tumor was removed. The wound
kindly healed by granulations in five weeks. There w'as much sup-

puration from the division of the muscles. The removal of the tumor

affects slightly the raising the tip of the shoulder, and the bringing

the hand over the head. The patient became quite robust, and left

a few days since, with the most unequivocal manifestations of gra-

titude.

No. 4370. Staphyloma. Ye Maouchang, a youth of 16, had lost

his right eye entirely, and had also a staphyloma of the left. A part of

the cornea protruded so far as not to be covered with the lids, yet a

portion was clear and admitted light. He was introduced by a hong

merchant with a particular request, that, if it were possible to benefit

him, he might be treated. He was encouraged to expect the eye
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might be reduced to its natural sizS* and the degree of sight still be

retained. With this, he and his friends were satisfied to have the

operation performed. The staphylOmatous part was removed, the

aqueous humor only escaped. The w^ind soon healed, the eye came
to its proper size, and the vision was increased rather than diminished.

His uncle, a literary gentleman, remained with him until he was nearly

well, and, on leaving, presented two scrolls, on which he had written

some account of the case, with a stanza of poetry. The scrolls are

about four feet long, and ten inches wide
;
and the poetry is written in

I'lrge characters in the middle, perpendicularly, with the explanation

OH each side of it. The following is a translation, which may be

interesting as a specimen of Chinese taste and customs. The com-

j»iirison bewteen the celestial luminaries, appearing from behind the

clouds that had concealed them, and the blind restored gradually to

a sense of light, is happy.
“ Dr. Parker, of the flowery-flag nation, sailed over the ocean,

and carne to Canton, with healing medicines. All men feel grati-

tude towards him. My nephew. Ye Maoushang, had been blind ten

years. With a metallic instrument, he opened his eyes, and gradually

restored vision. Therefore I have prepared these scrolls to record

his deed.

(Signed) Chang Kwokin of Lingkang.

“ The clouds and vapors rolling off.

Quickly appear the sun and moon.

—

His art’s true badge, the knife, he grasped,

And therewith op’d the way to sacred light.”

Death from Epilepsy. Aking, 38 years of age, of Koauyao?-, was
found nearly dead in the street. He had been in an epileptic fit three

hours when I saw him. Many hundreds of his countrymen had seen
him, but all ‘ passed by on the other side.’ After ei^plaining to the

fiy-standers and one of the police, the nature of the case, and the

uncertainty of his recovery, judging from his syraptopis, I offered to

take him to the hospital, provided his body should be removed without

trouble in the event of his death. This was acceded to. The usual

treatment in similar cases was adopted. The severity of the parox-

ysm was soon mitigated, and in fourteen hours he had go far recovered

his senses that he was able to give intelligent answers. In a short time,

some of his friends came and expressed grateful feelings for the care
taken of him, but soon left, though requested to remain with the. sick

man. The next day a brother came, who said he had been subject to

these attacks for about a year, and that they usually lasted twelve hours.

Upon the second and third days he had some fever
; on the fourth and

fifth, he was able to walk about the house, and to take congee, and
his recovery was expected

;
but a few hours after my leaving the

hospital on the fifth day, he had a relapse and died suddenly. His
brother and friends came the next morning, and were grateful for the
care bestowed on the deceased. A rude coffin was soon provided,
and without change of apparel he was borne to his rest in the grave.

VOL. VI. NO. IX. 56
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No. 4565. A second instance of death occurred, in the case of a
young woman, aged 27. Her own account of herself was briefly

as follows. She had not enjoyed good health since the birth of
her first child, two years since. More than a year ago she had a small
swelling of the size of a duck’s egg, just beneath the false ribs, on the
right side, and at the same time commenced a curvature of the spine.

In May last, an abscess formed in the lumbar region, which burst of
itself. The discharge was great at the time, and since. When she
came to the hospital, her case appeared hopeless, but her emaciated
form, and the affecting narrative of her sufferings, early bereft of her
father, enlisted my wannest sympathies, and I could not at once ex-
tinguish her last hope of recovery. She was told that she might re-

main a few days, when her case should be fully explained. Shortly
the high fever, which she had had daily, subsided

; the abscess was
attended to

;
and tonics were adihinistered

;
and she was gradually

improving. But about ten days afterwards, I was called to her, early

one morning, when, to my surprise, I found her dead in the arms of
her mother. The parent was not aware of the fact, and was told

that her daughter had better be laid on the bed. After reminding
her that ail must die, and that the Supreme Ruler would decide as to

the best time, T informed her that her daughter was dead, and request-

ed she would not yield to excessive grief. She commanded her feel-

ings remarkably, and calmly said, her * destiny is fixed.’

The deceased was a young woman of extraordinary intelligence,

and unlike the majority of her sex in China, had read much. She
was a dutiful child, and said that her desire of life* was chiefly that

she might provide for her parent.

The following are a selection of incurable diseases^ which have been
presented at the instirution.

No. 3438. May 22d. Aneurisjn, Choo Akwei, a young man 20
years old, of Manchow in Pwanyu, has an aneurism of the supersca-

pularius and subclavian arteries. It commenced five or six years

since. At first, a slight tumefaction, widely diffused over the scapula

of the left shoulder, was perceived. The aneurismal tumor is now
two feet in circumfemice,- at the base, and eight inches in its smallest

transverse diameter. The pulsation is distinct in every part of it.

Ignorant of its character, Che native physician had applied escharotics,

and nothing but the great thickness of the skki on the back, preserv-

ed the man from the fatal consequences of so rash an expedient. The
rush of blood from under the clavicle is fearful, especially when heard

through the stethescope. The passage of the blood is also very dis-

tinct to the touch. Pressure above the clavicle interrupts the pulsa-

tion in the tumor, which becomes sensibly smaller by continuing it a

few minutes. It is impossible to determine the extent of the disease.

Apparently, it extends along the subclavian till it is lost beneath the

sternum. It appears as though this artery were dilated to the diame-

ter of an inch or more. Under these circumstances it has been

deenred* judicious and humane not to interfere. The patient is of

a slender constitution, his pulse is about its natural frequency but

irregular, as is also the action of the heart.
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No. 4099. October 23d. Elephantiasis. Tang Palie, aged 25,

has elephantiasis of the lefl leg, which, from the knee to the ankle, is

nearly of a uniform size, and its average circumference about two

feet ! The young man enjoys good health, and his only suffering

is from its great weight. It is but a few years since it began.

No. 4503. December 18th, a similar case of elephantiasis present*

ed. Wang Teenpwan, 26 years old, a student from Sinning, came
a journey of 21 days, to ask advice. He had been troubled, some years,

with an enlargement of the left leg, which, from the knee to the

ankle, was from 2 feet to 30 inches in circumference. The disease in

this case seemed to be confined to the integument, and formed a large

cylinder, freely moveable about the muscles and parts beneath. The
motions of the were perfect.

Several patients with enlarged spleens^ of a very aggravated charac-

ter, have appeared. I am inclined to think, that affections of this class

are numerous in China. In some instances the spleen entirely filled the

iibdomeri. Partial benefit has been conferred in a few cases, but

the long treatment required under the most favorable circumstances,

much exceeds the perseverance of the patient.

Abdominal tumors. As the benefit of autopsy cannot be had in

China, we cannot speak definitely of this class of diseases, which is

most frequent in females. Some of these, .also, filled the abdominal
cavity, and much distended its parieties.

Scrofula^ a^ might be expected from the filthy habits, and improper
diet of some of the Chinese, is common, and sometimes exhibits

itself here in its most frightful forms, affecting all the glands, the
head, and indeed, the whole system, particularly the joints.

No. 4572. December 18th. Fungous haematodes. Tsee Ching-
ho, 61 years old, a native of Nanhae, has a fungous haematodes of
the left eyc^nd face. Six months since it began with inflammation,

and pain of the eye, which soon protruded so as to prevent the closing

of the lids’. Its expansion over the face now forms a disk six inches
by four. There is a similar excrescence starting from the cheek be-

neath it, just over the antrum. Several others, not yet through the

integuments, are starting out of the left cheek, and a small one from
the nose.

A few minor operations may be here briefly noticed. Two young
women had tumors, pendulous from each ear, in one case half an
inch in diameter, and in the other an inch and a half These were
occasioned by heavy metallic earrings. Four or five similar cases

have occurred, and the tumors have been removed, without destroy-

ing the natural shape of the ear.

A respectable young lady, 18 years old, from the city, had a small

tumor in an ulcerated state upon the crown of the head. Unwilling,

at that age particularly, to come to the hospital, her father requested me
to meet her at the house of a friend, just without the city. She was
prevailed upon to have it removed at the hospital. In one week the

tumor was quite well. .
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A second encpted tumor, of the size of a hen’s egg, upon a man’s
head, just above'the mastoid process, has been removed

; and a third,
from a man 46 years old, situated below the left ear, rather deep-seated.
There was a fourth case also, a lad, 16 years old, who had a sarco-
matous tumor, four inches^ long, and two broad, attached by a loose
peduncle of an inch in diameter, which was situated just below the
left ear. These were all removed and the patients speedjly discharged.
An unusual number of cases of ascites have presented. Besides

the one above named, the following may be noticed.

No. 4173. I^singyaou, a Tartar, who is connected with the
hoppo’s office, was relieved of 28 catties of limpid fluid. No. 4270.
Lew Ayuen, aged 61, of Taeleih, had between five and six gallons
of chocolate-colored fluid in the abdomen. After discharging it, a
large and hard tumor was found, apparently originating from the liver.

It was not very tender to the touch.

Here I close the review of the institution, during its two years ex-

istence, Of the 4575 patients that have been received, many are re-

membered, as well as their deep solicitude, and that of their friends

as they have waited to know their prospects, and their joy when they

have been relieved. The recollection of hundreds that will never

more see light, has revived the sorrowful sensation previously felt.

They were too late. Some of the latter class were just entering upon
life

;
they were in perfect health, but, for the want of timely assistance,

the orb of light has been to them early and totally extinguished.

There is some mitigation, flowever, in the reflection, that, whilst var

rious surgical operations have been perfornied, through the divine bless-

ingj none have proved fatal
;
that many young persons have been saved

«• from a life of blindness, and that others have regained the vision actu-

ally and (without some kind interposition) forever lost. It has often

been delightful to witness parenis again enjoying the sight of their chil-

dren, whose prattlings and blooming countenances had never more
greeted their eyes, had not the cataract been thrust aside. From
many, those protu^rences and incumbrances, which rendered their

possessors monsters, and life a burden, have been successfully remov-

ed. The cancer, threatening its victim with death, has been once

and again extirpated from a mother’s bosom. The misplaced, and

in some instances large, reservoirs of useless and cumbersome fluid,

have been dried up, and health has again smiled upon the previously

despondent sister and parent.*' To the.se results, the friends and b^
nefactors, who have so promptly sustained the institution, are referred

as their best reward, whilst the most grateful acknowledgments are

tendered them, in behalf of the thousands whom their charity has bene-

fitted. tjspecially thanks are due to the medical gentlemen, who have

repeatedly and,so, cheerfully lent their important aid, particularly to

Messrs. R. H. Cox, and A. Anderson, who have continued their valua-

ble assistance each week upon the day devoted to operations. And
also to William Jardine, esq., who, notwithstanding he has long ceased

from practice, retains all his interest in his former profession, and, even

in tlie pressure of business in one of the largest CQmmercial houses
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in Canton, has ever found leisure to attend to the calls of suffering

humanity. Facts are constantly occurring, which show the increasing

confidence of the Chinese in foreign surgery, and the widening extent

to which the knowledge of the operations has spread. As illustrative

of the former, Howqua, the senior hong merchant, has presented

8300 to the institution
;
and in proof of the latter, numbers have

come journeys of several weeks to avail themselves of its benefit. A
district magistrate from the province of Hoopih, in the interior of

China, has come a journey of six weeks to be treated for blindness,

and is now an inmate of the hospital.

The importance of training young men for the medical profession

in China was early felt, and I am happy to state, that three youth, of

good promise, of the ages of 16, 17, and 19 years, are now connected

with the hospital. They have already made respectable proficiency in

the English language, and are of valuable assistance in compounding
medicines and administering the prescriptions. The eldest is a res-

ponsible and active youth, and besides his tuition, receives $5 per

month wages. Some minor operations upon the eye, as for entropia

and pterygium, he has dexterously performed : he has served now more
than a year. The second is the farthest advanced, of the three, in his

own language, having been designed for a literary life, till the death

of his father (who held an office in government), more than a year

since, deprived him of the means of pursuing his studies. He is part-

ly sustained by the Morrison Education Society. The third, who is

a young man of- good talent, is wholly supported by his father, and is

to remain at least five years.

I cannot close this report, without adverting to another circum-
stance, not the least interesting to those who have at heart the best

welfare of this empire. I refer to the opportunities constantly pre-

sented of exhibiting the spirit and principles of our most holy religion,

of frequently pointing out to them the consequences of vice, and of
inculcatingprinciplesbf temperance and morality. Seasons peculiarly

favorable occur of showing them the vanity and falsity of idols, and of
. making them acquainted with the true Cod. And these advantages

will increase, as our knowledge of their language and religion in-

creases, and as we are advanced in their confidence and obligation^

Art. VII. Tsze Puh Yu^ or Not the Sayings of Confucius : a
Chinese hook of stories ; in eight volumes; without date.

StRANGE and marvelous tales, feats of chivalry, acts of rebellion, and
tlie conduct of the gods, were four classes of subjects on which
Confucius never conversed : at least, so it is boldly affirmed by one
of his disciples. His successors, however, who have lived in less

virtuous times, have not been so circumspect in theif writings, as
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their great master was in his conversation. Probably, works of fic-

tion are more numerous, voluminous, and varied, among the Chinese,
than among any other people in the world. For the present, we will

not attempt to canvass their merits, nor institute any comparison be-

tween these and similar productions in the western hemisphere. Sure
we are, that if Cervantes, I^esage, and their compeers, were introduced
to any valiant son of Han, he would not hesitate to declare that China
has, or has had, their equals— nay their superiors. These writings

are called, by the Chinese, Scaou Shwd ShoOf ‘Books of Small Talk,'

a term equally appropriate, perhaps,- as that of Novel or Romance.
The whole number of stories in the Tsze Puh Yu, is above seven
hundred : the following, and others like them, are the themes of these

stories, which are ‘not the sayings of Confucius :’ viz.: ghost ofa
fortune-teller, a stolen thunder-bolt, the literary fox advising men to

become fairies, elves begging fish, the man with three heads, the

devil turned matchmaker, a pig acting the priest of Taou, the en-

chanted tower, the ass of a Mohammedan lady, a demon buying chil-

dren, Vulcan’s tongs, 6lc. This book of stories has been brought

to our notice by a resident sinologue— a lad twelve years old, who
has been engaged in studying the language about fourteen months.

The subjoined translations were made by him, and may serve as spe-

cimens of his scholarship, and of Chinese books of sm^l talk.

The Sagacious Pig. In the district of Suhchow in Keangnan, a

man was murdered and his body thrown into a well. One of the

officers, having long sought in vain for the murderer, was riding by

the well one day, when a pig came before his horse ^and set up a most

bitter cry. His attendants, not being able to drive the pig away, the

officer said to them, what does the pig want? Whereupon the pig

kneeled before him, and made the kow-tow. The officer then bid

his attendants to follow the pig, which immediately rose up and led

them to a house, and entering the door crawled under a bed, and

began rooting up the ground, and continued doing so until he had

uncovered a bloody knife. The attendants immediately seized the

master of the house, who, on examination, proved to be the murderer.

The villagers, having deliberated on the case, took the pig and sup-

ported him in one of the temples of Budha; visitors came frequently to

see him, and gave money for his support, saying, such a sagacious pig

deserves to be rewarded. After more than ten years, he died, and

the priests of the temple, having procured for him a coffin, buried him

with due formality.

The enchanted box. On the banks of the lake Fanning, in the

province of Yunnan, some husbandmen, while digging up the ground,

discovered a small iron box, on which characters were written in the

ancient form (used in the time of the Han dynasty). The husband-

men did not understand this writing, but the characters by the side

of it were intelligible to them, and were as follow :
‘ Given by a

fairy, in the first year of Cheching. The husbandmen, not knowing

what the box was, broke it open, when they found a small worm, about

an inch in length, apparently dead. The boys collecting, threw water
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on it. The worm then began to stretch itself, until it became quite

long, and then it darted into the air. A hurricane soon came on
; the

rain fell in torrents; the heavens and earth seemed enveloped in black

clouds, in the midst of which appeared a horned monster, fighting

with two yellow dragons. Hail, mingled with dew, descended
;
and

the houses, and all property of the husbandmen, were destroyed.

The black pillar. Once in the district of Shaouhing, there lived a

man, whose surname was Yen, who was married into the family of

Wang, and was taken home by his father-in-law, who had no son of

his own. After the ceremony. Yen returned to visit his family. His
wife having been suddenly taken ill after his departure, a messenger

was dispatched by his father-in-law to inform him of it. Yen imme-
diately left his father’s house, although it was in the middle of the

night. By the light of a candle, he was proceeding along the road,

wb^en a black cloud, resembling the pillar of a temple, descended be-

tween him and the caudh. If he moved the candle to the east, the

pillar also moved to the east
;

if he moved the candle westward, the

pillar moved with it, as if trying to obstruct the way, and not to permit

him to proceed. Yen being very much frightened, entered the house

of a friend, and having procured a serytint and another candle pro-

ceeded, and the black pillar gradually disappeared, *.vhile he hasten-

ed to his wife’s house. On entering, his father-in-law met him and
said, you arrived a long time ago, where have you come from now ?

Yen replied, most certainly 1 have not been in before! Yen and the

whole family fled in astonishment to his wife’s room, where they

found a man seated on her bed holding her hand. As he proceeded

to his wife’s side the stranger disappeared, and his lady soon expired.

Fidelity of cats. In Heangning, there lived a lad whose surname
was Wang. His father had an old concubine, upwards of seventy

years old, who, being extremely fond of cats, kept thirteen in her

house, and loved and cherished them as children. Each one had a

nickname, and came immediately at her call. In the reign of Keen-
lung, this old woman died. The poor cats gathered round her coffin,

crying bitterly, and refused fish, rice, and every kind of food
;
and

after three days, they all died 1

Aft r. VIII. Journal of Occurrences. Shipwrecked Chinese ; in-

surrection in Szechuen; copper mines in Yunnan and Kweichow;
gods of the Yellow River ; the currency of Kedngse ; Changling

;

Hengan; execution of a robber; new commander-in-chief of the

land forces ; census of Canton ; seizure of opium.

On the 30tH of Octoher, 1837, a supplementary memoriHl was laid’before the
eni|>eror, from Chung Tseiing, lieul.-governor of Puhicecn, respecting Le Chung-
ke, a military officer belonging to his majesty’s forces stationed on the Pescadores,
between Formosa and the main. During tlie 8th month of last year, Ln went to

Formosa; and having obtained a party of soldiers, embarked with lliem in a
merchantman for Panghoo (the Pescadores). After a long time, his non-arrival
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induced his superior, colonel Yen KungheCn, to report the case to thf Heut.-gov-
ernor of Fubke£n. On the receipt of the information, his excellency caused
diligent search to be made along the whole coast of his province. At length, he
ascertained, that Le’s father had received a letter from his son, informing him of
his being at Singapore, and staling that, while on his passage to Pfiiighoo, during
the night of the 6th of the lOlh month, a violent storm arose, and carried away the
masts and rudder, with seven of the soldiers. On the 6th of the 12th month, a
foreign vessel Took them from the wreck, and conveyed them to Singapore. The
people there, seeing that he was an officer of the celestial dynasty, treated him
with politeness, and promised that he should he returned to his own country by
the earliest opportunity. This account of Le, the lieut.-g^overnor says, was well

attested. He deemed it right, therefore, to command that Le should be sent back
to Canton, and from thence to Fuhkeftn. He also sent a communication to the

authorities in Canton, that they might make inquiry among the foreign chiefs there,

and communicate to them the requisite instructions for their obedience

;

and, on
tlie arrival of the shipw recked officer, lake all proper and lawful measures in his

behalf, and duly report thereon.

An insurrection of barbarians in Szechuen has been reported by the governor
of that province, who had sncceeded in ‘ annihilatitig’ the insurgents. Of these

there were two parties— one called e /e, * barbarian bandits,' tlie other yatj c,

‘ wild barbarians.’

The copper mines in Yunnan and Kweichow are suffering a deficit, resulting

from impure ore and other causes, amounting in value to 11,597 taels. The per-

sons, who are responsible to government for this sum, and who ought to pay the

same, are, according to the report made to the emperor by the governor of the

province, either reduced to utter poverty, or have absconded, so that no part of

the deficit is recoverable: his majesty, therefore, is requested by Elepoo, gov-

ernor of the province, to cancel the debt.

The gods of the Yellow River, for their recent interposition in restoring its

waters, have been presented with ten sticks of incense from the emperor, who
has given orders to one of his ministers, the governor of Leang Keang, to offer the

^ame with becoming formalities. Some local officers were also to be rewarded,
for their assistance.

The currency of Keangse, the brass cash, the common coin of the empire, has

so fallen in price, that the lieut.-governor of the province has requested, and
obtained permission to stop the coinage, until its value rises, when he is again to

report, that the operations of the mint may be resumed.

Changling. This aged statesman, at the commencement of this year, wa.s de-

clared by the emperor to be in good health, “ retaining his energies in full force.”

He has since been sick; and on the 30th of October, his majesty favored him
with a visit in person.

Hengdn, about the same time, was appointed chief examiner of the students

in Mantchou. Othei*s were appointed to examine the translators in Mongol.

A notorious robber, Tsftng Aket?n, was executed in Canton, cn the 11th instant.

A reward of $5000 was offered, some months ago, for the seizure of this man,

wffiich was at length effected by a brave lieutenant, E Hivaepun, a quondam pu-

gilist. The robber had his trial, sentence, and execution, all in the same hour.

Kwb, the new commander-in-chief of the provincial land forces, arrived here on

the 6th instant, from Peking: and entered immediately on his duties.

A census of Canton has been taken during the month ; its object and results

we have not been able to ascertain. It seems to have been an extra proceeding,

having been taken out of the ordinary season, and by persons appointed especially

for the occasion.
,

A seizure of three chests of opium, on board the ‘Swift,’ one of the European

passage jioats, was made on Wednesday night, the 10th Instant, while the boat

was at anchor in the river in front of the foreign factories. The three senior hong

merchants called on the Committee of the Chamber of Commerce, a few days

before the seizure, expressing their regret at the practice of smuggling opium at

Whompoa and Cantbh, and entreated the Committee to use their influence to

stop it, since not only the whole foreign trade, but themselves personally, might

suffer greatly thereby.
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Art. I. Sketches of the Natural History of Macassar : the

Mango tree; the Breadfruit tree* the Naranam; the Bilimhi;

the Taht-tahu ; the Tilepo ; together with some meteorological

note%. By G. Tradescant Lay.

The soil about Macassar is alluvial, the surface varied with very

slight undulations, and never roughened by pebbles. The earth

yielded by the disintegration of the rock, through the agency of me-
teoric causes among the mountains, has been swept by the streams

and freshets towards the shore, where, as the result of successive de-

positions, a border is formed at their foot of many square miles in

extent. This alluvium, though arising from causes that we can easily

understand and appreciate, must nevertheless be looked upon as in a

special manner the gift of Providence, since it affords the^native an
expanse of well-watered .ptain, in which, by means of dykes and ter-

races of raised earth, he can shut up the moisture, and allow the rice

just so much of it as is necessary for the growth, while the superdux
is treasured up, in some ditch or poud near at hand, against the exi-

gencies of thfe future. But we do not see here the same degree pf
contrivance and economy in the use of water,, nor the same ever

wakeful assiduity in the work of irrigation, that we do among the.

Chinese. It is not often necessary at Macassar, where the raips are

copious, the slope easy, and the plains broad ;
but it would not be

amiss perhaps to have a little spare stock laid up in some deep pits

against the chance of a dry season; when, if we understood our
informers rightly, many of the poorer sort of people die for want of
food. The soil contains a large proportion of clay, as it i^t-derived

from trap-rock, whereof clay is one of the principal ingredients. li

has the power of retaining its moisture much longer than soils, wdicrp

fine grains of flint predominate, and is for that reason among others

far more productive, insomuch that you never meet with a barren

s|K)t, if we except the well-trodden pathw'ay, or the beach where -the

VOL. VI. NO. X. 57
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loose dark-colored grains of trap are washed by the alternations of the

tide. Comparison in treating of natural objects often helps us to

clearer views of the matter; we may, therefore, glance at the rocks of
Macao and the neighboring coasts, wherein we find a few patches of
feldspar, some sparkling flakes of black mica, with an enormous
preponderance of flint. Soil yielded by this rock gets a tinge of red
from the feldspar, and has a little clay from the reduction of the mica,
but when taken up in the hand it seems to be mainly composed of
whitish flinty grains. Barrenness is, as might be expected, the chief

characteristic in the appearance of all such hills and mountains, where
this kind of rock lies near the surface, just as productiveness is the

principal fe^ature in all the elevations as well as the plains of Ma-
cassar. As a remedy for this defect th^ chief aim in the husbandry of

a Chinese is manuring, and though he is so poorly instructed in

practical chemistry, that his manure loses one half of its effect in

the management of a gratuitous process, he is perfectly right about

the necessity of its application. In Macassar, nature s^ms not to

stand in need of such assistance, and its expediency is consequently

never thought of, for the soil receives ^the showers of heaven, which
are beautifully styled in Scripture, the blessing of God, and by retain-

ing their moisture, bringeth forth herbs me^t for the service of man
by whom it is dressed. Happy region ! might we say, did the moral

condition of man bear any resemblance to the beauties that clothe the

ground on which he treads. But the Creator is unknown, and there-

fore the creature is unblest.

We touched at Macassar during the wet season, in February, when
from the abundance of water, and the. lowness of the land, that lay

betwixt us and the mountains, it was not easy to travel even a short

distance, except in one direction, which I had the melancholy satis-

faction of not finding till the last day of our sojourn. The wind is then

westerly or northwesterly, so that the stores of rainy deposition fall

on the hither side of the hills. The atmospheric currenTs are cooled

by their appulse upon the mountains
;
heat, the spring that keeps

aloft the unseen vapor, is drawn oflf by the inferior temperature of the

soil, and the vapor consequently descends in mists and showers. Ele-

vated land is one of the great causes of atmospheric phenomena ; the

higher it is, the more frequent and the more violent are the rain, the

thunder, and the wind, In any given latitude, or rather on one of

those lines, which make a small angle with the parallels of latitude,

marking an equality of temperature, and are on that account called

isothermal Knes, the intensity of meteoric changes, the quantity of

wind and weather, bear a constant ratio to the altitude and the prox ^
imity of the hills. While the ‘ Blossom' was hovering about Pitcairn’s'

island, where the mutineers of the ‘ Bounty’ took up their final abode,

she found little beside squalls, and the usual sequences of unsteady

weather. But the prevalence of such an atmosphere formed only a

small belt around it; for, when we lost sight of the island, we at the

same time bade farewell to the troubles that confounded its sky, and

entered again into b region of peace and serenity. ThU knoll of
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earth, which is not more than six miles in circumference, and a mere
mole-hill in the wide ocean, has often recurred to rny mind as a lively

example of what a hill can do in the way of influencing the state of

weather. In level plains which stretch to a great distance from any

high land, rains seldom or never fall to refresh- the ground, as it hap-

pens in the deserts of Africa. In Egypt and some parts of Arabia,

refraction may create the similitude of water, and dark clouds may
rise above the horizon to amuse the thirsty traveler, but be can neither

drink out of the fancied pools, nor be refreshed with a shower. But

if a range of mountains .were on a sudden to be upheaved on the Sa-

hara, the Delta of Egypt, or in the desert of Arabia, a revolution in

the character of the climate would ensue immediately— colds as well

as heats would supervene, and rain or fair weather would succeed,

according as the wind blew towards or blew from the newly formed

range. On the windward side of the mountains the sky would be

wet and lowering, while on the leeward side it would be fine and se-

rene. On the former, the clouds would discharge their stores of mois-

ture and electric fluid upon the plains; on the latter the thunder would

be heard to rumble among the hills, and the clouds seen to overhang

their summits; but, as if held there by some enchantment, they would
seldom visit the ground that lay at any distance from their foot. This
is the case in the Celebes, where, if we judge rightly, the mountains

run from north to south, and thus divide the island between the two
opposite seasons, winter and summer, wet and dry. One half enjoys

fine weather, while the other gets only a little sunshine between

thunder storms and heavy showers. Experience only could have

taught us that two seasons of so diverse a character could have exist-

ed together at the same time, and that too within a very few miles of

each other.

The barometric column continued to perform its semwliurnal as-

cent and descent, being at its greatest height about four hours after

sunrise, and at its lowest depression about two hours before sunset.

I think there is a correspondence between the elasticity- of the air

thus ascertained and the degree marked by the thermometer, for

this instrument, if fairly placed so as not to be affected by the heated

currents, does not rise after ten in the morning, and first begins to

descend about four in the afternoon. This I noted in my voyage to

China, for the temperature of my cabin, which was large, and well de-

fended by the thickness of the deck from any lateral communication
of heat, never increased after ten in the morning. At Macassar, I

lived in a house built after the substantial architecture of the Dutch,
and well- screened by bread-fruit and palm trees, and the mercury in

the thermometric tube never rose after ten, though it had been rising

from dawn till it reached its greatest height about that time. The
thermometer and the barometer in the day time attain their maximum
at the same time; the former remains stationary, while the latter des-

cends to its lowest'point at 4 ;
the former then begins as if by some secret

sympathy to fall, while the latter turns to.climb again till 10 o’clock

at night. The thermometeF continiK's to go down till about four in
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the raorn’Dgy at which time the barometer is also at its lowest point
for the night. It is beautiful to see how their motions blend same-
ness with variety, creating a mixture of chords and discords to com-
plete the harmony. If, in the rough and showery days during the
wet season at Macassar, we get any fine weather at all, it happens
about two hours before noon, and a twenty-four hours is not often

^ steady as to pass without letting fall some rain towards four

in the morning. Nor is this natural' understanding and secret con-
sent confined to the phenomena of the atmosphere, for those plants

that shut their flowers at night generally begin to change about two
hours before sunset, which in 'tropical climates is not far from four

o’clock. Hence, the Mirabilis Jalapa is called by the Malays, hunga
pukul ampaty the 4 o’clock plant. My servant, a native of Macassar,
who, though not highly endov/ed in either mind or person, took an
interest in flowers, was at some pains in seeking for examples to

vouch the truth and uniformity of this circumstance. To get obser-

vations of sufficient accuracy, the thermometer should not only be

placed at a distance from^all bodies which heat the surrounding air

above its natural temperature, but the instrument should be of the

differential kind, and its altitude be registered every half hour during

the twenty-four. With such observations we might draw a straight

line and divide it into forty-eight equal parts, consider it as an axis or

line of ahscissasy and then, from the several points of division, erect as

many perpendiculars, corresponding in height to the,temperature noted

at each of the half hours. It would be found ih'^% lines connecting

the ends of these perpendiculars would not lie in one straight line,

but would form the sides of a polygon, and might be regarded as the

chords or tangents of a curve. When observations shall have become
sufficiently numerous and accurate, the nature of this thermometric

curve will be determined, or-its equation found. And the same thing

will be accomplished in referdhce to the barometer, especially if

observations, with one wherein water was substituted for mercury,

should be made with care for any length of time near the equator.

We should then have a barometric curve, and thus, as far as know-

ledge is concerned, bring subjects, which at first seemed so unruly

and excursive, within the domains of analytic science, 'rhe planetary

bodies describe curves in their motions which we can investigate,* and

ail their perturbatioris can be shown to be the effects of one invaria-

ble law. In the same Way the changes that take place in the pres-

sure and the elasticity of the atmosphere, aqd the variations of its

temperature, will be found to take their periodical journeys in curves,

thar can be investigated with no less truth and certainty, and all their

irregularities be such as can be reduced to the agency of steady and

determinate laws. We shall thus be conducted into a new sphere of

beauty and order, where the wisdom and power and goodness of the

Creator are no less conspicuous, than they are in the planetary system.

While the establishment of certain principles will wonderfully assj.st

us in the elucidation of meteoric phenomena, incite and direct

researches, and in the end teach us, that the weather, which has be-
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come a proverb and a byword for its appar^t uncertainty, is governed

l>y laws as intelligible and uniform as they are kind and beneficent.

In the day-time; the maximum height of the thermometer was 83 or

84, seldom 85 ;
the sensation was often hot and sultry, owing in some

measure to the moist condition of the atmosphere. It fell about five

or six degrees during the night. Early in the morning of the 25th

of February, it had fallen to a trifle less than 75, and accounted for

the cold I had experienced during the night. The cool weather

that succeeds a thunder-storm wiis observed here as in other places.

Whether such eletrical discharges have any direct agency in the pro-

duction of cold, or whether evaporation, encouraged by tf-e dear sky

that often succeeds, be adequate to produce this effect, future expe-

rience will enable us to determine. One of the severest flashes of

lightning I ever saw, involved the heaven in a momentary blaze, one

night al^ut II o’clock, and was instantly succeeded by a clap of

thunder so loud and so appalling, that a thrill ran through my whole

system and filled me with a sudden and involuntary fear, though'

I

am used to regard these phenomena with feelings of sublime emotion,

not of terror. The day alternates between rain and sultry weather,

and the nights are oppressive, but not always, for the latter were some-

times so chilly that I was fain to wrap my great coat about me in the

absence of those accommodations, the sheet and the coverlet, which
it was not my privilege to enjoy at Macassar. Such nights are most
welcome and most friendly to health, since the bow kept tight by high

temperature has its tension Relaxed and is thus allowed to recover some
of its natural elasticity. Good health is therefore every man^s heritage

at Macassar, and none seemed to suffer any inconvenience from the

climate, except the Chinese— where the want of cleanliness was
sufficient to account for the exception.

It is oftentimes our lot in traveling to remark, that certain trees

not only prefer some particular situations, but that they have also

their partis^lities in reference to country and divisions of territory.

At Macassar, the favorite of every grove is the mango tree, Mangi-
fera Indica, which is so common, that scarcely a clump of trees can
be found without it. There are several varieties, which differ in magni-
tude, richness of foliage, and in the color and form of the leaf The
difierences are so striking, that I have often walked two Or three fur-

longs with the hope of inspecting a tree I had not seen before, when
a cluster of them has lain at that distance from me. In the wet season

the mango is neither in fruit nor flower, though fike a multitude of

other denizens of the tropic it is green all the year round. The leaf

IS sometimes nearly a foot in length, if we measure from the base of

its footstalk to the tip, and its greatest breadth is about one fourth

of this. The secondary veins are nearly parallel, to each -other, and
as they issue in this manner from both sides of the midrib, we may
compare them to the rays in the vane of a feather, while the midrib

will come in the place of the shaft.^ ^The leaves stand upon the stem
or branches without any obvious reference to order, though a well

practiced eye can discover that their direction is spiral. At some
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points we find three or four close together, which is a sign that a
new branch is about to shoot out from that spot. As we find three
or four leaves at one point, so, in compliance with analogy, we meet
with as many branches diverging from the same focus. This is not

a mere accident, or trivial circumstance, for in some of the natural

famines it is nearly constant, and in others never met with. It has
been conjectured that some distinct species might be found among the

many varieties of the mango, but perhaps not, for it is the nature of
plants, as well as animals, to run into a great many varieties, when
they are taken under the care and training of man, or subjected to a

greater number of contingencies by living in his neighborhood. The
fruit of the mango is generally larger than the largest turkey’s egg,

and nearly of the same form. As it ripens, the color changes from

green to yellow, and the pulp becomes a grateful acid. The exter-

nal film or rind has a strong taste and smell of turpentine, which af-

fords an obvious reason for putting the mango among the members of

the Terebinthaceous or turpentine-bearing trees. It belongs to that

kind of fruit which botanists have agreed to call a drupe, that is, one
having a hard nut in the centre of a soft or fleshy investment. The
nut is, covered with a tuft of delicate fibres, which, when dry, have a

soft and silky appearance. In the land of our forefathers there is but

one opinion about the excellence of many kinds of fruits, but this is

by no means the case when their sons come out to the regions in the

neighborhood of the equator, for there it is no uncommon thing to

he^r a particular kind of fruit highly extolled on one side of the table,

and decried with equal zeal and warmth as a thing not fit to be eaten

on the other. And the same difference of opinion exists in reference

to their comparative wholesomeness
;
nor is this to be wondered at,

for so much depends upon the state of the human frame and the

quantity of fruit that is eaten, that very little like certainty can be in-

ferred from the experience of many who have tasted it. Of the mango,

I think, I may affirm this much, that if an individual traveling, as

naturalists often do, in good health and spirits, were to pluck and eat

the ripe fruit of the mango tree, he would find the flavor very agreea-

ble, and never have any cause afterwards to regret that he had been

enticed to partake of such a light and extemporaneous refreshment.

When at home poring over my books and papers, I think it neces-

sary to be a little circumspect in the use of nature’s dainties,^ but

when I am abroad upon any herbo£,izing excursions, the system is so

refreshed by exercise, and the mind so cheered with the delightful

objects that woo it in every form, that I observe as little caution as

the birds that warble in the nearest bush.

The breadrfruit trees are of a very lofty and magnificent kind, and

seem to flourish exceedingly well in the alluvium of Macassar, but

the fruit in variety and flavor comes very short of what we meet with

in the^ociety Islands. My fellow-traveler was very anxious to taste

them^ in order that he might know how men . fared at those celebrat-

ed places just mentioned. But I cautioned him against drawing any

conclusions about the bread-fruit of the Society Islands from what he
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had found it to be at Macassar. At Singapore we see here and there

a tree, which would not attract our notice, were it not for the magni-
tude of its leaves, but we hear nothing of its fruit

;
at Macassar we

behold a magnificent tree, whereof the fruitage is very handsome in

size and shape, but of an indifferent flavor. At the Society Islands

"we have more than thirty varieties, all of them sightly fruit-bearing

trees, and teany yielding a harvest, which is in season ten months
out of twelve, of the most wholesome and nutritious fruit. Its harm-
less nature and the readiness with which it may be digested are very

note-worthy circumstances in its history. Experience has taught us

that even after a long fast and hard labor, when the stomach is easily

excited, it may be swallowed in any quantity. An uneasy tightness

resulting from such excess ceases to be felt ten minutes after the

meal, nor does any uneasy sensation recur afterwards to remind the

eater that on a certain occasion hunger drove him into a forgetfulness

of all the rules of regimen or diet. The shape of the fruit is elliptical,

the transverse and conjugate axes bearing different ratios to each
other in the several varieties. The outline of the form is very exact,

and the surface is divided into cells in a kind of mosaic work,' so that

the whole appearance is such as one would not fail to recognise a

second time. The little tesellae which compose this natural mosaic
are the remains of so many florets, \vhich were placed so close to^

gether upon a common receptacle, that by the process oft adhesion
they had grown together and formed one uniform whole. There are

two varieties in reference to the fertility of the fruit, one has seeds
and the other is destitute of them, the latter sort is edible, the former
is not. In the physiology of plants it is a curious fact, that in many
instances the pulpy or edible portion of a fruit is in the inverse rela-

tion of that which is destined to propagate the species. The bread-

fruit tree, which from the utility of its produce and the incised nature
of its leaves is called the artoccarpus incisa, stands as the head and
representative of a family, which is known among botanists as the
Artocarpcw. This family includes the fig-tree, bet^ween which and
the bread-fruit tree there is a very obvious affinity in the vernation or
mode of leaf-budding. If we examine a branch of a fig-tree we
shall find that it terminates in a little horn slightly inclined to one
side. This little horn is made by the folding of the nascent leaf upon
itself, just as one would roll up a piece of paper by twirling it between
the finger and thumb. In the bread-fruit this horn is nearly' three

inches in length, and is at first inclosed within a sheath, which, after

it has protected its nursling long enough, falls off, and thus gives

it space to enlarge at liberty. All the branches terminate in mag-
nificent tufts of leaves, and hang around in graceful curves like the
feathers in the plupies, that are worn at the funerals of the great,

while the bud just described prolongs in a striking manner the axis

of the bough, and becomes the centre about which the foliage is dis-

posedw. When the tree is in fruit, these leaves range themselves at

mid-day in such a way as to shade it, which is a kind provision of
nature

;
for, while in the higher latitudes we cut away the leaves to
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let the sun -act, in order to ripen the juices, shade is necessary in

regions near the equator to prevent their dissipation. The practice

of clearing away the foliage to hasten the maturation of the fruit is

finely alluded to in Isaiah xviii, 4, 5, where in the titne of a ‘ clear

heat ’ the sprigs are destined to be cut off with pruning hooks and
the branches cut down and taken away. But in the hotter climes
special arrangements are often made, that from the time in which the
‘ bud is perfect’ the sun may never come at the fruit. Thus in the

jambu apple of the Sandwich islands, ih the jack-fruit and namnam
of the Indian Archipelago, we must, in order to get a sight at the

fruit, walk under the tree, when it will be seen clustering about the

trunk or hanging from the larger branches. ‘

-In the former part of

these remarks, I spoke disparagingly of the bread-fruit at Macassar.

I ought to add, that a native, who told ir>e its name in his own lan-

guage, spoke with great enthusiasm about the excellence of its taste

and qualities.

The namnam, Cynometra cavJiflora. As we have mentioned the

namnam, it may not be amiss to say a few words by way of descrip-

tion, especially since it thrives as well at Macassar as it does in the

peninsula of Malacca. It belongs to the leguminous or pod-bearing

family, and produces a fruit which is said to be an exact counterpart

of an apple. It has a grateful acid, and there is something in the

flavor that imagination might liken to an apple, but I think, that any

one who had not tasted this favorite of Europe even within the space

of thirty years would perceive a wonderful difference between them.

The pod, which enlarges into a fleshy pulp, is of a flattish and oval

form, but so bent and contorted as to present a very fantastic and

irregular outline. 'J’he surface is green and free from any kind of

pubescence or roughness. The trunk of the tree is full of knots,

which are studded with flowers and fruit. These knots are'made up

of incipient branches, whose growth was checked by the shade which

the spreading top throws over them. But a circumstance, that was
unfavorable for their developement in leaves and twigs, is highly

favorable for the production of fruit. And thus the matter is very

well parted between those dwarfish branches that rear the fruit, and

those that unfold themselves into a lovely vault to protect it from the

keener rays of the sun. . The leaf of the namnam is somewhat pecu-

liar, and is composed of two one-sided leaflets. This peculiarity is

explained by a reference to other members of the family, where the

leaflets range themselves in pairs upon a common footstalk. The tree

is about twenty feet high, and has the trunk, in all instances I have

seen, divided into two or more lesser ones. Loftiness of stature, if we

may draw an inference from the average of general analogy, does not

seem lo be compatible with divisions or wKh much inequality in the

trunk of a tree, The very tall trees which we see in Malacca, Sin-

gapore, and Borneo, are remarkable for the straightness of their stems.

In the language of Macassar, the Malayan namnam is changed to

num; and, with the addition oileko a leaf, the tree is called hko nr/m-

num. As we pass along the bazar, we often hear the word leko ‘the
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leaf’ applied with emphasis to the siri or betel leaf. There is an

item in the beauty of this tree, which I had forgotten tilj a note re-

minded me of it, in the fresh-red color of the shoots, which is beauti-

fully set off by profusion* of green in their eider companions. At first

sight one would be led to think that the top was in full flower, so

lovely and striking is the variety of red and green.

The Bilimbi (averrhoa bilimbi,) is common in the Archipelago,

but in no place did it look more happy than it did at Macassar. The
boughs form a most graceful hemisphere, the leaves stand in nu-

merous pairs upon a common footstalk, and the trunk is garnished

with elegant flowers that breathe a charming fragrance. Some trees

excite our admiration by the grandeur of their size, k>me by their

wild and diffusive shape, and others by the gaiety of their blossoms,

but the bilimbi by the elegance of its form. It is neatly embodied
throughout, but the foliage seems to have been touched with the

nicest regard to accuracy. It belongs to the same genus as the ca-

rambola, but yields a fruit that is much smaller, and, though prisma-

tic, has not the large projecting corners which distinguish that fruit.

The fruit of the bilimbi has a smart acid, and is used among other acid

fruits in the preparation of curry
,
the favoiite accompaniment of rice.

It is in- this way that several kinds of fruit are used and highly valued',

though when gathered from the tree they are by no means palatable.

If in referring to them a stranger asks, if they are good to eat, a

native will answer in the affirmative, and perhaps employ the best

terms he is master of to set forth their goodness. If the stranger

should then taste the fruit, he would be very likely to think the native

a knave or a blockhead for his pains. The ground of this misconcep-

tion would be, that one had a dessert in his mind, while the other

was thinking of his curry.

Providence, in giving the islander his food, has also imparted a les-

son of practical wisdom, so that he turns to account the acid fruits as

well as the aromatic roots that are so beautifully scattered around
him. The Averrhoa biUmbi belongs to the Oxalideae or wood-sorrel

family, and, though the Averrhoa is a tree, and the Oxalis is a little

plant, there are many obvious marks of affinity between them. Among
thf< rest we find ten stamens, divided into two sets, in respect of their

length, or one short and the other long alternately, as they form a little

circle of palisados within the flower. The rudiment of the seed-ves-

sel or fruit stands like a small obelisk in the centre, and has five jut-

ting corners. In the wood-sorrel the seed is contained in a peculiar

coat, which is plaited, and thus bears some resemblance to the valve

of sea-shell. By the contraction of this peculiar covering the seed is

jerked to a considerable distance, and is often thrown at the face of

the botanist while he is inspecting a ripe capsule. In the Averrhoa
carambola and bilimbi this beautiful arillus, as it is called, is ex-

changed for a thick fleshy covering, which we should think but little

of, did not analogy suggest it to our notice. It has been a matter of
question whether it can be rightly ^nsidered an arillus in the ca-

rambola, but I think we may settle the matter in our o.vn minds, by

VOL. VI. NO. X. 58
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defining the arillus to be the expansion of the umbilical chord or
ihread that connects the seed to tbe central pillar. Such an expan-
sion covers the seed of the carambola and bilimbi, which ought not to
go without its name because it happens in this case to be without
beauty.

One of the prettiest plants that beautify the hedges at Macassar is

what seems to be the Plectranthus scutellarioides of Robert Brown.
The native name I was not able to ascertain, though I took some
pains to find it out, by asking individuals who took an interest in

Bowers. But being deficient in reputed virtues it has not perhaps
been honored with a name, though I think its great loveliness might
fairly entitle it to such a distinction. The Bowers are of a most
charming blue, and in form very much resemble the pea-blossom or
leguminous family,— a resemblance that is curiously supported by
the union of the filaments with each other, and the keel-shape of the
nether lip, which is long and has its two sides pressed close together.

I was much interested with these two marks of similarity between the

labiate and the leguminous families
; that resemblance in the shape

of the corolla may be deemed accidental, for there is a playful variety

in this respect among the species belonging to the genus plectran*

thus; but the latter is remarkable, and deserving of further investiga-

tion. Between the two families there is a wide difference in the fruc-

tification
;

for in the leguminous family we have the well known pod,

whereas in the labiate, we find the rudiments of four seeds devoid of
any other covering than that which is provided by their respective

integuments. In the latter family, the square shape of the stem and
the aromatic scent of the uniformly harmless foliage are characters

that distinguish it from other families, and are easily recognised by

the most indifferent observer. The stamens, in the plant we are

describing, are hid within the folded sides of the lower lip, just as we
usually find them in the pea and French bean, and thus their position

offers another affinity. The leaves are of a fresh green color and in

the shape and serratnre resemble those of the nettle. The flowers

occupy the summit of the stem, and fextend downwards more than a

span. Their color is that of the Clitoria Tematea^ or Bunga .kalintat^

and they have the free parts turned upwards by two bends of a contrary

flexure in the long tube in which they terminate. Each bract or flo-

ral leaf supports three or more flowers, which were carefully wrapped

up within it during the infancy of the estivation.

Tabu-tabu. This is the name given at Macassar to the Costus spe-

ciosus, where it makes a very showy figure in spots— those places

which are occasionally inundated by the abundance of rain that falls

there. The nectary, as the third and most conspicuous part of the

flower, has some imaginary likeness to the shape of a lady’s bonnet

when inverted. It is large and white, and is beautifully fringed at the

edge. There is a peculiar freedom in the size, and such a delicacy

in the nature, of this fringe, that we cannot help regretting to see how

soon it fades even upon the stem, and much more when we have

removed it from' its natural situation. Each flower is supported by
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two or three flotal leaves. The cup or calyx is divided into three

lobes and is of a prismatic form. The coralla consists of three petals

with their edges sometimes adhering to each other, and forms the

second tier, as we ascend in the process of examination. The third

tier should in the usual order be composed of stamens, two of which
in the instance before us exist under the form of the magnificent nec-

tary just described, that is united at its base with the filament of the

solitary stamen. About this filament the nectary is doubled at first in

a complete manner, like a piece of fine linen just dried after washing.

1 have long regarded this nectary as the representative of stamens,

which have not undergone the usual process of transformation. In
this view of the matter, we consider the leaf as changed into a divi-

sion of the calyx, after a second change it becomes a part of the co-

rolla, and after a third, a stamen. In the scitamineous family, this

process has been interrupted, and we find only one perfect stamen,

and a fine petaloid nectary in the place of Other two. Some have

fo.und fault with the term nectary, as if its use were loose and inac-

curate, but we shall understand ourselves, if we define it to be that

portion of a flower which is made up of stamens in their preexistent

state, before the necessary work of transformation had prepared them
for assuming that former office, which they are usually- destined to

fill in the economy of the plant. The leaves of this plant ate sleek,

and have a very silky feel when the hand is passed up and down upon
their surface. The juice which flows out when the stem is broken is

used as a collyrium, and the use of instrument and preparation are

dispensed with by holding the stem over the eye, and suffering the

moisture, to distil into it as the head of the patient is moved up to re-

ceive it.

Tikpo or Damasonium Indieum. The petals of this pretty plant

are of a delicate white, and serve to ornament the floods and ixx>ls not

far from the residence of the governor. The most remarkable feature

is seen in the nature of its long calyx, which has three corners ac-

cording to the ternary scale which obtains in this and kindred fami-

lies, and each of them adorned with a long fringe gathered, up* into

a kind of flounce or furbelow. The leaves in form and in the dispo-

sition of their vessels resemble those of the Plantago major

^

or way-
side plantain, common in Britain. These do not make their appear-

ance above the surface, for he, who weighed the hills in a balance,

knows the specific gravity of water, and has so nicely adjusted that of
the leaves as to keep them always submerged, while the blossom, being

relatively higher than the medium last mentioned, rise& above the sur-

face, that it may display its beauties and ripen its seed under the in-

fluence of the vital air. It is delightful to reflect upon the simple way
in which the laws of hydrostatics are brought into action and made to

bear a part in the economy of vegetation. In the same waters we find

a species of MimosUy with comparatively large yellow flowers and a very

long floating stem, covered between the joints with a cellulous sub-

stance of great thickness. But notwithstanding the large supply of

moisture that is laid up in these spohgy receptacles, existence out of
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the water is not to be tolerated for a morhent, for as soon as you attempt

to Jilt up one end of the stem the leaves begin to fold, the nearest first

and then the more distant in succession. When the plant is restored

again to its native clement, the leaves once folded from such an inju-

ry never revive and expand, teaching us that this sensibility is some-
thing beyond the ordinary range of mechanical causes. A French
experimentalist found some nervous matter in the sensitive Mimosa;
I think this would have yielded him a copious supply for examination.

I have magnifiers fitted for every purprjse, but there are so many
objects demanding attention of far greater importance, that I should

not have been able to manage so delicate a business with much like-

lihood of success. I was not able to learn the native name, though
a person endeavored to put me off by saying it was called himbang^
which is a proper epithet for any thing that is fickle and inconstant,

or irresolute—^as the human heart, for example, in selecting the objects

of its choice and <ieJight. It might be very well applied to a shrub

whihh seemed so sensitive, so hard to please, and so ready to take

oflfense, though it was then used for the first time to satisfy my in-

quiries.

The foregoing are only a few of the remarks which I made during

our stay at Macassar; but, as many of them are in the form of memo-
randa or were embodied in drawings and sketches, it would be neces-

sary for me to add what I can remember with what I know, in order

to fit them for publication. The Psalmist tells us that the merciful

and gracious Lord hath so done his wonderful works, that they ought

to be had in remembrance. Exp>erience assures me that a patient

and well-directed study of the Creator’s handy works is not only cal-

culated to exercise and invigorate the mind, but it has also a tenden-

cy, when we truly love God, to soften and mellow the affections and

make the heart better.

Art. II. Sketch of Portuguese and Spanish intercourse with Ja-

pan^ from its commencement in 1542 to their expulsion in 1640.

[This article, and two others yet to appear— one on the Dutch and one

on the English intercourse with Japan— were not written for the Repository;

but as they embody many important facts, which arc not to be found in our

previous volumes, we are desirous of laying them before our readers. For

information on Japan, see vols. i, p. 365 ;
ii, 122, 318 ;

iii, 145, 193.]

The writings of Marco Polo gave the western world their earliest

information respecting Japan. His account was, however, too little

credited by his contemporaries be made the basis of any adven-

tures, commercial or political. It was left to accident to bring the

Portuguese, the pioneers in eastern discovery and commerce, into

actual contact with this remote empire. Fernando Mendez Pinto,
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taking passage with bis companions, in the junk of a Chinese pirate,

from Ningpo to Lewchew, was driven by . a'gule to one of the western

islands of the Japanese ai^chipelago ' in 1542. It seems uncertain

what degree of credit is to. be attached to the account of Pinto, or

wliether the honor of the first intercourse does not belong as well to

three other^Portuiruese bound to China from Macassar, who were

wrecked on the coast ofSatzuma in the same year. -

The first reception of these strangers was favorable, and Pinto was
sent to make his salutations to the prince of Bungo, whose power at

that time extended over a great part of the island of Kiusiu. It is

said that he acquired great favor by curing the prince of the gout

and then had nearly lost it, together with his life, by an accident

which befel his son in playing with his gun. The same yeafi the

celebrated Xavier arrived at Goa, and began in India his apostolical

career. Other Portuguese soon followed the track of Pinto, whether

by his invitation or not does not appear
;
and a commercial inter-

course began between the western parts of Japan and Macao,-^r
rather Lampa(jao, the Portuguese settlement of that day, a few miles

west of Macao, - The rise and extent of this trade ar^ only adverted

to briefly and occasionally by the historians of the early intercourse

with Japan. They were ecclesiastics, and the church, not the trade,

naturally engaged their attention and occupied their pens. They tell

us that a Japanese, who was suffering under horrOf of conscience for

having committed a homicide, heard from one of the Portuguese traders

of the sanctity of Xavier, and having left his home in search of him,

found him at Malacca, about the year 1547; Xavier calmed his fears

and placed him, together with one or two of his attendants, in the se-

minary at Goa. Delighted with his new convert^ and assured by the

Portuguese that the Japanese merited his best efforts, he determined

to seek proselytes in that empire. He landed at Kagosirfia, with two
companions and his convert, from a Chinese junk in 1^9. The
prince of Satzuma admitted him to an audience, and gave him per-

mission to teach and preach the gospel in his dominions. The reason

assigned for this reception is, that the prince saw the attachment of

the merchants to the saint, and thought he should attract to himself,

by these attentions, the resort of the Portuguese and a large share of

their trade.

We must refer to Charlevoix for the detail of the miracles ofXa-
vier, the opposition of the bonzes, and the fluctuating friendships of

(he Japanese princes of that day. It is evident, from all the ac-

counts, that these princes were then almost independent sovereigns,

consulting neither the dairi nor the seogun in their permission of for-

eign trade. The whole empire was then afflicted with all the evils

of the feudal system, and a prey to frequent intestine commotions and
civil wars. Notwithstanding the efforts of the prince of Satzuma to

attract the Portuguese to his harbors, they appear to have had reasons

for preferring the port of Firando, on an island to the northwest.

Thither Xavier repaired, and was well received. He soon perceived,

that if the favor of a petty prince was worth seeking, much more that
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of the head of the empire. Miako was, at that time, the residence of
thedairi and theseogun (kubo),but nevertheless deserted and in ruins

from the disturbed state of the times. Thither Xavier determined- to

proceedj and, tl oigh hostile parties were traversing the country, the

roads broken up and bridges destroyed, the zealous missionary ac-

complished his purpose. Unhappily, he could obtain no audience
either of the spiritual or temporal ruler, and, unsuccessful also in his

public preaching, he returned to Firando. Had we not been told of

his possession of the gift of tongues, we could easily explain his ill-

success in his public ministration. It would appear from the annals

of those times, that most of the first Catholic missionaries, instead of

being popular favorites, were very often the objects of public derision

and abuse. Attention was, however, afterward awakened, and Xa-
vier appears next an object, at least, of general curiosity, complain-

ing that crowds of visitors left. him no time to '^say mass, or even to

recite his bieviary. His journeys through the principalities of,Kiu-

siu, his public disputations with the bonzes, to say nothing of his

miracles, added to his celebrity
;
and the faith he preached had ac-

quired many followers before he left Japan, in November, 1651. He
never returned, death putting a period to his labors the year after on

the coast of China*

His successors in Japan relied chiefly for the building up of the

church on private efforts, such as the relief of the poor, the support of

hospitals, &/C. These measures were eminently successful, and, in

1551, we find one of the ablest of the Jesuits preaching in Miako by

permission of the seogun, and gaining friends if not converts among
the higher ,clas^, although opposed by the populace and the bonzes

as before. Three years later, the prince of Omura became the firm

supporter of the foreigners, opening his ports to the Portuguese, and

his territories to the missionuries. From Omura, the faith spread into

Arima and other principalities of Kiusiu.

In 1565, the friendly seogun was cut off by a rebellion, and the

favors he had granted were revoked by his successor. It is recorded,

that in the following year, the Christians at Firando sent a vessel to

India for the decorations of their new church, from which it would

appear that they were in possession of considerable wealth. The
prince of Firando had now become unfriendly, and the Christians

removed to a port in the principality of Omura. The fleet which ar-

rived from China that year, followed to the new harbor, and this so

enraged the prince of Firando, that he dispatched a squadron to desr

troy it, but without effect. The withdrawal of the privileges granted

in 1559 lasted but three years, when a new revolution
>

placed a new
seogun on the throne, and the Christians vvere again taken into favor.

These frequent rebellions against the chief authority correspond per-

fectly with the quick succession of quarrels on a lesser scale, which

raged at this period between the feudal princes, and seem to have

left but few spots within the empire at peace.

About this time, the Portuguese first pointed put to the prince of

Omura the advantages of the liarbor of Nagasaki over the ports they
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had hitherto frequented. Their suggestions led to the formation of a

settlement, which erelong^ became an important city, and retains an

unhappy celebrity down *to our own day. It may give some idea of

the rapid extension of Catholicism at this time, to add, thnt the suc-

cessor of Xavier died in 1570, having founded fifty churches, and
baptized more than 30,000 converts with his own hands. Yet, min-

gled with these successes, we have accounts of the apostacy of one
prince, and of the persecutions inflicted by order of another. A still

happier era for the faith opened with the reign of Nobunapga in 1570.

This monarch was the firm friend of foreign intercourse, and in his

reign, so great were the additions to the church, that when the visitor-

general came, in 1579, to inspect the establishments of the Jesuits at

Miako, he was told that one of that order had baptized 70,000 con-

verts within two years. The periods when Romanism extended itself

seem also to have been those when comgaerce flourished
;
probably

because the prosperity of both was built on the same foundation, the

favor and protection of the feudal princes and the court. In these

early times, we hear none of those complaints of the scandalous con-

duct of the mercantile adventurers, which are set forth in the wane of
of Jesuitism as the stumblingblock in its path. We do not think this

an unaccountable circumstance. Probably, in these fiist years of
Portuguese commerce, cupidity itself was satisfied with the rate of

profit, and the merchant and the priest, alike successful, had nothing

to charge on each other. The merchant seems to have contributed

liberally to the promotion of the designs and eflbrts of the priest, and
to have had his reward in the favor of the Christian princes, until the

Jesuit lost his influence, and both became the object of a common
proscription.

One of the most interesting incidents in the history of this period,

is the account of the embassy sent to his holiness by the princes of
Omura, Bungo, and Arima. Three young nobles composed this mis-

sion, which arrived at Lisbon in August, 1583. The crown of Por-

tugal was then on the head of Philip II. of Spain, and his splendid

court was put in motion to receive these youthful converts to Catho-
licism from the farthest east. Extravagant attentions were lavished

on them in the peninsula, which were renewed in Italy, until the

young Japanese were at length carried to the feet of his holiness, and
there paid their homage to the head of the church. They returned

to their own country in 1586.

The union of the crowns of Spain and Portugal, just adverted to,

took place in 1580. Eleven years before, an expedition from ‘New
Spain, under Legaspi, had founded Manila as the future capital of the
Philippine Islands, and annexed that valuable group permanently to

the Spanish crown. It was a favorite idea with the founders of Ma-
nila, that it should be made the mart of the East. To realize this

idea, it was required that all the commerce between the opposite

coasts of Asia and America should pass through it. Its merchants,'
thus favored, soon became wealthy, and impatient to share with those

of Macao the further profits of the trade with Japan. It does not
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appear that they had attempted to realiset his desire so soon after the

seliieiuent of Manila as 1581. We do not tind any mention of Spanish
vessels in Japan so early as this, and, as the whole period from this

time down to the common expulsion of the Spaniards and Portuguese,

is covered by the union of the two crowns, we think better to treat of

them together.

The example of Nobunanga was imitated by many of his courtiers,

so that when he was killed in 1582, his successor Fide Yosi (the fa-

mous Taiko) found himselfunder the necessity of favoring the Jesuits,

many of his best officers being their friends. He was visited in 1585

by the chief of the Jesuit, missions, and at the audience which took

place, Taiko gra ited all his requests. It is even said that this mo-
narch’s refusal to give up his harern was at this time the only reason

that he was not himself baptized. It is more probable that this great

but unprincipled sovereign never felt any interest in Christianity, fur-

ther than it could be made to subserve his ambitious designs. Had
nothing stood between him and open submission to Rome, but the

obstacles above-mentioned, it is easy to suppose that it would have

been got over, by men who seem to have absolved the feudal princes

friendly to them from a commaudraent of at least equal authority

—

‘ thou shaft not kill.’ The bright prospects with which the year

1587 opened were soon overcast. The seogun began to express his

suspicions of the character and designs of the Jesuits, and this lan-

guage was soon followed by overt acts. The refusal of a Portuguese

captain to bring his ship to the port where Taiko was, that he might

see it, is mentioned as one cause of this unlbrtunate change. Ano-

ther reason was also assigned, the refusal of the ladies of Christian

families to share the royal bed. Probably these were at most only

occasions for a change of measures, suggested by political views.

Taiko did not long conceal his determination, and the first edict for

the banishment of the Catholic missionaries was published June 25th,

1587. They were required to retire to Firando within twenty days,

and to depart for India within six months, on pain of death. The
crosses they had erected were ordered to be thrown down, and the

churches rased. The Portuguese trade was permitted to go on as

before, but the merchants were forbidden to bring any more mission-

aries, or to speak on religious subjects with the Japanese. A hun-

dred and twenty missionaries left their stations in submission to this

edict, and retired to Firando. An order then came for them all to

embark in a ship about to sail for India'. This was the test: a few

obeyed, but the greater number refused to abandon their flocks, and

once more scattered themselves through the principalities of Omura,

Bungo, &/C.

It does not appear that this edict was carried into full effect ;
but

the churches at Miako, Oosaka, and other principal cities were des-

troyed the following year. The seogun had now taken his side
;
and

the Portuguese envoy from Goa, two years afterward, though admit-

ted to an audience, could do nothing towards getting the fatal edict

reversed. Taiko now declared war on China, aud as an iutermedi-
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ate measure resolved on the conquest of Corea. The missionaries

ascribed this step not so much to ambition, as to a secret design to rid

himself of the Christians among his officers and troops, by sacrificing

them in a foreign war. That he cherished the design of extirpating

them is inferred from his after life, and that he was unwilling to ac-

complish it by domestic pe.secution, is shown by the fact, that of1^0.
priests'and 1,800,000 converts then in his dominions, he put only 26
or 27 to death. Perhaps the monarch looked still farther, and aimed
at the reduction of the whole feudal nobility, by permitting commerce
on the one hand, and on the other by sending his nobles to perish in

battle in China and Corea. However this may be, his vanity and
ambition need not be denied

;
th«re is good proof of bf)th, were all

other wanting, in his demand made in 1592, that the governor of the

Philippines should pay him homage, a claim which he prosecuted for

many years. This demand appears to have' been suggested by a

Japanese, who had been at Manila, and who was employed by Taiko
to enforce it. The history of this claim is interesting, not merely

hecausedt proves that the monarch was vain and ambitious, but as it

shows something of the delicate and tangled state of the Portuguese
and Spanish intercourse with Japan at the time. A restless, worth-

less adventurer, to recommend himself to his sovereign, and to get

employment, promises that the Philippines shall become an appendage
of Japan. The missionaries are required to press the demand. Thus
they become involved. The governor at Manila is embarrassed be-

tween the plain answer which his duty dictates, and the evasive one
suggested by fear of compromising the trade with Japan. Several

communications and envoys are exchanged, by whose tenor and Ian-/

guage, the seogun is alternately pleased and displeased. At length,

the truth comes out. The governor must declare t!‘ 0 he cannot trans-

fer his allegiance without the consent of his master, the king ol\Spain.

The agents of Taiko, implicated: in the failure -and falsity of their

assurance, charge the Jesuits with exerting their influence against

them; and the irritated monarch issues new orders thavrtheir churches

and houses be demolished.

In order to understand the subsequent history of the mtercourse

we are tracing, it must be remembered, that the Jesuits and all the

early missionaries reached Japan through Portugal and Macao, while

the later friars of other orders came through Manila, and mostly from

Spain. Priestly emulation and commercial rivalry were not to be
prevented so easily as by a union of the Spanish and Poitugueae'

crowns. The Spanish friars and the merchants of Manila would not

be excluded from the parishes and ports of Japan. The Jesuits and
the traders from Macao were no less desirous to maintain their prior

claims. The governors of the two places seem also to have taken

sides, as masters of separate colonies, rather than as' servants of the

same crowiii A hew difficulty then arose. The Jesuits, from Xa-
vier down, had been politic men. It does not appear'that they were
chargeable with, any' deviation • from those rules, calculated to bring

Christianity into disrepute. When the sad reverse in their situation

VOL. VI. Np. X. 59
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came, they yielded to the storm, their visitor reminding them that
‘ their business was not to rush on martyrdom, but to win souls to

Christ.* The Dominicans, Augustines, and Franciscans, came too

late to share the first triumphs of the Jesuits, but imbued with princi-

ples which precipitated, while they involved their holders even more
deeply in, the reverses of the church. The late comers seem to have
preached more boldly, but generally to have acted with less wisdom,
and consequently with greater hazard and diminished success. Both,

however, appear to have agreed in understanding the direction—
‘ when persecuted in one city flee ye to another’— to mean that the

fugitive should not pass beyond the bounds of the persecuting state.

They did wrong in misrepresentii% each other, and in throwing on
each other the blame of the changes from worse to worse, which
succeeded

;
but when the hour of danger arrived, instead of escaping

or even yielding, they laid down their lives with equaf constancy, if

their own accounts be true, at the same fire, or in the same fosse. -

The war with Corea and China terminated in favor of the Japa-

nese, in 1593. An army of the. victors remained in garrison along

the eastern coast of the conquered peninsula, and under the protec-

tion of its friendly officers, Christianity made considerable progress

there: Meanw'hile the breach between the Jesuits and the other

priestly orders was widening. The king of Spain and the pope had

taken part with the former; but their joint edict -r- that none but

Jesuits should go to Japan— failed of.the intended effect. Others

continued to come, as the messengers of the governor of Manila, or

under different pretexts, and from time to time exasperated the Japa-

nese authorities by open attempts to celebrate mass and to preach.

New troubles arose from another source in the year 1596. The gal-

leon for that year, on her way from Manila to Acapulco was driven near

the Japanese coast, and enticed by the prince of Tosa to enter one of

his ports. There she was embargoed, and her commander negotiated

in vain for her release. In the course of his negotiation, one of the

company sought to produce an impression by pointing out to the

Japanese officers on a map the extensive territories of the king of

Spain. The Japanese asked with surprize, ‘ bow is it that your king

has managed to possess himself of half the world?’ The Spaniard

replied, ‘ he cotnmences by sending priests, who win over the people,

and when this is done, his troops are dispatched to join the native

Christians, and the conquest is easy .and complete.’ .When this aji-

swer vvas reported to Taiko, he swore in his wrath that not one of

them shorld be left alive. New edicts of banishment followed, and

twenty-three priests (some say twenty-six) suffered martyrdom.*

• In the Franciscan church at Macao there is a painting commemorative of

this event, and beneath it is the following inscription.

"Glorious martyrdom of the twenty-three saints, proto-martyrs of Japan, of

the Seraphic Order of the Philippines, martyred by the order of enrr|>eror Tayco-

sama at Nagasaki, on the 5th of February, 1597 ;
and canonized by the most

holy P. Urban VIII., in the year 1627. m r, • i

" 1. St. Peter Baptist, lecturer on arts, provincial ex-superior, H. C. mai^ty s

embassedor, provisional commissioner in Japan, and the first elected bishop
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The annual galleon to New Spain was, in these days, the most

lucrative part of the trade of Manila. Billets of permission to lade

merchandise on board of it were of great value, and were distributed

by a regular assignment to the officers, citizens, and public charities,

of that place. The loss of the one confiscated at Tosa was not to be

passed over lightly, and an envoy was sent to Taiko to reclaim the

ship. He received the messenger
;

but, in an able answer, justified

himself. He declared that the Spaniards had behaved like pirates,

and that their property had been confiscated as such. He offered a

safe conduct to all Spanish ships which should come without mission-

aries on board, and he authorized the governor of Manila to punish

in the same way any Japanese at that place who should merit it
;
but

as for the galleon, he would not give her up. We need not attempt,

at this distance of time, to determine whether she was or was not a

lawful prize.

The new persecutions gave rise to mutual recriminations, and the

merchants, the Jesuits, and the priests of other orders, abke charged

each other with the present disasters. As to foreign commerce, it

seems always to have been regarded with favor by the Japanese. If

the feudal chieftains were ever, at any time, ready to quarrel with the

merchant, it was because he' would not come to their ports. The
emperor seem never to have forbidden any importation, except that of
priests. If commerce contributed at all to the late edicts, it did so

through the mutual misrepresentations of the rival traders of Manila
and Macao, and perhaps through some few instances of personal mis-

conduct. The idea of protecting domestic interests by the discourage-

ment of commerce seems never to this day to have entered into the

head of either a Chinese or Japanese. As to the Jesuits, the chargeis

laid against them were rebutted by strong vindications at the time,

and the king ofSpain and the pope appear to have uniformly taken

their part. Among other things they were accused of the possession

native of Avila in Spain : aged 48. 2. St. Martin de Lugnea, native of VaranMe-
aa in Biscaya, aged 30. 3.' St. Francis, native of Marte Rei, in Galiicia ; agea 30>
4. St. Goncalo Gracias, native of Bassain in the E. Indies. 5. St. Philip de Jesus,
native of Mexico, a chorist.. 6. St. Francis de S. Migdel, native of Parrilha,
achorist. 7. St. Louis, aged 10. 8. St. Antonny, aged 12. 9. St. Thomas
Cosague, aged 15. 10. St. Ibarque, of Dryerque. 11. St. Mathias, of Macao.
12. St. Lead Caraiunmaro de Grad, brother to St. Paul ^barque, and uncle to
St. Louis. 13. St. Boavenlura de Meaie. 14. St. Joaquina Tauaquaibara>
aged 40. 15. St. Francis, Medico, aged 16. 16. St. Thomas Danoqne*
danque, 2d interpreter. 17. St. Joao Chononja. 18. St. Gabriel, of the king-
dom of Iscade, aged 19, 19. St. Paul Surquevi, of the kingdom of Oara, inter-

preter. 20-23 natives of Japan.

Sentenu of the emperor of Japan, Taycosama.

‘‘ I have condemned to death these prisoners for their having Come from the
Philippines to Japan under the pretended title of embassadors, and for their having
persisted in my ands without my permission, and preached the Christian reli-

gion against my decree. I order and wish that they be crucified in my city of
Nagasaki.'’
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of great wealth. This led to an exposition of their means of support.

It appeared that they started with an annual allowance of 500 crowns
from the king of Portugalj which was afterwards increased to a thou-

sand. The municipality of Macao invested them with one valuable

right of citizenship, in allowing them the profits of fifty out of 1600
b^es of silk shipped annually to Japan, a perquisite which was after-

wards increased to the. gain on ninety bales. This connection with
commerce, the Jesuits defended by many precedents, particularly by
the custom of granting the .annual profits on a certain quantity of>

sugars shipped to Europe, for the mission in Brazil. Besides these

moderate rations, the Jesuit missions were supported by their Japa-

nese friends and converts. The triumph of the Portuguese over the

Spanish party was, at length, assured by the superior influence of the

former in Europe, and a bull was issued in 159S, requiring all reli-

gious of other orders, who wished to visit Japan, to go out via Macao
under the Portuguese Bag. All who had found thbir way thither

through Manila, were required to return. As an additional justifica-

tion of the Jesuits, it. is recorded, that even an Augustine friar at

Acapulco, published a vindication of their order, and that this was
signed by a great number of Japanese^ as well as Spaniards and others

at that port.

It appears, therefore, more probable, that the zealous missionaries

from Manila were the party, the least unjustly charged with bringing

Catholicism into distrust with the Japanese. Perhaps no prudence

on their part, however, would have prevented the suspicious Taiko

from taking measures against any influence favorable to the king, of

Spaiu, from gaimng ground in his dominions. But there is one

count, however, from which neither Jesuit, Dominican, Augustine,

nor Franciscan will, in our day, be discharged. They took no pro-

per measures to make the true spirit and tendency of Christianity

known. Though masters of the language, the Bible was never trans-

lated into it, and though admitted to the royal presence, their entree

was never used to teach that the kingdom of Christ is not of this

world. The bearing of Chri.stianity on the relations of ruler and

subject were never shown. Their converts among the princes do not

seem to have been ever taught, that war is no proper employment for

the followers of the Prince of Peace. The Jesuit sought to gain his

end by favor, and the noble his, by force. The sad result was, that,

while the spiritual guide fell under the denunciation, ‘ cursed be the

man who putteth his trust in man,’ they who ‘ took the sword, perish-

ed by the sword.’

In September, li^98, Taiko died, and soon after the supreme au-

thority was usurped by the prince to whom he had committed his in-

fant son. The Christians breathed again. Yeye Yasou, or Gongin,

the new seogun, fixed his residence at Suruga
;
and though some of

the petty princes exercised the right of persecution occasionally,

maiiism on the whole flourished for the first ten years of his reign.

The return of many of the Christian officers from Corea, soon after

the death of Taiko, was an accession oi» strength to the Catholic
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cause. The Spanish party, however, became involved in troubles

again as early as 1604. The seogun hearing that the governor of the

Philippines was attempting the conquest of the Moluccas, ordered all

the Spanish priests to be gone. A more general edict against the

public preachers followed in 1606 ;
but neither of these Seem to have

been acted on. The number of converts now amounted again to

1,800,000. Commerce was also in a flourishing state, its profits set

down at 100 per cent., and the returns enriching Macao especially

with an annual, import of two or three thousand chests of silver, and

several hundred tons of gold I Manila too enjoyed its share of these

precious returns, These statements of profits are, however, too im-

perfect to be relied on, nor do we know that there are any correct

returns of this trade in existence at the present time.

In 1608, a sad casualty, fraught with the worst consequences,

occured at Macao. The crew of a Japanese junk, in a riotous state,

provoked a contest with the military, and twenty-eight of them were
killed. The governor, Pessoa, by whose order they were fired on,

conducted the annual ship to Japan the following year. The report

of his conduct was not slow in following him, carried probably by the

Dutch, who arrived there the same year. in the first ship sent by their

East India Company. The recent liberation of the Hollanders from

the tyranny of Philip II., and their vivid recollections of the atroci-

ties of the duke of Alva and his coadjutors, must be allowed to pal-

liate their voluntary information, and their proposal to seize the ship

of Pessoa, pres'^.it her to the seogun, and in future to supply the

country with the articles which the Portuguese had hitherto furnished.

While the seogun hesitated, a Spanish vessel was wrecked on the

coast, having on board the governor of the Philippine Islands on his

way to New Spain. The shipwrecked governor was introduced at

court, and asked if the Spaniards could supply Japan with silks, &c.,
if the Portuguese were driven away. The reply was, that Manila
could furnish three times as much as Macao. Thus doubly assured,

the order wa& given to seize the ship, behead Pessoa, expel the Je-

suits, and give their establishments to the Spanish priests. Pessoa,

informed that his ship was threatened, returned to defend her, and on
the first attack the Japanese were repulsed. The seogun, in a rage,,

issued his commands that every Portuguese in Nagasaki should be
put to death. But this was unnecessary

; on the 9th of January,

1610, the attack was renewed, Pessoa and his crew overpowered, and
the ship burned. Thus avenged, the monarch relaxed his fury, aiid

permitted the Portuguese to continue their trade.*

A small vessel built by the Englishman Adams was sold to the
shipwrecked Spanish governor, in which he proceeded on his voyage.
To pay for this vessel, and to frame a commercial treaty, an envoy

* The destruction of this vessel is supposed to have gh’en rise to the story of
a Spanish ship having been cut off by the Japanese, after her three decks had
been blovyn up in succession by the crew, and a vast number of the assailants des-
troyed. The.chief points of the affair as related by Ktempfer will be found in the
Chinese Repository, vol. iii, page 209.
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was sent from New Spain the following year. The seogun was of-

fended at the importance which the embassador assumed. He requir-

ed permission to build vessels in the harbors of Japan, which was not
refused. But when he denounced the Dutch as rebellious subjects

of his master, and demanded that they should be expelled, he was
answered, that the Japanese sovereign had nothing to do with the

quarrels of Europeans, and that no one should be driven from his domi-
nions, who lived there in obedience to the laws. The same answer
was made to the envoy’s demand that all Spanjjards^who had no royal

license to come to Japan should be given up to him to be conveyed
to New Spain. .

The papal regulation, that all priests should go to Japan only by
way of Macao, was now annulled, very probably by desire of the

Jesuits, who saw that of the two flags, the Portuguese was the lower

in the seogun’s esteem. A new influence was now brought to act

against the Catholics by the establishment of an English factory

at Fitando, in 1613. The Dutch and English ihade common cause

against the Spaniards and Portuguese. The representations of the

former party appear to have been admitted
;
and when the other

came to present theit__memorial, the seogun replied, that were the.

Dutch devils, they should be well treated so long as they behaved

well in conducting their trade.

The influence of this contest was first seen in partial persecutions

in 1612 and 1613, and its full effect became apparent in the edict of

January, 1614. This was a sweeping ‘ order for the demolition of

churches and the banishment of the priests.’ A great number of

these, accompanied by their most distinguished converts, retired to

Manila and Macao. A thousand exiles are said to have betaken

themselves to the former place, but many of them returned in disguise.

But for another unfortunate event, Jesuitism might perhaps ^ill have

weathered the storm. The seogun now resolved to destroy the son of

^Taiko, whose authority he had been content hitherto to usurp, lest,

after his own death, the existence of a legitimate claimant should

frustrate his plan of leaving the crown to his own son;* The mission-

aries took the side of legitimacy, the usurper was victorious, and to

punish them for their interference, he renewed the persecution, and

commanded that whoever harbored them, 'should be condemned to

death. Their persecutor died in 1616, but they gained uothing by

his demise. Fide Fad a, the successor of (Jongin, faithfully observed

the last injunctions of his father to eradicate Christianity, and not to

leave within his dominions a single priest. The edict of 1616, un-

like jnost of its predecessors, was carried into immediate and severe

execution
;
and for three or four years the persecuted Catholics lan-

guished in prison, or endured all the torments that cruelty coUld

invent. The number of missionaries was soon reduced to fifty-six.

In 1620, the search after the adherents of the obnoxious faith slack-

ened, but the fires of persecution were again kindled in 1622, when
the distinguished Spinola and many others were burned. These suf-

ferings of the missionaries are said not to have touched the hearts of
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their adversaries, the Dutch. Under ihis’ date, it is mentioned, that,

having captured a Japanese junk from Manila with its owner and

some priests on board, the Dutch denounced the unfortunate men,
and gave the testimony on which they were condemned to death.

It is necessary to call in the rapacity of the pirate, the nvarice of the

monopolist, and the vengeance of the fugitive from the cruelty of

Alva, to account for so horrid ari act.

In 1623, the son of Fide Fada was associated with his father in the

administration of affairs, and the new besom was applied afresh to

sweep Christianity from the land. A Spanish embassy arrived from

Manila in the midst of the persecutions of 1624. It was rejected

without a reception as the creature of the banished priesthood^ and
closely guarded until it was ready to depart. The persecutions of

this year extended to the violation of the Christian graves. Before

the year had expired, the Spaniards were banished for ever, and the

ports of Japan closed against the foreigners, except Nagasaki for the

Portuguese, and Fiiando for the Dutch. Severer restrictions were
also laid upon the Chinese and Coreans. The part of these edicts

which respected the Spaniards was soon after put to the test. Six

vessels from Manila ai^rived at Nagasaki, but the port was shut against

them, and proclamation made that if any more carhe they 'shotdd be
burned. A new expedient was now resorted to, which completely

cut off the communications of the priests. A deputy of the governor

of Nagasaki was placed at Macao, whose duty it was to examiue the

Portuguese vessels bound to Japan, and to send by them lists of all

persons and effects on board. If when the vesseLthus reported was
about returning to Macao, there was but one person missing, all the

company was held responsible in the forfeit of their lives. It is diffi-

cult for us to realize- at the present day, that there ever was a time

when the Japanese merchants traded from India to Acapulco,, and
when an agent of their government actually resided at Macao.

‘

Persecution seems to have ragfed with little intermission from 1627,
up to the death of Fide Fada in 1631. The boiling crater of Mount
Ungen was now k common instrument of death. These cruelties ap^

pear at last to have made ?m impression even on the Dutch. Perhaps
their horror was partly caused by the thought that they might come in

for a share in the persecutions, as well as for a part in the restrictions

on trade. The character of the vicious and, cruel Yeye Mitsou, the

successor of Fide Fada, was already well known. By his orders,

Desima (a little islet off Nagasaki,) was constructed at a great cost,

and to this new prison the Portuguese were consigned in 1635, amid
the derisions of the shortsighted Dutch. The armaments of their

ships were now taken away, no one was suffered to speak to a native

on religidn, nor to walk into the city without a guard. Their native

wives, and the children by these connexions, were ordered to be ship-

ped off to Mact^o. Tlie following year was marked by the introduction

of the ceremony of trampling on the cross.

The de.athblow of Catholicism in Japan was now about to be struck,

and we are told that the fury thardealt it, was roused by the discovery
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of a conspiracy against the throne, formed by the native Christians
and the Portuguese. Some papers found on board a Portuguese ves-
sel captured off the Cape of Good Hope by the Dutch, are said to
have brouglit this treason to light. It is not, however, necessary to

credit this tale. * It is easier -to fabricate a letter or the story of a
letter than to conspire : forgery is less hazardous than treason. Be-
sides the story has been denied most solemnly by the Jesuits, and
their word cannot be worse than that of those on which its credi-

bility rests. Moreover, another and a better cause for the wrath of the
seogun was at hand. The patience, which had borne, with heroic if

not Christian constancy, so- many trials, was exhausted, and the native

Catholics of Ariuia and Simabara flew to arms. A body, amounting
to 38,000 men,; fortified themselves in the latter place. The besieg-

ing army, 80,000 strong, could not reduce the fortress, and the Dutch
director, Kockebecker, was summoned to its aid. He came. The
walls of Simabara were battered by Dutch cannon, and its brave de-

fenders perished to a man, fighting to the last. Some shadow of an

apology might again be made for this cooperation at the siege of Sima-
bara,. had its defenders been the countrymen of Alva, or Requesens,

or John of Austria, or Alexander Farnese. But truth requires that

the measures 'of Koqkebecker should be regarded as the alternative

which he deliberately preferred to an interruption of the Dutch trade.

Our sense of his guilty choice cannot be expressed in stronger

language, than by declaring it unparalleled in the dark history of

Dutch intercourse with the East. Henceforth, the residence of that

nation in Japan can be regarded only as an Aceldama— its purchase

a river of innocent blood.

Instigating to rebellion was now added to the charges against the

Portuguese. Their Ships were ordered away, and henceforth they

were to be treated as enemies should they return. This intelligence

caused great consternation at Macao. Four of the most distinguish-

ed citizens, who voluntarily offered themselves, were deputed to soften

the rigorous proceedings of the government of Japan. They arrived

at Nagasaki in July, 1640, and were immediately put under arrest.

The edict condemning all Portuguese who should enter Japan was

read to them, and on their confession that they were aware of its ex-

istence they were sentence*! to death. The following impious inscrip-

tion was placed over their common grave :
‘ So long as the sun shall

warm the earth, let no Christian be so bold as to come to Japan
; and

let all know that the king of Spain himself, or the Christians’ God,

or the great Saca, if he violate this prohibition, shall pay for it with

his head.’ The -ship which carried the embassadors was burned, and

the crew returned by another conveyance to xMacao. The people of

that city abandoned with horror all further attempts, on hearing their

terrible tale. ^

The same year, a revolution separated Portugal from Spain. The

new king of the house of Braganza determined to send an envoy to

Japan. He arrived at Nagasaki in 1646. An audience was not

granted him, but more fortunate than his predecessors, his coming
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was not construed as a crime. Four years after, the seogun died.

His successor Yeye-tsuroa had no further work to do
;
Catholicism

was extinct, and persecution ceased
;
but the laws which forbade the

approach of its teachers, and made it a capital offense for any Japa-

nese to go abroad, continued in force. The only instances, we know
of, in which these laws have been contravened by the Spaniards or

Portuguese, are the following, and with them we close this sketch.

In the fifth year of Tsuma-yosi, successor of Yeye-tsuma (1685),
a Japanese junk was driven by a tempest to Macao. The crew were
kindly treated and sent home. The vessel which carried them was
admitted to Nag.asaki, and it does not appear that any harm was done
to the shipwrecked men, but the Portuguese were dismissed with an
ordef- never to come again. For some years after this incident, it is

said that a few Catholics remained in the prisons of Japan. In 1709,

the abb^ Sidotti made the last known attempt to enter that empire.

He had studied the language two years at Manila, and embarked
thence in August, 1709. ' He was landed on a rocky part of the coast

of Kiusiu at midnight, in October of that year.* His fate has never

been known. Different rumors respecting him were afterwarts

received, and from them it is probable that he met a violent death.

‘God only knows,’ says Charlevoix, in closing his history, ‘if a soil

which has been tilled with so great labor, which has produced so

many saints and heroes, and which so many martyrs have watered
with their blood, shall ever bear fruit again.’

* We are told that the vessel from which Sidotti landed made her passage
back to Manila in eight days.

Art. III. Memorial from the governor^ lieut.-governor, and hoppo,

to the emperor, regarding the existing stale of the contraband

trade, S^c. Dated December 30th, 1837.

The governor, lieutenant-governor, and hoppo, respectfully forward

this joint memorial to the emperor, respecting the measures adopted

against the receiving ships, the actual condition of those ships, and
the repeated seizures made of sycee silver and opium, and of the boats

which supply the ships with provisions,— in answer to imperial com-
mands. They entreat his majesty graciously to condescend to examine
this report.

In the month of October, we received, through the grand council

of state, an imperial decree, of the following tenor

:

“ Tang and his colleagues (the lieutenant-governor and hoppoV have
sent in a report, from which it appears that they had given orders to

drive the receiving ships away, and had adopted measures to seize

the opium-dealers and smugglers. The English receiving ships,
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with those of other nations, under pretence of seeking shelter-against

storms, have of late years sailed into the inner seas. The hong mer-
chants were therefore ordered, to enjoin it upon the superintendent
of the said nation, tnat he should make all the receiving ships, an-

chored at Lintin and other places, return to their country, and should
not permit them, a.s formerly, to remain at anchor and loiter about
As soon as the receiving ships should get under weigh to return to

their country, the hong merchants had orders to report the same.
“ It is found, on examination, that an entire clearance of the fast-

boats (a class of smuggling boats) has been made; but the various

classes of vessels still engaged in smuggling are yet numerous, and their

nefarious practices, as well as those of the opium-dealers, are such as

cannot be permitted to go on. Therefore, orders have been issued to

the civil as well as naval authorities, diligently to direct the cruisers

under their command, in making careful search and seizing all such
offenders,

“ One of the greatest evils under which the province of Canton
groans, is, that foreign vessels, anchoring in the inner, seas, form
connections for smuggling. The governor and the others ought to

investigate carefully, whether the said foreign superintendent has

indeed obeyed the injunctions, and the foreign ships have now sailed,

or not : and they must, by all means, compel .every one of them to

return home without delay. If, however, they dare to compromise
this matter, and I, the emperor, should afterwards, upon inquiry, hear

of it, or any one should bring an accusation to that eflfect, I shall, in

that case, only hold the said governor and his colleagues responsible.

The most severe measures must be adopted against the smuggling

craft, that their seizure may be effected ; and my expectation is, that

they may be extirpated, root and branch. After having made an

occasional seizure, let it not immediately be said, that the whole are

annihilated, and room so be left for continued illegalities and crimes.

“ Acquaint with these orders Tang and Ke, and letjhem transmit

^he same to Wan (the hoppo). Respect this.”

[Here ends the quotation ofthe imperial otder to which the author-

ities make the following reply.] -

We, your ministers, read this, in a kneeling posture, with the deep-

est veneration, admiring the care bestowed by your majesty upon a

corner of the sea, and the earnest desire shown for the removal of

the existing evils.

Having carefully examined the charts of the inner and outer seas,

we find that the Ladrone islands constitute their boundary. Beyond

them is the wide and' boundless ocean, the black water of the foreign

seas, which are not under the control of the central territory. Inside

of them, at the offings, for instance, of Lintin, the Nine Islands, and

other places, '"are the ‘outer seas,’ which are under the jurisdic-

tion of Canton. Where the sea washes the shores of the interior dis-

tricts, it is called the ‘ inner sea,’ and of such inlets Kumsing Moon
affords an instance. Foreign ships, since 1830, under pretence of

seeking shelter from the winds, have sailed frequently into Kumsing
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Moon, during the fourth and fifth months, and have remained at anchor

there until the ninth. As soon as the north wind set in, they reiVioved

to Lintin and anchored there. In the winter of last year we prohi-

bited this most severely, and, also erected a battery at the entrance,

whilst We stationed there a naval squadron, to prevent most strenu-

ously the ingress of the ships. No foreign craft therefore entered,

but they continued to anchor at Lintin and the adjoining places.

Whilst, thus, no receiving ship now remains in the * inner seas,* it is

nevertheless a fact that they still exist in the ‘outer seas.’

Formerly, in regard to the receiving ships anchored in the outer

seas, the commanders of the cruisers always stated, that their coming
and going were so uncertain, that their actual number could >not be

ascertained. We, your ministers, however, conceiving that the names
and the number of the receiving ships were generally known, and
that it was requisite to obtain accurate information regarding them,

before adopting measures against them, would not permit them thus

to conceal the facts and refrain from speaking out freely— thus ‘to

close the ear while the earrings were being stolen.’ We, therefore,

last year gave orders to all the naval cruisers, to ascertain their e;xact

numbers, ’knd whether from time to lime any arrived or went away,

and to present reports regarding their movements every ten days.

They communicated the result of their investigation, having found,

after due examination, that there were altogether twenty-five sail

which had stayed there for a long time. The greater number were
English country-ships

;
and there were besides, under the American,

French, Dutch, Manila, and Danish flags, of each from one or two to

three or four. Some came, and others went; but their average num-
ber did not exceed this. These, then, are the facts as to the existing

number of the receiving ships.

When, in obedience to the imperial orders, we had issued, thi.s year,

our strict injunctions to the said hong merchants and the superin-

tendent Elliot, to send these ships back to their country— a naval

captain subsequently reported, that, in September, one single ship, a

Dutch one, had lifted her anchors and sailed out beyond the Ladrones.

The truth of this we have ascertained by inquiry. Since, however,
only one vessel had left, we could not then report the circumstance;
for the remainder, although they also had hoisted their sails and lifted

their anchors,' yet, moving some to the east, and others to the west,

they had none of them proceeded beyond the Ladrone Islands.

Though unwilling to offer contumacious'disobedience, yet they can-

not refrain from lingering about, indulging hopes and anticipations.

For these are not matters of one year alone, nqr are the vessels from
one country only. Though the opium is contraband, yet to them it

is a property highly valuable, and these depraved barbarians, hanker-
ing after gain alone, are therefore unwilling to throw this commodity
away, and use every possible expedient and means to obtain some
temporary respite. This is the true cause why it is yet a fact, that all

the receiving ships have not within the allotted peri^ sailed away.
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We, your majesty’s ministers, are under the highest obligations,

fior having been v^u^ohsafed the great and high favor of being entrust-

ecl with the command of the sea coast; and our duty is. to eradicate

every corrupting" and vicious practice. We received, on a previous

occasion, the expression of your majesty’s pleasure, enjoining us to

issue orders to the hong merchants in regard to the sending home of
the receiving ships. We have now again received a proof of your
majesty’s condescension, in investigating these matters

;
and, burning

with the deej>est anxiety, we are filled with fear and trembling.

Having again issued severe orders to the hong merchants, Howqua
and the others, to command the instant departure of these vessels,

they reported to us, that the superintendent Blliot would not give

them a precise answer to this requirement, and that, in reply to their

inquiries addressed to the foreign merchants, they were told, that the

receiving ships were not the property of those merchants, and it was
therefore out of Uieir power to drive them away. Thus they, on all

hands, make excuses, and again seek for delay.

We, your ministers, have found, oh examination, that, according to

law, whenever foreigners prove refractory, the trade ought to be stop-

ped, ill order to give a fair warning and merited punishment. As they

are thns determinate in pursuit of gain, and can come to no resolution

(to send away the ships), there ought to be a temporary stoppage of

the trade, in order to cut off their expectations. Yet so many nations

participate in this commerce, while the receiving ships belong only to

a few states, that due investigation ought to be made, so as to dis-

tinguish between them, and to prevent good foreigners from suffering

by this measure. We have, therefore, ordered the hong merchants

to inquire how many nations have hitherto had commercial inter-

course,— how many amongst them have traded honestly, and had no
receiving ships,—and how many there have really been possessed of

such ships. We directed them to send in a distinct and clear state-

ment of these matters for our guidance in adopting measures.

We at the same lime gave the strictest orders, that they should

ftgain enjoin your majesty's strict commands upon the resident foreign

merchants, not permitting them to make excuses to obtain delay and

extricate themselves from this dilemma
;
but threatening, if again

they should prove dilatory, and still should nourish hopes, that the

hatches shall be immediately closed, and a stoppage of the trade

ensue. We desired those foreign merchants to consider fully, whe-

ther it be better that they suffer these receiving ships still to exist, or

that they should continue to reap forever the advantages of a free

(legal) commerce,— to weigh well, which of these two things will be

the gain, and which the loss : we desired that they should carefully

make their election,— and that they should no longer, by persevering

in their blindness and refusing to be awakened, bring upon them-

selves cause for bitter repentance.

We find, on examination, that every nation earns a subsistence by

this trade. All the merchants run together, bringing hither their goods

to exchange for our commodities. They certainly will not consent
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to throw)away their property by waiting here at a ruinous loss of time.

The rhubarb, the teas, the porcelain, the silks, and other articles,

of this country, are moreover necessary to those nations. On ac-

count of disturbances created by barbarians, in 1808, and in 1834^

the hatches were closed, and afterwards they earnestly supplicated to

l^ave them reopened. Hence it appears, and past events fully prove

it, that the various nations cannot withdraw themselves from looking

up to the flowery, central, land. If they be now intimidated, therefore,

by the stoppage of trade, they will probably no longer allow the re-

ceiving ships to remain, lest by such contumacious conduct they ef-

fectually damage their means of livelihood. And, if in this way they

be indeed aroused and awakened, and the vessels be sent away by
them, then matters will fall into their former quiet course, and there

will be no need to take any further measures. If, however, they,

with inveterate obstinacy, still offer open defiance to the laws, it will

then be for us to adopt new expedients, and to propose to the court

other measures for their punishment.

We have, while suggesting this course, written at the same time to

the naval commander-in-chiefof the province, that he may, in concert

with the captains of the cruisers, himself adopt measures for expelling

the receiving ships; and we have earnestly desired him to watch care-

fully their movements, and to instill into them a wholesome terror and
dread ;

not to allow any to be careless and neglectful of their duty,

—

nor yet to commit such blunders as may give rise to aflfrays and strife.

It is our confident expectation, that these steps will be attended with

advantage.

We call to mind, that the receiving ships anchored in the outer

seas need a daily supply of the necessaries of life, for which they are

dependent on our country. Worthless vagabonds from the coast are

accustomed to embark in small boats, pretending to go out fishing,

whilst they in fact put a variety of provisions and other articles on
board, and go to the shi))s to sell them : these are called * bum-boats.’

The depraved barbarians, while they can look to these supplies, are

thereby enabled to, prolong^ their stay; but if these supplies were, cut

off we might succeed in getting rid of them. We, your ministers,

have for some time past, made seizure of opium-dealers, and ofsmug-
glers of every description, Without mercy, in order to prevent the
exportation of sycee silver and the importation of opium, and thus to

put a atop to this contraband trafl5c. We have now also given orders

to capture these bum-boats, and not to permit them to have commu-
nication with the ships on the outer seas, in order that we may cut

off the supplies of those vicious men. The said barbarians will then

have nothing to hope for, their ei^pectations will be groundless, mat-
ters will come to extremes, and circumstances will then necessarily

be changed, so that thus the fountain may be purified— the stream

of impurity being in fact arrested-

According to the reports forwarded by the officers of the Tdpang,
^nd Heangshan stations, four of these- ^um^bpats; with some cargo,

and twenty-eight vagabonds, in them, had been taken, and sent to
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the provincial city, where the men will meet with a most severe judg-
ment. Lew Tszelin, Chin A'urh, and Ting As4n, together with
other scoundrels, formerly taken with sycee silver and opium, have
been repeatedly examined, and their sentence has been forwarded for

the imperial approval. Daring the present year, according to the
report transmitted by the military and civil authorities and other offi-

cial persons, they have made, from the beginning of spring until the

close of December, thirty seizures,— in all a hundred and forty-four

offenders,— of silver, eight thousand six hundred and sixty-one taels

in sycee, and three thousand and twenty-seven taels in foreign money,— and of opium, three thousand eight hundred and forty-two catties.

The criminals were all severally judged, the money was given as a
reward to the captors, and the opium was burnt. The haunts of opi-

um-dealers have also been found out, and, after investigation, the

public seal was placed upon them, while orders were issued for the

apprehension of the persons frequenting them. The above particulars

are all authenticated by entries on the records.

^ Your ministers have now been earnestly engaged in these measures
for one year. They dare not yet say that their efforts have had the

full effect to be desired. But, with regard to the existing state of

things in the provincial city, it may be observed, that thei price of

sycee silver is at present very low;— and that opium, one ball of

which on board the foreign vessels formerly cost the traitorous natives

about thirty dollars, brings now only from sixteen to eighteen dollars.

Of the smuggled silver, too, that has been seized, a large portion has

been foreign money, which would seem to imply, that, to export silver

is now comparatively difficult. The proofs of the foreigners having

to sell at reduced prices, and of their receiving payment in foreign

money, being thus clear, the course that has now been adopted, if

pursued with vigor and firmness for a long period, and if followed up

by the seizures of sycee silver, and the capture of the bum-boats, as

measures of the first importance, will greatly tend to increase the

wealth of the port, and to remove abuses, and will thus prove extreme-

ly beneficial.

But, there being many crafty and cunning devices which fail of

success, numerous complaints have arisen, proceeding from malicious

tongues, that these failures are brought on by the measures now
Adj^pted.- Some there are, babbling scandal-mongers, who represent,

*ffiat we, your ministers, if besought by those who bring rich offerings

in their hands, are not unwilling to accept gifts. Others, speculating

men, of ruined fortunes, declare that the civilians and the military

officers, when bribed, liberate,— and apprehend only when unfeed
;

that, in searching (for contraband articles), they contrive only to an-

noy the (honest) merchants, and that, if they, perchance, do make a

seizure, they then cause it to appear that the contraband goods have

been sunk and are lost. Others, again, there are, anxious, fearful-

minded men, who lament these proceedings, saying that, since these

urgently preventive measures have been adopted, the foreign mer-

chant vessels that have come hither have been but few,— and that
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the circulation of capital and interchange of goods has been far from

brisk, so that the merchants cannot preserve themselves from over-

whelming embarrassments, and that part of Canton prov ince must be

reduced to wretchedness ;
further, that, since search is now being

made in every place for idle people and vagrants, in order to seize

them, many of the boat people are, in consequence, thrown out of em-
ployment, and it may justly be feared that they will be driven to plun-

der, and that robberies will daily be multiplied. These and similar

rumors are confidently circulated. But they are all the slanderous

assertions of the credulous or the malicious, intended to trouble the

minds of us your ministers, to disturb the steadiness of our hearing,

and confuse the correctness of our vision.

Though we do not venture to be wholly wedded to our opinions, nor

to act as if we heard nothing, and though, therefore, we seek to exa-

mine with the greatest impartiality every well-founded rumor, and all

well-authenticated accusations of abuse, with the hope of preserving

the whole system of affairs free from taint or imperfection ;—yet will

we not give way to apprehensions, which would render us fearful to

begin anything, or afraid to carry it to an ending, and would reduce

us to the condition of him, who, having a hiccough, left oft* swallowing

food. We will faithfully, with our whole heart and soul, discharge our

duty in managing these affairs, and will allow in ourselves no remiss-

ness in the issuing of orders to that end. Having received such great

and abundant favors from your majesty, we dare not screen ourselves

even from the malice of rancorous slander, and never will we incur

the guilt of acting deceitfully. Thus we would hope to meet your

sacred majesty’s most earnest wisli, that we should make truth our
motto.

We have thus minutely represented matters to your majesty, and
have united in preparing this memorial, in reply to your majesty’s

commands.

Art. IV. On a system of orthography for the Chinese language:,
introductory remarks; vowels; diacritical marks; diphthongs;
consonants; marks to denote the tones.

We proposed, in the first number of our fifth volume, that for May
1836, a system of orthography for Chinese words, intended to remedy
the defects of that of Morrison’s dictionary. It was then our request,

that we might be favored with opinions on the subject, in order “ that,

with the different views of many to assist us, we might be enabled,
before the close of the year, to consider the subject more maturely,
preparatory to introducing an accurate system of orthography in the
next volume.” A few commuuiv^atioiis were in consequence received,

hut not such as to afford us a knowledge of the views of a majority of
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our felJow4aborers in the field of Chinese literature. And, deeming
delay preferable to a hasty adoption of a system subject to future al-

teration, we have from time to time deferred the amendment of that

system of orthography which we have hitherto followed— the system
adopted by Dr. Morrison. We are,^however, too deeply impressed
with the importance of the subject to allow, it to pass into forgetful-

ness : and we therefore desire again to call attention to it, and to

renew our request, to all who are engaged in the study of Chinese, to

unite with us in the- adoption of a system which may be uniformly
adhered to in expressing the sounds of Chinese words, And what-
ever is best adapted for uniform use in this respect; will also be found
the best calculated for those who entertain the desire, to introduce

among the Chinese the use of Roman letters, in place of their own
symbolic characters.

Our reason for wishing to deviate from the system adopted by Dr.

Morrison in his Chinese dictionary has been before stated to arise

from the fact, that this system is inconsistent in its several parts, while

at the same time it differs from other systems adopted by Dr. Morrison
in his other works, both of an earlier and of a later date. This fact,

and that of the entire want of conformity among diflfereat writers on
the Chinese language, are too well known to all whose attention has

been turned to this subject, to admit of any hesitation in regard to the

desirableness of taking the step that we propose. We wUl, therefore,

at once proceed to unfold, a second time, our plan’; referring for

some of the more minute details to our former paper on the subject.

In one or two minor points a slight discrepancy- may be found, but

in the main, our views remain unaltered.

Vowels.
In regard to the vowels, of all the languages in which the Roman

letters are used, the Italian is the most definite. In Italian we do

not find, as in English and F/ench, and to some extent in other lan-

guages, the same letter used to represent two or more perfectly distinct

sounds. The- Italian vowel sounds are those, therefore, which we
vvould adopt, as the ground-work of our system. It must be remark-

ed, however, that each vowel sound is capable of being enunciated

with so many varying modulations; that two adjoining vowel sounds

will, in consequence, often be pronounced with a very close resem-^

blance to each other, and by one of unpracticed ear may even be

placed one for the other.

We will not here enter into a philosophical investigation of the

manner in which sounds are enunciated by the human voice,or of their

relative order. We will confine ourselves to an enumeration of those

variations of vocal sounds which are to be found in the Chinese lan-

guage, giving- the signs used to express them in the order of the R(v

man alphabet. Where it is necessary, from the number of the let-

ters being less than that of the vowel sounds, to use the same letter

for two resembling sounds, diacritical marks must be made use of to

distinguish them. To these we will advert in the sequel.
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The aspirations, as distinguished by the Greeks, form the first steps

towATd$ the utterance of sounds The spiritus lenis, or gentle emis-

sion of breath, is little beyond an ordinary breathing. It hdds how-
ever an important place in the Chinese language, there being several

classes of words which are enunciated without any distinct vowel

sounds- a gentle emission of breath alone following that arrangement

of the vocal organs which we distinguish by the word consonant.

Thus, in the words tsz* and VA, or ’M, in the general language,iihe

insertion of any vowel would infallibly mislead as to the real sound

;

whereas if the attempt be made to enunciate these words without a
vowel, it can hardly fail of success. To mark this imperfect vowel

sound, or breathing, we would adopt, then, the spiritus lenis of the

Greeks (’). This breathing also often supplies the place of a nasal.

ng at the commencement of words.

The spiritus asper, or aspirate, holds likewise an important place

in the Chinese language. As an initial, it is most conveniently de-

noted by the well known character A
;
but when occur ing, as it often

does, between the consonants k, p, t, the double consonants rA, ts,

and their succeeding vowels, it is test expressed by a mark resembl-

ing the Greek spiritus asper (*). Or, if the insertions of an A should

be considered desirable for the sake of uniformity, no objection can
be raised to it» provided that the spiritus asper, or some other marlj^

be introduced between the preceding consonant or double coiisonimt^

and the A. This we deem necessary to prevent the reading of pA or

th as these combinations are pronounced in English.

The vowel sounds that are fully enunciated ai e the following,

1
f A, sounded short as in quota.

*
1 A^, sounded long as in calm.

2 f sounded short as in met.
*

( E^, sounded long as in where,

3 '£, sounded long as in they,

^
f I, sounded short as in sin, '

*
( r, sounded long as in marine, ‘

v

’

e f O, sounded short as in lot,

*

( <y, sounded long as in lord,

6. 'O, sounded long as in sow,

f tr, sounded short as in put, :

‘

( IT, sounded long as in rtde,

8. "U, sounded long as in Vune (French).

We will brii^y notice some objections that may be advanced against
the use of any of these letters with the powers that we have given to

them—objections which have either been staled by others, or have
occurred to ourselves.

The use of n to express the sound in the last syllable of quota^ has
been objected to

; and we must confess, that one accustomed to the
English language^ in reading sang in Chinese, would be unlikely to

pronounce it ^ he does the word simg in English. But the same
sound is often expressed in English in many differeut ways, and even
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by two voweF letters conjoined, as in the words none, Jir^ merchant

,

youngs heard, Spc. Nor is the Chinese sound precisely that of u in

sung: it is a modulation approaching more nearly, at times, to the

aound of tt in sat; again to that of e \ii sent, and even to that of i in

sing. By Dr. Morrison this vowel, as a medial, was expressed by

the same letter we have used, with a short prosodial mark over it;

but as a final it was expressed by ih ,
—

> the t denoting the sound of
that,letter in^r, and the h denoting the abrupt termination of the

syllable. The French sinologues have used e, with the sound which
that letter has in de, se, le, djrc. If general opinion should be found

kgainst the use of a, as We have given it, the c, as used by the

French, might be adopted, with a diacritical mark to distinguish it

from the short sound of the second vowel on our scale
;

or, this last

might be thus distinguished— say by the short prosodial mark.

To the long sound of A in calm, which, in common with all the

other long sounds, we would distinguish by a diacritical mark front

the shorter sound, we believe no objection has been raised. The
same sound, with an abrupt ending (the Chinese juh-shing, entering

or abrupt tone), may be distinguished from the njore gradually-ending

sound, by the addition of an h at the end of the syllable; thus kid,

kidh. In place of these abrupt terminations, in the dialects of

Canton and Fuhkeen, ^ k, vl p, <yr a. t, i^ added. Thus kidh, above,

would be, in the dialect of Canton, kdp.

The second, third, and fourth, vowels are, we believe, free from

objections.

The fifth vowel might otherwise, and with, perhaps, a greater de-

gree of precision, be classed immediately after the first, and written

d for the short sound, and a for the longer sound, being that of aw
in law. It was so written by sir Willian Jones, when he first pub-

lished his system of orthography. We have been induced to give to

this sound the representative sign, and consequently the place, it

holds in the system which we propose, partly because it has previous-

ly, by almost universal consent,, occupied that place, and partly be-

cause it is occasionally pronounced with a great degree of resemblance

to the sound of o in sow»

To the three following vowels, on the preceding list, we are not

aware that any objection exists. .

DiACRtTicAL Marks.
In regard to the diacritical marks, which we would use to distin-

guish the Varying lengths of the same sound, or. to distinguish one
Sound from another where the same letter is, from necessity, used to

designate both, we have sought the utmost degree of simplicity com-
patible with precision. Our rule has been, to leav.e the short sounds
unmarked, to use for the long sounds corresponding to these the acute

accent ('), and for the three vowels which have no corresponding

Short sounds, e, as in they, o, as in sow, and u, as in the French Vune,

to use the grave accent (' ). In this, we have not attained, as we de-

sired, complete conformity with the system of diacritical marks used
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in India. But we deem consistency of one part of the system with

another to be of prior importance to any other consideration. And
the difference, being confined to two or three of the marks, is too

slight to be the occasion of any inconvenience.

It may be objected to our diacritical marks, that they will interfere

with the system of notation of the tones now in use. This is true.

Yet we see no force in the objection. If it be deemed undesirable to

make any alteration in the signs themselves, as now used to denote the

tones, at least their position may be changed, and they may without

inconvenience be placed at the beginning or end of the word. We
will advert again to this subject in its proper place. We now proceed
to the—

Diphthongs.

These being necessarily dependent upon the vowels above given,

of which they are mere compounds, an objection has been raised

to their being admitted into the orthographical system at all. We
think, however, that the objector, if he reflect for a moment on
the difficulty of clearly distinguishing the exact sound where two
sounds are rapidly slurred into one, will perceive, that it is of the first

importance, accurately to examine the real composition of such com-
bined sounds, in order that their pronunciation may be carefully laid

down, and that so any one, who does not enjoy the best opportunities of

examining for himself, may not be exposed to deceptions that would
render futile our present efforts to attain uniformity of system. There-
fore, those diphthongs, at least, which are peculiar to the Chinese
language ought to be enumerated

;
and it will be found convenient

to have a table of reference, in which all of them may be included.

The number of the diphthongal sounds which we are able to distin-

guish in Chinese is ten. They are the following :

j I
AIj short, nearly as in aislcy or as i in white;

V A'l, long, as in the word ay.

2 i AU, short nearly as oWy in hoio

;

’

( A'U, long, nearly as ow in howl.

3. El, pronounced nearly as ey in the words Dey.
4. E'U, pronounced distinctly as two syllables,

5. rU, pronounced nearly as CMJ in

6. OI, pronounced nearly as ip. the orA goitre.

7. 'OU, a very protracted sound of the o in sow.

g
( UI, short, nearlj^ as the French Nvord pluie;

’

(
U'l, long; the i is short,and the very much protracted.

9. UE, the two letters slurred together, the conibined sound pro-

tracted.

10. UA, the two letters slurred together, the sound of a alone pro-

tracted.

On these our remarks will be but few. The first and second of

these diphthongs are familiar to us, but the short a/ and au, in

Chinese, are much more close than the sounds of i and ow, ever are

in English; and the long di and du are also more broad than any
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similar sounds in our language. The short au might be, and oi\en has
been, written tu^ approaching somewhat to Uie sound ofu, or of oo in

fool. The third diphthong is also more close in its pronunciation
than any English sound. The fourth diphthong, cw, was written by
Dr. Morrison eo. It does not occur in the general language, but is

common in the dialect of Canton. Practice and viva voce instruction

can alone render the precise modulation of sound of this and the* six

ibllowing diphthongs familiar. A near approach to the correct pro-

nunciation will be made, if each vowel, while receiving its proper
pronunciation, is slurred into close combination with the one that pre-

cedes or follows it in many instances* triphthongs are formed by
prefixing the short sound of t, or y, to the diphthongs above enume-
rated, as kidif kidu,

^
Consonants,

-r Several of the consonants familiar to us cannot, without great effort

and long practice, be enunciated by the Chinese; and Very few of our

combinations of consonants are at all known to them. On the other

band, one or two pure consonants, and a like number of combined
ones, are in use among the Chinese, of which it i^ with greet difficulty

that a European can learn the correct pronunciation, v There are

til Chinese, nineteen simple consonants, and six combined ones, as

follow:

* 19 Simple Consonants.

B, boy; F, for; G, go; H, he; d, jet; T, jamais (French); K,

kick; L, let; M, maim; N, none; NG, singing; P, pop, R, our;

S, so
; SH, she; T, ten, V, vow

;
W, way

;
Y, yew.

6 Combined Consonants.

CH, chair; HW, or WH> what; NY, or Nl, union; SZ, and

TSZ, peculiar to Chinese ; TS, at-sea.

The use of the consonants 6, g, and is confined lo the dialect of

Fuhkeen, and some of the dialects of Kwangtung. Neither these

consonants, nor the finals t, and m are to be found in the gene-

ral language
;
but they are common in the dialects jii^ mentioned ;

and the four last-named consonants are common, as initials in the

general language. V is only used in some districts in the place

of w. The interchangeableness of several of the letters, asf and p,

h and iA, the aspnrated k and cA, tend to show the 8ameiie.«‘6 of the

sounds which those letters are intended to denote with the sounds

designated by them in Europe. We are not aware of any objection

having been raised to the use of any of the above letters
;
but in refer-

ence to a few, some brief remarks are requisite.
’

J' as \o jamais in French, or as s in pleasure^ is a sound confined

to those provinces where the general language is spoken. It is sub-

ject in some places to a singular alteration, receiving a pronunciation

similar to r.
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Ng is a sound common in English as a final, but as an initial pro*

nounceable only with difficulty. A little practice will, however, soon

render it familiar. This sound was by sir William Jones written li,

a sign which he considered to be preferable to the double letter ng.

The Dutch sign for it, in their system ofwriting in Roman letters us^
among the Malays, is a combination of the letters n and g in one. In

place of the ng^ Dr/ Morrison made use of the hard but this pro-

nunciation does not at all obtain among those by whom the general

language is spoken in any. degree of purity. Many, however, diop-

ping the sound of ng altogether, use the Greek spiritus lenis, and in

some instances t^, in its place. In the dialect of Fuhkeen, there is a

nasal sound, a half-enunciated ng^ or n, occurring alike as an initial,

a medial, and a final, to denote which Mr. Medhurst, in his dictionary

of the Hokke^n dialect, has made use of n, or ng^ raised above the

line; This nuxle of representing it is ofiensive to the eye, and very

troublesome to the printer. We would propose as a substitute, a dia-

critical mark, for instance this mark (*) resembling the Sanskrit

anuswara or ng^ to be placed over the vowel of the nasalized syllable.

Some objection has been made to this, but we do not see the force

thereof.

R denotes a sound generally supposed to be unknown to the Chi-

nese. The class of words designate, in Dr. Morrison’s orthography
urA, and in the French orthography «</, will perhaps receive their

most correct pronunciation, if we prepare the organs to enunciate r,

but check the voice as soon as the rumbling sound occasioned by the

agitation »f the tongue commences. It is a sound betweem an I and r,

and we have heard some give their opinion that it is pronounced more
like I than r. The result of attentive listening to men whose pronuni
ciation was the purest has, however, been, the belief that of the two r

is the more correct. It the dictionary. of Kanghe, the spelling given,

according to the awkward method of Chinese orthography \aje. This
is in some measure explained by the circumstance, that in Tibet^

through which the Chinese derived their system of spelling, j and
r seem to be sometimes confounded.
The conjunction' of f and z has been objected to. In the French

orthography, a double s supplies the place of this combination. It

occurs only in the syllables 5z’ or sze, and tsz" or tsze^ which are to

be enunciated by a hissing, not followed by any distinct vowel sound,

MARKS FOR THE TONES.

A word or tWo on the intonations by which the Chinese and Shin,
and their cognate languages, are distinguished, will conclude for the

present our remarks on the orthography. The system of marking
these tones has hitherto been, to use diacritical marks over the
vowels, these marks being the acute, grave, and circumflex, accents^

and the long and short prosodial marks. The system of orthography
now proposed necessarily interferes with this mode of noting them, at

least that part of it which relates to the diacritical marks. In Bur-
mah and A'sam, marks under, instead of over, the letters have been
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adopted to denote the tones
; but these have not met the approbation

of Chinese philologists. Two otiier methods have been suggested:
the one is, to use the present marks, at the beginning or end of words,
instead of on the vowels occurring in the words, thus "‘pan 'pan
pari pd

;

the other is,, to use, in lieu of these marks, small semicir*
cles, such as the Chinese themselves employ, on the corners of the
words, thus: nhn ''nan ndn nd^. Being in doubt ourselves which
mode to prefer, we request others who have turned their attention to
the subject, to favor us with their opinions. Andj in regard to the
whole system proposed, we would suggest its early adoption, with such
alterations as meet, after' due consideration, the approbation of a ma-
jority .of those who are able to confer on the subject. Our earnest
desire is. to see a good and uniform system of orthography adopted as
a standard, to which all future works on the Chinese language and
nation may conform, and needless confusion be prevented.

Art. V. Notices relating to the British war with Nipdl^ and the
communications which passed between the British and Chinese
functionaries on thqt occasion. From a Correspondent.

The deputation of a mission from the supreme government of India

to the capital ofBut^, may, at the present moment, give a more than
ordinary interest to the following notices, which have been derived

from sources^f undoubted authenticity. The point of.view in which
they will be found to offer the greatest interest to the foreign residents

in this country, is that of affording illustrations of Chinese character

and policy in positions; and under circumstances, which differ so

essentially from those, in which we have hitherto had the opportunity

of becoming acquainted with them in this neighborhood. Constitu*

tional pride, an affectation of lofty arrogance, and an habitual wari-

ness of conduct, appear to be the prominent characteristics of Chinese

foreign policy. These are the struggling elements, which, as the one
or the other predominate for the moment, give their color to the pro-

ceedings of the government, and which mutually act as checks upon,

and correctives to, each other. These leading features of character

willi I think, be found portrayed in a very lively manner in some of

the incidents, which are abodt to be detailed.

The early events of the war with Nip^l were little in accordance

with the sanguine expectations of the British government
;
but in the

early, part of the year 1815, tive progress of our arms became more

steady and satisfactory : the forts of Ramghur, Jhurjhuri, Taraghur,

and Chumbull, were successively surrendered
;
and the r^ja ofGorkha

alfeady abandoned to despair, was ready .to make every conces-

sion that could be required for the restoration of peace
; it was
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only the undaunted spirit of his general Umr Sing, who despite

of the attempts to tamper with his fidelity, continued to exhort his

sovereign to prefer a glorious struggle even to death, rather tlian con-

sent to a dishonorable treaty, which would forever impair the sinews

of his strength, that presented any real obstacle to the adjustment of

preliminaries. “When our power is once reduced^” writes that

doughty chieftain to the r4ja from his camp, “ we shall have another

Knox’s mission,' under pretence of concluding a treaty of alliance,

and founding commercial establishments. If we decline receiving

their mission, they will insist; if we are unable to oppose force, and
desire them to come unaccompanied with troops, they will not com-
ply ;

they will begin by introducing a company; a battalion will soon

follow; and, at length, an army will assemble for the subjugation of

our country. Do not trust them; besides the present is no time for

treaty and conciliation
;
these expedients should have beeii resorted

to before the murder of the British revenue officer;^ or they must
be postponed till victory shall crown our efiforts. Our proffers of

peace and reconciliation would be interpreted as the results of fear,

and it would be absurd to expect that the enemy would respect

a treaty concluded under such circumstances. Therefore, I say,

let us confide our fortune to our swords.” We learn that nume-
rous solicitations had, during the progress of the war, been ad-

dressed by the Gorkha r^j a to the emperor of China ; and in 1815,

we find Umr Sing strongly recommending his master to make an ur-

gent appeal to the court of Peking for assistance, and submitting the

proposed draft of an address to that effect. In this he invokes the

active cooperation of the high and mighty emperor,— on the grounds

of the insult that had been offered to his supremacy by the English;

in daring to invade a country owing allegiance to, and enjoying the

protection of, the Chinese government. The attack upon Nipdl is

declared to be only a preliminary step to the invasion of But^n, and
Tibet, and to securing the passes into the frontiers of China. The
wealth and military resources of the British, the facts of their hav-

ing conquered every prince in the plains, and having afterwards,

seated themselves on the throne of the emperor of Delhi, are duly

dwelt upon. In conclusion, he points out the readiest means
of afibrding effective aid to their cause, to be the immediate advance

of a loan of money for the maintenance of the Gorkha array, and the

sending a force of 200,000 tb 300,000 Chinese troops, through the

Dharma territory, into the lower provinces of Bengal, “ to spread

alarm and consternation among the Europeans.” “ Consider,” says

he, “ if you abandon your dependants, that the English will soon be

masters of Lassa.”

We have said that repeated solicitations had been addressed, during

the war, to the court of Peking. I’he ordinary, or rather the only,

channel of communication, between the Nipalese and that court, lay

through the Chinese officers who resided at Shigatsze (Deggarchi, or

Cliashi-lumbu), the seat of the tishoo lama, all these applications, it

appears, were, at first, suppressed
;
whether from a fear, on the part of
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those officers, of shocking the ears of his imperial majesty with intel-

ligence of the advance of the English; or whether from a politic di^
inclination to place their court in the predicament, either of being
drawn into collision with the Europeans, or of denying protection to

tlieir suppliant tributary ; or whether, as those officers themselves
asserted, when subsequently challenged upon this head, under the

belief that it was a casual and unimportant struggle about a disputed

border, in which their government could feel little concern, will be
differently interpreted according to the tendency of individual opi-

nions. One point, at any rate, is clear, that the mere fact of a me-
morial addressed to the emperor being delivered into the hands of a
Chinese officer, is, of itself, no sufficient security, as has sometimes
been imagined, for its transmission to the imperial court.

Afier the commencement of hostilities, a communication from the

governor-general cautioning the Chinese, in common with ail other

neighboring powers, against aiding or abetting the enemies of the

British government, reached the Umbas at Shigatsze;’ and awaken-
ed considerable apprehension in their minds. The original document
was immediately forwarded to Peking, and with it, for the first time,

an application (stated to have been the 13th) from the r4ja of Nip^l,

for assistance against the invaders. The emperor is reported to have
been-.highly indignant at the tone and the language assumed by the

marquis of Hastings, and after listening to the mentorial of his offi-

cers, tO'have exclaimed, These English seem to look upon them-
selves as kings, and^ upon me as merely one of their neighboring

rija'^s.” Orders were forthwith issued for a commission, composed of

a tseangkeun, and two other tajin, to proceed, under a military

nscort, into the vicinity of the seal of war, to institute inquiries : and
an army was qrdered to march with all speed after them, for the pro*

tection of the frontier line. This must have been the force to whose
arrival on the confines of the Chinese territory, allusion is made in an

official letter from Titalya, dated June, 1816.

About this time three Chinese officers, who styled themselves the

f
overnors of Arzung,* addressed a letfor to the ^vernor-general of

ndia, through the medium of the Sikkim r^j^, a prince who was close-

ly connected with the Deb rij^, and the lama of Lassa, and who had

shown himself a staunch ally of the British government In this

address, the Chinese officers, after .stating the insinuations regarding

the ulterior views of the British, that had been made against them

by the Gorkha raJ4, proceed thus, Such absurd measures appear

quite inconsistent with the usual wisdom of the English; it is proba-

ble they never made the declarations imputed te them : if they did

H will not be wtU

!

An answer should be sent, as soon as possible,

stating whether or not the English ever entertained such abracd pro-

positions: if they did not, let them write a suitable explanation to the

tseangkeun, that he may report to the emperor,”

By the same opportunity was received a letter from the Sikkim

r4ji, who stated, that “ the Gorkha rfijk had been trying to impm
on the Cbeen raj4, with a story of the Europeans having united with
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him to attack and conquer Nip^l and China, and that this was tke sole

reason of the Cheen (Chinese) writing to the governor-general;

In reply, the governor^eneral explained the real facts in which the

war with Nipil had originated, disclaimed all intentions in any de-

gree militating against the interest or well-being of China, or injurious

to her relations with the Gorkha state
;

as to the notion of seeking a

road to China, through the Nipilese territories, he left it to the intel-

ligence of the Chinese to judge of the trtuth of such an argument from

the justness of it. The receipt of the governor-general’s letter, in

conjunction with the explanations derived from the l^iroa and the

Sikkim r^j^, seem to have removed all disquieting apprehensions from

the minds of the Chinese commissioners. Hostilities had, m fact, been

suspended in the mean time
;
but the insertion in the treaty of peace

of an article, which provided for the residence of a British agent at

Kathmandu, was with difficulty stomached by the Gorkha cabinet
;

and it was hoped that the Chinese government might be prevailed on
to exert themselves to prevent the establishment of European influ*

ence in their neighborhood. The following narrative of an audience

given to the Nip^Iese sirdars, who visited Shigatsze for the above pur-

pose, shows clearly enough, that, having once got rid of their alarm

regarding the advance of the English troops, the Chinese authorities

had now become mainly solicitous to uphold the honor and dignity

of their country, by stopping the mouths of these men, who appealed

to them for protection, and pointedly inquired what the world would
henceforth say, if the emperor of China should abandon his tributaries

and dependants to their fate ? The narrative proceeds thus

:

Scene— Shigatsze; a garden-house, near the city

—

** With the tseangkeun (generalissimo) were the two tajin seated

in chairs, and all the subordinate officers of various ranks stood around
them, with their hands joined before them, as if in the act of suppli-

cating. The Nipdlese sirdirs, having previously obtained permis-

sion to be attended by their armed escort of 111 men, proceeded to

the residence, marching by files, in slow order. When they approach*
ed the tseangkeun, the whole saluted him after the Chinese manner,
by falling on their knees, from which position they rose by an order.

During the visit, the Chinese brought out a painting, containing like-,

nesses of several of the old officers of the court of Nipdl, and compar-
ed them with those present, but onl} found the likeness of one of the

chieftains now before them. The tseangkeun asked, “ Where are your
Pundys and your Parsarams fled to ? And who are these thapas,®'

that I never before heaird of?” Entering into the subject for which
they had met, he soon got exceedingly angry, and said, You are great

rascals
:
you have always been playing tricks, and have been the ruin

of many rdjds. You once ® plundered Shigatsze without provoca-
tion, and when yon went to war with the English, it was under the
impression that you could act the Shigatsze scene over again. Why
did you commit a breach of faith, and murder a thdnahddr, after

agreeing that hostilities should be suspended ? You have now re-^
ceived your punishment; you first wrote to us of war having been

VOL. VI. NO. X. 62
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commenced; you then apprized us of your having made peace; and
now you come and ask aid of us ! What' kind of a peace is this ? But
you were never to be depended on !” To all this, the Nipilese sirddrs
simply replied, “ If you -cannot afford us effective aid, give us a letter
to the English, that will induce them to quit Nipil.” The tseang-
keun rejoined, “You have already told us that the English first enter-
ed your country for the sole purpose of establishing a warehouse there,
and upon what plea can I attempt to remove merchants, for such people
are not molested in any country whatever?” One of the sirdars
answered, “ If they were merely merchants, it would be of no conse-
quence, but they are soldiers, and commanders; and what connection
have troops with merchants?” The tseangkeun resumed; “The
English have written to inform us that they sent their resident with your
consent, of what then have you to complain ? As to what your r^j4
stated about the English having demanded of him the roads through
Butrin with the intention of penetrating into China, it is false; and, if

they had any such views, they would find less circuitous routes.” The
sirdirs remained perfectly silent, and the tseangkeun then addressed
himself, in a strain of irony, to Runbeer. “ You Gorkhas think
there are no soldiers in the hills but what are in Nipdl. Pray, at what
do you number your fighting men ? And to what amount do you col-

lect revenue? The former, I suppose, cannot exceed two lakhs.”

Runbeer replied, that the number of their soldiers was about that

mentioned by the tseangkeun, and that their revenue amounted to

about five lakhs of rupees per annum. “ You are, indeed, then,”
said the tseangkeun, “a mighty people!”

It was soon after intimated to the Nipa^'lese mission, that it was
time to take leave. They were honorably dismissed, and presented

on their departure with silver to the value of^0,000 rupees, together

with furs, silks, d&c.

Unable to ward off the infliction of a British resident, and un-
willing to break off their connection with the Chinese government,
the envoys returned to Kathmandi/, little satisfied with their recep-

tion, and apparently harboring some vague apprehensions of the de-

signs of the “ Cheen mahi rajk.” These seem to have been subse-

quently strengthened; for, not long after we find the Nipdlese minister

applying to the British resident for a promise of support in the event

of an attack from the Chinese. ‘ The Chinese,* says the document
from which we quote, * are understood to be highly in ensed against

the Nipa'lese, whom they regard as their tributaries, for having, for

some time back, discontinued those observances which its dependent

relation required, and having engaged in war, and concluded peace,

with the British government, without the sanction of the government

of China. This dissatisfaction, it is apprehended, involves a doubt,

whether the pacification may not have been on such terms, as to trans-

fer the allegiance of Nipa'l from the Chinese to the British authority;

and in this emergency the ra'ja^ of Nipdl has solicited the advice

of the British resident at Kathmandfi, and has expressed an .earnest

hope of support from the British government against the Chinese, who
are believed to be menacing his territories.
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It is not difficult to account for the haughty bearing, and language

of menace, that may probably have been adopted at this time by the

Chinese, who never bluster so loudly as when a point of honor is to be
conceded, and their position requires to be bolstered up. The fears

of the Nip^lese, we cannot believe, for a moment, to have been other-

wise than groundless.

Notwithstanding the language which the Chinese commissioners

used to the Gorkha sirda^rs, at the audience above described, it is

very evident, that the establishment of a British officer at the court of
a prince, who owed allegiance, and paid homage, to the emperor of
China, \yas a source of considerable vexation to them : the recogni-

tion of their supremacy was in a measure compromised, and they

were quite prepared to act upon the prayer of the Gorkhas, and to use

their best endeavors to procure the withdrawal of the newly appointed

resident, provided always, that this could be accomplished without

their committing themselves with the English, or placing their gov^

ernment in a position which might, on a future day, lead to collision.

Accordingly in the December following, we hear of a deputation of

fifty sirda^rs from the Sikkim rifjaf, escorting a letter from the

tseangkeun and his colleagues to the governor*general,— together

with a box of presents. After stating the high degree of satisfaction

they had derived from the frank explanation of the governor-general,

their dispatch proceeds as follows. ** His imperial majesty, whoy by
Gods blessing is well informed of the conduct and proceedings of ali

mankind, refecting on the good faith and wisdom of the English
Company, and Ihe firm friendship, and constant commercial inter-

course which has so long subsisted between the two nations, never

placed any reliance on the calumnious imputations put forward by
the Gorkha r^ja',” The letter concludes with these words: ** You
mention, that you have stationed a vakil in Nipa*'!, this is a matter

of no consequence, but as the ra'ja' from hie youth and inexperience,

and from the novelty of the circumstance, has imbibed suspicions, if

you would, out of kindness towards us, and in consideration of the

ties of friendship, withdraw your vakil, it would', be better; and we
should feel inexpressibly grateful to you.”

The goverrror-general replied to the above letter, bjr pointing out

the necessity -of stationing an officer at head quarters> who could

always be ready to afford explanation upon matters which might
otherwise lead to misunderstanding and create ill-will. He attributed

the late war to the absence of such a person
;
and then continued,

“ The habits of the borderers both of the Nipilese and the British ter-

ritory are rough and violent,— hence frequent outrages may occur
;

but, if there were stationed at Kathmandu any accredited agent of the

emperor df*China, to whom this government could with confidence recur

upon all matters of dispute arising between it and the Nipa^lese, we
should be relieved from the necessity of keeping a resident there at a

considerable expense. As the case actually stands, the presence of a

British officer is the main security we have for avoiding differences

:

this officer will be instructed to restrict himself to the single care of
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preserving harmony between the two states, and to abstain from aJl

other interference in the internal or foreign affairs of Nipa'l.” This
latter paragraph was acknowledged with great satisfaction, in a sub-
sequent communication from the Chinese commissioners, but the
notion of introducing any permanent relations between the British

government and a Chinese agent was very differently received, “ We
advert,” say they, “ to that part of your letter which desires us to

urge our august sovereign, the emperor of China, to the appointment
of a minister at Kathmaqdu, tq whom your people and those of NipaH
could refer their affairs, and thus prevent disagreements. Be it known
to you, tliat the Qorkha ra^ja^ has long been a faithful tributary of the

CJhinese government, and refers himself to it, whenever occasion
requires. There is, therefore, no need of deputing any one thither

from this empiie : besides, by the grace and favor of God, his majes-

ty. possessing the sovereignty of the whole kingdom of China and
other parts, does not enter .the city of any one without cause. If it

so happen that his victorious forces take the held, in such case, after

punishing the refractqry, he, in his royal clemency, restores the trans-

gressor to his throne. We have not thought it our duty to represent

the point to the court of China, us the matter in question is opposed to

fhe custom of this empire. The frequenters of the port of Canton,
which lies within our territory, can inform your lordship, thit such is

not the custom of China. For the future, a proposition of this

nature, so contrary to usage, shonld not be introduced into a friendly

dispatch.”

In perusing the above paper we cannot fail to be struck with the

penetration and judgment of charjaeter evinced in the counter-pro-

position which was here offered to the Chinese commissioners. The
alternative suggested with so much moderation and reasonableness on
the part of our government, was eminently calculated to silence all

further attempts at rdmonstrance against the establishment of our re-

sident at the Gorkha court
;
any arrangements tending to draw the

Chinese authorities into immediate relations with our government
would doubtless be viewed with the utmost abhorrence ;

and, rather

than run the risk of ever being involved in such perplexing conside-

rations, they dropped the subject altogether. Iq the insinuations,

conveyed in the picture which the commissioners draw, for the purpose

of contrasting the mode in which the emperor of China proceeds

towards rebellious neighbors with that which the English government
had pursued, are sufficiently traced the workings of wounded pride,

suppressed by considerations of cautious policy
;
the reference which

they make to the merchants at Canton for corroteratio#) of the assertion

they had advanced, regarding the custom of China, clearly proves, if

proof be wanting, that the connection between the rulers of India and

the English residents at Canton has long since been well known at the

court of Peking : the only inquiry, however, which appears to have

been made at Canton, throughout the whole war, was a message from

the viceroy, delivered through Pwankhequa, requesting that the seat

of war might be pointe<I out on a Chinese map, sent for that purpose. '
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Comparmg 'some, of the foregoing sketches with those close at our
own doors, we are forcibly reminded of the answer given by one of the

principal hong merchants to the chief of the English factory in 18^^
30. After listening to the announcement of the viceroy’s wrathful de-

terminations, the gentleman inquired what the ultimatum would be, if

he still persisted in his opposition, “Then,” was the reply, “Then no
can I” Who, with this in bis memory, will fail lo remark the Bdentity

of the language used by the residents at Shigatsze in their letter to

the governor-general ?” “ If they (the English) did so, (if they should

have designs upon our country,) it would not be well 1”‘

The behavior of the Chinese generals towards the Nipilese sirdirs,

during the interview at Shigatsze, is in the main, the very counterpart

of a scene before the gates of Canton, when foreigners have ap-

peared there armed, and in considerable numbers. “ How many are

you? What do vou fancy you can do? We are many, you are

few !” &.C.

And how 'frequently is the argument, adduced by the commission-
ers for not wishing to send a Chinese resident to Kathmandu, echoed
by sll classes around us, in the local phraseology of—* Cheena no cay-

zhun.’ At the same time we may glean sufficient evidence, from the

above notice, to satisfy us that, notwithstanding the profession of
immutability, Chinese policy, like that of all other states, is susceptible

of modification
;
that the officers of the Chinese government can trim

to the times, and modulate their voices to the tones of civility and po-
liteness towards foreigners, when it suits their purpose; that they can,

upon occasion, appeal to the ties of friendship, and base their claims

to the favor of a British governor, upon considerations of the constant

commercial intercourse which has existed between the two nations.

C
1. lUna bah4dar, the ruler of NipAl, having abdicated the throne in favor of

his son, and retired to Benares, incurred a considerable debt to the British gov-
ernment whilst living there. He entered into a treaty with them for the gradual
repayment of it, and for the residence of a British officer at Katbroandh. ' Capt.
Knox was, in consequence, appointed resident'at the capital of Q6rkha in 1601.

He had previously accompanied captain Kirkratrick on his mission to Nip^i in

1792, as commander of the military escort. The residence was given up after

two or three years’', duration.

3. For some years previously to the breaking ont of hostilities, disputes had
from time to time arisen between the Nip^ilese and Britisli. governments, relative

to the right of occupation of certain border districts. The Nip^lese at length

agreed to appoint commissioners, to meet a deputation of British officers, and
investigate the claims upon the spot; the result of their investigations was pro-
nounced to be in favor of the British government; but the Gorkba r^J4 could not
be induced to retire from the lands which he had usurped, and eventually it

became necessary to introduce an armed force, for the establishment of the
British authority. The rainy season came on ; and the troops had been but a
short time withdrawn, when on the 29th of May 1814, three of the police stations

In Bootwal (or Butaul) were attacked by a numerous body of G6rkhas; the
British officers driven ont; and 18 of their number killed. The tli6nabdar of
Khilwan surrendered himself a prisoner, but was murdered in cold blood, in the
presence of the G6rkha commander. All hopes o( an accommodation being now
at an end, it was resolved at once to suspend all commercial intercourse with
Niptil, and to commence vigorous h0.slilitic8 s<o soon as the season should admit of
troops being moved.
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3. Tibet appears to have been finally reduced by the Chinese in 1720, (59lh
year of Kanghc) ; but the government was continued in the hands of native
princes till 1750, (15th year of Keftnlung) when Giurraedh Namghial, who had
succeeded bis father Pholonai in the government, attempted to establish his inde-
pendence. The attempt terminated unsuccessfully, and Giurmedh lost his head

:

the royal dignity was thenceforward suppressed in Tibet, and the administration
of affairs vested in the dalai Idma,— assisted by a cabinet of officers,—w'bo receiv-
ed their commissions and instructions from the Lefan Yuen, colonial office at Pe-
king. At the same time, two Chinese generals were appointed residents at Sbi-
gatsae, who, in connection with the dalai Ifiroa, exercised the supreme control in
all state matters. These arrangements appear .to have continued in force ever
since. The Chinese residents are usually styled, in native works, pansae tachin,

or chuo tseang tachin. I am indebted to Mr. Morrison for a detailed account of
the Chinese establishment in Tibet, translated from a Chinese standard work,
the Ta Tsing Hwuy TeCn, or Statutes of the Ta Tsing dynasty. The paper is

appended.
4. Under the Ming dynasty, Tibet* was called Oustsang; a corruption of the

names of two provinces into which it was divided. Tibet is now commonly di-

vided into anterior and ulterior. Is it not probable that the residents styled them-
selves, in addressing foreigners,— the rulers of the Two Tseang, Urh Tseang?
adopting a form analogous to that lised by the governor of Kwangtung and
Kwangse, when he issues an edict, as Leang Kwang tsungtuh.

5. It would appear, says Dr. Hamilton, mat when the princes of the moun-
taineers were persuaded to adopt the doctrines of Brahmah, many clans followed
the example of their chiefs, and thus have established tribes called Thapas,
Ghortis, Karkis, d&c. Umr Sing who commands the G6rkha army is a Thapa.

6. From 1789 to 1791. the G6rkhas were engaged in continual quarrels with
the states of Bfitiii and Tibet. In the latter year, they marched a body of 7000
men upon Shl^tsze, plundered the Ifima’s treasui7,'and carried ofif prisoner one
of the principal officers of Lassa. As soon as intelligence of this outrage reached
Peking, an envoy was dispatched to Nipfil, to demand restitution of the booty and
the noble prisoner. The imperial message, however, met with no very courteous
reception from the G6rkhas, who refused to surrender any part of the spoil, and
bade the Chinese do their worst, if they were not satisfied; upon this, the emperor
becoming highly incensed, poured an army of 70,000 men into the Nipfilese territo-

ries, resolved, as he expressed it himself, to * chastise the robber.*’ The Chinese
forces, after defeating the Gorkhas in seveihl successive en^gements, advanced
to wkhin twenty-five miles of their capital. Here negotiations ensued. The
Chinese general consented to retire on receiving a supply of grain for his army

;

and fifty virgins as a homage to his sovereign, with a promise to pay tribute to the

emperor ; but no stipulation was made for the restoration of the plunder of Shi-

gatsze. The Gorkha rfijfi in his distress applied to the' governor-general for sup-

port, and captain Kirkpatrick was deputed to Kathmandfi to confer with the

Nip4lese court, and thence to proceed to the head quarters of the Chinese army

;

but the treaty had been eoncluded with the invaders before he could reach his

destination.

Art. VI. Translation from tke Statutes of the Ta Tsing dynasty

^

relating to the system of government in Tibet
y
and forming an

appendix to article fifthy Note 3.

Great ministers ( tachin
)

are appointed as residents in Tibet to

hold general control over the anterior and ulterior provinces of that

country, and to direct the affairs of the limas.

'

It is also the duty of these residents— by regulating what relates

to the official dignities, — by arranging the military divisions of the

country,®— by preserving the discipline of the troops, <— by strength-
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ening the defenses of the ftontler,*— bv .‘upervising the hiiaiicia), af-

fairs and taxes,®— by maintaining equity in punishments,*^— ana by

sustaining the laws and ordinances,*— throughout the two provinces,

to give peace and security to the Tanguths.

AH tributary offerings from Tibet are made at stated periods,® On
each occasion, rich presents are conferred in return. The same is

the case with the Gorkhas. ' ® AH bearers qf tribute, entitled k^npu,

on their entrance into, and departure from, China, are attended by

an escort. '

'

1.

The great ministers resident in Tibet are two in number. Th^ l»ve

under them a secretary; a writer; three commissariat officers; and^^ eight

men, able to write the Mantchou language, sent from the garrison of Chingtoo

foo (the capital of Szechuen): also, one writer acquainted with the Gbrkhali

language, and one interpreter able to speak that language, both from among
the Tanguths (or Tibetans.)

They have also attached to them a military body, from the provincial force

of Szechuen, as follows

:

1 Lt.-ccdonel Yewkeih,

1 Major -

3 Captains

2 Lieutenants •

4 Sub-lieutenants

8 Seijeants

Toosze.
Showpei.
Tseentsung.
Patsung.
Wae\yei,— and

646 Rank and file— stationed in the cantons of Lassa, Cbashi-

Inubfi, Tingri, and Kiingmin :— again

1 Lt-colonel Yewkeih.

1 Major -

3 Captains

2 Lieutenants -

7 Sub-lieutenants

9 Seijeants.

Toosze.
Sbowpei.
Tseentsung.
P&tsung.
Waewei,— and

782 Rank and file,— stationed along the commissariat posts, be-

tween Tatsienlfi, on the frontiers of Szechuen, and Lassa.

2. The native officers of the two provinces were formerly appointed by
the heads of those provinces— the dalai 14ma, and the bantchin erdeni (or

teshoo lima)— respectively, the higher appointments being announced to

the residents, that they might report them to the emperor. Since the year

1794, the official dignities nave been settled by the Chinese government, and
cheers above the seventh rank are now appointed by the limas aforesmd in

conjunction always with the residents.

3. The country is divided into encampments, 124 in number. To each,

one or two officers are appointed for the subordinate control of natives— not
soldiers— living within the encampment.
The number of the native trooph in Tibet is 3(X)0, one third in the ciiqton

of Lassa, one third in that of Chashilunbfi, and the remaining third m the
cantons of Tingri and Ki&njgmin. Half the number are practiced in mus-
qiieriy ; and the remainder in the use of the sword and spear.

5. The following frontier tribes are named, as lying on the southwest

:

the Brukba ? the Simanghing ? the Ts&mlang ? the Lomintkng ? and the
G6rkhas. The approaches are by Tingri and Kikngrain, which are guarded
by Chinese troops, and are every year visited by the residents in the course of
their annual tour of review,

6. The taxes are paid by the nearer districts in kind, and consist in grain,

a woolen manufacture called p’hrGfi, Tibetan incense, silk, cotton, tea, salt.
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and a few other articles of food. The distant places pay in money— which
is of native coinage, and in value about a mace : there are also pieces of half
that value. All their money was brought formerly from Nipal ; and it is

since the year 1793, that this money has been coined in Tibet. The flocks

and herds are taxed, at the rate of a mace for ten sheep or goats, and the
same sum for two heads of cattle. There are also some minor and peculiar

taxes, as on the decease of an individual, &c. Fines and ransoms add to the
revenue; as also duties on imports and exports. These last are simple.

Rice and salt, are taxed at the rate of one measure of each paid in kind on
every package. And other goods are charged one mace for every package.
The financial affairs are entrusted to native officers, under the supervision

of the residents.

7. Punishments. These are all in the shape of fines, the sentences of the
native officers being always reported to the residents.

8. Imws. These refer almost exclusively to eligibility to office, and or-

der of promotion,— tending to overthrow the ancient aristocracy and exclu-

sive privileges; they have reference also to freedom of travelling; and re-

straints thereon.'

9. Tibet sends an annual envoy to Peking. The two lamas take it in

rotation to send one. Several lalnas of rank, and nobles, send their ofierings

direct to the emperor, at the same time, that the chief lamas send their’s.

10. The Gorkha tribute-bearer proceeds to Peking once in five years. The
offerings from the “ G6rkha erdeni king,” are elephants, horses, peacocks,

ivory, unicorn’s horns, peacock’s tails,

11. The escort joins and leaves the envoy at Sening, in the district around

Kokonor.: It consists of two civil officers of rank, and a body of troops un-

der a military field-officer. The envoys are allowed trom 120 to 160 asses,

supplied by fiie government ; be^iides which, they are allowed to engage for

themselves eighty more ; and to have forty followers, with goods, for sale,

in proportion.

Art. VII. Journal of Occurrences. Disturbances in Tunglcwccti ;

military reviews and literary examinations i European passage-

boats ; imperial tombs ; anniversary of Ckangling^s birth day.

Disturbances in the district of Tungkwan, a few miles east of this city, were re-

ported here early in thp monlh; they originated in a quarrel between two clans;

the contention running high, the parties had recourse to arms, and bloodshed

ensued. A party of troops were ordered from Canton, and the disturbances are

reported to be ‘ finished.’

Military reviews and literary exarniriations have occupied the attention of the

local functionaries, since the opening of the public ofiSces on the 13th instant, the

l9th day after the Chinese new-year. The governor has just left the city for a

military review in ‘ the wide-western’ province, Kwangse, which forms a part

of his jurisdiction.
'

The European passage-boats have again fallen under'the ban of the great men,

whose duty it is to restrain foreigners; and again they are forbidden to sail on the

inner waters. Out of one of those boats, the ‘ Alpha,’ twenty-thfee chests of opi-

um were taken by the Chinese, off Macao, about two weeks ago. Other seizures

have been made ; but the traffic continues.

The tombs of the imperial family have recently been embellished with a new
shade tree, and all the formalities of planting it are duly recorded in the Gazettes.

Changling^s eightieth anniversary occurred on the 15lh December. He is a

Mongolian, has served under three emperors, has risen from the lowest to the bigh-

4«t offices of state, and has held the gubernatorial reigns in eight provinces.
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Art. I. Application of the powers* of the consuls of the United

States of America for Chinay tc the amelioration of intercourse

with the Chinese. From a Correspondent. [Continuation of ar-

ticle iv, number ii of the present volume.]

In the Repository for June last, we gave an outline of a new consular

system for Eastern Asia, such as should, in our view, commend itself

to an early adoption on the part of the government of the United

States. We therein requested, that our countrymen at the south-

ward would till up this outline as to the regions around them
;
a

request which we still have to repeat, nothing amounting to a modi-

fication of our plan, or which would afford important hints to the gov-

ernment of the United States, having yet reached us.

The return of the Himinaleh from her cruise in the Archipelago,

has however put us iif possession of evidence of what was before as-

sumed, that the independent belt of country lying between the Dutch
and Spanish claims, is open to commercial and official connections,

and that good service would be done by an immediate appointment to

our third consular district.

New proof has also been furnished, since our former paper, that it

is the steady policy of the Dutch colonial authorities, to bring a great

portion of the Archipelago under the closest bondage, and to extin-

guish all commercial, political and benevolent improvement, whether
Springing from domestic sources or from foreign interference.

Over the Spanish colonies, the same uncertainty hangs as to their

future destiny, and though much may be hoped from the men who

* It will be borne in mind, that we speak of the powers of consuls under a new
system, our demand for which proceeds wholly on the ground, that the ablest

officer under the existing system, is deprived of the authority and the instructions

requisite for the accomplishment of any useful purpose.

VOL. VI. NO. XI. 68
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now govern them, the time may be near, when the presence of an
efficient officer will be absolutely necessary for the protection of the
lives and properties of the American residents.

Notliing has occured, that we are aware of, to lessen the desira-

bleness of some attention to the eastern shores of Sumatra and the
Malayan peninsula, while it is daily more evident that the western
coasts of that island, though without our plan, ought not to be left

beyond the regard of the American government. Impressions made
on half civilized men are not ineffaceable, and though the Sumatrans
will not soon forget the destruction of one bf their towns, and the
massacre of its inhabitants, yet there is a point beyond which, “ re-

member Q,uallah Batoo,”— cannot safely be used by the American
traders, as a means of intimidation, and a hush-word for all remon-
strance. If reports be true, this point will be reached and passed at

no very distant day, unless a second interference on the part of the
United States, of a different kind we trust, anticipate and avert it.

The interest lately shown by the Siamese in nautical improvements,
the uninterrupted residence of American rmssionaries at their capital,

and the probability that the regal power will pass erelong into more
liberal hands, make it more and more desirable, that the American
executive should still keep an eye to the country, with whose ‘ mag-
nificent king’ it has already formed a treaty. Of Cochinchina, we
have no later information either favorable or unfavorable.

We still press the application to these regions of a new system of
political agencies, which, while it retains an unpretending name and
economical basis, shall elevate the consular officer from a local nota-

ry, to a public representative, having his distinct and ample field of

official inquiry and action. We do not doubt, that we shall erelong

be able to place our readers (including we hope some members of the

government in question) in possession of the best information extant,

on all these countries. Meanwhile^ we devote a few pages to a brief

and imperfect application of our proposed consular system, to the

empire in which we dwell— to China. In doing this, we proceed

upon the conviction, that it is the interest and duty of governments to

follow their people in their farthest wanderings, and to watch over

the impressions their conduct may convey of the national designs

and the national character. It is their interest
;

for if a long series

of acts however petty, are suffered to awaken contempt or suspicion,

the after removal or restraining of these sentiment^fmay cost the neg-

ligent government (to say nothing of blood) much time and trouble

and treasure. The barriers which have been already raised, under

these very circumstances almost all. over the east, can be compared

to nothing else so well as to the solid and destructive walls, which
have grown up in the way of the navigator, in the ocean around us,

under an instrumentality which is equally unnoticed and apparently

just as contemptible. It is their duty moreover to protect the men,

whose honorable exhibitions of the national character, are producing

happy results abroad, as well as to check and counteract impressions

of an opposite nature.
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While a government holds itself bound to discharge this duty, it has

however a right to claim fiom its absent citizens a clear definition of

their position, their wishes, and the measures, if any, which they

would have it adopt, for their benefit or protection. And when mea-
sures have been fairly planned and put in execution by it, on their

behalf, either in their silence or by their direction, it should be held

to have done its duty, whether successful or unsuccessful. In all

such cases, to judge by the event, to use wisdom and- success as syno-

nyms, to denounce what time has proved injudicious, is unfair, and
especially is it a gross departure from the duty of frank and grateful

acknowledgment, which the absent citizen owes to an unforgetting

government. This is more particularly true in cases and circum-

stances where the action of a government is surrounded by unwonted
difficulties, when its first efforts are necessarily experimental, and the

true path to success can be determined only by having walked in it.‘

To lose sight of all these difficulties, to taunt the government whose
representatives have failed in their first attempts to secure the desired

protection or relief, is as unjust and cruel as to jeer the enterprising

merchant, whose ship may have struck a rock, in seeking its way
across an ocean never before traversed. It shoyld in fact, be no more
wonder to any, that a new diplomatic field be founff full of unforeseen

occasions of official failure, than that a new sea should be discovered

to abound with hitherto unknown dangers. The track of political

missions to the one, may as naturally be expected to be marked by

mistakes on either hiand, as the charts of the other to be dotted aver

with the names of the unfortunate ships, whose keels have ascertained

its hidden shoals and reefs of coral. The gratitude of the political

world, is not less due to those governments, which have contributed

by their unsuccessful embassies, to beacon out the way to dipidinatic

triumphs— in China for instance— than is that of the commercial
world to the less fortunate predecessors of Columbus and Vasco de
Gama. While an end like this is pursued, through many temporary
failures, it is also to be expected, that both governments and their

citizens will often owe some indulgence to each other. The citizen

will be tempted to cornplain of the apathy or qualified interposition of
government, and the government he annoyed to have to bear with the

discordant opinions, which bewilder where they should guide, or to

regret the silence which leaves it without any direction whatever.

These observations, though they arise on the bare mention of diplo-

macy in connection with Eastern Asia, are however quite prospec-
tive, when applied to American intercourse with China; and this,

we wish to be understood, is the^only construction to be put upon any
femarks contained in this paper.

From the opening of our intercourse with this empire, in 1784,
down to the present day, it has been left to itself, the merchant ask-

ing no national protection, and the government never affording any.

The hasty visits of a few public vessels, have been well received by
the American residents at Canton, and their repetition invited, though
not productive, as it would appear, of any good whatever. The burden
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of a eonsular system, empowered to tax, but impotent for every other
purpose, has been borne with, quietly and patiently. The government
has been well content to, leave the merchant to his own resources,
and has trusted him to make what use he has pleased of its name and
character. But if we have interpreted aright the spontaneous effort

of the executive to form new treaties in the east, and its demand for a
legislative revision of the consular system, the times of this igno*
ranee are nearly past, and we are more than justified in seeking to

anticipate and aid the movements, by which we, if any, are to be be-

nehtted or injured. Unless we are mistaken, the only alternative left

to our choice is, whether government shall go with us or without us,

whether or not we will join ‘our partial movement to the master
wheel,’ and we have therefore hastened to prevent the foreclosure of
any deed, which might, if unnoticed, shut us out from some local right

or prospective privilege. But we would do more than this, we would
offer our conduct to the scrutiny of our fellow-citizens and our rulers,

and invite rather than shun the examination, which, if it detect many
errors, will at least give new clearness to the definition of duty, and
flew strength to the motives to discharge it.

Our government is also welcome to our views of its position toward
the east, to our estimate of its plans and purposes, and to all the aid

which we can lend to the grand end— the amelioration of every form

of intercourse. Our ffrst recommendation to it was— provide your-

V self with, at least, one intelligent correspondent in each of the great

divisions of Eastern Asia— possess yourself of the means of informa-

\ tion, and be assured that the measures which from time to time

present themselves for adoption, will not fail to conduct, if wisely pur-

sued, to an issue equally useful and honorable. To render this re-

commendation less indefinite, to enforce and exemplify it, we now
proceed a step farther, and attempt a brief application of the system

already proposed, to our lirst consular district— to China.

If the United States have no successful or unsuccessful negotia-

tions with the Chinese to look back to— if they have no merits in

retrospect— they have at least one consolation. Their backward-

ness has thrown the burden of di;scovery on other nations—‘ they have

DO official mistakes to retract, nofaux pas to recover.’ This fact would,

however, cease to be a matter of gratulation, were no avail ever to be

made of it: if no approach to better terms with China is ever to be

attempted, the path thus open might,as well be closed forever. But

this negative advantage is by no means the only one possessed by the

United States:.there are other and higher ones. Above the suspicion

of any design of territorial usurpation, the American government ap-

proaches the nations of 'Eastern Asia with claims to confidence,

wliich no colony-grasping power can ever offer. It is not only free

from embarrassing alliances with other nations, and unencumbered
by suspected ecclesiastical establishments, but it has also the still

more important advantage of being able to clear itself from all con-

nection with the opium trade, and thus to disarm the Chinese of their

great argurpeut, against the freedom 'or even the desirableness of
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foreign intercourse. These advantages belong to the government in

its own right, while it has at the same time, in the active and wide
benevolence of its citizens, a farther property, which no nation of the

European continent can command, and which, even in the case of
England, is diverted from China, by the prior obligations her people

unquestionably owe to their own fellow-subjects in the colonies. The
value of this subsidy must be apparent to every, one, who sees in na-

tional benevolence the highest commendation of national character

and intercourse. It will be illustrated perhaps more clearly than ever

before, when the people of America come to regard Eastern Asia,

as it is— the grand coliseum of the moral world— the especial arena

where their strength should be concentrated and exhausted.

We assume, in this paper, that the government of the United States

has become sensible, in some degree, of its happy position for acting

on Eastern Asia, and that on the revision of its consular system, it

has furnished its agent in China, with instructions to devise and
carry out a series of measures, for the amelioration of intercourse

between the two countries. We suppose him already at his post, and
receiving from the Chinese authorities, not such an acknowledg-

ment as he could wish, but such as brings him into direct or indirect

communication with them. Here we suppose him to pause, and
before he attempts a direct attack on the Chinese policy, or breaks

off from friendly relations on a point of honor or etiquette, we imagine

him to sit down to a serious inquiry into the causes -of the singular

exclusion, under which his countrymen labor, in common with men
of other nations. The common law of cause and effect requires this

course, and in fact, no rational hope can be entertained of accom-
plishing, in any other way, the.object of his appointment.

The domestic history of China furnishes him with the first clue to

the discovery he is in pursuit of. From this it appears, that from a
very remote period, China has always stood higher in the scale of
civilization and power, than any of the neighboring countries, and
that its relations with them have consequently been those of a supe-

rior with inferiors. Even in the two instances, when the eastern and
western Tartars have taken advantage of falling dynasties and civil

distractions to imp>ose their yoke upon the Chinese, the conquerors

have been in turn subdued, as the northern barbarians were by the

milder skies and higher civilization of Italy. The ‘ valor of the south ’

has in both these cases borne out the preference of Confucius, and
proved at last triumphant.*

When the consul takes up, in turn, the history of Chinese inter-

course with European nations, he will be immediately struck with the

apparently exaggerated accounts, given by foreign authors themselves,

of the institutions, civilization, wealth, and power of this empire. To
* “To teach men with a patient mild spirit, and riot to revenjge qnreasoriahle

conduct, constitutes the valor of the south, and is the constant habit of the man
of superior virtue. To lie under arms and fearlessly meet death, Is the valor of
the north, and the element of the valiant man.” Chung Yung. Sec. .10. This
extract throws some light on, what is Conimotily called, the pasiUauinuty of the
Chinese.
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account for th\^ style of expression, he will have to remind himself,

that China was in many important respects far in advance of Europe,
at the time when these descriptions were written. If he can satisfy

himself, that it is because the one has been stationary and the other
advancing with rapid strides in every noble reform, for Iwo or three
intervening centuries, that their relative positions are now so reversed,

no more will be needed, but to bear in mind that early impressions

are with difficulty effaced, in- order to account to himself for the Chi-
nese hallucination, as to their present superiority, as an empire, over
every other people.

A further examination of the same accounts, will conduct him to a
like conclusion as to the claims of the foreigner to personal superiori-

ty, and explain the pertinacity with which the Chinese refuse to

admit any such pretension. The best evidence on this point, when
summed up, is, that the mercantile character of the 16th and 17ih
centuries, as exhibited in Eastern Asia at least, was a compound, in

which the mean and sordid, the gross and rapacious, were the pre-

dominant ingredients. The quiet industry, the sound principle, the

sacred regard to promises, the mutual confidence and support, which
characterize the modern merchant, if anywhere met with at that time,

were the virtues not of the profe.ssion, but of the individual. Nor was
the clerical character, the remaining form under which intercourse

with the Chinese was then conducted, much, if at all, better. The
excellencies of Xavier, Ricci, Verbiest and others, were splendid ex-

ceptions, and as such were admired and rewarded. But there is lit-

tle doubt, that the few among the Romish clergy, whose characters

bore the impress of science and sanctity, were far outnumbered by the

mass, who, on the other hand, were remarkable for nothing, unless it

were for ignorance, ambition, and sensuality. This was the charac-

ter of that priesthood, at the era of the reformation, and again at the

breaking out of the French revolution, and such perhaps it is, though

in a less degree, at the present day, in Italy and the Peninsula. Nor
does the colonial history of the I6th and 17th centuries favor the sup-

position, that the clergy abroad were better than the clergy at home^

—

or that it was only the self-denying and the pure, who left the church

and the convent, and followed the flags of Spain and Portugal around

the Cape and across the ocean, to America and India. To some

other causes than truer views, or higher toleration, or purer piety,

must iube ascribed, that the forced conversions, so frequently enact-

ed in America, were never attempted in China. When we add to

those private and now forgotten wrongs,— those causes of hatred or

contempt,— the more public contentions and open ambition of papal

legates and rival monastic orders, the Chinese conclusion was natural

enough— since these are the teachers and patterns of the Europeans,

there are none to contest with our own sages, the prize of universal

admiration, the reward of preeminent personal excellence.

If such a conclusion w as natural as to the individual, two centuries

of such intercourse were certainly enough, to bring into use, those

epithets of ‘crafty,’ ‘gain-seeking,’ ‘turbulent,’ ‘dangerous,’ which
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were then first stereotyped in usum imperii, as characteristic of the

mass, and which have ever since been profusely employed by Chinese
officials, in the description of foreign character.

In Uie course of the 18th century, the evidence again.st the foreign

character disappears in a great measure, and it may even be admit-

ted that it worked in its. favor. The improved bearing of the mer-

chant, the silenced contentions of ecclesiastics, and the impression

made by friendly embassies, may be taken to have more than out-

weighed the opposite evidence, and to have gained for the foreign

name more respect than it had acquired at any prior period. Could
the aifll<i|ration, which has since gone on so happily in European
morals ana character, have been fairly shown, and no new spring of

suspicion- and distrust have been opened, perhaps the estimate made
in earlier times, would' have yielded at last, to a later, more just and
happier one. But before that century was closed, another thorn was
planted in the unhealed side, and Chinese statesmen found a new
exemplification df the unchanged mercenariness of the foreign cha-

racter. It then first attracted their notice, that the foreigner was offer-

ing the ‘ vile dirt of other countries, in exchange for the commodities

and money of the celestial empire.’ From that time to this, no efforts

have been spared, on their part,' to eradicate this rankling weapon

;

but so unsuccessful have they been, that the import of opium, which
then did not expeed a few hundred chests, has now run up to 28,000,

constituting, in value, more than half the whole foreign imports into

China. The great majority of the foreign merchants engaging freely

in this prohibited traffic, its nature again afforded a false standard

whereby to estimate the foreign character, the Chinese seeing, in the

opium smuggler, the lineal descendant of the rapacious merchant,

and unholy priest of by-gone centuries. The imperial benevolence

interposed, by edict upon edict, in favor of the morals and happiness of
the subject; the moral sense of the well disposed, and even of the cri-

minals theipselves, became the ally of the throne
;
and the foreigner,

his character, and his intercourse, had no adherents left, but the ap-

petites of the most debased and profligate, w'hose propensities had
overmastered conscience.

This direct line of causes, extending down to the present day from

A. D. 1500, will, we imagine, conduct the consul to the real question,

now at issue between China and the west, and to the means of an

early and satisfactory adjustment of it. Were the point at issue one of

national raiik^— of comparative greatne.ss— of just precedence,— the

way to arrive at a settlement would be a trial at arms, or rather a

joust at statistics. But the ultimate end in view', is not to settle pre-

eminence, but lo ameliorate intercourse
;
and the natural way to do

this, is first to quiet all distrust of the party seeking this grant, by

satisfactory evidence of the purity of his designs, and then to press

the suit, by proving the mutual advantages of the desired intercourse.

If hereditary testimony and present experience concur to fill the Chi-
ne.se with distrust of the foreign character, no blockade can hinder the

circulation of those opinions, and all displays of superior military
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piowess, must necessarily tend to convert suspicion into terror. If

foreign intercourse be restricted of belied— to prove it a blessing, or
to make it such— is the first great preliminary to the demand for its

appreciation and freedom.

If these views be just— if the question before the American con-
sul be such as we have represented it— his course will be a clear one,
and he will feel bound to address himself, first of all, to the vindi-

cation of the name and character of his country, and iheri, to the

acquisition of the desired amelioration. Nothing will induce him
to delay or slight this his great duty, the highest service for. which
he is appointed. The measures he takes for these ends— the im-
mediate and the ultimate— must be strenuous and unremitted.

They must be seen to be official acts, emanating not from individual

disposition, but from superior direction, bearing the stamp of national

policy, and not merely the marks of personal virtue. The truly patrio-

tic and noble object* which he has in view, gives hiip the highest

riglrt to the cooperation of his countrymen abroad, and at the same
time, the unwonted difficulties which beset his path, claim for him
the indulgence of his government. So far as concerns the early in-

tercourse of western nations with China, their errors or their crimes,

frt>m 1500 to 1784, he can, as the representative of a new people, dis-

claim all connection with or responsibility for them. His earliest

communications with the Chinese government should contain "his

protest against any such traveling out of the record, or any transfer

to the American account, of charges with which his country has no
concern, however justly they may be imputable to other nations. The
same communications might also embody a brief sketch of the course

of the American trade, and call the attention of the authorities to the

proofs exhibited through all this time, that the national characteris-

tics are not ‘ rapacity, craftiness, and ambition.’ These, and many
other general elucidations of the policy of the United States, he may
have opportunity to offer, without unduly pressing a subject, in itself

of no great interest to Chinese statesmen.

It is not our purpose to follow the consul’s steps through all the

vexed questions, which are still to be settled with the Chinese go-

vernment. Our object is rather to enforce this principle, to which

we have brought him— first place the national character on its pro-

per elevation, and then demand that it be respected,—first make the

natiofial intercourse purely beneficial, and then insist on its perfect

freedom ; and we feel assured, that though he may err in the applica-

tion of it to particular measures, addressed as they must be to a nation

whose social and political maxims are as unique as their language,

the general influence of his exertions cannot but be highly beneficial.

To bear out this assertion, and at the' same time to illustrate the

working of the principle assumed, we will proceed to make an appli-

cation of it to the consul’s course, in reference to three instances, now
calling for his prompt attention,, viz.; to the affairs of the cohong at

Canton
;
to the illicit trade with or without the connivance of the local

officers
;
and to the great ‘ embarrass ’ of the daj,-— the opium traffic
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,
- It. is well known , to most of our readers, that responsibility is a

favorite idea with Chinese officers) and that one of the forms which
this theory has taken, is the,appointment of thirteen privileged mer-
chants, who are at the same time the chief conductors of the foreign

trade, the guaranties to the foreigner for the payment of debts due
him: from any insolvent member of their body, and the securities to the

government both for lbe< good behavior of the barbarian merchants
and seamen, and the due collection and payment of the customs ac-

cruing onvthe commerce intrusted to them. The local authorities

are the more attached to this system, as it shields them in part from

the trohhlesome claims of foreign creditors, and still more as it affords

good mark for exactions
;
while the security it lends to the revenue,

and, its apparent benevolence toward the ‘ far traveled stranger,* com-
mend it to the 'Supreme government. With the domestic grounds
and operation of the cohong system we are not concerned, and shall

confine our remarks to its bearing on the foreign, and especially the

American, merchant, as it purports to be a guaranty for sums due
to him from any hongs coming insolvent. It is proper to premise, that

these so called privileged merchants are not one monopoly, in the

ordinary sense of the word, but rather thirteen distinct monopolies^ or

polypi of a monopoly. They are, in fact, many of them, more closely

connected in feeling with their foreign friends than with each other;

and as there is no cohesion among themselves, no esprit du corps

y

it

follows that therejs no collusion to squeeze the foreigner by the main-
tenance of . monopoly prices. On the contrary, they are, as a body,

too regardless of their own interests, content with inadequate profits,

so that there is probably no native trade of equal magnitude with

theirs, conducted in any part of the world, by any set of commercial
agents, however freei, for so small a compensation. Moreover, it is, and
has long been, thexustom with them to permit their friends to share

their ill guarded privileges, by trading for their own account under
the hong protection

;
and one, at least, of their body, may be said to

keep open doors ffir any man or number of men, doing business with

foreigners, who choose to use him as a shipping broker, for a trifling

kumshaWy a mere fraction over and*above the imperial duty. Under
such conduct, and with many exactions and many expenses to boot, it

is quite natural that insolvencies should often occur» in this body, the

members of which have no vote on liew appointments, and no right'

of inspection or control over the transactions of each other. In such
cases the understanding is, that their private property is not bound for

the debts of-the insolvent; and in practice, the local government, in-

stead of looking to their estates, authorizes a special tax to be levied

on the general trade for the satisfactiqn of the claimants. Now com-
mon sense, as well as political economy, teach, that though such
a tax may for a little while bear injuriously on the commercial agent,

it falls at last entirely on* the consumer of the taxbd article.

The Chinese are not supposed to be adepts in political economy, but

they are not deficient in common sense, and moreover;^! has been well

said ofthem, that they hare a good deal of arty though not much
VOL. VI. NO. XI. 64
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science. •• We will not undertake to say, that the present is a case in

point, but somehow it is found by them that tea and silk are the most
convenient articles for taxation, and the result is, that a great propor-
tion of the duty levied to meet the claims on insolvent parties~say
four fifths— fafts on the exports. Meanwhile the>foreign claimants
petition against the delinquent hong, his doors are officially closed,

the claima are presented, the petitioners insist upon their rights, they
demand the benefit of the guaranty assured them by the Chinese go-
vernment; the local authorities demur, and upbraid them with their

sordid neglect of its 'warnings, in accumulating enormous balances by
practicing on the necessities ofhard -pressed merchants; at length b^
nevolence and compassion sway its indulgent councils; the claims artf

admitted, and the petitioners are got>rid of by an order from the hong
merchants for the larger part of their demands-^on whom ^ On their

own countrymen, or rather on the consumers of tea wherever they

can find them
But to cut short our remarks, we foresee that the American consul

will be compelled to take up this subject, not only or so much be-

cause it touches that sensitive point, the pecuniary interest of indiv^

duals or of his country, as because it stands in his wny as a vindicator

of the national character. His investigations will, probably, lead him
to these conclusions. The- idea of responsibility running through the

whole Chinese polity, and. the eohong.. affording moreover a capital

mark for official exaction, it is not probable, that any mere request of

Ev foreign consul will affect its stability., or that the government will

throw the market entirely open to the foreigner, unless compelled by

the force of irresistible circumstances. While the government inter-

feres so far as to designate certain men with whom only the Americans

should'trade, it is right that it should furnish some guaranty for their

probity:) and while the commercial habits of the men, so' designated,

forbid the idea of their accumulating Targe profits or even keeping

above water) it may be necessary that this security be drawn ultimate-

ly from the only solvent party, the consumer.
^

Were the cohong a

united body, mbonaji^ monopoly, it would settle this question, by

elevating its members far above all fear of insolvency, at the expense

of the foreigner. It is not desirable that the members should be liable

in their private property for each other’s debts, for in such case, their

industry and enterprise would be destroyed, by the destruction of all

hope of personal reward for their labor. Were Chinese courts, courts

of justice, and open to the foreign claimant, as they are in Europe

and America, no further
^
guaranty,, than .the right of action, would

be needed by the merchant for the safety of his property. So that, as

matters stand in China, it is perhaps best that the merchant have

some specific security, some recourse, though it be to the consumer,

for the ordinary balances which large transactions must leave unco-

vered between buyer and” seller, and which it is not easy for he fo-

reigner to keep always in his own favor. But at the same time, and

for alTthis, the operation of the guaranty, as* it now exists, is a serious

grievance, demanding reformation for many and weighty reasons.
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It is injurious to the small merchant who dares not incur risks, or can-

not lay out of his capital, and is therefore compelled to deal only with

the solvent hongs, while his richer competitor is receiving, in the shape

of higher prices or interests, a premium of insurance on the sums he

intrusts to the weaker hongs, the loss of which, if lost, he expects not

to bear, as an assurer, but to throw on the unpaid consumer. It is

more or less injurious to other parties, for instance— to the impor-

ters of goods, usually exchanged for native merchandise, as it affixes

a further money-charge to articles which are intended to be disposed

of in barter. It is unfavorable to the trade generally, by increasing

imports and checking consumption. It is a personal injury to the

consumer, ^ho is the ultimate payer
;
and when the debts of men of

different nations are confounded, as they usually are, it is a national

wrong 'to the country whose debts are in the smallest ratio to its con-

sumption. Its tendency is to do further harm hy strengthening the

Gonsoo, and reviving from time to time its close control over its mem-
bers. It is, moreover, a public evil, as it exhibits the foreign character

in an unhappy light to the Chinese authorities. This is, perhaps, the

main evil, as it gives the authorities just the opportunity they like to

have, to throw suspicions on the prudence or the probity of the bar-

barians— to represent them in fact either as breaking through all the

warnings of the government, and the restraints of common prudence
in the accumulation of vast claims, or as presenting demands which
have no just foundation. And when the adjustment of an insolvency

case is made, and both merchants and consuls acquiesce in a settle-

ment of the claims, by a tax on exports without distinction of flags, it

may be interpreted by the authorities, for aught we know, that the

barbarians must really be as deficient in intelligence, or as regard-

less of the difference between meum and tuum^ as they have always

described them.

If the consul come to conclusions like these,— if he see that the

guaranty, like a bad poor law, has made the evil tenfold worse than

it found it,— converting a private loss into a public injury,— he will

endeavor to devise some remedy. He will represent to his country-

men, that the guaranty is to be regarded by them as a security for

the necessary current balances of the trade, and not as a motive for

augmenting them; that the Chinese regulations are to be observed,

both as respects the limitation of the amount to be trusted, and the

time when such credits are to be canceled. To the authorities he
will make it plain, that he understands the working of the hong sys-

tem, and treats it, with its pretended guaranty, as it deserves,— as a

creature of their own,— useless to the foreigner, ^serving only their

own purposes. Until it can be exchanged for a better system, he
will see that it do as little harm as possible, and, if just claims arise

from any quarter, he will insist that they be satisfied out of a tax on
the imports from the country, to whose citizens the debts are owing.

If all discrimination between flags, and between exports and imports

be refused or evaded, he will protest that there is very little benevo-

lence or justice in the confusion, .and refer the matter to his govern-
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ment. His interference will not have been in vain, if it clear, in any
degree, the title of the American merchant to his true character,
baud magna cum re^ sed plenus jidei.

The second instance, which we selected for the illustration of our
views of consular interposition, was the illicit trade now carried on in

the waters of China, partly in defiance, and partly- with the connivance
of, the provincial officers. In this illustration, we leave the opium
traffic out of view, and suppose that the trade, though illicit, is confin-

ed to an exchange of articles in themselves useful or not injurious.

When the consul approaches this quesl.iori, he will soon discover, that

he has not merely to solve the easy problem, whether merchants re-

sident in China ought to abide by the tariff of the country by law
established. There is a previous question still open, and he will have
conferred a great boon on the residents, when he has so adjusted it,

as to leave them nothing but obedience to the sanctions, which, in

every country, enforce the just demands of the civil government.
The true difficulty in the case is this— the supreme government,

a long timfe ago, framed a tariff applicable to the foreign trade,, and by
so doing made the subject a matter of imperial concern and regula-

tion. .
But this tariff is, and always has been, carefully concealed from

the foreigner, by the officers in contact with him, for reasons best

known to themselves; and, so far as its provisions can be ascertained,

these original duties bear only the proportion of one to two, or one to

ten, as the ca^ may be, to those actually levied. Now the great

question is, does the foreigner owe obedience to the imperial or to the

provincial standard? ^re the additions constitutionally made and
therefore binding'^ Or, are they mere local exactions, unauthorised

by the proper authorities, and to be treated as such ? Does the con-

cealment of the imperial tariff imply as much, and is the supreme go-

vernment itself hardly less culpable than the provincial, when it aban-

dons the foreigner to the local officer, without a standard for his

guidance or protection ? After suffering its fiscal laws to be conceal-

ed, is it right in .prohibiting the study of the language in which they

are written, and Sending the subject of them to the exactor himself

for their oral interpretation ? Very various replies have been, and

still are, given to> these queries, as self-interest or scrupulosity chance

to predominate in the answerer. A correct decision involves more

than can now be known by the private man, of facts, of the constitu-

tional powers of the provincial officers, and under this uncer-

tainty, it cannot be thought strange, if in our day, when the doctrine

of passive obedience is out of vogue, and especially if amongst born

and bred republicans, the line of duty be drawn a good, way on this side

of sir Robert Filmer, The residents at Canton act under these cir-

cumstances as men do everywhere, when the temptation is strong,

the duty uncertain, the r-cstriiint weak, and the risk nothing. They
smuggle, some eagerly, some complacently, some reluctantly, but in

one 05 other of the forms to be described, justifiable or unjustifiable,

they smuggle, or rather we smuggle. This is that casus foidh’is,

ou which we, as Americans, claim the interference of our govern-
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ment. If there be any possible case, in which that interposition can-

not be refused, it is when it is called in to decide, as to the duty its

citizens owe to the la\vs of other countries. From whatever obliga-

tions toward us our voluntary exile has discharged our country, from

suck it has not absolved her, nay she owes it to her own interests

and honor. We do not ask the government of the United States to

turn casuist and settle for us our cases of conscience, but, as the power

to which we have delegated the adjustment of ail matters of interna-

tional right and duty, we say to it, ascertain for us what is our duty to-

ward the government of China, relieve us from this uncertainty, which
is as painful to us, as it is injurious to you,— and we declare, that,

cost what it may, we will meet your requisitions or forfeit your

protection. *

A little investigation will show the consul, that the evasions of the

Chinese fiscal laws differ considerably in character, and of course

demand different treatment. The most frequent forms are the illicit

storage and transhipment of goods at Lintin, evasion of duties by col-

lusion with the provincial officers of some grade or other, and the

smuggling by professed smugglers. These modes of evasion do not

form a complete catalogue, but they are enough for all the purposes

of illustration.

The first of these departures from Chinese regulations, the storage

and transhipment business, though now lying under repeated inter-

dicts, is the least objectionable. It is chargeable in great part to the

Chinese ignorance of any debenture or bonding system, or, if such be

known to them, to their refusal to adopt either the one or the other.

In explanation of this prohibited business, it is to be said, that the

commodities carried from China to countries west of the Cape of

Good Hope, being much more bulky than those brought to it from
the same quarter, it naturally occurs that many ships arrive in the Chi-

nese waters with little or no cargo. Moreover the infrequency of direct

opportunities leads to the shipment via China of goods destined to

Manila, and which must be transhipped for that place on the vessel’s

arrival in the Chinese waters. The necessity which thus arises

would be met, in any commercial country, by the provisions of a tran-

sit entry. And again, the great distance of the countries trading with

China, the fluctuation of prices, or the misconception of what is suita-

ble to a people of quite different tastes and habits, often result in

the shipment of goods to Canton which are afterwards found unsalea-

ble there, and must be reshipped to some other market, or returned

to the place of production or manufacture. A further inducement to

extensive transhipmeiits exists in the regulation which admits vessels

with rice cargoes under a port charge of 81*200, while vessels bring-

ing other merchandise, or even coining empty, pay 83000 to 86000.
It is, therefore, the interest of vessels bringing l>ut few goods, to tran-

ship them, take in rice, and escape the liigher port charge, which in

the present day is paid on as few vessels as can carry up the river

the merchandise imported This motive' to. tr^nr.sljipment maybe
regarded as a weak one, but tlie case is much stronger as respects
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goods which have been actually landed in Canton, and which it is

afterwards found necessary again to reship. These not only do not
gel the benefit of a drawback, but they, are loaded with an export
duty, seldom lighter, and usually much heavier, than that paid on iin-

(K)rtation. Possibly the Chinese may not understand the working of
the outside transhipments, as connected with the grace to rice vessels,

or their edicts against the receiving ships may be pointed against

them chiefly as depfits for opium, but they cannot be blind to the in-

justice which catches, as in a trap, the unfortunate importer of unsuita-

ble goods, nor wonder if he compare their port to the cave in the

fable, whose entrance bore many marks of the ingress of unwary
visitants, but none of their egress.* In one view, the authorities

which enforce such a regulation, in regard to foreign commerce, are,

to say the least, quite as culpable, as the stranger who evades them

;

and when we call him a smuggler, we do not mean to assert that he

is in the least degree criminal, but merely that he eludes a part of the

fiscal system of the country. But the whole business is a grievance

and a scandal, and therefore calls for the attention of a government
careful of the interests of its citizens and of its own honor. The
consul should use an early opportunity to bring before the provincial

authorities the foreign estimate of the subject, explain the usages pre-

vailing in all commercial countries on this point, the just and equitable

grounds on which they rest, and suggest a remedy for the evils hither-

to felt in China. The exchange of the kumshaw and measurement,

or port charge referred to, for an equivalent duty on goods, would

remove a part of the evil. The introduction of a bonding or deben-

ture system would be a far more effectual remedy, and it is easy to

apply it, under such checks as would render it on the Chinese part

a perfectly safe concession. So long as their regulations detain ships

twenty-four hours or more outside, waiting for pilot, they are bound

to designate some safe anchorage. This anchorage (which should be

Kumsing Moon) affords an unobjectionable opportunity to effect any

necessary transhipment, or to bond goods - destined to other ports, or

which it is desirable should not be introduced immediately. Indeed,

the whole bonding system might be carried out here under the eye

of Chinese officers, and an entry for Canton, be considered an eutry

for consumption. Or, it may be required, that the entry for Canton be

made within a given time, and the bonding or debenture be arranged

afterwards through the hong merchants. The right of search, not

being claimed by tfie Chinese in ordinary cases, it is not desirable

that it be cono^ed, until proper checks can be obtained against

Its injurious operation. It is within the power of the consul to show,

that it is the interest of the Chinese to dissociate the storage of lawful

merchandise from the storage of prohibited goods, and since they

have long permitted a traiishipntent of teas at Whampoa, whenever

Chinese prohibit the reexportation of foreign metals, expect three tenths

of the silver hronght in any one vessel. In this fondness for njelallic imports, and

in the care with which they guard their nntive mines, they imitate the Japanese,

or perhi4)s the naliunal prejudice in huitU cases i>umcs Irum the same origin.
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vessels have been overladen by mistaKe, it is only becoming that they

concede to constantly recurring cases of equity, what they never re-

fuse to accidental necessity. If the local authorities refuse all con-

sent to these changes, the appeal is open to Peking, and in any event,

the' American resident will have the satisfaction of knowing, that he

pursues his interest in these matters under the national protection, or

that he sacrifices it in obedience to the claims of national honor.

-The evasion of duties by collusion with the revenue officers goes

on, at Whampoa, through the agency of the hoppo’s boats, or tide wai-

ters, appointed to guard each ship, and at Canton, by arrangements

made between the linguists, hong clerks, and the custom-house ex-

aminers. In the former case, a hoppo-man agrees to land certain

goods from on board the ship, at one half or one third of the provin-

cial duty, or to buy them at a price so much above the market value.

In this case the collusion does not probably extend beyond the very

lowest grade of revenue officers employed on the river, and no money
reaches the imperial treasury. In the Canton moral code, which is

rather that of Paley than of Dyniond, this is considered smuggling,

while the second mode of evasion, through the linguist, is, we be-

lieve, regarded as a fair introduction. It has its advantages and

its disadvantages. It certainly carries the goods entered through

all the forms of a legal introduction, and breaks down only at the not

unimportant point, that of payment into the treasury. To take an
instance; four small bales of cotton goods, say each containing 25
pieces, are strapped together at Manchester, that they may pay one
half-crown instead of four to the Liverpool shipping merchant, and are

delivered, in the same state, over the ship’s side at Whampoa, into the

chop-boat or lighter. They are noted op the chop list as one pack-

age, and when, landed at Canton, if an honest set of examiners are

present, duty is paid on the 100 pieces. But when so good a chance
presents, it is quite as usual to make one small bale do. homage to the

emperor for the whole four, and the duty on the remaining three is

divided between the foreign merchant, the linguist, and some dozen
more of his Chinese associates. When the settlement of duties on
the ship’s cargo comes to be made, the smuggled goods are suppress-

ed, and the duties on those really entered are paid to the hong mer-
chant directly, or sometimes, if the . linguist be a responsible man,
through the linguist. The foreigner, in this case, goes through the

whole legal form of entry
;
he treats with the persons expressly ap-

pointed by the government to explain to him what the duties are and to

collect them from him
;
he does not cause the revenue to be defraud-

ed, only he is privy to and shares the spoils of the collusive entry.

Some years ago, these arrangements were made so extensively, that

we believe we are right in saying, that the general estimate* of duties

was the rate at which the linguist would introduce goods, and no
one pretended to know what the real duty was, or what the linguist's

arrangement was, but merely made the best bargain he could for the

article- to be entered. Afterwards, when the local officers began to

examine and levy more carefully, the partial effect was as if the ini-
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port duty i^cid been increased 20^ 3b, or 40 per cent., and parties
who had always refused to introduce goods by smugglin^g? boats, or
througli the JiopiK)“men, were tempted to do so, in order to savetheni-
selves iVoni severe losses on articles thus soddeidy subjected to an un-
expected imposition. Now it will be admitted, on all hands, that the
foreign merchant, kept in the dark as to the real taritf, subjected to

numerous exactions,, is strongly tempted to take his interest or his

e.xasperation for his guide, and to seek in the corruptibility of the
lower officers, a refuge from the cupidity of the higher. It is not
always between interest and duty, but between ‘two duties, th^t he is

disiriicted,— between his duty to the government, and his obligation to

his absent principal and employer. Comparing himself to a man who
has fallen among thieves, he maintains that he has a full right to save
a little of his property, by agreeing with the bandit especially com-
missioned to ^rip him, to go halves with him and conceal from the

rest of the gang that he ever had any. Certain of nothing, but that

be is made to pay much, more than he ought, he comes to look on the

sums extracted from him in times past, as a fund on which he may
draw for plenary indulgence as to all present and future sins fiscal.

But whatever personal exculpations may be put forth in these cases,

it is manifest that the whole system has a most unfavorable effect on
the Chinese estimate of the foreign .character. These evasions can-

not but be known extensively, nor can they do less, wherever known,
than awaken suspicion of the foreigner on the score of probity. Even
the local officers, who share the spoils, ciinnot think very well of their

associates, and if we suppose that any loftier spirits among them,

ever rise to stations of influence, they must carry with them no good

recollections of the strangers, from wffiose crafty evasions, it was their

early exercise to defend the revenues of their imperial master. The
foreign government which consents to bear the weight of such inju-

rious impressions, to slumber over a system so unhappy, that the only

parties that can have any interest in its continuance, urge that it be'

broken up, consents, not to say deserves, * to suffer as an evil-doer.^

These reasons are enough : the consul must be instructed to de-

mand a tariff and a copy of the custom-laws, under no less a sanction

than the vermilion pencil itself, and if the provincial officers, to

whom tliis ‘glorious uncertainty^ is worth perhaps $1,000,000 per

annum, rofuse to forward such a request, the United States will re-

lieve it of that unwelcome office, and meanwhile register “all sums paid

by American citizens for dalles, to be recovered hack, if found to

exceed the im|>erial standard. His declaration, that the United- Slates

would have, all their citizens abroad bear an unimpeachable character,

his disavowal of all sanction on their part of individual illegalities,

must satisfy the supreme government, and if any injurious regulation

now evaded, is revived against the merchant, it is a fair subject for

further negotiation.

The last form ofAJvasion which we have alluded to, is the running

of goods in smuggling boats, or outright smuggling. This was ex-

tensively practiced not long agOj before ‘ fast crabs and scrambling
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dragons* were destroyed by the exertions of the present governor*

This mode of illicit importjation may be less objectionable than the

Iasi, as to its influence in corrupting the native officers, or rather, us it

makes the foreigner a less direct instrument in offering the temptation.

But on the other band, it raises up and maintains a desperate class of
men in the bosom of the i community, whose oiulavred condition re-

moves them from social restraint, exposes them to extraordinary temp-
tation, and doubtless sinks* them, in a multitude of instances, in

crime aiul ruin. So long as their collusion with the officers of the

preventive service is perfect, these final evils do not show themselves,

but it it? probable that- neither here nor anywhere else can such a

system prevail long, without involving collision and bloodshed. Our
conclusion, therefore, is, u}>on full consideration, and we doubt not

that the vonsul will arrive at the same, that no'time should be lost in

clearing, the American community from all connection with this prac-

tice, by treating all such offenses against the Chinese laws as offen-

ses against the American interests and character. .
’ I

Bat the instances which we have thus far made use of all yield td

the opium question, in intrinsic importance, and also as an oecasiowf

for the consular interposition. A fair, though not perhaps a full, view

ef its present position may be gathered from the following extracts,

from some-able Chinese official papers, lately made public; full tran-

slations of which our readers will find in the numbers of the fifth and
present volumes of the Repository. From these documents it appears,

that opium Was an article legally imported at Canton, under a low
duty, down to 1796, in which year, it first attracted the notice of the

then governor of Canton, a member of the imperial family.* This
officer, ‘regarding it as a subject qf deep regret, that the. vile dirt of

foreign countries should be received in exchange.for the commodities
and money of the empire, and fearing lest the practice of smoking
opium should spread among the people of the inner land, to the waste

of their time, and destruction of their properly,’ besought and obtained

its prohibition. This prohibition has J>een continued ever sincOy and
the offense at length made capital on native parties; but notwithstand-

ing this, the import, which then varied from 1000 to 2000 chests, has
since run up to 28,000, and is still rapidly increasing. The domestic
feeling in which this interdict originated is further illustrated in the

proclamation of the governor of ^Canton, in 1820. ‘As overy region

has its usages and climate proper to itself, thfe celestial empire does

not forbid you people (of the west) to make and eat opium, and extend

the habit in your dominions. But that opium should flow into the

interior of this country, where vagabonds clandestinely purchase and
eat it, and continually become sunk in the most stupid and besotted

state, so as to cut down the powers of nature and destroy life, is an
injury to the minds and manners of men of the greatest magnitude,
and therefore opium is most rigorously prohibited by law.’ It may
be necessary to add here, as a further explanation of all this outward
care on the part of t)\e Chinese government for the morals and well-

being of its people, that its Q^ncient patriarchal constitution originally

VOL. VI. NO. XI. 63
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invested its head with AiU paternal control over all these matters,

,

and made it almost as great a crime for a ruler to license public
vices, as for a father to sell the means of self-destruction to a son for

money. The ancient maxims of Confucius breathe the same spirit

when they say, ‘ Nourish the people as the mother does her tender
offspring y and, ‘ How delightful is it when a prince is the father and
mother of. his people V Thus while the colonial governments, all over
the east, are turning the vices of their subjects to great account as
sources of revenue, the Chinese, instead of selling licenses to smoke
opium, prohibit it entirely. .

‘

We return now to resume our examination ofthe dobuments refer-i

red to. After a long and inefl^ctual struggle carried on against the
opium traffic, a party in the political circles, wearied with the con-,

test, or secretly' favorable to tire drug or regarding its legalization

as the jess of two evils, came forward (August, 1836,) to propose the

removal of.the prohibitions.' The plan no doubt was, that a leading

minister at Peking should move the measure, that it should be sup>-

ported by the Canton authorities on its reference to them, and, coming
back with their local approval, it was supposed that the imperial

sanction would uot be withheld from it. Heu Naetse, the vice-pre-

sident of the sacrificial court, Was the person selected to bring forward
this important motion, and his able memorial, no doubt, produced
among the Chinese, as well as the foreign residents, a considerable

sensation. On looking over this rem^kable state paper, the first

thing which strikes us is, that it is not on any abstract ground that

the proposed change of measures is recommended. Heu Naetse does

not deny the evils resulting from the opium traffic, nor question that

the existiiig prohibition is perfectly constitutioi^al, nor does he argue'

that public opinion, or any other |:wpular power, rather than official

edicts, is. the proper safeguard of the morals and .wellbeing of the

people. He rests his measure on' grounds ofexpediency only. ‘ The
nations of the west,’ he premises, ‘ have had an open market in China
for upwards ofia thousand years, while the dealer^ in opium are the Eng-
lish alone. It would be wrong for the sake of cutting off the English

trade, to cut off that of all the other nations. Besides, the hundreds of

thousands of people living on the seaooast, depend wholly on trade for

their liveliho(^," and how are they (in such case) to be disposed of?

Moreover, the barbarian ships, being on the high seas, can repair to

any" island that may be selected as an entrep6t, and the native sea-

going vessels can meet them there : it is, then, impossible to cut off

the trade. Though the commerce of Canton should be cut off, it w ill

npt be possible to prevent the clandestine introduction of merchan-

dise.’ Taking all tfiis— and it is an important admission— for

granted, the vice-president adverts to the evils flowing from the opium
(rade, and proceeds to press the expediency of his measure offegalb-

zation. One argument is, that it will divest the traffic of all the ob-

jections peculiar to it as an illicit commerce, and relieve the innocent

people, who now suffer under the abusive and extortionate exac-

qf tho officers of the preventive service. But his main argument
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is, that, if opium be legalized, while the export of silver remains

prohibited, it will come to be exchanged for goods only, and thus

more than 10,000,000 of money will be annually saved to the empire.

Our readers are aware, that the Chinese currency is purely metallic,

and that either the depreciation of their copper money, or the inade-

quacy of theit circulating medium to the demands of an increasing

commerce, or the close restrictions which guard.the native mines, or

the exportation of silver which has been going on for some years^ at the

rate of $3,000,000 to $6,000,000 per annum, or all these causes com-

.billed, have produced a real or apparent scarcity- of that metal, and

thrown the financial affairs of the country, for some time past, injto

aS’great difficulty, as if it had. fallen a prey to some- merciless bank-

monsterr Heu Naetse shares in the general ahxiety
;
the idea, that

*the easily exhaustible stores of the central spring should go to fill up

the wide and fathomless gulf of the outer seas, ’-occupies his mind^

and the lives of the people, and the dignity of the government, are

small matters with him, if ^ perchance a plan may- be devised to stop

the_further oozing out of the money, and to replenish the national

re^urces.’ ‘ It will be found,' he says, ‘ on examination, that the

smokers of opium are idle lazy vagrants, having no useful purpose be-

fore them, andthai lhey are unworthy of regard .or even of contempt.

Althougikthere are smokers to be found,* who have overstepped the

threshold of age, yet they do not attain to the long life of other men.

But ne\v1«rths.are daily increasing the population of the empire, and

there is no cause to apprehend a diminution therein
;

while, on the

other hand, we cannot adopt too great or too early precautions

against the annual waste which is ta*king place in the resources—the
very substance of China.* And again he says, 5 so long as the re-

moval of restrictions on the use of opium is confined to the common
and vulgar people, who have no official duties to perform ; so long as

the officers of government, the scholars, and military are riot included,

I see no detriment to the dignity of government.’ Let none ‘that are

called on to fulfill the duties of their rank, and attend to the public

good, or t^ cultivate their talents, and become fit for usefulness, W
permitted to contract a practice so bad,' or walk in a path which will

lead only to the utter waste -of their time and destruction of their pro-

perty,’ oh pain of dismissal from the public service. But these ex-

ceptions made, he concludes, ‘ if we still idly look back and delay to

retrace our steps, foolishly paying regard to a matter of mere empty
dignity, I humbly apprehend that when it is proved impossible to stop

the importation of opium, it will then be found that we have waited

too long, that thepeople are impoverished, and their wealth departed.’"^

In short, the vice-president puts the ‘ lazy vagrants,’ along with the
‘ empty dignity ’ into one scale, and the 10^000,000 into the other,

and exclaims, ‘on which side is the gain, on which the loss? It is

evident at a glance.’ The silver is the heavier.

The memorial of Heu Naetse was accepted by the emperor, with

all the indifference of Adam Smith’s ‘impartial spectator,’ and refer-

red to the provincial officers of Canton, who returned a very favorable
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report, along with a set of provisions for the regulation of the opium
trade, after the removal of the prohibition. But at this stage, a new and
apparently unexpected opposition to the proposed measure arose, on
the part of two statesmen, no less able than Heu Naelse and his Can-
ton supporters. Choo Tsun, member of the council and of the Boatd
of Rites,^and*Heu Kew, sub-censor over the military department, pre-

sented counter memorials, and it would appear that, for the present at

least, they have out-argued the legalization party. These able men
agree with their opponent in his estimate of the evil of the opium traf-

fic, and lament with him, that the .fine silver is daily lessening in

quantity
,
and the price still rising, so that for want of it, the officers

oi government and the people are both alike crippled. They further

agree,.that ‘ the true cause of this diminution is its clandestine expor-

tation,’ and that ‘ the chief medium by which it is drained off, to fill

up an abyss of barbarous nations, that never can be filled,’ is the por-

chase of opium. They concur in the remarkable admission, that *to

put an entire stop to the commercial intercourse of western nations in

one day, would be derogatory to the high dignity of the celestial em-
pire, productive of any but good results, and in fact impracticable.’

But when they come to the measures proper to be adopted in this

exigency, they part company with their antagonist. Legalize the im-

portation, take care of the silver, the precious silver, and let ‘ the vul-

gar people be the victims of their self-sacrificing folly if they will,’ is

the language of Heu Naetse. The counter memorialists reply;— the

welfare of the people, the dignity of government, the safety of the state

itselfj forbid this course, and we demand, that the already severe

laws against the drug, rn-every stage of ks progress, be strictly and
even capitally' enforced. In their opinion, the sloth and remissness of

the officers entrusted with the enforcement of the restrictions are the

real causes why the resources of the empire are now, and for so long

a period have been, subjected to so fatal a drain. They do not value

the ‘ fine silver ’ Jess than their opponent, but they prize the people

more. ‘The wide spreading and baneful influence of opium,’ says

Choo Tsun, when regarded simply as injurious to property, is of

inferior importance; but when regarded as hurtful to the people, it

demands the most anxious consideration. Property, it is true, is that

on which the subsistence of the people depends, yet a deficiency of it

may be supplied, aud an impoverished people improved
;
whereas it

ia beyond the power of any artificial means to save a people enervated

by luxury.’* ‘At the present moment,’ he adds, * the minds of men
throughout the empire are in imminent danger

;
the more foolish

being seduced by teachers of false doctrines, are sunk in vain super-

stitions, and cannot be aroused, and the more intelligent, being intox-

icated by opium, are carried away as by a whirlpool, and are beyond

* Thesr sentiments will remind die fngli‘;h rentier of Goldsmith's lines:'

“ Prince* and lords may flourish or may fade,

“A breath can ;nake them,' as a breath has made; j .

‘" Hut a bold peasantry, fheir country’s pride,
*• When tnic^e dr'>(rov(Ml, can never be supplied.’
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recovery.’ ‘ If the prohibitions be .suddenly removed, and the action

which was a crime be no longer accounted .such by the government,

how shall the mean among the people know that the action is still. in

itself wrong f The memorialists had been obliged, in petitioning for

the legalization, to draw a line between the ‘common people,- and

the ‘capped and l>eited men of distinction and learning.’ This di.s-

tinction, Choo Tsun demolishes at a single blow. ^ The common
people of the villages,’ he says, ‘ do not smoke now. But if the mea-
sures of the government be such as to permit, nay, to induce these to

smoke, can it be hoped that the officers, scholars, and military will

be made to refrain 1 What,’ he asks, ‘ are there any of these officers

that are born in civil and military situations, or of these scholars and
soldiers that are born such 1 All certainly are raised up from the

level of the common people; and, if while among them they were
smokers, by what bands of law can they, after their promotion, be

restrained V
On the repeal of the prohibitions, as affecting the dignity of govern-

ment, the opinion of Choo Tsun is thus expressed. ‘ Having once
expelled the English dealers in opium and suppressed the trade, (in

1821,) shall we now call upon them again, and invite them to return?

This would be indeed a derogation from the true dignity of govern-
ment, The partial remedy afforded by the old enactments is surely

better than such a change of laws.’ The ground' which Heu Kew
takes on the same point is still higher, and his decision still more
clear. ‘ Having a conviction,’ he says, ‘that the thing is highly in-

jurious to nten, to permit it notwithstanding to pervade the empire,

nay, even to lay a duty on it, is conduct quite incompatible with the

yet uninjured dignity of the illustrious celestial empire.’

But these statesmen are not content with meeting their opponent
on his own ground. They go beyond him, and assert, that the ques-

tion at issue concerns the safety, the independence of China. From
the history of neighboring countries, as well as their own, they derive

inferences on this point, to which we entreat the friends of eastern

amelioration, if there be any such among the politicians of the west,

to listen, for they throw light on the Chinese estimate of foreign

designs and foreign intercourse. ‘ In the history of Formosa,’ Cl;^
Tsun says, ‘we find the following passage. The natives ofKaoutsin-
ne, were at the first sprightly and active, and, being good soldiers,'

were all successful in battle. Bui thh peopld called Hungmaou (red

haired) came thither, and, having manufactured opium,' seduced some
of the people into the habit of smoking it, .so that in ])rocess of time
the natives became feeble and enervated, submitted to the foreign

rule, and ultimately were completely subjugated. Now the English
are of the race call Hungmaou. In introducing opium into this

country, their object has been to weaken and, enfeeble the centra)

empire. If not early aroused to a sense of our danger, we shall find

ourselves erelong on the last step towards ruin.’ And turning to do-
mestic authoVity, he adds, ‘ reverently perusing the sacred instructions

of your majesty’s all-wise progenitor Kanghe, 1 find the Ibllowing
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remark made by him in the 10th month of the 55th year of his reign,

(a. d, 1717)—‘ There is cause for apprehension lest, in centuries or

millenniums to come, China may be endangered by collision with the

various nations of the west, who come hither from beyond the seas,’

—

and now, within the period of two centuries, we actually see the com-
mencement of that danger, which he in his divine and all-pervading

foresight apprehended.

The charge, that opium is brought to China, not for private profit,

but for the purposes of political subjugation, is not reiterated by Heu
Kew, blit he closes his memorial with equally clear allusions to future

collisions, and- in a much bolder strain. After recommending that the

severest penalties be inflicted on native offenders, and urging the_go-

vernment to turn if necessc^ on the foreign dealers in opium,— to

apprehend them,—* to require them to write to the king of Aeir coun-

try, telling him that opium is a poison, which has pervaded the inner

land, to the material injury of the people, and that the government, in

consideration that they are barbarians and aliens, forbears to pass

sentence of death on them, but if they do not desist from the trade,

their commercial intercourse will bc interdicted, and the laws execut-

ed on them capitally,’— he resolutely adds, ‘ As to the fear that such
severity may lead to a contest with foreign nations, again and again I

have revolved this subject, and reconsidered, how that, while in their

own country no opium is smoked, the barbarians yet seek to poison

therewith the people of the central flowery land, and I have, there-

fore, regarded them as undeserving that a single careful or anxious

thought should be entertained on their behalf’ ‘ If their designs be

evil, and they are left to go on from step to step, until our people are

worn out, and the wealth of our land wasted away, how I ask, if any

difficulty then occur, shall it ^ warded off? Rather than be utterly

overthrown hereafter, it is better to exercise consideration and fore-

thought now, while our q)ossessi6n of the right gives us such energy

and strength, that those barbarians will not dare to slight and contemn

our government.’

We have already remarked, that the. arguments of the counter^e-

niorialists have for the present prevailed. Report says, that the con-

viction is very general throughout the country that the traffic cannot

be prevented, but that the emperor recoils from an act that might

awaken against himself the indignation of the virtuous portion of his

people, and rank him among those unworthy sovereigns of by-gone

limes, who!?e names still pass among the Chinese of the present day

as proverbs of wickedness. We have no correct calculus to apply

to the probabilities, whether this indignation will be laid asleep, by

yet more potent doses of the drug, or whether the dread of posthumous

infamy will always bear its present sway in the imperial breast.

Meantime one thing is certain, the drug has been more boldly and

actively smuggled- within the Bogue of late, than at any time since

1821. The authority of the provincial governor is exerted in such a

manner, as to fill the prisons with offenders, while it interpmses scarce-

ly any check to the introductiof^ of the article, and the inference is
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that he and his disappointed associates are still working for their

favorite measure of legalization. ^

Our object in making these long extracts haabeen, to show the

feeling prevailing at Peking. They place the statesmen of a great

empire before us, in a singular dilemma; casting lots, it may be said,

whether the national wealth, the lives of the pwple, the honor of the

government, or the independence of the state, shall be sacrihced on
the- altar, of foreign intercourse, for the preservation of the rest. vThey
say nothing of the centuries of unworthy exhibitions of foreign cha-

racter which have passed, nothing of the mercantile rapacity or

priestly ambition of former times
;

all the apprehensions of foreign

designs, and the evidences of foreign malevolence, are centred in the

opium trade. They describe the introducer of opium, as the author

of the most pressing evils of, the country, the consumer of its sub-

stance, the destroyer of its people, the corrupter of its officers, and the

plotter of its final subjugation. They afford, we think, unanswerable
testimony, to the truth of the principle vvith which we set out, that

tho question immediately at issue between the Chinese and foreign

governments, is a question of character, the clearing up of which is

strictly preliminary to every anticipation of bettered intercourse. We
take them as such, and we repeat that on the part of the fatter, this

vindication of character, this clearing up of designs, this proof of just

and worthy purposes, does anc 'right ou^’ ' to precede the demand
of free and confiding intercourse. Until it is proved that cupidity,

craftiness, rapacity, and ambition are not the characteristics of the

suspected party, the question now open, if such it be, cannot be
brought to a proper issue. It may disposed of by an appeal to

arms, oj it may remr .n undispo.sed of, but in no other way than that

which we have indicated, can it Y i 'airly settled. No lapse of tim'e,

or effusion of ink or blood, can restore the foreigner to his forfeited

honors, unless the attainder and the corruption be first reversed and
done away by the redemption of the foreign character. It is in vain

to talk of rights and justice, and run through the whole vocabu-

lary of innocence struggling against oppression. It is in vain to vapor
of national honor and dignity, and to call on the crowned or uncrown-
ed executives of the west to avenge the insults done to their people

or their pictures. Should they come in any other shape than that of
respondents to the gravest accusations, their lofty language or proud
pretensions would only add to the difficulty— they would inevitably

be received as a confession, in advance, to the unpceferred charge of
unblushing arrogance, at a time when, and before a tribunal where, it

were more becoming to lay aside the sturdy tone, and either demand
an acquittal humbly, or sue for respect and proitection, sub formd
pauperis.,

It is right and -proper, then, that the American agent, in the work
of amelioration should begin here. And since the worst suspicions

of foreign designs are pointed at in the opium trade, since its ihagni-

tude is the strongest argument to the Chinese, that foreign intercourse

is an evil and not a good, his chief btifine^ for a time is, ,to prove
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thiit W\s gonernmd’M has no sympathy with the'lraffic, and to preserve,
kf he can, the whole legitimate commerce of the country fi-ooi suffer-

ing by implication with one Obnoxious branch of it.

The historical explanations the Ainertcan consul can make would,
be of no use on this point, as the traffic in the drug has almost wholly
grown up since 1784. Neither can be shelter himself under the
declaration that America produces no opium, for* although the memo-
rials which we have drawn on state this fact, and appear to regard
the English as the sole criminals in the case, yet it is no secret here,

that the opium of Turkey has long been imported on American ac-

count^ that American vessels store it at Lintin, that the American
flag covers it up the coast, and that one at least of the American re-

sidents at Canton has already been included in an edict of expulsion

on its account. The consul must, therefore, meet the ease, as one
which, if it criminates _England, implicates his government also,

though to a less extent. He will not, probably, accept the benefit of
the compassionate excuse, made in favor of his countrymen by the

governor of Canton, in 1821, that they were emboldened to the trade,

because ‘they had no king to rule over them,’ Disdaining all pre-

texts, one of his first measures will be, to inform the Chinese goveru-

ment, on what grounds his superiors have at any time permitted their

citizens to carry on a prohibited and injurious trade. He must dis-

tinctly state, that their views of justice require that oo criminal, how-
ever guilty, be ever twice ptmished for the same oflense, and that,

never doubting the ability of the Chinese executive to vindicate its

own laws, they have left their citizens to the legal consequences of

their own actions, deeming it improper to interfere,'^ except by after

remonstrance, should they prefer any well grounded complaint. Sim-
ple and supererogatory as this explanation may appear, it is not going

too far to assert, that the governments of China and the west have
always been at cross-purposes on this very point. The mutual misr

understanding k is not difficult to account for, nor to remove. ‘West-

ern governments are accustomed to usages, which" lay the stranger

and the native citizen under the full operation of the same local

laws. It seems but right to them, that the Chinese who repairs to

England, for instance, shall breath its free air, and at the same time

be liable, if he smuggle, to the penalties of its fi^al code. They sup^

pose that the same is the case with the foreign resident at Canton.

But the fact is, that he remains an alien in his new home, under an
undefiiied jurisdiction, partly administered by the chief or consul of

his own nation, and partly by the Chinese. It is true that the fo-

reign representatives have refused, in some ijnslaoces, to lend them-

selves to the Chinese, as instruments for punishing offenses against

the local laws; but these very applications proceed on the, ad mission

of some authority, and these special disavowals have been coupled

with assertions of a right of general control over their countrymen,

though abandoned at that particular time. It is not, therefore, a wonder

that the Chinese authorities, knowing that the British E. 1. Com-
pany posseiised the right of depojrting their countrymen, and that the
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Portuguese at Macao exercised judicial power over theirs, even in

capital cases, should suppose that the same representatives," or their

successors, can order off their people from smuggling the ‘ vile dirt’ on
the coast. And when such an exertion of the representatives’ authori-

ty is refused and no explanation is annexed, it is as natural that the

Chinese inference should be,— there is collusion in the case— the

foreign governments protect the opium trade ! Now this error, so

far as it touches his country, it is the business of the American con-

sul to correct. He must have an understanding with the Chinese

authorities, where his own authority begins, and where it ends
;
but

more than this, he must make it clear, how far his countrymen in

China are protected, and how far not. No historical explanations

are complete, no proofs that America is incapable of colonizing, or

plotting the subjugation of an independent state are valid, without

this. It is, in fact, a most reasonable thing that the American resi-

dents in every foreign country should make their choice, either to

pursue that course which merits and may claim the protection of their

country, or to deviate from it at their own risk. It is not right, that

the traffic in opium, while regarded as it is by the Chinese govern-

ment, apart from all moral considerations, should continue to be car-

ried on under the shadow of the American name. As a mere matter

of pecuniary interest, it is not, to America at least, worth its heavy

cost. The paltry freight, commissions, and storage, on a few hundred
chests of opium, per annum, are no compensation for the national

loss. The repeated applications of the Chinese to the British repre-

sentative an^ to the Chamber of Commerce, to send away the

receiving ships, prove that they are in earnest; and, if in earnest, then

it is impossible to a.ssign any other reason, than the supposed protec-

tion, for the impunity with which the foreign residents openly carry

on a trade, while the native dealer is adjudged worthy of death. For
England to decline, or to delay, to make the explanation here suggest-

ed, may be intelligible, when we consider the deep interest her Indi-

an territories have in the continuance of the trade. In her case, it

is a mere postponement of national duty to pressing interest— virtus

post nummas. But America has no colonial treasury to fill from

such sources, and for her to pursue the same course, is to forsake the

greater for the lesser advantage,— to forget the charge nequid respub^

lica detrimmti caperet^— to sacrifice, in fact, the national interests, on
the altar of the national disgrace.’*

Our conclusion therefore is, that the consul should be definitely

instructed to state to the provincial and supreme authorities, that the

opium traffic has not the sanction or the sympathy of the American
government, giving at the same time the ffillest notice, the fairest

* The statements of trade for the year ending 1st July, 1837, prepared by the

Chamber of Commerce, give—
Import of opium under the British flag, value -

,
$19,471,838

Total imports do. do. - - 34,900,662

Import of opium under the American flag, value 275,621

General trade do. do. - - 8,801,430
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warning, to any of the American residents, who may be found inter-

ested therein. We doubt not they will receive the warning, and has-
ten to shake off the obnoxious connection with becoming readiness.

If this should not be the case, if the persohal profit of a few should
stand in the way of the national honor and interest, a further under-
standing must be had, as to the mode of dealing with Such delin-

quents. To us it has always appeared, that the Chinese have pur-

sued a mild and benevolent course, in calling on the public represen-

tative of the foreign nation to restrain his countrymen, because, in

fact, it is a preventive and not a vindictive course
;
not a punishing,

but a compelling the offender to desist. If the Chinese authorities

still prefer to follow this system, we see no reason why the United
States should not lay the necessary injunction on their people

;
but if

this be too great a deviation from western usage, it is enough for the

national vindication, that the viceroy be distinctly informed that the

American offender has forfeited his country’s protection. Thus, it is

to be hoped, the Chinese statesmen may be convinced, that America
is no party to any compact to enfeeble their strength, and ultimately

to rob them of their liberties.

In recommending these apparently harsh measures, we must be

understood as consulting great national interests, not private charac-

ter or personal demerits. We are ready to bear testimony to the in-

telligence, liberality, and general worth of the residents at Canton,

though the principles of the temperance cause may not be yet recog-

nized, nor the full bearings of their agency be' realized, by the ma-
jority. Here, as elsewhere, men' contend that the consumer only is re-

sponsible for the abuse of the articles which he perverts from their pro-

per uses; and, were any other shelter needed, in this particular case, it

would be found in the company of the honorable growers of the drug,

in India, and in its defenders in high places— the Court of Directors,

the Board of Control, and the Imperial Parliament. To any taunt

pointed at the Canton merchant, from either of these high quarters,

or from the crowd of respectable. principals in Europe and America,

of whom he is but the agent, the Bengali proverb, ‘ he calls me
thief for whom I steal,’-**is an appropriate and sufficient answer.

But here some impatient ameliorationist may ask ;
‘ Is this all you

have for your consul to do in China V By no means. This is but

a beginning. Our instances are but illustrations of a piinciple to be

carried into operation in a multitude of cases. It may do for the

rulers of colonial empires in the east, to take a prouder attitude, but

we would have America assume no higher stand, than the level on

which she shall place and maintain her public character. Let her

show herself worthy of all confidence, we say—;and then claim it;

let her prove her intercourse a blessing, or make it such, and then

demand for it unfettered freedom. This duty discharged, no disaj)-

pointment should be felt, if the desperate corruption of the provincial

authorities shut their eyes to the fullest proofs of the point so esta-

blished. This treatment probably awaits the consul, and for it we

have made provision, in recommending the presence of a public ves-
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sel, by means of which he may transfer himself and his evidences to

a more northern tribunal, whenever the appeal becomes manifestly

necessary. And such an appeal once made, we are prepared to re-

commend further, that it*be prosecuted without intermission, though

it prove as difficult of decision as a suit in chancery.

Before we close these observations, we must give the friends of the

opium trade the benefit of their prediction that the article must and

will be legalized,— that, it is in fact, already undermining the exclu-

sive system of China,— and that it is unnecessary and impolitic to

interfere with its operation, or deprive ourselves of the powerful inflii-

ence it is exerting in our behalf. We might discredit the prediction,

and refer to proof already given of the unmitigated evil of the opium
trade, and insist that, if overruled for good, it can only be by the

agency of that great Being, who once made the most enormous crime

recorded in the history of man subsidiary to the most glorious results.

But our wish is not to bar discussion, but to obtain aiid impart a clear

and just view of the case/

To do this, we will take either, alternative; that the trade in opium
be legalized, or remain in its present prohibited state. If it remain
as it now is, all the evil, suspicion, hatred, and contempt, which the me-

^morials have disclosed, must evidently go on augmenting, an immor-
tale odium, et nunquam sanabile vulnus. If, on the other hand, the

legalization act be carried, on what grounds must we suppose that

the change will be made? For the sake of principle, or duty, or

choice ? Rather, is it not manifest fromL the statements of its movers
and friends, that a dire necessity is the rfirfy argument for the mea-
sure which they press ? They make no attempt to conceal the di-

lemma to which they are reduced, and so far as public motives

—

reasons of state— are concerned, they rest their motion on this

ground only,— that it is the least dreadful alternative at which they

can deliver the country from the most pressing of the evils resulting

from foreign intercourse. Is it to be supposed that this dilemma can
be a pleasant one to the honest statesmen of China, or that a sub-

mission to such a necessity can endear to. them the people who have
subjected them to so miserable a choice ? If we consider the proba-

ble results of the legalization, we shall find ourselves at a loss to

discern how the foreign relations with China are to be thereby im-
proved in any event. If the ‘ idle vagrants’ are to be the only hclo-

caust, it will still be true that the drug found them uncontaminated
;

no honor surely to those whose auri sacra fames could not be ap-

peased by any lesser sacrifice. If the ‘capped and belted men of

learning ’ are to remain unseduced the while, then the public officers

of the country must be supposed to be far more superior to the fas-

cinations of the drug, more sensible of its miseries, and more hostile

to the agents of its introduction, than they now are. If, on the con-
trary, the dignity of government, and the virtue of ni’misters, are to

sink before the seduction of the legalized article, a general demorali-

zation becomes the basis of future intercourse. Is this wide demo-
ralization, this universal corruption^ a necessary preliminary to ih©
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freedom of communication with China ? Are our aims such, that

their attainment is incompatible with the existence of any virtue with-

in the empire? Are we sure, when we thus resort to poisoned wea-
pons, that we have already exhausted the expedients of honorable
warfare, or eren the arguments for a true and lasting peace ?

Did we certainly foresee the legalization of the trade, the prospect
would lead us to urge with still greater impatience the immediate
interference of the American government. Our apprehension would
then be, that we should have to write upon the history of her inter-

position, Uoo late—too late.’ And regarding such a result as ex-

tremely probable, we do urge it to hasten its steps, to put in its protest,

to tell the Chinese, without delay or reserve, that it is not America
which has forced them to this sad alternative,— that America, while

she interferes not with the legalization as an act of public administra-

tion, will at the same time, bear none ofthe odium of the measure, nor

be responsible for its results. In doing this, it is not necessary to lend

any support to the theory, common to Plato and Taoukwang, that it is

the grand end of legislation to make men virtuous,— that morality

can be taught by imperial edicts. On the contrary, the consul is free

to^eclare, that his own government never deals in such prohibitions,

but relies on the power of public opinion, operating through the po-

pular associations, which despotic nations so much dread, to put down
every popular vice. He can point out to hi^official correspondent,

the superior efficiency of his restraining power, and urge on the em-
peror to call it into action in the present crisis. On the showing of

his own ministers, the officers and military are the chief'eonsumers of

opium in China, while the people are comparatively pure, so that it

cannot be difficult to determine which of these classes should be se-

lected as the agents for suppressing the national rice.

But enough on this point. The manifest advantages which Ame-
rica has for acting on Eastern Asia, first drew our attention to the

subject of this article, and the more we have looked into it, the clear-

er has been our conviction, that her duty and interest will be found in

the path we have pointed out. It is in fact the singular advantage of

the United States over their great rival, that their interests and honor

here completely coincide. It shall be no fault of ours, if their coin-

cidence be longer unrecognized and unfelt. We give the directors

of our international infiuence fait warning, that we will not quit our

claim on tl>em until it is fairly admitted, or untU that public opinion,

to which we and they are alike amenable, has judicially set it aside.

We will follow it from court to court, from the circles of our private

friendship, to the congregation, the assembly, the capital, the press,

until the claims of Eastern Asia, for which we appear, are recog-

nized, or declared invalid, by the highest appellate jurisdiction on

earth.

But this notice, served upon the government, must not be taken as

a discharge of the suit we bring against the people, the sources and

the administrators of public opinions in the United States. It will be

of little moment, that the government go before us to ascertain our
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obligations, to define the claims of the national honor, to cover and
protect our enterprises, and to open new fields of exertion hitherto

closed, ifall these helps and facilities are in the end slighted and abused.

We therefore claim, that a salutary control, such as is exerted every-

where by an enlightened public opinion over personal conduct, be

extended to us. It is no disparagement to any of our number to jsay,

that he needs this mild restraint, this generous supporter, abroad as

well as at home, in Eastern Asia as well as in the United States.

Hence we counsel the American community, to follow with their

impartial scrutiny the actions of their private representatives through-

out the east, and if they find an agency operating anywhere to the

public injury, to pronounce, while commending the offender to mercy,

a solemn judgment on the class.

Instances of offenses both against the uncertain enactments of

arbitrary rulers, and against the higher and clearer authority of moral

laws, have been given in the foregoing pages, and we intreat the im-

partial tribunal, which must decide on what is' ' dearer to us than

great riches,’ our good name, to assume the jurisdiction over the

whole subject, to discriminate hetwe<»n the several cases, and to decide

at once on them all, as to the law and the fact Such an interpo-

sition is a kindness to the absent citizens, a duty to the people by whom
it is exerted, and to the remote community on which it is made to

act. It is a kindness to the individual to point out what occupations

an enlightened public opinion will never sanction, what acquisitions

it will never suffer their possessor to e°joy in peace. Moreover, a

generous, benevolent community, pledged to universal civilization

and ChrisUapization, in whatever sums it may cost, cannot look on
unconcerned, and see its exertions frustrated, and its contributions of
treasure and life lavished without return, and be just to itself. Its

claim to a sincere charity towards a remote people is invalidated, if it

suffer its own members to pursue, for want of one word of direction

or remonstrance, a course which is plunging a far greater number,

than its bounty can ever relieve, in penury and guilt. It cannot be

deemed to act fairly
,

if, while it is proffering the means of mental and

moral instruction with one handy it presents with the^ other what it

knows to be irresistible temptations to debasemenV and crime. It ex-

poses hself to tiie double charge of hypocrisy and injustice, if it hold

out, oh the one side;, encouragements to the present and future advan-

tage, and on the other, displays what must be overpowering allurements

to the paths that lead down to death. If the Anierican people really

consult the interests of their absent members, their own character, and
the true well^ing of eastern men, they will not fail to awaken a

powerful public sentiment against the antagonist influences, which

how threaten to t,urn all their efforts and their expenditure to a fruit-

less waste. r

But there is yet a further office for the same public opinibh to per-

form, in China itself. The evidence is ample, that the moral charac-

ter, as well as national designs of foreigners,-— their beneyolent as'

well as their private enterprsies,— are involved in deep distrust. It
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has been already shown from public documents, that their civil cha-
racter is suffering severely in official estimation

;
and the inference is

not a forced one, that their moral and Christian character must be as

much more misapprehended and dishonored, as its claims are higher
and its nature ikiore pure. If Chinese statesmen, living under the light

of nature, have detected the deformity of foreign conduct, while it re-

gards them as half civilized beings, it is natural to infer, that contempt
will rise to derision and mockery, when they and their people discover,

that these men lay claims to a purer morality than their own. If they

could be compelled to admit the superiority of the Christian standard,

the proof must necessarily become a demonstration, that they who so

hold the truth in unrighteousness, are beings whom no motives can
stimulate to virtue, and no restraints bind. The clearest evidence of

their superiority in knowledge must, in the same way, only prove

them to be men, scientid tanquam angelic alati, cupi^tatibus vero

tanquam serpentes qui humi reptant.

These suppositions appear to be borne out by facts. The ships

which visit the coasts of China to distribute the Bible, share in the

suspicions which are already awakened by the opium fleet. The dif-

fuser of useful knowledge, who hopes to And an ally in every man's
conscience, is confounded with the justly dreaded introducers of opi-

um, and is in danger of being rejected conscientiously unheard.

Nor does it apppear that the legalization, of which so much is

hoped, will mend the matter in the least. If the moral sense of the

people of China triumph over the legalized fascination, no official

proclamations can disguise from the keen-eyed and upright native,

the motives of the foieign dealer, any more than they can hide

the havoc he has made. Timeo Danaos, et donaferenteSy will be the

instinctive answer of his heart to every proffer of instruction or advan-

tage, from hands supposed to be so employed.

If, on the contrary supposition, the ‘vile dirt’ pervade the inner

land, and its use extend at this rapid rate, until demoralization is the

result, what a prelude' to Christianization is this ! It is in fact, era-

dicating every germ of pagan virtue, and sowing the most noxious

habits broadcast over the land, as a preparation of the soil for the

graces and virtues of the religion of Christ! To say nothing of those

national scourges,— dissension, anarchy, civil war,— which so gene-

rally attend periods of public corruption, it is preparing a great people

for Christian liberty, by enslaving them to the most degrading vice

!

It is steeling the heart against the claims and promises of the gospel,

and turning its keenest edge against every future preacher of right-

eousness, temperanccy and judgment to come. And if you suppose

that even demoralization must have its crisis, and a remorseful repen-

tance succeed the period of wild excess, picture to yourself a rifled,

humbled, sobered people coming to itself. Imagine the distributer

of the Bible to approach the awakened object of his compassion,

—

where in llie whole sacred volume, which he presents him, will the

penitent find the fittest language to express his case? Is there any

within its whole compass more descriptive than this? ‘Our inheri-
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tance is turned to strangers, our houses to aliens ! The joy of our
heart is ceased, our dance is turned to mourning ! The crown is

fallen from our head, woe unto us that we have sinned !’ And when
he recalls the image of the instruments of his degradation, how, strong

will be the temptation to continue the same prophetic strain, when
its tone of lament thus changes to imprecation. ‘O Lord, thou hast

seen our wrong, judge thou our cause.' Render unto them a reopm-
pense according to the work of their hands ! Give them sorrow of
heart, thy curse upon them 1’ ‘ Talk not to me,’ may the sobered
Chinese be supposed to say, in time to come, Ualk not me pf blessings

beyond the grave; we have enough of your tender mercies in this life.’

Had he ever heard the tale of the tortured Indian, his hope of heaven
might be imagined to depend on the answer to the same agonized
inquiry, ‘ Will the Christian be there V

Whatever may be the course of affairs in China, however slowly

they may move, or however rapidly they may hurry on, to the fina]

crisis, we trust before it arrives, that at least pubiid opinion—^the

united sentiment which triumphed in the American temperance re*

formation— will make itself heard and felt here. We would fain

hope that the moral, the sober, the excellent among the people of
China, shall soon know that the sympathies of millions in other lands

are on their side. We would fain hope, that the names that swell the
long lists of the members of the American temperance societies will

soon be subscribed to memorials designed to cheet the native of Chi-
na in his efforts to turn back the tide of corruption, which is now
sweeping over his country, as well as to hail him as a fellow-laborer

in the same noble cause. We would fain anticipate, that he will be
taught erelong to discriminate between the distributers of the Bible

and the distributers of the drug; for otherwise the sacred volume is

in danger of universal rejection, by^ the moral and the profligate.; by
the one, out of abhorrence of those who present it, and by the other,

for the condemning truths it contains.

But our lirnits are much exceeded, and we must bring these hasty

observations to a close. In conclusion, we beseech the government
and people of the United States, by the solemn sanctions of public

and private duty, by the hpavy weight of national obligation, by the
vast responsibilities of a Christian people, and by the inestimable value

of eastern regeneration, to abandon a vain and criminal neutrality,

and to stand by the honor and interests of the country, in this remote
region of the earth. Far as these countries are from the territorial

bounds oflbe United States, they are not beyond her influence, nor,

we would hope, without the limits to which the patriotic duty and
regard of her citizens extends. To the true lover of his country, its

honor abroad can be but a little less dear than its domestic interests.

His patriotism will bear this test, it will take this range. Let these

criteria be now applied. Sit deniqui inscriptum in fronte^ unius-

cujusque civis, quid de republica senHat.
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Art. II. Fotcign relations with the governTnent of China: con-

sular authority at Canton; British and Chinese intercourse;

future measures the security merchants and their debts.

Ouu correspondent, in ‘.he preceding article, has grappled with some
of the principal difficulties, which embarrass foreign intercourse with

the Chinese. The document came into our hands, while two series

of papers were being published here; one in the Canton Press, styled,

‘ British and Chinese intercourse the other in the Canton Register

entitled, ‘ The Future/ A paniphlet, respecting the security mer-
chants and their debts, was published about the same time. Thus,
four separate j5ens were simultaneously laboring on the same subject,

‘ foreign relations with the government of China.* We hope the se-

veraf writers will continue their efforts, until the existing evils are re-

moved. A few short extracts, presently to be introduced, will show
the position taken respectively by the Register and Press.

Respecting consular authority in China, a few words are necessary

to prevent misunderstanding. It was long doubtful, whether a politi-

cal agent,- not engaged in romraerce, could obtain permission from

this government to reside in the provincial city. The application of

tlte British ohief superintendent for leave to reside here, settled this

question in the affirmative. A residence being granted, an office was
opened, and the flag hoisted. But the subsequent proposition for

direct official intercourse^ made in obedience to instructions from the

British crown, was rofused ;
and consequently, and very properly, the

flag was struck, and the chief superintendent withdrew from Canton

to Macao. For the present, therefore, there is no communication

between the British and Chinese authorities.

Virtually— officially— all the other consular functionaries, resident

here, are in the same predicament. They may be charged with un-

limited power over their own countrymen, and may exercise it by

the confinement or deportation of the same, for aught the Chinese

care; but to the native authorities, even to the very lowest, the con-

sular power cannot approach in person or by direct communication;

he is only allowed to present humble petitions, to be Teverentiallv

submissive, and to yield trembling obedience. Such is the positidn

of foreign authorities here; with the native, ihey are allowed no equa-

lity^ no reciprocity, no respect. When, therefore, we have to speak

of the disabilities of consular power, the reference is not to the in-

cumbents, but to their position, relative to the local government.

This is not what it ought to he. The time will come, however, when
it will be elevated, and secured in its proper place— on the broad

basis of perfect equality and generous reciprocity. And we hope no

governmental agents will approach the Chinese, until they have sonie

definite knowledge, both of the circumstance in which they are to act,

and of the persons with whom they are to treat.
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So far as practicable, when great questions are discussed— especi-

ally if they are involved with difficulties, as in the present case, it is

desirable to adduce the testimony of different authorities. This we
wish to do; but oiir extracts, both from the Press and Register, must
be short. Thp first, extract refers to the British authorities in

China.

“ The commission, which was to have civil, criminal, and ai^miralty juris-

diction, which was to protect the British trade, and to have smoothed alltnings

with the stubborn local authorities, was, after a blustering and ill-directed at-

tempt, obliged to fall back upon Macao, where it lingered for a while, when
branch after branch fell or was lopped off, and the whole of the brilliantly-got-

up establishment is now reduced to a kind of consulate, though under another

name, having no influence whatever with the local government, and altogether

unable to protect the commerce of Great Britain or hepetit it in tlie slightest

degree.”

After describing the situation of Chinese officers generally,— ‘ as

placed between two fires,’ where, if they act on ,their own responsibili-

ty and fail, they must be punished, or, if they follow their instructions

and fail, they must still be punished,— the following particulars are

given touching the local functionaries.

“It is generally supposed that the offices of governor and hoppo of

Canton, which usually are conferred for the space ofthree years only, are ob^

taincd at Peking only on payment of a very large sum of money, and that,

moreover, at the expiration of the t6rm of such government, it is expected
that very handsome presents will be made to those in pow’er, to screen the ex-
governors and hoppos frotn prosecution for extortion or other malversation irv

their affairs. Such offices therefore become something like a cpirimerciaJ

speculation^ Power and influence are not the only objects ofthe occupants—
they must be reimbursed for their actual outlay, and not only fbr that, they
mmi provide for what in Anglo-Chinese is called squeezes, after they shall be
divested of office. Money-making therefore necessarily becomes their great
and engrossing object

;
and, to obtain this, every office under them is again

let out on terms similar to what they hold their own upon
; and thus every gov-

ernment employe or mandarin considers his place as much his own as an
underwriter does his share in an Insurance Company, trying to make the best

of the risk whilst he holds it,— or as a speculator in mines, who having paid up
every successive call on fils share, thinks himself entitled to his quota of the
bonanza, which latter is however much less certain to recompense him than
the squeezes of the mandarin are to repay him for his original outlay. This
venality of government among the Chinese extends even to the very lowest
offices, and the police officer, stationed in the square before the factories, has
purchased his rank, as well as the highest officer in the empire.”

The office of governor is conferred without any limit of time; that^

of hoppo is an annual appointment, generally renewed once or twice.

S])eaking of the importance, to the Chinese, of the foriegn trade the
writer says, ‘ the sum total of the foreign import and export-trade of
Canton and Lintin amounts annually to the enormous sum of ninety
millions of dollars; the exports of tea, during the season 1836-37,
were in value $20,033,608, and those of silk, $10,836,872, main-
taining an aggregate population of at least 1,200,006 individuals.*

He then asks— ;
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“ How then, such being the case, can the Chinese government affect to
look witii indifference upon the trade Uiat nourishes so many of its overgrown
population

;
and must they not, in cas-s^ they throw obstacles in the way of its

continuance, fear rebellion and revolution, to which, by stan'ation, their sub-
jects would very likely be driven ? Of this, we doubt not, the local authorities
at least are well aware, though the imperial government may not be, owing
to its great distance from the districts chiefly interested in foreign trade. We
ought, therefore, in future transactions with the Chinese government, never to
lose sight of the fact, that the cessation of the foreign trade would'involve the
Tartar goyemmenU probablvy in ereat difficulties^ arid that the trade Has become
so necessary to them that the Chinese cannot now do without it. Threats of
stoppage of trade, or of driving away foreigners, ought to be allowed very little

weight, and, in never abandoning this positipn, the conviction is gained that
we have become necessary to them.”

A chapter of grievances, interspersed with various remarks (for

which we have no space), is made up of the following particulars.

“ 1. British merchants are liable to be sent away accordiug to the pleasure
of the Chinese government, without sufficient cause, being assigned.

**2. During their stay in Canton they are debarred from the society of their

families, no foreign ladies being allowed to reside in Canton.
“ 3. The restraint on personal liberty is such, that foreigners are prohibited

from taking healthful exercise, for which their habitations are too confined.

“4. In case of homicide, the foreigners have not the benefit of the law in
force among the Chinese, but the^ are pimished according to an oppressive

law made expressly for, and enacted only against, foreigners.

“5. The trndc is confined to Canton alone, instead of permission being*

given to trade at all the ports of the empire.
“ 6. The monopoly of the cohpng, while exercising an undue control over

the foreign trade, renders it at the same time unsafe, from the insolvent state

of many of the hong merchants.

7. The undue interference qf the government with these hong merchants,
who, being appointed by the former to transact foreign trade, ought not to be
subject to arbitrary fines and punishments, renders them frequently unable to

do justice to their foreign creditors.

“ 8. The foreign merchant has no control over his own property, after its

having been landed.
“ 9. Foreign merchants are not allowed to build warehouses to store their

property, which not only at present is completely under the control of the

Chinese, but is in considerable danger from fire, the warehouses of the hong
merchants being iu the most crowded parts of the suburbs, so that any fire

breaking out during the winter, the north wind, carrying it to the southward,

endangers their safety.

“ 10. Foreigners have no contrql over merchandise shipped firom Chiniu

shipment being made through the hong merchants and their servaints, and the

property exposed to all sorts of malpractices.
‘‘ 11, We have no fixed tariflf of duties, which latter are generally paid by.

the hong merchants, except in coses where foreigners wish to take their goods

to their own premises, when the latter pay the duties according to the best

bargain they can make with the linguists.”

Tlie right of the Chinese to follow their present policy, and the

means Great Britain may employ as most likely to bring atx>ut a bet-

ter state of affairs, are next discussed. The system of non-inter«

course, and tlie. op|K)sition of the Cliincse to an amalgamation with
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foreigners, with the dread of en croachn.ent on the Indian frontiers,

are likewise dwelt upon. The writer then proceeds to say—
“Under these circumstances, it is not, therefore, likely that any diplomatic

missions to Peking can be of use; nor have the many embassies hitherto sent

by Portuguese, Dutch, English, and Russians, ever had the slightest result.

What then is to be done to accomplish the so much desired object of increas-

ed facilitations of trade with China! Negotiation will be unavailing; armed
coercion, besides being unjust, is probably as unlikely to bring abou^the desir-

ed end. On commerce alone, therefore, this task devolves
;
and that commerce

will do it in the course of time, though perhaps slowly at first, but securely,

we have no doubt.

“ To extend our trading limits ought to be the chiefobject of the free trade

;

and, shrewd and active a people as the Chinese are, we are justified in sup-

posing that such attempts will be favorably mot by them, though probably

opposed by the government
; in fact, the few trials hitherto made of trading

voyages on the coast have invariably shown us the people as desirous to

trade, but the government as inimical to those attempts. Mandarins in China
are however accessible to golden reasons

;
and they may be found in other

ports, as well as in Canton and its vicinity, to barter their trust for money.
We would therefore recommend, in spite of the prohibition of the govern-

ment, to push the tiade to the other parts of the coast; and believe that, though
repulses will be occasionally experienced where the mandarins have much
inrtuence, or where they are more honest than elsewhere, many of such at-

tempts will be crowned with perfect success, and the oftener the experiment

is repeated the less will the risk of failure become.
“Hither o this kind of trade to the ports in the vicinity of Canton h*vs,''

with very few exceptions, been carried on exclusively in the article of opium;
and, since the opium trade at Lintin has been more than usually obsinicted

by the government, a number of vessels, perhaps 15 to 20, of about 150 or

200 tons each, are continually plying on the coast, disposing of their opium.

The success of this trade, though its increase and consequent influence on
the population from the use of the drug is much to be lamented, affords a

singular proof of the weakness or .supineness of the government ; for, though
during a number of years edict after edict has been issued against it, de-

nouncing the heaviest penalties against the natives concerned in it, yet the

introduction of the aiticle has increased every year in quantity; nor is it pro-

bable that any measures the government may now take will be sufficient

effectually to put it down; nor will it perha^ ever cease, unless the Chinese

nation theinsalves discontinue smoking it. The immense value of the article

has hitherto chiefly attracted the attention of foreign speculators, as holding

otit greater prospects of profit than less valuable manufactures, which being

besides, though liable to a duty, legally imported into Canton, hold out not

the same temptation to the (Chinese to posses themselves clandestinely ofthem.

*We should think, however, that the attempts to introduce British 'manufac-

tures into the northern ports will soon become more common, and that, if the

Chinese learn that they can be regularly supplied direct instead of obtaining

these goods from Canton at an enhanced cost, they will contrive means for

introducing them into the country, either in spite of, or with the connivance

of, the mandarins, and make the returns in the produce of their country,

which, finding thus a new market, would soon be collected in sufficient quan-

tities to afford a good freight to these foreign coasting vessels. By such pro-

ceedings, the government, not to be altogether defrauded of the duties, will

at last be compelled to perniit foreigners to trade at ports which have been

hitherto shut against them, and the people will soon Isarn to appreciate the

advantages of a direct trade.
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“ It may be objected to eur plan, that by its execution we incite the Chi-
nese to disobedience of their ^vernment

;
but laws can only be said to exist

aa long as they are enforced
; if the government of China has not the power

to prevent smuggling, others are not to be blamed for availing themselves of
their weakness.” '

,

Two more short paragraphs will close our extracts from the Can-
ton Press.

'

“Though we are convinced that commerce will successfully establish its

empire all over China, yet ere this be accomplished many years may pass
away, and meanwhile the trade carried on by foreigners in Canton remains
exposed to the vexations already enumerated, and the property of British

merchants exposed to the caprice and bad faith of mandarins and hong mer-
chants. Our persons remain liable to insult, and yet we have no protection

whatever from the government at home, which, instead of providing such
protection, which it is not improbable may be, at times, of the utmost impor-
^nce . to the British residents in Canton, contents itself with passing a bill

through parliament for appointing a court ofjusticeln China, with admiralty
juiisdicticm

;
which court is not only to take cognizance of differences between

Englishmen and of offenses committed by them, but it is also to be empower-
ed to do justice to foreigners on their appeal to it against British subjects;

and of \^ich foreigners, in an opposite case, would of course not acknow-
ledge the jurisdiction. Instead, therefore, of assisting its subjects in Chi-
na and protecting them, the British government is about to place them on a
more unfavorable tooting than any other foreigners trading here, or even than

the Chinese, who may, in this projected court, prosecute an Englishman, and
possibly obtain an award against him, without that Englishman having in

return the protection of law, should the Chinese become his debtor. * * *

“ What then is to be done to afford to the British trade in China the pro-

tection it may stand in need of? We would ask for nothing at present but

a small squadron of British ships of war, to be stationed in the China sea, and,

from time to time, to touch at Lintin. If for instance a frigate and two gun-
brigs might be employed in surveying the coasts, thus accustoming the Chi-

nese to the sight of British men-of-war, and the frigate being frequently at

Lintin would assure the sons of Han that the British were not so unprotected

as they have hitherto deemed. We see no reason why the British govern-

ment should not extend that protection to the China trade, which it affords,

for instance, to that of South Arnerica, probably not one eighth part as valua-

ble as that of China. Yet, on the coasts of Peru and ChUe you continually

find British men-of-war, whilst to China they come only as angels, visits’ ‘few

and far between.’ It is true a station off Lima is much more agreeable than

one at Lintin, besides being profitable to captains as giving them freight of

specie, which here they prowbly would not have
; but a small squadron, such

as we have pointed out, would be of very great use, not only for the sake of

the impression it would make on the Chinese, but also as afibrding actual

protection in case of any serious difiiculties with the Chinese, of which several

causes combine to render an occurrence probable. Surely the British gov-

ernment can spare a few ships of war to protect a trade that gives it a yearly

revenue of four millions sterling,—-a revenue greater than any it receives

from the trade of any other individual country, and which yet seems to be as

little cared for by the government as if it did not exist, whilst we see atten-

tion lavished on the safety and protection of trade in other places not a tithe

of the value of ours.”

The writer in the Register, ‘ lighting his torch from the past,’

comes at once in medias res.
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“ It is only by the favor and compassion of tlic self-styled supreme emper-
or, that foreigners are allowed any trading intercourse with his subjects:

neither the government nor the people of China have ever granted any rights,

practical or abstract, to foreigners ; at the present moment it is this principle

of intercourse alone that is acknowledgf d by the emperor and his officers ; it

is the feeling of benevolence to and compassion for distant foreigners that

causes the claims of Hingtae*s creditors to be listened to ; and let us nut be
too much startled at this difficult and unpalatable doctrine; for it may be in

the recollection of many that the East India Company’s supercargoes held

what is usually called the ‘country trade ’ to be simply a trade of sufferanc<‘

;

a tolerated trade, which was accorded as a nmtter of grace and favor
; but a

trade that possessed no rights
;
a trade that could not, legally, st^d upon its

own defence of its own interests
;
a trade that could be (and has been) sus-

pended by the fiat ofthe select committee ; and, further, who can forget tlie

petty jealousy with which the E. I. directors guarded their hateful and illimi-

table privileges? Was not half of this fair globe not only closed to commer-
cial enterprise, but to philosophical curiosity, and apostolic zeal? Can we
wonder, then, that the ignorant, proud, and bigotted Chinese strive to hold

their supremacy over nations which have been made known to them only

through the transactions of commerce? * * * To break up the frozen system
of exclusion, to set in motion and direct the current of international commu-
nication with the Chinese, is the delicate task and the imperative duty now
before the British people. We propose in this and one or two following

numbers to continue the subject of ‘the future’ with China; which may
properly be divided into the three following branches : the causes; the means;
and the end. The causes— why any peculiar exertions are now more ne-

cessary than at any former period. The means —- it any exertions are made,
and how they shoidd be directed to attain success. The end— a free trade

with China, based upon the mutual interests and good faith of the two
countries.”

Some of the causes why peculiar exertious are now necessai'v on
the part of Great Britain, the writer adduces in the two following

paragraphs.

“ The trade has now been opened four years
;
and we apprehend, that the

confident expectations entertained of its speedy and unlimited extension have
not been realized. That the trade will ever continue as long as the two
nations are in existence we have not a doubt

; but that it will continue under
the best possible condition, unless the Chinese and British governments come
to some definite understanding for its reguh.tron, we have many doubts. The
present state ofthe trade is almost equally discouraging to the hong, and to the

foreign, merchants. The hong, as a body, with only two or three exceptions,

may be considered, if not bankrupt, at least as unsound and unworthy ,ot

commercial confidence. The E. I. company cculd, and did for a long period,

right or wrong, prop up the tottering hongs ; and by their method of appor-

tioning the shares of the company’s business amongst the hongs, that body of
merchants were rendered more independent of each other. But now the

foreign trade is nearly monopolized by the senior hong merchant, and one or

two others, who buy the- imports only through their poorer brethern. And
it will ever be impossible to prevent such forestalling, whilst the system of
confiding the management of the foreign trade to official merchants is per-

sisted in. This system, therefore, and the utter insecurity of foreign property

when it has once entered the por^ the divided interests of the foreign trade,

and the impossibility of combination amongst its members for self-protection

and as a counteracting force against the proceedings of the lioiig merclionts
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and the local officers, is si., h a state of things as imperatively calls for the
ititerforence of the British government, in order to promote and protect
the British and Anglo-Indian trade of (.’hina. * * Were we even to accept
the Chinese government principle of ‘ benevolence and compeseion to distant
foreigners,’ as the ground of our argument for extended communication at the
present day, we might urge, that as the Chinese father has a legal right of life

and death over his own issue at its birth, yet,— in the cases of the infant,

child, youth, and man,— if his compassion spares the infant’s life, a greater
degree of turpitude will attend the taking that of the child, still more that of
the youth,— but the father will be held accountable to the laws for the murder
of the man. So with the Chinese government principle with respect to for-

eign intercourse : it has been conceived, born, nurtured, reared, and cherished
tliroiigh the various stages of its being, until it has attained its present age
and gigantic growth, by the ‘ benevolence and compassion of the celesti^
empire.’ Its right to existence is now undoubted ; it holds an acknowledged
s'ation in the world, and it has its own onerous and serious duties to perform,
a station and duties which celestial compassion and benevolence must now
concede and respect.”

To show the magnitude of the interest to be protected, and the

importance of the question at issue, the writer gives a brief statement

of the export of teas
;
reiHarks on the operations of the E. I. Compa-

ny’s agency in Canton, which • has, it is supposed, turned the profit

of the trade in tea and raw silk— about $4,000,000— in favor of the

Chinese;’ and then adds—
“ If it be the general impression of the whole body of foreigners resident in

Canton, that circumstances have, at length, brought us tathat condition, and
to that period of time, when any further delay to establish themselves on a
defined, acknowledge^ basis, will not only be a pusillanimous abandonment of
their rights and duties, but will be a criminal and suicidal act and if there

be a conviction, that such abandonment will most surely prepare the way for

a much worse state of things than even the presnt
;
and if it be the real in-

tention, as it is the evident interest and special duty, of the British govern-

ment to stand forth, the first among all foreign states, to protect the trade

of its subjects with China
;
then the means of such intervention will become

the subject of anxious consideration.

He next adverts to ‘the new functionary who is expected to be ap-

pointed to her majesty’s commission in China,’ with power to hold a

vice-admiralty court.

“ But it is a serious question, under the present state, of the British opium

trade, how far the presence of a British functionary, invested with such

powers by his own, and conceded by the Chinese government, is desirable in

China. * * * The most important part of the question, as it will appear in

any efforts to bring the two governments into a friendly communication --and
perhaps in this view, it should be called the most important obstacle— is the

nature of the opium trade— a government monopoly in Bengal, a smuggling

trade in China. We have little doubt but that the progress of public opinion

will conquer this monopoly of a luxurious and slow, but certain, poison, as it

is used in China. Otherwise it will be a fearful state of things, if a profcs.s-

ing Christian government cannot support itself, except by using the industry

of its pagan subjects in the most revolting form, and devoting the land, not

to the support and ornament of life, but to the support, of the treasury and

the degradation and dcsiruction of life. The production of, and the trade in,
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opium must be free

;

whether its consumption will then mcresse is, a sulnect
we shall not now presume to discuss ; but we are inclined to think not. This
crucial question once removed, the British government can then come frr*ely

and boldly forward, and demand a just attention. When the path is thus
cleared, a schedule of grievances to be redressed, of rights to be acknowledg-
ed, and of privileges to be granted, may be exhibited to the ‘ benevolence and
compassion ’ of China ;

but it must be enforced by the determination and
self-respect of England. Nothing short of showing ourselves able and deter-

mined to hold, at our own option, that we now hold, and to extend our friendly

and commercial relations with China, as the revolution of time my render
feasible and desirable, will avail us in any liew attempt to open a communi-
cation with the imperial government,”

Of both the imperial and local government his views aie pretty fully

indicated in the two following quotations.

« The division that has reigned in the councils of the government at Pe-
king for the last two years, relative to the question Of admitting opium, is a
most singular fact in the history of the trade. It may not be generally known,
that there are two parties in China, which may be compared, and not inaptly,

to those of the Whigs and Tories in England
; or rather to the liberals and

conservatives of Europe generally : the first granting, as an axiom in politics,

that alterations and reforms are sometimes necessary ; the latter denying the
axiom, and alleging that the government of the present should always be un-
changeably mcdeled on that of the past. When such distinctive opinions

are heard of in China, it is evident that this countiy has not been, as some
are fond of arguing, totally unimpressed by her foreign connections; although
the diflSculty of ascertaining how near to and ready she may be for any
charge, may still remain.

“The fact that opium is admitted with the full knowledge of many of the
government officers, not excepting even the highest, is too notorious to re-

quire any elucidation ; and late transactions in the trade have been so glaring,

that it is impossible to prevent doubts of the sincerity • of the intenrions of
both the imperial and local governments in their endeavors to put an entire

and final stop to the trade. The fact seems to be, that all official appoint-
ments in China are given And accepted with the full understanding, that the
individual is to supply all deficiencies in his emoluments % any course of
connivance and corruption that is not too scandafous. Whilst the daring-

enterprise of foreigners is met by the cupidity and corruption of Chinese offi-

cials, and both are fostered by the Bengal and Malwa governments, the con-
tinued existence of the opium trade, under the system of exclusion, may be
safely predicted.”

While descanting on the means to be employed and the end to be
secured, the writer says^

“The means to bring about a better commercial understanding should be
applied to the emperor, not to any of his subordinate governments. It is his

fiat alone that can open other porta to the foreigU trade ; his will is the- ride

of action in his dominions. No doubt, the < established regulations
* would

be strongly insisted upon ;
but it must be shown by the other party, that

these said regidations have long been utterly futile to their desired end

:

the proof of which lies in innumerable imperial edicts. That, in short, to

preserve the maritime provinces from throwing off their allegiance, from
falling into a state of confusion which may peril the continuance of the

rule of hie family, and even the existance of the long-boasted celestial

empire, a reformation in its foreign relations has now become imperatively
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necessary.. Tiio ar^uiueiits wliich could be i^od by foreigners to justify and
enforce their dkiinis for a,lt<iution, are so cogent, and the commercial inter-

ests of all, but luoro espv-ciaily those ofGreat Britain, are so interlaced with the
question, that wu.tbink we have p-rrived at tiie time when some effort must be
tnade by the govoruint iit of that country to change her present relation witn
Clnna for the better. Foreigners,' generally, are sorely not to remain any
longer satisfied witli tlio nonsensical, babbling, pretences of the tliunder and
lightning of tlu laws aiwl established regulations, which both natives and
foreigner are in Uie, daily habit of deriding and breaking. The honor and inter-

ests of tiie British empire are now so involved in the necessity of assuming
afitr different position in this country, that the conviction that longer delay
will only increase the dfficiilty of the task has become resistless. Since 17S7,
the year of lord Cathcart’s mission— two embassadors with trihule^ and four
chief superiiitendonts, with numerous and able aUaeJUs^ have been planted in

tiie celestial empire— but what have been the effects of their efforts and la-

bors ? Are not their total defeats on every occasion sufficient evidence that

a different mode of proceeding, to that of carrying tribute to the foot of the

emperor’s throne, must be now adopted! * * *

« U must be the policy of foreigners to teach the Chinese the true meaning
of the word, national. As yet they are ignorant of it— or rather ignorant

of its true political sense ; the whole nation is bound by old saws ; the past

is the mirror in whieli they dress themselves; which reflects all their thoughts,

knowledge, and acts
;

tlie words countx}’, nation, people, are buried in the

outward veneration bowed to the names of Confucius and their ta hioangte^

their great emperor— the coadjutor of heaven and the supreme ruler of
earth— and a Mantchou Tartar, of a tribe which four hundred years ago had
not an alphabet ! A tril^ that numbered at the conquest about 10,000 clans-

men ; which is supposed to number now 100,000 ; and it is this tribe that, by
a sort of family compact, puts its veto on the social intercourse of the whole
human mce of 1000 millions

;
that by lying, fulsome, and ridiculous edicts,

stops the progress of civilisation and knowledge. Religioo, science— the

Bible, steam, railroads, navigation, and all the efforts and discoveries of the hu-

man intellect, are made non-entities, that one family of savages may perpe-

tuate its supposed supreme rule of the world. But is this anomalous and
ludicrous pretension to be longer borne ! No. This delusion must be dissi-

pated
;
a novwn aiganum must be given to them ; and to teach the new philo-

sophy IS the proud task of England.”

The author of the pamphlet, respecting the Chinese security or hong
merchants and their debts, first describes the past and present state

of the hongs and the relations of the foreign merchants with them
;
in

the second place, he remarks on the altered situation of the British

merchants under the free-trade, which has deprived them of the

means they possessed previously to recover their claims; and thirdly,

the altered circumstances of the hong merchants, owing to the free-

trade and other causes, which afford them no longer the same means

to meet their engagements, are discussed
;
these three topics occupy

twenty-five pages of his pamphlet, of which he gives his readers the

following ‘ recapitulation/

“ Before proceeding to show how the British government may aid its sub-

jects in China, it may be useful to recapitulate the preceding facts, and supply

a few omissions, to impress upon the mind of the reader— that the debts now
owing by the hong merchants are a bona fide transfer, so long as they con-

tinue unpaid, of three millions of dollars of capital from the foreigners, chiefly
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British merchants, to the Chinese. That these debts are not the result of
speculation upon a high rate of interest^ but are incurred almost necessarily by
the conditions of their ordinary trade— and that another condition of that

trade is, that such debts shall be repaid under the imperial guarantee. That
the debts being an abstraction from their trading capital, and not a chosen
investment of money, the foreign merchants have no longer the inducement
to consent to a protracted payment of their claims, which former creditors

had ; nor if they had, could they now put the same faith in the fulfilment of
the compromise. That the British merchants who have succeeded to the

£. I. Compratny, not possessing the advantages of that body’s monopoly, and
consequent identity of interest and unity of action, are neither in the position

to avoid iucurring the debts, nor to recover them when n»ade ; and that the

organs of her majesty’s government in Chiita have not, as yet, possessed the

means to acquire moral weight with the local authorities or hong merchants,

to replace the commercial influence of the E. I. Company’s factory. That,

whilst deprived of the E. I. Company’s influence, but still opposed to a mo-
nopoly on the part ofthe Chinese, the foreigners have had to compete, so far

as tea is concerned, with the worst effect of a government monopoly in Eng-
land

;
viz : a heavy stock in the hands of parties not personally interested in

its disposal ; and, in one case, with an unlooked for and arbitrary change in

the duties, having, to the British merchant in China, all the effect ofan ex post

facto law. That these results have further been attended with the introduc-

tion of the E. I. Company’s funds into Canton, in a manner to occasion
violent derangement in the currency, and consequent fluctuation in prices.

That the above circumstances of the free-trade have equally injured the Chi-
nese merchants, and involved them in losses, which have reflected upon the
British merchants in the shape of the debts now in question, and are likely, if

no change occur, to lead to others liercafler. That the British merchant in

China has no choice but to trade with the hong merchants in the bulk of both
exports and imports, excepting opium. He has, moreover, with few excep-
tions, no warehouse in which to store his goods, nor consequently the means
to ensure them against fire or fraud, nor to enforce his contracts and engage-
ments for them, with the Chinese. That he has no choice in the nomination
of the security merchants with whom he is compelled to trade, nor means to

ascertain the amount of their capital. He has still less means to know if that

capital be applied to the purpose of trade, or if it be abstracted for the de-
mands of the extravagances or for the aggrandizement of the hong merchanta’
&milies. That the new hongs commence their career with the payment of a

^ to the hoppo and other mandarins of 60,000 to 60,000 dollars, which
in most cases must absorb their whole capital, and compel them to borrow
either from the foreigners or from their own countrymen. That new duties

have been levied from time to time under pretext of paying the debts of for-

eigners
; but that those duties are not disccHitinued after the necessity for

them ceases, and the foreigners have no means to ascertain if they are funded
for the discharge of future debts, or appropriated to the uses of the hong mer-
chants or the mandarins. That the foreigners are even compelled often to

advance these duties ; for the hoppo will not grant a port clearance for a
ship about to leave the port, until the duties upon her inward cargo are paid,

wliich it is the pro^r business, according to the custom of the place, for the
security merchant to do; not even when the goods are unsdd, and the state

of the market .may keep them on hand for months. But as the so called

seemity merchants are not obliged to secure ships, the two wealthiest seldom
or never do, and the duty falls oftener, in consequence, to the poor hongs.
It constantly happens, therefore, that the departure of a vessel is delayed,
because the security merchant cannot pay the duties upon her cargo ; and, as

VOL. VI. NO. XI. 08
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most vessels are consigned to one party only, and her cargo to many, it be-
comes a matter of contention who is to advance the duties for the security mer-
chants, and the consignee of the ship is of course obliged to yield. The
sums which we have seen to be due to government by the hongs are, there-

fore, chiefly on account of export duties, and amount, pro tanto, to a remission
of duties upon their own staples, at the expense of the foreign imports. That
when goods are once landed, they cannot be reshipped except upon payment
of the whole import duty again, in the shape of export duty

;
however

bad the market may have become in the meanwhile, or however doubtful .the

credit of the hbng may have becorne in' which the goods are deposited.’’

The aid required from the British government, he describes in the

following parapraphs, which close his essay of thirty-three pages.

“ It is at all times easier to point out grievances aud abuses, than to devise

a remedy for them : and this is peculiarly the case with regard to the for-

eign trade in China. The remoteness of Canton from the seat of government
renders it impossible to the foreigners to ascertain the policy of the imperial

government with respect to the foreign trade, or to know if the acts of the
local authorities spring immediately from that policy, or if th^ are merely the
suggestions of their own self-interest or caprice. Either from one or other

cause, the foreigners are, no doubt, subjected to many annoyances in carrying

on their commerce, some of which have already been submitted to the British

government, and remedies have been proposed involving questions attended
with remote consequences, which it does not fall within the province of this

enquiry to enter into. Its object is limited to obtaining payment of the debts

owing to British merchants by the Chinese, and guarantied by the Chinese
government, and to’ lessen the risk, if possible, of incurring similar responsi-

bilities in future.

“ These debts constitute a transfer of British capital to the Chinese hong
merchants, of about three millions of dollars, which the creditors require, sure-

ly not unreasonably, to be repaid within that time in which that capital would
double itself by Compound interest at the usual market rate of twelve per cent.,

which time is about six years. Whereas the Chinese propose to liquidate

the debts in nine years, beginning with next year
;
which, in the case of

Hingtae, would be ten and a half years from the date of adjustment of ac-

count and a still longer time in the case of Kingqua. The British govern-

ment may interpose its authority with the emperor of China to obtain earlier

payment of Hingtae’s debts, without fear, it is conceived, of compromising
itself ;

since a committee of foreigners and hong merchants, appointed by
mutual consent, has examined and authenticated the debts, and the viceroy

of Canton has declared officially, that they shall be paid to the uttermost

mite ;
but without specifying a period for the liquidation. The demand for

payment of the debts, within a given time, may be met by the Chinese gov-

ernment with precedents of former protracted liquidations of debts
;
but w6

conceive that the justice of their being paid within the time specified above

will be found unquestionable. But, even if the counter objections of the

Chinese, or motives of policy, render it inconvenient to the British govern-

ment to insist upon a definite period of payment for debts already contracted,

it is humbly submitted, that both policy and re^rd for the welfare of the Brit-

ish subjects in China demand, that a definite, if not immediate, payment shall

be required for debts which the hong merchants shall be found to owe in fu-

ture. This alone would be a considerable boon to the foreigners in Canton, and

}K)S8ibly also to the hong merchants themselves, by shielding them awhile

from the extortion of the mandarins, and from the liabilities which the solvent

bongs become ex|>O80(l to, by having needy and incompetent persons thrust

into their corporation.
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“ Respect for Eurppean international law, as well as common justice, may
also render it inexpedient to the British government to dictate to the emperor
of China, if it have the power, the regulations under which the commerce of
his empire with foreigners shall be condticted ; but it may surely require of
him to respect and enforce the rules he has himself laid down. He has pre-

scribed to the foreigners to trade with the security merchants only, who Are
nominated by himself or by his delegates, and, in bo doing, he tacitly engage
for their capability and proper conduct. It is for him to take care that the

foreigners’ capital, which passes through the security merchants* bands, be
not diverted from its proper use, either by the folly of those parties or by the

extortions of his own officers. This duty will, it is conceived, be indirectly

but pressingly enforced upon him, by the British government insisting upon
the debts beiiig paid immediately, which the culpability of his officers assist

in forming. The mere demand will, at the same time, accelerate the pay-
ment of the debts, sustained as we believe it to he, by bc^ right and reason

;

and it may easily be -made in such a way as to compromise the British

government in no ulterior measures, whilst it may also be readily made the
basis of further requisition, if it be deemed advisable.

« Although accidental circumstances of trade have, in some instances, as
at present, conduced to the debts of the hongs, it will be seen, throughout
the preceding pages, that the exactions of the hoppo and other mandarins are

the principal absorbents of the capital of the security merchants, and, through
them, of that of 'the foreigners. Their extortions are the necessary and
understood consequence of their small salaries. This state of things belongs
to most governments, perhaps, in a certain stage of their car^r, and no ef-

fectual change in it by foreign interference can be foreshown, short of reform
amounting almost to a revolution in the government. So long as this prac-

tice exists, any treaty or tariff made with the Chinese government will

always be evaded or misdirected, like the supposed consoo fund, unless

watched over incessantly, and checked by some more {>owerful control than is

possessed at present by the British superintendent, or any foreign consul in

China. But the firm and dedided demand of the British government for the

immediate payment of money owing to its subjects, which may otherwise be
diverted by the rapacity of the mandarins, may ensure the temporary exer-

tion at least of the emperor’s power to restrain their extortion. ’The al-

ternative may suggest itself to the ernperor of abolishing the cohong system
altogether, and this, if it led to unrestricted competition amongst the Chinese
merchants, would be, perhaps, the happiest result which could be expected

;

but caution will be required in admitting the proposition. If the cohong be
abolished, the hoppo’s office must be remodelled, and a host of subordinates,

who belong to the system, should fall with it, else the evil will be shifted

merely, and not eradicated. The exactions of the mandarins would follow the

free-traders as grievously as it now does the hong merchants, and the foreign-

ers would have lost the only check they now have on those exactions, the

necessity of the hong debts being repaid.

« The abolition of the cohong would be totally inefiTectual also, unless at-

tended by a better system of collecting the custom-house duties, and the ge-

neral acquisition by foreigners of warehouses, in which to store their goods

;

but to obtain the warehouses will require, either that their residence be per-

mitted beyond the precincts of the present foreign factories, or else that the

factories be considerably enlarged. To the first plan the Chinese govern-
ment seems to have an almost invincible objection, and l^he value of property

in the neighborhood of the factories beyond what is necessary for mere resi-

dence, would ’make the last so expensive^ that, if gained, it will almost cer-

tainly impose additional dueled upon the trade. The only middle course.
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which seems to present itself, is one which has been talked of among^ the
Chinese themselves, that two or more of the existing hongs be constituted

custom and bonded warehouses, through which all fmcign imports shall be
passed, and pay duty according to a fix^ tariff. Yet these, if under the con-
trx>l of the Chinese mandarins, would only subject the foreigners to the petty

vexations and delays by the underlings ofgovemnaent, which the hong mer-
chants and their assistants now encounter. This objection might be obviated
by the British merchants having a common warehouse under their own control,

through which the goods should pass, and duty be paid, and a manifest hand-
ed to the mandarins for their satisfaction, attested by the British superinten-

dent,— or some similar plan. These si^^tions however are not intended to

dictate any particular course to the British government, but only in the hope
to draw its attention to the unprotected situation of British subjects in China,
and to point out the assistance which may most readily be afforded, and will,

at the present moment, be most gratefully received.
* The preceding statements cannot better be concluded, perhaps, than by

the paragraph already quoted from the records of the East India company’s
committee in 1783, viz.: ‘ It seems to be an established maxim amon^ the

mandarins at this place, to discourage, as much as possible, all applications

to the emperor, both as they may prove dangerous to their persons and
derogatory to their consequence; except in circumstances that cannot be

concealed! as in the case of captain Panton, without whose interference, we
are well assured, no representation from the creditors or any other body of

men, could ever have reached the court, much less can we expect the assis-

tance of the boppo, through whom it must necessarily pass in the first in-

stance.* ’* Canton^ 19th February, 1838.

Here we must close this long article, leaving our readers to form

their own opinions of the sentiments contained in the several extracts,

which afford ample scope for discussion. The historical part of the

pamphlet, may find a place in a future number.

Art. III. Memoriai to the right honorable lord viscount Palmer^

ston, principal secretary of state, for foreign affairs, S^c.,

[This and the following article we republish from the Canton Press of

the 24th instant. If this memorial, in connection with that of December,

1834, bring the British government in direct and proper commimication with

Taoukwang and his cabinet, it will be well. Affairs— neither few nor unim-

portant— require this. The signatures of some of the principal houses, it will

be seen, are not attached to the memorial.]

My Lori>,— We, the undersigned British merchants trading at

Canton in China, have the honor to address your lordship, through

the mediation of H. B. M. Chief Superintendent, respecting certain

heavy debts owed to us by the Chinese hong merchants
;
and we

respectfully but earnestly entreat your lordship to lay our case before

her majesty’s council, with a view to obtain the powerful interposition

of our own government, with that under which we at present live, to

endeavor U> obtain an early payment of our actual claims, and a
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readier means of recovery of those, which, under the existing circum-

sunce of the foreign trade with this country, we must, we fear, inevi-

tably incur in future.

52. Your lordship is aware, no doubt, that we are limited in our

dealings, in all the principal staples of the legal foreign trade with

China, to about a dozen parties, called security or hong merchants.

These merchants trade separately, but they are mutually responsible

for the government dues which each may incur, and also for their

respective debts to the foreigners. Your memorialists are allowed no
voice in the nomination of these security merchants, nor have we any
means to ascertain ,their capital, nor other qualifications for their

trust
;
but the Chinese government, which takes this responsibility

upon itself, guarantees the engagement which the Chinese merchants
form with us

;
and the principal of the hong debts, without interest,

has always been paid, for the last twenty years, by the whole body or

cohong, under the authority of government. The period, however,
within which the debts should be paid, has been lefi to be settled

between the security merchants and die foreigners, and has always

been a point of much contention. The former have usually succeed-

ed in fixing a term of years within which the foreign capital in their

possession might double itself almost twice over by compound inter-

est; and the British merchants have been indebted for the attainment

of even this boon, to the influence of the East India Company’s late

factory in China, as well as for the means of repayment, through

their large transactions with the hongs
;

facilities which your memo-
rialists no longer enjoy.

3. Of the thirteen hong merchants which existed at the beginning
of 1837, three or four are now avowedly insolvent. Their united

debts, according to their own report, amount to upwards of 3,000,000
of dollars, besides about 750,000 dollars, which they owe to the gov-

ernment for duties. One of those security merchants, named Hingtae,
has been formally declared bankrupt, and his debts to foreigners

proved, by a committee appointed for the purpose by the cohong and
foreigners mutually, at 2,261,439 dollars, exclusive of claims still in

dispute. The viceroy of Canton has declared in a public document,
of which we transmit herewith a translatkni, together with all the

correspondence upon the subject to your lordship, that the debts shall

be paid
;
but has left the period of payment to be settled, as usual,

between the security merchants and the foreigners. The former
began by proposing twenty years as the term for liquidation; but have
subsequently reduced ft, step by step, to nine years. The creditors

have refused even the last proposition, on the grounds: first, that it is

impolitic to establish the precedent of such a protracted payment, in

this first settleihent of a debt under the free trade system, which debt
arises entirely out of actual transactions of trade, and so far diflers

from all former debts : and secondly, because we wish to take this

opportunity to procure a settlement of the debts of all the insolvent

hongs, with a view to understand our exact position with them, aud
to endeavor to trade ujruii soiite safer system in future.
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4. The debts owing by the cohong, whether to ihe government
or to foreigners, have never been paid entirely out of their own re-

sources, but chiefly by means of extra duties levied upon the principal
staples of the foreign trade, and the hong merchants propose to liqui-

date the debts, now under consideration, in a similar way. Such
duties, once imposed, appear never to be taken off again when the
first occasion for them has ceased

;
but to be still levied, under pretext

of creating a fund, called the consoo fund, to meet future exigencies
of the cohong, whether occasioned by debts to the foreigners, or by
demands from the emperor to meet,the expenses of his wars, or other
extraordinary expenditure of the state. There is no reason to sup-

pose, however, that such a fund has ever really existed, or that the

Chinese authorities has ever recognized it; but they have sanctioned
the imposition of duties from time to time for the payment of specific

debts, and have connived at their continuance, to feed, as is supposed,

their own exactions. Independent of the extraordinary demands by
the emperor upon the security merchants,^they are exposed to almost

daily extortions on the part of the local authorities, chiefly the hoppo
or collector of customs, and his subordinates, which have always em-
poverished them, even when they shared in the large certain profits of

the East India Company’s trade. They have incurred heavy losses in

their trading transactions since the expiration of the East India Com-
pany’s charter, and seem likely to suffer still more severely, since the

same parties have now. to conduct a more extended business, in com-
petition with the intelligence and greater activity of free-traders, to

which neither their capital, nor mode of conducting commerce, seem
adequate. Considering these circumstances, your memorialists see

reason to apprehend, that any addition to the duties upon the foreign

trade, merely sufficient to liquidate the foreign debts, will, without

some weighty interposition with the imperial government, be mainly

diverted to the payment of extraordinary demands by the authorities

on the cohong, which it is known are now being urged upon that

body, and thereby not only protract the settlement of our claims, but

occasiou an accumulation of new debts on the part of the security

merchants, which it may require more than remonstrance on the part

of the British government, at some future time, to recover.

5. Your memorialists are aware of the difficulty of changing the

institutions and habits of a people like the Chinese, and do not, there-

fore, ask of her majesty’s government, to reqqire.any great or sudden

changes in the regulations under which we trade with this empire

;

but we humbly submit to your lordship’s decision : whether the Chi-

nese government, so long as it shall insist upon confining our trade

to so small a number of its merchants, is not bound to take care that

those merchants have sufficient capital and probity for their trust;

and whether, on the transfer of our capital to them, in the shape of the

debts in question, which becomes unavoidable in the conducting of

extensive commerce with a monopoly of such limited means, the im-

perial guarantee does not imply earlier repayment of such capital,

than has been hitherto, or is now, offered, or ut all events some com-
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pensation for the delays in the shape of interest. Our experience of

the Chinese people and their rulers, lead us confidently to infer, that

the simple interposition of our own government with the cabinet of

Peking, in so just a cause, would facilitate the adjustment of our pre-

sent claims; and, if her majesty’s government would further require

that any future, debts, incurred by the hongs to British subjects, should

be paid immediately, or, at all events, within a reasonable and defin-

ed time, and that the hong merchants should be protected from the

extortion of the official subordinates, we feel assured that it would
tend to lessen the hazard of our trade materially. It would induce

the emperor of China to inquire into the abuses of the foreign trade

at this port, and to correct the most flagrant of them
;
which are, the

exactions of his officers and the inefficiency of the cohong, the full

knowledge of which we presume to be withheld by the Canton autho-

rities from the court of Peking; and the latter effect would render no
less service to the solvent security merchants themselves, than to your
memorialists and the whole of the foreign residents in Canton.

'6. Your memorialists do not think it necessary to trouble your
lordship with further details of our position as merchants in Canton,
the peculiarities of wnlch have doubtless reached your lordship

through an official channel
;
arid) relying upon your lordship’s attention

to the interests of British commerce and British merchants, to bring

our request to the favorable notice of her majesty’s government.
We have the honor to be, my lord, your lordship’s devoted and most

obedient servants.

(Signed) Dent & Co. Bell & Co. Fox Rawson & Co. Lindsay & Co,
Nanabhoy Framjee*. Eglinton, Maclean & Co. Dirom & Co. Bibby, Adam
& Co. Gibb, Livingston dt Co. J. &- W. Cragg & Co. ‘Daniell & Co.
W. & T. Gemmell dt Co. W. Henderson. W. Mac. Donald. Robt. Wise,
Holliday dz. Ox T. H. Layton. Jamieson and How. D. &> M. Rustomjee.

/Patrick Stewart.

Art. IV. A respectful address to his excellency the governor of
of Kwangtung and Kwangse. Canton

^

21s/ March^ 1838.

Some of the subscribers, British merchants, addressed your excel-
lency nearly a year ago, respecting the large debt due to us by Hing-
tae, and your excellency has since given repeated orders for its pay-
ment; but, up to this time, we have received no part of it. The
hong merchants have indeed proposed to pay it off in nine years,
beginning with next year, which will be ten years for the adjustment
of the accounts; but we cannot consent to such a distant payment.

Besides Hingtae, your excellency is aware that there are other
hongs also indebted to us,, and we have urged the security merchants
to arran^ for payment,of their debts at the same time, that we may
know with whom we may trade safely, and whom not, and guard, as
far as we are able, against loss in future.
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We bring our property from a great distance to trade with this

empire, and we are compelled by its laws to place it in the hands of
a very few hong merchants, nominated by the emperor. It cannot
be that his majesty intends that they should retain our capital until it

has nearly doubled itself by the accumulation of interest, and then
pay us back only the principal.

It may be that Hingtae has dissipated our money, but how can we
ascertain this? We cannot go to his house or village to ascertain if

he have secreted our morrey, and even your excellency’s order has
failed to produce him here for examination.

The judge and the treasurer reported (I2th moon, 13th day) as a
reason to delay payment of these debts, that, * matters are not now as

formerly ; there was then the trade of the Company which yielded

great profits.’ This is true
;
but our profits also are not the Compa-

ny’s, and we cannot alford to dispense with our trading capital. The
payment of the hong merchants’ debts, besides, has never depended en-

tirely upon their profits, but upon extra duties upon the foreign trade

imposed for the purpose, and the hong merchants now propose an
additional duty to pay the present debts. Where then is the injustice

to them ?

It seems to us, as to the judge and t^feasurer, that some other system

is required to meet the exigencies of the present trade, but more for

our benefit than for the hong merchants. As we do not feel compe-
tent to discuss this question with your excellency, we have referred it

through her majesty’s chief superintendent to our own gracious sov-

ereign, who will, we humbly hope, communicate upon the subject

with your emperor.

In the meantime we shall gratefully receive any portion of our

claims which your excellency may be pleased to order to be paid, and

be prepared to listen to the suggestions which the hong merchants

may propose.

(Signed) Dent & Co. Bell Co. Dirom & Co. J. & W. Cragg &
Co. Daniell & Co. Gibb, Livingston & Co. Eglinton, Maclean & Co.

Fox, Rawson & Co. W. Henderson. Robt. Wise, Holliday & Co.

Art. V. Horsburgh Light H(nt$e : United States^ Expedition

to the South Seas ; the desirableness of extensive and accurate

nautical surveys in the east.

Soon after the intelligence of .Horsburgh’s decease reached Canton,

a public meeting was convened here, a committee of correspondence

appointed, and a subscription for the erection of a Light House, or

houses, opened. A brief notice thereof, with a letter signed Nauti-

cus, were published in our fifth volume : see page 381. Pedra Branca
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was named as one of the points, needing a light house
;
and the

number of vessels lost or stranded there, prove how great that need is.

We trust there will be no unnecessary delay in erecting a Light

House upon that rock ;
such a monument, bearing the name of Hors-

burgh, would be a most worthy memento of the deceased, and a

most useful beacon for the mariner frequenting the Straits of Singa-

pore. This subject will, we hope, receive its just support, especially

from those in England, and in. the United States of America, who are

interested in eastern commerce. The following letter will show the

views of the Horsburgh committee here: it is dated Canton, January

10th, 183^9, and addressed—
“To William Stanley Clarke, esq., and the members of the com-

mittee for the Horsburgh memorial, London.
“ Gentlemen,— The active and judicious measures you have taken

to further the views of the general committee, in raising funds for the

purpose of erecting a lasting tribute to the memory of one who toiled

thiough a long life for the benefit of his fellow-creatures, meets with

the sincere thanks and warmest approbation of your fellow-laborers at

Cantpn in so pleasing a task. The only point in which our feelings

appear not to be unanimous, is, respecting the manner in which that

tribute should be paid. You propose that it should be by a monument
erected in St. Paul’s, or Westminster Abbey,—we, that it should be by

a I ight House on one of those spots through which, surrounded with

all its difficulties, he has traced a safe and comparatively easy navi-

gation. It is true, that, by placing his monument with those of our
illustrious dead, you accord him that place which he held among the

living, but there it would end. The chisel of the artist would be ad-

mired, while the deeds of the man would be passed over in silence and
neglect. We have already invited all nations to join us in our under-

taking, and we look to America, Holland, and France, with the most
sanguine hopes. We submit, then, our opinion to you, whether we
sh >uld not take into consideration the character -of the man who has

immortalized himself, -and to whose memory we can only add a tri-

bu e of esteem; and, if so, would it not be a greater testimony of gra-

titude to follow a course in unison with the feelings which animated
that benevolent being while alive, by building a Light House on some
spot where ships are constantly going on shore, that he may still be

instrumental in benefiting mankind, by saving many a ship from des-

truction. By this you will perceive it is our wish to adhere to the plan

which we originally proposed; but, as a proof of our anxiety to coope-

rate with you, we will originate a subscription for the furtherance of
your views, in hopes that many of this community will join in it; an(I,

in return, we beg to solicit that you will use your influence to procure
subscribers to cooperate with us, in the view we have taken.—In reply

to the apprehension, expressed in your letter, of not being able to pro-

cure sufficient funds for the object we have in view, we venture to

call your attention to the extent of the subscriptions already received,

and to remind you that, even upon your plan of limiting subscrip-

tions from individuals to one guinea, leaving firms and public bodies

VOL. VI. NO. XI. 69
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unlimited, there will be no occasion for suppoeing that a sufficient sum
will not be procured for the erecting of one Light House, at least.

The spot we propose for the first is Pedra Branca; and (he list of ves-

sels which have been lost or stranded .there, in a short space of time,

the names of which we subjoin for your information, will, we think,

iufiuence you considerably in giving us all the aid you can, add fully

explain the motives which guide us.

“ We have the honor to remain, yours, (Signed) William
Jardine, John Hiiie, William Blenkin, Lancelot l^nt, E. C. Bridg-

man, Dadabhoy Rustomjee, J. Archer.

“The following is the list of vessels referred to above. Nova Desada, Sylph,
Pascoa, Lord Amherst, Ruby, Lord W. Bentinck, Gleneig, Ardeseer.

(Signed) William Haylett. Hon, See.

On the 5th instant Mr. Haylett issued the following circular, which
we copy from tl>e Canton Register.

“Circular.—A subscription having been set on foot in London,
limited to one guinea, for raising a monument to the memory orHors-
burgb, his friends in China ^re invited to join in this smaller compli-

ment, hoping it will induce those at hon>e to concur in the larger and
more comprehensive one commenced abroad, and to which America
and Europe will,, it is confidently hoped, largely contribute.”

The United States^ expedition to the South Seas^ is a leading topic

iu the North American Review for last October. The first and chief

object of the expedition will be, according to the review, ‘to furnish,

as far as is practicable, a complete chart of the Pacific.^ A good

object, and a great one it is, surely. In the reviewer’s estimation, it

seems very plausible and reasonable to conclude, (we speak under

correction,) that ‘a way clear to the very axis of the earth’ may be

found. What duration, or whether any, is assigned to the expedition,

we do not know; but we are happy in the assurance given, that its

labors are not to be confined within the antarctic circle, nor the high

austral latitudes. We wish it might have a few years for cruising in

the Chinese and Japanese waters, of Which, as well as of some parts

of the Indian archipelago and the adjacent seas, careful surveys

and ‘ a complete chart’ are much needed. It has long been a mat-

ter of surprise and regret with us, that these parts of the ocean are

not brought more directly under the guardianship of those great and

powerful nations of the west, which have such vast interest here at

gtake.—Besides furnishing a complete chart of the Pacific, ‘another

prime object of the voyage,—we do not know if it should not take the

precedence of all others,—is the release of those unhappy men who
are detained on these islands.’ There is no lack of considerations

fdr prosecuting this part of the general plan. But, says the reviewer,

“ There is another useful end which will probably be subserved by the ex-

p^itipn ;
we mention it with some reluctance, but under a sense of the

imperious necessity that the subject should be brought clearly before the

public. Aa a dlass, the mariner's engaged in the South Sea trade and fisheries

sustain a high reputation for enterprise, intelligence, and good principles.

They have been large contributors, not only to our national prosperity, but
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to some uei>artments of science
;
and we would be far from wishing to dimi-

nish the sense of the obligation we are under to them, on these accounts. But
in so numerous a class, there must be and there are many exceptions ; more,

in fact, than would be at first thought. Though, ifwe reflect upon the im-

mense restraining power of public opinion, which among large masses encom-
passfjs and influences all, like the ‘ universal air,’ if we consider how much
of the propriety of conduct in a community is due to the fear of the law and
the restraint of social ties, we shall not be surprised to learn that some, who
at home filled their parts respectably, shouldi on reaching a region, where
none of these influences are strongly felt, and some not^felt at all, give free

scope to the passions hitherto shackled, and become ^almost mates for the

savages around them. It is known to those who have made inquiries on this

subject, that scenes of cruelty, licentiousness, and extortion, are imted in the

recesses of this vast sea, the details of which are sometimes too shocking to

be repeated. Mutinies are not uncommon, and those accompanied with mur-
der; and tyranny on the part of the captains is too often the cause. Wanton
inhumanity towards the natives is the source of many a terrible retribution^

which falls sometimes on the heads of the unofiending.” p, 374.

All the reviewer says on this point should be reechoed back on the

ears of the western governments and people in tones, loud as ‘ the

voice of many waters.’ What was it, recently, that induced the Ja-

panese to o|>en their batteries on a friendly unarmed merchantman t

Such savage hostility could not have sprung up and become so strong

and deadly without adequate causes: what were they? The remi-

niscences of past centuries? Or the ^pranks of our whalemen?*
More than once, and within a very short period, we have heard bf

rumors and suspicions, resj>ecting proceedings on the coasts of Japan,

which ought to awaken inquiry. It ought to be known, whether for-

eigners have or have not been guilty of outrages on the people of that

country. Here we cannot forbear making one more short extract fro.n

the Review.

“It is difflcult for men in tne seclusion of a study, or engaged in the quiet

avocations of common life, to measure the degree of criminality incurred by
those who, removed from the restraints of civilization, are subjected to the
toils, the perils, and the wearing vicissitudes of a nautical existence, exposed
to continual excitement, and alternating from the most alluring sensual temp-
tations to the rude trials of an harassing pursuit. But though we may hesi-

tate before censuring, in the severest terms, the excesses of which some are
guilty, we cannot doubt the propriety of using every effort for their suppression.

And this, we conceive, may be accomplished by a process as simple as that

of introducing fresh air into a receiver, to resuscitate a dying flame. We
would, if possible, bring these seas, or at least their visitants, again within
the pale of social influence. We would extend over them once more the do-
minion of that opinion, which, if not the best restraining force, is jret, with
most, the mightiest. This could be done by giving them to perceive, that
their actions, in the remotest recesses, are not secure from animadversion,'

and that the law extends its surveillance even over the barbarians wiKMn they
maltreat. The visit of a sliip of war, bringing authority to inquire into cases
of misconduct and to take measures for preventing future irregularities, will

without doubt have a most beneficial effect. Consids, with sufficient salaries,

should be appointed at the principal civilized ports in the Pacific, and friend-

ly arrangements entered into with such of the native tribes as possess goveiii-

meiits of sufficient stability. Every reasonable provision should be made, not
only for rt dressing grievances, but also for facilitating the labors of the whale-
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men, and removing those difficulties, which the distance from all regular au-
thorities, and the want of settled rules of intercourse, must create.” j>. 375.

A Scientific Faculty, ‘ complete in all its departments,’ is attached
to the expedition. It is pleasing to know, that ample provision has
been made, and excellent ‘suggestions’ furnished, to facilitate the

researches of this scientific corps. We should like to quote, espe-

cially from the ‘suggestions’ of professors Silliman and Gibbs and
of Mr. Pickering published in the Review; but our limits forbid it.

Of the desirableness— nay the strong necessity— of extensive and
accurate surveys in the eastern seas, there can be but one opinion.

On such an object some of the ‘surplus revenue’ of the United
States may well be expended— honor, advantage, duty, all require it.

It is a noble object, on which the growing energies of that republic

will find free scope, and, if wisely directed, reap a rich harvest. On
those wide waters, the navies of the old world and the new should

join their forces, not in bloody conflicts, but in useful action: and this

they should continue, till all the inhabitants and productions of the

isles, and all the treasures and dangers of the deep, are made known,
and the highway of the nations is rendered safe for the peaceful

and more wide extension of commerce, science, and religion.

Art. VI. Obituary notice of the late reverend Alanson Reedy
with a brief notice of his life and character. Communicated
from Bankok, Siam, September I4th, 1837, by E G. J.

Alanson Reed was a native of Curnmington, Massachusetts. When
about twenty years of age he gave his heart to God, and, from the time

of his conversion, he had strong desires, and a determination, if possi-

ble, to devote his life to the service of Christ among those who had

never heard of his salvation. But he was the youngest and favorite child

of a widowed mother, whom he loved with uncommon ardor, and she

was not willing that he should expose himself to the privations and trials

of a missionary’s life. On her account he repressed, for a season, his

strong desire to enter immediately on a course of preparation for the

work, and waited with the hope that Providence would make his path

plainer. Bui after two or three years, spent on a farm, he began to

feel that his youth was wearing away, and that he must enter without

delay on the path he had chosen. He accordingly commenced stu-

dying for the ministry, and subsequently spent all the earthly wealth

of which he was possessed to make comfortable provision for his be-

loved parent
;

but, before his education was completed, she entered

on her eternal rest, and was thus spared the pain she so much dread-

ed, of seeing her son leave his native shores. Sometime previous to

his departure his mind was directed to China, and he at length re-

solved to devote himself to a mission to that empire. Accordingly, he

sailed from Boston on the 22d of September, 1835, with a large compa-

ny of missionaries destined to Hindustan, Burinah, Siam, and China
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He arrived, with several fellow lal>orers, at Singapore, in March,

1836, from whence, in compliance with his otficial instructions, he

came up to Biinkok, in the following July. - Here he found multitudes

of Cliinese, aud immediately entered on the study of the Taychew
(Chaouchow) dialect, striving to put every fresh acquisition into imme-
diate use, and to do all the good he was aide. He wisely chose to employ

Chinese servants, and after sludyirtg a few months, he employed his

teacher to read the Chinese Scriptures at family worship
;
and before

the expiration of a year from the commencement of his Chinese stu-

dies, he tried to pray regularly in that language with his family. He
said he found it hard to frame petitions in Chinese; but the only way
in which he could learn to pray with his servants, was, first to use

the language in his private devotions. In answer to a question which

his wife once asked, if he did not sometimes find his thoughts dwell-

ing on the pleasant situation he might have occupied at home, he

said, ‘ No, I love iny work.’ But he did not consider Siam as his

ho<ne. China was his destination, and he was constantly watching

for some way to open, by which he could enter it. But it was not

the misnamed, but the true, celestial empire which God designed him
soon to enter.

Several attacks of dysentery, from which he speedily recovered, had
already impeded his progress in study, when in July last he was more
violently seized with the same disorder, and brought to the borders of

the grave. The prompt and powerful remedies administered by a

most assiduous medical brother, and the unremitted care of his family

and friends, were, however, blessed to his recovery
;
and he was con-

sidered convalescent. At this time, the only missionary belonging to

the Chinese department of our mission was compelled by sickness to

take a voyage, and Mr. and Mrs. Reed removed from an uncomforta-
ble floating-house to the one vacated by him, on the mission premises.

Here we hoped soon to see him engaged in taking charge of the little

Chinese church, and Sabbath congregation, now left destitute, and
in communicating the knowledge of a Savior’s love to the many pa-

tients who daily came for medicine. But God’s thoughts were not as

our thoughts, and his ways were not to be as we hoped, in relation to

our beloved brother. A few days after his removal, a fatal relapse

ensued, which in one week laio him in the grave. At first, he thought
his complaint would again yield to medicine

;
but this hope soon fail-

ed. On the 25th of August, he said to a friend who was sitting by,
‘ 1 never before had a sense of what it is to approach death

;
I was

thinking of it this morning, and the thought almost overwhelmed me.’

He then compared the view which the Christian has of Christ to see-

ing objects through ground glass windows, and mentioned a particular

time when he 'looked through such window?. ‘ I never,’ said he,
‘ felt the beauty of that comparison of Paul, * NoW we see through a

glass, darkly,* till then. We sometimes think we get near to .lesus,

but even then we see him darkly, obscurely :
‘ in heaven we shall see

him face to face.’ Here he was interrupted by a distre.ssing hiccough
with which he was troubled, and remarked, ‘I have not said half I

have to say, but I must stop.’
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On the evening of the same day, his fever became very high, and
perceiving that we were alarmed, he said, ‘I hope none of you will

hesitate to tell me what you think of my situation : do not keep any
thing from me.’ Dr. B. then .said to hiin,^ Brother Reed, you are very
ill, we fear you will die ; it would not be surprising if you should not
live till the morning.’ On hearing this he seemed a little agitated,

and covered his face with his hand, but made no reply. A few mo-
ments afterwards, a female friend sat down by his bed-side, when he
said to her, ‘Perhaps I may be in— 1 was going to say, heaven,—^
before morning

;
yes, I may say in heaven, I can trust in my blessed

Savior. We have ties to earth, our families;* then covering his face

with his hand again he continued, ‘ but I can trust.* He then com-
mended his wife to her care, as he had before do'ne to her husband’s,
and then went on to make known his wishes respecting his dome.stic

affairs, at some length. After an interval of rest he said, ‘I thought
I heard the Doctor speak of staying all night.* It was replied, ‘ Yes, he
has sent his boat home, and is going to stay.* * The Lord reward
him,’ said he. Shortly afterward he was ask^d, if he could think con-
nectedly. His emphatic reply was, ‘ I can think enough to fill my
heart with gratitude. God has been showing me what a great sinner

I am.* About two hours after this he expressed a wish to have all

his missionary brethren and sisters come into his room, and unite in

prayer. ‘ I do not know,* said he, ‘ that I have any thing in particu-

lar to pray for
;

I have been very desirous to recover, that I may
preach Christ to the heathen; but since the last relapse, I cannot
pray for my life. . Whenever I attempt to do so, it seems like praying

to be kept from the bosom of my Savior.* Seven of us were, in arfew

tnoments, assembled arouinl his bed, when, after he had repeated the

above remark, a brother offered prayer. He united his hands on his

breast, and gave intimations of fixed attention, and of joining in the

petition, and at the close repeated the Amen three times. The next

morning his fever abated, and he was more comfortable though gra-

dually growing weaker through the two following days, during which

he conversed familiarly of his approaching dissolution, and gave di-

rections in regard to a great variety of things, making his prepara-

tions as calmly as if he were but on the eve of a journey to another

country. He spoke of an absent brother missionary, and when he

heard of his temporary return, was impatient to see him.

It seemed as if his love to Christ and Christian brethren increased

every hour. His love for souls increased also. He called his ser-

vants, and most earnestly besought them to believe in Jesus. The
next day (the 28th) his mind wandered, and he was distressed with

temptation, imagining that Satan was with him. At evening, during

an interval of calmness, a female friend came and said, ‘I trust, bro-

ther Reed, you have the presence of the Savior at this trying hour.*

He replied, ‘Yes, if Satan does not have me to sift me as wheat.’

Another, who was sitting by, said, ‘Jesus has prayed for you that your

faith fail not; he caught the idea and said, w'ith great emphasis,

‘ blessed Lord.’ During the night he raved much, and had no ratio-
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nal intervals. The next morning he again became calm, his reason

was perfectly restored and remained so to the last. But he could not

speak, although he made great efforts to, do s6— drawing tl^e ear of

one friend, and then another, close to his mouth, and endeavoring to

whisper. He made us understand by signs, that he wished to bid us

all farewell. * Each successively placed a hand in his, which he

pressed, with eyes fixed first on us, and then raised to heaven. J[t

was his parting blessing, We called his distressed wife, who nerved

herself to great calmness, that she might rtot disturb him, yet, when
he looked upon her, his lips quivered, and his whole frame became
agitated. But it was for a moment only. He soon became compos-
ed, and, fervently pressing her hand, with uplifted eyes mentally com-
mended her to heaven. He then looked about for the absent qnes,

and when all had come'in and taken leave of him, he tried to make
us understand, that he wished for prayer, and it was a minute or two
before he could succeed; but at length one said, ‘ perhaps it is pray-

er,’ when he immediately raised his hands on his breast and looked at

a missionary brother, as much as to say, that is what I want. We
knelt once more around his bed, while that brother prayed. He re-

mained with his hands raised, and at the close endeavored to say

Amen, but could not articulate. Through the day he had some dying

struggles, but his mind seemed intent on heavenly glories. He kept

pointing upwards, not merely in one direction, but to this side and
that, as if he saw the splendor of the upper world, and ojice he was
heard to whisper ‘ wonders, wonders.’ To use an expression employed
at his funeral, * when he could no longer speak he pointed upward
and stretched out his arms as though they were wings to fly away to

heaven.’ His last words were, ‘ come Jesus ’ and ‘ mercy.’ About 4
o’clock p.'M. of that day (Aug. 29th), his spirit returned to the God who
gave it, leaving most sublime evidence of the truth and value of our

hofy religion, not only to his sorrowing brethren, but to a considerable

number of heathens, who one after another came in to witness his

dying deportment. He was 30 years of age. Not soon do we who
knew him expect to see another more eminently qualified, by ardent

piety, singleness and firmness of purpose, and zeal for the conversion

of sinners, to be a missionary to the heathen.

Art. VII. Journal of Occurrences. Peking Gazettes; care of the

treasury; northwestfrontier ; surplus of revenue; religious .obser-

vances of the government; repairs; literary examinations; resig-

nation of office; Mongolia; a naval officer; review of forces

;

burning of opium; tlu lieut.-governor.

There are many papers, inserted in the Peking Gazettes which, though wanting
interest in themselves, are yet worthy of being placed on record, as illiistrating

points in the policy or the machinery of the Chinese government. -^3uch are

several of the short extracts which follow.
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Care, of the, treasury. Thfj ‘grent ministers of the treasure and stores’ are
commanded to give instructions, ‘ that the old |uactice fall not into desuetude, hut
that one of four suhordiiiHle oflicers daily lake it in turn to remain at the treasury
throughout the day, and also to pass the night there. The actual condillou of
things, must be, from time to lime-inquired into, and any absence or remissness in

attendance must be reported to his majesty.’

.Northicest frontier. The money required in this district is always drawn a
year in advance. The estimated amount re<juired at Oushi, for 1839 is 32,000
taels; at Aksou, 19.000 taels, besides 1200 taels as salary to prince Isak or Isaac,
a Mohammedan noble. Of the sums required in the other cantons, we do not
find any mention.
From Shantung, a surplus of land revenue, to the amount of 400,000 taels was

forwarded last year to Peking.

Religious observances of the government. The emperor, if we may judge by the
increased honors paid by him to the gods, is growing, in his old age, more atten-

tive than formerly to the subject of religion. Would that the saving truths of the
religion which he denounces— the religion of the Lord of heaven and eaiih,

could be imparted to him !—The religious observances of the government in Chi-
na consist in reading prayers composed for.the occasion, and burning incense at

the shrines of the gods. The prayers are issued in much the saipe manner as the
edicts of the government, being brought in open court to receive the impress of the
imperial, or, in less exalted cases, of the magisterial seal. Our present lieut.-gov-

ernor is very regular in these religious observances; almost daily during the past

month, he has been engaged in burning incense at one or other of the numerous
temples of this metropolis : and the territorial and financial commissioner of the
province went, during the month, about a day’s journey, with two magistrates to

aid him, to sacrifice to the god of the southern sea.-^Another mode in which the
emperor pays honor to the gods, is, by writing inscriptions to be placed over the
doorways of their temples. Requests for such inscriptions occur several times
among the official documents inserted in the Gazettes now before us.

Repairs. Another frequent subject of notice in the Gazettes, is, the collection

of sunscriptions for repairs of public edifices, tem[)les, &c. These subscriptidns,

as well as others for charitable purposes, and for various public objects, are encou-
raged and rewarded by the conferment of rank upon the larger contributors, or

by records of approbation when these contributors are officers in the employ of
government.

The’ liferary examinations of the past year have occasioned numerous com-
plaints of misconduct on the part of candidates, and many orders rebuking and
sometimes degrading the officers from whose neglect of duty their misconduct
arose. The reports of the provincial authorities as to the deficiencies and disabi-

lities of various officers occupy also a large space in the gazettes.

One of the imperial family, who, having taken one of the lower literary de-

grees, has from that gradually advanced in office, requests permission to resign

his present situation, that he may give himself up to study, with the hope of talc-

ing a higher degree at the examinations

Mongolia. An officer has been sent thither, as envoy, to inquire into charges

brought by a Mongol tribe against the head of their clan.

A naval officer in Fuhkei'n having been found absent from his post, is removed
from his office, and required to show proofs of reform by the apprehension of

pirates within the space of three months.

Review of forces. The governor of Kwangtung and Kwangse left Canton at (he

close of February to review the troops in Kwangse. and is expected to return in a

few days.

Burning of opium was announced in the Court Circular of Canton on the 20th

instant, as having been enacted that day under the direction of the local autho-

rities.
' This farce is becoming of frequent occurrence, ivhile the smuggling of the

drug is carried on to an extent here never before witnessed. Almost every part

of the river, from the Bogue on the east, to the Hw6U on the west of the city, is

made (he theatre of the traffic.

The lieut.‘governor, or fooyiien, of Canton has been appointed to a presidency

of the Board of Punl.shments at Peking ills birthday occurred on the 8th instant.
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Art. I. Brief sketch of the Dvtch intercourse with Japan from
its commencement, in a. d. 16G0, to the present time.

The brief sketch of Portuguese and Spanish intercourse with Japan

which was given in a previous number was necessarily so interwoven

with the proceedings of the Catholic missionaries, that it was rather

ecclesiastical than mercantile in its details. The notices of the in-

tercourse of the Dutch and other European nations is little else than

a bare collection of commercial facts and dates, most of which are

meagre enough in all those items, which enable us to trace the gra-

dual extension and ultimate cessation of the taste for articles of for-

eign luxury among tire Japanese, or, indeed, to ascertain in what that

taste delighted.

Tlie first Dutch ship that visited Japan was one of the five vessels

which left the Texel under the command of admiral Mahu in 1598,

three years after the Cape of Good Hope was first rounded by vessels

under that flag. Four of these ships were lost in the course of the

voyage round Cape Horn, and the fifth, navigated by the English pi-

lot Adams, was run into a portofKiusiu (some say a harbor near

Y^do), the 19th of April, 1600. Out of a crew of one hundred and
seventy men, only seven remained able to do duty, so that the Japan-
ese had reason to regard the vessel as one in distress. At this time,

they seem not to have distinguished any better between peregrinos

and kostes than did the ancient western nations. The distressed

vessel was confiscated, as she would have been in England up to the

time of Henry I, and the cre\v were ill treated, as they might have
been on any European shore at a much later period. Afterwards
their effects w’ere restored, though at an inadequate valuation, and tlie

commander returned home with a part of his crew, and an expres-

sion of the royal favor towards his nation. He probably made his

VOL. VI. NO. XII. 70
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way back to Holland in his own ship, though it is not so stated. The
rest of the crew remained in Japan, either by compulsion or choice

;

and one of them came near doing a malicious turn to Catholicism,
by engaging an ignorant and silly priest to make a public attempt to

walk on the water in evidence of hi^more than aposto'ic faith. What
became of these men is not said by our authorities, but there is evi-

dence that their pilot Adams was not pernaittal to accompany them,
if they were allowed to return to Europe.
Some years passed away before any use was made of the permis-

sion to trade with Japan thus obtained by the Dutch. Nevertheless
we are told that the coast of Japan had been examined by a vessel

from Holland as early as 1586, and that the merchants of that coun-
try werte extremely desirous to traffic in its ports.

The representations of.the shipwrecked captain on his return, aid-

ed probably by later letters from Adams, at length, had their effect,

and the Dutch East India Company, which had been chartered seven
years before, sent one or two small vessels to Firando, in 1609. They
were well received, and permission was readily granted to establish

a factory at that place. The Dutch, at this time, had no footing in

China, and were therefore ill able to furnish the quantity of raw silk

which was the principal item in the Portuguese and Spanish imports.

Yet with characteristic selfishness, they immediately begged for a
monopoly of the trade in silk. They promised that a rich ship should
be sent the next year, but two years passed away, when the second
vessel, small and poor, arrived at Firando. The opinion is said to

have been entertained at that time by the Japanese, that the Dutch
depended for their cargoes on the plunder of vessels of other nations

;

but any injury from this prejudice was prevented by the influence

which Adams had acquired at court, and which he uniformly exerted

in their favor. The close alliance into which England and Holland
had been drawn by religious sympathy, and hatred to their common
enemy Philip II., accounts for the readiness With which he exerted

himself in behalf of the Dutch. Could we carry ourselves back to

those days, and obtain a glance into the council chamber of the seo-

gun, we might perhaps see the jealous Gongic listening to the tale of

Spanish enormities in the United Provinces, and yielding gradually to

those impressions against their character and religion, which after-

wards settled into hatred and disgust.

On the arrival of the Dutch traders in 1611, a formal edict in favor

of their trade was obtained. It gave them the full enjoyment of the

privileges possessed by their competitors. No duties appear to have

neen levied on them, nor any regulations as to the quantity and as-

sortment of goods, or as to time and place of sale, imposed. They
were not exempt from the municipal laws of the ports they frequented,

but in all other-respects they were ‘ let alone.’ We have no accounts

j)f the nature and extent of their annual trade at this period, but it

doubtless flourished through the remainder of the reign of Gongin,*

*
It seeiiu to militate against the tendency of Catholicism in Japan, that Talko

and Gongln, two great princes, should both have stooped to persecutioD, to guard
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and in that of his successor, down to the division of the royal authori-

ty between him and his son, iii 1623. Persecutions had l^en the lot

of the papal clergy, through the greater part of this interval, but it

does not appear that any substantial preference was yet given com-
mercially to the Dutch; over the Portuguese, flagr Both parties came
under restriction, in 1623,* the former being confined to Firando, and
the latter to Nagasaki

;
a measure which looks very much like parting

two combatants whp cannot be trusted to show fair play. Three
years afler, a decided preference was manifested towards the Dutch
nation, by the reception of their envoy, while the Corean and Portu-

guese embassadors were turned away. This mark of preference was
followed the next year by another mission from Batavia, headed by

the unfortunate Nuits. This envoy gave himselfout as an accredited

minister of the king of Holland, and was received as such, but when
the imposition was detected,—when his credentials were found to date

from Batavia,— the royal reply was withheld, and he was sent empty
away.

Appointed governor, soon after, of fort Zelandia on Formosa, and
still remembering his unceremonious dismissal by the seogun, he
seized two Japanese junks by way of revenge. After being detained

for more than a year on different pretexts, the exasperated crews arm-
ed themselves, surrounded the residence of Nuits, and made him
prisoner, killing his guard. They then demanded their sails and
anchors, indemnification for all their expenses, and 25,000 lbs. of

silk, for which they said they had advanced the money^ in China, and
which was now lost in consequence of their long detention.

t

The garrison of fort Zelandia, seeing their governor in danger,

and fearing to commit any violence which would be revenged
on all the Dutch at Firando, complied with these demands. . The
Japanese were dismissed, and reported all to their government, on
their return home in 1631. When their story reached the capital,

the seogun ordered the ships of the Dutch Company, nine in number,
to be seized, and the trade stopped. No explanation was given, and
all the efforts of the director to obtain any, or to adjust the difficulty,

were in vain. The utmost the influence of the director could effect,

was that their merchandise in Firando, amounting to a million of
crowns, should be sold, and the proceeds retained. Their relations

remained in this anomalous state for three years. The non-arrival of
vessels and indirect reports alarmed the authorities at Batavia^ and a
private vessel w’as sent to ascertain the true state of affairs. She was

against a disputed succession, or to insure the quiet reign of a successor, M'ithout
taking pleasure in such cruelties themselves. We are prepared to inake allow-
ance for selfishness or passion, but we cannot refuse a certain respect to action^
done to prevent evil oonsequenoe to others,—to a father’s provisions for his son
when he himself shall be no more.

* The Portuguese had no ships in Japan, in 1623, they being kept back by
an attack of (he Dutch on Macao.

t From this incident it would seem that the Japanese were not entirely sup-
plied with silk by foreigners, a very lucrative trade, if the statement is true that a
pound of raw silk cost four francs in China, and sold for seven in Japan.
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permitted to discharge- and receive a cargo at Firando, with which
she returned to Batavia, but the voyage threw no light on the causes
of this strange proceeding on the part of the Japanese. Meanwhile
Nuits had been recalled to Batavia from Formosa, and kept under
arrest. The impression became general that his detention of the
Japanese junks was the outrage now so severely visited on the Dutch.
In vain the poor man begged that he might be tried for his offense,

and if justice required, be put to death. It was determined to sacri-

fice him .as a sin-offering to the offended seogiin, atid in 1636, he was
sent prisoner to Japan. On his arrival, he was given up to the gov-

ernment as the author of the outrage at Formosa, and the mercy of
the court besought on his behalf. The expiation was now made, the

trade was reopened, but Nuits was still held in terrible suspense. An
embassy came with rich presents the following year, the monarch was
again intreated in favor of the humbled prisoner, and he was at last

released and permitted to return home. There are few instances in

history of a more perfect execution of the ‘ lex talionis,- or of a more
humiliating recoil of private revenge.

About this time the Dutch renewed their prayer t^lat the Spaniards
and Portuguese might be driven from the country, promising to sup-

ply Japan with goods, and moreover offering to transport Japanese
troops to capture Macao. Here is the spirit of Nuits again, seeking

satisfaction for the failure of 1623. The Portuguese were now shut

up in Desima, and we may form some idea of the extent and minute-

ness of the official measures resorted to ia order to abolish every me-
mento of tlieir faith, from the fact that the Dutch were required to

erase the date of erection from the gates of the factory at Firando,

Their full compliances, and especially their distinguished services,

in 1638, deserved a better recompense, if there be, as it 'is said there

is, a kind of honor, of social compact, kept between the worst of men.

From the application of this saying, the Jfapanese of 1640 must cer-

tainly be excepted, for at that time, only two years after the butchery

at Simabara, they consigned their gallant allies to the prison of Desi-

ma, just emptied by the expulsion of the Portuguese. A little before,

the Dutch had been told, * You observe Sunday, you date from the

birth of Chri.st, your - prayer is to Him, and your confession of faith

that of his disciples
;
the gospels, the prophets, and the apostles, are

your sacred writings, and there is but little difference between your

belief and that of the Portuguese. We have known this for a long

time, but we saw that you were enemies of the Spaniards and Portu-

guese. We now require you to erase the dates from your buildings,

to cease to observe the Sabbath, and, as for your future conduct,

the lords of Fii^ando will tell you the rest.’ Against- these instruc-

tions, and the transportation to Nagasaki which followed, not a mur-

mur was raised. The Dutch were now left in sole possession of the

trade with Japan, and, since that time, it is well known, their mono-

poly has never been disturbed. Their subsequent political inter-

course has been limited to an occasional mission from Batavia, and

the visit of the chief of the factory at Desima to Y^do, formerly made
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annually, but now once in four years. Charlevoix mentions embas-

sies in 1644, 1656, and 1659. It was while the second of these

missions was at Y6do that two thirds of that city, and 100,000 of its

inhabitants, were destroyed by fire.

It ren>ains to trace briefly the use the Dutch have made of the

monopoly to which they had so long aspired. Of the assortment and
value of their import cargoes in the I7th century, we have little or

no account. Their returns had been in silver chiefly until 1641,*

when the directors of the company suggested returns in gold. Ja-

panese copper was at this time in little estimation ih Europe, because

little known, but afterwards on a rise in price, it became an impor-

tant return. The first order for 20,000 peculs was sent out in the

year 1655.

The first shock to the credit of the Dutch in Japan rs said to have

been given by the loss of their settlement in Formosa. The celebrat-

ed Koxinga, who drove'them out of this island, carried on a- thriving

trade with Nagasaki, and it, is said that the Japanese government se-

cretly favored his daring enterprises against both the Dutch and Chi-

nese. It is very likely that the court of Y^do was not displeased w'ith

the expulsion of the former from an island so near to their own coasts,

still it does hot appear, as Mr Imhoff would have us believe, that its

precautions/or designs were conceived in fear. At all events, no in-

terference with the trade of the Hollanders took place for the next

ten years. The state of the currency, and especially the drain of

silver, then began’ to interest the Japanese government, and the expor-

tation of that metal was prohibited in 1671. Up to this time theDutoh
had. complained only of religious restrictions, nor did the new prohi-

bitions afect their interests, as the export of copper and gold, the best

returns, was still free. The export of the latter amounted in one of

these years to 100,000 kobangSj and yielded a profit of a million of

florins. The kobang was now fixed by government at six taels two
mace, and the valuation system thus be^un was extended to the arti-

cles imported by the Dutch in 1672. They remonstrated against this

serious’ infringement of their old privileges, but the local governors

continued to neutralize all that was favorable in the imperial replies.

• The valuation system was abolished in 1685, to make room for a

still more injurious regulation, by which the annual trade was limited

in value to 300,000 taels. Two thirds of this amount of imports was
required to be in piece goods and weighable articles, and the remain-

der in silk. These regulations were confirmed, and the export of cop-

per, previously free, was limited to 25,000 peculs, in .J689. However,
by bribery this restriction was evaded, and the ships of 1692, 1693,
&c., carried away 30,000 peculs each year. The import duty which
had been levied first in 1865, was also confirmed and raised in' 1689
Seven years after this, the currency again engaged the attention of
the government, and the kobang was reduced 36 per cent, in value,

but was still tendered to the Dutch at the old rate. In 1700, the li-

mitations already laid on the imports was extended to the ships of the

* Some iron was also taken, costing two dollars per pepul in Japan.
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Company, which were henceforth restricted to four each year. Eight
years later, an influential minister brought the subject of the curreitcy
again before the gorernmeiit in an able memorial, a large extrapt from
which may be found in Titsingh, page 29.* The result was, in 1710,
a further reduction of the kobang to half its original value

;
for the

old coin was valued at 44s. Id. to 41s. lOd. sterling, while the new
was estimated at 21s. Sfi. sterling. This depreciated coinage, the
Dutch were expected to receive at the old price, and as if these re-

ductions were not enough, a further trial of patience and submission
was given in limiting the exportation of copper in 1714 to 15,000 pe-
culs. The number of annuai vessels was further reduced to two or
three, according to the quantity of copper in store. In 1/21, the

15.000 peculs were cut down to 10,000, and under the weight of ail

these burdens, the Dutch trade declined apace. It reached its low-

est point in 1743. Even the 10,000 peculs of copper could not then
be obtained, for some reason or other, and it was proposed that there

should be but one annual vessel after that year. Under these adver-

sities, the trade which had yielded an annual profit of 500,000 or

600.000 florins for th^ thirty years ptevious, would no longer pay its

own charges, amounting to 200,000 florins per year.

M. Imhoff, at On© time director or opperhoofd at Nagasaki, and
afterwards governor-general of the Dutch East India colonies, has

traced, in an able memoir, the chief causes of his decline. They ap-

pear to have been, the misconduct of the Company’s servants; their

failure in their promises, from year to year, to improve the quality and
assortment of their goods; their peculation and smuggling; the sub-

mission with which the first depreciation of the currency was receiv-

ed ; the loss of vessels by overlading, after the number was limited

;

and the apprehension of the Japanese lest the specie— the metallic

resources—of their country should be drained. In explanation of

the operation of these causes, it is said, that the directors at Naga-
saki were generally selected from an inferior class of servants, and
that their peculations formed a regular subject of complaint from the

Japanese to the Dutch government. Valentyn allows that the illicit

trade was interwoven with the constitution of the Company, that it

did in fact form the principal part of the trade, and that vessels were

* “A thoDsand years ago, gold, silver, and copper, were nnknown in Japan

;

yet there was no want of necessaries. The^rtli was fertile, and this is undoubt-

edly the roost desirable species of wealth. After the discovery of these metals,

the use of them spread but slowly, and so late as the time of Gongin they were

still very rare. That prince, was the first who caused the mines to be diligently

wrought, and during his reign, so great a quantity of gold and silver was eitracted

from them, as no one could previously have formed any conception of:^ and since

these metals resemble the bones of the human body, inasmuch as what is once ex-

tracted from the earth is not reproduced, if the mines continue to be thus wrought,

hi less than a thousand years they will be exhausted.
“ I estimate the quantity of gold and silver exported from the empire, since

Gongin’s time, as more considerable than that exported from China into Tartary

;

and I compute the annual exportation of gold at about one. hundred and fifty

thousand koban^n (£1.50.000 sterling), so that in ten years this empire TWrained

of fifteen hundred thousand kobaiigs. If then serious attention be not paid to this
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ofleii lost by being overladen with contraband gof>ds. Sir Stamford

Raffles adds, * the Dutch factory was a sink ofthe most disgraceful

corruption that ever existed ;
the director submitted to every possible

degradation to obtain his own ends, and the Batavian government

never knew more than it was his interest to tell, of what was going on

in Japan.' M. Iinhoff also remarks, * we have so often passed our

word that the quality and quantity of our goods should be better as-

sorted, without ever attending to 'it, that no confidence is aiiy longer

placed in our promises by the Japanese.’

As to the successive impositions laid on the Dutch imports, it

appears most reasonable to regard them as the natural actions of a

commercial party, which has deprived itself ofthe light and benefit of
competition among its antagonists, and must go on to pay whatever

the monopolist it has created shall dictate, or by a gradual reduction

of his profits, ascertain when these are brought down to the lowest

remunerating point. To put a stop to these redactions required more
independence than the Dutch possessed. They remonstrated in

strong terms, but when ail their memorials were unvailing to better

their trade, instead of resorting to an ultimatum, they accepted a
* gratuity of 6000- taels, by way of charity

^

on the annual sales.*

That more independent measures would have secured better terms

from the Japanese is inferred, because the retirement of the Dutch
would have cut them off from communication with Europe, and de-

prived them of the news of what is doing in the western world, which
they have always been extremely desirous to know.

The successive reductions of the currency and restrictions on
metallic exports were regarded by the Dutch as aimed entirely at them.

But on this subject we agree with sir T; S. Raffles that the Japa-

nese government probably had higher aims than lessening the profits

of so comparatively inconsiderable a trade. It is clear that the enor-

mous drain of gold and silver coin was felt as a great evil in a coun-

try where paper money was not known^ This drain is variously es-

timated at from thirty to sixty millions sterling during the sixty years

when the export was free. ‘ Now, if the influx of specie from the

American mines in the sixteenth century, at the rate of ^6,000,000
per annum, speedily reduced the value of gold and silver in Europe to

subject, and the most rigid economy be not observed in the expenditure, the
country will soon be entirely mined, and, in less than one hundred years, the
same poverty of which Chinese authors complain will be felt here.

In ancient times, as I have said, when the people were unacquainted with
gold, silver, and copper, they knew no want, nnd were good and virtuous. Since
those inelals were discovered, the heart of man has become daily moi*e and more
depraved. With the exception, however, of medicines, we can disf>ense with
every thing that is brought to us from abroad. The stuffs and other foreign com-
modities are of no real benefit to us; formerly, indeed, they were not even known
here. All the gr»ld, silver, and copper, extracted from the mines during the reign
of Gongin, and since his time, is gone, nnd what is still more to be regretted, for
things which we could do well without. If we squander our treasures in this

manner, what shall we have to subsist upon 7 Let each of Gongin's successors
reflect -erioualy upon this matter, and the wealth of Japan will last as long as the
heavens aud the earth.**
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one third of its former rate, how much more probable is it, that the
circulating medium of so small a country as Japan would be seriously

disturbed, by so great an efflux.- Add to this drain, the large amounts
previously exported by the Portuguese, and we can easily appreciate

the grounds of the fears. of the Japanese statesmen. In fact with the

views which the Japanese ministers possessed, we can only wonder
that the export was permitted so long. That they should have light-

ed on them,, is not at all strange. The subject of currency is not one
by any means beyond the range of Asiatics. A comparatively, trifling

exportation of bullion, resulting from the opium trade, has, we all

know, lately engaged the attention of the court of Peking, and elicit-

ed very able memorials from several Chinese ministers within the

last two years. The love of gold and silver, and the reluctance to

part with them, is no doubt indigenous both in China and Japan.

The restrictions on the export of copper seem to have arisen from

similar fears of exhausting the mines. Many years later, we find a

pretended friend of the Dutch counseling that so much only should

be exported annually as the country would for ever afford, ‘ because

trade was the basis of the friendship with Hollanders, and copper was
the support of the trade.’

The discussions, which took place in 1744, resulted in a determi-

nation on the part of the Dutch, not to abandon the Japan trade.

Some improvement probably took place in the mode of conducting

the business, under which it partially revived. But the Dutch East

India Company, which had made dividends to the amount of thirty

millions of guilders, in the first twenty years of its existence, and had

been continued by successive renewals of its charter, was now on the

decline. Its profits were- exhausted in military establishments, and

its difficulties increasing, the states-general assisted it in 1781 with a

loan. Thus embarrassed, the Company seems to have been tasked

enough to continue the Japan trade, on the old fooling, with two an-

nual vessels, carrying ill assorted cargoes, averaging hardly $300,000

per annum. In 1782, no ship arrived at Nagasaki, to the great sur-

prise of the Japanese, In 1795, the Company’s dividends were

suspended in consequence of the occupation of Holland by the French

troops, when all commercial calculation and credit were necessarily

destroyed. In 1793, the Dutch made use of an English vessel, but

having an American pass, to carry on the business of that year, and

this vessel was admitted to Nagasaki, but probably not under the

American flag. Holland, again falling under French domination, the

Javan islands were taken possession of by Great Britain in 1811, and

the Dutch factors at Desima had been more than three years without

communication with Europe, when the expedition planned by sir

Stamford Raffles arrived at Nagasaki, in 1813. We may be allowed to

quote a paragraph from the recollections of M. Doefif, the then presi-

dent, expressive of his feelings during this long seclusion
;

‘ No one,’

says he, ‘ but a resident of this period at the factory can form a con-

ception of our state of mind. Separated from all intercourse, close

prisoners in a spot which ships scarcely ever pass, much less .touch
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at, koowiDg nothing, guessing nothing of events in the remainder of

the globe ;
uncertain whether for the next ten or twenty years, or to

the end of our lives, a ship of our country would ever greet our sight;

living under the constant inspection of a suspicious nation, which,

treating us it is true with kindness, and allowing us to want for no-

thing they could supply, could yet ne^er consider us as countrymen
j

this was a sad lot and sadder prospect.’ This picture of his distress-

es is heightened by the description of his various shifts to better his

lot, by making Schiedam from juniper, and spirit from corn, which
yet, in despite of the assistance of the good-natured Japanese, would
have a pitchy flavor

;
and how he made long breeches of an old car-

pet, and shoes of Japanese straw slippers inlaid with leather ; and to

this must be added his complaints of the perishable quality of the ‘ whi-

tish liquor, with something of the flavor of the white beer of Harlaem,
but which would not keep above four days.’ These afflictions were,

however, obviated on the arrival of the above expedition, but the op-

perhoofd would not admit the claims of the English to trade with

Japan, in virtue of their possession of Java, and pertinaciously kept

his office. On the restoration of the Dutch East India colonies at

the peace in 1815, the trade with Japan was revived, and M. Doeff*

was relieved by the arrival of a legitimate successor in 1817, after

having resided in Desima more than ten years. Since that time the

trade has been- carried on quietly, under the direction of the Dutch
government, with the exception of the years 1828 and 1829.

The two vessels which are now annually sent to Japan are char-

tered, and the principal articles of their cargoes laden by the govern-

ment, which receives and employs, chiefly in the Batavian coinage,

the copper that constitutes the chief return from Japan. The minor
articles sent in those ships are put on board by private merchants,

who purchase at auction their permits to take this part in the trade.

We have no lists of cargoes later than that of 1806, given in Raf-

fles’ History of Java, and which consisted of sugar, tin, woolen cloths,

chintzes, pepper, spices, sapan wood, &.C., valued at $175,000; the

returns for which were in copper, and camphor. The balance in

favor of the voyage is set down at $175,000. But in this account,

the copper is assumed by the mint at $50 per pecul, a rate considera-

bly above the market price.

In 1820, it is understood that some relaxation of the trade as to

annual amount took place, but, whatever may be the changes for the

better in the spirit or measures of the Japanese government, it is not

probable that the Dutch monopolists will willingly permit any tempting
disclosures to be made. If report be true, the profits now derived are

not considerable, the expenses of the establishment at Nagasaki con-

suming the share accruing to the Dutch government, though some-
thing is made by those who conduct the private trade. This view of
the case is confirmed by the fact, that, when the business was handed
over to the new E. I. Company, in 1827, they preferred to resign it

again to government, after an experience of two years. It should not,

however, be forgotten that a Company which can command the

71VOL. VI. NO. XU.
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bayonets of a colonial despotism, to aid it in settling prices for the pro-
duce of an Archipelago, may not think it worth its while to carry on
a branch of business sufficiently profitable for moderate men.
We close our present summary of Dutch intercourse with Japan

by adding, that, six or seven years ago, one of the gentlemen of the
factory at Desima, made an arrangement with the prince of Satzuma,
to deliver him a cargo at some outport of his principality, but the Ba-
tavian authorities took effectual measures to frustrate a plan which
might have effected the jxjsition of their servants at Nagasaki, as well
as the profits on the adventures of that year. Against this last con-
sideration, this fear of diminishing profits already paltry, what pro-
mise of general benefit, what hope of a new era, could be expected
to weigh

!

Art. II. The order of precedence between seniors and juniors,

and the intercourse of friends, elucidated. A translation from
the Seaou Heo, or Primary Lessons.

Chapters fourth, fifth, and sixth, of the second part of the Primary
Lessons, are included in this article. Our notes and explanatory

remarks are few and brief, touching chie^y those parts of the text

which may be obscure to the reader who has not the original before

him.

Chapter ith. The order cf precedence between seniors and Juniors.

Note. This chapter contains twenty sections. In the sequel, * though the

form of the precepts differ, they all centr^yj the single word king, ‘honor,*

The term seSns&ng, ‘teacher,’ is used to designate him who gives,instruction ;

the tema keuntsze ‘ good man,’ for him who is virtuous
;
tsun, ‘ honorable,’

for him who is a father’s equal ;
chang, ‘ senior,’ for him who is an elder bro-

ther’s equal : each term expresses the idea of seniority.!

SECTION 1.

Mencius said, Children of the tenderest age, invariably know
how to love their parents

;
and when advanced to riper years, they

invariably know how to honor their elder brothers.”

Note. Know how to Iqve, and how to honor, are idiomatic phrases, meaning
simply, they love cr are affectionate, they honor or are respectful.

SECTION II.

Those who walk slowly after their seniors are dutiful brothers

;

those who walk hastily before their seniors, are undutiful brothers.”

SBCTTON III,

In the Illustrations of Duties it .3 said : When visiting your
father’s intimate friend, yon must not advance or retire without his .

bidding; nor presume to speak except when he addresses you.”
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Note. You must honor your father’s intimate, friend— his oqual in rank

or business, just as you honor him ; in your behavior towards them, the rules

of politeness admit of no distinction.

SECTION IV.

** If any one is twenty years older than yourself, treat him as you

do your father; if one is ten years older, treat him as your elder

brother; if only five years older, follow him close to his shoulder.?!c

SECTION V.

“ Having to consult with a superior, you must take a chear and

staff and follow him : it is a breach of propriety to answer his in<iui-

ries with a bold and self-sufficient air.”

SECTION VI.

Following your teacher, you must not pass by him and speak to

other people
;
meeting him on the road, quickly advance and stand

erect with folded hands. Answer when he speaks to you
;
but if he

does not speak, then quickly retire. When following a superior, if he

ascend a hill or mound, you must turn your face to the place towards

which he looks.”

Note. In ancient times, it was customary for scholars to follow their teach-

ers from place to place, in order that' they might constantly receive their

instruction.

SECTION VII.

“When a superior gives you his hand to lead you, receive it with

both your own hands. When he turns round his head to speak to

you, being behind him as a sword on his back, then answer, with

your hand covering your mouth.”

SECTION VIII.
,

“The rule for those who sweep for their superiors is, to put the

broom on the dust-pan, and to use their sleeves to keep the dust from

spreading as they recede; and they must place the dust-pan towards

themselves, when taking up the dust, that it may not light on their

superiors.”

SECTION IX.

“ When approaching the mat on which a superior is seated, your
countenance must not be confused

;
with both hands you must raise

your garments, lifting them a foot from the ground. You irtust not flaunt

your garments, nor move hurriedly your feet. ^ careful not to pass

over books and instruments of music, that are lying before your supe-

riors, but kneeling move them away. When seated you must remain
quiet, with collected countenance

;
and yon must not speak, until your

superior has finished his remarks. Keeping your person erect, you must
listen respectfully. You must not repeat the words of others, nor speak
at the same time they are talking. You must rather imitate the anci-

ents, and discoiirse of the early king-s
”
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Note. This refers to a period antecedent to the use of chairs, when it

was the ccnnmon practice to sit on mats, spread upon the ground.

SECTION X.

“ If while sitting with your teacher he question you, wait until he
has finished his interrogations, then reply. Rise when you wish to

inquire respecting your studies, and also when you wish to ask for

explanations^”

SECTION XI.

“ Do not hoot at the dog, when in the presence of an honorable
person; if he give you food, do not throw it out of your mouth. When
sitting with men of rank, if they yawn or stretch, move either their

staves or shoes, or look to see the time of day, you must then beg
leave to retire/’

SECTION XII.

“ If, while sitting with a good man, he v'ary the subject of conversa-
tion, then rise up and answer.”

,
SECTION XIII.

“ If, while sitting with a good man, anyone come in saying, ‘I

wish, when you have a little leisure, to speak to you,’ ail who are upon
the right and left must retire and wait.”

SECTION XIV.

“ If wine is brought in when you are seated with a superior,

you must rise, and bowing go up to receive it. If the superior bid

you stop, then you may sit down and drink. But the juniors must
not presume to drink until their superiors have emptied their cups.”

SECTION XV.

“ When presents are made by a superior, the junior— the inferior

—

must not presume to refuse them.”

SECTION XVI.

“ When feasting in company with a superior, though there be a
superabundance of food, the junior must not refuse it

;
nor may he

decline to sit down on equality with his superior.”

SECTION XVII.

** When sitting with a superior, to answer without looking towards

him is a breach of decorum.”

SECTION XVIII.

In the Youth’s Guide it is said, ** When with those who are much
superior and older than yourself, presume not to ask them their age

;

when on a private visit, do not wait for their formal commands to

enter ;
when you chance to meet them in the street, face them, but

do not inquire to what place they are going. Without the direction

of superiors,, when sitting with them, you must not play on instru-

ments of music,, nor write on the ground, nor exercise your hands,
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nor use the fan. When they are lying down and call, you must
kneel and listen to their commands. The inferior, when engaged in

archery with a superior, must at once take up all the arrows; if match-

ed against him, he must take up all his own
;
and when the game is

won, he must wash the wine-cup, and present it.”

Note. The junior must be beforehand in preventing the senior from tak-

ing trouble on his account. He must not let the senior hand his arrows, or

fill his wine-cup, but must do all himself.

SECTION XIX.

According to the Royal Institutes: “In walking, follow after a
father’s equal; walk a little way behind^an elder brother’s equal; and
do not pass before a friend. When cairrying burdens in company
with a senior, if they be light, the younger must take both burdens; if

heavy, the younger must divide and bear a portion of the senior’s bur-

den. The junior must not suffer the gray-headed to carry anything.

At the age of sixty, official personages must not be left to go on foot

;

nor the common people, of the same age, be left to eat a meal with-

out fiesh.”

SECTION XX.

In the Conversations of Confucius it is related, “That, at a village

feast, when the seniors retired, he also retired.”

Chapter bth. 'Fhe intercourse offriends elucidated.

SECTION 1.

The philosopher Tsitng said, “Good men make literature the

bond of their friendship
;
and by friendly union they strengthen their

benevolence.”

SECTION II.

Confucius said, “ Friends must sharply and frankly admonish each
Other ;

and brothers must be gentle towards one another.

SECTION HI.

Mencius said, “ It is the duty of friends to admonish each other to

do good.”

SECTION IV.
’

Tszekung asking about friendship, Confucius said, “Faithfully to

inform and kindly to instruct another, is the duty of a friend ; if he be
not tractable, desist

;
do not disgrace yourself.”

SECTION V.

Cbnfuciuii said, When residing in any country, serve those nobles
who are virtuous, and form friendship with such persons as are

benevolent.”

SECTION VI.

“There are three kinds of useful friends, and three kinds of inju-

rious friends : the honest, the sincere, and the intelligent, are useful
;

the dishonest, the insincere, and the garrulous, are injurious.”
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n- SECTION VII,

i Mencius said > ‘f Do not pride yourself on the superior age or digni*

ty of yourself; or ;of your brothers, in forming friendship. For
friends, seek those who are virtuous, not boasting of yourself on any
account.” i.

‘ SECTION VIII. * ’

In the Illustrations of Duties it is said, In order to preserve unbro-
ken friendly intercourse, the good man does not tax to the utmost
another’s kind and friendly feelings.”

^

‘ SECTION IX.

“ Whoever enters 'With hi^ guests, yields precedence to them at

every door : when they rekch tfie innermost one, he begs leave to

go in to arrange the seats
;
hd then returns to receive the guests

;

and,‘ after they have repeatedly declined, he bows to them and enters.

He passes th'fough the right door, they thro;>gh the left.. He ascends the

eastern, they, the western, steps. If a guest be of a lower grade, he
must approach the steps of the host, while the latter must repeatedly

decline this attention; then the guest may return to the western steps.

In ascending, both host and guests must mutually yield precedence
;

then the host must ascend first, and the guests follow. From step to

step they must bring their feet,together, gradually ascending,— those

on the east moving the right foot first, those on the west the left.”

SECTION X.

“When nobles and scholars meet, though of different degrees in

rank, thhhost, in honor of his guest, bows to him first; and the guest,

in doing honor to the host, bows first to him.”

SECTION XI.

“ So long as host does not ask any questions, the guests must not

commence the. conversation.”

Chapter Gth- Concluding summary.

j
< .

SECTION I.

Confucijis said, “ The good man, who is dutiful to his parents, will

be faithful to his prince
;
doing his duty to his elder brothers, he will

be submissive to his superiors
;
and, ruling properly his own house,

he will govern well when placed in official stations. Hence by per-

fecting his private actions, his name will be transmitted down to

future ages.”

SECTION II.

' “ The emperor who has seven ministers to remonstrate ' with him,

will hot lose his throne, though he be devoid of correct principles.

The prince who has five officers to remonstrate with him, will not

lose his kingdom, though he be devoid of correct principles. The

noble, who has. three servants to remonstrate, though bereft of under-

standing, will not lose his d'omain. .The scholar, who has friends to

remonstrate with him, will not lose his reputation. Nor will the
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father, who has sons to remonstrate, fall into wicked practices. Con-
sequently, in case of improper conduct, the son cannot but remon-

strate with his father, and the minister with his sovereign.”

SECTION III.

In the Book of Rites it is said, ‘‘Duty to parents requires that they

be remonstrated with in secret, but not opposed, always and every-

where attended on, and assiduously served even unto death, and then

deeply mourned for during three years. Duty to a prince requires

that he be opposed, and not remonstrated with, in secret, always in

the proper place attended on, and assiduously served even unto death,

and then mourned for during three years. Duty to a teacher requires

that he be admonished neither with open remonstrance nor in secret,

always and every where attended on, and assiduously served even unto

death, and then mourned for in heart during three years.

SECTION IV.

Kwan Kungtsze said, “ The people live by three, whom they ought

to serve alike— the father who gives them birth, the master who in-

structs them, and the prince who nourishes them : without a father

they would have no birth, no increase without nourishment,- and no
knowledge without instruction. Such are the authors of their being;

and hence they should be served alike, without regard to person or

place, even until death— requiting life by death and repaying gifts

by strength. This is the duty of man.”

SECTION. V.

The philosopher Gan said, “ The prince commands, the minister

obeys
;
the father caresses, the son reveres

;
the elder brother loves,

the younger honors
;
the husband accords, the wife submits ; the

husband’s mother caresses, the son’s wife obeys— these are the con-

stant rules of propriety. The prince commanding in accordance with

justice ; the minister obeying without duplicity
;
the father caressing

while he maintains discipline
;
the son revering while he remon-

strates; -the elder brother loving while he befriends; the younger
honoring while he is submissive; the husband according while he
is just; the wife yielding while she is correct; the husband’s mother
caressing while she is compliant

;
and the son’s wife obeying with

gentleness— these are the excellencies of propriety.”

SECTION VI.

The philosopher Tsitng said, “ If yoqr father and elder brothers

are not pleased with you, presume not to associate with those who are

out of the family If those who are near do not love you, seek not
the esteem of those who are distant. If you cannot manage small

things, presume not to speak of those which are great. Hence, dur-

ing the life of man, within a hundred years, there are sicknesses, old

age, and youth; the good man, therefore, considering that those who
have gone cannot return early performs his duty to them. If

after your father’s decease you wish to be dutiful, who will receive
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your services '? When grown old, though you desire to be dutiful to

your elder brothers, to 'whom can you then act the part of younger
brothers? For then it will be too late to perform your duties to your
parents and elder brothers. Is it not indeed so?”

SECTION VII.

“Tlie magistrate becomes remiss after he has obtained his office;

sickness increases from partial convalescence; calamities grow from
idleness; and the son’s duty to his parents is neglected by attention to

his wife and children. Let him who examines these four cases, be

careful to continue to the end in the same manner as he began.

The Book of Odes says—
“ Without beginning there are none;

“To gain the end but few are able.”

SECTION VIII.

There are three things in a man which are ominous : when young
to be unwilling to serve his superiors

;
when in a low condition, to

be unwilling to serve those who are honorable
; and when base to be

unwilling to serve the virtuous. These three things are ominous.”

SECTION IX.

“ Refuse and undertake not either an investigation of the useless,

or an examination of the unimportant. But daily, carefully, and
without cessation, scrutinize the duties betw'een the prince and his

minister, the affection of father and son, and the line of separation

^tween husband and wife.”

Art. Hi. Female constancy illustrated by the narratives of three

ladies^ Choo of Kedngse, Chun of Kwangtung, and Kin of
Fuhk'een^ Translated from the works of Luhchow.

1. The virtuous lady Choo, the daughter of Choo of Kaougan been

in Keangse, was already betrothed to Le Keakeu of the neighboring

district of Keenchang. When young she was remarkable for her dis-

like to gay or flowered garments, and, whenever they were put on her,

she would immediately throw them off, exclaiming against their im-

position ;
and if her hair was hound up with a red ribbon she would

untie and throw it away. She delighted in literary pursuits. She

understood the Four Books, and several of the other classics, together

with the epmmentaries upon them; and had examined the works of

the learned men who flowrished during the Han, Tang, and Sung,

dynasties, as well as the current literature of the day. As a mark of

her studiousness, her sisters observed, that, when the cover was placed

over the lamp and partly obscured it, the hum of her reading was not
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interrupted. Whenever a party of her friends and sisters were amus-
ing themselves with sports and riddles, Choo alone remained silent,

saying, that such pastimes were not proper for the inner apartments.

Her disposition was very filial. She served the master and mistresa

of the family with respect, and they and all the household were de-

lighted with her. Every morning she saluted her parents; and when
they were eating she stood and waited beside the table. Every even-

ing she arranged the mat and bed clothes
;
and when they were all

in order, she stood just without by the side of the door and waited

until they had retired, before she went to her own room. When
morning came, she again stood by the door, inquiring if they were
well; and after they had risen, she entered and put the room in

order. All the concubines, and females of the family loved her; and
moreover, whatever business was done within the house was with her

knowledge and under her direction. She waited upon all, and such
was her influence that peace and harmony prevailed, and no scandal

or clamor was heard al^ut the house.

After a while, her father received orders from the emperor to fill

the office of literary chancellor in Shense
;
and before going he sent

ayvay his family from Peking, where he was residing at the time, to

their home in Keangse. On the road, Chun, the mother of Choo (who
was a concubine) died, and was placed in a cofliu by her daughter,

and thus carried home. On arriving, Choo directed the interment

herself, although overwhelmed with grief at the time, and for several

days after bewailed the loss of her mother. When the days of mourn-
ing were accomplished, she superintended the affairs of the household
as formerly, and took the charge and education of her younger bro-

thers and sisters. At intervals, she would lament her mother, with

all the poignancy of first grief, continuing her sorrow until ^he be-

came very much emaciated, and her haggard appearance excited the

pity of every one who saw her. In the mean time, Le Keakeu, to

whom she was affianced, was successful in obtaining the second
degree of literary rank; but not long after, he suddenly sickened and
died. When the news of his demise arrived, the domestics would not

inform Choo of the -sad ovent. She heard of it, however, and bevvailed

bis death, foj^ three days refusing all food. She then expressed a de-

sign she had formed of visiting his tablet, and observing all the funeral

rites
;
but her mother-in-law remarked to her, * if you understand the

rules of propriety, you will wait until your father’s retturn.’ Sometime
after, her father came home from his government, but she feared to

grieve his heart by asking him, and so continued to serve him as she
had formerly done. When he had been at home a long time, her moth-
er-in-law requested, on behalf of Choo, that she might visit the tablet

of Le^ and perffirm all the rites of mourning; but he, like most men,
advised her to stay at home and be quiet. On hearing this, she fell

to weeping and sobbing
;
yet her fixed purpose to go was not at all

weakened, and she ceased eating and drinking for three days, at the

end of which, her father Consented. When leaving, she asked him
what garments were most proper for her to wear. He replied, ‘ there

yoi, VI. NO. XII.
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is Tiro rule about it; you can wear what you please, but do not trouble
me with your questions.’ She immediately went ou board the vessel,

and, during the passage, arrayed herself in mourning apparel. On arriv-

ing at the house of Le’s father, all the family came to meet her, clad

in their white robes and caps, at which sight the villagers were affect-

ed even to tears. Miss Choo, with an imperturbed countenance, first

prostrated herself in the hall of ancestors, and then made obeisance
to her father-in-law and mother-in-law

;
and then, in accordance with

the prescribed rules, she approached her husband’s tablet, and gave
full vent to her grief After ail was done that could be required of a

wife, she served her husband’s parents with the greatest fidelity. When-
ever she had a little leisure she would take a book to amuse herself,

not seeking the society of her friends, and living in the plainest man-
ner. Some time after these events, her father sent a messenger to

inquire concerning her health, to whom she replied, ‘ When you re-

turn, tell my father, that his daughter suffers no distress. £ shall,

however, not cease, even for a twinkling of an eye, to wish an early

death, and shall stay here till I have done all
; ^ need remember

me no more.”

A few years after, the gentry and others who had heard of her

character began to extol her actions, and spread her fame abroad;

and some were for: erecting a tablet to her praise over the village

gate. Choo, with great earnestness, besought her father-in-law and
mother-in-law to prevent it. She also wrote a letter to her father, in

which she said, ‘My actions were not regulated by the requisitions

of reason, but 1 did them ofmy own freewill : can you suppose that I

sought popularity by them ? Pray have the tablet taken away, or it

will cause my death.’ The matter was accordingly dropped. She

pnce began to fast and deny herself all manner of meat and dainties,

upon which her father asked her, what was the cause of her grief

She replied, ‘ t have suddenly taken a distaste to all savory food, and

if I should now return to my former habits, it will be a very great ac-

cusation against my consistency.’ On one occasion, her father visited

the emperor, and received a command to go and fill an office, to his

great mortification. He petitioned to be excused, but his majesty

refused to grant hi& request ; a second petition also received another

refusal ;
and so afflicted was he, that he lay on the ground night and

day. He thought qf presenting another petition, but his friends advis-

ed him rather to obey. Miss Choo, with tears said, ‘ If my honored

father goes to his office he ^yill never return home. Although minis-

ters are properly called the supporters of the state, yet, on account of

his greaf age, he is not fitted for the duty ;
bis friends advised him to

go. but their advice is certainly such as will not be for his good. It

null be according to the strictest propriety to lay the case again before

theaacred emperor.^ 4 third petition was presented, and he ob-

tkined leave to stay at home.

About the beginning of the 2d year of Yungching, (a. d. 1724,j a

fire broke out in Peking, near the house of her father-in-law, which

^estrbyed several tens of buildings. The domestics were much
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alarmed, anfd seized whatever they could lay hold of, in order to save

it
;
but Miss Choo refused to go, saying, * If death is to be my lot, I

am content: can no one imitate the ladies of the Ke family So
saying, she went in, fastened the door, and sat quietly td await the

event. Her mother-in-law Heang broke open the door, took her up,

and carried her out, upon which the fire immediately ceased, and
neither ofthem were burned. During the summer of that year her

uncle Sekeang, a district magistrate, died, and her father, when he
heard of it, was grieved beyond ' measure, and had a paroxysm of
vomiting blood. When Choo heard of his distress, she returned home
from her father-in-law’s, and waited upon him with the most unweari-

ed attention. Every evening she inquired after his health, and would
often watch and weep till the morning’s dawn. This, anxiety threw
her into a shivering ague, but she would tell no one/ till at last her

grandfather, learning that she was sick, sent for a physician. She
refused, however, to see him, remarking, ‘ How can I, a maiden lady,

allow a physician to examine my pulse ?’ Her father wished to com-
pel her, but she was obstinate, declaring that she had no ailment.

Her two brothers, both of whom were men of rank, besought her with
tears

;
but she smilingly replied, ‘ Do you think that I am afraid to die ?

It is better to die, than to have a doctor come and take hold of my
hand, and live.’ When near her end, she said to her brother, ‘When
I am dead, my sorrows will be over; but if I knew that my father and
the parents of my betrothed husband would not grieve because of my
death, then I would close my eyes in peace.’ She also added, ‘During
my life you know that I have never worn an inch of jewelry, or a
yard of gay cloth, and I wish that none of them may be put upon my
corpse.’ She soon after expired, in the 34th year of her age, and the

2d year of Yungching’s reign.

2. The Tirtuous lady Chun Paouneang was the daughter of Chun
Tszeying, an inferior magistrate in Haeyang, a ^strict in the' pro-

vince Kwangtung. When young she was remarkable for her ready per-

ception. If at any lime her brother was reading a book at her side, she
immediately and fully understood its'meaning; she could repeat the

Heaou King and the Domestic Rules, and in this respect she was like

the illustrious women of antiquity. She brought the water and pound-
ed the rice instead of her mother. Although the family was poor
an<Lobliged to labor hard, yet they had all the gentility and affability

of a family of wealth. At the age of twelve years she was affianced to

Wang Szechuen of the same town, whose father was a literary officer

of low rank. Five years after the engagement, the father of Wang
was compelled to resign his office, and retire to a humble cottage. As
soon as Chun heard of his misfortune, she took off all her ornaments,
dressed herself in coarse apparel, and until the next year denied her-

self all delicacies. The villagers highly commended her filial duty
and exemplary conduct, lauding her virtue, and extolling her know-
ledge of propriety.

It was long after this, when the news of the sudden death of

W ang" reached her. She was weaving at the time, and the shuttle
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dropped from her hand, and she reeling fell to the ground, where she
sat crying and sobbing in great anguish. After she had recovered
her spirits,, she asked permission of her parents to go and perform the
funeral rite? for her husband, but they refused. She sighing, replied,
* My husband was as heaven to me

;
1 have now' lost him, and there

cannot be another, even as there cannot be two heavens. But I am
one of the chief mourners, and must go to his house for three years,

to fulfill all the rites prescribed to the survivors. Now my parents
will not permit me to go, and I shall die because my grief is detained
in my heart.’ Her mother Lew endeavored to cheer and soothe her.

She weeping answered, ‘Your daughter does not forget her parents;
but do 1 seem to be unfilial ? I have, as it were, a pleasure in being
disrespectful

;
for 1 see other widows who are called faithful and vir-

tuous act thus; and by neglecting the usual rites, shall I not disgrace

my parentSj and will not their omission be a greater lack than the

want of filial duty f Her aunt How, who was an unmarried w'idow,

began to show her how she could observe the rites at home
;
how

she could stay and comfort the hearts of her parents, and, at the same
time, perform all that was required of virtuous widows. She replied,
‘ My dear aunt, although you have been afflicted, and have observed
all the rites, yet you have a fatherless child in your arms, who will

prepetuate your tablet. 1, alas, have none
;
our cases are different,

and each must pursue her own course.’ She accordingly ceased
eating and drinking, and for three days neither water nor gruel enter-

ed her mouth. Sho took out of her trunks all the articios she had
made, her jewels and other precious things, and committed them all

to the flames. Her books and papers and writing apparatus she gave
to her brother, intreating him to study them diligently, at the same
time weepin^[J)itterly.

.
Perceiving that her parents watched her very

narrowly, appr&hensive lest she should commit suicide, she' dissem-

bled her countenance, and the cheerful trill of her shuttle was heard,

as if she had no grief. Her uncle Lew Seiingfoo came to see her,

with the design, of consoling her with kind words, and succeeded so

far that she answered him cheerfully and with vivacity, passing the

social cup and making merry, which conduct led her parents to believe

that she had in a good measure forgotten her sorrows. But one day, on

the approach of a thunder storm, the whole family hastened out to

bring in some clothes that were drying in the sun, and on their

return, which was in great haste, they saw Chun suspended by the

neck from a high loft. They immediately cried out, but there was

no answer, and, getting up to secure her, they discovered that she was

dead. Although there was a heavy rain, her garments were not wet

;

and, on the next day, it was remarked that her countenance had not

changed. In her desk were found a few farewell verses, among which

was the following

;

To worship your tablet was the wish of your handmaid,

But my parents opposed my earnest desire ;

Now my hasty steps will pursue in your track
;

I shall follow in the road my lord has gone.
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This incident happened in the 40th year of Kanghe, (1702) when
she was eighteen years of age.

3. In the distrfct^ofChangpoo in Fuhkeen, lived the lady Lin Fun^-
iieang. When young, she was remarkably intelligent, and at a tender

age she attended the school of madame Le, where she learned the

Neu Keae or Female Precepts, and became acquainted with the rules

of society. As she grew older, she delighted in literary pursuits, and
was so incessantly at her studies, that her father began to reprove her.

‘ If you wish to become an accomplished woman,’ says he, .‘as well

as a scholar, and fit to be a wife, you must understand weaving
,
and

sewing, in order that you may earn a competent livelihood.’ She
consequently attended to heed le work, and soon became expert in its

various brart^hes, excdling all her companions. Her disposition

was filial and obedient, she -was not loquacibus, nor one ever

see a scowl upon her countenance. Her feet passed nm over the

threshold of the inner door, and her numerous brothers, from one
year’s end to another, hardly saw her face; such was her retirement

and the peaceableness of her character.

Sopn after she took the garb of a woman, she was bethrothed to

Woo Ho of the neighboring^ town of Yunsaou. This‘young man,
whose two elder brothers had both, died young soon after each other,

had already attained the first literary rank. Soon after their engage-

ment. Woo was taken sick; and when Lin heard of his illness, she

was much distressed, and feigned many pretexts for not taking her

regular meals. In the night she burned incense, and besought heav-

en that a part of her own allotment of years might be substracted, for

the purpose of adding them to her lover’s life; but in vain, for some
time after he died. She was quite inconsolable on learning of his

death, and requested permission of her parents to go and perform his

funeral rites. Her father told her that she had never seen the parents

of her husband, which would partly prevent her from fulfilling all the

rites; ard moreover his house was more than a hundred miles dis-

tant. On hearing this refusal, her grief was extreme
;
and the fol-

lowing night she attempted to hang herself, but her mother hearing

a noise broke open the door, and.rescued her, though a good while

elapsed before she recovered. Her parents, henceforward, endea-

vored to soothe her by every art in their power, promising her that

they would never request her to marry another
;
and she herself gra-

dually cheered up, concluding to wait until an heir to Woo could be

adopted. She dressed in coarse apparel, ate common food, and deni-

ed herself the use of all ornaments; and, whenever any of her female

relations were amusing themselves by rambling or diveisions, she

would have nothing to do with any of their pastimes. When in the

presence of her parents, she dissembled her countenance, and spoke
pleasantly to make them believe that she was contented

;
but every

morning and evening, or whenever alone, she thought of the death of
Woo, crying and sobbing so bitterly that her pillow was wet througli

with her tears
;
yet she dared not disclose this grief to her father and

mother Her thoughts were continually dwelling iipoii the perpetua-
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lion of Woo’s family by the adoption of a child, when she intended

to go to the house of her father-in-law, and bring it up
;
but his two

brothers being already dead, and a half-brother tl^a^was still living

being very young, and nothing having been said to her about the

subject for a long time, she concluded that the parents of Woo did not

mean to adopt any heir for their son.

She therefore determined to fulhll the vows of chastity by terminat-

ing her life. She gave a few farewell words to her companions, say-

ing, f My fate in life has been very unfortunate, more so than ordinary

;

that of all my sisters has been, in comparison with mine, prosperous

;

but I cbuld not bear to leave you abruptly. Now there is nothing

upon which J can fasten a hope ; the parents of Woo do not wish to

keep up his succession, and I hope no relief but in death.’ They
were all very much alarmed at these words, and hardly knew whether
to believe them or riot. She added, * Perhaps you may have seen the

well, which there is in the inner part of the house; there I can very

soon end my life.* They all, with intreating cries, besought her to aban-

don this design, but she was immoveable, notwithstanding all their

lamentations and tears. The next day, her father was informed of

her determination by his wife, when he replied; ‘1 have already in-

vited a go-between to arrange a marriage for her, and the business is

nearly settled.* Miss Lin heard this without making any reply, and
imm^iately returned to her apartment, where she collected the mar-
riage presents of clothes, ornaments, and other articles she had receiv-

ed from the family of Woo, and threw them all into the well, and
immediately followed herself. When the body was taken out, her

countenance appeared to be smiling
;
and in her girdle was found a

paper, "on which was written, * Let my corpse be carried home to

the house of Woo.* She was accordingly buried in the same tomb
with her betrothed husband in the year 1771; being only twenty

years of age at her death.

Note. The three short notices which we have given above are taken from the

works of Luhchowof Fuhkeftn, and, together with several others, are narrated by
him for the purpose ofshowing the power of principle in educated females. He
makes a few observations at the end of each narrativ'e, the general purport of

which is, to show the benefit of educating females, and that, when educated, they
may be expected to be more virtuous and faithful than if allowed to remain in

ignorance. Luhehow was a close observer of men and things, and some of his

remarks would do credit to any writer. Yet some of the sentiments do him little

credit, and show an utter ignorance of the human min^ ; w’omen led, by a com-
bination of superstitious veneration and moud humility, into gross absurdities,

—

and driven, whether by these tempers of the mind, or by their snd prospects of un-

married widowhood for life, to commit suicide, should be displayed as beacons,

not as examples. These stories, however, may not be entirely devoid of interest

to our readers, inasmuch as they give us a little insight into the domestic life of the

Chinese, and also delineate the most prominent traits of the character of a chaste

and faithful spouse, according to the requisitions of their ancient sages.
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Art. IV. Remarks on the Chinese theatre; with a translation of
a farce ^

entitled ^ the Mender of cracked China-ware'

The lighter literature of the Chinese has, until within a few years

past, received .as little attention from European students of the lan-

guage and customs of this country, as from the more grave Chinese
literati themselves; and, by those who are strangers to the country,

it ‘might from this have been inferred, that the drama and romance in

China do not occupy any conspicuous place in the esteem of the peo-

ple. But of late years, several specimens, both of the drama and
romance, have been added to the solitary examples that we previous-

ly possessed. These examples were, the Orphan of Chaou, a tragedy

translated by Pere Pr6mare, in 1731; and the Pleasing History, an
esteemed work of fiction, published, in part from a Portuguese, and
in part from an English, translation, in 1761. From several ro-

mances and tales, translated, within the last twenty years, by Remusat,
Davis, Julien, and others, we are now enabled to form a tolerably

correct judgment of the general character of .Chinese romance-
writers. As examples too of the histrionic art, we have (besides a new
translation of the Orphan of Chaou), the Heir in Old Age, a comedy,
translated by Mr. Davis

;
the Sorrows of Han, a tragedy, by the

same translator; and the Circle of Chalk, translated into French by

M. Stanislas Julien. For remarks upon these translations, and on the

general character and peculiarities of the Chinese stage, we must
refer our readers to the sixteenth chapter of Mr. Davis’s work— ‘ The
Chinese,’— reserving to another occasion the criticisms which we have
to make upon some portions of those remarks. Our present purpose
is simply to introduce to notice a translation of a different nature from
those above mentioned, with which we have been kindly favored by a

Correspondent.

It must be premised, that the Chinese have no theatres, and a
company of players, or corps dramatique, consisting usually of from
twenty to forty individuals, having been engaged to perform in any
neighborhood, a covered stage is erected of bamboos and mats— ex-

cept in those places where permanent stages exist. On the evening

preceding the day of representation, the dresses of the actors are

removed from the boat or house which is the ordinary abode of the

company, to tl^e place where the play is to be performed. The prin-

cipal piece, usually an historical tragedy, opens about the middle of

the day, and continues during two or three hours; but on some oc-

casions, it commences sooner, and, a long piece having been selected,

the whole performance continues for fiye or six hours. Jhe tragedy

or comedy ended, tumbling and various feats of agility succeed.

These are then followed by a short piece, wherein, in^most cases, the

dramatis personae do not exceed two or three. Of these pieces, which
are usually pf a farcical (though not uncommonly of an indecent)
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character, and which, while conveying perhaps little of interest or

amusement to the mere reader, yet display frequently good action

and much comic gesture in stage exhibitions, no specimen, so far

as we are aware, has yet been giyen to the European public. On this

account, we think, that the subjoined translation will not be without

interest, notwithstanding the disadvantage it labors under, from the

absence of all the droll gesticulations, the impromptu allusions to

passing occurrences, and the often powerful pantomimic action, which
are its usual accompaniments. The dresses, which, in the more re-

gular dramatic performances, are rich and gaudy, but no way resembl-

ing those that we every day see in use, are, in these piieces, different

from the dresses of the present time only in occasional additions

intended to aid the drollery of a comic actor. One great advan*lage,

it should be added, that these pieces have to European ears, is, the

absence of the deafening crash of the gong and the excruciating

sounds of some of the other instruments peculiar to the Chinese. The
music, in which good time is always most carefully preserved, is not,

when divested of these ear-breaking accompaniments, devoid of merits

of a more intrinsic character. With these brief remarks we present

the piece to the perusal of our readers.

The Mender of cracked China-ware.

Dramatis Persarue.

New Chow, A wandering tinker.

Wang nedng, .^.-A young girl.

Scene— a Street.

New Chow enterSf-r- across' Tiis shoulder is a bamhooj to each end of which

are suspended boxes containing the various tools and implements if his

trade, and a small stool. He'is dressed meanly, his face and head are

painted and decorated in a fardaslic manner.

(Sings

)

Seeking a livelihood by the work of my hands,

Daily do I traverse the streets of the city.

(Speaks

)

Well, here I am, a mender of broken jars,

An unfortunate victim of ever changing plans.

To repair old fractured jars.

Is my sole occupation and support.

'Tis even so. I have no other employment.

( Takes his boxes from his shoulder, places them on the ground,

sits beside them, and, drawing out hisfan, continues speaking—

y

A disconsolate old man—I am a slave to inconveniences.

For several days past, I have been unable to go abroad.

But, observing tfris morning a clear sky and fine air,

I wasinduced to recommence'my street-wanderings.

(Sings) At dawn I left my home.

But as yet have had no job.

Hither and yon, and on all sides,

From the east gate to the west,
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From the south gate to the north,

And all over within the walls,

Have I been, but no one has called

For the mender of cracked jars. Unfortunate man!
But this being my first visit to tne city of Nanking,
Some extra exertion is necessary :

Time is lost, situng idle here, and so to roam again I go.

{Should^s his boxes and stools and walks abotUt crying)'-^

Plates mended— bowls mended—
Jars and pots neatly repaiiM—

•

Lady Wang (heard within.) Did 1 not hear the cry of the mender of

cracked jars ?

I’ll open the door and look.

—

(She enters looking around.)

Yes, there comes the repairer of jars.

Ntto Chow Pray have you a jar to mend ?

I have long been seeking a job.

Did you not call ?

Lady W. What is your charge for a large jar

—

And how much for a small one?
NetoChow For large jars, one mace five;

Lady W. And for small ones?
New Chow Y’diy- pair of cash.

Lady W. To one mace five, and fifty .pair of cash.

Add nine candareens— and a new jar may be had.

New Cnow Wlrat then will you give ?

Lady W. 1 will give one candareen for either size.

New Chow Well, lady, how many cash can I get for this candareen?
Lady W. Why, if the price is high, you will get eight cash.

New Chow And if low

—

Lady W. You will get but seven cash and a half.

New Chow Oh, you wicked tantalizing thing!

(Sings) Since leaving home this morning,
I have met but with a trifler.

Who in the shape of an old wife.

Tortures and gives me no job,

ril shoulder again my boxes, and continue my walk.

And never again will I return to the house of Wang.
(He moves off slowly.)

Lady W. Jar-mender, return, quickly return ; with a lohd voice, I

entreat you ; for I have something on which I wish to con-
sult with you. ' ^

NewChow What is it on which you wish to consult me?
Lady W. I will give you a hundred cash, to mend a laige jar.

NewChow And for mending a small one?
Lady W. And for mending a small one, thirty pair of cash.

NewChow One hundred, and thirty pair,—truly, lady, this is worth
consulting about

Lady Wang, where shall I mend them?
Lady W. Follow me. (They move towards the door of the house.)
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(Si^igs) Before walks the lady Wang.
New Chow And behind comes the poo-kang (or jar-mender).

Lady yV. Here then is the place.

New Choir Lady Wang, permit me to pay ray respects.

(Bows repeatedly in a very ridiculous manner.)
We can exchange civilities,

jr- I
Icongratulateyou—may you prosper— before and behind.

Lady W. Here is the jar
;
now go to work and mend it.

i^Takes the jar in his hand, and tosses it about examining it.)

New Chow This jar has certainly a very appalling fracture.

Lady W. Therefore it requires the more care in mending.
New Chow ’Th2i\. is self evident.

Lady W. Now, lady Wang will retire again to her dressing room.
And, after closing the doors, will resume her toilet,

Her appearance she will beautify.

On the left, her hair she will comb into a dragon’s head tuft.

On the right, she will arrange it tastefully with flowers,

Her lips she will color with blood red vermill ion,

And a gem of/ct tsuy, will she place in the dragon’s head
tuft.

Then, having completed her toilet, she will return to the

door side.

And sit down to look at the jar-mender. (Exit.)

New Chow sits down, straps thejar on his knee, and arranges his tools

before him, and, as he drills holes for the nails, sings ,

—

Every hole drilled requires a pin,

^ And every two holes drilled require pins a pair, ^

As 1 raise my head and look around,

(At this moment lady Wang reintei's beautifully

; ,, dressed, and sits down by the door.)

There sits, I see, a delicate young lady;

Before she had the appearance of an old wife,

Now she is transformed into a handsome young girl

;

On the left, her hair is comb’d into a dragon’s head tuft
;

On the right it is adorn’d tastefully with flowers.

Her lips are like plums, her mouth is all smiles.

Her eyes are as brilliant as the pbeenix’s; and

She stands on golden lilies, but two inches long.

I look, again, another look,— down drops the jar.

. ,
(Thejar at this momentfalls, and is broken to pieces.)

(Speaks) Ae-ya ! Here then is a dreadful smash

;

Lady W\ You have but to replace it with another, and do it quickly.

New Chow For one that was broken, a good one must be given.

Had two been broken, then were a pair to be supplied

;

An old one being smashed, a new one must replace it.

Lady W. You have destroyed the jar, and return me nothing but

words.

Give me a new»ohe, then you may return home,—not

before.
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New Chow YitxQ on my knees upon the hard ground, I beg lady

Wang, while she sits above, to listen to a few words. Let
me receive pardon for the accident her beauty has occasionedf

and I will at once make her my wife.

Lady W. Impudent old man ! How presume to thinh

That I ever can become your wife !

New Chow Ves, it is true, I am somewhat older than lady Wang,
Yet would I make her my wife.

Lady W. No matter then for the accident, but leave me now at once.

New Chow Since you have forgiven me, 1 again shoulder my boy^es.

And 1 will go elsewhere, in search of a wife.

And here, before high heaven, I swear never again to come
near the house of Wang.

You a great lady I You are but a vile ragged girl

!

And you will yet be glad to take up with a much worse
companion.

(Going away^ he suddenly throws off his upper dress,

and appears as a handsome young man,)
Lady W. Henceforth, give up your wandering profession.

And marrying me, quit the trade of a jar-mender.

With the lady Wang pass happily the remainder 61 your

life. ( They embrace, and exeunt.)

Art. V. Remarks on the cantus* and the inflections used by the

Chinese in speaking. By a Correspondent.

[The subject here canvassed has long enga^d our attention ; and pome
thoughts upon it were written out before our Correspondent’s naper came to

hand. We are not sure that his views, on every point, are quite correct
; we

hope, however, that both he and others will favor us with further observations

respecting the tones and inflections. On such a subject it is desir^le to obtain

the views of different persons : our own shall be submitted to our readers in an
early number of our next volume.]

^

If the string of a monochord be capable of intension and remission by
means of a peg, we might so adjust it, that, when struck, its sound
would correspond with the pitch or tone of a Chinaman’s voice, when
he pronounces a word with* the shang ping. If we then slackened the

string, till it vibrated about a fifth below, we should have the hea ping.

In both these cases, the voice does not vary in pitch, but is sustained

for a moment with a smooth and easy effort. A gentleman, who used
the term boy for his servant, would call out * boy ’ in the shang
ping, when he wanted him in the day time; but if he suspected

* Cantus, sounds when susceptible of musical notation,.a»> eantus (ibiaruui;

Ouint. i. 10.
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thieves in the house at midnight, and wished to awaken him without
disturbing them, he would call ‘ boy ’ in the heaping. The two
ping shing are the most easily appreciated, and are generally well-
marked by the common peojile, even when the shang shing and hea
shing are partially neglected. The shang ping is the first that is

recognised by a Eurc^pean, especially when he attends to a con-
versatton that is maintained with earnestness. It is then the peculiar
recitative or singing of the Chinese is most audible, and falls upon
our ear at first as something strangely affected and unnatural.
As they are prompted by nature and taught by precept to pay a

great regard to the safety of their persons, in their quarrels they suG-
stitute a loud noise for hard blows, and seem to imagine, that victory
will declare for him who can pour the fiercest peal of sounds into the
ear of his adversary. This shing on Such occasions is of course greatly
in request, since it enables the speaker to ‘wind’ such a well-sus-

tained blast into the meatus auditorius, or porch whereat sounds usual-
ly enter, that a volley of monosyllables, uttered before, must have ten-

fold theeffect they would have had, if their rear had not been covered
with such a reinforcement. The Chinese are fend of monopolies, ^al

least their government loves to patronise such '^hings
;
but the males

have r^ot appropriated the entire right of thund^ ring with words, for

the fair dames are sometimes so forgetful of the decorum imposed
on them by the sages, that they come forth and wrangle in the open
air, when the ping shing stoutly performs his office, flies on the wings
of the wind across the well-tilled valley, and would were echo at hand,
produce an effect as novel as it is engaging. I say engaging, for the

voice of the female is generally sonorous, and the enunciation clear

and distinct, especially when feeling stimulates exertion, so that the

foreigner who desires to be acquainted with the phenomena of Chi-

nese accent and vocal inflection may then find some of the best e.\-

amples for improvement,.. Those who prefer a more peaceable mode
of habituating the ear to the of

,
tone and effort may find

opportunities in listening to the venders of drugs, in the street, who
not only mark them with great emphasis, but to a ready utterance

sometimes join such a liveliness and fle.tibility of dramatic action, that

one is apt to think them fitted for better purposes than to tell high-

sounding fibs among a circle of unlettered men who come to listen

and to laugh.

In the shang shing the voice might agree in its key with either of

the foregoing tones, but with this essential difference, that it ascends

about half a tone, while the syllable is uttered. This may be illus-

trated by a reference to the same monochord, if we suppose that the

peg is turned gently while the shang is vibrating so as to alter its

pitch about half a tone. Performers on the violin often slide the finger

from one note to another for the sake of embellishment, which, in as-

cending, bears a resemblance to the shing we are describing. But

there is a difference that cannot be imitated exactly even by that in-

slrnment, which is of all others most under the control of the artist,

owing to the peculiar nature of the vocal organs. Still we may get an
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approximation to it by drawing the bpw with an accelerated velocity

across the string at the same time the finger is sliding towards the

hemitone above. In uttering the shang shing there is a waxing inlen^

sity of effort in the organs of speech, which a Chinaman compares to

act of throwing the sound towards the top of the room. I have heard
young people in colloquial intercourse with each other use this shing

in saying ‘no,’ when they wished to render the negation peculiarly

serious and emphatic. .

The keu shing is exactly the inverse of the shang shing, for the

voice descends, the effort is smoothly diminished, and the pitch seems
to be taken somewhere between the hea ping and the shang ping.

A fond parent soothes the grief of a child with an inflection not far

from the keu shing, and says ‘ nevermind.’ The voice dwells upon the

word ‘ mind,’ but the tone lowers, and the effoit of articulation is re-

mitted.

In the fourth ox juh shing, the syllable ends with a mute con-

sonant, and is generally pronounced with a sudden jerk of the voice.

One impatient to know the contents of a parcel, would say to his

friend, who was delaying hi.s hopes by endeavoring to unloose the

string, ‘ cut it.’ The abrupt but emphatic accentuation of ‘ cut’ would
be some representation of the juh shing.

When we hear a word pronounced that belongs to any of the dia-

lects spoken in the Indian Archipelago, we perceive something tune-

able in the sound, which will often spontaneously chime afterwards

in our ear and enable us to remember it oftentimes without effort.

The. same observation applies in some degree to the Japanese, though
we cannot always imitate the precise sound without a little practice.

But in Chinese the case is very different, for the single syllable iri

which most words are enunciated has scarcely entered the ear, before

all traces of its echo are lost upon the memory. In the Indian lan-

guages, the combination of harmonious sound.^ assists our recollection

of each particular as well as. the whole, but the individual sound in

the Chinese, wholly unsupported by any such music or symphony, is

like separate and unconnected facts, which are no sooner heard than
they are forgotten

;
whereas, if they had been associated with others;

they would have been recollected without any straining of the will or

the attention. As a remedy for this inconvenience, the shings or notes

of emphasis and rnodulation have been introduced, not in virtue of

any distinct and specific device, contrived on purpose to avoid ambi-
guity, but from a wish to call the mind to the flying vocables, l)y dwell-

ing upon or marking them in some measure with a different intona-

tion, flection, or effort of the voice. The little dwarfish words, then,

that compose a Chinese sentence, have obtained a characteristic em-
broidery, which enables the well-practiced .ear to distinguish one from
its fellows by the livery that it is made to wear. All this however is

lost upon a foreigner, who, though he can detect somediing very sin-

gular in the pronunciation of a Chinaman, cannot easily arrive at a
practical conviction that it has any thing to do with the sense. And
the difficulty we find when first come hither, is never lightened by any
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explanation of the precise nature of these inflections, and each student
is obliged to learn them by and for himself, as if he had been the first

in the field of discovery. Some 'endeavor to express them in musical
notes ; others seek to imitate them upon the piano forte ; and the
complaisance of a Chinese teacher will sometimes lead hior tp say
amen to the presumed success of such experiments

;
but there is a

fallacy in such methods; for, though we might represent the diflOerent

pitches of the high and low sounds upon a musical instrument, the

characteristics of the shang shing and keu shing are not susceptive of
any such musical expression. In most ofthe harmonic treatises which
the Greeks have left us, a bisection is made between the movement ef
the voice in speaking and in singing. In singing, say they, the voice

is diastemaiicy and steps from interval to interval, and dwells with

unvarying altitude for a certain period upon each of them. But
in speaking the motion is continuous, and slides up. and
down without resting a moment upon any pitch. If^ with these defini-

tions in our minds, we listen to the Chinese in his way of speaking, we
shall perceive a mixture of both singing and speaking. In the ping

shing the voice does not alter its pitch, and hence we have what ap-

proximates to singing, though the short time generally employed in

Its enunciation modifies in some measure the drawling effect that it

would otherwise have upon the ear of the listeuer. In enouncing the

shang shing and keu shing the voice ascends in the former, and de-

scends in the latter, continuously, or in a sliding manner, but in a di-

astcmatic or musical way. To represent the effect by two slurred

notes shows a misconception, and diverts us from the attainment of a

correct idea of the subject by sending us in quest of a shadow. The
phrase relative cadence, introduced by some, is without example in

musical works, and cannot with any propriety be applied to a note

when taken by itself, though we can refer to its position in the tabla-

ture by speaking of its height or putch. In music the term cadence

applies to the manner in which the harmony descends to the tonic or

key note; in elocution it is expressive of that gradual fail of the voice

which prepares us ibr resting upon the last and final word of a

period.

The man unused to eastern dialects, who may never hear a Chi-

nese speak to exemplify the nature and importance of these inflec-

tions, is not a stranger to efforts produced by appropriate turns of the

voice. The greatest ornament in delivery depends upon it, and the

merriment excited by a story, owes more to the tones of the narrator,

than to the comic wit it contains.

In the dramatic art, the most graceful attitudes and the most ele-

gant and pithy sentences would fail of pleasing, were they not ac-

companied by the very tones which every son and daughter of huma-

nity insensibly adopts, when his feelings are set at work by the restless

pressure of reality.

Scioms inurbanum lepido seponcre dicto,

Legitimunique sonum digitis callemus et aiire.

Horace*s letter to the Pisos.
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We have referred to the' distinction between speaking and singing,

insisted upon in the Greek works on music, and wdll conclude tliese

remarks by a passage from Martianus Capeila in Latin, upon the same
subject.

Omnis vox in duo genera dividitur : continuum atque divisum.

Continuum est vdut juge colloquium : divisum, quod in modulatione

servamus. Est et medium, quod in utroq\ie •permixtum, at neque

filterius continuum modum servat, nec alterius frequenti divisione

praciditur, ut pronunciandi modo carmina cuncta recitaniur.

Mart. Capel. Meibom. Edit. 182.

The recital of verses, he tells us, partook both of singing and speak-

ing; it therefore bore some anafogy to the pronunciation of the Chi-

nese, at least in the fifth century w’hen Capeila lived. I am afraid,

if this be the case^ that the genuine method of reading Virgil’s Geor-
gies would in our ear have robbed them of all their charms. If the

testimony is true, we h^ve a remarkable coincidence between the

ancient practices of the east and west, where we were least prepared

to expect it. The foregoing is a rough draught of the subject, but the

principles are, I think, sound, and w'ill make way for illustrations of

its importance, its analogies, and its connection with the character

of the Chinese.

Art. VI. Notices of Formosa, gleaned from the works of Francois
Valentyn. Published at Amsterdam, 1726. From a Corres-

pondent.

Valentyn, a most voluminous author, collected the materials for his

ponderous tomes from the papers of the. Dutch East India Company.
For the most part, his compilations are dull and heavy. He wrote

without connection, and is often very deficient in describing important

subjects, whilst he expatiates upon mere trifles. It is, therefore, only

scanty gleanings which we here collect : in the selection of them,
however, we have endeavored to avoid, as much as possible, the re-

petition of what has already been said upon the subject, in any form-

er articles. We still remain ignorant of the east coast of the island.

Though it was visited by some of the early Dutch navigators, yet at

present it seems to be beyond tiie reach of observation, and not even
the enterprizing Chinese, though very near to the spot, venture into

that terra incognita. The Lewchewans have described the aborigines

as savages, whilst our author assures us, that they are a very good
hearted, lazy, kind of people, and neither as treacherous nor as blood-

thirsty as the Malays. It may be that they are descendants of the

Japanese, who, during the 15th and 16th centuries, very frequently

visited Formosa, and established flourishing settlements therej That
they arc of JajHin^se origin, however, is a mere supposition.
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The United Provinces, whilst engaged in war with the Spaniards
in order to obtain their liberty from grievous tyranny, attacked the

Portuguese, then Spanish subjects, with' great success in India. The.
East India Company, anxious to participate in the Chinese trade and
to drive their competitors frorp Macao, sent two ships in 1603 to

that place, vyhich destroyed a Portuguese galleon. But though the

Chinese were greatly surprised at their valor, they would not per-

mit them to trade. In the following year an attempt was made to

send a Dutchman, with the Siamese embassy, in order to open com-
munication with the court of China. Admiral Warwyk sailed at the

same time with his small squadron in' search of Macao, but, being
overtaken by a storm, he was obliged to steer for the Pescadores,

at that time but little known. The Ming, dynasty was then on the

throne, and the same course of policy, as at present, was observed

towards foreigners. Having addressed a letter to the authorities of

Fuhkeen, with the hope of obtaining some commercial privileges, he
was told, that if he would pay 30,000 dollars to the governor he might
obtain a hearing. When this proposal was rejected, an admiral with

fifty, war-junks surrounded the Dutch fleet, and though the command-
er \yas by no means disturbed by their appearance, he could not car-

ry on his negotiations or trade, and was obliged to return to India.

The junk, in which the Dutch agent intended to embark, was wreck-

ed
;
and a renewed attempt of Matclief in 1607 proved equally fruits

less. His fleet anchored at Lantao, but being unable to obtain any

provisions, he returned, abandoning the enterprize.

The next expedition, sent out under admiral Keizerroon for cap-

turing Macao, entirely miscarried, and he was therefore obliged to

sail for the Pescadores. Having built a fort upon the largest of that

group, and dispatched several vessels of his numerous fleet to the

continent of China, he resolved to force the Chinese into trade.

Many cruelties w'ere thus committed, and several villages on the coast

ravaged— to the disgrace of the Christian name^ Having taken con-

siderable booty from a defenseless race, the admiral sent an envoy to

Amoy, He was received by the authorities with great pageantry.

But the officers having required from him to knock his head upqn the

ground, ‘so that the bystanders might hear the cracking of his skull,*

ie refused compliance with the old custom. Though otherwise very

politely treated^ he could not eflect his purpose, and was. obliged to

return to his superior.

The admiral now resolved to repair to Fuhchow,- On his arrival

there he was received by the governor with the greatest honors, but

(told, at the.same time, that so long as he retained possession of the

Pescadores, no trade would be permitted. To be secure, however,

against the wrath of a commander who had a powerful squadron

under his orders, the local authorities dispatched two junks, with one

of his ships, to Batavia, in order to make there arrangements with the

governor, and enter into better understanding. In the mean while

Chinchew (Tseuenchow) was blockaded, to prevent junks from going

to Manila,^ and to prevail upon the Chinese government to permit the
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trade with the Du^ch. From this moment the Chinese officers be-

came friendly and trade was permitted. Another party sent to Amoy
in order to negotiate was unsuccessful. Though the Chinese gov-

ernment had not yet formally iaken possession of Formosa, their

people to the number of 25,000 bad settled there
;
and, as the coast of

the islands was in a flourishing condition, the Dutch asked for permis-

sion to trade there. This and all their other proposals were willingly

granted
;
and a formal treaty was accordingly made. But when the

envoys wished to depart, they were retained on shore, and some fire-

boats were, during the nigbt, sent among the ships, of which one was
Iffirnt. Noa Iternative i^ow remained, but to leave the place and sail

in quest of new adventures.

Two years had already elapsed, and though the trade with the

natives was struggling for existence, still its managers promised them-

selves great ultimate gains. At thatuime a respectable Chinese mer-
chant made them proposals to come over to Formosa, a request which
was seconded by the Chinese government. A formal cession of
this island having been made, the factory was removed from the

Pescadores, and the Chinese themselves assisted in levelling the fort.

The great object of the Dutch Company was to establish an entrepot

for their Chinese and Japanese trade. Raw silk and other articles

for the Firando market were to be collected at the time of the arrival

of the ships destined for Japan
;
which, on their return from that

country, would require to complete their cargoes with such Chinese
merchandise as might answer the demands of Java and Europe. In
this endeavor they fully succeeded, whilst their territorial possessions

were confined to a small part of the coast, and their authority only

extended over the Chinese colonists and the nearest villages of the

aborigines.

• Scarcely had they removed from the great Pilnghoo (the chief of
the Pescadores), when a letter arrived from one of the principal civil

authorities of AmOy, wherein that officer expressed great joy that

they had sought another station for their trade, and promised to interest

himself in their behalf with the governor of the province. Thia docu-
ment is the very transcript of diplomatic correspondence, which hap-

pens to take place, under similar circumstances, even to this very day;
the Chinese have not changed a single article of their political creed.

A blundering engineer threw up a fort at the entrance of the har-

bor of Taewan, on a raised sand bank, which neither protected the

shipping nor could stand the attack of an enemy. The first measure
of the new government was to' lay a duty upon sugar and rice, two
staple articles, which even at that early time were exported to China
in considerable quantities. The Chinese settlers paid this without
murmuring

;
but the Japanese, the more powerful race of colonists,

who seem to have carried on a most extensive and lucrative trade,

refused to submit to the exactions. This gave rise to bitter animosi-

ties, carried on by both parties with great rancor; ar^^l as the matter
had been brought before the court of Y6do, the whole Japanese com-
merce enjoyed by the Dutch was put in jeopardy.
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During the tirst year of the Dutch administration, matters went
on quietly; but with the decay of the ruling dynasty in China, piracy
became very general on the coast, and greatly embarrassed the trade.

Our author says, that the commander of these buccaneers had 1000
junks— a number certainly overrated— with which he swept all the
seas, so that scarcely a junk could safely reach her destination.

In 1627, several junks came again from Japan, under a commodore
who was dete'rmined upon obtaining justice from the Dutch. It does
not appear what were their real grievances; but, at all events, large

sums had been lost in the trade, part of which had been confiscated

by the Dutch government. After much and bitter altercation, they
returned to their country with sixteen natives of Formosa on l^ard,

who offered the island to his Japanese majesty as their fief. The Dutch
acquainted with this proceeding, immediately dispatched a Mr. Nuits
to Y6do, who by bribes and persuasion, prevailed upon the emperor
to reject this advantageous offer. He became afterwards governor of
the island, and was by no means tardy in taking ample revenge upon
the Japanese colonists. Exasperated by repeated acts of aggression,

these islanders resolved to make an example of the governor. When
their junks were on the point of sailing, a strong party entered the

government'hoiise and took Nuits prisoner. Since the garrison was
very small, and the surprise so sudden, the governor gladly compro-
mised the matter, and his life being threatened, all their demands were
granted by the council.* The Japanese assured the Dutch, that they

would rather sacrifice their lives than give up the point in question.

Having shown such dicision, they were no longer molested, and
henceforth abstained entirely from their unruly proceedings.

In the statement of trade, made by the same governor, we find the

following reiparks. ‘ The junks which come here from China bring

little profit to our trade, and we are obliged to send several vessels

annually to Amoy, where they trade by stealth, and get the goods from

7 to 8 per cent, cheaper than we can buy them here.’ The principal

exportations of the Company were raw silk, and silk piece goods; the

former for the Japanese, the latter for the home, market; whilst the

imports consisted ofEuropean manufactures and Indian produce. The
whole Chinese trade employed about one million of dollars, and gave

generally one hundred per cent, profit. The expences of the settle-

ment amounted to only about 214,000 guilders; the Company’s ser-

vants received a small salary, and had to make their fortune by

trade. After deducting all the charges, there remained annually a

clear profit of 85,000 guilders to the Batavian government.

Comparatively small as these advantages were, they attracted, in

1626, the envy of the Spaniards, who founded a colony on the north

coast, on the island Kelung. The Dutch, greatly offended at the pro-

ceedings of their enemies, took the fort about ten years afterwards,

and established there, as well as at Tanshwuy (an emporium on the

west coast), factories of their own.

Our Correspondents’ narrative seems (o differ, in some points, from that given,

ill the firet article of this, number: this, doubtless, results from its brevity.
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Whilst the Japanese - retired from the island, the number of Chi-

nese emigrants increased rapidly. The capitation tax amounted an-

nually to 200,000 guilders, and all the districts around the Dutch
factories were inhabited by this nation. Dissatisfied with the rule

of strangers, they entered into a conspiracy, which was however early

discovered. The Dutch marched immediately with 2000 Formo-
san Christians against the insurgents, and routed an army of 16,000
men.^ The slaughter was very great, for the Chined liad been very

cruel towards the natives
;
but tranquillity was soon restored. How

the Dutch possessions were subsequently lost, has been stated else-

vAieie; and it only remains to remark, that cowardice as well as

treachery hastened the surrender of the Dutch fort in 1662.

The council of Batavia rousted from its slumber^ by being informed

of the loss of this valuable possession, sent twelve ships to Ftihchow,

to enter into a treaty with the governor for the recovery of For-

mosa. They took possession of a sea-port, and* Having received a
reinforcement of j»xteen other ships, most of them Fast-lndiameo,

they attacked, in conjunction with the Mantchous, Amoy and Rin-
mun, of both of which they made themselves masters. ‘Having prov-

ed victorious, the successor of the conqueror of Formosa offer^ them
Kelung, Tanshwuy, and a free-trade, if they would agree to become
his allies. The Tartars moreover would not permit them to retain

possession of the conquests, and the whole fleet sailed therefore for

Taewan. There the commander spent his time in useless negotia-

tions, and, having been deceived by the cunning Chinese, he returned

to Batavia without having eflected any thing. Whilst the Dutch
were still permitted to trade at Fuhchow, they retained the settlement

at Kelung Until 1666, when it was found that it no longer answered
their purpose, and therefore it was abandoned. With this the Dutch
territorial possessions in the Chinese seas ended.

The religion of the natives being gross paganism, it was the polfcy

of the Dutch to convert them to Christianity, in-order to attach them
to their new masters by the ties of a common creed. Their piinci-

pal idols are their goddesses Teparkada and Tamagisangak, and a
demon called Sariiano. To these they offer the heads of pigs and
stags, and worship them with the most licentious ceremonies, resem-

bling the bacchanalia of the Greeks. We are not informed, what mea-
sures were taken in order to instruct the natives in the doctrines of

the gospel, nor are we acquainted with the particulars of their con-

version
;
but it appears that the success was very rapid.

At that time Protestant missionaries were unknown, whilst the mi-

nisters in the pay of gowrnment proved often very zealous in advanc-

ing the cause of Christ among the heathen. In the number of these,

Candidius, who was sent there in 1627, held the first rank. He em-
ployed the greater part of his time in learning the language of the

natives, and, having once obtained a thorough knowledge of it, he
proclaimed the love of a dying Savior towards a fallen world. Fqt
many years did he pursue this course, and the Lord graciously owned
his servant : seven hundred nurii^ifei confessed Christianity, and new
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labcnrera were called from BataTia to enter into this wide sphere of
usefulness. The Dutch ministers of those early times possessed all

the zeal and intrepidity of those who had suffered for the sake of
the gospel, and narrowly escaped the ruthless tyranny of Rome,, to

announce the glad tidings of ^Ivation to this distant nation. His
successor Junius translated the Heidelberg catechism into the nati?e

language, and also published part of the gospels. * Most of the vil-

lages around Fort Zelandia became Christian, and in each of them
were school-masters placed to instruct ^th old and young in the

leading doctrines of the Scripmres. Gavius, a cefobrat^ minister at

Batavia, hearing of this, was. determined to give up his situation m
order to benefit the pagaiis. Having, after many remonstrances, final-

ly obtained permission, he labored with five other ministers very

zealously among the natives. The number of converts greatly in-

creasing, their operations were subsequently more and more extend-

ed, and proposals were made to send a greater number ofteachers. To
these the Company willingly agreed, when Kpksing unfortunately cap-

tured Fort Zelandia, and exercised the utmost cruelty against the

ministers. During the siege he sent Hambroeck, one of the preach-

ers, into the citadel, charging him to persuade his countrymen to sur-

render. This was a true patriot, who, instead of exhorting the com-
.mandant to capitulate, used all means in his power to strengthen. his

course and led him to hold out to the last. Though the Dutch insisted

upon his remaining in the fortress, he refused^to listen to their advice,

because he had given his word to return to the camp of the enemy.
When he was brought back to Koksing he declared undauntedly, that

his countrymen were ready to shed their blood iu the defense of the

place. Exasperated at this answer, Koksing availed himself of the

general rising of the natives against the Chinese, to implicate the

captive ihinisters as being the authors of this insurrection, though

they were prisoners in the camp. Winsem, Ampsingius, Campius,

and Hambroeck, were therefore publicly beheaded, and another mi-

nister, Leonardis, kept pnsoner for life. Thus ended the propaga-

tion of Christianity in that iskind. Whether there are still traces to

be found of the previous propagation of the gospel, it is difficult to

say. Thirty-two ministers labored faithfully to sow the seeds of the

word of God there, and paganisra. has again triumphed and main-

tained an undisputed sway.

Our author gives us very little topographical information about this

island, and his map is very defective. He tells us, that the natives

live in miserable cottages, and each village has its temple. The peo-

ple themselves are of the same race as the inhabitants of Lu^onia, but

are possessed of better moral qualities. The women do all the work,

whilst the men are amusing themselves with hunting stags. A hus-

band lives not with bis wife, until she has reached her 37th year, and

it is a digrace that she should bring forth a child before that time.

Every village is under a chief, but there are no rdjis who rule over a

number of settlements. Those single districts . are often engaged

iu bloody feuds. Aged people are bigliiy esteemed, and exercise a
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sovereign sway over the youth. Those who have^proved themselves

brave in battle, obtain the highest rank among their countrymen, and
occupy, at public festivals, the first place. The natives do not bury

their dead, but fry the corpse at a fire, and, having wrapped it up in

cloth, preserve it under a shed hung about with curtains. Their laws

are very lax, and crimes may be bought off by heavy fees.

Such are the desultory notices which we have been able to collect

from the Voluminous writings of this author. Though very unsatis-

factory, on many points, we nevertheless are led to present them to the

public with the view to show the condition of this early settlement.

Art.^ VII. Communication from the hor^ merchants to the credi-

tors of the HingtoA hong, dated April 4M, 1638; an edict

from the governor of Canton to the senior hong merchants
^ dated

April nth, 1838.
•

No. I.

The foreign debts of the Hingtae hong we before resolved to pay
in nihe years by instalments, but to this arrangement you, gentlemen,
have nof yet assented. Yet the period of nine years seems to ps even
tod short, and we are not without fear, that we shall be unable to re-

pay the whole in the time stipulated. We call to mind that, of public

claims upon us^ the amount from year to year is not less than 300,000
taels, consisting in 'tribute, charges for the military expenses of the
new territory (in Tartary), subsidies for repairs of forts, and pur-
chases of ginseng. We have also to pay up the public claims on Fat-

qua*s hong,, amounting t(b more than 300,000 taels, and those on the
Hingtae hong to the aniount of 100,000 taels and upwards. More-
over, each hong has foreign debts of its own to discharge. Thus, in

every direction, we have pay rnents to make. And besides all this,

Kingqua’s hong is now in arrear of the public claims on it to the ex-

tent of 300,000 taels, while the foreign ^claims against it exceed a
million. This hong,.although (we are thankful to observe,) it is your
wish to keep it from bankruptcy, yet will not, we are dispos^ to think,

be able to sustain these payments, and it will be requisite for us to

make other arrangements therefor.

Of the profit, gleaned by us in the course of a year or two, though
it yiold, afler payment of the various public claims,, a small remainder,

yet something is absolutely requisite for hire of labor, repairs, salaries,

and other expenses of our establishments, and, with your perfect un-
derstanding of matters, aqd good sense, you itiust perceive, gentle-

men, on a careful consideration of the subject, thiU if the time stipu-

lated for payment of Hingtae*s debts be too brief, it ^ill be, in truth,

beyond Our power to adhere to it. Sliould we be able to pay the
debts of another, then our own ' debts must remain unpaid, and we
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must all, in consequence, successively fail. With your known intel-

ligence it would be difficult herein to deceive you.

Even for the duties that are in arrear, and which are by no means
on the same footing with private debts, we have been compelled to

solicit . the imperial favor to extend the limited period of payment to

three years, and suffer us to pay them by instalments. How much
rather then should the individual debts which*we are discharging for

others be so dealt with ! We still entreat you, gentlemen, to assent

ta.thfi perioid of nine years, that we* may put forth our energies to’

sustain the payment ; and to discharge the' claim within the allotted

period. Thus all- may remain at ease, and. we enjoy your highly

prized friendship. For this purpose we write, and with compliments
remain, &c. (Signed) Howqua, Mowqua, Ponkequa, Kingqua;

Gowqua, Mingqua, Saoqua, Punhoyqua, Samqua, Kwanqua, Takqua.

No. 2.

Tano, ^vernor of Kwangtung and Kwangse, &c., to the senior

bong merchants, for their full information.

On the 8th of Afn*!! I received from Dent and others, [creditors of
Hingtae,] an address, as subjoined,— and also like addresses. from
Jardine and Turner. [Here follow the three addresses, in foil.]

These coming before me, the governor, I have fully investigated

the subject Yen Kechang and his associates, merchants of the

Hingtae hong, having managed their affairs badly, and fallen in debt

to the foreign merchants
;

these, seeing their difficult position and
urgent necessities, and the imposribility of their at once paying off

their old debts, conceived the idea of taking, advantage of these cir-

cumstances to scrape and peel them, and gave them goods at an en-

hanced price, compelling them to receive the same. In this way,
after the accumulation of months and years, the debts reached the

large amount of two millions of money. It is thus certain, that these

merchants brought on their trouble themselves,— and also that the

origin of the whole is to be found in the secret plundering exercised

by the foreign merchants, and their large-risking speculations^ I,

the governor, in humble deference to the extreme goodness cherished

by the great emperor, and his tenderness towards foreigners, made no
inquiry into the conduct of these foreign merchants, but -simply

directed Yen Kechang and his associates to be apprehended and

tried, and their property placed in secure keeping. I, at the same
time, commanded the two bodies of merchants,— the hong merchants

and.the foreigners,— to examine and ascertain in concert the real

amount of the debts
;
and I laid my injunctions on the hong mer*

chants, to determine in what portions, and within what period, they

would pay off the whole, on behalf of Yen Kechang and his fel-

lows. Thus I arranged, that the money should certainly be recover-

ed. Afterwards, on all the foreign merchants representing that the

period of fifteen years was too protracted a one, 1 granted permission

to reduce it to twelve years, within which period the whole of the

debts should be discharged. In this indeed I have gone to the utmost
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degree of kindness, and the extreme verge of justice. The foreign

merchants, though, they have been born and have grown up out of the

pale of civilization,— yet are all provided with innate consciousness

of good. How greatly ought they to be roused by gratitude, to rest

in a dutiful and implicit obedience ! Yet hardly was the former de-

cision declared, when now again these foreign merchants, Dent and
others, and Jardine, and Turner, scheming to gain a speedy settle-

ment, oppose my decision, and bring their addresses separately before

roe. Such ill-considered and unreasonable^ expressions as are here

found— whence can they have emanated, unless from persons of

hearts and feelings alien from those of the rest of mankind !

As an instance of this,— I take the consoo charge of which one
ftddress speaks. This is a charge which should go to reward the toil

of the hong merchants. I, the governor, before made examination re-

garding it, and found that it had not been kept to accumulate from

year to year. The hong merchants, however, themselves addressed

me, with a proposal, for the future to pay the consoo charge, as on
former occasions, into the general chest, to enable them to meet the

stipulated instalments of former debts. This cannot be called aught
else than the utmost degree of honorableness. If it be said, that jthe

consoo charge was instituted for the discharge of debts, let the for-

eign merchants ask themselves, if, while trading in the celestial em-
pire, they would wish to regard the profits which they enjoy as profits

obtained merely for the purpose of payment of debts ?

in regard to the consumption of goods [referred to in Mr. Turner's
address], in nothing is it more difficult to determine the amount.
How can a comparison be instituted in this respect of one year with

another % And amid the revolutions of trade, how shall it be ascer-

tained, that the prosperity which has preceded is not, in itself, the evi-

dence of an approaching declension of trade ?

In the note, a copy of which Jardine has presented, I observe,

however, the statement, that the hong merchants have agreed to pay
off the debt by instalments in nine years. If this be indeed the case,

it is an act of liberality on the part of the merchants, affording a
more ready recovery of the money, to which* there is no reason—my
desire being to show kindness to the far-travelled—why I, the gover-

nor, should not vouchsafe my sanction. I will therefore direct the

financial and judicial commissioners to assemble the hong merchants,

and, on ascertaining if this is true or false, to determine once more
upon a secure arrangement, and report for my investigation.

Besides so doing, I issue also this order. Upon its reaching the

said senior hong merchants, let them' faithfully examine the subject,

and at once report in answer. And, at the same time, let them en-

join my orders on the said foreign merchants, requiring their obedi-

ence thereof.

I, the governor, have the rule over, and administration of, these

provinces, and have to keep in tranquility and subjection those both

within and from without
;
yet do I not refuse to the trivia) and insig-

nificant foreign debts a full and perfect administration of justice,
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and a complete settlement of them. But the foreign merchants, Dent
and those with him, utterly dead to a sense of my goodness, presume,
in their address to represent, that they have requested their govern-
ment to move the sovereign of their nation to send an officer from
afar to discuss the matter,—endeavoring thus to drive me to adopt
measures. What perversity can exceed this mad and absurd bark-
ing 1 Let Dent and his fellows be most severely rebuked, and let

them be commanded, to imprint the laws upon their beauts, and con-
stantly to adhere to them. The severity of the celesti^ empire,
represented by the sword of the executioner, is awful ! Beware not*

again rashly to adventure a trial of it I—Oppose not these commands

!

Taoukwang, 18th year, 3d month, 17th day (I Ith April, 1838).

Art. VIII. ** Memorialy
shotoing the daily increasi of enervation

and degeneracy in the province of Kwangtung
^ <md the urgent

necessity that exists for correction and reform of the civil ad^

ministration and miliiary discipline, in order^ to maintain the

native spirit, and to improve the. condition, of the people. With

,
this view, the imperial perusal of the memorial is humbly so-

licited.**

At a period when our empire,- throughout the whole extent which

its boundaries, include, is enjoying perfect tranquillity, and resting in

undisturbed possession of the great principles of civilization,— al-

though its soil may undergo the changes of time, and its seasons may
vary in the production of plenty or of scarcity,— yet its main support

must be in the good administration of its official functionaries— in

their removing the tares and protecting the good grain, and thus vi-

gorously seconding the cherished desire of their august sovereign to

attain to the highest pinnacle of good government. It is needful to

secure the efforts of ht and suitable men; nor can it be supposed, that

if there are to be found men able to rule well, there will be any want

of means for them so to rule.

Kwangtung, with its extensive facilities for intercourse by land and

water, and its long succession of ports on the sea-coast, formerly en-

joyed prosperity. The capital, the great mart for the salt trade and

foreign commerce, formed a point of general attraction to the mer-

cantile classes. Its agricultural population tended the plough and

cultured the mulberry, and were able to eat the fruit of their own
labors. Men were in subjection to the laws, and every command was

secure of obedience. The results were, the advancement of the salt

trade to the highest degree of prosperity, the enrichment of the de-

partment of customs, and an entire freedom from smuggling, and

from the clandestine exportation of silver, and importation of contrar
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band commodities. Throughout the country, charges of murder and
robbery were no. sooner brought forward than they were attended to,

and cases of plunder and disturbance never passed Jong unpunished
or unrepressed. No occasion was given for sending from court

special commission-bearers, and no extra call was made for the far-

traveling foil of post-carriers.

But from the year 1822, dates a different condition of things. In
that year, a hre devastated the capital, destroying not less than ten

thousand shops and houses
;
the stroke was felt to have inflicted

a severe blow on the wealth of the people, and their native spirit

l»egan gradually to decline.— To this succeeded, in 1832, distur-

bances among the people and native Yaou tribes ofLeehchow, which,
ftwing to the unskilful efforts at suppression made by the local officers,

and their hasty application for ‘the aid of a military forced grew into

an affair of serious magnitude. And when the troops had reached the

field of Combat, and the two parties were confronted, owing to the

want of knowledge when and how far to advance, and when to retire,

the national force was repeatedly repelled with slaughter. To our
sovereign we are indebted, for having sent to the seat of war, with

an imperial commission, a great minister, who, by combining the

most severe measures with a conciliatary treatment, was enabled,

in one month, to bring the rioters back to theii' fealty, and to report

the success of his efforts. But already, before this was the case, the

peaceful had been dispossessed of their property, and one half of them
scattered abroad.—Again, in 1833 and 1834, the prefecture ofKwang-
chow foo, in its whole extent, suffered from a repetition of disastrous

floods. The paddy-fields were inundated, the dykes and embank-
ments destroyed

;
and the houses of the poor floated away, till multi-

tudes, moaning from hunger, and in many instances without a place of

shelter, stood looking for charitable relief In these circumstances-^
the succession, within the course of about ten years, of a devasta-

ting conflagration, a strife of arms, and a twice-told overflow of wa-
ters-— we perceive the causes of the daily increase of enervation and
degeneracy in the province.

Were the governing officers sincerely to desire the affection of
those under their rule, and to seek their security, regarding that

as alone advantageous which should benefit the people, it would be no
difficult thing to cherish, nurture, and restore the native spirit and
temper. But, with men who bestow not a thought on the individual

welfare of their people ;
who are so far from investigating cases, even

involving loss of life, with impartiality, and strict inquiry, that in a
space of one or two years, imperial commissioners have thrice been
subjected to the toil of comiiig hither— thrice the sacred compassion,
which, to prevent the growth of grievances * and indulgence of illega-

lities, inflicts open and well-considered punishment, has been com-
pelled to select and commission ministers of the court to hasten down
for the arrangement of affairs,— with such men as ar^ by these cir-

cumstances implied to exist in office, the constant fear is, lest worth-

less magistrates of districts, unawake to the influence of warnings and

VOL; VI. NO. XII. 75
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cautions, should habitually, under pM-etence of expense incurred by the

passage of such missions through their districts, veil their alienation

of the public money to the supply of their own private necessities,

—

lest, ere one case is decided, others should press for attention,— lest

the civil officers should generally fall into habits of remissness and
neglect, and the military should continually connive one at another.

If such as this be indeed the state of things, what wonder is it, if ha-

bits of plunder characterise the people, or if depraved individuals are

in the practice of smuggling and committing multiplied irregularities

in contempt and disregard of the laws! What cause for surprise, if

the clerks and under officers of the public courts, as well as village

pettifoggers, lay themselves out, on all occasions, to stir up quarrels

and to instigate false accusations against the good ! Daily are evils

such as these becoming more and more prevalent; already they have
grown to that degree, that it is almost impossible to turn back the

tide. Having seen and heard thereof, the memorialist dares not to

take his ease and pass these things over in silence. But he proceeds

respectfully to state his views as to what should be done for the re-

form and correction ofthe'civil administration and military discipline,

in what way benefit can be educed, and in what way evils may be

extirpated. These views have been arranged under six heads, which
are here respectfully laid before his august majesty.

First. In the department of police^ no negligence or indolence

must be suffered
;

all judicial cases must be speedily attended to and
determined ;

then will peace dwell in the abodes of the people, and
the instigators of strife ^ checked.

Many are the cases of plunder that are from time to time brought

forward in the province of Kwangtung
;
and of these a large number

are attributable to unlawful associations. Bands of men combine and

join together, under the designations Teente Brotherhoods, Triad So-

cieties, and such like. They carry off persons in order to extort ran-

soms for them ; they falsely assume the character of police-men; they

clandestinely build fast-pulling boats, professedly to guard the fields

of grain, and these they man with a crew of from ten to twenty peo-

ple, who cruise along the rivers, violently plundering the boats of tra-

velers as they pass to and fro, or forcibly carrying qff the wives and

daughters of the tanka boat-people. The inhabitants of the villages

and hamlets fear these robbers as they would tigers, and dare not of-

fer them the least resistance, lest they should draw down their resent-

ment. The husbandman, when he has received a field to plant and

to culture, must take the precaution of paying these robbers a charge,

which is called procuring an indemnity,— else, as soon as the crop is

ripe, it is plundered, and the whole field laid bare. In the precincts of

the metropolis, where their, contiguity to the civil and military tribunals

prevents them from committing violent depredations in open day, they

set fire to places during the night, their aim being, under pretence,

during the conflagration, of saving and defending, to avail them-

selves of opportunities to plunder and carry off. Hence, of late years,

calamitous fires have greatly increased in frequency. The local
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officers have treated these- merely as common accidental fires. And
robbers, finding that they dould thus act with impunity, have added
to the irregularity of their doings.

In cases- of petty altercations, or of more serious disputes,

among the people, themselves— as the uneducatedo villagers adhere
closely to the use of local dialects, it consequently rests entirely with

the clerks and under-officers to interpret the evidence. When the

judicial officer, whose duty it is to hear and determine, is in the

slightest degree lax and inattentive, the attendants and servants of

the court have the evidence pre-arranged, and join with boHies and
strife-makers to subvert right and wrong,— fattening themselves

upon bribes extorted under the names of ‘ notes or memoranda of the

complaints,’
^
purchases of replies,’ and so forth,— retarding indefi-

nitely the decision of cases,— and even instigating thieves to bring

false accusations against the good ; who, ere a true judgment is elicited,

and the stolen effects are recovered, are already ruined and deprived

of all their property. While the officers of government and the peo-

ple are thus kept apart and separated, how can it be otherwise, than

that appeals to higher tribunals should be incessant, and that instiga-

tion of strife and perseverance in litigation should prevail ?

It behoves, therefore, that a declaration of the imperial pleasure

should be solicited, commanding the governor and lieuti-governor of
Kwangtung to issue orders to the magistrates throughout the province,

to apprehend the lawless, and give security to the good, and with

severity to seize all who are joined in illegal associationd, sending
them to the metropolis, that they may be openly punished^ and that like

proceedings may be interdicted. By these means, masters will be led to

command their families; and these will have knowledge to be deterred

from being seduced to attach themselves to such associations,—^When-
ever any case of plunder arises, the magistrates should make perso-

nal investigation, following the traces till they succeed in apprehend^
ing the thieves

;
they should not seek, by disregard of the mattet-, to

avoid censure for ill-success. When fires break out among the abodea
of the people, the magistrates should ascertain how they originated,

and should not be allowed to assume indifference and so let the

matter pass off. As soon as complaints or appeals are brought before

them, they should immediately give their personal attention to the

investigation, and, if true, should inflict punishment with strictness,-!—

if unfounded, should visit with like punishment the false accusers.

They should not give the rein to the . clerks and attendants of the

courts, lest their so doing should result in a want of truth or of perfect

justice. In this way it may be expected to clear off the judicial cases,

to settle long-delayed litigations, and gradually to bring to an end
habits of plunder and robbery,^— and .thus it may be hoped that the

people will be enabled to rest upon their beds in peace.

Secondly. The magistrates of districts, when collecting the taxes,

whether of money or of grain, must not overrate tjie amount due,

with the view of deducting from it, nor suffer the excise officers to

connive at non-payment.
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If the taxes be overrated, each individual will entertain schemes
whereby he may hope to avoid payment, and tlie result will be, oppo-
sition to the collectors, and defalcation of the revenue. If nonpay-
ment be connived at, debts from the people to the revenue will accu-
mulate, and still increase, and the consequence must be that bribery
will become necessary, in order to obtain continued delay.

The province of Kwangtung, in place of its original contribution to
the supplies conveyed to court, has for a long time past, paid the tax of
grain, due from it, in inoney, which, after being collected, is remitted

to the provincial treasury, under the charge of the financial and ter-

ritorial commissioner. The people have always attended to agricul-

ture, and have not failed gladly to discharge this tax. But, it is said,

that, of late years, while innundations and drought have in no small

degree afflicted the land, causing very scanty harvests, the magistrates

when levying the tax of grain, have rated the price of it as high as

six or seven taels for a sheih of 120 catties.* The common people

are not possessed Of abundant wealth, and cannot sustain being thus

peeled and scraped
;
consequently, the clerks and tax collectors, and

village bullies, have received bribes to shelter them and to let them
pass free of payment. And hence, old debts and new levies conjointly

press upon them, and remain alike unpaid.

It behoves, therefore, that a declaration of the imperial pleasure be

solicited, commanding that strict orders be issued to all the magis-

trates, that, whenever the tax on grain has to be collected, they

shall previously to the collection, issue proclamations throughout every

city, village, and market-place, declaring what is the legal amount levy-

able as the price of the grain-contribution, upon each acre of arable

land, and commanding .the payment thereof within a time named,

—

adding, also, that the clerks and tax gatherers are not permitted to

extort fees, or to receive any surplus above the legal amount
;
that

if any persons venture to undertake such exactions, in opposition

to the commands so issued, they shall be strictly apprehended and
punished. At the same time, these orders- must not be stretched to

involve the unoffending. All debts incurred prior to the year 1835,

have, by a gracious declaration of the imperial pleasure, received full

remission
;
which fact should, be made known by appending to the

magistrates’ proclamation a copy^ on yellow paper, of the imperial

commands. Thus will be attained the certainty, that the village

husbandmen and field-laborers are all fully aware of, and thoroughly

imbued by, the sovereign’s benevolence; and auy semblance of sanc-

tion will be removed from an uudistinguishing enforcement of the pay-

ment of these remitted debts. Such measures as these will produce,

in place of a tardy, a most ready and joyful, payment of the taxes.

Thirdly. Free granaries should be set on foot, with the view of

providing a constant store for the benefit of the people.

While it is true that there are always existing, under the care of

the local officers, public granaries, intended for the maintenance, in

times of scarcity, of moderate prices, it is nevertheless the casd, that

* Tho sheih is legally rated at fruiu three to four taels.
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when the grain here kept, ^coming old, is sold,— when it is lent to

other districts where scarcity exists,— and when new grain is purchas-

ed, misappropriation is frequent, and hence arises a deficiency of the

stored grain when needed. There is no plan so good as the establish-

ment of free granaries, where the store provided by public purchase

shall be ke^ ready to meet the necessities of a scarce and unseasona-

ble year. This is a measure that will be beneficial alike to the gov-

ernment and to the people.

The cultivated fields in the province of Kwangtung are numerous,

and the rice furnished from them is abundant. But the country is

cn extensive and very populous one. And it has always relied upon
additional supplies of grain by importation from the province of

Kwangse. A former governor Yuen Yuen, solicited, also, and ob-

tained, the imperial sanction of the admission of rice into the ports of

Kwan^ung free of duty; and since then the foreign importations

have been constant and from many sources. But, when a wide ocean
intervenes, it is impossible to ensure that there will be no default.

In the year 1834, after the inundatiops which afflicted the province,

subscriptions for the distribution of grain among the poor were encou-

raged ;
but these not meeting the necessities of the people, the prefect

of the department of Kwangchow foo compelled all the shopmen
within his jurisdiction to pay out of their rent, each one the amount of
two monthly portions of his rent. This tax had every where to be

forcibly collected, and consequently was not gathered in due season

fbr the charitable relief of the famishing people, yvho were driven to

murmurings and complaints, and lost all grateful regard for their

rulers. The censor Tsang Wangyen on that occasion represented

these facts, and an imperial commissioner was instructed to investi-

gate the matter
;

at whose representation the prefect. Kin Lanyuen,
received by the imperial command, severe censure fbr mismanage-
ment All this arose from the officers of government, the defenders

of the people, not having pre-considered and provided for such emer-
gencies.

In the present year, it is said, that the governor and lieut.-gover-

Dor, with the other high officers, have subscribed money for the erec-

iion of free granaries, to become store-houses for the preservation of
grain against the hour of need'; and that the officers, merchants,
scholars, and ^common people of the metropolis have not failed to

come forward gladly in support of^ the object. With a general effort

of this kind, the object will of course be easily effected. But the

thing here concerned is no less than, abundantly to supply the wants,

and fully to gain the confidence, of the people
;
and it is most requi-

site to provide that, in the operations undertaken, preseverance and
good faith shall not be lacking.

«

' It behoves, therefore, that a declaration of the imperial pleasure be
solicited, requiring the governor and lieut-governor to command their

subordinate officers, zealously to encourage the contributions ; and,
while the belted gentry and common people pay regard to the de-

mands of justice and the public need, to let them contribute each
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accordiiia to his own estimate of his ability. Lists should from time to

time be drawn out, recording the contributions
;
and a^s soon as these

are sufficient, and the work is effected, all particulars in regard to

building and puttipg in repair the store-houses, appointing places of
sale, and regulating the purchase of grain, should be duly arranged,
and rules should be enacted for the special management thereof. The
stores thus provided by the people themselves, the magistrates should
not be allowed to remove or misappropriate. And hereafter, wheli
at any time the old grain is sold off and new grain bought to supply
its place, the clerks and under-officers of the public courts should not*

be suffered to Intermeddle or interfere. By adopting such measures,
we shall see the abundant food of a year of plenty stored up— the

store-houses gladly filled to the utmost— as a provision against calat^

mitous events in hundreds and thousands of years to come.
Fourthly. In the army and navy, it is most important that the

number of the soldiery should in no way be defective, and that their

discipline and exercise should be maintained, to provide efficiently for

the defense of the laws, and the prevention of illicit traffic.

- Ill the province of Kwangtung, the peaceful condition of the peo-

ple, the abundance of commodities, the prosperous state of the re-

venue, and the advancement of commerce, by which the province

has been characterized, have refilled from the effectiveness of the

customs department, and of those whose duty it is to cruise about

and search out evils. The troubles that of late years have some-

times appeared in the province are all attributaoie to inattention

and indolence ;on the part of the military and naval officers, and
to their readiness to receive bribes for connivance. In the year

1832, the great minister commissioned by the court to take charge

of the military operations at Leenchow reported,* that the military

body in Kwangtung was weak and ineffective, unable to snatch a

victory, oi^ to press onward in battle. It is plain that all the officers

both naval and military fail to use faithful diligence in the instruc-

tion and exercise of their soldiery, and that their only care is, by

schemes and contrivances, to obtain good appointments and to re-

duce the actual number of the soldiery below the number registered,

misemploying the military stores so useful to the nation, to pander to

the exhaustless cravings of their own desires. Under these circum-

stances, what hope can there still be entertained that they will give

their whole souls to the discipline and exercise of their soldiers, and to

render truly effective every one registered as under arms.

At the successive seaward stations of the Bocca Tigris, Keang-

mun, and Macao— posts of great importance— there are torts and mi-

litary stations
;
there are also cruisers, both inward, on the rivers, and

outward, on the seas,— each entrusted to officers of various ranks, with

soldiers under their command, and well-furnished with guns, pow-

der, and every military equipment, the sole and special object of their

establishment being, to cruise about for defense, for the prevention of

smuggling, and for the apprehension of pirates. But all employed in

these cruisers aim only to draw from the whole face of the country
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disgraceful fees. Whenever depraved people are found going seaward

for the prosecution of ilhcil traffic, a bribe will secure them a free

passage. Or, when on the rivers any case of plunder occurs, as soon

as it is heard of, each officer begins to excuse himself
;
and the

plundered property waits in vain to be recovered. While appointed for

the apprehension of the lawless, they become in truth the saVegard of

thieves. On the governor and lieut.-governor rests no doubt the res-

ponsible task of the general direction of the soldiery. Yet the sta-

tions and divisions of the forces are so numerous, that it cannot but be

difficult for their attention and observation to be directed to all. The
<Sbmmanders-in-chief and the generals and admirals of divisions are

high officers whose only duties are those of war. Were they carefully

fb ascertain, as easily they may, the characters of their subordinate

officers, and the degree of conformity of the regimental rolls with the

actual numbers of the soldiery, and were they strictly and intelli-

gently to regulate their forces, a.ssuredly we should not find such ir-

regularities, as connivance at smuggling and illicit traffic, or convey-

ance of the pure silver to seaward.

It behoves that a declaration of the imperial pleasure be solicited,

requiring the governor, and lieut.-governor, the commanders-in-chief,

and the generals and admirals of divisions, to command all the sub-

ordinate military arid naval officers, that they faithfully exercise and
instruct the soldiery, and have all their men vigorous and well-dis-

ciplined ;
that they must not, to fill up the numbers and draw the

rations, place in the ranks men unfitted, by aged infirmity, or youth-

ful delicacy, for the right performance of their duties. With regard

to the seaward passages upon the coast, namely the Bocca Tigris,

Keangmun, and Macao Roads, there is no overland communication
from thence, and the vessels, whether native or foreign, that pass in

and out, can by no po^ibility fly by those places unobserved; The
civil and naval authorities of those districts should, therefore, be made
responsible for keeping up a good preventive guard, for the suppres-

sion of illicit traffic. If this be done H is certain that such a traffic

will soon be entirely brought to an end.

In consequence of the robberies that so often occur upon the rivers,

the mercantile people of Chaouchow, Hainan, and other places on
the sea-coast, who bring silver to the metropolis to purchase the com-
modities they require, come mostly by sea, thus seekings a more direct

and speedy route. On these occasions, it is said, they are often taken

by the cruisers at sea, no careful distinction being made between
peaceful traders, and clandestine traffickers; and the superior officers

of those by whom they are thus irregularly taken, seeking to gain

approbation, incorrectly report the circumstances as though sycee

silver had been seized while being conveyed outward. In this mat-

ter, it is important that an early interruption should be put to such
proceedings, and that preventive measures should be adopted while

the thing is yet in its commencement. The prefects and magistrates

should receive directions, to issue orders, throughout their depart-

ments and districts, that whenever the merchants are sending silver
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to Canton, they shall send it by the inland navigation
;
or, if in any

case it is necessary to pass out to sea, that they shall obtain from the

custom-houses through which tliey pass, manifests of the goods re-

ported and paid for by them
;
and the cruising officers having com-

pared their cargoes with the manifests, shall not have it in their

power, to make irregular seizures, at their own pleasure. When any
robberies occur, the local officers, civil and military, shall be required

to take measures conjointly for the apprehension of the parties, and
it should be imperative on them to seize the thieves and to recover

the lost property. By such measures, it may he hoped to reform the

military discipline, to .extirpate robbery and contraband traffic, and
to enable the people joyfully to pursue their occupations.

Fifthly. The salt affairs should be thoroughly revised, to prevem
all unlicensed traffic, and so to benefit the people, and enrich the

revenue.

In the salt department of Kwangtung, the governmental charge is

first paid, and- then the sale of the salt is permitted. The metropolis,

and Chaouchow, are the places where the salt is collected, and from

thence it is conveyed, for consumption, over the two provinces

Kwangtung and Kwangse, and to Nankan in Keangse, Tingchow in

Fuhkeen, and H&ngchow in Hoonan. The merchants of the metro-

polis are opulent, and the governmental receipts are abundant : in

general, the transactions of each year have been settled within the

year
;
and when a merchant has occasionally been unstable and de-

ficient in commercial means, there have always been dealers ready to

come forward to offer themselves as candidates to conduct his busi-

ness. But at Chaouchow, the trade is stagnant, and the mer-

chants impoverished. The condition of things is so fast retrograding,

that we find salt, and no merchants to conduct the sale of it,— or it

may be merchants, without capital to carry on their business. In

1828, the revenue arising from the salt-trade of Chaouchow was in

arrear. The governor of the province, in consequence, represented,

that the assistant-commissioner of salt, Yang Shaouting, should be

degraded, still being required to find means to pay up the arrears.

His successor. Chin Taoutan, was unable to restore to order the busi-

ness of his office, and was similarly punished. And, in the past year,

it became necessary to advance funds from the public treasury, and

to send officers to superintend the disposal of the salt. These have

also been involved. If we seek for the causes of this state of things,

they are really these,— that privately-manufactured salt is everywhere

to be found, iiie sale of which hinders the governmental salt from

finding a market among the people
;
and that the course by which

the salt is transported is impeded by shallows, which circumstance

adds to the weight pressing upon the merchants* capital, and in-

creases the difficulty of disposing of the salt received from govern-'

raent.

The.^alt brought to the metropolis is prepared in the districts of

Tachow,'P6raow, Teenmow, Kanpih, and Tanshuy. That conveyed

to Chaouchow is prepared in the districts of Tungkeae, Seaoutsing,
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Langtsinn^, and Chaouchow. If we conskieT the iiamber of petaonir

empbyed as sailora on board the Tessels that convey the salt, as earif4-

ers and shippers^driers, and packers, of it^ as well as in other ways, M
the places wliere it ip prepared, and also the Aumber of retail dealers in'

the. places where li is sold for consumption, we shall find that those

who make their livelihood by this trade are not fewer than several

hundred thousands, or a million^^f.inen. : While the prices are atone
time high and at another low, never being coustanUy at the same
rate, the charges on the manufacture of salt for tlie government
remain always the same. W;hen'the merchants, owing to these

eircuinstances, lose extensively, there is no doubt that privately

manufactured salt is carried away together with that pertaining to the

government And the common people, who.se sole aim is their per*

sonal advantage, cannot lie siippos^ to reject the lower*priced in

order to consume the dearer article. The necessary result, then, is

the increase in the quantity of salt that is privately manufactured,^, and
entire liiiidratice of the consumption of that prepared for Che gov-

et nroent Hence we perceive, why the licensed merchants are im-
poverished, and why the revenue drawn from the salt is ifi arrear.

The salt brought to the metropolis finds a Wide channel for its con^

veyance to other places, and large qu intities ate disposed of. But
that taken to Chaouchow is thence conveyed to Keangse and to Fuh-
keen, by narrow channels, ititerrupted by rocks and dangerous eddies.

And, of late years, the. passage along by SeaiigtszekeSDu and Sanho-
pa, outside the city of Chaouchow^ hns become shallow from accu-

mulation of sand. The vessels carrying salt have their passage

delayed thereby for weeks and months
;
while clandestine dealm

near the coast, forming bands of* tens and hundreds, carry off their

salt in every direction by land. The soldiery of the government are

remiss and negligent— nay, are even afVaid lest the clandestine deal-

ers, trusting to tlieis own numbers, should seek to carry their object

by violence. And there is 'cause to apprehend, that strong and able-

b^ied country-people, being without understanding, are traced by
the unlicensed balers to combine with them, and to form bailds for

their aid and defense. This is a subject of greet importance, both

at regards the national means, and as respects the livelih(k)d of tiie

people.

It is therefore fitting that a declaration of the imperial pleasure

should be solicited, requiring the governor of Kwangtung to give

strict injunctions to all officers in charge of the salt manufacture,
that, whenever any salt is about to be transported, they are to prevent
such as is of private manufacture being carried away under shelter of
that prepared for the government; and that they are to^ relinquish or
reduce their unlicensed fees, ^d so remove from’ the ^merchants
every plea of excuse. It should also be imperative on them to ex-
amine, from time to time, the state of the rivers by which the salt is

transported, and to preserve a clear channel for passage of the vessels

to and fro. Measures should be adopted for lessening the jfMfbsent

accumulation of the licensed supplies of salt. And the arrears of
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4ebts tp governroeni should be thoroughly investigated and cleared
off. , Old debtai should not be suffered to usurp the place of new. dn«
ties, and thus to remain in point of fact unpaid. General orders should
also be given to ah the police and soldiery to a})prehend unlicensed
dealersc And eveary offendershould be punished. The expenses of
police should not be lavished to no end, and remissness should not be
suffered to continue as it' has done. In thlB way it may be hoped radi-

cally to reform the depart^'nt And, thus, not'only will the revenue
be enriched, the merchants compassionated^ unlicensed traffic stop-

ped, and the disposal- of the supplies^.that pertain to government facw
iitated, but^ also4 by the employ ment!i given to laborers and to reiaii

dealers, the people :.will be supplied with employment, and prevented
from falling into lawless habits and practices.

Sixthly. Xnuhe cusioms department, every evil most be extirpat-

ed,.and the conduct of affairs must be reibrmed. ^ Then the mercan-
tile p^le Will receive .benefit, and thb foreigners will yield ready
submission. * w

'

That the dq>artntent j[>f the customs in Kwangtung may continue

to flourtshj it is ^essential that the hong merchants' should be opulent

and substantial^ faithful, trust-worthy, and having mutual conffdehce

m each other s that the foreigners should observe the laws, and act

copsisteutly with the general weal,— that they should not fall into evil

and hurtful practices. OfJate, the opulent inerchauts have by degrees
b^n broughtj^o embarrassed circumstances, and. the new< merchants
have rarely been found fitting men. Hence the dues to the govern-

ment have not been correctly paid up, and large debts have been in-

cuyred to foreigners; who. have been led to combine with native

scoundrels,' for evil, purposes, smuggling to evade the duties, ani^^af.

ficking, in.contraband articl^; thus yearly conveying outwardto sea

not less than thirty; millions of taels of pure silver. Whether to cast

away altogether the million ...or so of money annually paid as duties

from the custom-house of Kwangtung, is a point > not wortby of a

moment^ painful consideration. And the foreign ships that repair to

Canton, .import merely woolen doth, camlets, clock8,^and watches,

which it is a matter of indifference whether we possess ot noi; wbilo

their exports ate silk, cotton-cloth, tea, and rhubarb-—thirigs that their

country cannot do without. To which party then is the trade impor-

tant—to which indifferenjl? And what difficulty would there be in

putting a stop to their coming ? But our sacred dynasty is' kind to

those from afar, and cherishes towards them >feeHngs of tenderness.

Opr sovereign’s grace, ^ which extends over the vast sea, cannot-w
when, iX, is considered that the aim of the foreigners is to supply- them-

selves w^th food and faimeiit,^—cannot, .1 say* bear to cut off their

efforts io gain a livelihood. How diligently ought the officers of the

provincoto refiectoU, and embody, the imperial purposesl: •* And how
earnestly 'should they _iremove every disgraceful mai-practice 1 .

. In the year 1814, Le Ayaou, a traitorous; Chinese, combined with

the feigners, and led them into the 'commission of violent wrong.

He waf..apprehended, and hu offenses punished',* and all became
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again peaceful. In 1831, the' English foreigners brought up guns,

and introduced foreign females into Canton, having the presumption

to retain them therUf in the foreign factories. They clandestinely

built a stone pier and quay. And, when goingj;2ut {lhd in, they had tlte

extravagance to sir in large sedan chairs. The lieut.*governor, your

minister, Ghoo Kweiching, went personally to examine into these

niattersf. he compelfed the instant demolition of the quay^ and drove

the foreign females back to Macao;^ Again, in the year 1835 [1834],
vessels of war of the same nation presumed to enter the inner waters

The governor Ixm> Kwan stopped up the channel of navigationy and
displayed to view the military terrors; and repentance and fearspeedU

ly<overtook them. =From these instances it may be seen^ thatj when
the laws are kept in force, the foreigners may always be awed into

subjection.

In rogard to the irr^ularities of contraband traffic and conveyance

of. silver outward, unless most faithful observation be maintained^

these evils cannot be brought to light and destroyed. -.r. Within a re-

cent period, the foreigners have made and established upwards of a

hundred receiving ships off the. island Lantao, adjoining ^he Lintfn

sea, to the outward of the port of Macao; and there they -remain,

having stored on board of them, opium, and various foreign commo-
dities. At Canton, thqre are depraved foreigners— *; . f

,
* *

^ *
j

and x * .
* —who combine

with depraved natives to dispose of this opium and these commodities,

exchanging them for the pure silver. There are other native scoun-

drels who make for themselves ‘ fast-crab boata,’ on board which they

|ive> . their head quarters being the neighborhood of Tungho kow,
Sesheih ked, and Uaechoo sze. These have the monopoly of the

contraband goods, of which they are the smugglers, the. soldiery of
the passes being bribed to let them go freely to and from Lantao,

the place of their contraband traffic. Here they form as it were a

village. And the naval officers, receiving rich gifts, make conni-

vance. at their doings a matter of profit to. theinselves< Yea, there*

are even worthless under-officers and soldiery, who go out to sea,

apparently as cruisers, but secretly to bring in the contraband artb

cles for the depraved people. Such harboiiug of crime and smothering
of conscience is worthy of most bitter detestation. There are besides,

mean people, solicitous of gain, who, by heavy bFi.bes, obtain from
the sub-prefect of Macao licenses to act as compradpres to the foreign-

ers. Further, there are police-men sent by the magistrate ofthe district

Heangshan to remain at Macao, who make their official character a
covering for various irregularities^ . /
Many other digraceful practices Jrave gained the sanctiori of time.

Take as an instance the custom-house. The gerjeraj cpstora-houw'
at Canton, and the suborbin ate one at Macao, are.j/nportaut places

for the collection of the duties of custpn*^ of the.pfoyince. The gen-
erals in command of the nietropolitan garrison yearly choose, from
among the tsoUngs and other officers, two individuals, who are de-

puted to reside, severally, in these customrhouses of Canton and
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M^cao. Thf(9e.o6$cers» having no charge of the receipt of customs,
jlior any apecilie duty of supervisbn, seek only-to vender advanugeous
to themselres their vain, idle, and di^aceful, appohitmenis. Besides,
all the officers of the government have a practice of irregularly re*
commending to the superintendent of the customa ibliowers of their
own, and presume to ask him ibr written orders, appointing them to

have care pf the customs;, which orders^ so recced, they sell to de-
praved natives, who pretend to perform their i^ties on their behalf.

While" such connivance and such irregularities exbt, how can con-
tempt of the laws, and pe^ersionof them to the advantage of indivi-

duals, be prevented ? It is said, that the foreign coiQpany ibr tradii^
has recently been broken up, and that the trade is now witboiit rules.

The hong merchants of the province, also, whether old, or newly estaP

blished, are not uniformly opulent. If severe punitive measures be
not taken, contempt of the laws will be carried still further, and con-
traband traffic will increase; wealth will daily be diminish^, and the

people distressed.

It is therefore befitting that a declaration of the imperial pteaaore

should be solicited, commanding the governor ai^d lieut-governor 'IP

give strict orders to the civil and military officers, faithfully to observe

and investigate matters, and to enforce the orders open the several

foreigners of the said nation, requiring them to obey rmpiicitly the

hiMTs aifd statutes of the cele^al empire, which permit them, in their

commerciai’ transactions, only to barter commodities; and do not

&aSev any evasion of daites, or contraband traffic. The receiving

sbif>8 i already established at Lintin, the naval oommander-in-chier

should be required to drive away back to their country, and should

any such receiving ships hereai^r anchor again off Laiitao, or in the

neighborhood, the officers of the station should be reported agsinsC,

and at the same time the' offending foreigners should be punish^.

The opulent and substantial hong merchants of the province, hi

their commercial transactions with the foreigners, must cultivate

unity of feeling, 'and exhibit the utmost fairness and equity. If any

of them incur debts to the revenue or to foreigners, they must imme-
diately be appreliended and tried, and their property sequestered.

Thus the revenue will be preserved clear from impediment, and the

foreigners rest peaceful arid contented.

At the same time the depraved foreigners, • and the others

above mentioned, must' be driven out with severity. And all the fast-

crab boats, by Which the smuggling is carried on, and all native scoun^

drels engaged in conveying contraband articles to and from the re-

ceiving ships, must be from time to time sought after, with a view to

their apprehension and the preventioD of their misdeeds. At the

moutlis of the inlets by which they go to sea, upright and faithful of-

cers must be appointed, to cruise al^t and prevent the exportation

of sycee silver, or llie diffiiskm of the poisonous opium over the land.

The seiSnrs of eontraband or smuggled articles is the particular duty

of the niilitiry and naval officers. And when they arc faithful in the

performance of this doty, our august sovereign immediately grants
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th(nn promotion, as in the instance of Han'Shaouking's seisiire of sj-

cee sitver, for which he was immediately advanced to the rank of

colonel (from that of lieut.*colonel). Hence we plainly iiifer what
ought to be the efforts of the military and naval officers to arouse their

consciences, and to proceed to the strict performance of this duty of

searching out and seizing offenders agiiinst the laws,— in order that

all upon the face of the seas may be awed, into correct conduct.

There are, besides, small foreign boats, employed by the foreign

merchants resident at Canton, Whampoa, and Macao. These should

be required to be reported at the various custom-house stations which
they pass

;
and should not he allowed, without sufficient reason, to

cruise about on the river of Canton, but should, for the better main-
tenance of a preventive line of policy, be prevented from going about,

spying out the abodes of the people and the positions of the military

stations.

For the rest, the officers deputed to the charge of the various cus-

tom-houses, and their attendants and people, should be reduced in

number, by the governor and superintendent of customs, in concert,

who, it should be expected, will lay, aside all private regards, and will

not allow in themselves the least connivance. Each deduction of a re-

ceiver of unlicensed fees will remove an occasion of illegal and under-

hand transactions. If these things can indeed be executed with

good faith and uprightness, and in entire forgetfulness of selfish ends,

then all will rejoice, and many will come from afar, and those near

and those from far will join in the promotion of a' fair commerce,
While native scoundrels engaged in clandestine traffic will have no
opening left for their irregularities. The tens of millions of pure sil-

ver will not then be laid up beyond the seas
;
and, in consequence,

the wealth of the people will daily improve. And it will be seen, that,

when there are men able to rule well, nothing can be found beyond
the reach of their government.
The above six views are respectfully stated, with the desire of

restoring to Kwan^ung its native spirit, of extirpating every evil, of
reforming the civil administration and military discipline, and of
benehtting the people. As to their fitness or unfitness, his sacred

majesty is humbly intreated to vouchsafe instiructions. A respectful

memorial.

[Note. The docmneiit, of which the above is a translation, thongh of an old
date, has not been long in onr possession. The memorialist is not known.
The imperial reply to his suggestions was embodied in an edict from the hoppo
to the hung merchants, issued in October last, and will be found, at the 6th ar-

ticle, in the sixth number uf this volume.]
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Art. IX. Statement of the French trade in China^ during the
year 1837. Prepared by a Correspondent.

IMPORTS
from Bengal, Jaea, Singapore, and Manila.

Rice Pis. 12,^3 81.. $17,585.84
Rattans., i— .. . 389.12:^. 1,182.30
Betel nuts 1 ,739.46. . 5,653:24
Pepper 1,957^2. . 16,655,92
Gold and Silver thread .40^. 1,579.50
IroQ^-.......... ^.73.. 399.28
Opiatn.. Chests 100 1 : 65,OOO.fK)

EXPORTS
of Sundry Articles tQ Manila, Batatia, and France.

Souchong. .Pis. 553.64 tis. 13,339.2.0
Congo 23 97.... 607.2 8
Pouchong 54.78../. 1.216.7.2

Pecco ^ 396 00..., 15,636.0 0

Silk piece goods. $1,849.00
China ware 234.00
Crape shawls. 259 CO
Ink. ti.I- 92.60

Orange Pecco.. 66.84.... 2,284.6.0

Hyson j62.09.,,. 8,033.6,0

Hyson skin .. . . 46.66— - 917.6:0

Twankay. . . -
^

' 40.90 .

-

5,991.6.8

Imperial... .126 00...^ 5,768.8.0

Patchoii ly. .' '40.00

Lanterns 1200
Umbrellas I'l.. 10.00
Bamboo can'e^ : . . M 63.00
Bamboo fans i 32.50

Gunpowder. .. 123:13...^. 5,632.8.0

i

Chulan Hyson. 13.00.... 650.J3.0

Images.! 20.00
Lacquered*ware 529.00
Paintings 247.00
Mother o’ pearl shells, ivory, &c. 58;56
Sets of trunks 301.00
Straw caps 24.00

60,139.6.8

a 72 taels per $100«^.527.33
Rhubarb $2,200 00
Aniseed 1,575.00
Camphor 3,400.00
Museii.s

f J 664 OO

.Writing paper 60.00
Mexican dollars 24,000.00

Cassia. 4!600,00
Tin 9,424.80
Rattans . ]05 60

rh - $138,547.13
Expenses at Whampoa 1,189 00

Nankeen 1,350.00
Pongee handkerchiefs...... . 2,648.80

Spanish dollars 139,736.13

Art. X. Journal of Occurrences. Death of Changling; change

of local officers ; Corea; salt; transport of grain; judicial dili-

gence ; strangulation for keeping an opium shop.

WitH this article we .close our present volume. During the seventy-two months,
elapsed since the first number of the Repository was issued, we have been able (o

notice but a part of the works and subjects within our reach'. Scene after scene,

object after object, have passed in quick succession ; a few outlines only have
been sketched, ^fore us the field of research expand as.we advance. What
fruits can be gathered time will show.

The death Changling has been announced in the Gazettes which have come
to hand daring the month. The governor of this province has returned from his

review; the lieut.-governor has gone to Peking; and the valiant colonel Han
Shaouking has just been advanced to the rank oHieut.-general.

Corea. Five envoys were sent during the past year into Corea, to give inves-

titure: the subject^ing only casually alluded to in the Gezettes, it does not

appear whether the investiture was of a queen only, or whether a new king had

succeeded to the throne.

UamiCts . . ..Pieces 240. . .
. $8,400.00

116,456.08
Balance 23,280.05

Spanish dollars 139,736.1g
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Sah^ Two ck)cuments appear on this subject, In (be Gfisettes— one directed

against the manufacture of saft by private indh'iduals and the smacgline of it from
place to plaee,*^tbe other disgracing several officers on account oi the inadecpiate

consumption of it, assuming such inadei|fiate consumption to arise from coiiiii*

vonce at the supply of contraband ealt to the people.

The transport >ot grain, dec., to the court, which has ever been asubiect of-

disqtmtude to the Chinese government, Occupies at -all times a lar^ place in

the official correspondence published in the Gazettes. The Yellow fliver har-

ing threatened, ‘ last year, to overftow its banks, the number of fiapers on this

subject is increased in the Gazettes now before us. ' Several* Illegalities of the

men on board the transports have also come to light,

-

j- among others the pilfering

of the grain under their care.

• Judicial diligence. Several representations have been laid before' the emperor
regarding the diligence of<metro|H>iUan prefecisin^eciding cases of complaint and
appeal, and so clearing>oif the arrears of the courts. ' dn these instances, some
distinction is generally asked in reward of such diligence. This reward, when
conferred, is not an increase of salary, or a higher rank in the same part of the

cohnlry, but a pnmiotion-—removing the diligent officer from the place where he
has been useful, to some other untried situation. In the metropolis of Clieible,

we find 3d2 cases decided by one officer; they consist in 'charges of murder and
violent robbei-y—^and appeals referred froni'Peking, or from the provincial govern-
ment. The timelo which they were decided is not mentioned, but we presume it

to, have been diiring. the term of office, or within the space of about three years.

Similar representations have been made from other provinces, till the number of
tJiem- has called forth a remonstrance from one of the Censors. The emperor, in

reply to this remonstrance, declares that his rewardlof such diligence is discrimi-

nating— that U is true the men have only performed their duty, but that Vthere

afe but two paramount principles in (he employodient of men for the administra-

tion of atfairs—to.reward, and to punish.’ He adds, that, before this praiseworthy
diligence can be called- for to so great an* extent, there must have been negligence
inaeoumuiaiing arrears t and. (hat, hereafter, wheti the deserving are pointed out,

the individuab'Whose negKgenee has occasioned (be arrears must be also named.
A case of Stranguha&on, for keeping an opium shop, and seducing people to

buy and-smoke the-drug;- was whne.<sBd at Macao on the 7th inst. Kwd Seping,
aged 49 years, of Cbaotirhow foo in this province, came \o Macao, about the
tenth, year df jfeiiking (1805), and dwelt in the village.of Makd. He had been
employed asnn opium broker, and also in seething and selling the prepared opium,
jfle was,’ says 'onr. informant, * unremitting in his pursuit, and had collected, as

S
u supi>osed^ more than a tliousand dollars. His fellow townsmen, who lived in

acao,i seeing him thus .prospered in his dealings, were continnally -obtruding

fhpi9#eives.QnJitim as his friendst and borrowing .money. And if there was only
one to whom Kwd did not lend all he wished away, he would go and inform the
police qf his-, oucupatidn, and thus extort money : and this was done a great
many times. JUast year, in'Aiigust, there was a certain man belonging to Chaou-
chow, who was in the fooyuenb custody at Canton, that informed against Kwd as
being fJtgaged in the opium trade. The police runners seized and brmigbt him
to Cantoo, where be was examined by torture, till he confessed that he oad clan-
destinely sent away sycee silver, aiid also carried Of>ium on board of the foreign
ships tOvbe sent to Fubke^n for sale, h being certified, that he had committed
thb villa^nqus crime, be W'as retained in i^rison, and his case referad to Peking.’
On the 2d day of the second month c(Februar^ 2^1i)-of this year, the imperial

will WJis received, as follows. “ I order that Kted Sepvng be immediately strangl-
ed. This criminal has audaciously darhd to form connections with (be outside
foreigners at the important passes of the sea-frontier. He opened a shop, stored
it with opium, and seduced people to buy and smoke it. He has been known to
be engaged in this way for .five years; but the former gd.vernors and lieut.-gov-

nrnors have been negligent, and hot one of them have examined and managed this
affair with a regard, to truth. But Tang Tingching oraered his officers to seize
strictly, and he was immediately taken. It may, therefore, be seen (hat when
pursfdt and prosecution ace managed with a regard to truth, the effects are evi-
dent. l^order that Tang and Ke be referred to the proper Boa>.:d, for (heir merits
to be taken into eonsldsratioii; and hereafter, wiHi refereuce to the offenses of
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buying and »eUing opium, and opening smoking bousaa, if in these iosUnces cri-
minals are guilty, they must be seixed at hI) times and all places; and punished;
they must not be sulfered to escape out of the net Minis they will be a warning to
others. Kes|>ect this.” See CtnUvH Hcgisier^for Mtk mstotit.

From the Kegister we also copy a translation of Ihe claiMe, containing the law
touching 4he crime in question. The originalJmy be found in the 14th clause
of the 2'<j5tli section of the Penal Code, the edinm publisited in the 10th year uf
Taoiikwang, . D. J8S0.

"Those whosleal in opium shall be punbbed according to the law against
those who trade' in prohibited goods ( namely, military stores and weafioos ).

The princifMii shall wear the collar one month, and be banished to the ar-

ray at a near frontier. The accomplices shall be punished with one hundred
blows and banished for three years. He who clandestinely opens an ophii«
smoking shop, and -seduces the sons and younpr brothers of nee families to
smoke opium, shaM be punished according to the Jaw against those who delude
the multitude by depraved doctriues. The principal, when hts crime is proved,'
shall be strangled after his term of imprisonment ; the accomplices shall be pu-
nished with one hundred blows, and ban'ished three thousand It. And the boat
people, constables, and jieij^i^rs, shall all receive one hundred blows, and be
oanished from the province for three years.”

An eve-witness of the eiecution of this law on Kw6 Seping, givesthe following
particulars, which we quote from the Canton Press o( the 14th Inst.

" While taking my usual walk this evening about five o’clock, I saw a large moh
of celestials, together with sonle foreigners, assembled, outside the wall of this

town, near St. Antonio gate, end was^formed that a Chinese was about to be
strangled for having been a dealer in opium. Desirous of witnessing this scene, I

a;iproached the mob, and in the course of a quarter of an hour the tsotang of Ma-
cao arrived, and with him from fifty to sixty police runners. A few minutes after-

wards the yew-foo military officers of Casa Branca, the Heangshan iieftn, (district

magistrate of Hean^an,)andthe keanromg foo.of Casa Branca, came in rotation,

followed by the anfortanate culprit in a bamboo ca», born by two executioners,

warded by about one hundred of the imperial inmntry, who were, armed with
hoarding pikes and other formidable weapons of war. There were two matted
biimimo shades built up for this occasion, the distance between them being f^mm
thirty-five to forty yards: one of these shades waa foniished with chairs and ta-

bles. where the raiiudarids seated themselves after having exchanged the custom-
ary civilities one with another: the other wns the place for the execntion, and
was consequently fitted in a lesstastv and expensive stvie, containing only a slight

wooden cross, about six feet in bet^t with a hole in the upper part immediately
above the borixontai cross-piece. Three guns were fired as a signal to prefwre for

the execution of the culprit. With his arms and legs heavUj loaded with ^ckles
of iron, he was literalty shaken out of the cage, a most pKiabie looking object,

covered with filth, and so emaciated from an existence or about four months in a
Chinese prison, as to seem more dead than alive. He was dragged to the place

of execution and placed standing upon a piece of briek, touching the cross wHh
liii beck. The executioners' commencedf by lashing a rope' round his legs, nnder

the arms, then through the whole in the upper part of the cross, after which i^

was passed through the loops of the cord and twMed round several times for thu

purpose of tightening the ro|>e in order to effect strangulation. No apparent signal,

other than the removal of the' piece of brick from under the feet, was given for

the fatal turning of the stick. The expression of the man's countenance did not

change, nor was he perceived to make any struggle. Tl>e manner in which his

nrms%n<! legs were shackled and tied to the cross must account for the latter

circumstance.- When the man had been dead about ten minntes, the mandarins

departed under a salute of three gnns ; and shortly afterwards the executionere

followed, but not until they had fully assured themselves, by examination of his

eyes and mouth, that he was dead. They left him still fastened to the cross, bnt

leraoved from his hands and feet the shackles with which, up to this time, they

had been bound.” ,

Thus died the unhappy Kw5 8e|iing. He remained stretched on the cross till

Monday'evenilig. the ^h instant, when be was interred near the spot where

be was strangled.
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